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ABSTRACT
This thesis deals with botanical knowledge, use and categorization among three
Wakashan cultures (Oweekeno, Hanaksiala and Haisla) and a Southern Tsimshian group
(Kitasoo) of the Central Coast and North Coast regions of British Columbia.
The research has involved the first comprehensive attempt at the documentation
of names and cultural roles for fungi and plants among these cultures. Approximately
90 taxa of fungi and plants are known to have had indigenous names and cultural roles in
Kitasoo culture, approximately 100 taxa in Oweekeno culture and approximately 180
taxa in the Haisla and Hanaksiala cultures. Detailed accounts of the names and cultural
roles of these species are presented.
The basic features of Upper North Wakashan and Southern Tsimshian folk
botanical nomenclature and categorization, as revealed from research among these
representative groups, correspond in general with findings resulting from previous
studies in the Pacific Northwest and elsewhere. A general 'plant' term is present in
Upper North Wakashan, but lacking from Southern Tsimshian. Life-form categories are
generally similar among all the study groups as are several intermediate botanical
categories. A somewhat unusual "life-form complex" consisting of "berry bushes" and
"berry bushes or any bush" is present in Southern Tsimshian, while a unique "fern"
life-form is proposed for Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla. In both Upper North
Wakashan and Southern Tsimshian some generic level taxa are seen to represent
prototypes of more inclusive life-form categories and intermediate categories.
Instances of folk specific categories corresponding to various colour forms of
salmonberries (Rubus spectabilis) occur among all the study groups.

In general, a number of nomenclatural and categorization features are shared by
all the study groups despite fundamental and extensive differences between the Wakashan
and Tsimshian languages. These similarities have probably arisen from extensive and
lengthy cultural contact and interchange between the cultural groups.
A map of the study area is provided as are several figures, tables and appendices
that contain information pertaining to botanical knowledge, use and categorization among
the study groups.
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FOREWORD
Their flora, such as represented in their vocabulary, is
somewhat limited, inasmuch as, with very few exceptions,
only such plants as have a place in their domestic economy
are deemed worthy of a name. Question, for instance, a
TsijKoh'tin [Chilcotin] about the native name of a beautiful
flower which may strike your fancy, and if it is not that of
an edible or medicinal plant, he will look at you wondering
if your mind is not getting unbalanced and ask you
scornfully: "Do you think that we eat such a thing, that we
should have a name for it?" (Morice 1894:127)
The Pacific Northwest of North America is sometimes regarded as being
inherently less interesting or significant in ethnobiological terms than many tropical
regions of the world. This would seem to represent an oversight or inattention based on a
lack of knowledge of the unique biocultural diversity of the region and, in particular,
British Columbia.
Although this province is not characterized by vast biological species diversity,
as are some of the world's tropical areas, it is comprised of a unique amalgam of 14
distinct regions defined as Biogeoclimatic Zones on the basis of biological, geological and
climatic features. Within these areas are some of the world's unique and spectacular
natural areas including, for example, monumental temperate rainforest areas such as
that found in the Kitlope Valley watershed in the traditional homelands of the Hanaksiala,
or Kitlope, people. All of these unique areas have had significance in the establishment
and physical and psychological sustenance of the original human inhabitants of the
province, providing foods, medicines, and materials as well as ample inspiration for the
creativity and spirituality of these groups.
The people whose ancestral homelands consist of one or more of the
Biogeoclimatic Zones are characterized by extremely rich cultural and linguistic
diversity, resulting in part from an extensive period of human occupation of the
province. Of the world's estimated several thousands of languages, approximately 30 are
native to British Columbia - over half the total (53) for all of Canada - and are classed
within five different linguistic families with three languages representing linguistic
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isolates. Of the approximately 580 indigenous communities in Canada, approximately
350 exist within British Columbia representing some 195 Native Indian Bands.
Today some indigenous cultures and languages have been eroded to the point of
extinction. Many contemporary indigenous groups possess cultures and languages that
persist precariously within severely constrained social and environmental conditions.
The recognition of these features of the Pacific Northwest and its original residents
became the primary factor in my selection of British Columbia as an area in which to
conduct ethnobotanical and folk categorization studies. This thesis is intended as both a
record and an analysis of the traditional human use and perception of plants and fungi
among several groups of the Central and North Coast regions of the Pacific Northwest
Coast of North America. As such, it may serve not only to extend the understanding of
such concepts among academics, but also to contribute to the recovery and perpetuation
of cultural and linguistic aspects of traditional botanical knowledge and use among the
indigenous groups discussed here. While the length of the present work may seem
excessive in terms of a Ph.D. thesis, it obviously represents only a fraction of the
botanical experience and knowledge that persists among indigenous communities of the
Central and North Coasts.
Finally, it should be noted that the analyses and conclusions presented in this
report are, like the data they treat, culture-based. I claim only that this report
represents one way of dealing with its topic with the understanding that my method of
presentation may differ from others that may be considered more suitable to Native
inhabitants of the study area. Therefore, it is with respect for the perspectives of
members of the Oweekeno, Hanaksiala, Haisla and Kitasoo communities as well as with
appreciation for the social, as well as the intellectual, dimensions of the research
program, that I offer the following account.

1.0 The Context of Research
1.1 Introduction
Information regarding the knowledge and use by indigenous cultures of biological
organisms and materials has long been of interest to members of Western civilizations.
The topic of indigenous or aboriginal knowledge and use of plants and fungi began with the
casual early observations of Europeans among Pacific Northwest cultural groups (e.g.,
Brown 1868). During the last two centuries the topic has evolved to include more
comprehensive, anthropologically-driven reports that contained detailed information on
the naming and use of plants and fungi (e.g., Boas 1921). During the early part of the
twentieth century several ethnobotanical studies were conducted within British
Columbia (e.g., Smith 1920-1923a, b, c) including what may be the first such work in
British Columbia to incorporate the term "ethno-botany" in the title (Smith 19251927). These seminal works were followed by a number of related reports during the
latter part of the twentieth century (e.g., Turner 1973, 1975, 1979).
Beginning approximately a century ago, emphasis began to be placed on the
understanding of folk biological categorization (e.g., Robbins, Harrington and FreireMarreco 1916). This emphasis led to a theoretical advancement in ethnobotanical
studies marked primarily by the appearance of Harold Conklin's work, "The Relation of
HanunOo Culture to the Plant World" (1954). A flourish of research that built upon the
theoretical framework established by Conklin characterized the latter half of the
century, especially the work of Brent Berlin and his colleagues (e.g., Berlin et al.
1968, 1973, 1974). Related studies began to appear in British Columbia beginning in
the 1970s (e.g., Turner 1974). Recently, Berlin (1992) has produced a
comprehensive and masterful monograph on the subject of ethnobiological categorization.
Prior to the initiation of the present research program, no student of
ethnobiology had conducted comprehensive or detailed studies of ethnobotany and folk
botanical categorization among the Upper North Wakashan groups of the Central Coast of
British Columbia (i.e., the Haihais, Haisla, Hanaksiala, Heiltsuk and Oweekeno) or the
Tsimshian groups of the North Coast of British Columbia (i.e., the Coast and Southern
Tsimshian). However, earlier works on nearby groups had been produced (e.g., Boas
1921; Smith 1925-1927; Turner 1973; Turner and Bell 1971), forming a strong
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foundation for comparative research in Upper North Wakashan and Southern Tsimshian
ethnobotanical studies.
The present research program was initiated with a field season in the Heiltsuk
community of Waglisla, British Columbia, during the summer of 1987. The work
conducted during that time strongly suggested that the research program should be
expanded to include the proximate cultural and linguistic neighbours of the Heiltsuk the Haihais, Haisla, Hanaksiala, Oweekeno and Kitasoo. During the next several years
research was conducted with a number of representatives of all of these cultural groups,
resulting in the compilation of an extensive collection of information on the naming, use
and categorization of plants and fungi among the Central and North Coast regions.
To date, reports on the topics of Haihais, Haisla, Hanaksiala, Oweekeno and
Kitasoo ethnobotany have been prepared and presented to representatives of the
indigenous communities in which the research was conducted. The contents of those
unpublished reports have been incorporated into this thesis. Separate reports on the
knowledge and use of herbal medicines among all the Upper North Wakashan groups have
been completed and presented to the study communities (Compton 1993a, 1993b).
Other results of the research program have been presented elsewhere (Blanchette et al.
1992; Compton 1991b; Compton 1993c; Compton and Rath 1988).
This thesis consists primarily of the results of research among the Haihais,
Haisla, Hanaksiala, Oweekeno and Kitasoo communities. In many ways - culturally,
linguistically and historically - these communities form a type of continuum. For
example, the Haisla and Hanaksiala people consider themselves to be descended from the
Oweekeno - a concept supported by their linguistic and cultural affinities to one another.
Yet, because of intimate contact with various Tsimshianic influences resulting from a
close geographical association between the Haisla, Hanaksiala and their Tsimshian
neighbours to the north, the Haisla and Hanaksiala have incorporated a number of
Tsimshianic features into their cultures, biological vocabularies and conceptual
systems. The research presented here on Kitasoo ethnobotany and folk plant
categorization allows for detailed comparison and contrast with the Wakashan
information leading to a better understanding of the results of such cultural contact on
the naming, use and categorization of plants and fungi. As a result of time and space
considerations in the present work, a comprehensive discussion of Haihais and Heiltsuk
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ethnobotany and folk botanical categorization will be presented later elsewhere although
some details of Haihais ethnobotany have been incorporated into the present work.
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1.2 Objectives and Significance of the Research Program
A century ago anthropologist Franz Boas initiated the earliest academic
ethnographic work to include details of the uses of plants and fungi among the Wakashan
groups of the coast of the British Columbian mainland. Until now no accurate, detailed
ethnobotanical report had been produced for any Upper North Wakashan group.
Boas and his colleague, George Hunt, produced an extensive record of the
language, oral heritage and material culture of the Kwakwaka'wakw (who are classed
together with the Haihais, Haisla, Hanaksiala, Heiltsuk and Oweekeno as North
Wakashans) (e.g., Boas 1921, 1947a, 1966). Later, Turner and Bell (1973)
summarized some of Boas' and Hunt's botanical data, adding some new information on
Kwakwaka'wakw.
Because the Kwakwaka'wakw share many cultural and linguistic similarities
with other North Wakashan groups, Boas apparently assumed that many cultural
features of the remaining North Wakashan groups would be essentially the same. After
all, from a cursory review of botanical nomenclature in the North Wakashan tongues it
is possible to observe more similarities than differences in the naming of plants and
fungi and many botanical species are used similarly on the Pacific Northwest Coast for
food, medicine, materials and the like regardless of the indigenous territory they occupy.
The assumption of ethnobotanical uniformity throughout the North Wakashan
area is, nonetheless, faulty given the unique history and character of each subgroup of
North Wakashan individuals. Thanks to a relatively sedentary lifestyle based on the use
of abundant local resources and a period of several thousands of years for cultural
differences to appear, each of the North Wakashan groups may be regarded as distinct and
worthy of individual and accurate characterization in terms of their linguistic and
cultural attributes.
With this in mind, the present research program was designed to include the
documentation of the names and cultural roles of plants and fungi among the Upper North
Wakashan groups. This information was considered to be extremely valuable in its own
right given the lack of previous documentation and the constantly and rapidly
diminishing pool of knowledgeable elders representative of the various communities. It
is also essential for an analysis of Upper North Wakashan folk botanical categorization.
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Despite the existence of early and extensive work on Kwakwaka'wakw botanical
knowledge and use, the topic of Kwakwaka'wakw botanical categorization has been
approached in only minimal or primarily linguistic detail (Croes 1978; Turner and
Bell 1973). This lack of North Wakashan information emphasized the need for an
analysis of the Upper North Wakashan situation which could, when complete, contribute
insight to considerations of Kwakwaka'wakw botanical categorization.
Because of the dearth of Tsimshianic ethnobotanical studies, the total lack of
previous Tsimshianic folk botanical categorization studies, the known connections
between Tsimshianic culture and Upper North Wakashan culture and the availability of
Tsimshianic (Kitasoo) consultants within one of the intended study sites (Klemtu, B.C.),
the present study was expanded after its initiation to include Kitasoo ethnobotany and
folk botanical categorization.
The most comprehensive and well-known formulation of the basic features of folk
biological categorization is that produced by Berlin and his colleagues (e.g., Berlin et al.
1968, 1973, 1974) and recently revised by Berlin (1992). Within the Pacific
Northwest Turner has provided revisions to Berlin's General Principles based on
several features that seem relatively confined to the area (e.g., Turner 1974).
Ironically, the Kwakwaka'wakw, who are among the most heavily researched human
groups in the world, have not been treated in the formulations that have emerged among
the descriptions of Pacific Northwest folk botanical categorization studies. Nor has any
Tsimshianic group been considered in such studies. Given the prominence of Tsimshianic
culture on the North Coast and the extensive and lengthy Tsimshianic interactions with
other groups of the coast and beyond, the inclusion of a Tsimshianic component in the
present research program seems significant.
The primary theoretical model used in the present analysis is that provided by
Berlin and his colleagues and expanded by Turner and her colleagues. Prior to the
initiation of the present research it was assumed that the Upper North Wakashan and
Southern Tsimshian findings would confirm Berlin's and Turner's conclusions. Further,
it was assumed that because of the broad environmentally-based cultural similarities
that exist between the Upper North Wakashan and Southern Tsimshian groups, relatively
few differences would be noted between their respective folk botanical categorization
patterns, with any differences being attributed primarily to unique linguistic features.
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Therefore, the major goals of this thesis are to summarize pre-existing
materials dealing with Haisla, Hanaksiala, Oweekeno and Kitasoo ethnobotany; to
supplement those materials through field work with representatives of those groups; and
to provide an ethnographic and theoretical synthesis that to date has been lacking for
those groups.
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1.3 Abbreviations, Conventions and Orthographic Notes
Language is possibly the single most definitive attribute of the human species. It
is a major criterion by which humans distinguish one another and, as such, is extremely
important to matters of human identity and culture. To clearly distinguish the linguistic
origins of Native terms presented in this thesis (where it is possible to do so), such
terms will be identified by use of the following abbreviations:
Tsimshianic
CT = Coast Tsimshian (HB sm261enx)
HB = Hartley Bay (local source of CT terminology)
K = Kitkatla (local source of CT terminology)
M = Metlakatla, Alaska (local source of CT terminology)
PR = Prince Rupert (local source of CT terminology)
PS = Port Simpson (local source of CT terminology)
GK = Gitksan
NG = Nisga'a
ST = Southern Tsimshian (HB designates those obtained in Hartley Bay)
North Wakashan
HA (GI.) = Hanaksiala (Gl. = Kitlope)
HA (Gm.) = Haisla (Gm. = Kitamaat)
HE = Heiltsuk (BB = Bella Bella dialect, KI. = Klemtu dialect; H = Heiltsuk
[abbreviation used by Boas])
KW = Kwak'wala (K = Kwakiutl [abbreviation used by Boas])
00 = Oowekyala (R = Rivers Inlet [abbreviation used by Boas])
RL - Root List (used to designate root morphemes cited from Lincoln and Rath 1980
or 1986)
Salishan
NU = Nuxalk (Bella Coola)
Haida
HD = Haida (Ma. = Masset dialect, Sk. = Skidegate dialect)
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1.3.1 North Wakashan Orthographic Note
Nater (1987:239, footnote 2) has used the term "isolect" in reference to the
Upper North Wakashan linguistic group to denote language isolates of undefined scope;
those that are "now more or less mutually intelligible tongues of which it is hard to tell
if they are all different languages, or if some- or all - of them are dialects of one
language." This convention will be retained here with reference to Heiltsuk (which is
regarded as having two dialects, Bella Bella and Klemtu) and Oowekyala although
Hanaksiala and Haisla are now regarded as being distinct enough from one another and the
other Upper North Wakashan tongues to warrant their classification as languages (N.J.
Lincoln, pers. comm. 1992). To avoid confusion, the term "tongue" will be used with
reference to the Upper North Wakashan linguistic subgroups. The phonemic inventory
used in the transcription of terms from the North Wakashan tongues (Haisla, Heiltsuk,
Hanaksiala, Kwak'wala and Oowekyala) cited in this paper is as follows: consonants d, z,^g,^'6,

'6- (plain plosives and affricates); p, t, c, A

,

k, kw, q, qw (aspirated

plosives and affricates); p t C,^k, kw, el,^(glottalized plosives and affricates); s,
,

,

x, xw, "c,3''("' (fricatives); m, n, 1, y, w, h (plain resonants); rn ri, i,
,

(glottalized resonants); m, n, 1 ("vocalic resonants"); rh,

6,

6, 1 (glottalized "vocalic

resonants"); vowels - a, i, u, a (plain); i, u a (glottalized); other elements - :
,

(reduplication boundary), . (juncture),^(glottalizing juncture). The symbol "w" is
used in the representation of several obstruents listed above to indicate lip-rounding, an
articulatory feature characteristic of those obstruents. Accent, when unpredictable, is
indicated by use of the grave ('). In the case of the HE tongue the acute (') over a vowel
or vocalic resonant indicates high tone, whereas its absence indicates low tone.
Generally, slashes (/.../) are used to indicate a phonemic level of transcription, but for
the purposes of this paper they will be omitted with the understanding that all Upper
North Wakashan terms are in phonemic transcription. The proclitics hs_ (HA) and yis_
(HE/00), which are incorporated into some Upper North Wakashan plant names, e.g., HA
(GI.) ciWas hs_wnei (lit., 'crabapple tree of below [the sea],' i.e., members of
Corallinaceae), HE +ifist yis_sarrn (lit., 'seaweed of fur seal [one or more Porphyra
spp. exclusive of P. abbottae]') and 00 7a?mairnni>iw yis_ARis (lit., "tiny-tiny-little
trees," i.e., Plagiomnium insigne) generally lose their h (HA) or yi (HE/00) in
connected speech, in which case the remaining s becomes joined enclitically to the
preceding element. These proclitics function, among other things, with equivalent of
English of in, e.g., "City of Rome," "fool of a lawyer," "cup of water," "King of
England," and "north of here," to express a possessive relationship or other similarly
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'close' connection (J. Rath, pers. comm. 1989; cf. Crystal 1985:136). Uninflected
forms of Upper North Wakashan plant names which incorporate the aforementioned
proclitics are presented in favor of the contracted forms (i.e., HA [GL] clWac w96, HE
Fgsts sagwrii and 00 7a?maiii ibiX's taus). This practice is followed to indicate
-

unambiguously the application of this common naming pattern of Upper North Wakashan
plant names, one which is indicative of genitive case (i.e., 'X of Y'). For a
comprehensive discussion of the preceding concepts as well as other phonological and
grammatical features of Upper North Wakashan linguistic matters the reader is referred
to Lincoln & Rath (1980, 1986) and Rath (1981).
1.3.2 Non-technical Guide to the Pronunciation of Upper North Wakashan Words
The articulatory dynamics involved in the pronunciation of Upper North
Wakashan words differ significantly from those routinely encountered by speakers of
English. The following brief description is provided to allow the casual reader to
approximate the correct pronunciation of Upper North Wakashan terms presented in
this paper (bearing in mind that several sound elements vary in character depending on
the surrounding consonants and that the characterizations presented here should be
regarded as being approximate and incomplete). It should be noted that the rules
governing pronunciation of UNW words are fairly complex therefore the authoritative
works of Lincoln & Rath (1980, 1986) and Rath (1981) should be consulted for
specific details concerning this matter. The orthographic symbols used to transcribe
Upper North Wakashan words are presented here based upon standard alphabetical order.
a - varies from "a", as in English hat, to "a" as in father
b - similar to English
c - similar to the "ts" in cats, but sometimes like "eh" in church
- like c, but with an strongly "exploded" quality
d - similar to English

- similar to "dl" as in maudlin
a - similar to "a" as in about
g - similar to English but with a slight "y" sound after it, as in egg yolk
g`u - like g but with rounded lips and without the "y"
- like g but farther back in the throat
- like g but farther back in the throat and with rounded lips
h - similar to English
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Ii - like h but with a weakly "exploded" quality, or catch in the throat (interruption of
breath) at the beginning; this element is pronounced similarly to the glottal stop
(7) but occurs word-initially
- similar to "ee" in beet, or "ai" in bait
- like i but with a weakly "exploded" quality, or catch in the throat (interruption of
breath) at the beginning
k - similar to English but with a slight "y" sound after it, as in thank you

k

- like k but with a strongly "exploded" quality

kw - like k but with rounded lips and without the "y"
- like k but with a strongly "exploded" quality and with rounded lips
1 - similar to English
I - like 1 but with a weakly "exploded" quality, or catch in the throat (interruption of
breath) at the beginning
1 - in general, as al, but variable depending on environment

-

like 1 but with a weakly "creaky" quality, or catch in the throat (interruption of
breath) at the beginning

- similar to "thl" in athlete
m - similar to English
rh - like m but with a weakly "exploded" quality, or catch in the throat (interruption of
breath) at the beginning
rn^in general, as am, but variable depending on environment
- like m but with a weakly "exploded" quality, or catch in the throat (interruption of
breath) at the beginning
n^similar to English
like n but with a weakly "exploded" quality, or catch in the throat (interruption of
breath) at the beginning
n - in general, as an, but variable depending on environment
- like n but with a weakly "exploded" quality, or catch in the throat (interruption of
breath) at the beginning
3 - similar to "au" in caught (Note that this is a foreign [Tsimshian] element and is
therefore not included in the phonemic inventory outlined above. However, since
this element is found in the term TS git 1513 [Kitlope], a guide to its pronunciation
is provided.)
p - similar to English

6-

like p but with a strongly "exploded" quality

q - similar to k but much farther back in the throat
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4-

like q but with a strongly "exploded" quality

qW - like q but with rounded lips

er -

like q but with a strongly "exploded" quality and with rounded lips

s - similar to English
t - similar to English
i - like t but with a strongly "exploded" quality
"X - similar to "tI" in rightly
- like 'X but with a strongly exploded quality
u - varies from "oo" as in boot, to "oa" as in boat
ii - like u but with a weakly "exploded" quality, or catch in the throat (interruption of
breath) at the beginning
w - similar to English
W - similar to w but with a weakly "exploded" quality, or catch in the throat
(interruption of breath) at the beginning
x - similar to "ch" in German ich
xl " - like x but with rounded lips
.

;*"( - like x, but farther back in the throat, similar to "ch" in German Bach or Scottish
loch
i:iW- like i( but with rounded lips
g - similar to English

6-

like y but with a weakly "exploded" quality, or catch in the throat (interruption of
breath) at the beginning

z - similar to "dz" in adze, but sometimes like "j" in judge
7 - a temporary interruption of the flow of breath, or catch in the throat, as in Hawaii
(i.e., "Hawai?i") or the English Cockney pronunciation of water (i.e., "water"); it
is pronounced similarly to the glottal fricative (li) but occurs word internally

1.3.3 Oowekyala Practical Orthography (Oowekyala Alphabet)

The following phonemic inventory and transcriptional elements were developed
for official use by the Oweekeno Band for use in the transcription of Oowekyala terms
(see Tables 1, 2 and 3). These elements have been employed in terms attributed to
David Stevenson and in some terms cited from other sources. The orthographic
equivalents used by Lincoln and Rath (1980) appear in parentheses following the
official orthographic elements.
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Table 1. Consonants of the Oowekyala Alphabet
Friction

Soft

Hard

Consonants

Consonants

Glottalized

b

p

d
z

Plain

Glottalized

6

m

rri

t

i

n

ri

c

O

lh (+)

1

I

9

6
vv

Sounds

s

(A)

PO
g

th (X)
k

k

x

gv (r)

kv (kw)

kv (kW)

xv (xu)

gv (r)

qv (cr)

elv UM

)‘v (xw)

w

6

q

4

)-(

h

dh

th

Table 2. Vowels of the Oowekyala Alphabet
Short

Long

am ( 1-0)

ernm ( 171 n-1 )

an (n)

ar1n (nn)

al^(1)

all^(11)

i

ii

u

uu

a

as

Table 3. Other Elements of the Oowekyala
Alphabet
glottal stop

' CO

stress
back
rounding of lips

v (u)

Additional Notes: 1) The element 5 is retranscribed as ti. 2) Stress over schwa (a)
indicates stress over the entire unit, e.g., 6n =^enn = n. 3) Optional stress is
indicated by a single quotation mark, e.g., mia' = mia or mia.
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1.3.4 Haisla Practical Orthography (Vink Alphabet)
The following phonemic inventory and transcriptional elements were devised by
Vink (n.d.) for use in the transcription of the Haisla language (see Table 4). It remains
the system in use today by Haisla language instructors in Kitamaat (L. Barbetti, pers.
comm. 1993). This alphabet may also be used to write Hanaksiala words, as both Haisla
and Hanaksiala employ the same sounds. The orthographic equivalents used by Lincoln
and Rath (1986) appear in parentheses following the practical orthographic elements.
Table 4. Elements of the Haisla Practical Orthography
Obstruents

Resonants
Fricatives

Plosives
Place of

Nasals

Glides

Plain

Aspirated

Gottalized

Plain

Gottalized

Bilabial

b

p

i5

m

riei

Dental

d

t

i

n

ei

Alveolar

Z

c

C

s

1

i

Lateral

dh (?■)

th (X)

th (A)

lh (+)

Velar
Rounded

9

k

k

x

g.(gW)

q. (qW)

q. ( el' W)

Plain

Gottalized

g

6

w

W

Articulation

X.

(e)

Velar
R° (i( w )

Rounded
Bilabial
Rounded

q

g (0

q

R (x)

' (7)

h

Uvular
Laryngeal

Vowels

u

i

e

o
a
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1.3.5 Southern Tsimshian Orthographic Note
The phonemes of Coast Tsimshian as reported by Halpin and Seguin (1990:267)
are: (plain stops and affricate) p, t, c, k, kw, q, 7; (glottalized stops and affricate)

C, k, kw, q; (continuants) s, +, x,

h; (plain sonorants) m, n, 1, w, y,

velar glide); (glottalized sonorants) rh, n, 1 W,
,

6, 6

;

6, t,

9, (an unrounded

(short vowels) i, e, a, o, u; (long

vowels) 1 - , 8 - , (1E1) a - , a . ,^(stress) *. The plain nonglottal stops and affricates are
contextually voiced to [b], [d], [3], [g], [91,

[g], the velars are palatalized to [k 9 , g 9 ]

and [1'0] before o(*) or u() and optionally before other vowels. It may be possible to
analyze the vowel system as having only three phonemic short vowels, with what are
here written as i and e as allophones of i, and u and o as allophones of u. Southern
Tsimshian botanical terms presented in this paper have been transcribed by Dunn (pers.
comm. 1990) using the phonemic inventory described in Halpin and Seguin
(1990:267) with several variations (see orthographic equivalents listed below).
Further, it should be noted that, in some cases, pronunciation of Kitasoo botanical terms
was variable, i.e., no clear preferences were indicated by the Kitasoo consultants. In
cases where more than two such variants occur, a single transcriptional version has
been presented followed by "(and variants)" and all alternative transcriptions of the
variants have been presented in corresponding footnotes.

Table 5. Tsimshianic Orthographic Equivalents
Halpin and Sequin (1990) 11^Dunn (1978)

Dunn (pers. comm. 1990)

Plain Stops and Affricate
P

P

P

t

t

t

c

c

k

k

k

le

le

le

q

q

q

7

7

? or'

15

6

i
a

i
a

6
f
C or

k

k

k

torts

Glottalized Stops and Affricate

14

ts'

(Table 5 continued)

o-

Ii"'

f!'

q?

4

s

s

s

'g

J

1

I

x

x

}
x

h

h

h

m

m

m

n

n

n

1

1

1

w

w

w

g

g

g

g

g

Continuants

Plain Sonorants

Glottalized Sonorants
n'i

rh

rh

ri

ei

ri

i

I

i

W

?w

6

7y

0

?g

i

i

i

I

I

6

Vowels

I
e

e

e

E

8

8

a

a

a or m

a

a

a

A

a
a

15

(Table 5 continued)
0
3

3

u

u

U

+

1 or 1

w

Voiced Plain Nonglottal Stops and Affricates

b

b

b

d

d

d

3

3

dz

9

9

9

d`
g

d'.
g

G or

Palatal Velars
k9

k97

k9
99

99

Additional Consonants

k?
7k>
7q>
71
7m
7n
137
7p>

t?
?t>
c?
?c>
1

1

71
m
7m

16

m

6

(Table 5 continued)
n

^

n

7n
(Note: The symbol "*" denotes greater length of vowels or consonants that it follows and
""" denotes stress.)

Other Conventions
Question marks precede botanical Latin species names where the botanical
identity of a species is in question. Single quotation marks are used to denote literal
translations of Upper North Wakashan terms. Double quotation marks indicate
approximate English glosses. Other non-English terms are presented here in the form
in which they originally appeared and the source(s) of these (or other linguistic) data
should be consulted for explanatory text regarding their orthographic characteristics.
Braces (curly brackets) are used to indicate a morphophonemic level of
linguistic analysis, i.e., to indicate the class of phonemes (the minimal contrastive units
in the sound system of a language) which occur within a set of grammatical
environments (or elements of utterance near or adjacent to the unit in question). A
superscript single dagger (t) preceding botanical Latin names denotes introduced plant
species. Two superscript daggers (tt) denote partial or processed voucher specimens
provided by Native consultants (see Appendix 1). Terms whose transcriptions have not
been verified by a linguist or which were not attested to by contemporary consultants
are indicated by a superscript diesis, or double dagger ( 1 ), preceding the linguistic
abbreviation which, in turn, precedes the native term (e.g., tHA Orrligai). Some
terms provided by one or more native consultants and transcribed by Dr. Neville J.
Lincoln or Dr. Emmon Bach (who, in some cases, use different orthographic symbols to
represent the same sounds) are indicated by the abbreviations "NL" or "EB."
I designed the non-standard orthographic symbols that appear in this document
on a Macintosh SE/30 using Fontastic Plus (Version 2.0.2). I created the diagrammatic
illustrations included in this report using the graphics program, Aldus SuperPaint
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(Version 3.0). This document was printed on a Macintosh Personal LaserWriter using
the word processing program, MicroSoft Word (Version 4.0A).
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1.4 Background to the Study
This study involves four distinct cultural groups situated within a relatively
uniform environmental setting. The people and their environment will be discussed
below within the context of their setting as characterized by physical, botanical,
cultural and linguistic features.
1.4.1 Physical and Botanical Environment
The geographical setting for the present research consists of the Central and
North Coast regions of the Pacific Northwest Coast of North America.. The Oweekeno,
Hanaksiala, Haisla and Kitasoo live within this area in the Coast Mountains and Islands
physiographic region (see Figure 1 and cf. Meidinger and Pojar 1991).
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*Coast Tsimshian
Haisla
Hanaksiala
Heiltsuk
Oweekeno
Ae-Kwa kwa ka'wa kw

Figure 1. Map of British Columbia showing the territories of the
North Wakashan (Haihais, Haisla, Hanaksiala, Heiltsuk, Oweekeno and
Kwakwaka'wakw); Southern Tsimshian (Kitasoo); and Coast
Tsimshian peoples.
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Three Biogeoclimatic Zones are found in this region: the Coastal Western
Hemlock, Mountain Hemlock and Alpine Tundra Zones. The first of these Zones is the
wettest in the province and is characterized by a cool mesothermal climate with
relatively cool summers and mild winters, although the temperature may drop to ca.
-30°C and climb to ca. 40°C within this zone (Meidinger and Pojar 1991). Mean
annual precipitation figures for the zone range from 1000 to 4400 mm (or more), with
15-50% of the precipitation occurring as snow (Meidinger and Pojar 1991). The
Mountain Hemlock Biogeoclimatic Zone (at subalpine regions) receives more
precipitation than the Coastal Western Hemlock Zone: from 1700 to 5000 mm, with
20-70% of this precipitation falling as snow. Generally speaking, the summers are
short, cool and relatively dry and the winters are long, cool and wet with persistent,
heavy snow cover as a result of colder conditions when compared to the previous
Biogeoclimatic Zone. Temperature extremes are from ca. -27°C to 33°C. The most
extreme conditions in the study area are found in the Alpine Tundra Zone, an area
characterized by alpine vegetation and cold wintery conditions with extensive snow pack
and glaciers. Snow persists throughout the year with temperature extremes reaching
nearly -40°C and 30°C (Meidinger and Pojar 1991). Oweekeno territory ranges in
elevation from sea level at the coast to mountain elevations of up to 1077 m at Monarch
Mountain and 883 m at Silverthrone Mountain; between those peaks flow the headwaters
of the Sheemahant and Machmell Rivers. The Hanaksiala and Haisla territories range in
elevation from sea level at the coastal areas to mountain peaks reaching to approximately
2000 m elevation including one peak, HA +auk w , located across from Kemano Bay and
said to be the only peak in the Kitlope region that stood above the waters during the
epochal world flood of Hanaksiala oral tradition (GR). The highest peaks within Kitasoo
territory are found on Princess Royal Island and the adjacent mainland, reaching an
elevation of less than 1050 m (3500 ft) (see Krajina 1970:3, 8, 35, 40). It is to
these areas that the Mountain Hemlock Biogeoclimatic Zone is restricted within Kitasoo
territory, which lacks any area designated as part of the Alpine Tundra Biogeoclimatic
Zone
Within the temperate rainforests of the Coastal Western Hemlock and Mountain
Hemlock Biogeoclimatic Zones, species of Tsuga predominate (T. heterophylla in the
former, T. mertensiana in the latter). Common coniferous elements of the Coastal
Western Hemlock Zone include western red-cedar (Thuia plicata), Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii), Pacific silver fir (Abies amabilis), Sitka spruce (Picea
sitchensis), yellow-cedar (Chamaecyparis nootkatensis) and shore pine (Pinus contorta
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var. contorta). Three of these species, mountain hemlock, Pacific silver fir and yellowcedar are the most common trees of the Mountain Hemlock Zone although the other
species occur there at lower elevations or in drier sites. Generally, the forests of this
area are less dense and more scattered than those of the Coastal Western Hemlock Zone
and are interspersed with sedge or mountain-heather communities. Trees are virtually
absent from the Alpine Tundra Biogeoclimatic Zone reflecting the long severe winters
that restrict the growth of most tree and shrub species and generate stunted or
krummholz "trees." In this region vegetation consists of dwarf shrubs (especially
several species of willow, Salix), herbaceous vascular plants, mosses and lichens
(Meidinger and Pojar 1991). The deciduous species common in the areas frequented by
Oweekeno people include trees such as Rocky Mountain maple (Acer alabrum), red alder
(Alnus rubra), black cottonwood (Populus balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa), and western

crabapple (Malus fusca). Shrubs common to the region include Labrador tea (Ledum
qroenlandicum), devil's-club (Oplopanax horridus), stink currant (Ribes bracteosum),

a number of species of Rubus (e.g., raspberry, salmonberry, and thimbleberry) and
Vaccinium (blueberries, huckleberries, and cranberries), as well as high bush

cranberry (Viburnum edule). Common herbaceous plants include fireweed (Epilobium
angustifolium), riceroot (Fritillaria camschatcensis ssp. camschatcensis), cow-

parsnip (Heracleum lanatum), Pacific silverweed (Potentilla anserina spp. pacifica),
springbank clover (Trifolium wormskioldii), stinging nettle (Urtica dioica L. ssp.
qracilis var. qracilis and/or U. dioica L. ssp. qracilis var. lyallii), and Indian hellebore
(Veratrum viride ssp. eschscholtzii).

Each of these species played a role in the traditional lifestyles of the Oweekeno,
Haisla, Hanaksiala and Kitasoo, as did several species of fungi, lichens, bryophytes, and
pteridophytes. In addition, several marine macroalgae were also known and used by
these peoples including the Hanaksiala and Haisla who probably gained awareness of the
presence and utility of these species while in search of seasonally abundant resources of
the outer coast and through trade relations with neighbouring Native groups.
1.4.2 The People, Their Homelands and Their Tongues
1.4.2.1 The Homeland of the Oweekeno
The traditional homeland of the Oweekeno people extends throughout the Rivers
Inlet area and adjacent regions of the southern Central Coast of British Columbia.
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Approximately 120 geographic locations with names in the language of the Oweekeno are
known within Oweekeno territory. Most Oweekeno winter villages were concentrated
around Owikeno Lake, the head of Rivers Inlet and along the Wannock River, the site of
the contemporary centre of the Oweekeno population, Oweekeno Village. The area used by
the Oweekeno for gathering resources extends to Calvert Island on the west and
throughout the region of Rivers Inlet and Owikeno Lake eastward to the lower reaches of
the Sheemahant and Machmell Rivers on the east. Oweekeno territory extends southward
roughly to Draney Inlet and northward to the Koeye River and Koeye Lake (Fig. 1).
1.4.2.2 Cultural and Linguistic Affiliations of the Oweekeno
Boas (1897:328, 1921:40) listed the Oweekeno (Awrk 'enex) of Rivers Inlet
as distinct from other groups inhabiting the Owikeno Lake area: Somehulitk
(SCmexulitx), at the upper end of Owikeno Lake, and the Nohuntsitk (NErxunts'itx), at
the lower end of Owikeno Lake. Drucker (1950:158-159) has referred to "a strong
sense of the unity of all Wikeno" and the close relationships between all the Oowekyalaspeaking peoples. Eventually, under pressure from neighbouring groups, the Oweekeno
became concentrated beyond the head of Rivers Inlet, the general location of the centre of
the contemporary Oweekeno population.
The Oweekeno trace their ancestry to a locality near modern Oweekeno Village
known as 00 Kwarnua or 00 Kwarhua. It was there that 00 Gardmkas7u ("the
Magnificent Primeval One") was the first to descend to the earth (Hilton et al. 1982:36,
43). Later, 00 Gardmkas7u went with his wife and child to a place known as 00
Wui?gis, a name that refers to a large gravel beach on the lake shore where Owikeno
Lake flows into the Wannock River. This is also the name of a prehistoric village site in
the same area (Hilton et al. 1982:43), probably the original home of 00 Gardmkas7u
and his family.
Prior to the appearance of the Oweekeno people, the world itself was created, as
told by several Oweekeno accounts (e.g., Boas 1932:1-3). According to one version,
which contradicts details of the aforementioned account of 00 GalOmkas7u, Raven
liberated the sun and an entity named 00 Masmasa'lano came down from heaven to create
various aspects of the natural and cultural world of the Oweekeno, including people, who
were carved from red-cedar wood (Boas 1932a:2-3; cf. Boas 1895:213-215). When
the flood came, the Oweekeno people anchored their canoes to 00 Kwarilua, the highest
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mountain near the village, by means of ropes woven from inner yellow-cedar bark. The
people who made good ropes were able to withstand the flood while those with poor ropes
were carried away by the currents. Subsequently they drifted northward where they
become the Kitamaat people (Storie 1973:59-60; cf. Lopatin 1945:21; Olson
1940:187-189).
The ethnic label "Oweekeno" (00 Nkuikinuiiw) possibly is derived from the word
in the Oowekyala language for "back", in reference to the location of their main winter
village "back" of the Wannock River (Curtis 1970:305; cf. HE Wikla/uikla - situated or
happening at the back of something [Rath 1981:685]). Also known as the Rivers Inlet
people, the Oweekeno refer to their ancestral language as Oowekyala (HE/00 *uir<ala).
This term is cognate with the term given by Hanaksiala consultant(s) for their language
(HA Wikala) and may represent further evidence of their shared origins. Oowekyala (00
v■iuir<ala) has been regarded recently as one of four isolects of North Wakashan. It may
be noted that the Hanaksiala refer to their tongue as Oowekyala (HA [GI.] Nkull'<ala) or HA
(GI.) iinaksialakala ("[to speak] the language of the Hanaksiala") although the Haisla
refer to their manner of speaking as HA X6Iiislakala ("[to speak] the language of the
Haisla"). During the last decade linguists conventionalized the use of the term Haisla to
refer to the tongues spoken by the Hanaksiala (referred to as the Kitlope dialect) and
Haisla (i.e., the Kitamaat dialect) (Lincoln and Rath 1986). Boas (1897:328;
1921:40) regarded Oowekyala as a subdialect of Heiltsuk which, in turn, was classed as
a dialect of Kwakiutl.
In general, the Oweekeno were known to exist peacefully with the Heiltsuk and
Nuxalkmc, although they engaged periodically in episodes of warfare with the Heiltsuk as
well as other neighbouring groups (Mcllwraith 1948, 11:376; cf. Boas 1928:125-135,
Olson 1954:214, 218). In more recent times, the Koeye people were comprised of
Oweekeno and Heiltsuk people, whose territory lies north of the Oweekeno (see Hilton
1990:312; also see Drucker 1943:99, 1950:158-159; Hilton, Rath and Windsor
1982:2; Olson 1954:213-215, map facing p. 213, 1955:320-323, 344; Stevenson
1980:9-10, 1985:6-7). The Talio (Tãl'io, a Nuxalkmc subgroup) also intermarried
with some Oweekeno and Heiltsuk, whereas another Nuxalkmc subgroup, the Kimsquit,
was more closely affiliated with some Heiltsuk-speaking peoples and the Hanaksiala
(Mcllwraith 1948,1:17). The Oweekeno had closest contact with the Nuxalkmc of South
Bentinck Arm and the Kwakwaka'wakwl of Smith Inlet and Knight Inlet (Drucker
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1950:159) although Boas (1912:222) indicated close cultural contact with the
Southern Tsimshian, especially the Kitasoo.
1.4.2.3 The Homelands of the Hanaksiala and Haisla
The Hanaksiala homeland consists of Gardner Canal and its associated tributaries,
the Kitlope River and the Kitlope Lake area. To these people the Kitlope River valley and
the surrounding temperate rainforest are known as Husduwach (HA i'<sduakw). The
Haisla homeland encompasses the upper region of Douglas Channel to the Kitimat River
and its tributaries (Fig. 1). Scores of often ancient sites in these areas bear Hanaksiala
or Haisla names in recognition of their value as important cultural landmarks such as
temporary encampments for resource gathering or processing, winter villages,
locations of ceremonial activities or legendary events, or notable natural formations
(GR; Hall 1987). Also, the area inhabited by the Hanaksiala and Haisla peoples includes
the easternmost extension of North Coast temperate rain forest within British Columbia
and the Kitlope River has recently been recognized as the largest parcel of relatively
intact coastal temperate rain forest identified to date (Margolis 1991:10). Although
named Hanaksiala and Haisla sites are limited to the area described above, these peoples
have traditionally also navigated the waters beyond Douglas Channel to harvest a number
of marine resources such as fish, marine invertebrates and mammals, and various types
of macroalgae.
1.4.2.4 Cultural and Linguistic Affiliations of the Hanaksiala and Haisla

As early as the last century Boas (1897:328) had made reference to the
Xana'ks'i a la (i.e., the Hanaksiala), yet this name has not been applied routinely to refer
to the Wakashan-speaking peoples of Gardner Canal and the Kitlope Valley nor, have
these people routinely been properly distinguished from their closest ethnolinguistic
relatives, the Haisla. For example, most recently the Hanaksiala have been referred to
as a subgroup of the Haisla (Hamori-Torok 1990:306). To clarify, the Hanaksiala
people (i.e., the HA [GI.] i(r16ksiala, a name said to refer to a "few people in each
village"), are often referred to as the Kitlope and Kemano people after the two major
historic Gardner Canal settlements. They originally were from seven separate villages
which apparently were still in existence as late as approximately 1800 (GR). The name
Kemano derives from HA cirn6ninue, literally, 'cim6ni place,' so-named for the HA
cimeni (i.e., the bivalve, inconspicuous macoma, Macoma balthica; Tellinidae) which
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was known to occur there (GR). It refers to persons of the nearby village of HA
yarn6Cisa (I.R.3) (GR). Boas (1897:328) also made reference to this group, rendering
their name as "Gi'manoitx." Kitlope Village and Kemano Village were the two principle
winter villages of the Hanaksiala (Drucker 1965:119) but are now inhabited only on a
seasonal basis. 2
The tongue spoken by the Hanaksiala is referred to as Oowekyala 3 (HA [GI.]
Wuilala) although the term HA (GI.) Xneksialakaia ("[to speak] the language of the
Hanaksiala") may also be applied in reference to the Hanaksiala manner of speaking. In
turn, the term HA 3a[iislakala ("[to speak] the language of the Haisla") may be applied
in reference to the spoken tongue of the Haisla people whose ethnic label is HA ircèiiisla
("at the river mouth, down the river; Haisla, [person or people from] Kitamaat") or HA
iatiislidr, "the Haisla people") (Lincoln and Rath 1986:395). Current knowledge of
the tongues spoken by the Hanaksiala and Haisla is based largely on research with the
late Haisla elder George Wilson and Hanaksiala elder Gordon Robertson. Although Lincoln
and Rath (1986) referred to these tongues as a single language, Haisla, with a
majoritarian dialect, "Kitimaat," (based on the speech of Mr. Wilson) and a
minoritarian dialect, "Kitlope," (based on the speech of Mr. Robertson), Lincoln (pers.
comm., 1992) and Bach (pers. comm. 1992) recently have expressed the opinion that
the two forms are different enough to warrant their treatment as separate languages
rather than isolects, as suggested by Nater (1987:239). In the present work the
former language will be referred to as Hanaksiala and the latter as Haisla in order to
differentiate these from Oowekyala, the tongue of the Oweekeno.
The Haisla are considered to represent an amalgamation of Wakashan and
Tsimshianic groups (Olson 1940:187; Lopatin 1945:21; Drucker 1950:149),
possibly from three (GR) to seven different groups of people (from Bees, Kaasa,
Kemano, Kitlope, Haisla, Nalabila, Gildalidox) who congregated during the historic
period. Lopatin (1945:16) made reference to an additional group, the "Aoohduwalla
(auxdu'vala)," who came from the upper Kitimat River and joined the Haisla, who at that
time inhabited the mouth of the river. The name Haisla (HA 3i6liisla, literally "the
dwellers farthest down river") originally specified one of several groups who
congregated at Kitamaat Village but now refers to any Native person from that village
which is located at the northernmost end of Douglas Channel not far from the essentially
white community of Kitimat Town. The most recent census figures available show
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Kitamaat Band membership at a total of 1233, 530 of whom live on reserve (Canada
1988:60).
Drucker (1963:14) stated that the Kitamaat groups incorporated a wandering
Tsimshian clan, with a strong possibility that the Kitamaat entered Tsimshian territory
in the process. This seems likely since the Hanaksiala and Haisla are commonly referred
to by the synonyms Kitlope (TS git 15p, "people of the rock") and Kitamaat (TS git
mAatigit7meat, "people of the snow") which are Tsimshianic designations. The
Hanaksiala and Haisla, being in close association with some Tsimshianic groups, have
adopted some Tsimshianic cultural and linguistic features. Because of this, Lopatin
(1945:18) regarded them as transitional in cultural matters between the peoples of the
central and northern regions of the coast. Barbeau (1950-1951:80, 473), in his
discussion of Northwest Coast totem poles, went so far as to identify incorrectly the
"Gitamat" and "Kitlawp" as Southern Tsimshian. 4 The people inhabiting Kitlope and
Kemano probably were once more numerous than the Haisla (Pritchard 1977:206)
having joined en masse with those at Kitamaat beginning probably around 1948 (E.
Bach, pers. comm. 1992) through 1952, when GR left his newly built house at Kemano
(cf. Margolis 1991:9). However, as early as 1901 the Hanaksiala were considering a
move from the Kitlope Valley into Kitamaat or some other more convenient location such
as Crab River (Raley 1901) and amalgamation seemed a certainty to some by early
1902 (Raley 1902) and continuing until 1906, when the Hanaksiala people were
thought to be considering a move to Crab River, a location on the steamer route from the
south (Raley 1906).
To the west of the Hanaksiala and Haisla territories lies the homeland of the
Southern Tsimshian and immediately to the north, those of the Coast Tsimshian (Fig. 1).
Still father north and north-east lie the homelands of the two remaining Tsimshianic
groups, the Nisga'a and Gitksan. To the east are the traditional territories of the
Carrier, who speak an Athapaskan language. The Salishan-speaking Nuxalkmc, or Bella
Coola (their language being referred to as Nuxalk or Bella Coola), are located to the
southeast of traditional Haisla territory (cf. Duff 1965:14).
In addition to Nuxalk, the Salishan language stock consists, in part, of several
Coast Salish groups on the southeastern part of Vancouver Island and the adjacent
mainland being, therefore, in close physical proximity to the Kwak'wala speaking
peoples to their north and west. Further, several Interior Salish groups are located to
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the east in the southern central portion of B.C. The Nuxalkmc, who are a third
anomalous Salishan group, are today congregated in the village of Bella Coola, B.C. but
were once distributed throughout the valley of the Bella Coola River (Nater 1987:193)
and South Bentinck Arm, Tallio Inlet and Kimsquit. The members of this Salishan
speaking group are geographically distant from other Salishan groups but are in close
proximity to Upper North Wakashan groups with whom they share many cultural and
linguistic traits. The Nuxalkmc are considered to represent a relatively recent arrival
to the coast, as evidenced by the high degree of Wakashan biological and ecological terms
that they have incorporated into their language (Newman 1973).
1.4.2.5 The Homeland of the Kitasoo
Southern Tsimshian territory ranges from the islands and mainland area near the
mouth of the Skeena River southward to Price Island. The villages and hunting, fishing
and gathering locations of the Southern Tsimshian are located among continental and
insular terrestrial, marine and riverine areas of the region. Little information exists
regarding the actual locations, names and history of use of sites within Kitasoo territory.
1.4.2.6 Cultural and Linguistic Affiliations of the Kitasoo
"Tsimshian" or "Tsimshianic" is used today as an ethnolinguistic label referring
to four major divisions of linguistically and culturally related peoples: Nisga'a, Gitksan,
Coast Tsimshian and Southern Tsimshian (Seguin 1985:4; Halpin and Seguin
1990:267). Of these, the Coast Tsimshian 5 (Sim'61giaX) and Southern Tsimshian
languages comprise the Lower Tsimshianic subdivision of the Tsimshianic group (Dunn
1990:113) or Tsimshian Family (Kinkade 1990:104) situated in northern British
Columbia and southeastern Alaska (Dunn 1990:113) while Gitksan and Nisga'a comprise
an Interior Tsimshianic subgrouping (Rigsby and Ingram 1990:252). The Southern
Tsimshian language is known as Skiiiixs (in Klemtu), Skiiiimxs (among Coast Tsimshian
speakers in Hartley Bay), or SIdiUmx (among Coast Tsimshian speakers in Metlakatla,
Alaska) (Dunn n.d.:4). It was once spoken among the Southern Tsimshian populations of
Klemtu, Hartley Bay and Kitkata, and, presumably, among the other Southern Tsimshian
villages identified by Halpin and Seguin (1990). In 1981 this language reportedly
survived among only five individuals 6 (Miller 1981:25; cf. Dunn 1976:62). The
village of Klemtu, since its inception around 1875 (Olson 1955:344), has been a
bicultural (Kitasoo and Haihais) and, excluding English, a bilingual (Skuuxs and
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Heiltsuk) community (cf. Boas 1912:222; Olson 1955:320). 7 Today the predominant
non-English language of the Kitasoo is Heiltsuk.
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1.4.3 History of Previous Research
1.4.3.1 Previous Ethnographic Work Among the Oweekeno
Perhaps the first ethnographic episode regarding the Oweekeno occurred when
Franz Boas was told the "cannibal story" 8 by a "Wikiano" woman in Victoria, B.C. on 25
September, 1886. Boas continued to record elements of Oweekeno mythology from the
Oweekeno consultant until early October of 1886 (Boas 1886 in Rohner 1969:25-30).
The climatic and social difficulties Boas encountered later (in 1897) while working in
Rivers Inlet caused him to lose enthusiasm for his work there and he left the area in
early September 1897 (Boas 1897 in Rohner 1969:243). Boas apparently arranged
for Harlan I. Smith and Livingston Farrand, members of the Jesup North Pacific
Expedition, to produce body castings in Oweekeno Village, and he wrote of having a
rendezvous with them (Boas 1897, in Rohner 1969:223-231, 235. Boas' impatience
and, possibly, lack of genuine interest in the Oweekeno caused his Oweekeno materials to
be only minimally representative of their culture and neglecting aspects of Oweekeno
ethnobotany.
In 1915, Edward S. Curtis (1970) presented some information regarding
Oowekyala plant nomenclature and use. Additional details of traditional Oweekeno culture
were given later by Olson (1935, 1954 and 1955) and Drucker (1940, 1943, 1950),
including some aspects of the roles of plants in Oweekeno culture. The main body of the
Oowekyala botanical lexicon has been documented by Lincoln and Rath (1980) and
Stevenson (n.d.). Smith (1920-1923a, b, c), who reported on many features of
traditional Nuxalkmc and Carrier plant knowledge and use, included some comparative
comments concerning the Oweekeno use of plants. The most recent ethnographic
treatments of the Oweekeno are those of Storie (1973); Stevenson (1977, 1980); and
Hilton et al. (1982). The present work represents the first comprehensive
documentation and analysis of the roles of plants and fungi in Oweekeno culture.
1.4.3.2 Previous Ethnographic Work Among the Hanaksiala and Haisla
By the close of the last century published accounts of linguistic comparisons
involving the Haisla, Hanaksiala and other coast groups were emerging and, not
surprisingly, one of the earliest (Tolmie and Dawson 1884) lacked clarity regarding the
distinctions between the Hanaksiala and Haisla. Forty years later Boas (1924:325)
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expressed the opinion that the languages of the "tribes of Gardiner [sic] and Douglas
Channel... [represent]...a Kwakiutl dialect closely akin to the Bella Bella [i.e., Heiltsuk]."
Unlike some later linguists and ethnographers, Boas never entered Hanaksiala or Haisla
territory to undertake field work there. Instead, he obtained a limited amount of data
from two Haisla individuals encountered in Waglisla (op. cit.). His mention of the
Hanaksiala and Haisla in subsequent reports is typically with reference to linguistic,
rather than ethnographic, concepts.
This sparsity of documentation was remedied in part by later accounts,
primarily of the Haisla. Crosby (1914), for example, discussed the Haisla from a
missionary perspective. Drucker (1940, 1950, 1965) conducted field work among the
Haisla but stated that, "I did not visit this group (i.e., the Kitlope [Kemano] Tribe), and
so far as I know no ethnologist has ever worked among them" (1940:200) and, later,
that "No Kitlope informants were obtainable; preservation conditions there might be
better" (1950:162). This would have probably been true in Drucker's time although
the Hanaksiala and Haisla had frequent contact, and Euro-Canadian religious and
educational concepts were promoted among the Hanaksiala by the Haisla and missionaries
during the early part of the twentieth century (cf. Raley 1899, 1906).
Some statements regarding Hanaksiala and Haisla culture were included by
Mcllwraith in his work on the Nuxalkmc (1948) but the most comprehensive account
pertaining to Haisla culture remains that of Lopatin (1945). However, like previous
workers, Lopatin made minimal reference to the Hanaksiala and his work contains little
specific or detailed reference to matters of ethnobotanical import. Earlier, missionary
George H. Raley, who founded the Kitamaat Mission, produced a dictionary of the Haisla
language in which several botanical terms were included (Raley n.d.a). Other workers
(Curtis 1970; Vink n.d., 1978; Vink and Kuipers 1974) reported some Haisla botanical
terms but Lincoln and Rath's work on the Hanaksiala and Haisla languages (1986)
provided the first accurate and comprehensive documentation of Hanaksiala and Haisla
botanical nomenclature and terminology. Bach and Bates' (1970) report on the Haisla
lacked information on ethnobotanical matters, but other unpublished materials by Bach
(1989a) derived from field work in the early 1970s and the early 1990s (E. Bach,
pers. comm. 1992) contain information related to Haisla botany.
Isolated references to topics of Haisla ethnobotany exist in related literature on
the Nuxalkmc (Turner 1973) and in Olson's study (1940) of Haisla social organization.
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Still other reports treat minor topics related to Haisla ethnobotany. For example,
Mishra (1975) conducted a brief archaeological survey in the Kitamaat area, and made
reference to culturally modified trees there while a later examination of a former Haisla
oolichan camp (Tirrul-Jones 1985) yielded deposits that contained large quantities of
red elderberry materials, possibly from dried berry cakes. Prior to the present study,
Mendel (n.d.a, n.d.b-1, n.d.b-2) conducted the most extensive research on the botanical
species of the Kitamaat area and their associated Haisla names and uses A unifying
feature of these previous reports is that they all focus on topics related to the Haisla, and
any information they contain pertaining to the Hanaksiala was obtained from Haisla
consultants. The current report is unique, then, in that it seems to represent not only
the first significant ethnobotanical contribution, but the first extensive ethnographic
contribution of any kind, with principal reference to the Hanaksiala.
1.4.3.3 Previous Ethnographic Work Among the Kitasoo
The Kitasoo have been chronically neglected in terms of ethnographic
investigation (cf. Simonsen 1973:5). This is also true for ethnobotanical endeavors.
Information related to Kitasoo ethnobotany gathered preceding this study has formed a
secondary component of ethnographic research (Carter 1966; Dunn 1976; Miller
1978, 1981, 1982, 1984; J. Miller, pers. comm. 1990; Simonsen 1973; Storie and
Gould 1973), and has not been gathered in a systematic way. Linguist John Dunn has
conducted the most extensive linguistic research to date among Southern Tsimshian
speakers, resulting in the compilation of an as yet unpublished dictionary of the
Southern Tsimshian language.
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1.4.4 Theoretical and Methodological Perspectives
Previous writers have provided summaries of the evolution of theories and
methods applied to questions of how humans use and think about living things. Ford
(1978), for example, has provided a useful and interesting discussion of the history of
ethnobotany along with a compilation of notable works in the field. Conklin's (1962)
discussion of folk taxonomies has been regarded as significant by many individuals who
have explored cognitive aspects of ethnobiology. Berlin (1992:13), for example,
acknowledges this inspiration by recapitulating Conklin's statement regarding the
universality of hierarchy in folk taxonomies. Most recently, Berlin has briefly
reviewed developments in ethnobotanical research, noting the historical change in focus
from questions of how humans use botanical species (and which species they use) to
questions of how or why humans conceive of the plants and fungi in their environment
and what role their use of those species plays in their conception of them.
Several of Berlin's points seem worth recapitulating and expanding here, such as
his point regarding ethnobotanical documentation. In Berlin's words (1992:5), "no
adequate general study of a society's relation to its biological environment would fail to
include detailed information on the ways human beings categorize as well as utilize their
plant and animal resources. This patently self-evident and hardly controversial
observation needs no clarification, despite claims that recent cognitive approaches have
concentrated on 'what people think of their flora, to the virtual exclusion of how they use
it'."
Because I agree with Berlin's statement, this thesis contains extensive
ethnographic data regarding the cultural roles of plants and fungi among the Oweekeno,
Hanaksiala, Haisla and Kitasoo. It seems unreasonable to expect that any valid analysis of
the folk botanical categorization of these human groups could be produced in the absence
of such data, especially since only with such an approach may complete inventories of
botanical terms be produced. For reasons stated earlier, it should seem evident that the
ethnographic data included in this report are in no way regarded as trivial or lacking in
significance to individuals whose cultures are represented here. In fact, some may argue
that information on the uses of plants is by far the most interesting and useful element of
an ethnobotanical report. In nearly a decade of teaching graduate and undergraduate
students in a number of ethnobotanical courses, for example, rarely have I received
independently generated student questions about folk categorization of plants and fungi.
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Rather, attention has almost exclusively been devoted by these students to the cultural
roles of plants and fungi and the relationship of that information to practical questions
and matters of cultural identity.
Ultimately, however, from an anthropological or theoretical ethnobotanical
perspective, the major theoretical question is "Why do human societies classify nature
in the ways that they do?" (Berlin 1992:5). Boas (1888 in Berlin 1992) stated that
"...the human mind develops everywhere according to the same laws. The discovery of
these [laws] is the greatest aim of our science." Berlin (1992:8) considers the
manners of human perception and categorization of living things to be governed largely
by natural features of the biosphere rather than by culture-driven determinants.
Again, in Berlin's words (1992:9) "...groups of plants and animals present themselves
to the human observer as a series of discontinuities whose structure and content are seen
by all human beings in essentially the same ways, perceptual givens that are largely
immune from the variable cultural determinants found in other areas of human
experience."
The most detailed and widely discussed generalizations regarding plant and animal
naming and categorization are those presented by Berlin and his colleagues in a number
of papers (e.g., Berlin 1971, 1973; Berlin et al. 1968, 1973, 1974) and recently
revised and restated by Berlin (1992:31-35) as the "twelve general principles of
ethnobiological categorization and nomenclature." These principles will be discussed
more fully in Section 4.4.
The discussion of the general and special features of Oweekeno, Hanaksiala, Haisla
and Kitasoo botanical categorization that appears in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 of this thesis
will be be based largely on a comparison with Berlin's model with additional reference to
various findings of Turner and her colleagues who have conducted several studies in the
Pacific Northwest (e.g., Turner 1974, 1987, 1989; Turner et al. 1990). Particular
reference will be made to Turner (1974) since that study contains details of the folk
botanical categorization of the Haida and Nuxalkmc, two close neighbours to the groups
featured in this report.
The research methodology employed in this study was strongly influenced by the
comments of Turner (1974:12-14; pers. comm., 1986), who has indicated that an
informal approach to the acquisition of ethnobotanical data is generally more successful
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than more formalized approaches such as that suggested in some ethnoscientific
procedures. Furthermore, a combination of botanical and anthropological approaches
was used in formulating the research design, including the development of hypotheses
that rose from the data as they generated questions demanding an answer; the manner of
analysis employed (one that treats qualitative data obtained primarily through observing
and interviewing consultants to identify and describe predominant features or themes in
the data); and the production of statements regarding final generalizations obtained
through inductive analysis (cf. Ritch-Krc 1992). Methods are discussed fully in the
following section.
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1.4.5 Chapter 1 Notes

1 The term "Kwa'kuak•6wak"" was given by Boas (1897:329) as an ethnic term used by
speakers of the Kwakiutl subdialect of Kwakiutl. Today, Kwakwaka'wakw (lit.,
"speakers of Kwak'wala") is used to refer to any speaker of any dialect of the Kwak'wala
tongue.

2 As of summer 1992 "Kemano" (i.e., a village site known as HA [GI.] yarnaCisa)
contained a small number of houses used by people fishing or preparing oolichan oil.
These houses including Gordon Robertson's, built in 1951 shortly before Alcan's
construction of the Kemano power station. "Kitlope" (i.e., a location on the river bank
adjacent to the island known as HA [GI.] "IZ)D■ais) is the present site of a hunter's cabin
and another structure erected by the Kitamaat Indian Band. Another location, HA (GI.)

CbOaOi, formerly the main Hanaksiala winter village, is also sometimes referred to as
"Kitlope (Village)." Although "Hanaksiala" or Kitlope are acceptable in referring to
people who trace their ancestry to the Gardner Canal and Kitlope River area, residents of
HA (GI.) yameCisa, like Gordon Robertson, who was born there in 1904, may also be
referred to as HA (GI.) yarnacisiclie' (literally, 'person or people from yarn6Cisa').

3This term is also used by the Oweekeno to refer to their tongue. Boas (1893:56)
rendered the term as awi'kyala (=correct noise). Olson (1940:189) reported that the
language used by the original Kitamaat people was called "äwi'kula" (nearly the same
word as Owikeno)." Lopatin (1945:16) referred to the language of the Haisla as
Aooikila (aui' kila). Mendel (n.d.a:19) referred to "aui k'ala" as the "Haisla language,
old form, connected with Owikeno." (also cf. Bach and Bates 1970:1). One early source
(Anon. 1901a:35) went so far as to identify the Haisla as part of the "Oweekanyo
Nation."

4This comment may not be entirely misguided since ties between the Hanaksiala and
Tsimshian were close. For example, GR's grandfather was a Tsimshian man from
Metlakatla, B.C.

5 In this paper "Coast Tsimshian" is used in order to distinguish it from Southern
Tsimshian where possible. In some cases where information is cited from other sources,
"Tsimshian" may be assumed to actually refer to either Coast Tsimshian alone or Coast
Tsimshian in addition to Southern Tsimshian.
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6 Dunn (1976:62) reported five speakers of Southern Tsimshian in Klemtu and two in
Hartley Bay. Two of the remaining fluent speakers of Southern Tsimshian (Violet
Neasloss and William Robinson) participated in the present study. Supplemental
information regarding the pronunciation and referents of Southern Tsimshian botanical
terms was provided by Louisa Hall. Herbie and Jimmy Starr (Violet Neasloss'
brothers), were identified as speakers of Southern Tsimshian (M. Wilson, pers. comm.
1991) following the completion of the field work summarized in this report.

7 Boas (1912) recorded that it was said that the "GidEdzi1 (Kitasoo) are half Tsimshian,
half Wilde"na" (p. 222). The latter ethnic designation must refer to the Oweekeno, or
"Awrkienox, the tribe of Rivers Inlet" (p. 260).

8 The "cannibal story" is also known as the story of Baxvbakvalariusiwa (Boas
1895:223-224, 1897:400-401; Olson 1954:243; cf. Hilton et al. 1982:47-58).
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2.0 Methodology
2.1 Literature Review and Archival Research
Initial data pertaining to plant names and practices were obtained in a review of
the available recorded materials, including published sources, unpublished sources
residing in various archival repositories and field notes and other materials provided by
various linguists.
Sources for Oweekeno ethnobotany and Oowekyala botanical nomenclature and
terminology include the following materials: Curtis (1970); Drucker (1940, 1943,
1950); Hilton et al. (1982); Lincoln and Rath (1980); Olson (1935, 1954, 1955);
Smith (1920-1923a, b, c); Stevenson (1977, 1980, n.d.) and Storie (1973).
Information pertaining to the Hanaksiala and Haisla was obtained from Bach (1989a),
Curtis (1970) Lincoln and Rath (1980, 1986), Mendel n.d.a, b-1, b-2), Raley
(n.d.a), Robinson (n.d.), Tolmie and Dawson (1884) Varley (1981), Vink (n.d., 1978)
and Vink and Kuipers (1974). Kitasoo data were obtained from a review of published
sources (i.e., Boas 1891, 1895, 1896, 1902, 1912, 1916; Cove 1985; Cove and
MacDonald 1987a, 1987b; Dunn 1978; Gorman 1896; Halpin and Seguin 1990;
McGregor 1981) and unpublished materials (Rigsby 1967a, 1967b).
2.2 Contributions of Native Consultants
Interviews were conducted with Oweekeno consultants in Oweekeno Village,
Waglisla and Delta, British Columbia during the period from 1987 to 1989. Hanaksiala
and Haisla data were verified and supplemented during elicitation sessions with speakers
of Hanaksiala and Haisla. The majority of these interviews were conducted between Fall
1987 and Summer 1992 in Vancouver, Kitamaat, Yamkisa and TrIaMis. Elicitation
sessions were conducted with speakers of Southern Tsimshian in Klemtu, B.C. during
1989. In all these interviews an informal, dynamic process of questioning and
discussion regarding traditional plant knowledge and use was employed.
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Primary information was provided by the following individuals as indicated in
the text by their identifying initials:
Oweekeno:
Roy Hanuse, Sr. (RH) (1989, North Delta, B.C.)
Eliza (Lucy) Johnson (LJ) (1989, Oweekeno, B.C.)
Norman Johnson (NJ) (1989, Oweekeno, B.C.)
Hilda Smith (HS) (1989, Port Hardy, B.C.)
Evelyn Windsor (EW) (1987, Waglisla, B.C.)
Hanaksiala:
Gordon S. Robertson (GR) (1988-1992, Vancouver, Kitamaat Village,
Yam6aisa and Tl'IMais, B.C.)
Haisla:
Josephine Duncan (JD) (1989, Kitamaat Village, B.C.)
Amelia Grant (AG) (1989, Kitamaat Village, B.C.)
Samson Ross (SR) (1989, Kitamaat Village, B.C.)
Kitasoo
Violet Neasloss (VN) (Kitasoo; 1989, Klemtu, B.C.)
William M. Robinson (WR) (Kitasoo; 1989, Klemtu, B.C.)
Haihais
Louisa Hall (LH; dec.) (Haihais; 1989, Klemtu, B.C.)
2.3 Voucher Specimens
Specimens collected during this research were identified by the author with
subsequent verification by Dr. Jack Maze, Dr. W.B. Schofield, Dr. Sandra Lindstrom,
Trevor Goward, Dr. Scott Redhead, or Dr. J.A. Parmelee. Vouchers have been deposited at
the Herbarium of The University of British Columbia. Taxa whose botanical
identifications were based solely on anecdotal data lack voucher specimens. A number of
taxa were identified by GR through the examination of labeled living individuals at the
Botanical Garden of The University of British Columbia or their identities were inferred
from nomenclatural and other comparisons with previous ethnobotanical reports from
the Pacific Northwest. Some identifications were obtained through the use of specimens
deposited by other collectors at the Herbarium of The University of British Columbia.
As a result of the multilingual capabilities of the Kitasoo and Haihais consultants who
participated in this research, data on some Southern Tsimshian plant names and uses
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were obtained through the presentation of comparable Heiltsuk terminology whose
referents had been previously established. One identification (of the fungus Fomitopsis
officinalis) was based on the use of a specimen among the collections of the Kitimat

Centennial Museum in Kitimat, B.C. (Accession #77-57) Lists of the voucher
specimens used in this study are presented in Appendices 1 and 2.
In general, botanical nomenclature (Latin and English) for vascular plants
follows that presented by: Taylor and MacBryde (1977) for vascular plants; Ireland et
al. (1987), Conard and Redfearn (1979) or Vitt et al. (1988) for bryophytes; Abbott
and Hollenberg (1976) for marine algae; Noble et al. (1987) or Hale (1979) for
lichens; and Coker and Couch (1928) or Vitt et al. (1988) for fungi. Hanaksiala and
Haisla names and associated terms, when known, are given with their English
counterparts. Details of the etymology of indigenous plant terms, including the root
morphemes from which the names are derived, are provided where known.
2.4 Linguistic Contributors
The majority of newly documented Oowekyala terms presented in this report have
been verified by either North Wakashan linguistic specialists Dr. John C. Rath (former
Director of Heiltsuk Language Program, Waglisla, B.C.), Dr. Neville J. Lincoln
(Department of Linguistics, Simon Fraser University) or David Stevenson, or by Evelyn
Windsor, an Oweekeno consultant who has formal training in Upper North Wakashan
linguistics. Unless otherwise indicated, all Oowekyala terms reported here were
originally reported by Lincoln and Rath (1980), or were provided by Evelyn Windsor
(pers. comm. 1987, 1988) or John C. Rath (pers. comm. 1987, 1988).
The pronunciation and transcription of the majority of Hanaksiala and Haisla
terms presented here have been verified by either Dr. Rath, Dr. Neville J. Lincoln, or
Dr. Emmon Bach (Department of Linguistics, University of Massachusetts, Amherst).
Those items are presented in a form consistent with a system of phonetic orthographic
representation developed by Drs. Lincoln and Rath. A number of terms have been
reported from various cited sources, in which case the original orthography used to
represent those terms has been retained. In some cases a number of similar terms from
different sources and written using different orthographic principles have been listed.
Some of those terms may be suspect in terms of their proper transcription, in which
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case they are designated with the use of a diesis (as discussed in Section 1.3
"Abbreviations, Conventions and Orthographic Notes").
The phonetic transcriptions of Southern Tsimshian terms have been provided by
Dr. John A. Dunn. Except where otherwise indicated, Coast Tsimshian terms are quoted
according to the phonetic transcriptions in Dunn 1978. Nisga'a terms are quoted in the
Nisga'a practical orthography (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992). Southern Tsimshian
(ST) terms were obtained by speakers in Klemtu unless otherwise designated (i.e., ST
[HB] for Southern Tsimshian terms obtained in Hartley Bay) and represent original
reports unless an alternate source has been cited. Where possible, comparable
terminology obtained from Hartley Bay and Kitkatla (Dunn 1976, 1978) are presented
even though those data probably all indicate the Coast Tsimshian rather than the
Southern Tsimshian botanical lexicon.
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3.0 Results
Data regarding the knowledge and use of plants and fungi obtained in this study
are presented below in separate sections for the Oweekeno, Hanaksiala and Haisla, and
Kitasoo. Within each of these categories the data are listed alphabetically by species or
group name within the major categories of Algae (Seaweeds and Their Relatives), Fungi
(Mushrooms and Their Relatives), Lichens (Lichenized Fungi), Bryophytes (Mosses and
Their Relatives), Pteridophytes (Ferns and Their Relatives), Gymnosperms (Conifers
and the Taxad, Western Yew), and Angiosperms (Flowering Plants), including
Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons. Major classificatory groupings are indicated for the
algae and fungi. The bryophytes are grouped by Class with their families indicated.
Lichens are listed alphabetically with their families indicated. The Pteridophytes,
Gymnosperms and Angiosperms (subdivided into Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons) are
subdivided by families listed alphabetically.
Oowekyala, Haisla, Hanaksiala and Southern Tsimshian plant names and associated
terms, when known, are given with their English counterparts. Details of the etymology
of indigenous botanical terms are provided where known. In the case of Kitasoo
ethnobotany, terms recorded by Dunn (1978) in Hartley Bay or Kitkatla are provided
since they are likely identical for Coast Tsimshian and Southern Tsimshian (J. Miller,
pers. comm. 1993). Comparable verbatim data from other Tsimshianic languages are
presented where appropriate. Lists of general botanical and related terminology in
Oowekyala, Hanaksiala, Haisla and Southern Tsimshian are presented in Appendices 3, 4
and 5.
General details of traditional ethnobotanical knowledge and practices follow the
terminological data. These data are arranged in accordance with the ethnobotanical
typology proposed by Turner (1988) under the broad "use" categories of primary or
secondary foods, other food-related uses, primary or secondary materials, medicines,
ritual or spiritual uses, mythology, miscellaneous and recognition, and are presented in
separate sections for the Oweekeno, Hanaksiala and Haisla, and Kitasoo.
It should be noted that the original data presented in the Hanaksiala and Haisla
section are representative primarily of the Hanaksiala. It can be assumed in some cases,
however, that plant terms solely attested by GR may have also been used by speakers of
Haisla at some time in the past (cf. Lincoln and Rath 1986:2) although in many cases
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terms provided by speakers of Haisla differ significantly from the Hanaksiala forms.
Because the general details of plant use are relatively uniform among the different
peoples of the Northwest Coast it can be further assumed that the basic elements of
ethnobotanical information presented by GR would also hold true for Haisla culture,
although some details would not. A major exception to this assumption may be in the case
of medicinal plant preparations, the details of which are often unique to individual
persons or families within any given cultural setting (cf. Turner 1973:213).
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3.1 Plants and Fungi Named and/or Used by the Oweekeno
3.1.1 Algae (Seaweeds and Their Relatives)
(1) Bioluminescent Marine Algae (Division Pyrrhophycophyta)
00 bix la - to glow, sparkle, phosphoresce (Lincoln and Rath 1980:53)
([RL#13] Vbyx- "to phosphoresce, to glow, to sparkle" [Lincoln and Rath
1980:53])
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
The term 00 bixia refers to bioluminescence caused by various marine
dinoflagellates (Division Pyrrhophycophyta) including Noctiluca spp. (Noctilucales) as
well as Gonyaulax spp., Pyrocystis spp., and Pyrodinium spp. (cf. Bold and Wynne
1978:430).
(2) Egregia menziesii (Turn.) Aresch. (Boa Kelp; Phaeophyta, Alariaceae)

00 yaks - boa kelp (EW, NJ, RH; D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
(possibly from [RL#1627] V6hk- "bad, spoiled, evil, vicious, sick, not as it
should be" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:274])
Food-related Use/Primary Food: used to collect, and eaten with, herring roe
After herring had spawned on this seaweed, Oweekeno people used to gather it at
Calvert Island for use as food. In modern times the boa kelp and herring eggs have been
removed from the rocks and salted for storage although in the past they were probably
dried. Sites nearer to Oweekeno Village were said to have too much fresh water for this
kelp to grow there (RH).
(3) Fucus qardneri Silva (Bladderwrack Kelp, Rockweed, Sea Wrack) and perhaps also
Pelvetiopsis limitata (Setchell) Gardner (Little Rockweed) (Phaeophyta,

Fucaceae)
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00 'k" 16 - bladderwrack kelp
.

00 thkvaliè - bladderwrack kelp (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 '1<wa - to gather bladderwrack kelp
([RL#1094]^"bladder-wrack kelp" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:199])
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
LJ knew of this seaweed and recalled hearing Oweekeno people talk about it but
she did not know what it was used for. NJ knew that the bladders at the ends of the fronds
could be squeezed and popped, for example by children for entertainment.
(4)

"Green Algae" (various species of Chlorophyta, i.e., green fresh water and marine
algae including Enteromorpha intestinalis (L.) Link (Sea Hair) and Ulva lactuca
L. (Sea Lettuce)
00 tiXa - 'green' (RH)
([RL#382] -Vt 0-- "yellow, green, sallow, pale" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:103])
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
Any type of green alga in fresh or salt water is referred to as 00 tiiia (literally,

'green') (RH). The postulated form, 00 tiiitVa (J. Rath, pers. comm. 1988) has not
been attested by contemporary Oowekyala speakers although the Heiltsuk cognate, HE
tiiitie76, has been verified as referring to any "green algae growing on rocks."
(5) Macrocystis integrifolia Bory (Giant Kelp) (Phaeophyta, Lessoniaceae)

00 Co^- giant kelp
00 elaxeialis - giant kelp (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
GRL#2358] Ofiri+- "to braid, to plait" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:371])
Food-related Use/Primary Food: used to collect, and eaten with, herring roe
Mythology: natural role in myth or story (?)
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This kelp was used like boa kelp (#2), as food after herring had spawned on it.
Today the Oweekeno preserve herring eggs and kelp in brine although in the past they
were dried (U). The term 00 maqewa, 2 "pulling" (i.e., pulling seaweed with herring
roe on it), was said to refer to the month of February (Drucker 1950:270). An
unspecified type of kelp, possibly giant kelp, was mentioned in the Oweekeno story
Hantrekunas (Boas 1891-1895:229).
(6) Nereocystis luetkeana (Mert.) Post. & Rupr. (Bull Kelp, or Bottle Kelp)
(Phaeophyta, Lessoniaceae)
00 wawadi - bull kelp (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989, Stevenson and Rath
1984)
00 watei - patch of bull kelp (00 wetkvi [D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989])
00 via wadi6em - kelp fish line (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 s6 - na - pat 3 - fish-line, kelp (Curtis 1970:333)
([RL#1865] Vw ht- "kelp" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:307])

Food-related Use/Primary Food: used to collect, and eaten with, herring roe
Miscellaneous Useful Material: hollow portion of stipe used to store oolichan
grease
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Material: stipes used to make fishing lines
Like giant kelp and boa kelp, bull kelp fronds were sometimes collected with
herring roe for food then salted for storage (RH). The long stipes were formerly used
for making fishing lines (cf. Curtis 1970:333). In a legend involving the Tanis,
Hamatsa or Cannibal dance (Olson 1954:243), a "kelp cup" was described as having
been used to store or carry oolichan grease (cf. Drucker 1950:171). This reference
implies bull kelp, a seaweed that produces large, hollow upper stalks and bulb-like
floats (pneumatocysts) that were used by many coastal peoples for storing oolichan
grease and other liquid food items (Turner 1979:45).
(7) Porphyra spp. ("Edible and Inedible Seaweeds") (Rhodophyta, Bangiaceae)
00 dal-

-

"inedible seaweed" (P. schizophylla and possibly also P. fallax and P.

torta)
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00 +eist - "edible seaweed" (P. abbottae)
001h(!ist - seaweed (Stevenson and Rath 1984; D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 Flu-Rust - seaweed (Porphyra) (Curtis 1970:332); Porphyra miniata 4
(Curtis 1970:44, 304)
00 +0 - to go for/to pick seaweed
001hqlla - to cook seaweed, as with dried salmon roe (Johnson et al. n.d.:6)
00 maga - to pluck seaweed off the rocks (Johnson et al. n.d.:6)
00 qmule" - seaweed made crispy by heat and pulverized for consumption
00 qamUkv - seaweed made crispy by heat and pulverized for consumption (D.
Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 clernukv - seaweed that has been dried and chopped up (Johnson et al. n.d.:6)
00 qrrixwa - crispy, brittle (as seaweed after curing)
00 iiiapua - to make seaweed cake with the feet (Johnson et al. n.d.:6)
00 fitapukv (00 fitapule) - seaweed cake (Johnson et al. n.d.:6)
([RL#1189] -\/+q- "dulse" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:210])
Primary Food: entire plant eaten
Oweekeno people harvest edible seaweed (Porphyra abbottae Krishnamurthy)
from sites on and around Calvert Island 5 for use as food (LJ, NJ). At least one other
site, 00 Quaeamrhit or 00 Quacrami on Walbran Island, was known as a camp for
collecting seaweed, herring roe and other sea foods (Olson 1954:214; cf. Stevenson
1977:133, 1980:2). Olson (1954:213) identified the seaweed season as May, the time
when people gathered seaweed around Cape Calvert. In the old days, people would go out
for it during the time while their oolichans were ripening in pits lined with sword fern
leaves. By the time the people returned from picking seaweed, the oolichans were ready
to be rendered for oil (RH). Seaweed that is picked while young has the best flavour
although older, longer plants are easier to pick. When the plants get too old they get
"hard" and begin to turn white at the ends and are no longer any good to pick (NJ). After
it is picked, the seaweed is dried on cookie sheets in, on or near an oven or other heat
source. In the past, seaweed was formed in flat sheets and pressed in boxes with rocks
while drying (LJ). Seaweed cakes formed in this manner are called 00 iiiapuk w .
Seaweed is sometimes cooked and mixed with salmon eggs or simply broken up
and sprinkled on cooked salmon and other foods (LJ). It is also good when cooked with
finely diced clams or as a topping for cooked herring eggs (NJ).
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Some Haihais, Heiltsuk, Haisla and Kitasoo people recognize one or two additional
inedible types of "seaweed" (Porphyra spp.) including one known as 00 da+ (EW). This
latter folk taxon refers to P. schizophylla Hollenberg and possibly to P. fallax Lindstrom
et Cole and P. toga Krishnamurthy.
3.1.2 Fungi (Mushrooms and Their Relatives)
(8) Bovista pila Berk. & Curt. and probably B. plumbea Pers. (Puffballs;
Gasteromycetes; Lycoperdaceae, Puffball Family)
00 mnak yisjuitla - puffball, literally, 'excrement of stars' (prompted) (RH)
00 k!wa'pax (00 eiw6p) .0 - a permanent village at the mouth of Ambock Creek
.-

which became deserted as the population dwindled (Olson 1954:214; see
map on p. 212)
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
Li could not remember the Oowekyala name for puffball but she believed that it
had something to do with the "smoke" (spores) that come from puffballs. The name, HA
kwalektusdu6Ou hsjiziel, does refer to "smoke" and literally means ''smoke-smoke
(repeatedly/intensively directed)-in the eyes-instrument of/by a ghost.' L..1 did not
verify this name but RH was familiar with the Heiltsuk name for puffballs, HE mnak
yisjiltiJa, although he could not recall if Oweekeno people ever used this name. If so,
the Oowekyala name would be: 00 mnak yis_iutila (literally, 'excrement of stars').
Like the Heiltsuk (Compton 1993a) and Nuxalkmc (Bouchard 1975:3, Turner
1973:195), the Oweekeno believed that puffballs came from shooting stars.
According to RH (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989), the name of the permanent
village near Ambock Creek known as 00 'Qw6pi'i referred to the numerous puffballs found
there. They were said to be so common that it was not unusual for people walking around
there to strike them with their feet thereby kicking up masses of spores. 00 'Qu'6133'i was
said to be a trapping village where people lived during the winter (D. Stevenson, pers.
comm. 1989; see also Olson 1954:214 and his map on p. 212).
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(9) Fomes spp. (and other species of Shelf Fungi, e.g., Fomitopsis sp., Ganoderma spp.,
Polvporus spp. and possibly Echinodontium tinctorium Ell. & Everh.;

Basidiomycetes; Polyporaceae, Polypore Family)
00 kanani - shelf fungus (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
([RL#1325] Vkn *
-

-

"fungus, punk" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:231])

Secondary Material: pigment for paint
NJ heard of people using shelf fungi from spruce trees (see #27) to make a
white powder, sometimes mixed with different types of colouring, possibly from berry
juices, for paint. The Kwakwaka'wakw used a fungus from alder trees and burnt wood,
possibly E. tinctorium, as a red paint (Boas 1909 in Turner and Bell 1973:263). The
Oowekyala term shown above may refer to this as well as any other common species of
shelf fungus. Turner (1974:45) has identified various species of Fomes, Polyporus and
Ganoderma, including what she regards as the most focal species, F. officinalis, as

referents of the Nuxalk 'shelf fungus' term, NU kanani (an apparent borrowing from
Oowekyala).
3.1.3 Lichens (Lichenized Fungi)
(10) Letharia vulpina Wain. (Wolf Lichen, Usneaceae)

(no Oowekyala name recorded)
Secondary Material: dye material?
The yellowish-green thalli of wolf lichen have been used by various Interior
peoples of British Columbia, including the Carrier, as a source of yellow dye and as an
item of trade (Smith 1920-1923c, 1:59-61; Turner 1979:50-52). It does not occur
on the coast, but Smith (1920-1923c, 1:61) reported that "the Bella Bella [Heiltsuk]
Indians, the Indians of Rivers Inlet [Oweekeno], and the Kwakiutl [Kwakwaka'wakw]
Indians of Fort Rupert bought it from the Bellacoola [Nuxalkmc] Indians," and
presumably used it for a dye. It is likely that the Carrier supplied this lichen to the
Nuxalkmc, and possibly also the Heiltsuk and Oweekeno, whom they were known to visit
during the winter when they were in need of food (Mcllwraith 1948, 1:18).
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(11) Peltigera spp. (Veined Lichens), e.g., P. canina (L.) Willd. (Dog-tooth Lichen), P.
aphthosa (L.) Willd., P. membranacea (Ach.) Nyl., P. neopolydactyla (Gyelnik)
Gyelnik and P. polydactyla Neck. (Hoff.) (Peltigeraceae)
(no Oowekyala name recorded)
Medicine: lichens pounded, mixed with spruce pitch, and used to dress wounds
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
Dogtooth lichens were pounded, mixed with spruce pitch (see #27) and applied
to help wounds heal quickly. Animals such as black and grizzly bears also were said to
use these lichens by chewing them together with pitch and rubbing the mixture on
wounds (RH). These lichens were said to be different from 00 Alms, or "moss" (Li),
but no Oowekyala name for dogtooth lichens is known (RH, U).

(12) Usnea longissima (L.) Ach. (Old Man's Beard Lichen, Usneaceae), and probably
also other Usnea spp. and Alectoria sarmentosa (Ach.) Ach. (Common Witch's
Hair, Alectoriaceae)
tO0 kwikwequ'X'Xawa - lichen (?), "tree moss"
([RL#1766] Vkwticr- - "? (possibly in HE Vikw6craawa 'lichen')" [Lincoln
and Rath 1980:292])
Secondary Material: lichen used to wipe slime when cleaning salmon
The organism referred to as t-00 kulkwèquICXawa was said to be a "tree moss,"
"something that grows in the tree, especially wild crabapple tree" that was used by
women for wiping when cleaning and cutting salmon. It is said that old man's beard
lichen, when dampened, is good for wiping anything (RH). This may be the same "white
moss" referred to by U as 00 palms but said not to be a type of 00 Alms ("moss") (U,
RH).
3.1.4 Bryophytes (Mosses and Their Relatives)

Class Hepaticae (Liverworts)
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(13) ?Conocephalum conicum (L.) Lindb. (Cone-headed Liverwort, Conocephalaceae)

00 kkalem's "tongue on ground" (from kelam - "tongue") (or, if retranscribed,
00 klOrns, from 00 klm)
([RL#1410] -V10-- "movement of a bodily organ" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:243])

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
Cone-headed liverwort was used as a medicine for oral cankers and rashes among
the Kwakwaka'wakw, who referred to it as KW k'elk'as ("tongue on ground") (Boas
1966 in Turner and Bell 1973:263; cf. Grubb 1977:97). The term 00 kkalam's
(literally, 'tongue on ground') may refer to the same plant (D. Stevenson, pers. comm.
1989) though today this is uncertain as are the details of its traditional Oweekeno use.
Class Musci (Mosses)
(14) "Moss" (various unidentified species of Bryophyta, e.g., Sphagnum spp. and some
lichens) 6
00 Olms - "moss"
001510iga - 'moss on tree trunk'
00 06151Ca - to go after moss
00 Iraqis - brown, moss-like (Lincoln and Rath 1980:333)
00 pipulsk Otumis - "faces half-covered with moss" (Drucker 1950:290)
00 (?) REIplElsklOtEmEls - moss on one side of face in woods (Boas 1932a:170)
00 palms - a type of moss used to wipe the slime from fish (L.J); cf. 00 061am
(Hilton et al. 1982:48, 52, 64)
([RL#128] Vi5h+- "cotton-wool" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:70])

Mythology: supernatural role in myth or story; natural role in myth or story
Secondary Material: used to wipe slime from salmon
The Oowekyala "moss" terms shown above refer mainly to true mosses growing
on soil and trees (e.g., Hylocomium splendens [Hedw.] B.S.G., Rhytideadelphus loreus
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[Hedw.] Warnst., Sphagnum spp. and Isothecium stoloniferum [Hook.] Brid.) but also
include fruticose pendent lichens such as species of Alectoria and Usnea (LJ, NJ).
Mosses were used for cleaning the slime from fish (LJ, NJ). Sphagnum moss, referred
to as 00 Alms, was used frequently as was another type of unidentified "white moss" said
to grow in crabapple trees and was referred to as 00 palms (probably species of
Alectoria and Usnea, see #12) (LJ). In The Bear Story (Storie 1973b:25-32), an
unidentified "moss" was used by 00 Lal-imith when she stepped in bear excrement
during a berrying trip (Storie 1973b:25). In another story, an Oweekeno man named
00 Xa'ntlikwi lax's moved to the Kitimat River and began the Kitamaat or Haisla people.
When he reached the Kitimat River, he found no trees there, only moss (Olson
1940:188).
In the Oweekeno story NuUwaclawaxthaya)si• (The One Called Nuilwagawa)
(Hilton et al. 1982:47-58), a "wooly substance like cotton wool," referred to as 00
pa lam (00 661m) (Hilton et al. 1982:48, 52, 64; cf. Olson 1954:243), turned into a
big fog covering the land to prevent the Baxvbakvalatiusiwa from catching the children
of NuOwaqawa. The term 00 palm is similar to the term 00 palms, given by LJ for a
"white moss" (possibly Alectoria sp., Usnea sp. or Sphagnum sp.) used to wipe the slime
from fish. In the story of Yakdzi, 7 the filthy and verminous Oweekeno boy, Yakdzi and
his brother slept on mosses in a shelter of hemlock branches after being abandoned by
their parents (Raley n.d.c).
Drucker (1950:290) reported that the Oweekeno believed in a four-part ghostly
world. The first place where ghosts went was a village called 00 luat ("ghosts") across
Owikeno Lake on the other side of the village of the living. The next place the ghost went
was 00 aigyOyais ("good land"?), the place under the world where the spirits forget
about the world of the living. Next, they went to 00 xaxalalis (refers to "bones"), a
place where they no longer have flesh. The term 00 pipulskatumis, is said to mean
"faces half-covered with moss" (cf. Boas 1932a:170). This was "a horrible place of
darkness," the last destination of the souls of the dead where they vanished.
(15) Plagiomnium insigne (Mitt.) Kop. (Badge Mnium, Mniaceae)
00 7a7rnairiini>'e u yis,:X6Us - badge mnium (literally, "tiny-tiny-little-trees")
(HS, RH)
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Medicine: discutient (used to reduce swelling)
Badge moss is today known among the Oweekeno as 00 7a7mairi-inire's 7■66s, a
name meaning literally, "tiny-tiny-little-trees." Another Oowekyala name may have
formerly been used for this moss although it could not be recalled (RH, NJ, HS, EW). In
Heiltsuk both this moss and Polytrichum juniperinum Hedw. are known as HE rhi6160u
or HE rhiiqu (meaning unknown, possibly, "reduces swelling instrument") (Compton
1993a) and it is possible that an older Oowekyala name for badge moss was cognate with
the Heiltsuk name. The Oowekyala name is similar in meaning to the Makah (a South
Wakashan group of Washington) name for Mnium punctatum L. reported by Densmore
(1939:319), Sus such'ku (also referred to as Susu'chku on p. 311), meaning
"resembling a tree."
The use of P. insigne and related mosses seems to have been more widespread
among British Columbia indigenous peoples at one time. Among the Makah, the leaves of
M. punctatum were used to "heal a swelling, whatever the cause" (Densmore
1939:319). The Southern Carrier used a decoction of Mnium affine to bathe a swollen
face (Smith 1920-1923a,l:174; 1920-1923c,I:40, 41; 1929:65) and the Heiltsuk
use the hair-cap moss, P. juniperinum, as an anti-swelling medicine (Compton
1988:6; Compton 1993a).
The Oweekeno combined this moss with the pitch of Sitka spruce (#27) boiled
until the pitch had turned white (NJ). This mixture was then applied to cuts to reduce
swelling and speed healing. The moss was considered to reduce swelling while the pitch
aided healing. For sore and swollen joints and rheumatism the mixture was applied in a
heated or, sometimes, cool poultice that, in modern times, has also included Absorbine,
Jr. (LJ, NJ, HS). Badge moss can also be dried and chewed for the juice, which was
swallowed for internal ailments (HS). It is known to grow under Douglas-fir trees
(#29) but for medicinal use, badge moss was considered to be more effective if gathered
from under a spruce tree (NJ).
3.1.5 Pteridophvtes (Ferns and Their Relatives)
Aspleniaceae (Spleenwort Family)
(1 6) ?Dryopteris spp. (Wood Ferns)
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00 slm - fern sprout (?) (Lincoln and Rath 1980:169)
00 fibam - wood fern rootstocks
00 fibam - fern root (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 tei-piim - fern-roots (wood fern) (Curtis 1970:332)
00 t!ebEsila - (R) to find fern roots (163.11) (B28:163, 222)
00 tibamxiiibemka - to eat fern roots (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
([RL#440] Viyp- "fern" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:112])

Primary Food: rootstock and stipe bases eaten
Ritual/Spiritual: rootstock employed as shamanistic device in tsaika ritual
Although several ferns supplied underground edible portions to peoples of the
Pacific Northwest, wood fern was traditionally one of the most widely and commonly used
fern "root" foods. It is likely that one or more species within the "Dryopteris austriaca
complex" were involved as food species of coastal peoples (i.e., D. expansa [K.B. Presl]
Fraser-Jenkins & Jermy and D. carthusiana [Villars] H.P Fuchs syn. Dryopteris

spinulosa [0.F. Muller] Watt) (N. Turner, pers. comm. 1990). Wood fern rootstocks,
known to the Oweekeno as 00 fibam, are said to have "little black ones," i.e., the bases of
the previous year's stipes, that look like little bananas. They grow in the flats at
Kildalla and near Oweekeno Village. The Nuxalkmc were said to refer to this as "wild
peanut," because of its flavour (RH). In the past, the rhizomes were probably cooked in
earth ovens (see "Plants as Food and Their Preparation"). The term 00 WI, said to
mean "fern sprout (?)" (Lincoln and Rath 1980:169), was not recognized by any of the
Oweekeno people consulted in this study. The term may refer to the young shoots of wood
fern or, possibly, to its edible leaf bases. The term 00 fibam refers to the rootstocks of
wood fern but NJ said that the Heiltsuk cognate means 'shoes.' According to Rath
(1980:588), the Heiltsuk terms for wood fern may be related to the idea of finding
things (e.g., fern roots or cockles) with one's feet.
Wood fern rootstocks may have been a relatively important food among the
Oweekeno, since this species also played a role in the tsaika, or shamanistic, ceremonies.
When he was young, "just a kid," RH was initiated into the Oweekeno tsaika, or secret or
shaman's, society. The ritual activities associated with the tsaika society took place at
the permanent winter village sites rather than at the summer camps and, therefore, are
sometimes referred to as the winter ceremonials. One important reason that Oweekeno
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people moved back to a winter location closer to the coast is that the eastern part of their
territory, from the top of Owikeno Lake down to Sheemahant (00 su amiculh or 00
s

suem>"(aulh), often freezes solid, thereby preventing movement and creating the risk of
starvation for those who may have become stranded there.
When RH became a shamanistic initiate he was required to hide for four months.
In addition, he had to circle the village and walk along the beach or on the roof of his
house while singing. If he could not do this for some reason or was unsure of the proper
initiate protocol, his sister did the singing for him or helped to counsel him regarding
the appropriate behavior. When it was time for RH to rejoin the village following his
period of isolation and preparation, three of the men from the village came across the
Wannock River in a canoe and picked him up. The canoe had been rigged with a dancing
platform so that when RH made his return to the village he could dance (probably to
indicate that he was still imbued with a supernatural presence). Other men stayed in a
cave above Oweekeno Village where they could see the canoe approaching and signal its
arrival by the use of horns signifying the presence of supernatural power. The cave was
known to RH to have been used by other shamanistic initiates. When RH arrived at the
village, his pants were torn and the men shaved both sides of his head, telling the
villagers that his hair had been rubbed off from his incessant meandering through the
forest.
After arriving at the village atop the water-borne dancing platform, RH was met
by the villagers and a host of visitors from Bella Coola, Waglisla and Smith's Inlet. He
then danced for four nights in a costume that included a "skirt" of sword fern fronds (see
#17). Among the North Wakashan groups, shamanistic rituals often included some type
of sleight-of-hand, or prop, to create an illusion of a miraculous transformation to add
to the mystery of the ritual and verify the presence of supernatural entities. When RH
danced, he was given a rootstock of wood fern, split in half so that he could hold one half
in each hand and display the rootstock to the audience. As he danced around a grizzly bear
skin on the ground, the rootstocks were magically transformed into a frog, 00 wqa. This
dance is referred to as tOO^("wolf/howl-wail-of-ghost"?), or $00

eiiiminuaXs. Other reports of Oweekeno shamanistic rituals contain details similar to
those provided by RH but seem to offer minor contradictions. Stevenson (1980:72), for
instance, referred to the dance known in Oowekyala as 00 'QUrninuasalax as the "skull
dance." Furthermore, the dance referred to as 00 Athekam (literally, "gone into the
woods") was said to be "a minor dance which features a magic trick such as turning a
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stick into a frog or causing a stone to float" (op. cit.). In reference to this same ritual,
Drucker (1940:202) stated that the term 00 q'Ominbakslai. "represents a female
spirit" and that "(t)he dancer appears to be scalped; his blood excites the Cannibals."
This was said to be of the "higher" dances in the shamanistic series. Later, Olson
(1954:242) said of the "skull dance," 00103"rninuahslax, that "(a) mask representing
a human skull (or a headdress of skulls?) is worn in this dance" and that "(t)he spirit
is somehow associated with (or 'friendly' with) the Cannibal spirit." It was said to be
one of the "major Tsaika dances." Olson (1955:337) also referred to the Heiltsuk
version of this dance by the term HE K!o'minuaks and said that HE KIomin'ks1aL was "a
spirit's name." The enigmatic term, HA eits.Jmirivais, is said to be the name of a spirit
(Lincoln and Rath 1986:319) and to be derived from the linguistic root N/4 w m h

-

( RL#2 3 2 9) , meaning "rich, wealthy, plentiful" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:483). This
term is undoubtedly related to the Oowekyala and Heiltsuk forms shown above but no
additional details pertaining to this term in Hanaksiala or Haisla culture are known.
(17) Polystichum munitum (Kaulf.) Presl (Sword Fern)
00 kalax - a species of fern (Lincoln and Rath 1980:254)
00 kalastu - sword fern leaves when used to line oolichan bins
00 safidana - "Polystichum munitum" (Lincoln and Rath 1980:174) (see

Blechnum spicant, #18)
([RL#923] Vshi- "ring finger" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:174])

Other Food-related Use: Leaves used as undermat for cleaning fish and as liner
for oolichan bins and pits
Primary Food: rootstocks used as food (?)
Ritual/Spiritual: Leaves used as part of shamanistic costume in tsaika ritual
This common, large and distinctive fern played a role in the Oweekeno production
of the important food, oolichan grease, at the Oweekeno camp called Oolichan Town
(known in Oowekyala as 00 Z6vVias). The leaves were gathered and placed in the bottoms
of bins or pits used to hold oolichans as they ripened before being cooked to extract their
oil. The leaves kept the oolichans from coming in direct contact with the soil in oolichan
pits. Those pits were generally about 2 to 3 feet deep and about 8 to 10 feet square and
were located near the water for easy canoe accessibility. As the oolichans decomposed,
the leaves trapped the blood that came out of the fish so it would not mix with the oil (U,
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NJ, RH). When "ripe," the oolichans were cooked in wooden boxes to render their grease
which was then stored in wooden boxes or containers fashioned from bull kelp bulbs
(Drucker 1950:171). When fish were cut and cleaned, sword fern leaves also were
used as an undermat (NJ).
Sword fern leaves were said to have been used like a Hawaiian "hula hula skirt"
as part of the costume of some male Oweekeno dancers (RH). As a young man, RH danced
wearing 00 kalax leaves as part of the tsaika dance sequence. This dance was referred to
as t-00 aminuaXsla+, or just t00 quminuaxs (RH) 8 (see #16; cf. Olson 1954:242).

This species also had spiritual applications among the Kwakwaka'wakw, who used
four sword fern plants as a charm to call the northwest wind for purposes of canoe
travel. This fern was believed to have been, in mythical times, a "hairy-faced human
with red ochre smeared cheeks and ear rings of dentalia," who controlled weather (Boas
1921 in Turner and Bell 1973:265).
A Nuxalk term, NU kãlxam, seems somewhat similar to 00 kalax. This Nuxalk
term was said to mean "The gathering of fern root for food" (Mcllwraith 1948, 11:586),
in reference to an unidentified species.
Blechnaceae (Deer Fern Family)
(18) ?Blechnum spicant (L.) Roth (Deer Fern) and/or Polystichum munitum (Kaulf.)
Presl (Sword Fern) and ferns in general
00 saiidana - "Polystichum munitum" (Lincoln and Rath 1980:174)
([RL#923] \/shl- "ring finger" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:174])

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
Lincoln and Rath (1980:174) identified 00 sa I idana as "Polystichum munitum"
but this association was not verified by the Oweekeno people consulted in this study. The
comparable term HA saliiès (literally, 'finger plant') is said to refer to deer fern
specifically as well as to ferns in general, including sword fern, P. munitum (see #17)
(GR). The Kwak'wala cognate KW s61e7idana was reported as a generic term for "ferns"
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(Grubb 1977:71) or as a term for "fern (Polystichum munitum)" (Lincoln and Rath
1980:174). Smith (1920-1923c) reported that "See el i tana...is the name of a fern
a little different from squalum. Sometimes people with not good head mistake it for
squalum. It is not good food. Squalum is. See el i tana was not used for one thing, not
one. Roots same and top same as squalum. I think squalum has no spores and See el i
tana has." The fern named squalum was identified elsewhere by Smith (1920-1923b)
as Aspidium spinulosum Sw. var. dilatatum (Hoff.) (shield fern) and by Turner (pers.
comm. 1992) as NU squalum, Dryopteris expansa. 9 Deer fern was not known to have
any Oweekeno uses (U) but Smith's comment (1920-1923b) that "...the other [fern,
i.e., See el i tana was] used for medicine..." suggests that deer fern and, possibly, sword
fern may have been used medicinally among other coastal groups of the Central Coast
besides the Nuxalkmc. It was known to be good medicine for sores among the Hesquiat
people of the west coast of Vancouver Island (Turner and Efrat 1982:29).
Dennstaedtiaceae (Hay-scented Fern Family)
(19) ?Pteridium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn (Bracken Fern)
HE/00 sa'grim - fern (H, R) sake- (K) (Boas 1928:225)
00 seem - "bracken fern" (Lincoln and Rath 1980:171)
00 sa'gam - a root (Olson 1954:232)
00 s6-kum - fern-roots (bracken) (Curtis 1970:336)
00 sb xuskwaqauagetdea - (R) chewed fernroot (36.29) (Boas 1928:36, 225)
—

([RL#899] Vshkw-** - "bracken fern roots" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:171])

Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: rhizomes eaten (?)
Secondary Material: "root" (rhizome) used as punk to keep fire
None of the consultants verified any of the terms shown above nor have any
Heiltsuk consultants verified the term reported by Boas (1928:225) as both a Heiltsuk
and Oowekyala name for bracken fern. The term reported by Boas, Olson, and Lincoln
and Rath is cognate with the Kwak'wala term for the rhizomes of this species, KW
s6gwemi (Grubb 1977:47; cf. Turner and Bell 1973:265). Although their Oweekeno
use has been forgotten today, bracken fern rhizomes were probably used in a manner
similar to that of the Kwakwaka'wakw, who roasted and ate them (Boas 1921 in Turner
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and Bell 1973:265-266). They were also used by the Kwakwaka'wakw and Oweekeno as
punk, or a "slow match" (Boas 1909 in Turner and Bell 1973:266; Olson 1954:232).
In the story of 00 Yaxtsi (Olson 1954:232-233; cf. Storie 1973b:16-24), 00 segam
was used as punk that was kept in a clam shell. Identified only as "roots" in a later
version of this story, bracken fern rhizomes were said to be chewed and placed in a clam
shell in a fire. Once smouldering, this punk was said to last for four to five days (Storie
1973b:17).
Lycopodiaceae (Club-moss Family)
(20) Lycopodium clavatum L. (Running Club-moss)

00 WUsigm gis_qathila - running club-moss (literally, 'belt of deer') (EW,
MgW, U, NJ, RH)
Miscellaneous: used in costume for festive occasion
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
The Oowekyala name for running club-moss is similar to the names for this
species in many other indigenous coastal languages including Heiltsuk (Compton 1992),
Southern Tsimshian (VN), Haida (Turner and Levine 1971:27, 1972:4), Tlingit (Boas
1891:179) and Hesquiat (Turner and Efrat 1982:29). NJ recalled that there was some
type of legend regarding the association of running club-moss and deer (Odocoileus
hemionus) but he exclaimed that "I don't know what they'd use a belt for!" When NJ was
a child, Oweekeno women and girls wore this rope-like bog plant as a type of decorative
necklace during festive occasions such as Victoria Day. It also may have been used during
an unspecified Oweekeno festival during which hoops of red-cedar were decorated with
duck feathers fastened to the hoops with glue made from cottonwood buds. NJ did not
recall if Oweekeno men or boys wore comparable adornments or costumes.
Polypodiaceae (Polypody or Common Fern Family)
(21) Polypodium alycyrrhiza D.C. Eat. (Licorice Fern)

00 'AUV'm - licorice fern (literally, 'root') (U) (NL)
([RL#1099] Owl< w- "root" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:199])
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Medicine (?): "root" (rhizome) chewed, possibly for medicinal purposes
The greenish "roots" (rhizomes) of licorice fern are aromatic and sweet. These
properties led to their use by many coastal indigenous groups for a variety of medicinal
applications, especially as cough and sore throat remedies. Oweekeno people used to
chew the minty-tasting "roots" (LJ, RH). The best ones were said to be found growing
on crabapple trees (#84). If there were no licorice ferns to be found, then the inner
bark of the crabapple tree itself could be chewed, especially when hunting, to suppress
one's thirst (NJ).
All the Oweekeno people consulted referred to licorice fern simply as 00
but NJ indicated that the licorice fern plant had its own special name, which he could not
recall. The Kwakwaka'wakw referred to licorice fern by the term KW lhekw'41 (Grubb
1977:96) while the Haihais, Haisla, Hanaksiala, Heiltsuk Coast Tsimshian and Kitasoo
all used variants of a different term, i.e., HE Cgam (Compton 1993a), HA kHam (GR),
CT c7"iga76.m (Dunn 1978:103) or ST ts'iga76-rn (LH, VN, WR). NJ further indicated
that the other name for licorice fern was also applied to sword fern (#17). The
0owelvala term that could not be recalled may have been cognate with HA salif6s or KW
s61e7idana, terms said to refer to ferns in general (GR; Grubb 1977:97).

Unidentified Family
(22) Unidentified "Fern-Root" (?Dryopteris expansa)
00 tsä"k us - fern-root, 404.16 (Boas and Hunt 1905:520)
(possibly from [RL#899] Vshkal-** - "bracken fern roots" [Lincoln and Rath
1980:171])
Primary Food: rhizomes eaten
The identity of 00 tsa'leus is uncertain. It is mentioned in the Oweekeno story of
00 Kla'la 8 rnin, the mountain goat hunter. His son, 106'1a 8 win, "dug fern-root...then put

the fern-root on a broken hemlock branch, covered the fern-root with ochre and roasted
it by the fire" (Boas and Hunt 1905:404). The fern "root" referred to as KW tsakus
has been identified elsewhere as sword fern (Grubb 1977:71) or Dryopteris austriaca
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(Jacq.) Woynar ex Schinz & Thell. (Turner and Bell 1973:264; cf. Boas 1910, 1921
and 1935 in Turner and Bell 1973:264). The related term, KW ts6kusrhes, also also
been associated with sword fern (Grubb 1977:71).
3.1.6 Gymnosperms (Conifers and the Taxad, Western Yew)
Cupressaceae (Cypress Family)
(23) Chamaecyparis nootkatensis (D. Don) Spach (Yellow-Cedar, Yellow-Cypress)
00 diNvas - yellow-cedar tree (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 qiiwas - yellow-cedar tree
00 ti-^- cedar, yellow (tree) (Curtis 1970:336)
00 die - yellow-cedar bark
00 hiik", yiik w - skein of shredded inner red-cedar or yellow-cedar bark
00 hiikv - a cedar bark ring rolled in a skein (Stevenson 1977:129)

00 k!udaau"-tola - (R) cedarbark (42.6) (Boas 1928:249)
([RL#312] Vclyx"-- "yellow-cedar bark" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:94])
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Material: wood used for implements, containers and carved items;
inner bark used for clothing
In modern times, yellow-cedar wood has been used for canoes (Li), canoe
bailers, totem poles and other types of carved items such as masks (RH, NJ). The
Oowekyala name for the yellow-cedar tree consists of the name for its bark plus a suffix
meaning "plant/tree/bush." The term 00 k!udaau'tola was reported by Boas
(1928:249) to mean "cedarbark," but neither red-cedar or yellow-cedar was specified.
EW suggested that the word sounded like it meant "cedar bark that sticks to the tree,"
possibly indicating the bark of red-cedar or yellow-cedar when it is too late in the
season to strip it from the tree. Like many coastal groups, the Oweekeno used yellowcedar inner bark for items of clothing such as robes and for blankets (Drucker
1950:188, 193). An Oweekeno origin story recounts the use of yellow-cedar bark for
cordage (Storie 1973b:59).
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In another Oweekeno story, the salmon girl named 00 Pa'lakKU discovered that
her mother and father were not humans, but rather a sockeye salmon and a coho salmon,
respectively. When she went to the village of the sockeye people she found her mother
and rubbed her with shredded yellow-cedar bark. She then found her father at the
village of the coho people and took both parents away to become humans again (Olson
1954:231). In The Raven Legend, Raven burned a girl with yellow-cedar wood (Boas
1891-1895:211). In the story NeaIcaua and MasmasalA'niq (Boas 18911895:213), yellow-cedar wood and tinder of shredded inner red-cedar bark were used
in the creation of fire.
(24) Juniperus communis L. (Creeping Juniper, or Common Juniper)
00 sea"leäunai- - (R) juniper (24.17) (Boas 1928:225)
([RL#893] Vsy kw- "blueberry" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:171])

Ritual/Spiritual: Shaman's ceremonies
The term reported by Boas (1928:225) for juniper, 00 sea'k6unai . , seems to
actually represent the term, 00 siakwriai- or 00 siakwriat, used to refer to species of
blueberries (Vaccinium spp.). The terms HA si6Vna+, and HE si6ktunai- or HE
siaVnat, are used in reference to blueberries in general, including, probably, Alaskan

blueberry (V. alaskaense), oval-leaved blueberry (V. ovalifolium) and, perhaps,
huckleberries (V. membranaceum). Boas' Oweekeno consultant may have used the term
00 sea'kbunat in reference to common juniper, because it also produces blue "berries"
(actually cone-like structures known as galbali). In Hanaksiala and Haisla, juniper has
been referred to by use of the name HA siaq°'enac gax or HA siak* - enalhc gaR, literally,
'blueberry of crow' (E. Bach, pers. comm. 1990) 10 but it is also known by other
Hanaksiala terms including HA CixCas hsAnCialas (literally, "swamp-evergreen
leaves,' "swamp trees branch") (GR, SR). It is also possible that common juniper once

had a different Oowekyala name since it is known to have different names in other North
Wakashan languages. In Kwak'wala, KW exelistiats'es is said to refer to creeping
juniper (Grubb 1977:93; cf. Turner and Bell 1973:266). In Heiltsuk, juniper is
known as HE disidrhaias or HE elarrhisila.
Juniper is not known to be used among the Oweekeno today, but it was probably
used by the Oweekeno for ritualistic purposes (cf. Drucker 1940:202) as it was among
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the Heiltsuk, who used it in conjunction with a variety of other special plants as part of
a process of preparation undergone by shamanistic initiates (Boas 1923:262; cf.
Drucker 1938:30 and Drucker 1950:288).
(25) Thuja plicata Donn ex D. Don in Lambert (Western Red-Cedar)
00 cpa - (something to do with red-cedar roots?) (Lincoln and Rath 1980:142)
00 csa - splitting branches or roots? (Lincoln and Rath 1980:143)
00 Capar( - cedar branches (Lincoln and Rath 1980:163)
00 66qms - outer red-cedar bark
00 0 - basket (made of red-cedar bark)
00 Gala' - berry basket (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 Cikalas - red-cedar withes and roots for making baskets (D. Stevenson, pers.
comm. 1989)
00 Clkila - to make a basket
00 CACIkalaCa - to get red-cedar withes and roots for making baskets (D.
Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 CxCul+ - inside houseposts (Lincoln and Rath 1980:160)
00 cI6qa - to get sheets of red-cedar bark (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 eâqi - sheets of red-cedar bark for boxes or roofing (D. Stevenson, pers.
comm. 1989)
00 d66ina - sheets of red-cedar bark for roofing (D. Stevenson, pers. comm.
1989)
00 dNas - young red-cedar tree when used for bark
00 dnyas - young red-cedar tree
00 tE'nies - cedar (Boas 1893:46)
00 Pnas - inner red-cedar bark (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 driacm - inner red-cedar bark box (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 PrAacm - cedar bark basket
00 dadn6aca - to get inner red-cedar bark
00 dadiu+ - cedar bark blanket of moderate size for everyday use
00 hiik w , 00 yiikw - skein of shredded inner red-cedar or yellow-cedar bark
00 kaCria6aCi - spoon basket (made of red-cedar bark)
00 k!uclaau'i ola - (R) cedarbark (Boas 1928:42, 249) (This term was not
-

attested by contemporary 0owelvala speakers but EW suggested that it
might mean "cedar bark that sticks to the tree.")
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00 kpxthalayu - cedar tongs to fix wood on fire (Stevenson n.d.)
00 kwakas - mature tree (EW, denied by RH)
00 kw6-kas - cedar, red (tree) (Curtis 1970:336)
00 kwaii?■6u - red-cedar wood (e.g., for kindling, etc.) or big red-cedar tree
(cf. 00 eivar<tha'5u - stick (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989])
00 kwriaxwa - split red-cedar boards (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
TOO fix - red-cedar tree? (Note: This was said to be a Heiltsuk term by
Oweekeno consultants but is etymologically related to 00 lixa, "to roll
over [said of a cylindrical thing].")
00 lhiVvasqia - red-cedar bark hat (Stevenson n.d.)
00 m6q1-ku - fish-line, bark (Curtis 1970:333) (This may represent TOO mac
Xau, "two strands," according to EW or 00 malkv. Note that some redcedar fish lines are composed of two strands and see the following term.)
00 malkv - rope made by twisting inner cedar bark (Stevenson n.d.)
00 paakwu - coiled Salish basket (pie- ** "cedar roots") (Lincoln and Rath
1980:62)
00 Pa - lakKU, 00 Palakku - name "referring, somehow, to a plank" (Olson
1954:230)
00 O'sa - to split cedar bark (Boas 1893:75)
00 Oa - "it (red-cedar bark) sticks right on the tree" (and is difficult to peel)
(RH) (cf. 00 sriqa - to peel off bark of red-cedar]
00 si'nga - to peel off cedar bark (Boas 1893:67)
00 qu'isqn - tongs or tweezers made of cedar
00 iri7sa - to squeeze with the hand
00 srtqa - to peel off bark of red-cedar ("when it's easy to pull off" [RH])
00 tsqa - to shred cedar bark (Boas 1893:73)
00 iiiskw - withe of red-cedar (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 t6tuskwa - to get withes of red-cedar (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 tisAskwila - to get withes of red-cedar (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 .i6eiwt. - braided and dyed neck ring made of inner red-cedar bark
00 ihaqvt - a place name referring to cedar bark (Stevenson 1977:130)
00 "A6(friwa - head ring made of inner red-cedar bark
00 "aleiwala - head ring made of inner red-cedar bark (EW)
00 05"qwemala - (R) red cedar bark on forehead (167.13) (Boas 1928:289)
(cf. '61<wmala, 'red on face' (EW])
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00 ihamsanu - sticks (of red-cedar) for barbecuing salmon (Stevenson n.d.;

RH) (cf. t-00 "Upa, "to roast, barbecue something (e.g., salmon) on an
open fire" (RH])
00 thuwkvmsanu - sticks for barbecuing salmon (Johnson et al. n.d.:8) (term
denied by RH)
00 w616em - rope to tie around the Indian food and storage box
00 wr6iga - Indian food box
00 wlka - to tie a strap
00 i'<crn6la - red-cedar storage box
00 i:iiiiidhanu - toilet paper, toilet stick (of red-cedar) (Stevenson n.d.)
00 yitsard - breaker for cedar bark (Boas 1893:43)
00 yadha'5ilh - binding around the bottom edge of the basket (Stevenson n.d.)
00 yathla - binding at the top edge of the basket (Stevenson n.d.)
00 (lis3'iti - binding at the top edge of the basket (Stevenson n.d.)
([RL#294] Vdns- "red cedar bark" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:92))
([RL#832] VCrip- "to use a brush, have the shape or appearance of a brush, to
dangle down" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:163])
([RL#852] VChq-* "cedar bark" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:166])
([RL#1219] V10- "red cedar" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:215])
([RL#1716) VIZ^"? (possibly 'to split off boards')" [Lincoln and Rath
1980:286])
(cf. (RL#1764) HA Vfe"hq - "wood (especially cedar)" Lincoln and Rath
1980:292])
Mythology: natural role in myth or story; supernatural role in myth or story
Other Food-related Use: boughs used to collect herring roe
Primary materials: wood for implements, containers, construction, carving;
fibrous tissue for weaving mats, screens, basketry, canoe bailers,
napkins, clothing, ceremonial head, neck, ankle and wrist rings; wood
used as kindling
Ritual/Spiritual: ceremonial head, neck, ankle and wrist rings, dance screens,
soul-catcher, whistles and trumpets; red-cedar bark burned at eclipse
As with all indigenous groups of coastal British Columbia, western red-cedar was
tremendously important to the Oweekeno as a source of a variety of useful materials and
as an element of ceremonial life. Dugout canoes were once fashioned from large red65

cedar trees. Yellow-cedar could also be used but it splits more easily than red-cedar.
Red-cedar planks were removed from living trees using wooden wedges. Once the plank
had begun to be split from the tree, a piece of wood was placed between the plank and the
tree. The wedge was then advanced and the plank was further separated until it reached a
suitable length (Storie 1973b:45). Planks of this type were used for houses and
dancing platforms affixed to canoes. The wood has been used for a variety of other items
including boxes, masks and canoe bailers (RH) that were sometimes also made of inner
red-cedar bark (Drucker 1950:182). Arrows made of red-cedar were shot from bows
strung with stinging nettle fibres (Drucker 1950:185). In recent times red-cedar
wood has been used for kindling, for making sticks used for hanging oolichans on to dry
and for barbecue racks for salmon and other fish. The inner bark of young trees was
once important in Oweekeno basketry created from this bark woven with structural
elements of spruce roots (#27) (LJ, NJ). It was also used to make mats (Drucker
1940:204), cordage used as lanyards or lines (Drucker 1950:171), ropes used, for
example, to secure boxes (Drucker 1950:203; Storie 1973b:34), sails for canoes
(Drucker 1950:182), women's aprons, conical rain capes (Drucker 1950:188) and
napkins (Drucker 1950:182). Red-cedar inner bark obtained from trees at 00 pasta,
the swampy area behind Oolichan Town, was said to be of a finer grade than bark taken
from other trees growing closer to salty or brackish water. During the period when
many Oweekeno people lived near the Rivers Inlet Cannery they would travel to 00
p6'Crsta or other locations miles away in order to obtain high-grade inner red-cedar
bark (RH). RH's grandparents used to make basketry from red-cedar inner bark and
roots. The roots of spruce were generally shorter and less flexible than red-cedar roots
and, therefore, were not used according to RH. Obtaining the inner bark was a woman's
occupation. Many articles of clothing and household items were formerly made of redcedar inner bark.
Red-cedar branches, 00 CaOaX, have been used, like boa kelp (#2), giant kelp
(#5), bull kelp (#6), and western hemlock branches (#30) to collect herring roe but
use of the other plants results in a better food since red-cedar imparts an unpleasant
flavour to the eggs (RH).
Various items of red-cedar wood and inner bark have been employed in
shamanistic, or other ceremonial, activities (e.g., Olson 1954:237, 242). Oweekeno
dancers wore head rings of inner red-cedar bark, a use that is depicted on an Oweekeno
totem pole known as 00 nirialhOiq (Olson 1954:232; Stevenson 1980:41; Drucker
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1940:206; cf. Boas 1891-1895:230, Olson 1954:250). At certain times these
dancers would also wear neck, wrist and ankle rings of red-cedar bark (Olson
1954:245; cf. Boas 1891-1895:214). Dance screens of woven inner red-cedar bark
were also used (Olson 1954:242). Dances in both the tsaika and glualaxa series were
announced using either red-cedar whistles or trumpets, respectively (Olson
1954:246) and dancing took place to the beat of wooden drums (Drucker 1940:204).
Shamanistic soul-catchers, used in ritual healing, were made of red-cedar wood (Olson
1954:250). Participation in ceremonial dancing is referred to as "wearing (inner redcedar) bark" because of the use of this material in dance costumes; accomplished dancers
have "worn more bark" than others (Olson 1954:220; cf. Olson 1954:242). Oweekeno
dancers also wore hoops of red-cedar as part of their costumes (NJ).
Red-cedar is mentioned in several Oweekeno stories. One Oweekeno story
mentions two lovers who reportedly committed suicide by swinging on strips of redcedar bark that, when pulled from the tree, caused the lovers to fall over a cliff to their
deaths (Olson 1954:227-228). In the story of the origin of the name 00 Pa"lakKU1 1
(said to refer to a plank, probably of red-cedar), "red-dyed cedar bark" 12 and eagle
down were used by the child named Pa"lakKU as payment to Red Cod Woman for
information that lead Pa'lãkKU to learn that her real parents were actually coho and
sockeye salmon, not humans (Olson 1954:230). In The Bear Story (Storie 1973b:2532), Bear had a big, hollow red-cedar tree for his house. In the story The Jealous
Brother (Storie 1973b:43-54), a man killed his younger brother by tricking him into
retrieving a wedge dropped between a red-cedar plank and the tree from which it was
being removed. When the younger brother went for the wedge, he was crushed by the
plank as it snapped back against the tree. In the beginning of the world, Raven went to
steal water from the roots of trees. To make more room in his mouth for the water,
Raven rubbed off his tongue with shredded inner red-cedar bark (Boas 1932a:5). When
the first salmon were created, they were made from the wood of red-cedar (Boas 18911895:210, 1932a:6) or red alder (Boas 1932a:5). There are at least two versions of
the story of X6'ntlikwilax's, the Oweekeno man who moved to the Kitimat River and began
the Kitamaat or Haisla people. One version indicates that after reaching the Kitimat
River, X'ntlik wi lax's saw a stick of willow that had been cut and peeled by a human, not
a beaver (Olson 1940:188). Another version states that the stick was of red-cedar
(Olson 1940:189). Red-cedar bark was burned with other offerings, including food and
grease, at eclipses (Drucker 1950:204). Humanity was carved from red-cedar (Boas
1891-1895:213). Fire was created by Masmasala'niq using yellow-cedar wood and
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shredded inner red-cedar bark for tinder (Boas 1891-1895:214). The traditional
significance of red-cedar to the Oweekeno is further attested by its mention in a number
of other Oweekeno stories: a boat built of red-cedar wood and bark (Boas 18911895:219); a cloak in the story of Ha ritrekunas (Boas 1891-1895:229) and a jacket
.

(Boas 1891-1895:230) made of the inner bark; ropes made of the inner bark (Boas
1891-1895:221, 227) used, in the story Nhe-ls-Bik or How the Salmon Came to
Rivers Inlet to catch and tether salmon for the Oweekeno people to eat them as needed
(Raley n.d.b); red-cedar inner bark stripped of a tree by Raven (Boas 18911895:210); the wood and bark are mentioned in the story of Me'maotlEmb (Boas 18911895:218, 219); fishing nets of inner red-cedar bark are mentioned in the stories of
ICOmk Vmgyila" (Boas 1891-1895:220) and "HaoIch5ok' (Boas 1891-1895:231).
-

Pinaceae (Pine Family)
(26) Abies amabilis (Dougl. ex Loud.) Forbes (Pacific Silver Fir, "Balsam Fir")
00 maas, 00 mildas - "balsam (tree)"
00 mbifi-tas - balsam fir (tree) (Curtis 1970:336)
00 trbtmseliga - pitch blisters on balsam fir (or buds of cottonwood)
00 t6mtamsiiiga - pitch blisters on balsam fir (D. Stevenson, pers. comm.
1989)
([RL#191] Vmwt- "balsam fir" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:78])

Medicine: medicine for colds
Pitch from the small blisters on the bark of balsam fir was used by the Oweekeno
as a medicine for treating colds. Sometimes, before use, it was boiled with grease to thin
it (NJ). NJ also recalled taking it directly from the blisters with a small amount of
sugar for colds.
(27) Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr. (Sitka Spruce)
00 tiniWas - Sitka spruce tree
00 an-ni-wi:Is - spruce (tree) (Curtis 1970:337)
00 lir^- to gather firewood
00 fining - to gather firewood
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00 tinxit - (Sitka spruce) pitch used to start a fire
00 a'nHit - pine (Boas 1893:67)
00 645 - to use a torch (to light the way, carry fire)
00

riik - (Sitka spruce) gum, including modern chewing gum

00 qv allix - Sitka spruce pitch
00

ov6ifix - (spruce) pitch, used as medicine (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)

00

eiv66alna - to go after (spruce) pitch (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
(possibly TOO 6'601na)

00 rlxstut - to put pitch on (wound, opening)
00 anxi't - (R) pitchwood (10.4) (Boas 1928:177)
00 gi.1 - 1x'a - (H, R), gulx Ei d (R) to put gum on (18.12) (Boas 1928:256)
00 90 8 Wx . - (R) gum, pitch (16.8, 19) grile"k• (K) (Boas 1928:256)
00 griela'x• - (R) (16.8), griElarx - (R) (16.27) (vocative) (Boas 1928:256)
00 gii" 8 1nEm - (R) gummed (18.12) (Boas 1928:256)
00 gaa- g61 8 ria - (H) to go to get pitch (Boas 1928:256)
00 gwe'grilx•ma' - (H) tallow and gum put on face (Boas 1928:256)
([RL#2549] Vein- "? ('spruce tree')" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:397); also cf.
(RL#2546] Vein- "fire" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:397])

Medicine: unspecified medicine, dermatological aid, anti-inflammatory, stomach
medicine, wound treatment
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Other Food-related Use: pitch used as chewing substance
Primary Material: roots used in basketry
Several Oweekeno medicines are derived from spruce pitch, used alone or in
conjunction with other herbal materials. A decoction of spruce bark was regarded as an
effective medicine for gastrointestinal difficulties and also was used to soak in by
persons with soreness (RH). Spruce pitch from the broken ends of young branch tips
was eaten as an unspecified medicine (U). The pitch could also be boiled and used for
dermatitis or mixed with badge moss (#15) to treat arthritic joints (NJ) or with
pounded dogtooth lichens to treat wounds (RH). The pitch also was used for chewing after
being boiled to make it less sticky (NJ; Drucker 1950:203). Spruce roots were used
for structural elements in basketry comprised mainly of inner red-cedar bark (LJ,
NJ). Spruce is mentioned in a natural role in the story about the Cannibal Woman
(Olson 1955:339). In the Oweekeno story of Yakdzi, a dirty boy whose parents were so
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ashamed of him that they abandoned him, Yakdzi bathed in a pool in the woods and rubbed
his body with spruce tips. This resulted in his body "showing a healthy glow" and a
feeling that he was "almost superhuman at times" (Raley n.d.c; cf. Olson 1954:232233). 13
(28) Pinus contorta Dougl. ex Loud. var. contorta (Shore Pine or "Jack Pine") 14
t00 "ina - "jack pine" wood (?)
00 'M'A'as - "jack pine" (tree, literally, 'tattoo tree'?) (cf. 00 thikvi - tattoo
(Stevenson n.d.])
00 thMvas - pine tree (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
([RL#1089] -Ihc"-- "jack pine" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:198])

Mythology: supernatural role in myth or story
No Oweekeno uses for jack pine are known but among the Kwakwaka'wakw jack
pine wood was used for a variety of implements, but avoided as fire wood in houses with
sick occupants. The buds and pitch were used medicinally and the pitch was used in
trapping hummingbirds whose hearts were used in love medicines (Boas 1910, 1921,
1935, 1966 in Turner and Bell 1973: 269). In a Kwakwaka'wakw version of "The
Raven Legend" (Boas 1891-1895:209-213), Raven became a pine needle and dropped
into the water from which the daughter of the chief who owned the sun drank. The girl
noticed the needle and blew it aside so Raven changed himself into shiny berries. When
the girl ate the berries Raven was born as her son and released the sun from the box in
which it was kept by the chief.
(29)

Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco (Douglas-fir)
00 wOas, 00 wneias - "fir" (Douglas-fir)
00 hil-ais - "fir (tree)" (Curtis 1970:337)
(possibly from [RL#1816] N/wroi- "down, below, at the bottom" [Lincoln and
Rath 1980:301])
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Material: wood used as fuel
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Douglas-fir wood is considered to be the best kind for firewood, especially for
cooking fish (LJ, NJ). The Oowekyala name, 00 whkas or, possibly, 00 whqas, is
similar to the word, HA whiles, meaning "low to the ground." NJ jokingly questioned:
"Why would they call it 00 will

^(literally, 'under-tree'?) when it's one of the tallest

trees?" The name reported by Curtis (1970:337), 00 hii-Os, may represent an
inaccurate transcription of the Kwak'wala name for Douglas-fir, KW xexwrhes (Grubb
1977:64). The value of Douglas-fir as a fuel material is alluded to in the story
Nbak aua and MasmasalA'niq (Boas 1891-1895:213-215). MasmasalA'niq stuck fir

wood on the tail of deer so that deer could obtain fire (cf. Boas 1932a:25-26; Storie
1973b:58).
(30) Tsuga heterophvlla (Raf.) Sarg. (Western Hemlock, or Lowland Hemlock)
00 lua'q - edible hemlock "sap" (cambium) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 16-wuk - hemlock bast (Curtis 1970:332)
00 lieas - hemlock tree
00 16-k^- hemlock (tree) (Curtis 1970:337)
00 quegu - knife for scraping inner bark of tree (e.g., hemlock)
00 q!aitsEtsEm (R), q!e'tset

SEM

(R) - house of hemlock needles (Boas

1928:265)
00 qiqeams'ua gvu'xv'O - "little hemlock branch house" (Hilton et al. 1982:89)
00 qiCs - hemlock needles (or needles of pine, spruce, etc. {EW])
00 qiCs - "hemlock needles" (Lincoln and Rath 1980:366)
00 qismqs - "needles (of hemlock) in one's throat" (Lincoln and Rath
1980:366-7)
00 qu'aai< - hemlock branches (KW qu'ai< - "ritual name for hemlock") (Lincoln
and Rath 1980:335)
00 qv6X - hemlock branches (Stevenson 1977:130)
00 kwaah - name for hemlock branches (Storie 1973b:28)
00 qmsla (small dead hemlock which gives sparks in fire, from a story?) (cf. HA
"rhsla, "sparkling, emitting sparks," and HE qrhqrhs, "small dead
hemlock without bark and causing sparks in the fire" (from a Raven
story) (J. Rath, pers. comm. 1987])
00 'rika - to peel off inner bark of hemlock (see term meaning "to peel bark
from a red-cedar tree") (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00

.

rs,x7a -to get hemlock inner bark
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00 fhanx'a - bark that is ready to be taken off the tree (D. Stevenson, pers.
comm. 1989)
00 wasilaOu - (hemlock) branches to get herring roe
00 wasila - to put (hemlock) branches in the water to get herring roe; hemlock
branches tied to rock for herring to spawn on (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 v■ila - to use (hemlock) branches (to gather herring roe)
00 wotsum - from wasila, "to place boughs for herring spawn" (Drucker
1950:270)
00 of

^- a straight hemlock stick, barked and pointed, and used in taking
small octopi (Curtis 1970:299)

aRL#1231] Vlwqw- "hemlock" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:217])
Food-related Use/Primary Food: used to collect, and eaten with, herring roe;
used in preparation of "fern-root"
Miscellaneous: recreation use (boughs used to create play house for children);
use of boughs to collect herring roe basis of seasonal term
Mythology: supernatural role in myth or story (used prior to shamanistic
ritual, used as magical substance to allow one to walk on water); natural
role in story (house or shelter of boughs mentioned, boughs used as
bedding)
Primary Material: wood for implement (octopus spear)
Ritual/Spiritual: headdress of boughs used in dance and shamanistic ceremony,
boughs used in death or bereavement ritual, boughs used in ritual
purification, cambium used to fashion simulated human eyeballs for
consumption during shamanistic ritual
Secondary Food: cambium, secondary phloem (inner bark) eaten
Judging from the many secular and ritual traditional uses for hemlock, it was
undoubtedly one of the most important plant species to the Oweekeno. Fresh hemlock
boughs (with the needles still attached) were used to collect herring roe which was
eaten, needles and all (RH, LJ). The term for the season of collecting roe with hemlock
boughs was identified as March and said to be called 00 wotsum, from 00 wasila, "to
place boughs for herring spawn" (Drucker 1950:270).
The inner bark (cambium) of hemlock was a significant Oweekeno food in the
early spring. LJ has collected it at Kiltala (00 gidala). It was said to be collected and
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dried during June (Olson 1954:213). The old people were very selective in deciding
which trees would be harvested. When they had chosen the right tree, they would
remove a portion of the bark approximately 4 to 5 feet (1.2 to 1.5 m) long and 1 to 2
feet (30 to 60 cm) wide early in the spring when the sap starts to run (NJ). LJ said
that "it's really easy to peel" with a spoon and "it looks just like macaroni." It must,
however, be collected early before it turns hard and can no longer be scraped from the
inner tree and bark surfaces using a spoon or, in the old days, a special knife called 00
qtAyu, probably originally made from mussel shell (Drucker 1950:176). Some of the

old people used to roll the cambium strips into a small ball to take home. There were
different ways of cooking it, which NJ did not know about, but in later times the
cambium was cooked and mixed with sugar or sugar and grease (LJ, NJ, RH). During the
Depression of the 1930s, fresh and preserved hemlock cambium became a very
important food to the Oweekeno, especially as the winter stocks of preserved fish
dwindled during the late winter and early spring months and during times of economic
hardship. Like berries, hemlock cambium was dried on racks covered with salmonberry
leaves (RH). Hemlock boughs were employed during the preparation of some type of
edible "fern-root" (see #22).
Deceased Oweekeno elder Peter Chamberlain reported that in the hamatsa (00
h6rnaCa) 15 ceremony, human skulls and corpses were used and that a corpse was to be
ritualistically devoured by the hamatsa (cf. Olson 1954:245). The eyeballs of the
corpse were realistic in appearance but actually made of hemlock cambium and oolichan
grease so that they could be eaten by the hamatsa (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989). 16
Dancers in the Ghost dance, 00 LèlutaL, wore headdresses of hemlock boughs burned to
remove the needles (Olson 1954:242).
Hemlock also had numerous ritual and other uses among the Kwakwaka'wakw (cf.
Turner and Bell 1973:270-271). Among other things, hemlock boughs were used for
huts used to house Kwakwaka'wakw girls following their first menstruation (Boas 1966
in Turner and Bell 1973:271) and special shelters were constructed from hemlock for
hunters, fishers, and shamans and their initiates (Boas 1935 in Turner and Bell
1973:270). Similar shelters were used among the Oweekeno although RH was not
required to live in one during the period that he was sequestered as a shamanistic
initiate. Oweekeno children did, however, make play houses from hemlock boughs when
RH was a child (RH). In the story entitled Gvaeniska'5uaiii (The Dog Salmon) (Hilton
et al. 1982:86-95), a supernatural encounter between a young Oweekeno man and a
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personified dog salmon involved the use of a "little hemlock branch house" (p. 89, see
also pp. 96-99). In the story of Yaxtsi, a shelter of hemlock branches and poles was
used by Yaxtsi and his brother after their village burned (Olson 1954:232; Storie
1973b:17; cf. Raley n.d.c). In The Bear Story (Storie 1973b:25-32), Bear asked an
Oweekeno girl named La'+imith to gather branches for his bedding. She brought back
hemlock boughs, 00 iraai:i, but the bear actually wanted the thorny branches of 00
cqas, prickly currant (Ribes lacustre). Later, the bear told the girl to gather wood for
a fire. When she returned with firewood, she was chastised by Bear who actually wanted
soggy wood (Boas 1891-1895:226) or white rocks from the beach as his firewood
(Stolle 1973b:27-28). The girl named Lalgemiti had children by the bear. They were
named Ts'e'mas ("Wet wood") and Gya'p'as ("Dry wood") (Boas 1891-1895:229; cf.
Boas 1893:82).
Hemlock was also considered by the Oweekeno and their Kwakwaka'wakw
neighbours to have special powers to purify and cure. Kwakwaka'wakw widows or sick
persons passed through four rings of hemlock in order to negate the effects of evil
spirits (Boas 1966 in Turner and Bell 1973:271). An Oweekeno widow underwent
ritual bathing and had attendants pass four hoops of hemlock boughs upwards over her
body (Olson 1954:227), possibly as a means of ridding her of ghosts (cf. Boas 1966 in
Turner and Bell 1973:271 and Bouchard 1975:9) or spiritual disharmony. The
unusual curative properties of hemlock were featured in one version of the Oweekeno
story of a man named Yakas (00 'Yaakas), whose face repulsed females. Yakas was
instructed to visit the upriver village 17 of a shaman in order to be cured. In
preparation, Yakas bathed and scrubbed himself with hemlock boughs (Olson
1954:229). Upon his arrival, his face was "doctored" and he became a handsome man
(Olson 1954:229-30). In the story The Jealous Brother (Storie 1973b:43-54), an
older brother tricked his younger brother into retrieving a wedge dropped between a
red-cedar plank and the tree from which it was being split. When the younger brother
did so, the older brother knocked out the piece of wood used to keep the plank separated
from the tree and the plank snapped back into place, killing the younger brother in the
process. A strong man called 00 +oo'qwalum used medicine for making the brother alive
again. Then he "fixed" up the younger brother so that he could pack half a tree, and
rubbed hemlock branches on his feet to enable him to walk on top of water. Then the
younger brother carried the tree to his older brother's house before seeking revenge for
his own murder.
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(31) Tsuga mertensiana (Bong.) Carr. (Mountain Hemlock)
Mountain hemlock occurs within Oweekeno territory (Krajina et al. 1982:62)
but no ethnobotanical data regarding this species were recorded in this study. Nor are
any Heiltsuk or Kwak'wala names known for this species, but the Hanaksiala referred to
it as HA (GI.) iiils6"rhis Iiieras (literally, 'hemlock of mountain') (GR). The Oweekeno
also likely recognized this species in the past from encountering it during mountain
hunting expeditions.
Taxaceae (Yew Family)
(32) Taxus brevifolia Nutt. (Western Yew)

00 i=pq - yew wood (or yew tree)
00 'r liCias - yew tree
-

tO0 picas - yew tree? ('hard tree'?)
00 lOrayu - long-line hook for black cod, made of yew wood

00 ciunm - yew wood wedge
aRL#1050] -\/mq- "yew" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:193])

Mythology: natural role in myth
Primary Material: wood used for implements and containers
Western yew is distributed within the lands of the Oweekeno (Krajina et al.
1982:75) but it is said to be uncommon around Oweekeno Village (LJ, NJ). It is more
common farther east, at scattered locations around Owikeno Lake, and also to the west,
along the beaches of Rivers Inlet (NJ) and at Schooner Pass (cf. Olson 1940:188). The
strong, dense wood of yew made it suitable for use as digging sticks, t-00 "Xgayu, used for
digging edible roots. It also was used for serving bowls (used for serving food).
Additionally, it was made into canoe paddles and bows for use with arrows made of redwillow wood (#58) (NJ). In the Oweekeno story of B6xbakva1anusiwa (Stevenson
1980:28-29), a comb made of yew wood is mentioned (cf. Olson 1954:243; Storie
1973b:55-57). A club of yew wood is mentioned in the Haisla story of their origin
among the Oweekeno (Olson 1940:187-188). The Oowekyala equivalent of HE 0166s,
said to mean "gumwood" (Rath 1981:471), was thought possibly to mean 'hard tree,'
perhaps in reference to yew (NJ) although this was only speculation. The Hanaksiala
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equivalent, HA piCas, refers to "Indian spinach," or kneeling angelica (Angelica
cienuflexa Nutt. in Torr. & Gray) (GR).

3.1.7 Angiosperms (Flowering Plants) - Monocotyledons
Araceae (Arum Family)
(33)

Lysichiton americanum Hult. & St. John (Skunk cabbage)

00 kwuukt" - skunk cabbage
([RL#1453] Vkw- "to split wood" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:249])

Recognition: plant known for outstanding feature (i.e., used medicinally by
bears)
Secondary Material: leaves used to line berry baskets and as drinking cups
LJ referred to skunk cabbage as "wild rhubarb," a term often associated with
cow-parsnip (#47). This plant is known to the Oweekeno to be used by bears when they
emerge from hibernation. When they first emerge, bears dig and eat the roots of skunk
cabbage, reportedly to eliminate internal parasites. In the old days, people folded the
leaves of skunk cabbage into makeshift cups for getting a drink of water from a pond or
stream (LJ). The long, wide leaves of skunk cabbage were also considered useful for a
variety of other applications such as lining berry baskets to prevent the berries from
falling through holes in the baskets (RH).
Cyperaceae (Sedge Family, see Poaceae)
Juncaceae (Rush Family, see Poaceae)
Liliaceae (Lily Family)
(34)

Allium cernuum Roth in Roemer (Nodding Onion)

00 rm!r"Cli - onion, wild and cultivated
([12L#205] Vmqw- "onion (wild or cultivated)" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:79))
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Primary Food: bulbs eaten (A. cernuum)
The term 00 mrCii is used today to refer to domesticated onions (Allium cepa L.)
(RH) although it probably was formerly used to refer to nodding onion, A. cernuum,
which were probably used as a food in the past.
(35) tAllium cepa L. (Domesticated Onion)
00 mrCii - onion, wild and cultivated
aRL#205] ,/me"'-- "onion (wild or cultivated)" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:79])

Primary Food: introduced food, bulbs eaten (A. cepa)
Domesticated onions are today referred to by the name apparently originally
applied to their wild counterpart, nodding onion.
(36) Camassia spp. (Camas)
00 mu-tah-sti - camas (Curtis 1970:332) (t00 mUtaxsti)
(root morpheme unidentified)
Primary Food: bulbs eaten (?)
Neither Camassia quamash (Pursh) Green nor C. leichtlinii (Baker) Wats. grows
in Oweekeno territory. It is possible that the Oweekeno obtained camas bulbs through
trading with the Kwakwaka'wakw (Turner and Bell 1973:272) or Coast Salish, who
used them as a staple food (Turner and Bell 1971:74, 75). The term reported by Curtis
is cognate with the Kwak'wala term for camas, KW rait'exsdi (Grubb 1977:50), but
was not attested by any contemporary Oowekyala speakers. RH indicated that it sounded
similar to 00 mirias, the name for Pacific silver fir (#26). Boas considered that the
Kwak'wala name for camas was related to the name for grand fir, Abies cirandis (Dougl.
ex Don) Lindl. (Boas 1921 in Turner and Bell 1973:272).
(37) Fritillaria camschatcensis (L.) Ker-Gawl. ssp. camschatcensis (Riceroot, Indian
Rice)
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00 hir-gurn - tiger-lily roots (Curtis 1970:333)
00 xwilkwm - riceroot "roots" (bulbs)
00 xwa"as - riceroot "plant"
00 QO'kum - Indian rice (Boas 1893:70)
([RL#1538]^wk"'- "Indian rice, rice root (Fritillaria, chocolate lily)"
[Lincoln and Rath 1980:260])
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: bulbs eaten
In recent times, riceroot bulbs were dug from local island sites and boiled until
they were tender, then they were mixed with oolichan grease and sugar. They were
considered as a seasonal food and were never dried for storage (LJ, NJ). Curtis
(1970:333) incorrectly identified 00 h(-qum as tiger lily bulbs (Lilium columbianum
Hanson) which are not known to have been used as food by the Kwakwaka'wakw (cf.
Turner and Bell 1973) nor any other North Wakashan group.
A Haisla story, The Origin of the Kitimat or Xã'ntlikwilax's Discovery (Olson
1940:187-188), tells of how the Haisla originated from the Oweekeno. In this story
the wife of a man named Xa'ntlikwilax's wanted to collect riceroot at a riverside location
near Kilbella Bay. As she dug the riceroot she noticed a grizzly bear. The man and his
wife killed the bear with a bow and arrow. The man's wife stated that she would bring
some riceroot to her brother but told him to retrieve the dead grizzly instead (Olson
1940:187).
(38) Maianthemum dilatatum (Wood) Nels. & Macbr. (Wild Lily-of-the-Valley)
00 irpC - wild lily-of-the-valley (fruit)
GRL#413] ,/tins- "bunchberry (Unifolium dilatatum)" [Lincoln and Rath
1980:108])
Medicine: leaves used in poultice
Mythology: traditional association with animal
Primary Food: fruits eaten
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Even though the berries of wild lily-of-the-valley are generally regarded as
edible among the North Wakashan groups, they do not seem to have ever been gathered in
quantity, prepared for consumption in any way, or stored for future use (cf. Turner and
Bell 1973:273). It is a Kwakwaka'wakw belief that frogs eat the berries (Turner and
Bell 1973:273). U called this plant "frog plant" and "frogberry," stating that "Those
are the ones that the frogs go underneath." Later, she said that they were "something
like the frogberries," implying the existence of one or more additional types of
"frogberry." Both types of "frogberries" are said to be eaten by frogs and are not
considered to be a food for humans (U). The other "frogberries" are Streptopus spp.
(#39).
The Oweekeno did, however, use this plant for medicinal purposes. The leaves
can be soaked in water and then bruised or pounded and placed on wounds either directly
or in a poultice to help them heal quickly and with reduced scarring. The leaves should
be changed frequently, with the top side of the leaf being applied to the wound surface
(LJ).
(39) Streptopus amplexifolius (L.) D.C. (Clasping-leaved Twisted-stalk); S. roseus
(Rosy Twisted-stalk)
"frogberries" (no Oowekyala name known to consultants)
Mythology: traditional association with animal
The fruits of clasping-leaved and rosy twisted-stalk are not eaten by the
Oweekeno who consider them, like wild lily-of-the-valley (#38), to be "frogberries,"
or "frog's food" (U, NJ). Their Nuxalkmc neighbours consider the berries of claspingleaved twisted-stalk to be poisonous (Turner and Bell 1973:199). The Kwakwaka'wakw
also called clasping-leaved twisted-stalk and wild lily-of-the-valley fruits "frog
berries" and considered twisted-stalk to be poisonous (Turner 1975:232; cf. Turner
and Bell 1973:273). Despite the conceptual and nomenclatural associations between
these plants, U did not consider them to be related to one another.
(40) Veratrum viride Ait. ssp. eschscholtzii (A. Gray) Love & Love (Indian Hellebore,
or False Hellebore)
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00 ti66iwsuli - Indian hellebore
00 6 aNvsuli - a plant which grows near the water line, poisonous to animals
(Stevenson 1977:129)
00 au'cisble - poison (Boas 1893:68)
([RL#2618] Veiwqw- "stinging, poisonous" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:407])
Medicine: medicine for arthritis and rheumatism
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Ritual/Spiritual: used in funerary ritual
Among the North Wakashan groups of the Northwest Coast, Indian hellebore is
considered to be an extremely powerful medicinal plant that is also considered to have
supernatural attributes. The medicinal and highly toxic properties of this plant stem
from a host of powerful alkaloids. Today Oweekeno people use Indian hellebore roots and
rhizomes for medicinal and spiritual applications. The dried roots can be put in one's
bath water as an arthritis or rheumatism medicine. Medicine made from Indian
hellebore was known to have been taken internally although this practice seems to have
been abandoned (LJ). This plant was reported by Stevenson (1977:129) to be
poisonous to animals. The root for the Oowekyala name for Indian hellebore is also found
in the name for jellyfish, 00 Ii6ucrayax, and seems to have as its basic meaning,
"stinging, poisonous" (Lincoln and Rath 1980:407).
Indian hellebore was used for protective and purification purposes by many
coastal groups, including the Kwakwaka'wakw (Turner and Bell 1973:273-274). The
Oweekeno burned the roots to fumigate the houses of recently deceased persons because
"it makes everything in place again after and it helps." It can also remove evil spirits
(NJ). Purification of a house, probably through the use of Indian hellebore, was
mentioned in an Oweekeno story (Boas 1891-1895:219, 222).
This plant is also known for its high toxicity, a characteristic related to its use
as a protective charm or amulet (Boas 1930 in Turner and Bell 1973:274). The
Oweekeno cannibal woman was killed by means of a poison obtained by boiling, probably
Indian hellebore, before her body was cut up to become a woodland flower (Boas 18911895:221, 222). Olson (1954:258) reported the term 00 hi'kU for an unidentified
"medicine" or "plant" that was used to combat the supernatural power or Cannibal
Woman. This plant may have been Indian hellebore (see #40).
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Poaceae (syn. Gramineae; Grass Family)
(41) "Grass" (i.e., true grasses and various grass-like plants including members of
Cyperaceae [Sedge Family] and Juncaceae [Rush Family])

00 kiim, 00 kidm - "(any) grass"
00 kitit - name of an Oweekeno islet, village and reserve
00 Ochs - "grassy beach" (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989); "grassy bay"
(RH), a place near the mouth of Shotbolt Creek
00 (?)^- Grass beach (Boas 1932a:98)
([RL#1436] Vkyt- "to cut grass" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:246])
Medicine: remedy for stinging nettle
Miscellaneous: botanical term employed in geographic name
Any grass or grass-like plant is referred to by the term 00 kiim or 00 kidm
Grasses do not play utilitarian roles in Oweekeno culture but there are some Oweekeno
geographical sites that are named for the abundance of grasses there. The name 00 kitit
(literally, 'grassy place') 18 originally applied to a small islet where from 1900 to
1935 the Oweekeno (including RH, as a child) lived in their main winter village of
approximately a dozen houses, all of which burned in 1935 (Olson 1954:212). Today,
the name 00 kitit, refers to the modern Indian Reserve No. 1, one of three Oweekeno
reserves 19 (see also Olson 1954:218). Another location, Shotbolt Creek, is known in
Oowekyala as 00 kidis, meaning "grassy bay" (RH) or "grassy beach" (D. Stevenson,
pers. comm. 1989; cf. Boas 1932a:98). One unidentified type of "grass" was said to be
used as a remedy for stinging nettle (NJ).
(42) tOryza sativa L. (Rice)
00 la is - "rice" (Smith n.d.)
Primary Food: introduced food, grains eaten
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Rice, an introduced food item, is named in Hanaksiala and Haisla for its perceived
resemblance to the small, white bulbs of riceroot (#37) (Raley n.d.a:106) but
Oweekeno people use the term 00 lais, based on the English term, "rice."
Zosteraceae (Eel-grass Family)
(43)

Zostera marina L. (Eel-Grass; and possibly Phyllospadix spp., Surf-Grass)

00 CaCaym - eel-grass
00 is6 - fsaip - seaweed (eelgrass) (Curtis 1970:332)

([RL#834] -\/Chs- eel grass (Zostera marina L.) [Lincoln and Rath 1980:164])
Food-related Use/Primary Food: used to collect, and eaten with, herring roe
Eel-grass was used as a food by both the Kwakwaka'wakw and the Nuxalkmc
(Turner and Bell 1973: 274-275; Turner 1973:200). In the old days, Oweekeno
people used to pick and eat eel-grass after herring had spawned on it (RH, LJ).
3.1.8 Angiosperms (Flowering Plants) - Dicotyledons
Aceraceae (Maple Family)
(44)

Acer glabrum (Torr.) var. douglasii (Hook.) Dippel (Rocky Mountain Maple)

too 6-alas - Rocky Mountain maple tree (EW) (cf. 00 6walas - 'lizard')
t-00 k6Cas - (maple) tree for making wooden spoons (cf. kacnaq - wooden
spoon) (NJ)
00 F116-1u-kwa-Iiis - maple (tree) (Curtis 1970:337) (t00 Mlukwaias or 1-00
-}61ukwafas?)
([RL#1939]^"? (possibly in 'maple tree')" [Lincoln and Rath
1980:317])
Primary material: wood used as material for spoons
The wood of Rocky Mountain maple, which grows up around Owikeno Lake (EW),
was used by the Oweekeno for making spoons, as the name t-00 k6Cas (literally, 'spoon
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tree,' cf. 00 kacnaq - wooden spoon) attests.

20

The Nuxalk also used the wood of this

species for making spoons (Turner 1973:200) and the Kwakwaka'wakw used the wood of
a related species, broad-leaf maple (A. macrophyllum Pursh), for a variety of
applications (Turner and Bell 1973:275). Rocky Mountain maple is also known as t00
6walas (EW), a term which may correspond to the "kwa-liis" portion of the term for

maple reported by Curtis (1970:337), 00 R6-1u-Icwa-Ids.

Apiaceae (syn. Umbelliferae; Celery Family)
(45) Conioselinum pacificum (Wats.) Coult. & Rose (Hemlock-Parsley)
00 ha-trim - carrots (Curtis 1970:332)
00 itt-sri - (domesticated) carrot (no wild referent acknowledged)
([RL#2376] .0t- "carrot (wild or domestic)" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:374])

Primary Food: roots eaten
Hemlock-parsley roots were an important and widely-used traditional food
among the Central and North Coast peoples, including the Haihais, Haisla, Hanaksiala,
Heiltsuk, Kwakwaka'wakw and Nuxalkmc (Compton 1993c). The Oowekyala term 00
3.itrn is cognate with other North Wakashan terms used to refer to hemlock-parsley, viz.,
HA *"(t_m, HE i'r(trii and KW itm, although today the term 00 itr -sn is said only to refer to
domesticated carrots (#46) (RH, NJ).
(46) tDaucus carota L. (Domesticated Carrot)
00 ha-trim - carrots (Curtis 1970:332)
00 iiten - (domesticated) carrot
([RL#2376] .0t- "carrot (wild or domestic)" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:374])

Primary Food: introduced food, roots eaten
Domesticated carrots are referred to by the name, 00 )<tri-i, which was
undoubtedly formerly applied to the native "wild carrot," hemlock-parsley
(Conioselinum pacificum, #45).
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(47) Heracleum lanatum Michx. (syn. Heracleum sphondylium L. ssp. montanum
[Gaud.] Brig.) (Cow-Parsnip)
00 6isdm or 00 6isdn - petioles of cow parsnip
00 ciwiriran - hollow stem of cow parsnip
00 qvuilvdan - "Indian rhubarb when it's large" (D. Stevenson, pers. comm.
1989)
00 kir--k wa-tid - parsley (Curtis 1970:332)
([RL#2156] -ays- "cow parsnip" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:345])
(possibly from [RL#1993] Vqwwqw- "lumped, bulging" [Lincoln and Rath
1980:324])
Primary Food: stems and petioles peeled and eaten
Ritual/Spiritual: dance symbol
Cow-parsnip stems and petioles have been used as food by many indigenous
groups of British Columbia, including all the North Wakashan groups. The Oweekeno
refer to the "part...by itself at the side of the plant" (i.e., the petioles, or leaf "stems")
as 00 6isdm or 00 6isd n . The petioles are said to be difficult to peel (LJ), unlike the
"stem under the lump," or 00 criitrdri, the primary name used for this plant. These
hollow stems should be gathered in the early spring "while it's still soft, before it starts
to harden up" (NJ), and before the flowers appear, while the plant is around 18 to 24
inches (46 to 61 cm) tall (EA). Cow-parsnip tastes like celery but "(i)f you don't eat
it right it makes a rash around your mouth" (LJ) because of the presence of phototoxic
furanocoumarins (Kuhnlein and Turner 1986:309, 320-321). To prepare cowparsnip for eating, the stems and petioles must be peeled.
Olson (1954:248) referred to an unidentified type of "wild parsnip" that, like
salmonberry (#93), gooseberry (#76), and rose (#88), was represented by a mask
and depicted as a child in an Oweekeno dance. 21 This plant was said to ripen following
the salmonberries but before gooseberries and rose hips. It is likely that this "wild
parsnip" is cow-parsnip. As much can be surmised from a comparison of Olson's
account with the details of the Nuxalkmc dance of Winwina, the leader of a raiding party
in Nuxalkmc mythology (Mcllwraith 1948, 11:188-196). In that dance, a mythological
raiding party is comprised of various birds, supernatural figures and a hermaphrodite;
various plant foods are depicted as having been "captured" by the hermaphrodite. As
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those foods were displayed, young women were called upon to guess their identity, a task
sometimes complicated by the sometimes unrealistic representation of the food plants.
The order in which they were displayed is said to represent their time of ripening, the
first one displayed always being the cow-parsnip.
Araliaceae (Ginseng Family)
(48) Oplopanax horridus (J.E. Smith) Miq. (Devil's-Club)
00 wMas - devil's-club
00 w6wiqaCa - to get devil's-club (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
([RL#1846] V wyq- devil's club (Fatsia horrida)" [Lincoln and Rath
1980:305])
Medicine: tonic, general medicine, panacea
Mythology: natural role in myth or story (?)
Primary Food: young buds eaten
A decoction of the inner bark of devil's-club, especially from young spring
growth, is regarded as a tonic among the Oweekeno (U) and can be drunk on a daily basis
to keep one from getting ill or as a treatment for any kind of sickness, especially colds,
and general aches and pains (NJ). Inhaling the vapor from boiled devil's-club also was
said to be good for colds (U). U and her daughter, Eliza A. Johnson, said that to remove
head lice, devil's-club berries can be mashed into a foam, rubbed into the scalp, left
there for a half hour, rinsed out with water and then repeated for a total of four times.
These berries are reported as poisonous (Turner and Szczawinski 1991:175), a
characteristic which may account for their value in combating lice. Devil's-club roots
could be gathered at any time of the year and used in one's bath water for rheumatism
(NJ). The young spring buds of devil's-club look like "little brussel sprouts," and were
boiled and eaten by NJ and his grandparents. This plant was also said to be referred to as
"poison ivy" in the Oweekeno story of how the bee got its needle (D. Stevenson, pers.
comm. 1989). Stevenson (1977:129) suggested that devil's-club may have been
involved in another Oweekeno story although the actual plant referred to is prickly
currant (#77). Judging from the high importance of devil's-club in ritual and
medicinal applications among other North Wakashan groups, it probably once had
similar uses among the Oweekeno.
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Asteraceae (syn. Compositae; Aster or Composite Family)
(49) Taraxacum officinale G.H. Weber in Wiggers (Common Dandelion)
00 qwkra6aias - dandelion plant when fruiting (D. Stevenson, pers. comm.
1 989)
(root morpheme unidentified)
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
Dandelions are called 00 qwèqu'a6alas, but only when they are at the stage where
their "seeds" (fruits) can be blown away. This name does not refer to dandelions at any
other stage of growth and no other Oowekyala terms for dandelion exist.
Betulaceae (Birch Family)
(50) Alnus rubra Bong. (Red Alder)
00 X6ertas - red alder tree
.

00 tla-qii-das - alder (tree) (Curtis 1970:336)
00 th6livias - alder tree (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
t00 'Wiwiafas - red alder tree ('red tree') (RH)
00 X6riaiasbala - "Alder Point" (RH)
.

00 thâXvbala, thaqvtasbala - "Alder Point," a place name (Stevenson
1 977: 1 30) (literally, 'red alder-full of or 'red alder-red alder-full
of

)

00 ifiv6i:"cala - an (alder) leaf (Hilton et al. 1982:38)
([RL#1 134] V'Xhqw- "red" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:203])

Medicinal: unspecified
Miscellaneous: plant name basis for geographical name
Mythology: supernatural role in myth or story
Primary material: implements, containers, etc.; wood for fuel
Secondary material: dye
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The three principal uses of red alder among coastal peoples of British Columbia
are for dyeing, carving and fuel (Turner 1979:192). The Oweekeno used red alder bark
to dye red-cedar bark a reddish colour (RH), especially for ritual and ceremonial
applications involved in shamanistic ceremonies. Red alder wood has also been used for
tool handles, canoe bailers, masks and rattles (U, NJ). The wood from big red alder
trees was used as fuel for smoking fish such as oolichans and salmon because it does not
impart any unpleasant flavour to the fish (U). A location in Oweekeno territory is
known as 00 thei<vbala, 00 thaqvtasbala (Stevenson 1977:130), or t-00 "airtaiasbala
(RH). These names all refer to the abundance of 00

"eerias or f-00 .

6erfaias in the

vicinity and mean, literally, 'red alder-full of.' RH recalled living there in a tent back
in the days when people used to hand-log near there. Red alder is commonly used for
medicinal purposes by coastal peoples (cf. Turner 1973:202; Turner and Bell
1973:279) and RH had heard of its medicinal use but did not know any specific
applications. RH recalled that when he was in residential school, several of the Native
children from farther north, especially the Haida, would peel the bark from red alder
trees and eat its sap (cambium) resulting in their mouths turning very red. The
Oweekeno did not eat the sap of red alder but did eat cambium from cottonwood (#95)
and hemlock (#30).
In the Oweekeno story Gaefdemkas'uxvthaya'Xi (The One Called Gaerdemkas'u)
(Hilton et al. 1982:36-42), Gael6emkas'u, the first man to descend upon the earth,
carved the first salmon from a piece of wood said in other stories to be that of red alder
(Boas 1932a:5) or red-cedar (Boas 1932a:6). 22 This salmon requested an alder leaf,
00 ilv6cala, to be placed on his nose by the son of the first man on earth. This was
supposed to help him swim (Hilton et al. 1982:38). Budding alder leaves are said to
resemble the cartilage found in the nose of a salmon. The placement of an alder leaf on a
salmon's nose was said to complete the salmon's head so that the fish could float level.
This first salmon was believed to have been carved from red alder, possibly because of
the symbolic association between red salmon flesh and the bark of red alder, which turns
red upon exposure to air (Hilton et al. 1982:44). An alder leaf is mentioned for the
same purpose in the story entitled 'Mesthasalanuwaxthayaid (The One Called
1.16srhasalanuwa) (Hilton et al. 1982:157-161). The term, 00 CivaXela, refers not

only to "leaf," but also to "plant (in general)" (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989) or
"growth (in general)."
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(51) Alnus viridis (Chaix) Candolle in Lamarck & Candolle ssp. sinuata (Regel) Love &

Love (syn. Alnus sinuata [Regel] Rydb.) (Sitka Alder)
(no Oowekyala name recorded)
Sitka alder is distributed within Oweekeno territory (Krajina et al. 1982:84)
but no ethnobotanical data regarding this species were recorded in this study. This
species is recognized as an environmental indicator among the Heiltsuk, who refer to it
as HE yet6s. When the catkins of Sitka alder grow it is said to be time to dig horse clams
(Heiltsuk Cultural Education Centre 1978:2).
(52)

Betula papyrifera Marshall var. papyrifera (Common Paper Birch, or possibly
Holodiscus discolor, Oceanspray, Ironwood)

00 fs6-Iiins - birch (tree) (Curtis 1970:336)
(cf. (RL#842) KW VCax- "?" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:164, 165])
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
Paper birch grows only in the eastern part of Oweekeno territory, near
Sheemahant (00 suam ''calh [00 sum Xa+]) Valley where NJ has trapped beaver. There
are no known traditional Oweekeno uses of paper birch and the term reported by Curtis
(1970:336) has not been attested by contemporary Oowekyala speakers. This species
was also named by the Kwakwaka'wakw, who had no use for it (King 1972 in Turner and
Bell 1973:279). Curtis (1970:336) also reported ki-le-a-fsils as a Haisla term for
birch although there are no known traditional Haisla or Hanaksiala uses for this species.
It is conceivable that the term reported by Curtis for "birch," fsó-hins, may
actually represent the Kwak'wala name for oceanspray (Holodiscus discolor [Pursh]
Maximowicz, Rosaceae), KW Ca xris (cf. Grubb 1977:213; Lincoln and Rath 1980:164,
165; Turner and Bell 1973:288). There is no record of the recognition or use of
oceanspray among the Oweekeno.
Brassicaceae (syn. Cruciferae; Mustard or Crucifer Family)
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(53) tBrassica rapa L. (Turnip)

00 yanahu - turnip (Smith n.d.) (either a Tsimshian or Chinook Jargon term?)
Primary Food: introduced food, roots eaten
Turnips, introduced to coastal indigenous peoples following contact with nonNative immigrants, were probably the second most commonly cultivated vegetable, at
least among the peoples of the northern coast, such as the Haida and Nuxalkmc (Turner
1975:229). The term that they were known by among the Oweekeno, 00 yanahu, is also
used by several other groups including the Haisla and Hanaksiala (HA Onawu and HA
oanaw6 [Lincoln and Rath 1986:420]); Haihais and Heiltsuk (HE [BB] inahil, HE
6 riawil, HE 6anawt1 and HE [KI.] 6anah6 [Rath 1981:739]); Nuxalkmc (NU yanahu

[Turner 1973:202]); Skidegate Haida (HD Onahu [Turner and Levine 1972:11]);
Kitasoo (ST 6th•ne^or ST yine hu. [W. Robinson, pers. comm. 1989]) and Nisgha (NG
iinuu [M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1990]). This widespread term may have its origin in
the Chinook jargon of the Pacific Northwest Coast.
Caprifoliaceae (Honeysuckle Family)
(54)

Lonicera involucrata (Rich.) Banks ex Spreng. (Black Twinberry, Twinberry

Honeysuckle)
$00^- black twinberry (fruit)
([RL#1714] ,/l t-"? ('Indian tobacco')" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:286])

Other Food-related Use: harmful in some way with contact or consumption
Black twinberries are not generally regarded as a food item by coastal groups of
British Columbia (cf. Turner 1975:241) but they have been used as a source of dye by
various groups (Turner 1979:208), including the Kwakwaka'wakw, who also used the
plant for medicine and the berries for dye (see Turner and Bell 1973:279-280) and
the Nuxalkmc, who used the plant for medicinal purposes (see Turner 1973:203).
Some Oweekeno people were known to eat black twinberries, but the berries are
considered to taste bad and to be inedible or even dangerous; they are said to get stuck in
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one's throat (RH, LJ, NJ). The name, t00 kwiaii, is related, probably by metathesis, to
the Kwak'wala term, KW tl'ek'exilli (Grubb 1977:45). The Oowekyala term is cognate
with the Heiltsuk term, HE kwii<61i, said to mean, perhaps, literally, 'stuck-in-one'sthroat-(berry)' (J. Rath, pers. comm. 1987); the related terms HA ^and tHE
kwiX6u are said to mean 'stuck in one's throat' (GR). Lincoln and Rath (1980:356) have
reported a Kwak'wala term, KW qutii<uli, defined as "choke-cherry," but which may
actually refer to black twinberry.
(55) Sambucus racemosa L. ssp. pubens (A. Michaux) House var. arborescens (Torrey
& Gray) A. Gray (Coastal American Red Elder, Red Elderberry)
00 kibat, 00 kiba+ - red elderberry (fruit)
00 ki-pat - elderberries, red (Curtis 1970:332)
00 kir3as - red elderberry (bush)
00 kipa - to pick red elderberries
00 kibab - elderberry basket (small basket for small berries) (Stevenson n.d.)
00

U 'bats!e - (R) berry basket (96.8) (Boas 1928:96, 245)

00 kiba+ta - to make home brew
00 kiba+kibata - to eat elderberries
00 kiriazis - patch of elderberries (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
([RL#1432] Vkyp- "elderberry" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:246])

Mythology: supernatural role in myth as magical object
Primary Food: fruits eaten
LJ called these "rhubarb berries," because of their deep red colour. They were
dried for storage or used to make jam. Yakas (00 'Ya6kas, "ugly f ace"), the hero of an
Oweekeno story, is known to have carried a magical peeled elderberry "cane-wand"
which got shorter and which he repeatedly replaced as he walked on his journey to be
healed by an Oweekeno shaman. When Yakas encountered the good shaman on the right
side of the house of shamans at Ai'kadjuis, the shaman "doctored" his repulsive face and
made his whole body the colour of the red elderberry stick that he carried (Olson
1954:229). In another version of this story, the hero whipped himself with a branch of
an unidentified species, likely either red elderberry or "willow" (possibly Cornus

sericea ssp. sericea, #58, or Salix sp., #97) (cf. Hilton et al. 1982:172).
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(56) Viburnum edule (Michx.) Raf. (High bush cranberry)
00 illc - high bush cranberry (fruit)
00 ia7c - high bush cranberry (fruit) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 i67c - high bush cranberries (Hilton et al. 1982:19)
00 tuns - haws, red (Curtis 1970:332)
00 il6as, 00 fiCas - high bush cranberry (bush)
00 ilyas, 00 ilcas - high bush cranberry (bush) (L..1) (NL)
00 ialCas - high bush cranberry (bush) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 ilzaCi - container for high bush cranberries
([RL#428] Vilc- and Vila- "high bush cranberry (Viburnum edule)" [Lincoln
and Rath 1980:110])
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Li used to pick high bush cranberries to make jam for winter use. No one picks
them any more, only the "old people" used to pick them. Today people mostly pick
salmonberries, blueberries (especially Alaska and oval-leaved blueberries) and black
huckleberries to preserve for the winter.
Chenopodiaceae (Goosefoot Family)
(57) Salicornia virginica L. (American Glasswort)
t00 (?) temm6 (t-00 f 6) - "pickle-weed" (C88a:6) (said to be an Oowekyala
word)
([RL#409] Vim- "to secure by threading, to lash up, to sew or pin together
with cedar twigs (e.g., HE im6, 00 ima, KW ima)" [Lincoln and Rath
1980:107])
Medicine: for arthritis, rheumatism, muscular aches, swelling
American glasswort is a plant of mud flats and vernal pools (Hitchcock and
Cronquist 1973:184) that is distributed throughout beach sites in the Central Coast
area. Among the Heiltsuk, this plant is used in the treatment of arthritic pain, such as
rheumatism, and other afflictions involving aches, pain and swelling (Brennan n.d.;
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Compton 1993a). The Heiltsuk use of this plant as medicine is said to have come from
the Oweekeno (i.e., EW). The name recorded for this plant, Lemma or, if retranscribed,
im6, is elsewhere identified as pertaining to the use of red-cedar twigs to lash, sew or
pin things together (Lincoln and Rath 1980:107).
Cornaceae (Dogwood Family)
(58) Cornus sericea L. ssp. sericea (Common Red-Osier Dogwood)
00 qalisaXi - "willow" (Hilton et al. 1982:181) (cf. HA qa16yu - "willow
walking stick," literally, 'aid for walking')
tO0 kaCa - "willow" (?)
00 niaiq, 00 nUsOiq - a willow hook, a pole for tethering salmon, also a totem
pole which tells the story of how the salmon came to Rivers Inlet
(Stevenson 1977:130)
(cf. [RL#2253] HA Vqa+- "to walk, to roam" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:358])
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary material: wood for arrows,frames for stretching beaver skins, fishing
hook and salmon tethering pole
Common red-osier dogwood, "willow" (RH, NJ) or red-willow, was used to make
arrows for use with bows made of yew (#32). The young, straight branches become
very hard when they dry completely (NJ). Freshly cut stems of this species are
extremely flexible and were used as drying frames for beaver skins. They were woven
through holes cut around the edge of the skin, strung to a square wooden frame made from
four pieces of wood and left in place until the skin was dry (RH, NJ). The berries,
although edible, are bitter and were not eaten by the Oweekeno, who regarded them as a
type of berry for animals (LJ).
No Oowekyala term has been recorded for common red-osier dogwood, but RH felt
that the name might be something like t-00 laCa, a term similar to t-00 aCas, said to
refer to a maple tree when used for making wooden spoons (see #44). NJ also referred
to "another kind of willow" but he did not know its identity or Oowekyala name. The term
00 qâlisaio was said by EW to mean "walk along the shore' and to refer to the walking
stick made of "willow" in the story of Yakas, who went to the village of the shamans in
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order to become purified and beautified (see Hilton et al. 1982:172, 181 and red
elderberry, #55). NJ believed that 00 Olisaiii might be the correct name for common
red-osier dogwood. The terms 00 nisrliq and 00 niisOiq are said to refer to a "willow"
hook, a pole for tethering salmon and a totem pole that tells the story of how the salmon
came to Rivers Inlet (Stevenson 1977:130; EW). This "willow" hook possibly was made
of common red-osier dogwood.
(59) Cornus unalaschensis Ledebour (Western Cordilleran Bunchberry) and/or C.
canadensis L. (Canadian Bunchberry)
00

.

6

.

(!iwa s - bunchberry (literally, 'red-red-plant'), "frogberries"

00 thathak was - small red berry low to ground, called "frogberries" (D.
Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 ihexf heivs - bunchberries (Hilton et al. 1982:139)
([RL#1 134] \i'hqw- "red" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:203])
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: fruits eaten
As with other coastal peoples (Turner 1975:131), the Oweekeno generally ate
bunchberries raw when in season. According to U, bunchberries are really soft and
just melt in one's mouth. Bears were also known to eat bunchberries (NJ). Their
Oowekyala name, 00 *eMwas, means, literally, 'red-red-plant,' in reference to the
bright red fruits of bunchberry which can be seen on the ground from a long way away
(RH). These berries are yet another of the "frogberries" identified by U and NJ. RH
called these the "frog's food" that people can eat but another kind of unidentified "frog's
food" (probably one of the Streptopus spp., see #39) was not eaten by humans. Among
the Nuxalkmc, bunchberries were also referred to as "food of the frog" (Turner
1973:204) but the Kwakwaka'wakw apparently did not associate this plant with frogs
(Turner and Bell 1973:281). In an Oweekeno story, the children of a woman who
married a frog liked to eat bunchberries (Hilton et al. 1982:139).
Elaeagnaceae (Oleaster Family)
(60) Shepherdia canadensis (L.) Nutt. (Soapberry, Soopolallie)
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00 awsk, 00 ne skin, tO0 fi:ivskin - soapberries
00 mrstkn - soapberries (Lincoln and Rath 1980:124)
00 mrskian - soapberries (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 mr6s - soapberry bush
00 nq"a - to pick soapberries
00 circu - whipped soapberry foam
00 6vUdayu - spoon for eating berries (flat wooden spoon), soapberry spoon
(Stevenson n.d.)
([RL#523] Vnqw- "soapberries" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:124])

Primary Food: fruits eaten
Soapberries are widely used by indigenous peoples of British Columbia for food
and medicine. It occurs only rarely along the Northwest Coast and, if found in Oweekeno
territory, was so uncommon that it was of negligible importance to the people there. To
obtain soapberries, the Oweekeno traded with the Nuxalkmc or went, with permission,
into Nuxalkmc territory to pick soapberries themselves. To pick soapberries, branches
were broken off from the bush and the berries are shaken off into a pail or a sheet laid
out on the ground. The soapberries are then canned for storage (LJ). Smoked oolichans
and oolichan grease are trade items involved in the acquisition of soapberries from the
Nuxalkmc. Sometimes, the Oweekeno trade oolichan products to the Heiltsuk for herring
roe and edible seaweed (#7) which could, in turn, be traded to the Nuxalkmc for
soapberries. During 1989, a typical price for soapberries, if obtained in exchange for
cash, was $50.00 CDN for a quart jar and $25.00 CDN for a pint jar.
Among the Oweekeno, soapberries are referred to by a variety of names derived
from the Nuxalk name, NU naxski (Mcllwraith 1948, 11:594) or NU nexwesken
(Turner 1973:204). Of the Oowekyala forms reported above, LJ preferred tO0
livskin, NJ preferred 00 neskin, RH preferred 00 mrstkn and EW preferred 00 mrsk.
After the soapberries are whipped and mixed with sugar they are referred to as 00 cilcu,
an onomatopoetic form related to the manner in which a mouthful of whipped soapberries
is pushed slightly out of the mouth, somewhat like blowing a bubble with bubble gum,
before being swallowed. This is said to be the correct way to eat soapberries (LJ),
possibly to prevent an excessive amount of air from being swallowed and thereby causing
stomach discomfort.
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Ericaceae (Heath Family)
(61)

Arbutus menziesii Pursh (Arbutus, Madrona, Pacific Madrone)

00 Zeiarialas - arbutus (literally, 'naked tree') (EW)
([RL#2427] - \ghii- "naked" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:380])

Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
Arbutus is not found within Oweekeno territory, being distributed along the
southeast part of Vancouver Island, the Gulf Islands, and the immediate adjacent mainland
south of Bute Inlet (Krajina et al. 1982:116). Like the Kwakwaka'wakw, the Oweekeno
recognized arbutus trees from trips down the coast and named it 00 Xeatialas, literally,
'naked tree,' because of its bark which is shed annually (EW; cf. Turner and Bell
1973:282).
(62)

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (L.) Spreng. ssp. uva-ursi (Kinnikinnick, Bearberry)

00 mi'mueu - "a red berry (swamp cranberry?) which grew on creepers"
(Olson 1935:3)
Primary Food: fruits eaten (?)
Olson (1935:3) reported that "a red berry (swamp cranberry?) which grew on
creepers (called mi'mul") grew at Bentinck" (in Nuxalkmc territory) and that the
Oweekeno "traded chiefly dried fish for these." Bog cranberries, or "swamp
cranberries," are known in Oowekyala as 00 *msclaiC (see Vaccinium oxycoccus, #70).
The name 00 mi'mul" lacks comparable forms in other North Wakashan tongues is not
clearly related to the Nuxalk term, NU minx' (Mcllwraith 1948, 11:592) or NU
milix w (Turner 1973:204), for kinnikinnick berries. 23 Kinnikinnick berries were
reportedly known as HE mill xu among the Heiltsuk (from the Nuxalk name), who
reportedly obtained HE mi'l 8 was, the kinnikinnick plant, from the Nuxalkmc to smoke
like tobacco (Boas 1923:261). The use of this plant has been forgotten among
contemporary Oweekeno people and the term given by Olson has not been attested since
his report. Turner and Bell speculated on the Kwakwaka'wakw use of this plant based on
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an unconfirmed identification of kinnikinnick as KW k w67atem (Dawson 1887 in
Turner and Bell 1973:282). This term seems to represent the Kwak'wala name for
another red berry, red huckleberry, KW gw6clem (Grubb 1977:117), but may actually
be related to KW kw67kwexu, meaning "many things smoking" (Grubb 1977:180).
(63)

Gaultheria shallon Pursh (Salal)
00 nreut, 00 rikw+ - salal berries
00 nkw6s - salal bush

00 nk v6 - to pick salal berries (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 nó-k w^- salalberries (Curtis 1970:332)
([RL#506] Vnkw- "salal berry" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:121])
Other Food-related Use: branches used to whip soapberries
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Salal berries were used widely and extensively for food by nearly all the coastal
peoples of British Columbia (Turner 1975:141-142). The Oweekeno used to pick them
at Rivers Inlet Cannery, and they continue to use them as a fresh fruit and for making
jam or jelly. They are also mixed with stink currants (#75), sugar and oolichan grease
(LJ). Salal branches were tied in a bunch and used for whipping soapberries (#60)
(NJ).
(64) Ledum iroenlandicum Oeder (Labrador Tea, "Hudson Bay Tea," Indian Tea)
00 pas - "Indian tea" (LJ, NJ, RH)

[probably (RL#76] Vpws- "to swell (through soaking)" [Lincoln and Rath
1980:62])
Medicine: cold and sore throat remedy
Secondary food: leaves used to make beverage
Labrador tea, or "Indian tea," can be drunk as a beverage or as a medicine for
treating colds. It is considered to be similar to western swamp laurel (Kalmia
microphylla [Hook.] Heller ssp. microphylla and/or K. microphylla [Hook.] Heller ssp.
occidentalis), which was used less frequently for a tea and which tastes different from
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Labrador tea. 24 When the tea becomes dark and the leaves sink to the bottom of the pot,
the beverage is ready. Indian tea grows abundantly up around Sheemahant (00 sum iia+)
and Genesee (00 cinisi) (U) but the Oweekeno used to gather it from a number of local
sites, often on nearby islands, after the plants had finished flowering (NJ).
(65) Menziesia ferruginea Smith (False Azalea, Fool's Huckleberry)

00 'XI:liras - false azalea
([RL#986] V"Xnqw- "?" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:1840) 25
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
False azalea is not known to have had any traditional Oweekeno uses (11) but
some other coastal peoples, the Haihais, Hanaksiala, Heiltsuk, Kitasoo and Coast
Tsimshian, recognized the presence of the fungal parasite of false azalea, Exobasidium
sp. affin. vaccinii, and used it as a food.
(66) Vaccinium ?alaskaense Howell (Alaskan blueberry)
00 siakwria+, 00 siaVunat - blueberry (fruit) (wild, grows early)

00 sia'kvanalh - blueberries (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 sirevas blueberry (bush) (wild, grows early) (Smith n.d.)
([RL#893] Vsyk w- "blueberry" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:171])
Primary Food: fruits eaten
None of the "blueberries" mentioned by Oweekeno consultants were identified
with vouchers so their botanical identities are not entirely clear. To further complicate
matters, Latin binomials and English names have been inconsistently applied to members
of Vaccinium in previous reports regarding North Wakashan botanical nomenclature.
The best clues to the actual identities of the "blueberries" and their relatives mentioned
by Upper North Wakashan speakers come from a comparison of terminology and
descriptions applied to members of Vaccinium as reported in sources dealing with North
Wakashan, Nuxalk and Tsimshianic plant knowledge. For this reason, where possible,
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reference will be made to comparative names and descriptions of "blueberries" and
"huckleberries" known to peoples of coastal British Columbia.
The terms 00 siareuria+ and 00 siàl'eunat refer to the type of common, early, dark
blue to almost black, shiny blueberry (LJ, NJ, EW), probably Alaskan blueberry. It is
said to ripen later than and to be more sour than the other blueberry (NJ), probably
oval-leaved blueberry (#69). The names 00 siekwria+ and 00 siakafinat are also used to
refer to "any type of blueberries," including tO0 qwscrs or 00 )."`usi:i"'s (#67), $00
sikw:sris (#68) and 00 eiwicresm or 00 erixsm (#69) (LJ, EW). Alaskan
blueberries are, together with oval-leaved blueberries, salmonberries, and red
huckleberries, the most commonly picked and preserved berries today (LJ). Boas
(1928:225) reported the term sea"k6unat (an alternate transcription of 00 si6kwria+)
for juniper (see #24), although this probably represents an error in identification.
(67) Vaccinium ?caespitosum Michaux var. caespitosum and/or V ?caespitosum
Michaux var. paludicola (Camp) Hu!ten (Dwarf Blueberry)
00 Xwsi:iws, 00 crscrs - low mountain blueberry
(possibly from [RL#2094] Ng's- "to become amorphous, lose form, become
slushy (melting snow, soapflakes in water, etc.)" [Lincoln and Rath
1980:337])
Primary Food: fruits eaten
LJ broadly differentiated between the "blueberries" in the Oweekeno area as
either "dark" (i.e., 00 si6kwriat, Alaskan blueberry) or "light" (00 qwses). LJ said
that 00 crscrs was short and had light blue berries that were the sweetest of all the
blueberries and which began ripening around June, about the same time that 00 si6kwnat
are ripening. EW also referred to 00 crises as a "low blueberry" which grows in the
mountains. They are said to grow on mountain sides, down low, on slide areas. RH said
that this "blueberry" grows up in the mountains and that the berries melt in one's
mouth. This comment seems related to the meaning of the Heiltsuk and Oowekyala root,
.\hrs- (RL#2094), said to mean "to become amorphous, lose form, become slushy"
(Lincoln and Rath 1980:337). LJ called these berries 00 crsqws, which is also
pronounced as 00 ieusitws. 26 Among the Heiltsuk this has been said to be the same berry
as the one referred to as HE sixsris (Compton 1992). Grubb (1977:223) recorded
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the Kwak'wala form, KW iiwsieus, identified as "unidentified mountain berry"
(unconfirmed) (N. Lincoln, pers. comm. 1990), also transcribed as KW xwesxwes,
"blueberry (variety which grows only on hills)" (op. cit.). According to LJ, "Even if
you try to say it (00 i'''s)rs), you can't..." due to the lack of vowels in this word. When
picking these berries, Oweekeno women used to jokingly try to get each other to yell out
this name, pretending they could not hear or understand the word 00 ieusr s. LJ stated
that "(e)ven 00 X'sX's is a 00 sièVnat," indicating that this blueberry, as well as all
the others, can also be referred to as 00 si6Iwriat in the general sense of "any
blueberry" (LJ).
(68) Vaccinium ?membranaceum D. Douglas ex W.J. Hooker (Black Mountain
Huckleberry), or possibly V. caespitosum var. caespitosum and/or V.
caespitosum var. paludicola (Dwarf Blueberry)
t00 sile:sgwis - low bush mountain blueberry (fruit)
([RL#893] \Aye- "blueberry" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:171])

Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: fruits eaten
tO0 sikw:sgwis is said to look like a blueberry (i.e., Alaskan blueberry, #66),
but it is shorter and grows up in the mountains. Oweekeno chiefs used to send people up
in the mountains to pick this berry for feasts (RH). From the description, and
considering the distinctiveness and desirability of black mountain huckleberry among
the Nuxalkmc (Turner 1973:205, 1975:149), tO0 sikw:sris is likely to be the black
mountain huckleberry. Huckleberries on the mountainside are mentioned in one version
of the origin of the Haisla in which Xa"ntlikwi lax's, an Oweekeno man, moved to the
Kitimat River and was the progenitor of the Haisla people. One day he met a band of
Tsimshian from Port Simpson. It was said to be a custom of the chief (of the Tsimshian
people) to blacken his huckleberry baskets so they would not be easily seen from the
canoes of raiders (Olson 1940:188).
(69) Vaccinium ovalifolium J.E. Smith in Rees (Oval-leaved Blueberry) or, possibly,
V. uliginosum L. ssp. occidentale (Gray) Hulten (Bog Blueberry)
00 eiqu'esm, 00 eixsm - "powdery blueberry"
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00 slsa - purple (cf. KW sls - purple blueberry) (Lincoln and Rath
1980:169); cf. sEIE'm - (H) Vaccinium ovalifolium (=K) (Boas
1928:224)
(root morpheme unidentified)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
According to NJ, 00 eicresm is "a different kind of blueberry" with "a powdery
substance on the outside" and which is "actually a blueberry but it's bigger and sweeter."
It is also said to be common throughout the valley near Oweekeno Village and to grow to a
height of six to seven feet (ca. 2 m). The berries ripen earlier than the regular
blueberries, 00 siàkwnat, and are similar to store-bought blueberries (NJ). This
description matches the characteristics of oval-leaved blueberry (Turner 1973:205,
1975:151; Turner and Bell 1973:284). The Kwak'wala name for "gray blueberry,"
KW kweaas (Grubb 1977:181), is somewhat similar to the Oowekyala name. Lincoln
and Rath (1980:169) reported the term 00 slsa, meaning "purple." It is related to KW
sls, or "purple blueberry" (op. cit.), KW seseIts'em, or "large blueberry" (Grubb
1977:206) and KW selem, "mountain bilberry" (Grubb 1977:205; cf. Turner and Bell
1973:284). Boas (1928:224) identified HE
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as Vaccinium ovalifolium, although

Turner and Bell (1973:284) have associated its Kwak'wala cognate with V.
membranaceum, black mountain huckleberry. These fruits are still gathered and

preserved for the winter along with Alaskan blueberries, salmonberries, red
huckleberries and high bush cranberries (LJ).
(70) Vaccinium oxycoccus L. (Bog Cranberry)
00 'rrisdaiC - bog cranberry
00 tham'scI6i6 - bog cranberry (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
([RL#1045] Orns-* [Lincoln and Rath 1980:194])
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Bog cranberries are not very common around Oweekeno Village but people eat
them out of hand when they find them. The Oweekeno do not gather bog cranberries in
quantity to process or preserve them (LJ, NJ). Olson (1954:217) stated that "(t)he
Owikeno traded chiefly dried sockeye salmon to the Bella Coola of South Bentick [sic]
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Arm for clover roots and swamp cranberries." The "swamp cranberries" mentioned by
Olson may be V. oxycoccus but the Oowekyala term that he earlier associated with this
plant, mi'mulx", seems to more properly associated with kinnikinnick (#62).

(71) Vaccinium parvifolium J.E. Smith in Rees (Red Huckleberry)
00

6- adm - red huckleberry (fruit)

00 ovadam - huckleberries (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 Icwa-tiim - huckleberries, red (Curtis 1970:332)
00 dw alas - red huckleberry (bush)
00 ovata - to pick red huckleberries (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 ovelhqvta - to eat red huckleberries (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
([RL#1957] Vrht- "red huckleberry" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:319])

Primary Food: fruits eaten
Red huckleberries, which are common in the Oweekeno area, and other berries
such as salmonberries, blueberries and high bush cranberries, are still gathered for
preserving (LJ). The Kwakwaka'wakw formerly went on huckleberry-picking
expeditions, gathered these fruits in large quantities and dried them for winter storage
(Turner and Bell 1973:284).
(72) Vaccinium vitis-idaea L. ssp. minus (Loddiges) Hulten (Mountain Cranberry,
Lingonberry)
00 +rrii:i+OXis - lingonberry
00 lhanX1h6niiis - unidentified berry (fruit) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
([RL#1163] -\/+a- "wild crabapple" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:207])

Primary Food: fruits eaten
Several coastal peoples, notably the Haida, Hesquiat and, possibly, the Tsimshian,
ate these berries, that somewhat resemble bog cranberries (#70). The Oweekeno
probably also ate them. The Oowekyala name, 00 +0+rii<is, involved the reduplication of
the name for Pacific crabapple, 00^plus a suffix meaning "on the ground." This is
indicative of a conceptual, though not explicitly stated, relationship between
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lingonberries and crabapple, probably reflecting common morphological and flavor
characteristics. Other Upper North Wakashan groups used this plant for food but there
is no evidence of its use among the Oweekeno's nearest coastal neighbours, the Nuxalkmc
and Kwakwaka'wakw (cf. Turner 1973; Turner and Bell 1973).
Fabaceae (syn. Leguminosae; Bean or Legume Family)
(73)

Lupinus sp. (Lupine)

$00 kwan - lupin-roots [sic] (Curtis 1970:332) (if retranscribed, 00 ran)
(cf. (RL#2022) KW Orris- "lupine" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:328])
Primary Food: roots eaten (?)
Lupine roots are known to have been used as food among the Kwakwaka'wakw
(Turner and Bell 1973:284) and Nuxalkmc (Turner 1973:205). Curtis (1970:332)
recorded the term kwan, said to be the Oowekyala name for lupine roots. No modern
Oweekeno people recall the use of this plant.
(74) Trifolium wormskioldii Lehm. 27 (Springbank Clover)

00 lis wsUs - clover "roots" (rhizomes), "Indian spaghetti"
00 t'uxsu'ts - "a root...(clover?) which (was) gathered at Bentinck Arm flats"
(Olson 1935:3)
00 toxsu - "clover roots" (Olson 1954:230)
00 tOn-sos - clover-roots (Curtis 1970:332)
00 icra - to go after clover "roots"
([RL#466] -Vic"'- "clover root" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:115])
Medicine: magical "medicine"
Mythology: supernatural role in myth or story (as magical medicine)
Primary Food: rhizomes eaten
The Oweekeno formerly collected the "roots" (rhizomes) of springbank clover,
or "Indian spaghetti," for use as food. A special digging stick, called 100 Megu,
fashioned of a hard wood such as yew and having one flattened end, was used to turn over
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the soil at salt flats at Kiltala (00 gidala) and on the sawmill side of the Wannock River
so that the rhizomes could be harvested. These rhizomes were collected in the spring
"when they're still soft" and cooked together with riceroot (#37) (NJ). Each Oweekeno
family had its own patch or patches of "Indian spaghetti" at the mouth of the Kildala
River (RH).
Olson (1935:3) reported that springbank clover rhizomes were gathered at
Bentinck Arm flats. The Oweekeno were said to trade "chiefly dried sockeye salmon to
the Bella Coola of South Bentick [sic] Arm for clover roots and swamp cranberries"
(Olson 1954:217). The "swamp cranberries" mentioned by Olson were possibly
actually kinnikinnick berries (#62).
An Oweekeno myth involves the story of girl named 00 Pa'lakKU whose parents
were salmon. When she discovered that her real mother, a sockeye, and her real father,
a coho, had been separated from her and that she was living with foster parents, she went
to find her real parents. To aid her in her search she took magical "medicines,"
including springbank clover rhizomes. She used the rhizomes to bribe Mallard, one of
the sentries of the villages of the fish people. She finally located her parents and took
them home where they transformed from fish into humans (Olson 1954:230-231).
Grossulariaceae (Gooseberry Family)
(75) Ribes bracteosum Dougl. ex Hook. (Stink Currant, Greyberry)
00 eiisina - stink currant (fruit)
00 elisrhas - stink currant (bush)
00 ilisa - to gather/pick stink currants
00 elisifisa - to eat stink currants (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
([RL#2318]!Lys- "wild currant, greyberry" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:367])

Primary Food: fruits eaten
Stink currants, or greyberries, are said to taste very good when mixed together
with salal berries (#63), oolichan grease and sugar. They are considered to be similar
to coastal black gooseberries (#76) (LJ). LJ did not recall any other types of berries
that are mixed with grease. The Kwakwaka'wakw felt that stink currants must always be
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eaten with a large quantity of oil or else they would cause constipation (Boas 1921 in
Turner and Bell 1973:286).
(76) Ribes divaricatum Dougl. (Coastal Black Gooseberry)
00 trinxIali - gooseberries (fruit) (EW)
00 tilm-hwy-ya-1i - gooseberries (Curtis 1970:332)
00 t6rnxv6ala - gooseberries (fruit) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 tmernali - gooseberries (fruit) (LJ) (NL)
00 tme.rhas - gooseberry bush (Li) (NL)
00 gla"glanuL - (unidentified plant) (Olson 1954:248)
([RL#350] \Arne- "gooseberry" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:99])

Primary Food: fruits eaten
Ritual/Spiritual: dance symbol
The berries of coastal black gooseberries are considered to be similar to stink
currants and, like stink currants, were used as food by the Oweekeno (LJ). The
Oowekyala names for this species reported by Curtis (1970:332), Stevenson (pers.
comm. 1989), LJ, NJ and EW represent a single form with variants. This form is
cognate with the Kwak'wala, Heiltsuk, and Squamish (Salish) names for this species
(Bouchard and Turner 1976:98; Turner and Bell 1973:286). A term reported by Olson
(1954:248), 00 gla'glanuL for gooseberry is inconsistent with the recorded Oowekyala
forms but may represent the Hanaksiala and Haisla term for this species, HA 'W■anui-.
The term reported by Olson sounded to RH like the unrelated Oowekyala term for
woodpecker, 00 M'Xanut. Olson (1954:248) further stated that this "gooseberry,"
along with salmonberry, "wild parsnip," and rose, was represented by a mask as a child
in an Oweekeno dance. Wild gooseberry was also represented in the Nuxalkmc dance of
Winwina and the dance of Nunuoska, or Mother-Nature (Mcllwraith 1948, 11:194,
196; see also #47).
(77)

Ribes lacustre (Pers.) Poiret in Lamarck (Prickly Currant, Swamp Black
Gooseberry)
00 cnOas; 00 criyas (LJ; NL) - prickly currant
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00 cerAas - a wet or slow burning branch, probably Devil's Club, from the Bear
story, belonging to JJ (Stevenson 1977:129)
00 tsinyes - mentioned in a story as being used by bear as bedding; English name
for these branches not known to storyteller (Stolle 1973b:28)
([RL#652] Jcns- "devil's club (Oplopanax horridum)" [Lincoln and Rath
1980:142, 1431)28
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature (i.e., considered poisonous)
Prickly currant bushes are similar to coastal black gooseberries (#76) but
have more "prickles" or "stingers" than any other member of the gooseberry family that
occurs in Oweekeno territory (LJ, EW). "(I)f it ever hits you it turns red and you don't
get them (the spines) out right away" (Li). For this reason it is considered to be
similar to devil's-club (#48) and stinging nettle (#101) and has been referred to as
"poison-ivy" (NJ), although this term more commonly refers to true poison-ivy (Rhus
radicans L.). Like the Nuxalkmc (Turner 1973:206), the Oweekeno consider prickly

currant to be poisonous and people are not supposed to touch it (RH). The berries,
although edible, do not seem to have been used as food among the Oweekeno nor did this
plant have any recorded medicinal uses.
Prickly currant is mentioned in an Oweekeno story. In one version, it is
described as a wet or slow burning match (Stevenson 1977:129). In another version of
The Bear Story (Storie 1973b:25-32) prickly currant is mentioned by its Oowekyala

name as having been used as bedding for the bear. In this story Bear asked an Oweekeno
girl named Lal-imith to gather branches for his bedding. She brought back hemlock
boughs but what the bear actually wanted were branches of prickly currant (Storie
1973b:27-28). This story is similar to the Nuxalkmc belief that bears used devil'sclub and prickly currant branches for bedding (Mcllwraith 1948 in Turner
1973:201).
(78) Ribes laxiflorum Pursh (Trailing Black Currant)
(no Oowekyala name recorded)
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Trailing black currant fruits eaten without grease and sockeye salmon that
became soft after spawning were said to have been two of the favourite foods of the
Oweekeno. The Heiltsuk were said to disapprove of these foods in favor of others,
especially raw mussels (Mcllwraith 1948, 11:376, 377).
No Oowekyala term has been recorded for this species but the Hanaksiala, Haisla,
Heiltsuk, Nuxalk and Kwak'wala terms are cognate with each other, suggesting that the
Oowekyala term must have been similar. The following terms for trailing black currant
have been recorded: HA xsbkli, HE sxailli or HE s6(111, KW kesp'uli and NU ts'psxili
(Boas 1921 in Turner and Bell 1973:286; Turner 1973:206).
Lentibulariaceae (Bladderwort Family)
(79) ?Pinguicula vulgaris L. (Common Butterwort)

00 wadayu - butterwort
(possibly from [RL#1864] ,/wht- "to lead by the hand" [Lincoln and Rath
1980:306])
Ritual/Spiritual: charm for luck, wealth, love and gambling
Butterwort is a small, sticky-leaved, insectivorous, bog plant known to the
Oweekeno as a lucky plant: "You always be luck(y) if you keep them. You call it 00
waclayu - 'always pull everything.' My dad use(d) it once, stepping on it when he was
playing cards. It pulls all the money. It even pulls the girls to come close to you" (RH).
According to RH, the root of butterwort should be dried and kept close to oneself in order
to have it bring good luck. In Oweekeno territory this plant is found in Draney's Inlet,
near the old village of 00 qabridis. Its Oowekyala name means, literally, 'instrument of
pulling.'
Onagraceae (Evening-primrose Family)
(80) Epilobium angustifolium L. ssp. circumvagum Mosquin (Fireweed)

Cgm - fireweed (?)
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([RL#853] -\/Chii- "rope (made of nettles or fireweed (?)) [Lincoln and Rath
1980:166])
Primary Food: young stems eaten
Primary Material: fibrous tissue for cordage (?)
Young fireweed shoots were eaten by the Oweekeno as a spring food something like
salmonberry or thimbleberry sprouts (LJ). No Oowekyala name for fireweed has been
attested but NJ felt that the proposed form, t00 cairn, sounded familiar. This seems like
the most likely Oowekyala term for this species based on the known Heiltsuk, Hanaksiala
and Haisla names (i.e., t-HE cairn and HA cairn). It is possible that at one time the
Oowekyala also made cordage from the stem fibres of fireweed, as did the Heiltsuk,
Hanaksiala and Haisla.
Polygonaceae (Buckwheat Family)
(81) Rumex occidentalis Wats. var. procerus (Greene) Howell (Western Dock)
00 'Aeuir - tobacco (also possibly "wild rhubarb"?)
(root morpheme unidentified?)
Primary Food: stems, leaves, sprouts and shoots eaten (?)
The term 00 'augur is said to refer to tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) but not to any
additional plant species (NJ). The Heiltsuk cognate, HE A6u4w, refers to both
.

commercial tobacco and western dock, which was used as a food eaten with sugar and
grease. A plant, likely western dock, is known among the Oweekeno as "Indian rhubarb"
and is described as similar to regular rhubarb (Rheum rhabarbarum L., Polygonaceae)
but with longer, narrower leaves that are broad at the base and pointed at the tip and
stalks that are thinner than those of rhubarb (NJ). NJ felt that a photograph of western
dock was probably the Indian rhubarb he described. It is found up at Sheemahant, at
Oolichan Town and on Smokehouse Island up the lake.
Rosaceae (Rose Family)
(82) Amelanchier alnifolia (Nutt.) Nutt. var. alnifolia (Common Saskatoon)
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t00 ti+rn - saskatoon berry (fruit) (EW)
00 tilham - saskatoon berry (fruit) (DS)
t00 ti+6s - saskatoon berry (bush) (EW)
t00 iii6s - saskatoon berry (bush) (postulated)
(cf. (RL#444) HA Vi0+- "saskatoon berries (Amelanchier alnifolia)" [Lincoln
and Rath 1980:112])
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Saskatoon berries were eaten when available but NJ considered them to be
"awfully dry."
(83) Fragaria spp. (Strawberries, Wild and Domesticated)
00 q161u - strawberry (EW)
00 cilului"cw - strawberry (II, NJ) (NL)
00 kO'h-kcils - strawberries (Curtis 1970:333)
(root morpheme unidentified?)
Primary food: fruits eaten
Wild strawberries (probably F. chiloensis L, F. vesca L., and, possibly, also F.
virginiana Duchesne) and domesticated strawberries (F. vesca and other species) are
referred to by the names 00 glulu (EW) and 00 qiulaw (U, NJ). They were eaten fresh
in the past and today some people make jam from them (NJ).
The Oowekyala names given above are similar to the Nuxalk forms NU
kwululuuxwu (Turner 1973:208) and NU qululuuxu (Nuxalk Food and Nutrition
Program Staff 1984:35). Curtis (1970:333), on the other hand, reported the
Oowekyala term IOC h-kuls for strawberries. When asked about strawberries, RH gave
the term 00 Ni<wrls, which he felt at the time referred to bunchberries (#59). He
later clarified the situation, indicating that bunchberries were actually known as 00
"XaVras and that 00 663ilwls referred to a berry that "looks like t-00 'Xa'Xkwas but not
very much," rather "it looks like a salmonberry, but not very much berries on it... big
chiefs used to send some people up in the mountains to pick them for some kind of feast."
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Although the cognate form, HA Wwris, refers to wild and domesticated strawberries,
the Oowekyala form refers to trailing wild raspberry (#92) (RH, 11). In Hanaksiala,
trailing wild raspberry goes by an entirely different name, HA (GI.) imsimz is (GR).
Furthermore, the Heiltsuk name for strawberries, HE 'x's, is similar to the
Oowekyala name for bunchberries. These data indicate an interesting case of semantic
shift between bunchberry, strawberry and trailing wild raspberry names in the Upper
North Wakashan tongues.
(84) Malus fusca (Raf.) Schneider (syn. Pyrus. fusca Raf., Pacific Crabapple)
00 kwrinte - (over)ripe crabapple
00 kv6mtkv - ripe crabapple (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 +rinX

-

crabapple (fruit)

00 1h6r-CX - crabapples (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 1h6rin>i - crabapple (fruit) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 Filinnh - crabapples (Curtis 1970:332)
00 +0.rhas - crabapple tree (EW)
001116arhas - crabapple tree (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 +nrii(aCi - crabapple box (Stevenson n.d.)
00 Filfn-niih-mtis - crab (tree) (Curtis 1970:337)
00 ma'laxste 8 - (R) crabapples (168.19) (Boas 1928:212) (cf. 00 rneladi juice (of any type) (EW])
00 mka - to pick the stems off crabapples (Lincoln and Rath 1980:75)
([RL#1163] Vi.nit- "wild crabapple" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:207])

Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Other Food-related Use: bark chewed to suppress thirst
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Primary Material: wood used for spoons
Wild crabapples are common throughout the Oweekeno area, especially up at
Oolichan Town. They are picked when they are 00 kwrsrite, that is overripe; brown and
soft but still really sour. Today people cook them with sugar but in the old days people
boiled them and stored them under grease in special boxes called 00 +nriXaCi. Sometimes
children pick crabapples green and eat them fresh. The wood was used to make Indian
spoons because it does not crack in water (U). Hunters chewed the bark to suppress
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their thirst (NJ). Boas (1928:212) reported the term nelaxste 8 for crabapples but
00 malaXdi actually refers to juice of any type (EW) (cf. HE melak'a - yellowish
reddish sky [Boas 1928:212]). Crabapples were mixed with water and some type of
unidentified food in the story of Me'maotlErrie (Boas 1891-1895:218).
(85) tMalus sylvestris Mill. (syn. Pyrus malus L., Domesticated Apple)
00 ti6bls - "apples" (English loan)
00 'àbals - "apples" (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 tiablCas - "apple tree" (English loan with 00 'tree' suffix)
00 'abelCas - "apple tree" (Stevenson and Rath 1984)

Primary Food: introduced food, fruits eaten
Domesticated apples have been used by the Oweekeno following their introduction
by non-Natives. They are known among the Oweekeno as 00 tiebls, from English
"apples," and apple trees are referred to as 001=161316as, the English loan word plus the
Oowekyala suffix meaning 'tree.'
(86) Potentilla anserina L. ssp. pacifica (Howell) Rousi (Pacific Silverweed)
00 "XxsArn - silverweed roots
00 tlih-sum - silverweed roots (Curtis 1970:333)

00 k!asa"m, 00 klsam - an unidentified "edible root" (Olson 1954:230, 231)
([RL#944] \/k- "cinquefoil (Potentilla pacifica)" [Lincoln and Rath
1980: 178] )
Mythology: supernatural role in myth or story (as magical medicine)
Primary Food: roots eaten
Silverweed roots were formerly an important food for the Nuxalkmc (Turner
1973:209), Kwakwaka'wakw (Turner and Bell 1973:289), and other coastal peoples
(Turner 1975:199-202) who collected them from tidal flats and ate them, sometimes
with springbank clover rhizomes (#74). The Oweekeno probably also used them as food
although their use has been forgotten.
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The Oweekeno story of 00 Pa'lakKU, the daughter of salmon parents, describes
her journey to find her real parents after being separated from them and living with
foster parents. During her search she used a "magical thing," identified only as an edible
root called 00 klasa'm, or 00 klsam, to bribe Goose, one of the sentries of the villages of
the fish people. The girl named 00 Pa'lakKU was eventually successful at locating her
salmon parents whom she took home where they later became humans (Olson
1954:230-231). The terms recorded by Olson, 00 idasa'm and 00 klsam, probably
represent the Oowekyala names for Pacific silverweed.
(87) tPrunus sp. (Domesticated Cherry)
00 cilis - "cherries" (English loan) (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
Primary Food: introduced food, fruits eaten
LJ did not know of any wild cherries, such as bitter cherry (Prunus emarginata
Douglas ex Hooker), in the Oweekeno area, only cultivated cherries that have been
planted there and are referred to by the English loan word, 00 c'ilis.
(88) Rosa nutkana Presl var. nutkana (Nootka Rose)
00 b6sbuli - wild rose (hips) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 bèsbuliOas - wild rose (bush) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
(possibly from [RL#20] \AM— "to hang the head down" [Lincoln and Rath
1980:54])
Ritual/Spiritual: dance symbol
Wild roses were not used by the Oweekeno for any food or medicinal applications.
They contain numerous hairy seeds that make one's throat itch if they are eaten (11).
Wild rose and three other plants, "wild parsnip" (#47), salmonberry (#93), and
gooseberry (#76), was represented with a mask as a child in an Oweekeno ceremonial
dance (Olson 1954:248). The Nuxalkmc also represented wild rose in a dance, that of
the mythological raider Winwina (Mcllwraith 1948, 11:194).
(89) Rubus idaeus L. ssp. melanolasius (Dieck) Focke (American Red Raspberry)
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00 O0ula6m - raspberry (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 660u1a0rhas, 00 660u1a6as - raspberry bush (D. Stevenson, pers. comm.
1989)
00 10.-k6h - raspberries, red (Curtis 1970:332)
([RL#2174] V6w+- "berry" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:346])

Primary Food: fruits eaten (?)
Wild raspberries were undoubtedly eaten by the Oweekeno although they are not
generally recognized or used today. Their Oowekyala name is etymologically related to
the term for "berry (in general)" and trailing wild raspberry. The term for
raspberries reported by Curtis (1970:332) probably represents the Oowekyala term
for thimbleberries, 00 iciga.
(90) ?Rubus leucodermis Doug. ex Torr. & Gray var. leucodermis (Black Raspberry,

Blackcap)
00 péFl-pil-this - blackberries (Curtis 1970:332)
(root morpheme unidentified?)
Primary Food: fruits eaten (?)
The Oowekyala term reported by Curtis (1970:332) for "blackberries," ORwas not attested by contemporary Oowekyala speakers nor does it resemble any
comparable North Wakashan or Nuxalk terms for any type of blackberries (cf. Turner
1973:209; Turner and Bell 1973:291).
(91) Rubus parviflorus Nutt. ssp. parviflorus (Western Thimbleberry)

00 iqga - thimbleberry (fruit)
00 lii-k6h - raspberries, red (Curtis 1970:332)
00 fqgrnas, 00 igaiirnazis - thimbleberry (bush)
00 iciaXmas - thimbleberry (bush) (U) (NL)
00 4"16+m - edible sprouts of thimbleberry (or salmonberry)
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([RL#1248] Viq- "to be, to handle (said of moist materials such as putty, berry
cake, bread dough, etc.)" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:220])
Primary Food: fruits and sprouts eaten
Secondary Food: leaves used to make beverage tea
Secondary Materials: leaves probably used as undermat for drying berries and
hemlock cambium (see Rubus spectabilis)
Thimbleberries, when fully ripe, are so soft that they fall right off the bushes.
This is the reason why they are known as 00 Iq6iia, a term based on the root morpheme
Jiq - meaning "to be, to handle (said of moist materials such as putty, berry cake, bread
dough, etc.) (Lincoln and Rath 1980:220). They are eaten fresh or used to make jelly.
Young thimbleberry sprouts, the ones without "needles," as well as salmonberry
sprouts, the "pokey ones," are eaten in the spring (LJ). Adults rarely eat them today
but Oweekeno children enjoy them and often dip them in sugar (D. Stevenson, pers.
comm. 1989). Late in the fall, when the leaves turn brown, they can be collected and
used to prepare a beverage tea (NJ).
(92) Rubus pedatus J.E. Smith (Trailing Wild Raspberry, Five-leaved Creeping
Raspberry)
00 Pieltuls - trailing wild raspberry
([RL#2174] VOw+- "berry" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:346])
Primary Food: fruits eaten
In the past, big Oweekeno chiefs directed their people to collect trailing wild
raspberries for use as a feast food. They are said to be common in the mountains and may
be found growing under spruce trees. They are said to resemble salmonberries but have
fewer, smaller berries (RH). Because of this, they must be collected where they are
abundant, where the ground is covered with them, because they are so small (LJ). The
Oowekyala name for this species is derived from the general term for "berry," 00 Plait
which also refers to salmonberries in particular.
(93) Rubus spectabilis Pursh (Salmonberry)
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00 CaCulaq - salmonberry (dark ruby fruit form)
00 66611 -tams Plali (00 Ciahtam^- salmonberry (dark ruby fruit
form) (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 dza'qdzE 2 wats!e - (R) receptacle for salmon berries (22.3) (Boas
1928:228) (Note: This term did not sound correct to EW and was not
verified by RH.)
00 Plali - salmonberry (fruit); any berry
00 gulali - salmonberries (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 galas - salmonberry (bush)
00 kau'lali - (Boas 1893:40)
00 0 - la - ti - salmonberries (Curtis 1970:332)
00 rherhulaq - salmonberry (golden fruit form)
00 m6ziqu'ia - salmonberry blossom, any blossom
00 maziqvelia - salmonberry blossom (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 qa`-Flifimt - salmonberry sprouts (Curtis 1970:332)
00 ifr6+m - edible sprouts of salmonberry (or thimbleberry)

00 4"'6+a - to pick salmonberry sprouts (also KW)
([RL#268] Vrnw+- "to ferment or rise (like yeast or fermenting berries)"
[Lincoln and Rath 1980:88])
([RL#817] VCw+- "black" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:162])
([RL#2073 Virii+- "to pick sprouts" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:334])
([RL#2174] -aw+- "berry" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:346])
Miscellaneous: plant name employed as personal name
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: fruits and sprouts eaten
Ritual/Spiritual: dance symbol
Secondary Materials: leaves used as undermat for drying berries and hemlock
cambium 29
Salmonberries ripen very early compared to other types of berries found in the
Central and North Coast area. Their ripening was said to be caused by the Swainson's
thrush, one of several birds obtained from the moon (Boas 1891-1895:217). The
berries were generally eaten fresh in large quantities by coastal peoples who considered
them too watery for drying in cakes (Turner 1975:22-221). Among the Oweekeno,
salmonberries are eaten fresh, squeezed and mixed with sugar and grease, or they can be
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made into jam. These berries are commonly picked today, as well as blueberries and
huckleberries, to preserve for winter use. The young sprouts were formerly collected
in the spring for use as food, like those of thimbleberry (#91) (L.1). Many coastal
peoples formerly ate the peeled sprouts either fresh or steamed, with oolichan grease,
salmon or salmon roe (Turner 1975:220-221). Salmonberry leaves (or, more likely,
thimbleberry leaves) were said to have been used as an undermat for drying any kind of
berries and hemlock cambium (RH). The term for salmonberry (or any) blossom, 00
mkidwja, was given at a feast as a name to a young Oweekeno girl (D. Stevenson, pers.
comm. 1989). This term is cognate with the North Wakashan forms, KW maskbla
(Lincoln and Rath 1980:218), HE rn6zaiCia; note also the Tsimshianic forms, CT (HB)
rM3ngale, CT (HB, K, M, PR) rni3agale (Dunn 1978:75), ST midza Gall GK
,

mezeruia or GK Mazer te (Smith 1925-1927:106, 131, 212). The Oowekyala form
differs from the Hanaksiala and Haisla name for flower or blossom, HA plidia. It seems
possible that the Oowekyala flower term may be ultimately derived from some
Tsimshianic language. Several names for the berries are known. Salmonberry, along
with "wild parsnip" (#47), rose (#88), and gooseberry (#76), was depicted as a
child and represented with a mask in an Oweekeno dance (Olson 1954:248).
Salmonberry and the rest of the aforementioned plants also had roles in the Nuxalkmc
dance of Winwina (Mcllwraith 1948, 11:194).
Because salmonberries exhibit a genetic condition referred to as fruit-colour
polymorphism, they may be either red (or ruby), or golden. In some cases the red form
may become very dark, almost purplish (Griffiths and Ganders 1983:137-38).
Oweekeno people refer to salmonberries in general as 00 61)lali but apply the more
specific terms 00 rharhulaq and 00 CaCulaq, or 00 Cuclhcems gulali to the golden or
,

purplish forms, respectively. These different recognized types of salmonberry
represent the only instances of "specific" folk ethnobiological taxa in Oweekeno botanical
categorization (cf. Berlin et al. 1973:216).
Salmonberries are distinctive for a variety of reasons. They produce showy
bright pink blossoms, ripen early, have unique and variable fruit colour and are
extremely common. In Oowekyala, the name for salmonberries in general, 00 6U1ali, has
been expanded semantically to refer also to "berries (in general)." Possibly this
expresses their high profile among other types of berries, so that they are regarded as
the prototypical berry.
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(94)

Sorbus sitchensis Roemer ssp. ciravi (Wenzig) Calder & Taylor (Sitka Mountain-

ash)
(no Oowekyala name recorded)
Medicine: pedicide (treatment for head lice)
No Oowekyala terms have been recorded for Sitka mountain-ash, but this plant is
considered by the Heiltsuk to be a food of black bears and is named accordingly. The
Heiltsuk used the mashed "berries" (pomes) as a medicine to destroy head lice in the way
that devil's-club berries were used among the Oweekeno. It is possible that the
Oweekeno also used Sitka mountain-ash berries in this way.
Salicaceae (Willow Family)
(95)

Populus balsamifera L. ssp. trichocarpa (T. & G. ex Hook.) Brayshaw (Black

Cottonwood)
00 rmza - bud of cottonwood tree, also referred to as "maple" (LJ)
00 emzas - cottonwood tree (LJ)
00 rrizm - cottonwood bud (L&R80:317)
00 qvamza - leaf (bud) of cottonwood tree (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 qvarfizaliala - smell of cottonwood in spring (D. Stevenson, pers. comm.
1989)
00 46mielas - cottonwood tree (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989, NJ)
00 kv61rha's - cottonwood (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 quayu - knife for scraping inner bark of tree

00 thalhthaqam - hair oil (Stevenson n.d.)
00 triitmsOiga - buds of cottonwood (or pitch blisters on balsam fir)
([RL#1938] Vrnc-/rns-** "?" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:317])
([RL#2351] N/qhn-* "?" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:371); cf. HA Vqam- "?" (op.
cit.])
Medicine: buds mixed with mountain goat fat as ointment for sores
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Secondary Food: cambium, secondary phloem (inner bark) eaten
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Secondary Material: buds used in hair dressing; sap from buds used as binding
agent
Cottonwood trees are found only at 00 at nUens (Neechanz River) and 00 sursOu+
(Sheemahant River). They are not common right in Rivers Inlet (D. Stevenson, pers.
comm. 1989). One has to go way up the lake to places like 00 cinisi (Genesee) or 00
gidala (Kiltala), where they are common (LJ, NJ). Cottonwood had a variety of
applications among the Oweekeno. The sweet-smelling, sticky buds were known by the
same name as the pitch blisters of Pacific silver fir (#26), 00 trlit.msOiga. These buds
were boiled with a little bit of grease, then strained and combined with another
unidentified ingredient, to make a hair dressing used especially by young Oweekeno men
when they went courting (LJ; D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989). The sticky buds were
used also as a binding agent to glue duck feathers to red-cedar hoops used for festive
applications (see running club-moss, #20) (NJ).
In the spring, Oweekeno people used to collect cottonwood cambium for food. They
used a small hammer to tap the trees to see if they were ready to harvest because if one
tries to collect the sap too late it gets hard and sticks to the tree. After sections of the
bark had been removed, a small knife called 00 qu6gu, that was dull on one side so it
wouldn't cut the cambium, was used to scrape off long strips of the cambium which were
collected in a can or basket (NJ). This cambium was used fresh because it "sours" if
kept more than three days (Olson 1954:217). This food, together with berries and goat
fat, was created by Nuakawa and his brother and requested in an Oweekeno story by a
(female) 30 character named Yai-dakIyalatsawaks (op. cit.) (cf. Hilton et al.
1982:47-58).
(96) Populus tremuloides Michx. var. tremuloides (Trembling Aspen)
00 ye-ya-wa-lils - aspen (tree) (Curtis 1970:336)
00 yeyaWaias - trembling aspen, literally, 'dancing tree' (?) (cf. 00 OvA - to
Indian dance (Stevenson n.d.])
aRL#1570] Vyw- "?" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:266])

Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
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Trembling aspen is not distributed within the immediate area of Oweekeno
territory (Krajina et al. 1982:80) but is found high in the mountains or, possibly, at
some locations around Owikeno Lake. It was recognized by the Oweekeno, who called it 00
AAWaias, literally, 'dancing tree,' because the leaves move in the wind (RH; cf. Smith
1925:1 18).
(97) ?Salix sp(p). ("Willow") (note that S. scouleriana Barratt in Hook. is common in
Oweekeno Village but that Cornus sericea ssp. sericea [#58] is commonly
referred to as "willow")
00 gelisa >11 - "willow" (Hilton et al. 1982:181) (cf. HA qathu - "willow
.

walking stick," literally, 'aid for walking')
(cf. [RL#2253] HA Vqa+- "to walk, to roam" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:358])
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
NJ referred to Scouler's willow as "pussy willow" but did not know of any
Oowekyala name or use for it. In the Oweekeno story of 'Yaakasthaya (The One Called
'Ya6kas) (Hilton et al. 1982:172-180), 'YaAkas carried a stick of 00 OlisaK or

"willow," with which he whipped himself on his journey to 'A6'5ikias, up the
Sheemahant River, to be cured by shamans and made beautiful (cf. Olson 1954:229 and
see Sambucus racemosa, #55). Xä'ntlikwilax's was the Oweekeno man who moved to the
Kitimat River and began the Kitamaat or Haisla people. One day after reaching the
Kitimat River he saw a willow stick drifting down the river. When he examined it he
discovered that it had been cut and peeled by humans rather than by a beaver (Olson
1940:188). A second version of the story tells that this peeled stick was of red-cedar
(Olson 1940:189).
Solanaceae (Potato or Nightshade Family)
(98) tNicotiana tabacum L. (Tobacco)

00 '5uffiu) - tobacco
00 'X6ueraCi - container for tobacco
(root morpheme unidentified?)
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Other Food-related Use: introduced item, leaves chewed and smoked
Commercial tobacco has been used by the Oweekeno since its introduction by nonNatives in the post-historic period. The name, 00 '*euer, possibly may have originally
referred to western dock, as its Heiltsuk cognate did among the Heiltsuk.
(99) tSolanum tuberosum L. (Irish White Potato)

00 gvu'si - potato (possibly from English "good seed"?) (D. Stevenson, pers.
comm. 1989) (00 ru7si)
00 gvu'skvs6 - to eat potatoes (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
Primary Food: introduced food, tubers eaten
Following their introduction by early sailors, potatoes became a food and item of
commerce for nearly all coastal peoples of British Columbia. By the mid-1800s potato
was a major food for many groups. The Oowekyala name, 00 gvu'&i, may represent the
Oowekyala version of English "good seed," a term said to have been used by non-Natives
in reference to the use of "seed" potatoes used to plant garden plots. Similar forms of
this name are found in many other coastal indigenous languages.
Theaceae (Tea Family)
(100)

tThea sinensis L. (Tea)

00 dii - "tea"

Secondary Food: introduced beverage item
Tea was introduced to the Oweekeno by non-Natives during the post-historic
period. It is known by the English loan word, 00 dii.

Urticaceae (Nettle Family)
(101) Urtica dioica L. ssp. gracilis (W. Aiton) Selander var. gracilis (W. Aiton) Taylor
& MacBryde (Slim American Stinging Nettle) and/or U. dioica L. ssp. gracilis
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(W. Aiton) Selander var. lyallii (S. Watson) C.L. Hitchcock in Hitchcock et al.
(Lyall's American Stinging Nettle)
00 dix wa, 00 dilkwa - stinging nettle
00 dkva - nettle (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 CAii< - rope made of nettles (and probably also fireweed)
00 'ca'aii< - rope (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
([RL#328] Vdwxw- "nettle" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:96])

Other Food-related Use: harmful with contact
Primary Food: young plants eaten
Primary Material: fibrous tissue for cordage, bow strings, nets
Stinging nettle was considered among the Oweekeno to be the best fibre for fishing
nets because of its strength and durability and because fish caught in nets of nettle fibre
are easier to remove than from other types of nets (EW). Nettle fibres were used also as
bow strings (Drucker 1950:185) and for making fishing line for jigging, rope and
oolichan traps (RH, NJ). Once the oolichans were trapped, they were placed in pits lined
with sword fern leaves (#17) to ripen before being cooked to render their oil.
The Oweekeno used to collect young nettles and fry them for use as food (NJ) but
they also recognized that nettles are somewhat hazardous because of the stinging hairs
that can cause pain, redness and swelling if contacted. The effects of stinging nettle can
be counteracted through the application of some type of unidentified "grass," or 00 kiim.
Another unidentified plant (#102) has been described as being like stinging nettle.
3.1.9 Unidentified Botanical Species and Taxa Identified Only by Oowekyala Names
Several unidentified plants have been mentioned by the Oweekeno individuals
consulted in the present work, or referred or alluded to in previously published
materials pertaining to the Oweekeno or their Wakashan neighbours. Several taxa that
remain unidentified or identified only by an Oowekyala name are discussed below:
(102) Unidentified Plant
(no Oowekyala name recorded) - another plant like stinging nettle
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Primary Material: fibrous tissue for weaving
When discussing stinging nettle (#101) LJ mentioned "another plant like that
(i.e., stinging nettle)" that was split in half, dyed and used in basketry. The plant most
similar to, and often associated with, stinging nettle is hedge nettle (Stachys cooleyae
Heller). Neither this plant, nor stinging nettle, has been associated with use in basketry
among coastal peoples (Turner 1979:265-268, 275) raising the possibility that LJ
may have had another plant in mind.
(103) Unidentified "Woodland Flower"
00 Kalcatsumalä*s - a woodland flower (Boas 1891-1895:222)
(root morpheme unidentified?)
Mythology: supernatural role in myth or story
In an Oweekeno story about the "cannibal woman," 00 K elcsurnriskyTna, this
-

figure was killed by means of an unidentified poison (probably Indian hellebore) and

hacked up into pieces. Following her demise, the hacked-up portions of her body were
transformed into 00 ICal(atsumala s, identified as "a woodland flower" (Boas 18911895:222). In another version of the Cannibal Woman story (Olson 1954:257-258),
Cannibal Woman was killed by the people with an unidentified "medicine," probably
Indian hellebore (#40). The people then cut up her body and scattered the pieces, which
is why there would always be cannibal women.
(104)

Unidentified Berry (possibly Vaccinium scoparium Leiberg, Grouseberry or V.
caespitosum Michaux var. caespitosum and/or V. caespitosum Michaux var.
paludicola (Camp) Hultên (Dwarf Blueberry)

00 (?) cicli - "a scarlet coloured berry"
([RL#663) KW V*c1.- "?" [Lincoln and Rath 1980:144])

Primary Food: fruits eaten (?)
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Boas (1928:229) reported Heiltsuk and Kwak'wala terms (tsE"tsle and
tsEltsEle, respectively) for "a berry" later identified by Lincoln and Rath (1980:144)
as "a scarlet coloured berry." This berry, known by the Nuxalk cognate NU (a)stsltsli,
has been identified among the Nuxalkmc as dwarf blueberry (V. caespitosum) (Turner
1973:205; cf. Turner and Bell 1973:309), although dwarf blueberries are not scarlet.
The Nuxalk consider NU (a)stsltsli to be similar to the oval-leaved blueberry although
the description of KW cicli as scarlet (Lincoln and Rath 1980:144) would seem to
suggest the possibility of grouseberry, V. scoparium Leiberg. This berry is not known
to the Oweekeno (RH, EW) although in the past they may possibly have obtained them
through trade with some interior groups.
(105) ?Vaccinium sp. (Unidentified "Blueberry" referred to in person's name)
00 dzakels - name meaning "a womans genitals exposed which are the color of

blueberries" (Olson 1935:64); 00 Dzakels - name meaning "exposed
female genitals which are the color of blueberries" (Olson 1954:241)
(root morpheme unidentified?)
Miscellaneous: plant associated with personal name
Olson (1934:65) reported that 00 dzakels was "a womans genitals exposed
which are the color of blueberries. This is (curiously) a womans name. It is never
mentioned in the light of being a base or obscure name." It was an inherited name used
only in the tsaika dance as gifts were passed out, never in everyday life. Other
inherited, more obscure, names were used in derision by spectators of the tsaika dance
(cf. Olson 1954:241). The term 00 dzakels is apparently related to KW dz6sa, "blue,"
and KW dz6stu, (something) blue" (Grubb 1977:46) but seems etymologically
unrelated to any Oowekyala blueberry name.
(106)

Unidentified "Little Dwarf Blueberries" in the swamp (?V. uliainosum L. ssp.
occidentale [Gray] Huken, Bog Blueberry)

(no Oowekyala name recorded)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
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Both LJ and NJ referred to a type of low, powdery blueberry that was obtained
from 00 pg(sth, the swamp behind Oolichan Town. Although they did not refer to it by an
Oowekyala name, it is likely that V. uliginosum ssp. occidentale, bog blueberry, is the
plant in question.
(107) Unidentified "Medicine" Plant (?)
00 hi'kU - an unidentified medicine or plant (Olson 1954:258)

(root morpheme unidentified?)
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
In the Oweekeno story of Cannibal Woman, a figure who was known to steal human
bodies from their graves, mention is made of "a medicine called hi'kU (a plant ?)." This
medicine was used by the people to combat the supernatural power of Cannibal Woman.
It was placed at the end of a long pole, set afire and pushed toward the mouth of the cave
of Cannibal Woman. As a result, the Cannibal Woman was killed (Olson 1954:257258). The term 00 hi'kU is likely cognate with THA Iiir<u, a term used among the
Hanaksiala in reference to magical medicines of exclusively animal origin (GR). This
apparent Oowekyala cognate may refer to any magical medicine of plant or, possibly,
animal origin. Furthermore, the unidentified medicine is likely Indian hellebore, a
plant known to have been used to counteract negativity and witchcraft among coastal
peoples (see #40). Following her death, Cannibal Woman's body was cut up and
scattered by the people, which is the reason why there would always be cannibal women
(Olson 1954:258; cf. Boas 1932a:96). In an earlier version of this story, her hackedup body pieces were transformed into 00 K•ak•atsumala's, identified as "a woodland
flower" (Boas 1891-1895:222). According to Olson's version of the story, long before
she was killed, Cannibal Woman kidnapped a young girl and fed her goat tallow, with the
result that she became rooted to the ground at her rectum. When the people tried to
rescue her they found that they could not dig to the end of the root. Instead, they cut the
root thereby causing her death (Olson 1954:258; cf. Stone 1973b:61-63; Boas 18911895:225, 1932a:96). In other stories involving Cannibal Woman (Boas 18911895:224; Storie 1973b:64-65), Cannibal Woman caught several children and put
them in her basket. One of the children cut a hole through which several of the children
escaped. As each one dropped to the ground, the Cannibal Woman simply thought that
pine needles or some type of cones were dropping from nearby trees.
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3.2 Plants and Fungi Named and/or Used by the Hanaksiala and Haisla
3.2.1 Algae (Seaweeds and Their Relatives)
(1) Bioluminescent Marine Algae (Division Pyrrhophycophyta)
HA bixla, pl. HA bibxla - phosphorescence [bioluminescence] (as when there are
fish in the water) [this phenomenon used to detect herring and considered
to be caused by a "power" similar to that which causes lightning]
HA babiria - looking for herring (as detected by phenomenon of bixla)
(RL#13) Vbyx- "to phosphoresce, to glow, to sparkle" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:429)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
A number of marine dinoflagellates (Division Pyrrhophycophyta) including

Noctiluca spp. (Noctilucales), Gonyaulax spp., Pyrocystis spp., and Pyrodinium spp. (cf.
Bold and Wynne 1978:430) produce bioluminescence that is especially noticeable when
fish or other bodies disturb water in which these organisms are found. This phenomenon
is referred to as HA bixla. The Hanaksiala noted this light, "sparks in the water," when
present as a means of detecting herring as they came near shore when the tide rose at
night. When the fish were spotted they could be caught using the herring rake, HA kidm.
Marine bioluminscence is considered to be caused by a type of "power" similar to the
large mythical bird known as HA lts.rlisla which causes lightning (GR).

(2) Corallinaceae (Articulated Coralline Algae, e.g., Bosiella spp. & Corallina spp.)
(Rhodophyta)
HA ciWa s^- literally, 'Pacific crabapple tree-of-below (the sea)'
(RL#687) Vcyreu- "sour, wild crabapple" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:430)

Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for similarity to other
plant
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Several species of articulated algae (e.g., Bosiella spp. and Corallina spp.) are
referable to the Hanaksiala name, HA ci*as hs_w rA. This term is possibly derived from
the Coast Tsimshian term for Corallina spp. and possibly other branched or tree-like
marine organisms: CT sganmoolksgm ts'm'aks, literally, 'Pacific crabapple in the
water' (Dunn 1978:87). GR learned the Hanaksiala name for these algae from his
Tsimshian grandfather who may have translated the Tsimshian term into Hanaksiala.
These organisms were recognized and named by the Hanaksiala but were of no particular
significance to them. The Haida also recognized unidentified members of Corallinaceae,
calling them by a variety of names, including one meaning 'branch or weed from under
the water' (Turner and Levine 1971:8).
(3) Eqregia menziesii (Turn.) Aresch. (Boa Kelp; Phaeophyta, Alariaceae)

HA sialiè m - boa kelp (literally, 'hair on rock,' from HA sia, "hair on the head"]
(RL#885) Vsy- "to use a pole or stick; to poke; to stick out" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:488)
Food-related Use/Primary Food: used to collect, and eaten with, herring roe
The Hanaksiala and Haisla name for this species refers to the numerous hair-like
"leaves" which line the "stems." The term is said by GR to refer to this species only
when it is covered with herring roe. Like their Heiltsuk and Oweekeno neighbours, the
Hanaksiala and Haisla people used this species to collect herring roe for use as food.
When dried, both the roe and the alga could be eaten. GR stated that the Hanaksiala people
formerly collected this from areas three to four miles (ca. 4.8 to 6.4 km) up the mouth
of the Kitlope River where herring used to spawn. Intensified harvesting of herring roe
for commercial production and exportation to Japanese markets has resulted in a
reduction in this food source in the river mouth (GR). This and other types of marine
macroalgae may be gathered with herring roe and salted for storage but in earlier times
the Hanaksiala and Haisla dried this food for later use.
(4) Fucus qardneri Silva (Bladderwrack Kelp, Rockweed, Sea Wrack) and perhaps also
Pelvetiopsis limitata (Setchell) Gardner (Little Rockweed) (Phaeophyta,

Fucaceae)
HA

.

1<tufa - bladderwrack kelp
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HA^- to collect bladderwrack kelp with herring roe on it
HA mècia - to pick bladderwrack kelp (or edible seaweed, Porphyra abbottae)
(RL#1094) -\/leu- "bladder-wrack kelp" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:494)
Food-related Use/Primary Food: used to collect, and eaten with, herring roe
Secondary Material: miscellaneous useful material
When it was discovered that herring had spawned on this seaweed, it was collected
and used as food in the same manner as boa kelp and giant kelp. Unlike these other
species, bladderwrack kelp is found in the Kitlope area but it was not collected and placed
in herring spawning waters in order to collect herring roe. When making red-cedar
bentwood boxes, this alga was used with an open fire to steam-heat kerfed boards to be
bent (GR).
(5)

"Green Algae" (various species of Chlorophyta, i.e., green fresh water and marine
algae including Enteromorpha intestinalis (L.) Link (Sea Hair) and Ulva lactuca
L. (Sea Lettuce) (Ulvaceae)
HA (Gm.) tiiaia.is, HA (GI.) tiWcis - marine or fresh water green algae
HA tir(sclu, pl. HA^- green or yellow colour, to be coloured green or
yellow
HA tex-ta-heis - green sea weed inedible (Mendel n.d.:46)
HA teaks-toe - green (Robinson n.d.:39)
(RL#382) -\/t0- "yellow, green, sallow (complexion); to urinate (said of an
animal)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:489)
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
These terms refer to "any green stuff growing in fresh or salt water" (GR).

Neither marine nor fresh water green algae were considered useful but they were
recognized and named.
(6) Halosaccion glandiforme (Gmel.) Rupr. (Sac Alga; Rhodophyta, Palmariaceae)

HA wliqw hs_zmw6s - "sac seaweed," literally, 'baby seal's nipple'
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HA sag°ams lha'asq' (HA s6gwrri hs,jailsg) - "seal's seaweed," literally,
'harbour seal of (edible) seaweed' (Halosaccion cilandiforme) (GR; EB)
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
Sac alga was not used but it was named for its resemblance to a nipple that was
said to be "made for the baby seal when they lost their mother." When asked if any
inedible types of Porphyra (#9) or other algae could be referred to as "seal's seaweed"
in Hanaksiala and Haisla, as in Heiltsuk and Southern Tsimshian, GR used the term
"seal's seaweed" to refer to sac alga.
(7) Macrocystis integrifolia Bory (Giant Kelp) (Phaeophyta, Lessoniaceae)
HA 66111jis, HA gaqllis - giant kelp
HA ka-kultseise - sea weed (Raley n.d.a:1 14)
HA^- giant kelp without herring roe; also any wide-leaved kelp in
general (literally, 'mat [reduplicated] on rock' [?] [V-Fx "- "?"; cf.
1

N/-1-ye-

'cedar bark mat'])

HA weudi - "stem" (stipe) of giant kelp; bull kelp
(RL#2358)^"to braid, to plait" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:480)
Food-related Use/Primary Food: used to collect, and eaten with, herring roe
Giant kelp, like boa kelp (#3), was collected from the outer coast, such as
around the Prince Rupert area, and placed amidst spawning herring in order to collect
their roe. When GR used to do this he used dead dry red-cedar trees for the float from
which the kelp was suspended. Several of the kelp plants were then tied together at the
base and suspended from the floats. When the herrings had spawned on the kelp it was
removed and dried in the sun. The roe on kelp was soaked to soften the kelp before it was
eaten.
According to GR, the term HA 6Mliis (and HA 6a6iiis) refers only to giant kelp
which has already been used to collect herring roe. The term HA +1646a refers to giant
kelp before it has herring roe or to any relatively large, thick, mat-like seaweed
growing on rock (e.g., Alaria spp., Costaria sp., Laminaria spp.). It seems, however,
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that the main referent of the term is an unidentified type of thick, mat-like alga which
was not used for anything.
The Kwak'wala cognate, KW k'axk'elis is also said to refer to giant kelp (Turner
and Bell 1973:261) but KW lhixlhewis reportedly refers to the green marine algae
Enteromorpha intestinalis and Ulva lactuca (Turner and Bell 1973:262). In addition,

KW k6wadi only refers to the "stem" of Nereocystis luetkeana (Turner and Bell
,

1973:261), and perhaps also to the plant itself (see N. luetkeana, #8). According to
GR, HA waudi refers either to bull kelp or to the "stem" of giant kelp.

Giant kelp with herring roe and edible seaweed were traded by the Kitkatla and
Heiltsuk to the Hanaksiala for oolichan grease and smoked oolichans (GR). The
Hanaksiala eat giant kelp with herring roe, as well as herring roe collected on any other
material, with oolichan grease (GR).
(8) Nereocystis luetkeana (Mert.) Post. & Rupr. (Bull Kelp, or Bottle Kelp)
(Phaeophyta, Lessoniaceae)
HA waudi - "bull or bottle kelp" (Note: This term also refers to the stipe of
giant kelp.)
HA wawaudia - to get bull kelp
HA hiidi hs_waudi - 'head of bottle kelp'
HA waudiPala - 'smell of bull kelp' (i.e., the name of a house in Kitlope)
HA waudibala - term which refers to the ends of horizontal house poles which
were carved so as to resemble the "head of waudi" (visible from the
outside, used in a Killer Whale house)
HA waw.dee - kelp (Robinson n.d.:52)
HA Waddi - sea weed (Raley n.d.a: 114)
(RL#1864) Vwht- (1) "to pull or drag"; (RL#1865) Vwht- (2) "kelp"
(Probably a back-formation from the preceding root) (Lincoln and Rath
1986:497)
Miscellaneous: name incorporated into name of house which featured this species
as a decorative motif
Mythology: believed to cause rain if played with by children
Ritual/Spiritual: used as motif for shaman's rattle
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The meaning of the name HA w6udi seems related to either the method of harvest
or the utilitarian applications of this plant among North Wakashan groups such as the
Kwakwaka'wakw, who used the stipes for, among other things, making ropes, fishing
lines, nets and harpoon lines (Turner and Bell 1973:261). GR denied any knowledge of
these uses of bull kelp among the Hanaksiala, however, insisting instead that red-cedar
(#44), stinging nettle (#175) and fireweed (#135) provided the basic materials for
cordage used in traditional Hanaksiala and Haisla fishing technology. Japanese people
living in the vicinity of the Hanaksiala and Haisla used to salt and pickle the stipes of
bull kelp for food (GR), a practice now common among some coastal peoples. Among the
Haisla, this species was believed to cause rain if children played with it (Raley 1902;
also see "Plants in folklore and mythology").
In addition, bull kelp was traditionally associated with the Hanaksiala Killer
Whale clan, being depicted as HA hiiai hs_waudi (literally, 'head of HA wèudi') on one
type of shaman's rattle traditionally owned by a Killer Whale chief and used in some
shamanistic (HA hilikla) rituals. GR currently owns one of these rattles, which he has
the prerogative of using. It is relatively uncommon for shamanistic motifs to consist of
botanical entities, with animal entities instead being the norm. Haisla shamanistic
rattles of Rocky Mountain maple or common juniper were carved and painted with
totemic designs such as a beaver for a shaman of the Beaver clan or an eagle for a shaman
of the Eagle clan (Lopatin 1945:68). According to GR, a Killer Whale house in Kitlope
was referred to as HA w6udii5ala (literally, 'smell of HA w6udi') and the term HA
wauclibala was used in reference to the ends of the horizontal timbers in that house. The
ends were carved so as to resemble this species with the "heads" of HA wèudi extending
to the outside of the house. Olson (1940b:179) reported the term, Wiwadi'bala ("kelp
crosspieces"), as the name of a "house of the Blackfish clan, in which some timbers were
carved in the form of kelp stems."
Some Heiltsuk consultants have referred to a second type of HE w6wecli which has
two heads and is, therefore, called t HE masrnka yis_wóWedi ("two-headed bull kelp")
(Compton 1992). In the mythology of the Haida of the Queen Charlotte Islands a doubleheaded bull kelp, which was actually the top of a two-headed house post of rock, was
believed to mark the entrance to the house of the supernatural ocean dwellers (Swanton
1905 in Turner and Levine 1971:13).
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(9) Porphyra spp. ("Edible and Inedible Seaweeds") (Rhodophyta, Bangiaceae)
HA +allsg (before clitics, also HA +acs) - "edible seaweed" (P. abbottae)
HA +66sggas.Iiu - big piece of dried edible seaweed
HA +6qa - to get (pick) seaweed; to build a roof-like structure (lean-to, tent,
shelter)
HA 1.6q Xla - to go off to get edible seaweed
.

HA Tluk-kwilla; HA thla-kusk - sea weed (Raley n.d.a:1 14)
tHA talhalala - to cook seaweed (GR; EB)
HA^- to cook edible seaweed (GR; NL) (Note: This is probably the term
recorded by Raley, shown above.)
HA Fflaksk - seaweed (Porphyra) (Curtis 1970:332); Porphyra miniata (Curtis
1970:44, 304)
HA tlask'k - sea-weed (Robinson n.d.:84)
HA kweesm - vesicular basalt (used as cooking stones) (or tHA eleatawa
hsjism - rock of fire?, cf. tHA xwielzua - volcano)
HA

A aw ig is - obsidian (?) ("it looks like ice [HA 'A u^- ice]; "used for

.

cooking seaweed" [GR; NL]; HA elelta6ua tism - "burned rock;" HA
xwlxwlziva - "volcano" [GR; BC])
HA maga, pl. HA ma:mcia - to pluck out (hairs), to pluck a bird, to pick edible
seaweed
HA rnacrXla - to go out to pick edible seaweed
HA qmwakw - edible seaweed made crispy by roasting
HA qrlixwa - to dry edible seaweed
HA qtrize - chopped edible seaweed
HA zubiyilkw - edible seaweed stuffed underneath salmon roe (a dish)
HA +aelai6s - Kitlope name of CT kisl, an edible seaweed and halibut camp used by
the Hartley Bay (and Kitlope) people, a sheltered place where edible
seaweed was collected and dried
HA hai, tiecias 160a - "come this way!" (said by the edible seaweed turned into a
human in a story according to GR)
(RL#1189) Vi-hq- (1) "seaweed"; (RL#1199) -J+hq- (2) "shade, shelter"
(Lincoln and Rath 1986:467)
Medicine: unspecified (remedy for general weakness and debility); poultice for
broken bone
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Mythology: natural role in myth or story; supernatural role in myth or story
Primary Food: entire plant eaten
Edible seaweed (P. abbottae Krishnamurthy) is referred to by the Hanaksiala and
Haisla peoples as HA +aelsg, a name said to come from the Coast Tsimshian language (GR,
SR). A Tsimshian story concerning the knowledge of the use of edible seaweed was given
to GR by his grandfather, who translated the story from Tsimshian into Hanaksiala. 31
This information is suggestive of a Tsimshianic origin of edible seaweed use among the
Hanaksiala. A second type of unidentified "seaweed" is known among the Haisla as tHA
1-arlsg kaar< (literally, 'crow's seaweed') (see #177). Additional terms in use among
the Haihais, Heiltsuk, Kitasoo and Oweekeno refer to a third folk taxon of alga: HE/00
(?) cl6a+ or da+, "inedible seaweed"; CT (HB) 7a1:16•1ri "phosphorescent algae" (Dunn
1978:2); ST 1:16'aian - "inedible seaweed" (LH, VN, WR). These refer to P. schizophylla
Hollenberg and possibly also to P. fallax Lindstrom et Cole and P. torta Krishnamurthy
Nowhere else on the coast of British Columbia are various species of Porphyra and
genetically or perceptually related taxa associated with each other in this manner by
indigenous peoples. These features of seaweed recognition and naming suggest that the
Tsimshian or, perhaps, Upper North Wakashan peoples were central figures in the
collection and distribution of edible seaweed on the coast (see "Plants Involved in
Trade").
Among the Hanaksiala, the flowering of salmonberry bushes (#158) signaled the
proper time to collect this very important seaweed. During April and May some
Hanaksiala and, perhaps, Haisla joined Tsimshian people from Hartley Bay on Princess
Royal Island at the outer coast seaweed and halibut camp called HA (GI.) 1- a0iàs or CT
Kie1 32 (GR; cf. Campbell 1984:15; Seguin 1985:15, 16). The Hartley Bay people
were noted also for bringing seaweed to Kitamaat to trade for oolichan grease (Raley
1902) and making grease at Kemano with the Hanaksiala or Haisla (Seguin 1985:16)
Gale Island and other nearby locations, including Campania Island and Aristazabal Island,
were used by the Hanaksiala as seaweed locations (GR). The Haisla also collected seaweed
and dried it at the "Old Town" oolichan camp (Tirrul-Jones 1985:52). Another rich
seaweed beach was mentioned in a Haisla story as being located at "Kwaugh-glaw" (HA
ai7i?%6u), or Cedar Island Village (Raley n.d.f:8). 33 While the location of "Cedar
Island" is uncertain, the actual location of this place may be at one of the previously
mentioned seaweed-collecting areas.
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Seaweed was one of several important foods dried for winter use (cf. Raley n.d.f).
After it was harvested, edible seaweed was either spread out on rocks to dry or shaped
into squares (called HA +66sggas.liu) using wooden forms and then dried in the sun in a
manner like that of the Kwakwaka'wakw (cf. Turner and Bell 1973:62). Edible seaweed
can also be dried in forms and then chopped, in which case it is referred to as HA qnzle.
Generally, edible seaweed was made crispy by roasting (and known as HA qrriwakw) then
eaten alone or with salmon roe (in a preparation called HA zubigUle") by the Hanaksiala
and Haisla as well as the Nuxalkmc (Turner 1973:195) and Heiltsuk. It was also
crushed and sprinkled on various types of foods as a type of condiment. Lopatin
(1945:15) commented that the Haisla ate dried seaweed but more commonly boiled a
piece broken from a dried brick.
A special method of cooking edible seaweed involved the use of vesicular basalt
boiling stones called HA k w6k w sm. While regular, non-volcanic boiling stones (HA
"iksdhu) gathered from beach sites were regularly employed to cook a variety of foods,
special volcanic stones were said to be used only for cooking seaweed or in the final
stages of rendering oolichan grease. Furthermore, volcanic cooking stones do not
shatter, like other stones, when placed in contact with liquids. This characteristic
allowed them to be used repeatedly (GR; M. Wilson, pers. comm. 1992). Furthermore,
edible seaweed cooked with volcanic cooking stones was said to taste better than if it was
cooked using other methods. The Hanaksiala people used to cook edible seaweed in water
and oolichan grease then remove it from the fire and put in basaltic cooking stones to
enhance the flavour. At important feasts among the Hanaksiala, "princesses" (i.e.,
chief's daughters, known as HA Iirjrgs) had the prerogative of licking the most
flavourful seaweed off the volcanic rocks 34 (GR).
Seaweed was also valued as a medicine among the Hanaksiala, although this use
was not widely known, even among coastal peoples. It is considered to be good for any
kind of sickness in the stomach or body. It can be boiled and taken internally as medicine
or put in a damp, warm cloth with salt and applied as a poultice for injuries such as a
broken collarbone (GR).
(10) ?Trentepohlia aurea (L.) Martius (Chlorophyta, Trentepohliaceae)
HA 6-0s6-9croi - "face paint" (GR)
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(RL#1938) Vrnc- (1) "?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:443); cf. HA rnsr n crnal
- ochre one has put on the face (Lincoln and Rath 1986:118); cf. Vrnc(2) "ochre" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:443)
Secondary Material: pigment for face paint
The identity of an organism associated with the term HA rosrpc m ei is unclear.
GR provided the term HA rrisrpcm5i in reference to a photograph of an ambiguously
identified rock-inhabiting lichen or alga 35 (Islands Protection Society 1984:52). The
possibility exists that the organism in question is the alga T. aurea, a brownish to
yellowish red alga which forms felted mats on rocks and trees (Smith 1950:179-181)
and is known from shaded moist rock walls in the Northwest Pacific Coast region (I.
Brodo, pers. comm. 1988). While the term term HA gwOrnOmai elsewhere has been
glossed as "ochre one has put on the face" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:118), GR claimed that
it referred to a reddish material that grows on rocks and is distinct from HA gams, or
red ochre, although both were used for face paint in the past (GR).
The Haida apparently recognized a comparable rock-dwelling organism named HD
(Ma.) k'uts'a. nawa, said to mean 'marten's fire' and said to be a "red fungus" (Newcombe
1901 in Turner and Levine 1971:16). The association of this organism with a rocky
substrate strongly suggests its identity as a lichen or alga, rather than as a fungus. No
Haida cultural role for this organism has been recorded.
3.2.2 Fungi (Mushrooms and Their Relatives)
(11) Astraeus hyqrometricus (Pers.) Morg. (Barometer Earthstar; Gasteromycetes;
Lycoperdaceae, Puffball Family)
HA 6azq hsjiuris - "earthstar fungus" (literally, 'sea star of [the] ground')
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Following the great deluge in Hanaksiala oral tradition, the sea stars, or
"starfish," that were left along the banks of the Kitlope River by the retreating flood
waters were transformed into HA 6azq hsjiugwis, or "starfish of the dry land" (GR).
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This species is one of the most widely distributed and common of all fungi,
especially on sandy substrates and in high mountains (Coker and Couch 1928:186). The
English name derives from the manner in which the fruiting bodies of this species move
in relation to fluctuations in atmospheric moisture (Smith 1915:115). For these
reasons it is somewhat surprising that this fungus was not more widely known by Native
peoples but there are apparently no other records of Native recognition of this fungus in
the Pacific Northwest. Specimens of several related species were not considered to
represent HA daz q hsjuris (GR). Nor were earthstar fungi considered by GR to be
related to puffballs (#12), despite their biological affinities and similar appearance.
(1 2) Bovista pila Berk. & Curt., B. plumbea Pers. and Bovistella spp. (Puffballs;
,

Gasteromycetes; Lycoperdaceae, Puffball Family)
HA (GI.) kwakwesduqu^- "puffball of ghost" (literally, 'smoke-smoke
[repeatedly/intensively directed]-in the eyes-instrument of/by a ghost')
or HA (Gm.) leakwesdue6u - "puffball"
(RL#1695?) -\/k^"?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:458)

Miscellaneous: considered harmful
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
It is a common belief throughout the Native cultures of the Pacific Northwest that
the spores of various species of true puffballs (Bovista spp.) and their relatives (e.g.,
Calvatia spp. and Lycoperdon spp.) are dangerous, being especially harmful to the eyes
and, in fact, capable of causing blindness. Hanaksiala children were warned against going
out alone at night for fear that they might encounter a ghost (HA tiziM 36 who would
squeeze a puffball at them and thereby hurt their eyes or blind them (Compton and Rath
1988:1/22). The Hanaksiala name, HA kwakwesdu* hsjziel, refers to the "smoke"
or spores that are produced by puffballs (GR).
This is one of only two known reports of puffballs or their relatives being
associated by Native people of B.C. with ghosts. Most other Native cultures of the Pacific
Northwest considered puffballs or their spores to be useful for their hemostatic
properties but the Hanaksiala apparently disregarded this use. The Haisla believed that
puffballs dropped down from the air (SR), a belief shared by the Heiltsuk (Compton
1991b) and Nuxalkmc (Bouchard 1975:3).
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(1 3) ?Merulius lacrymans Wulf ex Fr. (Dry Rot Fungus; Basidiomycetes,
Coniophoraceae)
HA erlrhs, pl. HA eiwfirirhs - having dry rot
(RL#2033) Virl- (2) "rotten (said of wood, teeth)" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:485)
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
The term HA irlrhs refers to the condition of dry rot of wood caused by various
fungal organisms [possibly M. lacrymans or Meruliporia incrassata (syn. Poria
incrassata) in structures or some other brown rot fungus in trees or wood in forest

environments (R. Blanchette, pers. comm. 1991).
(14) Exobasidium sp. affin. vaccinii ("Ghost Ear Fungus"), a basidiomycetous parasite

of False Azalea (Menziesia ferruginea)
(see Menziesia ferruginea, #115)
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Secondary Food: mycocecidia (fungal galls) occasionally eaten
(15) Fomes spp. (and other species of Shelf Fungi, e.g., Fomitopsis sp., Ganoderma spp.,
Polyporus spp.; Basidiomycetes; Polyporaceae, Polypore Family)

HA kakarii, HA kaani - shelf fungi (punk)
HA kakania - laterally growing mushroom (fungus) on trees (causes echo)
(Bach 1989a:7)
HA kalariu+ - the punk one has collected
HA kakania - to go after punk (SYN: HA kalanuta)
HA kaknk a - to try to get punk; to go after marten
HA ka-kanii - tree fungus (ghost echo) (Mendel n.d.a:3)
HA k'a-k'a-ni - tree fungus, ghost echo, copy cat (Mendel n.d.a:45)
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HA kox-pe-ga or HA pa-pins-pa-li-gee - burl on tree (Mendel n.d.a:3) [tHA
oriiwiiigei, HA priprisPigai]
HA koox-pe-ga - burl on tree (Mendel n.d.a:46) [tHA olei5ig6i]
HA Kouwthpega - large, flat fungi (Varley 1981:19, 110) [tHA
HA cielhpiga or HA qe1Rpig6 - "Kouwthpega" (prompted: 'egg + tree') (SR; EB)
[tHA qlri5igèi]
HA qe1Rpliiga - "trunk-egg" ("egg on the trunk," i.e., shelf fungi) (E. Bach,
pers. comm. 1990) [tHA
(RL#1325) Vkn- "punk," (RL#1327) Vknk- "punk" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:457)
(RL#2218) Vq1i<- "to lay eggs (said of a bird) (Lincoln and Rath 1986:478)

Miscellaneous: shelf fungi used as targets for spear practice and as ball in a
woman's and children's game; fungus name basis for geographical name
Mythology: shelf fungi considered to be source of echoes from ghosts
Ritual/Spiritual: used in shamanistic rituals; considered to have protective
powers
Kitlope shamans utilized species of shelf fungi during some aspects of their
secret society rituals. In his youth, GR participated in the HA nU:n+sisda ("fool" or
"fire spirit") dance, the third in the HA hinkla series, or the seventh of eight degrees in
the Haisla system (Lopatin 1945:84). According to Olson (1940:176), this dance is
second in importance only to the HA tanis (cannibal) dance, the last dance in the HA
hilikla series (cf. Lopatin 1945:84). Only members of the nobility had the right to
perform this dance. Persons performing this dance act "crazy," seizing burning
firebrands from the fire, hurling them among the spectators and walking through live
coals of the fire pit. This was one of the most secret spectacles in the traditional
Hanaksiala secret societies and non-members who inadvertently happened across these
people while they were practicing would be subject to execution by magical or other
means (Lopatin 1945:80, 84).
According to GR, some of the acts performed by the fire dancer were actually
illusory in nature aided sometimes by the use of shelf fungi. However, persons who
revealed the secret means by which these illusions were accomplished were also subject
to punishment by death, for example, by means of the "Indian guillotine," a type of
execution device somewhat like a garrote (see Tsuga heterophylla, #50). As a former
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member of a Hanaksiala secret society, GR consented to reveal the following information
only because this traditional form of punishment has been abandoned: One of the acts
performed by this dancer was the grasping of live coals in his (apparently) unprotected
hands, an act also noted by Drucker (1940:217). The fire dancer next circulated among
the observers while a trail of smoke issued forth, presumably as a result of the coals
upon the dancer's hands. The illusion of fire-handling was accomplished utilizing
special protective pads made from pieces of various shelf fungi, hidden from the
observers by means of special red-cedar bark ornamentation surrounding these pads. In
GR's time, the equipment consisted of leather gloves with pieces of tin on the palms
under the fungus layer (GR).
Various shelf fungi also were placed on the wall of the special shamanistic dance
house above and to the side of the entrance as protection against bad spirits or ghosts.
The number of shelf fungi used was equal to the time the HA hilikla had danced. Most
people only dance two winters therefore only two shelf fungi of from 2 to 3 feet in
diameter were displayed (GR). At one point in the ceremony the HA tAnis would go after
a ghost to scare it away, using the fungus to help repel the ghost.
One shelf fungus in particular, Fomitopsis officinalis, is known to have been used
widely for shamanistic purposes among the Coast Tsimshian, Haida, Nuxalkmc and
Tlingit (Blanchette et al. 1992) but GR said that "dark brown, light brown [and] grey
ones" all had the same name and were considered equivalent in Hanaksiala shamanistic
practices (see #16). GR acknowledged, however, that various types of shelf fungi were
known to grow on black cottonwood, Sitka spruce and western hemlock trees in which
case they could be more specifically referred to as HA 46rnielas hs_kak6ni ("shelf fungus
of black cottonwood") HA s:skas hs_kalani ("shelf fungus of Sitka spruce") and HA
livras hs_kakani ("shelf fungus of western hemlock"). GR did not know of any other
traditional uses for fungi such as these with the exception of Fomitopsis officinalis.
Lopatin (1945:58) reported that an unidentified "large parasitic fungus such as
grows on trees" (probably some type of HA kalaiii), when thrown into a stream, formed
a floating, moving target for spear practice by young Haisla boys. In a Haisla women's
and children's game the players stood in a circle and took turns hitting a ball made from
an unidentified fungus. Those who missed had to leave the game and the last player in the
game was the winner (Lopatin 1945:59).
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At least among the Haisla, some shelf fungi were considered to be the source of
echoes from ghosts (Mendel n.d.a:3, 45; cf. Bach 1989a:7). Because of this belief, the
term HA kakarli could also be used to refer to as a "copy cat" (Mendel n.d.a:3, 45). The
Kwakwaka'wakw and Coast Salish also believed that echoes in the woods were caused by
some kind of fungus (Boas 1921 in Turner and Bell 1973:263; Turner and Bell
1971:68).
According to Varley (1981:19), a location approximately one mile up the
Kitimat River from the salt water of Kitimat Arm was known as "Kouwthpega." This spot
was said to be a Haisla word for "the large, flat fungi that were common thereabouts
forming heavy frills round the base of the tree-trunks." The name also came to be
applied to a tributary of the Kitimat River also known as Anderson's Creek. This term,
tHA Olig6i, literally, 'egg on tree,' is another Haisla name for one or more types of
shelf fungi (SR; E.Bach, pers. comm. 1990) or a burl on a tree (Mendel n.d.a:3, 46). A
second term said to mean "burl on tree," HA pa-pins-pa-li-gee (Mendel n.d.a:3) is
likely the word HA pnprisOigai, said to refer to pitch blisters on Pacific silver fir trees
(Abies amabilis) whose contents were used medicinally (GR).

(1 6) Fomitopsis officinalis (Vill ex Fries) Bond. & Sing. (syn. Fomes officinalis [VIII
ex Fries] Faull, Larch Polypore; Basidiomycetes; Polyporaceae, Polypore
Family)
HA (GI.) ràyai< - "larch polypore" 37
(RL#1946)

vg-0-

"bread, to eat bread" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:443)

Medicine: used as tuberculosis remedy
This fungus produces large, columnar, perennial sporophores (fruiting bodies)
of up to 1 meter in length running down the trunk of a tree. It was referred to by GR as a
kind of HA kak6rii, the real name of which was HA (GI.) Nyaii because of the
resemblance of large specimens to loaves of bread. The Hanaksiala term is cognate with

HE 6wey6X (meaning "flour, bread") (Rath 1981:275). It was obtained by the

Hanaksiala from Sitka spruce trees and used as a tuberculosis treatment. For this, it
was ground up and used to prepare a decoction for internal administration (GR). 38
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Smith (1929:66), using the synonyms "Fomes Laricis Jacq." and "Polyporus
officinalis Fries" to refer to this fungus, also described its use by the Nuxalkmc in the

production of a decoction taken internally for gonorrhea. Some Carrier groups used a
decoction of this fungus when obtained from Douglas-fir as an emetic and purgative (op.
cit.). Among still other cultural groups of the Pacific Northwest, this fungus was carved
into shamanistic grave markers (Blanchette et al. 1992).
(17) "Mould(y)" (i.e., the condition produced by growth of downy mildews (Oomycetes,
Peronosporales), powdery mildews (Ascomycetes, Erysiphales) and various food
or water moulds (e.g., Chytridiomycetes, Oomycetes, Zygomycetes)
HA Oiqa, pl. HA eqqa - mouldy
HA Olit^- to get mouldy
(RL#115) VOyq- "mouldy" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:476)

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
The Hanaksiala and Haisla terms that refer to mouldiness or the process of
moulding are related to their names for oval-leaved blueberries (#119), which are
based on the root, VOyq- "mouldy" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:476).

(18) Mushroom (one or more types of unidentified white inedible gilled mushroom;
Basidiomycetes, Agaricaceae)
HA baxwbaxw6 - "umbrella (mushroom)," HA baxwbax (4 6^- 'umbrella of
worm' (an unidentified type of mushroom)
HA bax-bax-uass atsiikw - mushroom, ghost umbrella (Mendel n.d.a:45)
(RL#34) Vbhe- "to rise, to swell up" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:428)

Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature (i.e., associated with HA liziq, "worm")
The Hanaksiala and Haisla word, HA baxwbaxwè, is a reduplicated form of the root
morpheme Vbhe- and means, literally, '(repeated) expansion.' It is used in reference
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to the umbrella that was introduced to the Northwest Coast by Europeans and to
"mushroom"; probably the original referent.
HA baxwbaxw6 hs_liziei has been said to mean "mushroom of ghost" (Lincoln and
Rath 1986:53) but GR stated that in this context the polysemous word, HA liziq refers
not to "ghost," but to the type of "worms" (i.e., insect larvae) that may occasionally be
observed among the gills of some mushrooms (cf. Lincoln and Rath 1986:211-212). GR
further stated that "those little bugs [HA lizi6] go underneath that [mushroom] when it's
wet, when it's raining." On one occasion GR referred to a photograph of a species of
Amanita as the "real HA baxwbaxwè" apparently because it had the features characteristic
of members of the Agaricales, including an immature "button" stage and annulus present
in the mature form. The focus of reference for this term seems to be any small whitish
members of the Agaricales. Common small, white mushrooms of coastal coniferous
forests also include several species of Russula (R. Bandoni, pers. comm. 1989).
(19) "Worm's umbrella held in mouth (as medicine)" (i.e., an unidentified type of
pine-flavoured mushroom)
HA livakws bax w bax w e^- "umbrella of worm held in mouth (as medicine)"
(RL#2608) Vfiw- (4) "?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:453)
(RL#34) Vbhx w- "to rise, to swell up" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:428)

Medicine: treatment for sore throat
The term HA baxwbaxw6 hsjiziCh literally, "mushroom of (unidentified) worm,"
is a general term for any small white mushroom (i.e., various undifferentiated species
of Basidiomycetes and possibly some stalked Ascomycetes). The Hanaksiala and Haisla did
not typically use mushrooms, however, one type of mushroom known as HA fivakws
bax w baxwa hs_lizi6 was used among the Hanaksiala to treat sore throats. This medicinal
mushroom was known to grow in association with several coniferous trees (shore pine,
western hemlock and Sitka spruce) but was gathered for medicinal use from shore pines,
apparently because they had a smell like that of pine. People with sore throats held
these in their mouth and swallowed the soothing juice which also helped to clear the
throat. Part of the name of this mushroom, HA iivakws, means "anything held in the
mouth for the juice," e.g., chewing tobacco, candy or the rhizomes of licorice fern (GR).
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This mushroom may be "pine mushroom" or white matsutake (Armillaria
ponderosa [Pk.] Sacc., now known as Tricholoma maqnivelare [Peck] Redhead) (Redhead
1984), a species that has many of the features described by GR for HA livakws ba xwbaxwà
hsjizi6 (cf.Lincoff 1981:733-4). Some other species also have characteristics
suggestive of HA rivak's baxwbaxw6 hs_tiziel, including species of Hygrophorus, Russula
and Merasmius (R. Bandoni, pers. comm. 1989).
3.2.3 Lichens (Lichenized Fungi)
(20) Bryoria capillaris (Ach.) Brodo & D. Hawksw. and B. dabra (Mot.) Brodo & D.
Hqwksw. (Black Tree Lichens, Alectoriaceae)
HA aii+du hs_1560alms - "black moss" (literally, 'black of moss'), one has to
burn it for making powder for wood paint but one is lucky to find it
because it is not common (GR)
HA (Gm.) CaRcandhlawa - Bryoria spp. (SR; EB) [HA CaCOAawai]
(RL#128) V0h+- "wool, cotton wool, moss" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:476)

Secondary Material: pigment for paint
GR referred to an organism growing in trees called HA al-du hs, J55[5alms,
literally, 'black moss.' He said that one could burn this moss for making black powder
for wood paint but one would be lucky to find it because it is not common. It is likely
that the species referred to by GR includes not only B. qlabra and B. trichodes (Ach.)
Brodo & Hawks., two black tree lichens that are found near sea level, but also other
species of Bryoria that may be found at higher elevations (I. Brodo, pers. comm. 1988).
SR considered the black tree lichens around Kitamaat Village to be HA CaCqi:Aaw6i, a
term GR applied only to whitish or light green tree lichens such as Alectoria spp.
(Alectoriaceae) and Usnea spp. (Usneaceae) (see #25).
(21) ?Candelariella vitellina (Hoffm.) Muell. Arg. (no common name, a yellow granular
lichen) or possibly Candelaria concolor (Dicks.) Stein (no common name, a
yellow foliose lichen, Candelariaceae)
HA thisdu - "yellow lichen" (GR)
HA t6tiXamasu - place where yellow lichen for paint was obtained (GR)
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HA fitiOigai - yellow lichens on a tree (GR; NL)
HA thiiaxdOig6i - " (GR; EB)
(RL#382) VtgX- "yellow, green, sallow (complexion); to urinate (said of an
animal)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:489)
Secondary Material: pigment for paint
GR applied the term HA tii(s du in reference to unidentified yellow lichens on
rocks and trees. A likely referent of the above terms is C. vitellina, a yellow lichen that
inhabits rock, trees and soil (Vitt et al. 1988:191). The Hanaksiala formerly scraped
HA t6tii<amasu from cliffs and trees and mixed it with salmon egg oil to make paint
for wooden items such as spoon, bowls and totem poles. This may also be the source of
yellow pigment used by the Haisla to dye shamanistic regalia yellow (cf. Lopatin
1945:67) although it also is possible that wolf lichen (Letharia vulpine Wain.,
Usneaceae) was obtained from interior people through trade and used for this purpose.
One place on the Kitlope River where these lichens were collected is known simply as HA
tkiXamasu, but is also referred to as HA laiale" ("pictograph") because of a rock
painting there. Yellow lichens on trees are called HA fifxpigai (GR).

(22) Lobaria spp. (Lung Lichens), e.g., L. linita (Ach.) Rabenh., L. oregana (Tuck.)
Muell. Arg. and L. pulmonaria (L.) Hoffm. (Stictaceae)
HA iixwOiga, pl. HA Xi:Xxu'Oig6 - 'scar/(blister?) on heel/shin'; "scar-like"
lichen, grows on bark of trees (Lobaria spp.) or at base of trees
(Peltiqera spp.) (GR)
HA tr aerWigèi - cone-headed liverwort, or lung lichens or veined lichens on
trees
HA qThcraxpiga - Lobaria spp. (SR; EB) [HA er a4w35igèi]
(RL#2083)^"to grow, to grow up" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:485)
(RL#2407?) Ngkw- "bark of tree, scab" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:503)

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
GR initially applied the term HA

er airXiflig 6i to cone-headed liverwort

(Conocephalum conicum, see #27) but later said that this term means "anything that
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grows on a tree" such as lung lichens (Lobaria spp.). He also associated specimens of
veined lichens (Peltigera spp., Peltigeraceae) with this term. SR associated the term HA
eiwaerWigèi only with lung lichens. GR also applied the term HA iixn5iga, literally 'scar
(or blister?) on heel or shin' to specimens of lung and veined lichens.

(23) Peltigera spp. (Veined Lichens), e.g., P. canina (L.) Willd. (Dog-tooth Lichen), P.
aphthosa (L.) Willd., P. membranacea (Ach.) Nyl., P. neopolydactvla (Gyelnik)
Gyelnik and P. polydactyla Neck. (Hoff.) (Peltigeraceae)
HA Xxwi5igè, pl. HA iii:Xxwi5ig6 - 'scar/(blister?) on heel/shin'; "scar-like"
lichen, grows on bark of trees (Lobaria spp.) or at base of trees

(Peltigera spp.) (GR)
HA

eraerUigai - cone-headed liverwort, or lung lichens or veined lichens on
trees

HA q° aoraxpiga - Lobaria spp. (SR; EB) [HA

era6r4ig6i]

(RL#2083) Virhii- "to grow, to grow up" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:485)
(RL#2407?) -4 kw- "bark of tree, scab" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:503)

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
These lichens are somewhat similar in appearance to lung lichens (Lobaria spp.,
#22) and cone-headed liverwort (Conocephalum conicum, #27). For this reason, all of
these organisms are referred to by the terms shown above.

(24) ?Pseudephebe pubescens (L.) Choisy (no common name, a black fruticose lichen,
Alectoriaceae)
HA Cili-d6 - "black lichens (?)" (literally, 'black')
(RL#817/818) VCw+- "black" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:432)

Secondary Material: pigment for paint
GR described the referent of the term HA Cil+di., as some type of black material,
probably lichens or fungi, on rocks or Sitka spruce trees. These organisms were used
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for making black paint for wood; the ones on trees were said to be better for this purpose
than the ones found on rocks.
(25) Usnea longissima (L.) Ach. (Old Man's Beard Lichen, Usneaceae), and probably
also other Usnea spp. and Alectoria sarmentosa (Ach.) Ach. (Common Witch's
Hair, Alectoriaceae)
HA CaCciD‘awèi - 'goat's wool in tree' (GR)
HA CaCatlaiicllawa - Usnea spp. ("it means 'it grows on the branches" (SR; EB)
[HA CaCciiiXawai] [see Bryoria spp.]
HA riiiire'sdu hs_CaCeaawei - "white lichen" (GR)
HA rhN'sdu hsja0alms - "white moss"
HA sia hs:XaNivs - 'hair of tree' (GR)
(RL#851) N/Ch'd- "mountain goat" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:431)

Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
Secondary Material: bedding material
The term HA Caaa Xawei refers to any type whitish or light green tree lichens
-

such as Alectoria spp. or Usnea spp. that resemble mountain goat wool (GR) and also to
species of Bryoria (see #20). The Hanaksiala name is derived from the word for
mountain goat, HA Ca'd, because these lichens look like a mountain goat's beard (GR).
Furthermore, GR said that the term HA riii.'usdu hs_060alms referred to "white moss"
in trees that he considered to be a type of HA CaCaXawai. These organisms could also be
called HA sia hs„,?\aNks (literally, 'hair of tree') or HA rhi.D'e'sdu hs_CaCqX"Xaw6i,
according to GR who considered them to be a type of HA 1560a1ms (see "Moss," #28).
These lichens were sometimes picked by the Hanaksiala for use as mattresses when at
seasonal camps (GR).
(26) ?Xanthoria elegans (Link) Th. Fr. (no common name, an orange foliose lichen,
Teloschistaceae)
HA ihaVsdu - "red lichen (on rock)" (literally, 'red') (GR; EB) [THA
(RL#1 134) .\/ riciw-- "red" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:494)
.

Secondary Material: pigment for face paint
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a3V usdu]
.

In addition to the reddish organism referred to as HA r risrricrnei (#10), GR
mentioned something else that grows on rocks and that was called simply tHA
or 'red.' This was different from HA gwriCrOmei and HA

rams,

or red ochre (GR).

The organism known as tHA 'arsdu may be Xanthoria elegans, a widespread orange
foliose lichen characteristically found on sunny rock locations, especially close to the
ocean, under bird perches or sometimes on limestone (I. Brodo, pers. comm. 1988; cf.
Vitt et al. 1988:239).
3.2.4 Bryophytes (Mosses and Their Relatives)
Class Hepaticae (Liverworts)
(27) Conocephalum conicum (L.) Lindb. (Cone-headed Liverwort, Conocephalaceae)
HA

er^Xr5ig6i - cone-headed liverwort, or lung lichens or veined lichens on
trees

(RL#2083) Verhii- "to grow, to grow up" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:485)

Medicine: sunburn treatment
Secondary Material: pigment for paint
GR referred to cone-headed liverwort as HA ir alw4igei, literally, 'growth on
tree.' Actually, this distinctively aromatic thalloid liverwort grows on moist, often
shady, rocks, and sandy soil near water. However, it is similar enough in appearance to
lung lichens (Lobaria spp., #22) and veined lichens (Peltigera spp., #23) that all of
these organisms were referred to by GR by the same Hanaksiala name which means
"anything that grows on a tree." Cone-headed liverwort could be used for green paint for
wood and, when pulverized and mixed with mountain goat fat, used for a sunburn
treatment.
Class Musci (Mosses)
(28) "Moss," especially Antitrichia curtipendula (Hedw.) Brid. (Hanging Moss,
Leucodontaceae) but also other common and distinctive species of Bryophyta and
some other "moss-like" organisms)
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HA 15arialms - moss on the limbs of a tree (esp. A. curtipendula); a general term
for "moss" (including some true mosses, lichens and Sphagnum spp.)
HA pa'palums - moss (any kind) (Robinson n.d.:60)
HA Pa-pa-lum - moss (Raley n.d.a:87)
HA 61Maig5i - 'moss on tree trunk'
HA eilsOlzis - 'moss out in open' (esp. Atrichum spp. and Polytrichum spp.),
"moss in the swamp" (Sphagnum spp.)
HA [51sOlCs - 'moss on tree'
HA ellailCa - 'moss on rock'
HA 15a1r3alcamis - 'moss on rock' (SR; EB)
HA 6issmala - island covered with moss (GR) [prompted by HE cognate]
HA tii<sdu hsjer5alms - "green moss" (literally, 'green/yellow of moss') (i.e.,
?lsothecium stoloniferum) (GR)

HA fia61Ca - to go after moss [to get any kind of moss]
HA 151ca, pl. HA 15101ca - to gather moss
HA palm - "cotton, wool, wooly substance" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:287; cf. moss
names and KW names for plants that produce "wooly" materials; see
Populus trichocarpa, Eriophorum sp.)

HA patem - cotton, wool (Vink and Kuipers 1 974:E27)
HA p'aa-lum - cotton batten, cotton grass, goats wool (Mendel n.d.a:70)
(RL#1 28) VE5h+- "wool, cotton wool, moss" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:476) (in
HA 666alms, HA 651m)
(RL#1 04/1 05) VO1c- "to cover (said of moss)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:476)
(in HA 151Msrog6i, HA 61s6las, HA 61016a, HA i5issmala, HA eleWa, HA
pica)

Food-related Use/Primary Food: hanging moss used in earth ovens
Miscellaneous: true moss or, possibly, club-moss believed to cause insanity or
wildness if touched, used by "wild people"; believed to affect medicinal
value of devil's-club
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
The Hanaksiala and Haisla root morpheme N/Oh+- is the basis for a variety of
terms that refer to cottony or wooly things (i.e., HA 661m) and "mosses," including true
mosses and moss-like organisms. The most basic "moss" term - HA 0615a1ms - refers to
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"mosses" in general, including peat moss (Sphagnum spp., Sphagnidae), a number of
other common true mosses (e.g., Hylocomium splendens [Hedw.] B.S.G., Hylocomiaceae;
Isothecium stoloniferum Brid., Brachytheciaceae; and Rhytideadelphus loreus [Hedw.]
Warnst., Rhytidiaceae) and some types of lichens (e.g., Alectoria spp., Usnea spp.). A
variety of terms incorporating other linguistic elements denoting position or location
may be used more specifically to refer to mosses on or in various surfaces or locations,
i.e., rocks, trees, tree trunks or in swamps (see, for example, Sphagnum spp., #30).
One moss in particular - hanging moss (A. curtipendula) - was said by GR to be
"real HA 15615alms," while at least one other type of moss found hanging from trees, most
likely I. stoloniferum, was said by GR to be "not like real HA 060alms" because it "is
damp with lots of juice in it." Instead, this moss was known as HA thisdu hsjerialms
("green moss") (GR). Additional terms may be used to refer to mosses in specific
locations, e.g., HA 151151sOigai ('moss on tree trunk,' e.g., Neckera douglasii Hook.,
Neckeraceae). Distinctive mosses found growing on soil, such as Atrichum spp. and
Polytrichum spp. (Polytrichaceae), or in swamps, such as Sphagnum spp.
(Sphagnidae), are known as HA [31sOlzis (GR).

Hanging moss was used as an important material in the traditional Hanaksiala
method of pit-cooking. This process, called tHA crra, was employed in cooking a
variety of foods, especially bear or porcupine meat.
"Moss" is mentioned in a number of Hanaksiala and Haisla stories. For example,
it is said that when the Oweekeno man named Xã'ntlik wi lax's moved north to begin the
Haisla people, he found that the Kitimat River had no timber, only moss (Olson
1940:188, 189). The story of a Haisla chief who danced the Nutlam Dance is told in the
Haisla story The Origin of the Nutlam Dance (Olson 1940:194). After he performed the
dance he was taken control of by a spirit and ran off away from his village. Later in the
year, when the Haisla women were drying pink salmon, he showed himself to one of the
women, then hid himself inside a large, hollow black cottonwood tree whose opening he
covered with moss. Once he learned some songs from this woman he returned to his
village. The Hanaksiala and Haisla shared a story about Beaver and Porcupine in which
Porcupine climbed to the top of a tree then jumped. As he fell, he cried "660alms,
060alms, Oerialrns..." and landed softly, without harm. When Beaver tried this he fell
like a stone and landed hard. This is why Beaver has a flat tail today (GR; cf. Raley
1902). "Long tendrils of moss," possibly I. stoloniferum, old man's beard or witch's
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hair lichens (Usnea spp., Alectoria spp.) or running club-moss (Lvcopodium clavatum,
#40), were used by the "wild people" for unspecified purposes and, if touched by
humans, would cause wildness or craziness. Therefore, Haisla children were forbidden
to touch this plant (Raley 1902). The Ditidaht of southern Vancouver Island believed
that touching running club-moss would cause one to become confused and lose one's way
(Turner, et al. 1983:60), a fact that supports the idea that this plant was the same
"moss" avoided by the Haisla.
Mosses that grow upon the trunks of devil's-club plants (Oplopanax horridus
#85) are believed to cause those stems to be less juicy and, therefore, less valuable for
use as medicine (GR).
(29) Plagiomnium insigne (Mitt.) Kop. (Badge Mnium, Mniaceae)
$l-IA 7a7mairnraw hs,:?\60s - badge mnium (literally, "tiny-tiny-little-trees")

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
This moss was used among the Oweekeno as a medicine for treating some internal
ailments and for reducing swelling of injured areas. SR had heard of this moss from
some Oweekeno people although he could not recall the correct Oowekyala name, which
was said to mean "to take the swelling down." The Heiltsuk name for this species and
hair-cap moss (Polytrichum juniperinum Hedw., Polytrichaceae) - HE rhi0166u or HE

rnilayu - possibly has this same meaning. GR was unaware of any similar name for
badge moss and instead called it "little trees" in Hanaksiala - a name cognate with the
Oowekyala name, 00 7a7rnairtinbr yis.:X6Us - and said only that deer ate it.

(30) Sphagnum spp. (Peat Mosses, Subclass Sphagnidae)
HA OlsOlzis - 'moss out in open' (esp. Atrichum spp. and Polytrichum spp.),
"moss in the swamp" (Sphagnum spp.)
HA "A6;iwsdu hsjilsOlzis - 'red swamp moss' (GR)
HA p'a-p'a-lums - moss, sphagnum moss for diapering (Mendel n.d.a:45) [HA
pa ria 1m s]
(RL#128) N/Oh+- "wool, cotton wool, moss" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:476)
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Recognition: known to be eaten by bears
Secondary Material: used for diapering infants
Any kind of peat moss (including a number of common coastal species including S.
angustifolium [Russ.] ToIf., S. fuscum (Schimp.) Klinggr., S. girgensohnii Russ., S.
magellanicum Brid., S. papillosum Lindb. and S. warnstorfii Russ.) may be referred to

by the general "moss" term also applied more specifically to hanging moss (Antitrichia
curtipendula, see #28) - HA 15615a1ms (cf. Mendel n.d.a:45) - or by the more specific

term that employs a suffix meaning "in the swamp" - HA plsplzis (GR). Reddish peat
mosses (probably mostly S. magellanicum and S. warnstorfii) are called HA 'eXuusdu
hs_151s151zis, literally, "red moss in the swamp" (GR).
Mendel (n.d.a:45, n.d.b-2:2,3) reported that peat moss was used as a diapering
material for Haisla infants. Pregnant woman collected large mats of this moss and hung
it on short, nearby trees to dry. Grizzly bears are known to scrape it up from the
ground and eat it sometimes before they eat salmon (GR).
3.2.5 Pteridophytes (Ferns and Their Relatives)
Aspleniaceae (Spleenwort Family)
(31) ?Athyrium filix-femina (L.) Roth ssp.. cyclosorum (Ruprecht) Christiansen in

HuIten (Common Lady Fern)
HA safii6s - lady fern (literally, 'finger plant'); fern (in general)
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
This fern, like deer fern (Blechnum spicant, #35) and a number of other ferns,
also was identified as HA saiii6s by GR. It had no known Hanaksiala uses and probably no
Haisla uses.
(32) Dryopteris spp. (Wood Ferns)
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HA iibarn - edible fern root (i.e., edible rhizomes and stipe bases of wood fern)
HA tiri6s - wood fern plant, leaves
HA Cipa's - Dryopteris austriaca, fern 5.3 (spreading wood fern) (Bach
1989a:4)
HA to-136rn - fern-roots (wood-fern) (Curtis 1970:332)
HA t'ibam - fern bulb (Bach 1989a:4)
HA 'tee-baam - fern root, Dryopteris austriaca or Polystichum (Mendel n.d.a:6)
HA 'tee-'paas - fern frond, Dryopteris austriaca or Polystichum (Mendel
n.d.a:6)
HA ta'pass - fern (Robinson n.d.:31)
HA tip, pl. HA iii5a - to step, tread on sth.
HA tWba - soft end/tip of anything (e.g., of edible fern root, HA tib6m; not HA
as appears in Lincoln and Rath 1986) (GR)
HA tprs tibèrn - soft end of fern root (GR)
HA itharnxithamka - to eat iibèrn (GR)
HA tip:ipa - to eat iib6m (mixed with oolichan grease in a big bowl) (GR)
HA caqa - to go after, to find iibarn, to dig fern roots (using a digging stick
made solely for the purpose of digging fern roots) (GR)
HA caPyu - the special digging stick used to dig up tibArn (GR)
HA k6lak - sword fern (also the leaves of HA iiriès)
(RL#440, 441) Vigp- (?) "fern," (?) "to step, tread, press down with the
feet" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:491)
Miscellaneous: known to be eaten by mountain goats
Primary Food: rhizomes and stipe bases eaten; steamed fiddleheads eaten
Ritual/Spiritual: fronds worn as costume in story and dance
Secondary Material: fronds used to pack salmon
The terms HA filArri and HA ii0e's refer probably to one or both species within
the "Dryopteris austriaca complex" known to have been involved as food species among
coastal peoples of the Pacific Northwest (i.e., D. expansa [K.B. Presl] Fraser-Jenkins &
Jermy and D. carthusiana [Villars] H.P Fuchs syn. Dryopteris spinulosa [0.F. Muller]
Watt) (N. Turner, pers. comm. 1990). They are said to be found at both low and high
elevations, along rivers and on mountain sides where slides had occurred (GR).
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The rhizomes and attached stipe bases of wood fern are edible. They were
gathered in the fall, by the Hanaksiala, when the leaves had died back (GR). The
rootstocks of the ones that grow in the mountains are also eaten by mountain goats especially during their November mating season - from the bases of cliffs where they
grow (GR, Robinson 1973a:7). Among the Haisla, wood fern rootstocks are said to be
easily removed from the ground unlike other those of other types of ferns.
Furthermore, they are the only ones with round leaf bases, or "fingerlings" - all other
have flattened or angular leaf bases. Additional diagnostic characteristics are the
brittleness of the leaf bases and their pale green colour which distinguishes them from
inedible ones that are white (Robinson 1973a:6, 7).
The Hanaksiala dug wood fern rootstocks in the fall using a special digging
implement similar to the kind use for other "root" foods, but shorter, approximately 12
to 18 inches (ca. 30 to 45 cm) long. It had a round portion that resembled a nail head on
the upper portion that was used to push the stick into the ground. The lower portion was
curved and somewhat flattened at the base. After the stick was inserted into the ground
beside a fern rootstock, it could be used to lever the rootstock from the soil. These
implements were made from the wood of Rocky Mountain maple or, preferably, Pacific
crabapple, in the past but more recently shovels were used to dig fern rootstocks (GR).
The rootstocks get damp and do not taste right if boiled, therefore they were
steam cooked overnight by the Hanaksiala (GR) and the Haisla. First, a fire was built to
heat a quantity of rocks gathered from ocean beaches or the edges of streams or rivers.
When the rocks were sufficiently heated, they were covered with skunk cabbage leaves.
The wood fern rootstocks were then placed on top of the skunk cabbage leaves and covered
with a second layer of leaves. The whole assembly was then covered with additional
gravel and a second fire was built on top of the pile. By the next day the rootstocks could
be removed and eaten (Mendel n.d.a:6). They were said to taste like peanut butter (op.
cit.; GR) or like sweet potatoes (Robinson 1973a:7) and were eaten mixed with oolichan
grease in a big bowl. GR's grandmother used to sing a song about wood ferns as a lullaby
to GR's younger brother when he couldn't sleep: "The HA tibem is sweet and it's good
eating...."
The people of Kemano and Kitlope steamed the young fiddleheads of HA tiO6s and
ate them. GR also recalled using the mature fronds to pack freshly caught salmon to
prevent them from drying out.
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In the Haisla story The Origin of the Nutlam Dance (Olson 1940:194) a young
Haisla man was said to be in control of a spirit called HA gialgarngiexdowa'h whose
name was said to mean "spirit in form of large mask with body dressed with ferns." This
name does not seem related etymologically to any attested Haisla fern terms. The powers
or characteristics associated with this spirit were not described in the story nor had GR
ever heard of this entity. It is possible that this entity is related to the Hanaksiala
"Berry Mother" figure who wore wood fern fronds as a skirt as did the dancers who
performed a dance related to the "Berry Mother" story (GR). The enigmatic fern spirit
entity may also be related in some way to one component of the Oweekeno tsaika dance
sequence in which shamanistic initiates were costumed with a skirt of sword fern fronds
(Polystichum munitum, #34).
GR applied the term HA alak in reference to the leaves of the fern or ferns
known as HA iii5as although the former term is more often used as the name for sword
fern (#34). Mendel (n.d.a:6) also reported, possibly erroneously, that the terms HA
titi6m and HA iii36s could refer to sword fern. In reference to the relationship between
edible and other ferns GR said that "[t]here's two different kinds; the other is HA saiiias
[especially deer fern, B. spicant, but also common lady fern, A. filix-femina, and sword
fern, P. munitum]. It looks the same as HA ii6es but it's no good to eat."
(33) Matteuccia struthiopteris (L.) Todaro var. pensylvanica (Willd.) Morton (Ostrich
Fern)
(no Hanaksiala/Haisla term recorded)
Ostrich fern is found in at least one of the side valleys of the Kitimat River Valley
(Mendel n.d.b-2:4) and probably elsewhere in the Haisla and Hanaksiala territories in
moist areas such as river and stream banks and the edges of swamp. Mendel (op. cit.)
suggested that ostrich fern, known elsewhere for the edibility of its fiddleheads, was the
HA filo6m of the Haisla although one or more wood ferns were actually used (see
Dryopteris spp., #32).
(34) Polystichum munitum (Kaulf.) Presl (Sword Fern)
HA IZ6lak - sward fern (also the leaves of wood fern)
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HA kelaka - to get HA alak
HA k'alax - deer fern (?) (same family as bracken for Indians) (Bach 1989a:4)
(RL#1484, 1485) VIth+- (?) "to sleep, to dream," (?) "?" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:459)
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
The Hanaksiala and Haisla root morpheme VIZh+- (RL#1484) is found in words
meaning "to sleep, to dream." It apparently has the secondary meaning of "sword fern"
but the conceptual connection between sword ferns and sleeping or dreaming is unclear.
Living specimens of this species were also identified by GR as HA saiiiàs, a term that
seems to represent a general category of "ferns."
Bach (1989a:4) indicated that the Haisla individuals he consulted considered HA
alak possibly to refer to deer fern and that this species was in the same general
category as bracken fern (#36). GR stated that HA alak could also be used to refer to
wood fern leaves used to pack fish. The name HA k6lak seems at least superficially
similar to the Tlingit word klwai x (or, if retranscribed, Vua+x), said to refer to "fern
-

root" by Swanton (1909:18, 180).
Blechnaceae (Deer Fern Family)
(35) Blechnum spicant (L.) Roth (Deer Fern) and/or Polystichum munitum (Kaulf.)
Presl (Sword Fern)
HA saiii6s - deer fern (literally, 'finger plant'); fern (in general)
HA k'alax - deer fern (?) (same family as bracken for Indians) (Bach 1989a:4)
HA^- hard (to chew or cook, e.g., an inedible type of fern root like HA saiii6s,
which is only eaten by mountain goats or deer) (GR)
(RL#923) Vshf- "ring finger (?)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:486)
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way (but known to be eaten by deer and
mountain goats)
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The name for deer fern, HA salitès, is derived from HA sèii ["middle (ring)
finger"], and means, literally, 'finger plant,' because of the manner in which the leaflets
of this species arise from the leaf like fingers from a hand (GR). Deer fern is
considered by GR to be "real HA saiitias" but other ferns, such as sword fern and lady
fern, are also said to be HA saiiias. For example, on one occasion GR described HA
saiii6s as the leaves of HA iibarn (wood fern) but on another occasion he said that HA
tiOes and HA saiii6s were two different kinds of plants and that HA saiiies looks like HA
tii56s but is no good to eat. Furthermore, Bach (1989a:4) reported the term HA kaiak
for a fern tentatively identified as deer fern and indicated a degree of relatedness between
HA kaiak, which he identified as deer fern, and bracken fern (Pteridium aquilinum) by
use of the phrase "same family as bracken for Indians."
The idea that HA salitas labels a general category of ferns is supported by
comparable Kwak'wala and Nuxalk data. For example, Boas (1947b:338) identified KW
sa"laedana 8 Ems as "fern plant (Polystichum munitum)" and elsewhere KW s61e7idana
has been associated with ferns in general and deer fern and maidenhair fern (Adiantum

pedatum L.) in particular (Grubb 1972:205; Turner and Bell 1973:264). Newcombe
(1922b) recorded the variant KW salacidana for deer fern ("Aspidium munitum,"
possibly in reference to deer fern, sword fern [Polystichum munitum] or some type of
shield fern, Aspidium sp.), a fern whose roots or rhizomes were used for medicine.
These Kwak'wala terms evidently are etymologically related to HA saiii6s.

Smith (1920-1923a), using apparently Nuxalk terminology, reported on a fern
with a similar name. In Smith's words, "See el i tana...is name of a fern a little
different from [another fern called squalum]. Sometimes people with not good head
mistake it for squalum. It is not good food. Squalum is. See el i tana was not used for
one thing, not one. Roots same and top same as squalum. I think squalum has no spores
and See el i tana has." Elsewhere "squalum," or NU skw'alm has been identified as

Dryopteris filix-mas (L.) Schott. (male fern) (Turner 1973:197).
Deer fern had no known traditional uses among the Hanaksiala or Haisla but GR
recalled that his family used to collect specimens of deer fern to take inside the house in
pots during the winter. They made nice house plants since they stayed green all winter.
The rootstocks were said to be so hard and inedible, or HA fix that only mountain goats
,

or deer were known to eat them (GR).
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Dennstaedtiaceae (Hay-scented Fern Family)
(36) Pteridium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn (Bracken Fern)
HA s6-ciiis - fern-roots (bracken) (Curtis 1970:332) [term not recognized by
GR]
HA k'ana-lats-sys - Bracken? patch of ferns, generic name for ferns (Mendel
n.d.a:6) [tHA kArialaCs]
HA analacis or HA analazis - "that's some kind of leaves growing on the ground
(in Kitlope);" HA k6nalas in open meadow (GR; EB); "? in open meadow;
outside" (NL)
HA karialaCs - "HA alak in open meadow, outside" (NL)
? k'analacis - muskeg, patch of ferns and other plants (Bach 1989a:4)
HA k'aa - ladh - Bracken fronds, fern fronds (Mendel n.d.a:6) [HA kaiak]
HA ? k'analacis - muskeg, patch of ferns and other plants (Bach 1989a:4) [HA
analaCs]

(RL#1484) Vkh+- (1) "to sleep, to dream"; (RL#1485) Vkh+- (2) "?"
(Lincoln and Rath 1986:459)
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
As with other ferns known to the Hanaksiala and Haisla, bracken fern has had
several terms applied to it. Curtis (1970:332) recorded HA s6-qtas for bracken fern.
Although the root morphemes 00 Vshkw- and KW Vskw- "bracken fern root" (cf. 00/KW
sarm - "bracken fern") have been attested to in Oowekyala and Kwak'wala (Lincoln and
Rath 1980:171), no comparable form has been identified in Hanaksiala or Haisla. The
term recorded by Curtis is, therefore, somewhat dubious as a Haisla word. Mendel
(n.d.a:6) recorded HA k'aa ladh (i.e., HA kaiak) as a name for bracken or other fern
-

fronds. A third term, meaning "HA kaiak in an open meadow, outside" has also been

applied to bracken fern and other ferns. Mendel (n.d.a:6) indicated that this term, tHA
analaCs, referred to ferns in general, a patch of ferns and, possibly, bracken fern

specifically. Bach (1989a:4) included "muskeg" and "other plants" as referents of HA
kerialaCs. No Hanaksiala or Haisla uses for bracken fern have been recorded nor did GR

recognize this fern. Other coastal groups were known to use the rhizomes of this species
as food.
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Equisetaceae (Horsetail Family)
(37) Equisetum arvense L. (Common Horsetail)
HA yaia16, HA yatalei, HA yatal6s - horsetail (literally, 'rattle-plant') (GR)
HA Wale - horsetail (SR; EB)
HA yat'ala - horsetail equisetaceae (from HA yatela?) (Bach 1989a:5)
HA ya-d'a-la - horse tail, Equsetum [sic] sp. (= rattle plant, ya-den = rattle)
(Mendel n.d.a:46)
(RL#1584) Vyht- "to rattle, a rattle" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:506)

Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature (eaten by geese)
Common horsetail was not used for anything among the Hanaksiala but it was
named in recognition of the "rattling" sound the plants make when they are shaken (GR).
This sound results from the rough, silicified, ridged stem segments that, when shaken,
cause a scratchy sound to result from friction at the stem nodes. The sound is
particularly noticeable during the early stages of growth when both vegetative and
reproductive portions are present. The names applied to this species are based on the
root morpheme meaning "to rattle" or "a rattle" (cf. HA yedn and HA y6drn - 'rattle'). It
was commonly eaten by geese in the areas where it was abundant (GR).
(38) Equisetum hyemale L. ssp. affine (Engelmann) Calder & Taylor (Scouring-rush)

(no Hanaksiala/Haisla term recorded)
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
Scouring-rushes are common in the Kitlope area. GR could not remember the
name his grandfather applied to them which was different than that used for common
horsetail.
(39) Equisetum scirpoides (Michaux) (Dwarf Scouring-rush)
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(no Hanaksiala/Haisla term recorded)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature (eaten by grizzly bears)
Grizzly bears eat dwarf scouring-rush in the spring after they leave their dens
(GR).
Lycopodiaceae (Club-moss Family)
(40) Lycopodium clavatum L. (Running Club-moss)
HA sksigm hs kw1sgaixda - running club-moss (literally, 'belt of river otter')
(GR)
HA Wasigms^- running club-moss (literally, 'belt of river otter')
(SR; EB)
Miscellaneous: true moss or, possibly, club-moss believed to cause insanity or
wildness if touched, used by "wild people"
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal; natural role in myth
or story
Primary Material: plant used as belt
Running club-moss is known as "deer's belt" in Heiltsuk, Oowekyala, Southern
Tsimshian, Tlingit and other languages of the Northwest Coast - but not in Nuxalk and
Kwak'wala (Boas 1891:179, 1921; Turner 1973:196). In Hanaksiala, however, the
name for this species means 'belt of river otter' because river otters roll around and
rub themselves on this plant so that it looks as though they are wearing it like a belt
(GR). In the Gitksan language other members of Lycopodiaceae - ground-cedar (L.

complanatum L.), ground-pine (L. obscurum L. var. dendroideum [Michaux] D.C. Eaton
in A. Gray) - and a botanically unrelated species, kidney-leaved buttercup (Ranunculus

abortivus L.) are known as "land [river] otter belt" (GK be lana watsx) (Smith 19251927:52, 53, 54, 109).
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Running club-moss was used as a belt for blankets that Hanaksiala people used to
wear. It is mentioned in a Hanaksiala story known to GR and set in the Kitlope area. In
this story a young women who was out picking stink currants (Ribes bracteosum) kept
stepping in black bear excrement. As she was cursing she noticed a handsome young
man, who was actually the black bear turned into a human. He asked her if she thought
her excrement was better than his. The woman, who was wearing running club-moss as
a belt, picked up some more club-moss and put it underneath her to fool the bear into
thinking it was her excrement. The bear found that the club-moss lacked any
undesirable smell so he took the woman as his wife. Elsewhere, "long tendrils of moss,"
possibly the long, rope-like stems of club-moss or the true moss, Isothecium
stoloniferum, were said to be used by the "wild people" and to cause other people who
touched it to become wild or crazy. Haisla children were not supposed to touch this plant
(Raley 1902; also see "Plants in folklore and mythology"). The Heiltsuk forbade their
children from touching running club-moss in the belief that contact with the plant would
prevent the children from obtaining a spouss (Compton 1993a).
Polypodiaceae (Polypody or Common Fern Family)
(41) Polypodium glycyrrhiza D.C. Eat. (Licorice Fern)
HA kC6arn - licorice fern rhizome (a CT term according to GR)
HA kC6an Res - licorice fern plant (GR)
-

HA k'itse'aam - Polypody; a Tsimshian word (Mendel n.d.a:6)
HA k'ica'6rn - licorice fern (EB)
? HA Vica'am - licorice fern polypodium glycyrrhiza (Bach 1989a:6)
(no HA root listed in Lincoln and Rath 1986; Tsimshian borrowing)
Medicine: "root" (rhizome) chewed for coughs, sore throats, shortness of breath
and chest pain
The sweet "roots" (rhizomes) of licorice fern have been employed by many
Native groups of the Pacific Northwest for their ability to sooth sore throats related to
respiratory infections. Among the Hanaksiala and Haisla, licorice fern rhizomes were
also chewed or sucked to treat sore throats. GR's grandfather considered the licorice
fern rhizomes collected from under the moss on Sitka spruce trees to be the best kind for
coughs and colds (GR). Collected from western hemlock trees, licorice fern rhizomes
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were considered by the Haisla to be helpful in treating shortness of breath (the same as
devil's-club) and chest pain (Mendel n.d.a:6). This plant was also known to grow on
alder trees, commonly at Brim River near Kemano (GR). The names by which licorice
fern was known among the Hanaksiala and Haisla, HA kC6am (rhizomes) or HA
E6arrRes (plant), are borrowings from the Coast Tsimshian language (cf. CT [HB]
cTiga76.m [Dunn 1978:103]; cf. Mendel n.d.a:6).
3.2.6 Gymnosperms (Conifers and the Taxad, Western Yew)
Cupressaceae (Cypress Family)
(42) Chamaecyparis nootkatensis (D. Don) Spach (Yellow-Cedar, Yellow-Cypress)
HA kw analas - yellow-cedar (literally, 'yellow-cedar bark blanket tree')
HA kw6na+ - yellow-cedar bark blanket
HA kwanalasatu - a red-cedar tree with yellow-cedar branch on top (GR; NL)
HA kweleanalaCa - to look for yellow-cedar
HA 0-na-liis - cedar, yellow (tree) (Curtis 1970:336)
HA kwa'nell as - yellow cedar (Robinson n.d.:1 10)
HA kwa-nelas - yellow cedar (Robinson n.d.:114)
HA kwanelis - cedar (yellow) (Raley n.d.a:27)
HA Cigialas - leaves of yellow-cedar (or any conifer leaves)
HA w+ - yellow-cedar (CT borrowing)
HA )<sa - to use red-cedar to make a box or yellow-cedar to make a paddle; to
camouflage (with any kind of branches); Note: older term; the new term
is "HA Wla"
HA Prna - paddle (generic; made of yellow-cedar) (GR)
HA 'Xalakel5 hs_Prila - racing paddle (made of yellow-cedar)
HA k'ezagi - 1) loincloth ('jockstrap'), native, made from yellow cedar bark
(Bach 1989a:3)
HA Kwa-Kwa-Na-Las-Dums - "Yellow Cedar Mountain" (Robinson 1973a:3)
HA k°61eanalasdam - mountain with yellow-cedar on it (SR; EB)
(RL#1680) Vex- "greyish, discoloured" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:459)

Miscellaneous: botanical term employed in geographic name
Mythology: natural role in myth or story; supernatural role in myth or story
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Primary Material: wood used for carved items, paddles, box construction, boat
ribs, noisemakers and masks; inner bark used for blankets, capes and
loincloths
The Hanaksiala and Haisla name for yellow-cedar (HA kw6ria las) refers directly
to the use of this species in the production of blankets (HA kwaeia+). For this, Haisla
women peeled the bark from trees, soaked it in a slough near Kitamaat and then separated
the inner bark from the outer bark. It was then dried and beaten into a fibrous mass
(Robinson 1973a:3). The fibrous bark was then further separated by rubbing with the
hand and, among the Hanaksiala, spun using a spindle with a whorl made from a whale
vertebra and then woven, sometimes with other materials such as mountain goat wool or
black bear fur, for items of clothing such as blankets (GR), capes and loincloths (cf.
Bach 1989a:3). Yellow-cedar wood was used to make regular and racing paddles for
canoes and bows as well as a variety of carved items, such as masks (GR). Pegs of
yellow-cedar or Sitka spruce were used to hold together bent boxes of red-cedar and, in
more recent times, yellow-cedar was used for boat ribs (GR). Yellow-cedar rods were
struck with sticks of Pacific crabapple or yew wood to make noise to herd animals to kill
them (GR).
One mountain in the Kitamaat area having an abundance of yellow-cedar is known
as HA kill< w arialasdm (SR; cf. Robinson 1973a:3). Tidewoman, a figure in one of the
Haisla Wiget (Raven) myths, was burned in her crotch by sparks from a fire built of
yellow-cedar wood by Raven in an effort to get her to release her grip on the tide (Bach
1992a:80; cf. Bach 1992a:90). Yellow-cedar wood was first used by the mythical
creature Beetakwalanusiwa to create the first salmon in a Hanaksiala story. The
attempt was unsuccessful, however, and instead the wood became killer whales. Finally,
Bèxwbakwal anusiw a turned red alder 39 wood into salmon (Lincoln et al. 1986:246).
(43) Juniperus communis L. (Creeping Juniper, or Common Juniper) (and possibly
also J. scopulorum Sarg., Rocky Mountain Juniper)
HA CixCas hsjinCialas - common juniper (literally, 'swamp- evergreen leaves,'
"swamp trees branch") (GR, SR) [=HA k'analas or HA k6naias (GR)

HA sixcas q°aRal6 - " (EB) [HA CixCas hsAwaroa]

1 60

HA siaq'enac gax - junicerus scopulasum? [sic] 5.7 prob"bly: siak'enalhc

gaR: blueberry [?] of raven (Bach 1989a:6) [HA siakwnac ka6'i, HA
sièkwna+ hs_kaair]
HA Cemt'emris - juniper (?), never grows up straight 5.7 (must be Os in
view of explanation and following) Vt'emk°- shrink, shrivel, curl (LR
RL#) (Vime- [RL#417]) (tHA imirnris [?])
HA er6Xla hsjixCas - common juniper (literally, 'vegetation/leaves of swamp,'
"other leaves in the swamp") (GR)
HA kanalas or HA rarialas - common juniper (and sword fern) (GR)
(RL#417?) Vimkw- "to shrink, shrivel, curl" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:490)
(RL#419?) ,/fmq- "to lace or pin together, to lace up" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:490)
(RL#413?) Virhs- "wild lily of the valley (Maianthemum) or bunchberry
(Cornus canadensis)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:490), possibly the same
as (RL#41 1) Vims- (1) "to play the snare drum" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:490)
Medicine: vulnerary (Hanaksiala)
Ritual/Spiritual: wood used for shamanistic rattles (Haisla)
Secondary Material: wood used to make labrets
Common juniper is known primarily as a medicinal plant among the
Kwakwaka'wakw and Nuxalkmc who used decoctions of the plant for a number of ailments
including diarrhoea, shortness of breath, lung cough, stomach pains and ulcers,
heartburn and to purify the blood (Boas 1930 and Boas 1966 in Turner and Bell
1973:266; Smith 1929 in Turner 1973: 197). The Hanaksiala pounded the branches
and "berries" to make a paste used in heated poultices used to treat wounds, especially
cuts (GR). Lopatin (1945:67) reported that Haisla shamans wore rattles of common
juniper or Rocky Mountain maple from their belts. Although additional evidence for a
connection between common juniper and Haisla or Hanaksiala shamanistic activities is
lacking, common juniper is associated with shamanistic and supernatural concepts
among several other nearby cultural groups, especially the Heiltsuk (Compton 1993a).
Robinson (1910) reported the use, probably by the Haisla, of "red juniper" for labrets
although they were also made from bone (Raley 1900)
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A number of Hanaksiala and Haisla terms have been associated with this plant. GR
and SR gave the name HA CixCas hs,A0Cialas, literally, 'swamp-evergreen leaves' or
'swamp trees branch,' for common juniper. The comparable terms HA sixcas q°aRal6
(i.e., HA CixCas hs_erala) (E. Bach, pers. comm. 1989), or HA w6i:ila hsjixCas
(literally, 'swamp plant' or 'plant of swamp') (GR) have also been recorded for common
juniper. GR further indicated that it was possible to refer to common juniper as HA
k6nalas, a term said to refer collectively to "three different kinds (of plants in the
swamp) with the same branch." These three unspecified plants likely are common
juniper, black crowberry (Empetrum nigrum ssp. nigrum, #109) and, perhaps,
trailing azalea (Loiseleuria procumbens [L.] Desv., Ericaceae). On another occasion, GR
described HA kenalas as a small plant in the swamp that resembled a small yellowcedar, had little blue berries and was eaten by beavers - probably in reference to black
crowberry. A similar term, HA lanalaCs (and transcriptional variants), has been said
to refer to various plants in the muskeg (Bach 1989a:4; see Pteridium apuilinum,
#36) .
Another term, HA si6kwriac kaai( (literally, 'Alaskan blueberry of crow'), has
been associated with Rocky Mountain juniper (J. scopulorum Sarg.) (Bach 1989a:6)
but probably actually refers to black crowberry (#109) and, occasionally, to prickly
currant (Ribes lacustre, #131). The term HA t'emt"emris (possibly tHA
has also bean recorded as a Haisla name for common juniper. A similar Kwak'wala term,
KW TEmXtEmna or KW tEmxtEmna (Newcombe 1922b), has been recorded for
"Juniperus occ." (i.e., J. occidentalis Hook., western or Sierra juniper) said to have

been used for medicine, hair oil (op cit.) and scenting oil by the Kwakwaka'wakw
although the species in question is almost certainly common juniper. If the name tHA
imimris is based on the root morpheme (RL#413) Virns- it would suggest a the
possibility of some type of association between common juniper, wild lily-of-thevalley and other types of HA irriC although no such relationship has been discussed by any
of the individuals consulted in this study
(44) Thuja plicata Donn ex D. Don in Lambert (Western Red-Cedar)
HA dqas, pl. HA 0016as - red-cedar tree (?) (according to GR this term
refers to the young red-cedar tree, 10-12" diameter, from which inner
bark is obtained)
HA driOaCs, pl. HA dOnOaCs - grove of red-cedar trees
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HA drr6s - cedar bark strips (used for basket making) (Note: This is a term for
the inner bark in general, regardless of intended use.)
HA tena's - bark of cedar (Boas 1893:38)
HA Den-nass - cedar bark (Raley n.d.a:27)
HA dèelina - cedar bark (taken off in the spring) [inner and outer bark of redcedar (GR)
HA daeleyna - in- and outside bark of cedar (Vink and Kuipers 1 974:E33)
HA da-ke-na - whole bark of cedar (Mendel n.d.a:4)
HA dka - to go after HA da6ina
HA di=i6as6m - red-cedar bark blanket
HA Ca qms - outer bark of red-cedar
HA tsa-xvm - outer cedar bark used for flat roofing material (Mendel n.d.a:4)
HA Cu6lax's caCirris - (perhaps cugak's caens) 'dried outer red-cedar bark,'
"old, very dry red-cedar outer bark"
HA CeX.tiqmalas - red-cedar tree when its branches and bark are used for
making fire
HA C6f5aq, HA capax - branches of red-cedar (used as medicine for diarrhoea)
[Note: This term refers to the branch tips/leaves only when used in this
medicinal manner, not to yellow-cedar or any other conifer; the first
term was listed in Lincoln and Rath 1986 but GR gave the latter term in
an interview which was transcribed by JR. Red-cedar boughs may also be
referred to as HA t!InCialas.]
HA Clkal6s - material for making baskets (red-cedar branches; see P.

sitchensis)
HA Clkila, pl. HA CiCikila, HA CiClkila - to make a basket
HA gadh-gatlum - oolichan net hook (Mendel n.d.a:53) [tHA alaVn - hook
made of red-cedar, used to hook oolichan net to keep fish from spilling out
when retrieving net and emptying it from the end away from the
anchoring posts (GR)
tHA^- small sticks used to keep oolichan net open
HA lima - red-cedar box for oolichan grease ("it doesn't leak"); sealed box,
watertight container, box for grease or for Pacific crabapples mixed with
grease
HA kwerialasatu - a red-cedar tree with yellow-cedar branch on top [i.e., a tree
which has the appearance of a red-cedar at the lower portion and the
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appearance of a yellow-cedar at the upper portion which is located at
Verny Pass; also a name for Verny Pass (GR; NL)
HA katzi+, pl. HA kiauzi+ - red-cedar container for grease, dried materials
(fruit, salmon, seaweed, etc.)
HA kilzi+ - red-cedar box
HA k'aVaifia - to look for red-cedar to make pegs (i.e., for oolichan pegs; cf.
"wood," yellow-cedar or red-cedar?)
HA kwalwaaeu■ka - to be out to get red-cedar (for making oolichan pegs)
HA gvaidho - red-cedar; stick (Vink and Kuipers 1974:E25)
HA koaqtla' - cedar (Boas 1893:46)
HA kwah-glaw - wood (Raley n.d.a:27)
HA kwak glaw - wood (Raley n.d.a:145)
HA kwaia5 - red cedar wood (Lincoln and Rath 1980:292)
HA Vara\ au, pl. HA kwakwiA6u - the old big red-cedar tree used for making
boards; same as following term (previously recorded as "red-cedar wood,
easy to split") (GR)
HA kwai:(A6u hs,:Xasks - big old red-cedar tree (for boards) (GR)
.

HA IcwOh-tlo - cedar, red (tree) (Curtis 1970:336)
HA kwp6xwa - make red-cedar boards (GR)
HA kwnax'ales - red-cedar tree (for boards) (GR)
HA kw6h-tlo - cedar, red (Curtis 1970:336)
HA kwa"-glaw - red cedar (Robinson n.d.:78)
HA kwa-glaw - cedar (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA kwarO■Aulliala - smell of split cedar (SYN: HA kw6r(r3a1a)
HA kwnaukw - (sth.) split off a red-cedar tree, split red-cedar or Sitka spruce
(see P. sitchensis)
HA kw as - tree of old red-cedar used for boards; same as previous term (GR)
HA kwaku'aCIACa - to look for red-cedar tree (GR)
HA kwri6kwsme - made of split red-cedar board
HA gt - dry red-cedar without bark [dry red-cedar log (GR)
HA lixa - to get dry, barkless red-cedar [logs]
HA lixatu, pl. HA^- any kind of dry-topped tree (e.g., red-cedar or
yellow-cedar and, less commonly, Sitka spruce) (GR)
HA liXatu hs_kwaX"Xau - dry-topped red-cedar (GR)
HA +ikwsm - a kind of cedar-bark hat
HA +Nri, pl. HA +1.1-ski - cedar bark mat
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HA tWwe - mat of bleached cedar bark (Boas 1893:_62_)
HA^- mat (Curtis 1970:333)
HA^- to make a cedar bark mat
HA passiud - to peel two layers apart (as when splitting dry oolichans or bark
for basket making)
HA elay6ke - bent red-cedar box for food (GR; EB) (HA hue [NL])
HA gait - cedar bark hat, cap
HA hini;im+ hs_qait - summer hat made of red-cedar bark (GR)
HA ket - hat (Curtis 1970:333)
HA mug° iqo - name of red cedar spirit (HA nualak° in story) 3.79
[Murau'eCau (p. 2) ? mentioned in story entitled, Dal'iniR° (Tape I,
Side B: Dalinixw (Carpenter); told by JL summer 1972 to EB]
HA qai.cayu - oolichan spear with point made from red elderberry wood and shaft
of red-cedar or Sitka spruce (GR)
HA eisOn - kind of rattle [Note: made by splitting a piece of red-cedar over part
of its length - the unsplit end is taken into both hands and, by shaking, the
split ends are made to flap together and produces a rattling noise] [also
cedar tongs used to transfer boiling stones from fire to water?]
HA - hollow cedar [cf. with additional terms for "hollow tree"]
HA xlbkw - strands of fibre twisted into rope; HA xibes tussakw - "twisted cedar
withes (a kind of rope)"
HA xlpa - to twist strands of fibre into rope
HA xlplakw - rope made by twisting cedar strands of fibre
HA xlpid - to twist a strand of fibre (single act), to twist anything in the manner
of rope
HA xwirn - red-cedar roots used to support the structure of a basket
HA > ssm - cedar bark rope used for tying storage boxes
s

HA iissm5la - box tied with cedar bark rope (GR)
HA ik'zm - rope made of cedar bark
HA wrsm - big cedar bark basket (used for storing blankets, etc.)
HA yubw-sUm - basket (generic) (Curtis 1970:333)
HA riatialibua - berry basket made of cedar bark
HA 4iCaqatu - the (magical) killer red-cedar tree ("it has many tops") (GR;
EB); cf. HA maCeqatu - a single-topped tree (GR; EB)
HA WspsigauR or HA 6iaigauR (HA gsPigale - 'it's been whipped on the back'
[NL]) - the (magical) killer red-cedar tree (GR; EB); t HA
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6ispigauenue - the "killer red-cedar tree place," located on Kitlope
River
HA ypa, pl. HA yi:upa - to weave (e.g., a blanket, out of animal wool; cedar strip
mat or fence)
HA ycri16, pl. HA yi6crile - to make a big cedar bark blanket
HA yzle - inner bark of cedar softened by beating (SYN: HA bible"); anything
alive hit with a stick
HA hiukw - inner bark of cedar softened by beating, anything alive hit with a
stick (SYN: HA yze)
HA h'yx°, pl. HA h6a'yx° - inner bark of a cedar tree (Vink 1978:7)
HA sipa - to make rope by twisting fibres [see "rope"]
HA slim!, pl. HA sislud - to make a fire by drilling [see "rope," "fire"]
HA Oda - to peel off red-cedar bark [see "bark"]
HA srispig5ida - to go after red-cedar bark (tear off long strips) [see "bark"]
HA fusee - red-cedar withes (used to make rope)
HA tOsa - to cut very thin red-cedar branches
HA^- rings made of red-cedar bark [see "red alder"]
HA 'X6ciul<awa - red-cedar bark ring to be worn around the neck
HA "Xacriwa - red band around the forehead (the red color symbolises the blood
dropped by HA B6xwbakwalanusiwa, i.e., a large mythical bird-like
creature, hovering over the "HA tAnis" dancer); red kerchief (Lincoln
and Rath 1986:347)
HA 'X6'Aiwsiza - red-cedar bark ring worn on legs
HA i<sa - to use red-cedar to make a box or yellow-cedar to make a paddle; to
camouflage (with any kind of branches); Note: older term; the new term
is "HA Wla" [see Tsuqa heterophylla]
HA )sagiw6la - camouflaged at the bow (said of canoe used to drift towards ducks
in order to shoot them)

rai^- arrow of red-cedar with deer bone tips fastened with red-cedar

HA

withes and pitch (for hunting ducks) (GR)
HA 116n-tit:n - arrow (Curtis 1970:333)
HA xaxbala - bone-tipped arrow (GR; NL)
HA Wr'n+ - a type of hat made of red-cedar; the kind that Ahn-Qu-Wah wears
-

(GR)
HA ierrn+tala - the shape of Ahn-Qu-Wah's head (GR)
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HA litirua - name of the mountain goat hunter who turned to stone (literally,
'fogged'; so named because he went out in the fog; also written as Ahn-QuWah)
HA hyll-pii-lak - fish-line, bark (Curtis 1970:333)
HA '6')'eusr<ani, HA 1W`eusiza - cedar bark regalia (?) and/or bear skin used
-

by shaman to "kill" evil power (GR)
HA tcrm+ - cedar bark head-cover (described by "cedar man" in story), of type
worn by HA tineua, the mountain goat hunter turned to stone) (GR)
HA tqwrii+a"Xla - to have a hood on the head; shape of mountain goat hunter's (HA
tincrua) head (GR)
HA "("66as hs_cliAas - 'sap of red-cedar' (said by GR in response to HE term for
the same)
HA ttleiwtqu, HA ttierta0u - cedar bark beater (GR)
HA Xitaalm - toilet sticks of red-cedar (after having been used)
HA^- fish-line, bark [cedar] (Curtis 1970:333)
HA ziesdui+ - horizontal red-cedar crosspiece in doorway (at front of house)
HA ziawidilh [ziawigi+ (NL) - horizontal red-cedar crosspiece at back of house
(GR; EB)
HA iiiidnuwls - roof-supporting pole of red-cedar at the side of the house
HA CxCui+ - inside houseposts of red-cedar
HA zux°ams qaqadawilh (GR; EB) [HA zbeim hsAaAituwi+ (NL) - crosspiece
to hold other poles, literally, 'support together in house' (NL)
HA 'usduwilh - front door of long house (GR; EB) [libsdui+ (NL)
HA 'usduwilh - front door of long house (GE; EB) [tiitsdui+ (NL)
HA eiudilh, pl. HA Oteludilh - post of red-cedar at corner of long house (GR; EB)
[HA 4t)di+, pl. HA ii)t :el' di+ (also pronounced HA eibtaludi+) -prop,
support, or post in the house, tentpole]
(RL#294) Vdns- "red cedar" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:434)
(RL#832) ,grip- "to use a brush, have the shape and/or appearance of a brush,
to dangle down" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:431)
(RL#852) VChq- "outer bark of cedar" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:431)
(RL#1219) -\/10- "to lack (7)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:467)
(RL#1716) Vkwn- "?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:464)
(RL#1764) Nikwhq- "to split wood (especially cedar)" Lincoln and Rath
1986:463)
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Food Related: blueberries allowed to roll over wet red-cedar boards to remove
leaves
Medicine: diarrhoea medicine (Hanaksiala); ritual medicine (Haisla), inner
red-cedar bark used in cautery (Haisla)
Miscellaneous: botanical term employed in geographic name
Mythology: natural role in myth or story; supernatural role in myth or story;
red-cedar spirit recognized
Primary materials: wood for implements, noisemakers, whistles, seaweed and
berry drying racks, spear, arrows, containers, construction, carving,
canoes and fishing gear, coffins; fibrous tissue for whipping soapberries,
fishing line, cordage, weaving mats, screens, basketry, clothing,
ceremonial head, neck, ankle and wrist rings; outer bark used for baby
cradles, roofing, temporary shelter; wood and bark used as kindling, wood
used for torches
Ritual/Spiritual: ceremonial head, neck, ankle and wrist rings; outer bark used
in fire dancer's headdress; dried bark used as symbol of condemnation
Secondary Material: boughs used to camouflage canoes, especially when duck
hunting
Western red-cedar is most commonly referred to among the Hanaksiala and
Haisla as HA dUas (literally, 'inner red-cedar bark tree'), a name that invokes the use
of the inner bark of this species. Trees referred to by this name are young, from 10 to
15 inches (ca. 25 to 40 cm) in diameter. The bark may be stripped easily in the spring
from trees of this size and used for basketry, hats of various types and matting used to
sit on, partition long houses, as temporary shelter and to cover canoes to keep the rain
out. When softened by beating, the inner bark was used for clothing, such as rain capes,
and for blankets (GR). The Haisla, and possibly Hanaksiala, men wore hip-length
leggings of woven red-cedar bark when walking through deep snow (Curtis 1970:5).
Soapberries were whipped into a froth to be eaten with salmonberry or western
thimbleberry leaves or a handful of red-cedar inner bark. Approximately 20 strips
1 /2" wide and 12" long were held in the hand in the form of an "X" for the whipper
(GR). The Haisla collected the inner bark from near Clague Mountain Park in Kitimat
and at other nearby locations and used it for blankets and clothing (Mendel n.d.b-2:3; cf.
Olson 1940:183). It has also been used to make fishing line (Curtis 1970:333) and
ropes said to have been used as anchor lines in a Hanaksiala flood myth (Bach
1992b:26). A belt of inner red-cedar bark was worn by the "Berry Mother" to hold up
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her dress of wood fern leaves (GR). In the past, people never took too much bark from
any one red-cedar tree so that the tree would not die (Raley n.d.f:5).
The outer bark of red-cedar (HA Ceqms) was used for baby cradles (Lopatin
1945:48), for roofing (Mendel n.d.a:4) for huts such as the type used by pregnant
Haisla women who were sequestered (Lopatin 1945:46) and, among the Hanaksiala, in
the fire dancer's headdress to produce sparks and fire. A baking powder can with a
copper tube in front and a flexible hose in the back was filled with burning red-cedar
outer bark. An aide to the Fire Dancer blew on the hose in the back to produce sparks and
smoke at the front of the headdress, which concealed the can and embers (GR).
The outer bark and old branches of red-cedar were used as kindling to start fires
(GR). A description of the process as demonstrated by a Haisla man appeared in the NaNa-Kwa (Raley 1904):
He took a piece of cedar about half a foot wide, three quarters of an
inch thick and laid it on the ground. Gathering up a handful of the dried
inner bark of the cedar, which was lying about, he squeezed it into a sort
of pulp, and placed it underneath. He then rounded off a piece of cedar one
foot and a half long until it was one inch in diameter and placing the end of
this on the first piece he proceeded to bore a hole through the wood
expecting that the great heat would kindle the pulp underneath. Very soon
it began to smoke but did not burn. After several attempts however, he
succeeded in lighting the soft kindling.
Torches of red-cedar were mentioned in a Haisla legend (Olson 1940:174) and
red-cedar torches covered with Sitka spruce pitch were used for night fishing among the
Haisla (Robinson 1973a:5). Flexible red-cedar branches were also used in basketry or
twisted together to make a type of rope used to tie covers to storage boxes (GR). Small
red-cedar withes were used with pitch to fasten arrow heads to their shafts (GR). Redcedar roots were used as main structural elements of basketry.
The wood of red-cedar had many uses. Bent boxes of red-cedar were used to store
many types of food including dried salmon or seaweed, oolichan grease and fruits, such as
Pacific crabapples, that were mixed with grease or stored in water covered with grease.
The wood also was used to make small sticks to prop open conical nets used to catch
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oolichans (GR) which traditionally were processed by the Haisla at HA smg5s ("Old
Town") 40 and the Hanaksiala in the Kitlope area (also see Drucker 1965 and Edwards
1978 in Tirrul-Jones 1985:5). Some people rolled oval-leaved blueberries over redcedar boards to separate the berries from leaves inadvertently collected with the fruits
(Mendel n.d.b-2:2). Large pieces of red-cedar were used as dancing platforms and for
carving canoes. The wood was also used for implements such as the shaft of oolichan
spears tipped with points made from red elderberry wood, arrow shafts and toilet sticks
used among the Hanaksiala and Haisla prior to the introduction of toilet paper (GR).
Red-cedar was also used to make totem poles 41 and other carvings (Lopatin 1945:116118), as well as whistles used in ceremonial applications. Red-cedar wood was used to
make the hook used to lift oolichan nets so that their contents could be emptied into a
canoe. One time GR used a dry red-cedar log six or seven feet (ca. two m) long to
transport the stringers of coho salmon he had caught above Kitlope Lake. The log was
used because it would float down to the lake and pull the fish away from the rocks if they
got caught there. This was easier than filling the canoe with the fish and trying to push
the loaded canoe across the rocks in the shallow part of the water where the salmon
spawned (GR).
Everywhere on the coast, traditional house construction involved the use of redcedar for house posts and planks (cf. Tirrul-Jones 1985:26-32). Of the houses at
Kitamaat Village, the Methodist missionary G.H. Raley (Anonymous 1906:41) wrote:
At a bend in the swift-flowing Kitamaat River, one mile from the
salt water, lies the old village, now used only in summer. The village
runs at right angles to the river, and consists of two long rows of low
houses divided by a slough, which at high tide serves the double purpose of
a roadway and harbor for the canoes; at low tide there is scarcely enough
water to wet one's feet when crossing it.
The homes are very quaint in structure. They are built of great
boards split with wedges from huge cedar trees, then trimmed with adzes.
There is but one door, no windows, light is admitted through the narrow
opening in the roof - the outlet for the smoke from the fire in the centre
of the one roomed building, after encircling tier after tier of fish hanging
from slender poles. Around the smoldering fire of logs they sit and weave
their mats and baskets, suffering much from the heavy smoke that
envelopes them, and often becoming blind from its effects. These homes,
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so fast disappearing from the coast villages, here remain intact, to be a
constant reminder of the tribal system which even at the present time
exerts its influence amongst the natives.
Of the "new" Kitamaat Raley (op. cit.) wrote:
There are sixty houses in the new village, besides the church,
mission house, the girls' home, a day-school, firemen's hall, and the
temperance society's hall. In outward appearance the houses are 'white
man's style,' neat looking, facing the sea, just one row running parallel
with the beach. They are all two-story frame buildings, painted white.
As a rule the second story is not used. These houses are symbols of an
advancing civilization impossible in the old native houses, where two,
three and four families eat, sleep and live together. A board sidewalk
immediately in front of the houses extends the whole length of the village,
washed by the sea at high tide.
The mission house with the school and the girls' home form a
group toward one side of the village; the church is more in the centre.
Compared to many other plants known among the Hanaksiala and Haisla and in
contrast to the many other uses of red-cedar, it was relatively unimportant as a
medicinal material. The leaves from the tips of red-cedar boughs were used as medicine
by the Hanaksiala. An infusion of the pounded bough tips in cold water was drunk as a
remedy for diarrhoea (GR). The Haisla were noted for burning inner red-cedar bark
upon the skin as a counter-irritant (Raley 1902). The boughs could also be used to
camouflage canoes, especially during duck hunting (GR).
Among the Haisla, red-cedar was recognized as having a spirit, known as HA Mu
gwu'gwu who instructed the ancestral Haisla how to used red-cedar for construction
purposes (Bach 1992a:10-17). This may be the same figure as the "cedar-man" who
was said to have founded "Cedar Island Village" (Raley n.d.f:8). The tree is associated
with a variety of shamanistic or supernatural concepts. For instance, shredded inner
red-cedar bark has been mentioned in legend as used by shamans to collect the breath of
potential victims of their power (Olson 1940:198). The following passage (Crosby
1914:251, 252) indicates one way in which the power of red-cedar is suggested by its
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use after a Haisla man, Charlie Amos, attempted to bring Christianity to Kitamaat
Village:
The Tribal Council again met and Charlie Amos and his associates
were condemned to death by witchcraft. One of the leading Chiefs passed
sentence in a characteristic manner. He took in the palm of his hand a bit
of dried cedar bark, powdered it to fine dust, then blew it away and
remarked, "Thus shall you, Wahuksgumalayou and your family, and you,
Wingohse and your friends, perish and vanish from the earth. You,
Wahuksgumalayou [Charlie Amos], shall be the last to perish and shall
see all your friends pass before you. This is all I have to say.
Specific red-cedar trees were considered to be imbued with magical properties
that could bring about death (see "Plants and Fungi in Folklore and Mythology"). Redcedar was also used for various types of Hanaksiala and Haisla shamanistic regalia.
Rings of the inner bark were worn around the neck and on the legs by shamans. Among
the Haisla, these were described as being six inches wide (ca. 15 cm) with wolf teeth and
grizzly bear claws hanging from them. Wrist bands of the inner bark were dyed yellow
and decorated with ermine fur (Lopatin 1945:67; cf. Olson 1940:176, 177, 193, 196;
cf. Drucker 1940:217, 218). Among the Hanaksiala, a headband of red-cedar bark was
said to symbolize the blood dropped by HA Bèxwbakwalanusiwa, a large mythical birdlike creature said to hover over the Cannibal dancer (Lincoln and Rath 1986:347; cf.
Lincoln et al. 1986). The name of this headband, HA "Aacriwa, was said by GR to be what
the leaves of the first trees in the world were called when they fell and turned into soil.
During the taming of the novice in the Cannibal Dance, hot packs of red-cedar bark were
put on the novice to help tame him (Olson 1940:177). Red-cedar bark wrapped around
the pole was used to tether the novice in the Cannibal Dance (Drucker 1940:216). In
the Hanaksiala version of The Origin of the Nutlam Dance (Olson 1940:194, 195) the
use of red-cedar withes in headdresses in the Nutlam, or Dog-eater, Dance was described
(also see Olson 1940:175, 176). Some Haisla people tied dyed inner red-cedar bark to
their pets to protect them from the dog-eater but this creature "is wild, and doesn't care
- he eats them anyhow" (Drucker 1940:218).
A special type of "rattle" called HA qwisdn was made from a long piece of redcedar wood split along its length. It was used by shaking with both hands to make the
ends slap together to produce a rattling noise during ceremonial activities (GR). This is
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also the term for red-cedar tongs used to transfer boiling stones from the fire in which
they were heated to cooking vessels. Another type of noisemaker known as HA 'Xiitla6u
consisted of a red-cedar or yellow-cedar rod that was struck using sticks of yew or
Pacific crabapple wood. These were used at places such as HA^a valley below
Kemano Bay, where animals were rounded up to be killed.
After a Haisla person died, the body was placed in a red-cedar box secured with
cedar withes and lifted into the fork of a tree. These coffins were usually placed several
feet above the ground to prevent disturbance by animals (Lopatin 1945:52, Olson
1940:182).
Pinaceae (Pine Family)
(45) Abies amabilis (Dougl. ex Loud.) Forbes (Pacific Silver Fir, "Balsam Fir")
HA nuclides - Pacific silver fir
HA mamudUlaC6 - to look for HA mudUias (GR)
HA mu-dU-las - balsam fir (tree) (Curtis 1970:336)
HA moo-do-lass - white spruce, balsam tree (Robinson n.d.:104)
HA mu-do-lass - balsam tree (Raley n.d.a:11)
HA mo-do-las - balsam (Robinson n.d.:114)
HA mudu'Fas (? maduras) - balsam 1.57 ('blisters on back with pitch gum')
(Bach 1989a:2)
HA 406ialas - Pacific silver fir needles (GR) [term refers to any type of conifer
leaves]
HA pripnseliOi - pitch blister on Pacific silver fir
HA prippsOiga, HA pripnsnai - lump on a tree, e.g., pitch blister on Pacific silver
fir (GR)
HA wklayu (NL) - boughs of balsam when used as a "bush sleigh" to pull cargo
across deep snow (EB); cf. HA wadah - sleigh (GR; EB); also said to be a
Klemtu name for a "brave" that has to do with "pulling" slaves (GR)
HA habeliq°'edhawa - seed of balsam fir (Bach 1989a:2)
HA rlsrlxma - to put pitch on the face (esp. that of the Pacific silver fir)
(RL#191) Vmwt- "balsam fir" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:470)

Medicine: pitch used to treat hemorrhoids, stomach ulcers
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Other Food-related Use: boughs used as liner for oolichan bins and pits
Ritual/Spiritual: pitch used in bereavement ritual
Secondary Material: boughs used as "bush sleigh"
Pacific silver, or "balsam fir," pitch was used medicinally by the Hanaksiala,
who considered it to be stronger than Douglas-fir pitch because "there's lots of oil in it"
(GR). The bark of young trees is considered the best for medicinal use. It should be
covered with boiling water and steeped to produce an infusion taken about a cupful per
day for ailments such as hemorrhoids and stomach ulcers. Olson (1940:182) reported
that Haisla people mourning the death of a relative cut their hair and applied pitch from
unspecified sources, likely Pacific silver fir as well as other conifers, to their faces and
left there until if wore off. The boughs of Pacific silver fir were used as a "bush sleigh"
to pull cargo across deep snow. Pacific silver fir boughs were used by the Hanaksiala to
line oolichan ripening pits although western hemlock boughs were considered to be
preferable (GR).
(46) Abies lasiocarpa (Hooker) Nutt. (Alpine, or Subalpine Fir)
HA mnxi5a66s - subalpine fir (literally, 'smell of excrement tree' - stinks when
you chop it down); "alpine fir," Abies lasiocarpa (not that common on
Kitimat mountains) (Mendel n.d.:3)
HA manxi5ayas - a tree that looks like the balsam tree; it just grows in the small
creeks down the channel, you have to go way up to find them; it almost
looks like a balsam (HA mudirias) but it has thick leaves (SR; EB)
HA mun - pi - yass - [no data] (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA^- dermestid beetles which will eat the bear skin dancing outfit if it is
not properly stored (i.e., in an insect-proof storage box made of HA
mrix0a06s)
(RL#142) Vmnk- "excrement, rust" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:469)

Mythology: plant featured as design element associated with Beaver Clan
Primary Material: wood used for storage boxes and chairs
The strong-smelling wood of subalpine fir inspired the application of the name
HA mrixr5a66s (literally, 'smell of excrement tree') to this species among the Hanaksiala
and Haisla. The Hanaksiala used the wood of this tree for making chairs and insect-proof
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storage boxes for dancing regalia. The smell of the wood helped to keep dermestid beetles
(Dermestes spp. and Trogoderma spp., Dermestidae) known as HA qrnea from eating the

black bear skin dancing outfits used in traditional Hanaksiala dance rituals. The
Hanaksiala used wooden drums similar to bentwood boxes. GR owned four of these, one of
which had subalpine fir depicted on it. This was one of the designs associated with the
Hanaksiala Beaver people (GR).
(47) Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr. (Sitka Spruce)
HA s:skas - Sitka spruce tree
HA skaas - Sitka spruce tree (GR)
HA^- spruce (Vink 1978:3)
HA si-si-ky6s - spruce (tree) (Curtis 1970:337)
HA se-ce-qa es - spruce (Robinson n.d.:84)
HA sasixiias q°6Rela - sharp edged leaves (of, e.g., Sitka spruce) (GR; EB); HA
ssxi5a_hs

oaialas/HA 4warcla - sharp leaves of Sitka spruce (GR; NL)

HA^- pitch (of P. sitchensis or P. menziesii)
HA

ra4lrie - to get HA 6.iik (GR)

HA 6161xriiga - pitch from tree (GR)
HA eislakt" - Sitka spruce pitch used as chewing gum; any chewing gum
HA buqiiiitudi - white pitch inside Sitka spruce wood (see Pseudotsuqa menziesii)
HA Claa, pl. HA CiC0a - Sitka spruce-root basket
HA^- basket (generic, of spruce roots) (Curtis 1970:333)
HA kwriaukw - (sth.) split off a red-cedar tree, split red-cedar or Sitka spruce
(see T. plicata)
HA q6cayu - oolichan spear with point made from red elderberry wood and shaft
of red-cedar or Sitka spruce (GR)
HA q5Uiq - cross-cut saw handle (or portion thereof) of Sitka spruce (GR) (see
T. brevifolia)
HA qriCialas, HA

4tiCialas hs_s:skas - Sitka spruce needles (or needles of any

conifer) (GR)
HA s:skasbaia, HA s:skas hs_hOm - Sitka spruce wood arrow, hard limb from
otherwise decayed tree put in sand/soil underneath fire for a few minutes
and then bark stripped off and wood used for arrow (GR)
HA 'Artgayu, pl. HA "Ar:Arig6yu - tool for peeling off western hemlock (T.
heterophylla) bark (made of Sitka spruce limbs) (SYN: HA 'r:Igr)135)
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HA .Xnka, pl. 'r'4nka - to peel off inner bark of western hemlock (T.

heterophylla)
HA 1iXatu^- dry-topped Sitka spruce (GR)
HA 'Xsna hs_s:skas - branch of Sitka spruce (GR)
HA fibki, HA iipuyaCi - the oolichan grease strainer made of Sitka spruce roots
and cedar bark; stepped on to extract oolichan grease
HA x 1 i:es70kw - to hit and rub young boy with Sitka spruce boughs until blood is
drawn (GR)
HA x*iqa - to pull Sitka spruce roots (GR; EB)
("young spruce" used for medicine to stop coughing and heal lungs [GR])
(RL#882) Vsk- "to spear, to harpoon" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:487)

Medicine: respiratory aid (e.g., for colds and tuberculosis), vulnerary,
dermatological aid, rubefacient in puberty rite, laxative (Hanaksiala)
Miscellaneous: considered to cause diarrhoea if taken in excess internally
Mythology: natural role in story or myth; supernatural role in story or myth
Other Food-related Use: pitch chewed
Primary Material: wood used for implements (digging sticks, herring rakes,
arrows, bark peelers) and construction; roots used in basketry and bags
used in extracting oolichan grease and as nails in box construction
Ritual/Spiritual: rubefacient in male puberty ritual
Secondary Material: pitch used as cement and on ends of torches
Sitka spruce is known in Hanaksiala and Haisla as HA s:skas or HA skaas,
literally, 'spear/harpoon tree,' because of its sharp, pointed needles. Sitka spruce
boughs were once used to hit and rub young Hanaksiala boys until blood was drawn. Then
the boys would be immersed in cold water as part of a ritual treatment intended to
increase their strength and tolerance (GR).
Sitka spruce also had a range of technological and medicinal applications among
the Hanaksiala and Haisla. Pegs made from Sitka spruce branches (GR) or roots (Bach
1992a:110), or yellow-cedar and dipped in Sitka spruce pitch were used as nails to
hold together bent boxes made from red-cedar wood (GR). The wood was also used to
make rake-like implements (HA kidrn or HA kiclèyu) used to catch herring and
oolichans, oolichan spears and digging sticks used to excavate Pacific silverweed and
springbank clover "roots," or rhizomes The roots were collected in the spring, split and
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combined with red-cedar bark in the construction of baskets used in a variety of
applications and the HA iibaCi or HA iipuyab, a large, bag-like implement used in the
oolichan grease rendering process. After the oolichans were cooked and most of the
grease was skimmed from the surface of the rendering vessel, the remaining slurry of
oolichan was put into the straining bag. Pressure was then applied to the bag by stepping
on it in order to extract the remaining oil from the fish. The bark of western hemlock
trees was removed using a bark-peeling tool of Sitka spruce wood in the days when
western hemlock cambium was still commonly used as food. The light-weight, strong
wood of Sitka spruce was also used to make arrows (GR).
Pitch from Sitka spruce was once commonly chewed like chewing gum and as a
breath freshener. For chewing, the pitch was cooked because otherwise it would be too
soft and sticky. Some people used to chew the pitch every day as a remedy for
tuberculosis. It is less commonly used for internal medicine than other types of pitch,
such as that from Douglas-fir and Pacific silver fir, because it is "too strong," and may
cause diarrhoea (GR). The pitch is, however, considered to be the best kind for external
application in the case of cuts and sores. The pitch could be collected in the winter from
cuts made in the bark, but it comes directly from the bark naturally in summer. Pitch
from bumps on the bark is the best kind. GR's mother used to send him out to collect the
pitch in coffee cans for medicinal use. The best such pitch is the kind known as HA
butiiiiiwdi, the pitch that has collected on the side of a tree and dried until it has turned
white and can be broken off in chunks (GR). It is then boiled until it hardens somewhat
and then it is strained through cheesecloth to remove solid particles and impurities. If it
is cooked until it becomes too hard it can be softened by the addition of oolichan grease
(GR). A poultice of the pitch alone may be applied to wounds. The poultice should be
removed in two days and the poultice and afflicted area cleaned. The poultice may then be
warmed again and reapplied. Boils were lanced then covered with a Sitka spruce pitch
poultice to draw out the contents if the treatment was done in the winter. In the
summer, when western dock was available, the cooked roots were used to treat boils.
When GR's mother had a very serious boil, he and his father treated her using a poultice
of western dock roots followed by a poultice of Sitka spruce pitch and frequent cleansing
with a decoction of red alder bark (GR). When GR cut his forehead it was treated with
devil's-club and Sitka spruce pitch. Sitka spruce pitch also was mixed with Indian
hellebore roots and rhizomes and applied in a poultice to sore areas (GR). Sitka spruce
pitch was applied to the ends of red-cedar torches used in night fishing by the Haisla
(Robinson 1973a:5). The inner bark of Sitka spruce can be chewed as a soothing
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treatment for coughs and colds (GR). The young spring growth at the tips of Sitka spruce
boughs was collected and used by the Hanaksiala to make a medicinal tea to cure
constipation. The bough tips were gathered in the spring during March, just as they
were beginning to grow, then dried and stored in jars (GR).
According to a Hanaksiala legend from Kemano, the chief of the Kemano people
intended to marry a young girl from a neighbouring tribe because his wife had died. The
girl objected and went to find solice [sic] beside her favourite tree in the forest, a Sitka
spruce. This tree was, however, actually a tall and handsome young man who had been
transformed into a Sitka spruce. The Sitka spruce miraculously reverted to human form
and it became clear that he was the girl's husband who, years before, had become lost and
was presumed dead. Because he was so tall and handsome, both in human and arboreal
form, he was considered among the tree people to be the "King of the Forest" (Raley
n.d.d:9-10). A Haisla legend recounts how several young men were instructed to gather
Sitka spruce and western hemlock boughs for a big fire in the "whale house" during a
potlatch. According to the legend, the Sitka spruce and western hemlock would "make the
flames shoot out through the smoke hole - like a whale blowing" (Olson 1940:174). The
pitch from Sitka spruce was chewed by the Haisla mythological figure named
C'el'kemala, a monstrous female who placed Sitka spruce pitch in the eyes of children
before abducting them (Bach 1992a:92, 93).
(48) Pinus contorta Dougl. ex Loud. var. contorta (Shore Pine or "Jack Pine")
HA 'X ik was - jack pine (literally, 'tattoo tree'; branches said to be used for
tattooing and cauterizing)
HA "ikwa, pl. HA 'i'l<u)a - to tattoo (Note: done with burnt jack pine twigs)
HA^- a tattoo
HA tlaowsh - pine (Tolmie and Dawson 1884:30, 31) ("tree")
HA tlea-kwass, pl. tleatleakwass - blackpine (Robinson n.d.:5)
HA Chayu - burning tool (of pine wood); scissors (GR)
HA 6xa - to singe, trim hair by singeing (with the burning pine wood)
HA Siubegu - burning pine stick placed on swollen area, e.g., knuckle, as
treatment to reduce pain and swelling (GR)
(RL#1084/1089)

Nrhkw -

"jackpine, to tattoo" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:496)

Medicine: used in cautery to treat painful swollen areas
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Primary Material: wood used for maul heads
Ritual/Spiritual: burnt twigs used as tattoo pigment in shamanistic preparation
Secondary Material: burning twigs used to trim hair
Shore pine is known locally as "jack pine," although the true jack pine (P.

banksiana Lamb.) occurs naturally only in the extreme northeastern part of British
Columbia, north and east of Fort Nelson (Krajina et al. 1982:). Burnt or burning pine
twigs were used for many purposes by the Hanaksiala and Haisla. The name HA Mkwas
means literally 'tattoo tree,' a name that indicates the past use of burnt pine twigs as a
pigment material for tattoos. Tattooing, probably with this species, has been described
as part of Haisla shamanistic ritual (Crosby 1914:249; also see devil's-club, #85).
The ends of smoldering pine twigs were applied to swollen areas, such as an arthritic or
injured knuckle, as a treatment to reduce the local pain and swelling. They were also
used to singe and trim hair in the days before the introduction of scissors and razors to
the Hanaksiala and Haisla (GR). Maul heads were said to have been made from pine
among the Haisla (Robinson 1910).
(49) Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco (Douglas-fir)
HA maWas - Douglas-fir tree
HA marn66Ca - to get Douglas-fir (GR)
HA^- fir (tree) (Curtis 1970:337)
HA maa.wass - pine (Robinson n.d.:70)
HA ma•-wus - fir (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA zizias - young Douglas-fir tree (GR)
HA zaziziaCa - to get zizias (GR)
HA bubin'eudi, HA rfik bubbrdi - pitch inside crack of Douglas-fir or, less
commonly, Sitka spruce (P. sitchensis) (GR)

6-fik pitch (of P. sitchensis or P. menziesii)
HA 6 w aCiulri6 - to get HA 6 wiik
HA

-

HA th6Ra - "that little stuff in the (Douglas-fir) bark that makes you itch (GR;
EB) (HA Mxa [NL] - also: "to look for lice, to delouse")
HA ladm, pl. HA kikidm - herring rake (SYN: HA kiagu) (used to catch herring
or oolichan; made of Douglas-fir or Sitka spruce with mountain goat or
deer bone for teeth, later people used big finishing nails ca. four inches
[10 cm] long) (GR)
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(RL#233) Vmhege"- "?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:469)
(RL#609) (1) Vzyk- "to poke, to push (especially with a pole) (Lincoln and
Rath 1986:510)
Medicine: gastrointestinal aid, gynecological aid and sore throat remedy
(Hanaksiala); pitch combined with frog and used as a plaster (Haisla)
Miscellaneous: causes irritation with contact (slivers in bark)
Primary Material: wood used for herring and oolichan rake
Secondary Material: pitch used for bindings
Douglas-fir is said by GR to be found at higher elevations in some of the
mountains surrounding the Kitlope River and near Kemano, the northernmost reach of
its coastal range. It does not occur naturally as far north as Haisla territory (Mendel
n.d.b-2:3).
Douglas-fir pitch is considered to be the best type for bindings (GR) but this
species is employed in most instances among the Hanaksiala for its medicinal value.
Gastrointestinal disorders such as bleeding bowels and stomach troubles, as well as
excessive menstruation, were treated with the bark of small, young trees of this species;
the bark from older trees is not used for medicine. The green bark from small trees is
used to make an infusion to be taken internally. The pitch from cracks or injuries in the
bark of larger trees is referred to by the same term applied to similar pitch from Sitka
spruce. This strong-tasting pitch was chewed occasionally to soothe sore throats. One or
more species of frogs were considered among the Hanaksiala and Haisla to possess
powerful curative powers. GR was given medicine made from frogs to combat influenza
and the Na-Na-Kwa (Raley 1902) reported that the Haisla combined roasted, pounded
frogs with Douglas-fir pitch and applied the warm mass as a plaster for unspecified, yet
serious, illness. It was said that "just as the frog survives after much beating and ill
treatment so when one uses the frog skin, he might be very sick sometimes, yet, not die"
(op. cit.). The bark from Douglas-fir contains small slivers that can cause itchiness and
irritation if the bark comes into contact with one's skin.
(50) Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg. (Western Hemlock, or Lowland Hemlock)
HA lugWas

-

western hemlock tree

HA 16-k w Cis - hemlock (tree) (Curtis 1970:337)
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HA loo-k was - hem-lock (Robinson n.d.:42)
HA loo-kwas - hemlock (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA ltlaq - inner bark of western hemlock, western hemlock sap
HA 16Ca, pl. HA 16:lowa - to go after western hemlock bark (to get the sap)
HA lv-waax - inner bark of hemlock tree, Tsuga heterophvlla Sarg. (Mendel
n.d.a:7)
HA 1i,a):16aqa - to eat western hemlock sap
HA three' - powdered dried western hemlock cambium (literally, 'result of
pounding'), a food substance that is prepared by pounding prior to being
reconstituted
HA rhea - pounding western hemlock cambium ("you're pounding it")
HA gigita - to rub one's body with any thing; HA gigla - rubbing one's body
HA gigita - to rub the boby [sic] with hemlock branches (Lincoln and Rath
1986:92)
HA digidm - any substance (e.g., devil's-club, western hemlock, Indian
hellebore, etc.) used to rub one's body (e.g., during or following ritual
cleansing in preparation for hunting, initiation, etc.) (GR) (cf. HE term
for Juniperus communis)
HA gai ita - to rub western hemlock branches or devil's-club on body (GR; EB)
[NL])
HA tintiptiaawala - to spawn on sunken branches (said of herring)
HA titiciaifla - stripping herring eggs off the branches
HA ki,owi<sala - pulling onto the boat (e.g., branches with herring roe)
HA kiAwgusdud - to pull up western hemlock branches with herring roe on them
s

HA *a+drha - frame for oolichan net (a kind of HA dirm - pile for holding the
net down, for deadfall, sth. driven in with a pile driver)
HA "Arig6p, pl. HA^- tool for peeling off western hemlock bark (made
of Sitka spruce limbs) (SYN: HA "rigi?b6) - stick (made from Sitka
spruce limbs) for peeling off western hemlock bark)
HA 'rika, pl. HA "t=inka - to peel off inner bark of western hemlock
HA wasitakw - western hemlock branches with herring roe on them
HA w6s.iiid - to start spawning (herring)
HA wèsila - to tend to the gathering of herring roe, to recover the branches
which were previously sunk for the herring to spawn on
HA WIrbsdakw - western hemlock branches for gathering herring roe
HA Wla, pl. HA WiW16- to use branches (for camouflage or to gather herring roe)
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HA wsa, pl. HA wi:ws6 - to spin (by rolling the wool on one's thigh); to clean
herring eggs (i.e., remove western hemlock needles) by rolling under the
palm of one's hand
HA wzkw - cleaned herring eggs (i.e., western hemlock needles removed)
HA Wise - to put branches on the ground
HA Wiiukw - ground that has been covered with branches
HA Wu151a - western hemlock branch dance (second dance in the HA hilikla
series; olala dance)
HA Xsa - to use red-cedar to make a box or yellow-cedar to make a paddle; to
camouflage (with any kind of branches); Note: older term; the new term
is "HA Wla"
HA i(sagiw6la - camouflaged at the bow (said of canoe used to drift towards ducks
in order to shoot them)
HA 'rika, pl. HA VAnka - to peel off inner bark of western hemlock
HA guwegu - knife with a round blade used for scraping HA luaq and skinning
animals
HA wgegi - ring tied to an oolichan net and placed over a stick to keep the net in
place
HA lu-w6h - hemlock bast [cambium] (Curtis 1970:332)
HA^- hemlock (tree) (Curtis 1970:337)
HA reudiss limas, HA Vtkwcliss^- 'stuck (on bottom) western hemlock'
(GR)
HA piNka - the "bear's firewood" (i.e., the "real name" for the waterlogged
western hemlock wood mentioned in the bear/berry picking story)
HA tiarnasduâ - ("wood you put on first"), kindling wood (GR)
HA gcm - knife (made from the shell of giant mussels or from grizzly bear bone)
used for scraping edible cambium; also "sharp thing"
HA eiencamlh - house of western hemlock boughs (GR; EB)
HA q'encemlh (-s gux°) - house built out of hemlock boughs 2.107 (Bach
1989a:5)
HA q'encialas - branches of hemlock (Bach 1989a:5)
(RL#1231) Vlwcr- "hemlock" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:466)

Food-related Use/Primary Food: used to collect herring roe; used to line
oolichan ripening pits; used to wrap and cover foods in earth ovens
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Miscellaneous: used by timber wolf and black bear as ritual medicine; branches
used for camouflage (e.g., when hunting ducks)
Mythology: natural role in myth or story; supernatural role in myth of story
Primary Material: "Indian guillotine," oolichan net anchor and rings and mallets
made from western hemlock wood
Ritual/Spiritual: used in shamanistic, hunter's, etc. preparation, to combat
witchcraft; western hemlock branch dance, ghost dance; house of western
hemlock boughs
Secondary Food: cambium, secondary phloem (inner bark) eaten
Secondary Material: wood used to make labrets; bark used to smoke and colour
hides; salmon placed on boughs to drain
Referred to commonly during the last century as "skin stick," the edible
cambium of western hemlock once formed a valuable food resource for the Hanaksiala and
Haisla. The name for western hemlock cambium, HA lUaq, forms the basis of the name
for the tree itself, HA lirir as (literally, 'western hemlock cambium tree'). This food
was one of several considered important enough among the Haisla during the late 1890s
to include in a list of provisions to be supplied in return for the construction of a
missionary school in Kitamaat Village.
To obtain this valuable food, the Hanaksiala and Haisla removed the bark of
western hemlock trees in early June using peeling tools made of Sitka spruce wood. The
western hemlock cambium was then scraped from the inner bark surface using special
scraping tools (GR; cf. Lopatin 1945:90). Among the Hanaksiala these were fashioned
from the shells of California mussels or from grizzly bear bones (GR). The Haisla
cooked the cambium in skunk cabbage leaves, apparently in cooking pits. When cooked
the cambium was pounded with a mallet and dried on a rack near a fire. The resulting
material was kept in a dry place throughout the winter. For use as a winter food, the
cambium was dried again, pounded and served with oolichan grease and Pacific
crabapples (Mendel n.d.a:7). The Hanaksiala steam-cooked the cambium in the form of
cakes in cooking pits (see "Plants and Fungi as Food and Their Preparation"). The
following day the cakes were removed and dried by a fire so they could be powdered.
They cooked the powder combined with water and grease and dried blueberries,
salmonberries, high bush cranberries or Pacific crabapples (GR). Porcupine is said in
Hanaksiala mythology to be very fond of western hemlock cambium and to have sung a
song when women collected this food (Bach 1992b:99, 100).
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Salmon, after they had been cleaned, were placed on western hemlock boughs or
willow branches (#167) to drain. Western hemlock boughs also were used to wrap and
cover foods in Hanaksiala earth ovens (see "Plants and Fungi as Food and Their
Preparation"). They also have played an important role in the collection of herring roe.
Like other coastal groups, the Hanaksiala and Haisla submersed the boughs in areas
where herring spawned to allow the fish to deposit their eggs on them. After the herring
had covered the branches with eggs, the branches were retrieved and hung to dry. The
eggs were removed from the branches (and most of the needles removed) and eaten with
oolichan grease. Western hemlock boughs were also used as camouflage and for making
temporary shelters, or huts, by hunters (GR) and by the Hanaksiala in processing
salmon. After the salmon were caught and cleaned, they were stacked interspersed with
willow leaves (in direct contact with the salmon) and western hemlock boughs for two
days to allow the water to drain before they were smoked using black cottonwood or red
alder for fuel (GR). Among the Oweekeno, sword fern fronds were used to line oolichan
ripening pits but at the sites where the Hanaksiala prepared oolichan, Pacific silver fir
and western hemlock boughs were easier to collect and were therefore used to line the
pits. Western hemlock boughs were considered the best kind and were also preferred for
this application over the grass (possibly Elymus mollis var. mollis dune wild rye
grass) that was also sometimes used (GR).
Western hemlock boughs also were included among several botanical materials
used in ritual purification practices among the Upper North Wakashan groups, including
the Hanaksiala and, probably, the Haisla. Western hemlock, like devil's-club and Indian
hellebore, was rubbed on the body for luck among the Hanaksiala in preparation for
hunting expeditions and in ritual preparation prior to involvement in ceremonial
shamanistic and dancing activities and to bring long life and negate the effects of
witchcraft. To combat witchcraft, the one who has had bad magic done against him must
bathe and come up from the water four times through a hoop of western hemlock boughs.
Devil's-club bark and Indian hellebore leaves are also used to combat witchcraft (GR).
One dance in the Hanaksiala shaman series, the HA Wu161a, has been referred to as the
western hemlock branch dance (Drucker 1940:216; Olson 1940:175) although GR
claims that the Hanaksiala HA Wulala did not include the use of western hemlock
branches. Instead, western hemlock had a role in the ghost dance (HA tizii<la+) which
used to be performed by the Hanaksiala in Kemano. In this dance, western hemlock
boughs were fastened to the dancer's wrists, hands (attached to gloves), body and at the
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base of the dancing blanket made of bear skin. A mask with a ghost face was also used.
According to GR, who described the participants in this dance, "Their whole body is HA
einCialas (i.e., "needles" of, e.g., western hemlock). It was the first dance in the HA
hilikla series, lasted a month and was performed by males who are intended to be chiefs
or, more commonly, females who are intended to be "princesses" (GR). Western
hemlock was among several plants used by a black bear and a timber wolf that GR
observed bathing in a ritual manner (see Appendix 7).
Western hemlock wood had several Hanaksiala applications. Western hemlock
knots were used to make labrets worn by Hanaksiala women of high social rank. One of
GR's grandmothers wore such a labret during this century. Among the Haisla, labrets
may have been fashioned from common juniper wood (see #43). Digging sticks used to
gather edible roots such as those of Pacific silverweed and springbank clover rhizomes
were also made from western hemlock wood by the Hanaksiala although Sitka spruce,
said to be harder, and yew, said to be more difficult to obtain, were also used (GR).
Western hemlock wood was used by the Hanaksiala as the material from which piles to
anchor oolichan nets were made (GR) and also for mallats (Bach 1992a:20). It was also
used to fashion the rings to which the oolichan net was tied and which were placed over
the piles (GR). When GR's father used to tan hides he would use western hemlock bark to
smoke the hides to give it a dark brown colour (GR).
Perhaps one of the most unusual applications of western hemlock wood was in a
type of executioner's device that may be referred to as a type of "Indian guillotine." This
device operated in much the same manner as the French mechanism or a garrote, but
substituted a heavy western hemlock timber in place of a blade (GR). Drucker
(1940:221, footnote 56) referred to the fact that any person who broke the dance laws
of the Haisla was garotted with two poles while Lopatin (1945:80) had the following to
say of this device:
There existed a Secret Society in Kitimat. Any person of the noble
class could join it, but people of the middle class and the slaves were
forbidden, on pain of death, to attend the meetings or to spy upon them.
The meetings were held in great secrecy in a special hall. If anyone of the
common folk or a slave had been suspected of eavesdropping at one of these
meetings, he was summoned before a tribunal and, if his guilt was proved,
he was executed. One of my informants remembered that such a case had
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taken place some forty years before, when he was a mere boy. A slave
tried to spy upon a novice, a young man who was in seclusion in
preparation for joining the Secret Society. This slave was discovered in
the attempt and arrested. He was tried, and under torture confessed his
crime. He was led in front of the house of the Council, where several
strong men put him on the ground. He was stretched on his back and his
arms and legs were tied to stakes. A heavy log was placed on his neck, but
when he was almost suffocated the log was removed. This was repeated
several times in order to prolong the torture. Finally the log was left on
his neck and the victim died. Such executions were carried out publicly
in order to hold the common folk and slaves in constant fear and thus to
prevent any attempt to discover the mystery of the Secret Society.
According to GR, the "Indian guillotine," called HA nclayu or HA nanaiXayu (syn.
HA kakati<ayu), was made from western hemlock logs. The executioners, or HA
ntina, had blackened faces. After the prisoner was positioned in the apparatus, the
chiefs sung a "cry song," and left. Then the two executioners would pull the trip cord to
release the elevated pole, thereby allowing it to HA nta, i.e., to decapitate or crush the
skull of the prisoner whose body was subsequently removed, placed into a box and taken
away.
Western hemlock also played a role in Hanaksiala and Haisla mythology. Raven
transformed himself into a hemlock needle in order to be swallowed by a woman and born
as her child (Bach 1992b:39). In the Haisla story, "How the Kitamaats Got the Fire,"
the only fire of the Haisla people was snuffed out by an evil spirit. The great hunter
named Mooksma promised to travel through Gitksan territory to ask for more fire from
Chief Gitwungak, the possesser of the only fire in the world which was never allowed to
go out. On his journey, Mooksma met a man-like being named "Norluch" or "Norloch"
(i.e., HA nkilakw, "supernatural power") who claimed to have made the mountains,
rivers and valleys. "Norluch" instructed Mooksma to drink from a spring and swallow a
western hemlock needle that floated on the water. In doing so, Mooksma would lose
consciousness and his soul would depart from his body and he would be able to complete
his journey in the form of a deer with pitch on the end of its tail. When Mooksma came
close to the fire of Chief Gitwungak, his tail caught fire and he fled through the forest
setting fire to trees along the way. When he reached the spring he drank again,
swallowing a western hemlock needle in the process. His soul re-entered his human
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body and he was able to tell the chief of his own village where to obtain fire from the
burning forest (Raley n.d.e).
A Hanaksiala story recounts how a girl who went berry-picking met and married
a man who was actually a bear. When they went to the bear-man's house, he requested
that the girl collect wood to make a fire in order to dry his wet coat. The "right kind" of
wood according to the bear was HA kniiss livras or HA kwtkwcliss liier as, literally,
'stuck (on bottom) western hemlock'; sunken waterlogged western hemlock wood that had
been under the water for years and which can't float. The "real name" of the bear-man's
firewood is HA ooiWa. This wood, or any type of kindling of dried Sitka spruce, western
hemlock, or, less preferably, red-cedar branches can also be referred to as HA
fiarhasclue ("wood you put on first") (GR). In another Haisla legend, some young men
were instructed to gather Sitka spruce and western hemlock boughs for a big fire in the
"whale house" during a potlatch. The Sitka spruce and western hemlock were supposed to
"make the flames shoot out through the smoke hole - like a whale blowing" (Olson
1940:1 74).
(51) Tsuga mertensiana (Bong.) Carr. (Mountain Hemlock)
HA (GI.) IiUsjrnis hs„,1U6was - mountain hemlock, "higher mountain hemlock
trees" (literally, 'western hemlock of mountain') (GR)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for similarity to other
plant
As a young man, GR accompanied Hanaksiala elder Billy Hall on a trip up to the
local mountains to tell him the story of the Kitlope River. At this time GR was told about
mountain hemlock which was recognized different from the western hemlock found at
lower elevations. Mountain hemlock was not traditionally used by the Hanaksiala but
Billy Hall referred to it as HA tiUs6riiis 1U6was (literally, 'western hemlock of
mountain') (GR).
Taxaceae (Yew Family)
(52) Taxus brevifolia Nutt. (Western Yew)
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HA^- yew tree, yew wood
HA *ragas - grove of yew trees (Note: GR said this means "one yew tree.")
HA 'A riAmcjas - yew trees (pl.) (GR)
HA 'Xri.-imqa - yew tree; to hop repeatedly; cf. HA "Xmila - to hop on one foot
(RL#1049 [Lincoln and Rath 1980:193])
HA tliirn`k- yew (tree) (Curtis 1970:337)
HA X6*Arrielasu - place where yew wood grows
.

HA 'XAr rilla - to go after yew wood (for bows)
-

HA

.

1 `n k "a - hard, solid, durable
.-

. .

HA CwiCialas - yew leaves (or any conifer leaves) (GR)
HA q6x0ix - a heavy and unbreakable pole made of yew wood and used for
knocking off heads (Lincoln and Rath 1986:293) (Note: GR says this is
not correct; see term listed under Picea sitchensis]
HA 161adu^- war paddle (made of yew wood) (GR)
HA^- bow
HA Klum-xha-ya - (#79) {? th'emq- yew tree} {beach} up from Shearwater
Pt. (Bach 1989b:5)
(RL#1050) -\irrid-- "yew" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:495)

Medicine: used to treat urinary disorder (Hanaksiala or possibly Haisla)
Miscellaneous: botanical term employed in geographic name
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Material: implements (root digging sticks, weapon, paddle, halibut
hook, boat ribs, bows, fish and war clubs and noisemakers)
Yew wood is extremely strong and dense, characteristics that made it suitable for
the production of various implements used by the Hanaksiala and Haisla. Among the
Hanaksiala, war-paddles were made of yew wood. These paddles differed from the
standard type, made of red-cedar or yellow-cedar, and racing paddles, made of yellowcedar, in that they were very heavy, strong, and suited for use as weapons during
periods of conflict. Yew wood was also used for bows by the Hanaksiala (GR) and Haisla
(Lopatin 1945:94) and, in later times, for boat ribs (GR). A special weapon called HA

q6x0ix has been described as "a heavy and unbreakable pole made of yew wood and used
for knocking off heads" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:293) although GR disputed this meaning
insisting, instead, that HA ciar5iq refers to a cross-cut saw handle (or a portion of such
a handle) made from Sitka spruce wood. Haisla war clubs were sometimes made of yew
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(Olson 1940:188; cf. Lopatin 1945:94). The Hanaksiala made similar clubs
approximately 2 to 3 feet long and decorated them with animal, bird or human faces on
the rounded end. They also made smaller yew wood clubs used to knock out fish (GR).
Halibut hooks were made of yew wood and bone tips among the Hanaksiala who continued
to use this type of hook during this century (GR; also see Porphyra spp., #9) and whose
mythology sometimes mentioned these hooks (Bach 1992b:19). Sticks of yew or Pacific
crabapple were used to strike rods of red-cedar or yellow-cedar wood to make noise to
drive animals to be killed (GR). Digging sticks for Pacific silverweed roots and
springbank clover rhizomes were occasionally produced by the Hanaksiala from yew
wood but more commonly from the easier to obtain woods of Sitka spruce or western
hemlock. To obtain yew, the Hanaksiala went to Campania Island where this species was
found in greater abundance than other locations (GR). A place in Haisla territory known
as HA Klum-xha-ya may be named after yew (cf. Bach 1989b:5) although this tree was
not commonly found in Haisla territory but, rather, more towards the coast (Mendel
n.d.b-2:7).
The knowledge of the use of yew as medicine seems to be recent or limited among
the Hanaksiala. It is said to be effective to treat individuals passing blood in their urine.
To prepare this medicine, a piece of yew wood approximately four inches (ca. 10 cm) in
diameter and five inches (ca. 13 cm) long is chopped into small pieces that are
simmered in water for several hours, cooled and then the decoction taken internally
(GR). Yew apparently was employed more commonly among the Southern and Coast
Tsimshian (WR; C. Hill, pers. comm. 1993) who regarded it as a potent medicine,
especially for internal ailments and cancer, or what was perceived as cancer.
To the Hanaksiala, the seeds and red, fleshy arils of this species are considered to
be a type of of HA m6m1kimas, but not "bear's berries" because bears don't eat them
(GR).
3.2.7 Angiosperms (Flowering Plants) - Monocotyledons
Araceae (Arum Family)
(53) Lysichiton americanum Hult. & St. John (Skunk Cabbage)
HA kiZuk"' - skunk cabbage
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HA kakwas - skunk cabbage plant/leaves; "the leaves, big leaves" (GR)
HA kakwab'Xi - skunk cabbage roots (GR)
HA kahlku'aCa - to get HA kr<ukw (GR)
HA (Gm.) kwinakw - meat cooked in an underground oven (covered with skunk
cabbage and sand and a fire built on top (SYN: HA [GI.] eniyUkt")
(RL#1453)

NANA,

- "to split open (especially wood)" (Lincoln and Rath

1986:461)
Food-related Use: leaves used in earth ovens and as undermat for drying berries
Medicine: roots used to treat vulnerary, urinary disorder (Hanaksiala)
Miscellaneous: known to be eaten by bears
Skunk cabbage leaves were used to wrap western hemlock cambium, bear meat
and porcupine meat during the cooking of these traditional foods (Mendel n.d.a:7; GR).
The Hanaksiala used the leaves, together with western hemlock branches, to wrap and
cover foods in cooking pits. They also used them as an undermat on which to dry berries.
The leaves were laid on slanted berry-drying racks in two parallel rows with the tips
pointing towards each other in a herringbone pattern. Then cooked berries were spread
upon the leaves and the juice that trickled off the rack at the lower end was collected and
poured back over the berries as they dried (GR). Then the berries were cut into squares
one to one and a half feet (ca. 30-46 cm) square and dried further on separate racks
then stored (GR). The Haisla also dried berries on top of skunk cabbage leaves (Mendel
n.d.b-2:1,2).
Skunk cabbage roots, when pounded into a paste and applied to burns such as those
caused by hot water, soothe and help the wound to heal. The roots of this plant have also
been used experimentally to arrest passing blood in the urine. This use is based on the
knowledge that bears use this plant as medicine, i.e., black and grizzly bears have been
observed eating the roots after hibernating, reportedly to cleanse and strengthen their
stomachs (GR).
The term HA kkukw is usually applied to this plant in general as well as to its
leaves in particular. However, GR indicated that the Hanaksiala and Haisla "plant" suffix
can be added to the basic term in order to specify the plant or leaves or skunk cabbage as
HA kareuas. It would not be common to refer to the plant in this manner, but GR
indicated that it would not be regarded as incorrect.
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Cyperaceae (Sedge Family)
(54) Carex obnupta Bailey (Slough Sedge)
HA sa:sowtuai - "grass on top" (GR)
(RL#930) ,/she- "grass" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:487)

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
The plant known as HA sa:scrtuai has "seeds" growing on top of it something like
wheat or oat plants and was identified as slough sedge. It grows up in Kitlope but it was
not used for anything (GR). It is another type of HA sark, or "grass" (GR).
(55) Eriophorum chamissonis Meyer in Ledebour (Chamisso's Cotton-grass)
HA Wi*satu6i (literally, 'hair-hair-on-top'), HA WiWsatu6i hs_sarari ('...of

grass') or HA saran hs_WisksatuAi ('grass of...') - cotton-grass (GR)
HA p'aa-lum - cotton batten, cotton grass, goats wool (Mendel n.d.a:70) (HA
(RL#1894) Vv■is- "hair, fur, wool" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:500)
(RL#128) Vi5h+- "wool, cotton wool, moss" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:476)
(RL#930) Vshow- "grass" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:487)

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
Cotton-grass is a common plant in muskegs of the Central and North Coasts. In
recognition of the hair-like inflorescences and grass-like appearance of this plant, the
Hanaksiala named it HA si■liWsatai ('hair-hair-on-top ), HA WiWsatu6i hs_saren
.

('...of grass') or HA sarlki hs_WiWsatuai ('grass of...') (GR). Mendel (n.d.a:70)
recorded that cotton-grass, as well other cottony things, was referred to as HA 1561m
among the Haisla. This word is based on the root applied to any cottony, wooly or mossy
thing (cf. Lincoln and Rath 1986:287, 500).
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(56) Scirpus pungens Vahl ssp. monophyllus (Presl) Taylor & MacBryde var. lonpisetis

Bentham & Mueller (syn. S. americanus Pers.; American Bulrush, Three-square
Bulrush, Tule)
HA qr16yu hs_sar6n - 'snare of grass' (GR)
(RL#930) Vshcr- "grass" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:487)

Miscellaneous: used by children to snare fish
American bulrush was called HA qr16yu hs_sar6ri by GR because it was used by
Hanaksiala children to make tiny snares (HA qri6p) used to catch small fish. This
species is one of several types of HA sarAri, or "grass" (see Poaceae).

Juncaceae (Rush Family)
(57) ?Juncus arcticus Willd. (Arctic Rush) or possibly Scirpus microcarpus Presl

(Small-flowered Bulrush; Cyperaceae)
HA Vrtiaas (literally, 'knife plant'), HA Ca Cksdua6u, HA Caaksdu56u
hs_kwienaq - (unidentified) "sharp grass (of frog)"
HA 6CrNazis - place where "sharp grass" grows (GR)
(RL#213) V6c/s- "?" (possibly "curved") (Lincoln and Rath 1986:440)

Miscellaneous: botanical term employed in geographic name
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
In the Hanaksiala story, The Girl Who Married a Frog (Olson 1940:196; GR; cf.
Storie 1973a:23-24) a village of humans 42 was threatened with attack by a nearby
village of frog people. The frogs planned to poke out the eyes of the humans using a
"sharp blades of grass" 43 (Olson 1940:196) or a "sharp grass" (GR). According to GR
this grass is known as HA ob-haas (literally, 'knife plant') or, more properly, as HA
CaCksdu4 or HA CaCksdu4 hs_kwileriaq ("sharp grass [of frog)"). This plant grows
to a height of 4 to 5 feet (ca. 1 to 1.5 meters), according to GR. The botanical identity of
this plant may be J. arcticus, a rush with very pointed leaves in its early stages of
growth (but which does not reach the height specified by GR), or S. microcarpus, a sedge
mentioned by Boas (1947a:282; also cf. p. 286) as known among the Kwakwaka'wakw as
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KW Icra'kleL5 8 ma possibly in recognition of the knife-like properties of this plant.
In Olson's (1940:196) version of this story, the frogs killed all the people by stabbing
them in their eyes as they slept.
(58) ?Juncus effusus L. (Common Rush)
HA sa'X':sris - grass under the surface of the water; grass on meadow
HA sai."(:sris, HA s6i:sris hs,waa - grass in a stream or river, ('rush/grass of
water') (GR)
HA saràsWa - "grass that grows in the water; the Kitlope people used to call it
HA^(GR)
(RL#930) Vshcr- "grass" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:487)

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
Among the several 'grasses' discussed by GR is one called HA sa;"csris (literally,
'grass (reduplicated) in the open [e.g., meadow]'), HA sa;:sri's hs_waa (...'of water')
or, in recent times, HA sar6s‘ka. This plant is short, grows in water and "it's more
like grass that grows in the dry land but when you break it it stretches from inside"
(GR). It is likely common rush or some closely related species.
Liliaceae (Lily Family)
(59) Allium cernuum Roth in Roemer (Nodding Onion)
HA mrCi - onion, wild and cultivated
HA meFec'i - wild onion 6.615 (Bach 1989a:7)
HA m'ecrec'i - wild onion (old word) 6.135 mogoc"i (Bach 1989a:7)
HA mock woodze - onion (Raley n.d.a:)
HA mu-gwv-tsi - onion, Allium cernuum Roth. (Mendel n.d.a:45)
HA moo-kwad.zeê - onions (Robinson n.d.:68)
HA mu"kwad-ze - onions (Robinson n.d.:146)
(RL#205) Vrnqw- "?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:470)

Primary Food: bulbs eaten
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Wild and domesticated onions (see #59 and #60) are known to the Hanaksiala
and Haisla as HA mrCi. The bulbs of wild onions were cooked and eaten and the tops were
eaten fresh with meat (GR). Wild onions used to grow along the Kitlope River but were
washed out in a flood (GR).
(60) tAllium cepa L. (Domesticated Onion)
HA mrCi - onion, wild and cultivated

Primary Food: introduced food, bulbs eaten
Once they were introduced to the Hanaksiala and Haisla by non-Natives,
domesticated onions were used for food and named after their wild counterpart, nodding
onion (see #59).
(61) Camassia sp(p). (Camas)
(no Hanaksiala and Haisla term recorded)
Primary Food: bulbs eaten (?)
Lopatin (1945:18) stated that the Haisla ate "several species of roots, especially
camas" although no further evidence of the use of camas among either the Haisla or
Hanaksiala is known. They do not occur within the Hanaksiala or Haisla homelands and,
if eaten, must have been obtained through trade.
(62) Clintonia uniflora (J.A. Schultes) Kunth (Queenscup, Blue-bead Clintonia)
HA ilea hs_siakwna+ - queenscup (literally, 'Alaskan blueberry of black bear')
(GR)
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
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Queenscup produces fruits reminiscent of Alaskan blueberries. For this reason,
and since these fruits are not regarded as human food, queenscup is known as the 'Alaskan
blueberry of black bear' (GR). The 'blueberry' part of the name for this plant refers to
Alaskan blueberry specifically and to blueberries in general. A similar name was used
for this plant among the Nuxalkmc - NU skaluts ti nutsakwaax

,

literally, 'berry of the

wolf' (Turner 1973:199) - and the plant was used in a poultice for eyes and wounds or
a decoction to wash the body (Smith 1929:53).
Details regarding the knowledge or use of this species among other local Native
groups are minimal. Smith (1925-1927:74) reported the Gitksan name GK Flawbush
Wiget for this species, stating further that Habush (sic) meant "spoon" and Wiget, "big
man." From this is seems that queenscup may have had a mythological connection - at
least among one Tsimshianic group - with Wiget (i.e., Raven, a common mythical figure
among cultures of the Pacific Northwest). Neither the Gitksan nor the Carrier used this
plant (Smith 1929:53).
(63) Disporum hookeri (Torr.) Nicholson (Fairy-bells)
HA imC, pl. HA ti:tri iC - wild lily-of-the-valley, fairy-bells (and other similar
-

members of Liliaceae)
(RL#413) Virns- "wild lily of the valley (Maianthemum) or bunchberry
(Cornus canadensis)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:490), possibly the same

as (RL#41 1) Vims- (1) "to play the snare drum" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:490)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for similarity to other
plant
The terms shown above refer to wild lily-of-the-valley as well as to Hooker's
fairy-bells (Disporum hookeri [Torrey] Nicholson var. oreganum [S. Watson] W.
Jones), false Solomon's seal (Smilacina racemosa [L.] Desf.), star-flowered false
Solomon's seal (S. stellata [L.] Desf.), clasping-leaved twisted-stalk (Streptopus
amplexifolius [L.] D.C.), rosy twisted-stalk (S. roseus Michaux) and trailing wild

raspberry (R. pedatus). Some members of this group were used as food but fairy-bells
had no traditional Hanaksiala or Haisla uses (GR). At least three different kinds of HA

irriC grow at a place near the Kitlope Anchorage, called HA waakasliu (GR).
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(64) Fritillaria camschatcensis (L.) Ker-Gawl. ssp. camschatcensis (Riceroot, Indian
Rice)
HA xi)leum - riceroot "roots" (bulbs), also the big human louse (GR)
HA xureuàs - riceroot plant
HA hy6-kum - tiger-lily roots (Curtis 1970:333)
HA ju-k v m - rice root, Fritillaria (Mendel n.d.a:6)
HA hue'cum - rice (Robinson n.d.:78)
HA inn hs_xuern - bulbs of riceroot (literally, 'louse of riceroot') (GR)
HA qqait hs_x0kwm - 'hat of wild rice'
HA gagait hs_xiikwm - hat of wild rice (NL)
HA xure's hs,plx.fia - riceroot flower (GR)
HA )(ilea, pl. HA axkwa, HA xis.,:kwkwa - to get riceroot
HA x6e:xkwa - to eat riceroot
HA Vabeilis - name of chief of Beaver tribe (Billy Hall) in riceroot/frog story
(literally, 'sit at point of river') (GR)
HA nis hali5st - new name of HA Va136ilis based on CT word for thread,
mentioned in riceroot/frog story (GR)
HA gvups hallost - father of thread (halopst = Tsimshian), Jeff Legaik's name
(Mendel n.d.a:90)
HA^- name of the island that HA kwab6ilis owned (literally, 'island in
the back') (GR)
HA 4w6+a - "clean up people of village, kill them all" (threat given by frogs in
riceroot story) (GR)
(RL#1538) Vxwkw- (1) "Indian rice, rice root (Fritillaria, chocolate lily),"
(RL#1539) Vxwkw- (2) "fat, tallow, suet" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:501)
Miscellaneous: focal seasonal indicator of beginning of "Indian New Year";
botanical name used in man's name
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: bulbs eaten
Ritual/Spiritual: flowers featured in seasonal celebration and used in "flower
dance" costume
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The small white bulbs of riceroot are known to the Hanaksiala as HA xule'm or HA
61nri hs_xulem (literally, 'louse of riceroot'). Large human lice are also known as HA
xuem because of their perceived resemblance to riceroot bulbs (GR). These bulbs were
dug and used as food by the Hanaksiala as well as the Haisla (GR). The Haisla harvested
them in the spring, during April and May, and again in the fall (Mendel n.d.a:6). In the
spring, they were harvested along with silverweed roots after the oolichan grease had
been processed (G. Mendel, pers. comm. 1989) and at approximately the same time as
western dock, which was eaten with riceroot (GR). A small part of each bulb, probably
the outer scale, must be removed and discarded prior to the use of riceroot as food (GR).
Because the bulbs were known to have little cap-like coverings, any man who was known
to habitually wear a hat could be referred to as HA qqait hs_xisileum ('hat of riceroot')
(AG, GR).
Apart from its use as food, riceroot was considered as a natural signal for the
beginning of the "Indian New Year." 44 According to GR, "That's the one. Way back, when
the flowers blossom, that's the New Year." Furthermore, the flowering of this species
(probably sometime during April or May in Hanaksiala territory) was associated with
ceremonial activities among the Hanaksiala. One of the traditional activities associated
with the Hanaksiala New Year was the "flower dance." In this dance, which was
performed for the last time by GR at the age of three in 1907 or 1908, costumes were
covered with the flowers of Nootka rose, salmonberry, blueberries, riceroot and any
other plants that were blooming then. The flowers were sewn into the costumes and also
used in wreaths worn on the head. GR was trained to perform this dance by his
grandfather's two sisters. During this event ceremonial names based on the Hanaksiala
and Haisla word for 'flower,' HA 0.66, and associated with the blooming of the riceroot
plant, were assigned to specific young people. As a very young child, GR was given the
name HA 01Xitja, said to mean "body covered with flowers" at a place called HA "kiaais
(i.e., the island which, together with HA ilailaugmid in the Kitlope River, is now
designated as I.R. 1) (GR). This name, and its feminine equivalent, HA planiXs, 45 were
given to youths considered to be of high status or promising personal potential. This
event was never again performed in the Kitlope valley after the time GR danced the
flower dance due largely to the increasing participation of the Kitlope people in modern
economic, rather than traditional cultural, pursuits (A. Revkin, pers. comm. from GR,
1992).
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Riceroot is mentioned with a natural role in a Hanaksiala story. The Girl Who
Married a Frog. (GR; Olson 1940:196; cf. Stolle 1973a:23-24) tells of the people who
lived on an island named HA 'Xki:i?■ais (literally, 'island in the back') in the Kitlope
River (GR). The chief of this Beaver tribe village, Billy Hall, had the Hanaksiala name
HA VatAilis (literally, 'sit at point of river'). Another name of HA kwabèilis was HA
nis han:Pst (or HA nis hluPsd) (based on the Coast Tsimshian word for 'thread,' CT [PR]
n16?upi.s [Dunn 1978:80]) (GR). More recently, a version of this name, HA gvups
hallopst (re-transcribed as HA 'jps 66u1a)i), 46 belonged to JL (Mendel n.d.a:90). In
the story, the chief's daughter was digging riceroot bulbs at a place across the river
from a village called HA lu'xOxah (probably tHA liiwax6i, an older name for an oolichan
camp near Kitlope otherwise known as tHA 1iwax6idukw). Every time she tried to dig the
riceroot a frog came up on the end of her digging stick (Olson 1940:196) or got in the
hole (GR). She threw him away but he came back in the form of a young man who took
her to "Frogland" where she had children by him (Storie 1973a:23-24; GR).
Eventually the frogs plotted to kill the people using 'knife-grass' to poke out their eyes
(GR; cf. Olson 1940:196, Raley 1904). The Kitlope version of this story belonged to
GR's grandfather, Joshua McDonald.
Riceroot also is mentioned in a natural role in several Haisla stories. In Abuuchdla-lumgwachs (Mother of Dla-lumgwachs) (Mendel n.d.d:12-19) a woman named
Abuuch had only a digging stick used to dig riceroot bulbs and silverweed roots to defend
herself against against a wolf she met. To her surprise, the wolf spoke to her and asked
for her help in removing a piece of bone (from the knee cap of a mountain goat) from
between his teeth. Abuuch did this with her root digging stick. Another story, The
Origin of the Kitimat or Xa"ntlik wilax's Discovery (Olson 1940:187-188), recounts
how the Haisla people originated from the Oweekeno. One day Xa"ntlikwilax's wife wanted
to gather riceroot near Kilbella Bay. Her digging was interrupted by a grizzly bear
which the man and his wife killed with a bow and arrow. The wife planned to bring some
riceroot to her brother but instead of doing so told him to get the dead grizzly bear
instead (Olson 1940:187). In The Origin of the Nutlam Dance (Olson 1940:194) a
Haisla chief who danced the Nutlam Dance became possessed by a spirit and ran away
from his village in early May when the riceroot was beginning to grow. During the time
that this chief secluded himself away from his people he learned songs to sing when he
returned to his village.
(65) Maianthemum dilatatum (Wood) Nels. & Macbr. (Wild Lily-of-the-Valley)
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HA imC, pl. HA^- wild lily-of-the-valley; wild lily, all lily plants not
only Maianthemum dilatatum (Mendel n.d.d:4)
HA 'tarots - lily, generic name for twisted stalks etc. (Mendel n.d.a:6)
HA t'amts - lily (all twisted stalks) Streptopus etc. (Mendel n.d.a:46)
HA t'emc'i - twisted stalk (whole family) 5.11 (Bach 1989a:8)
\Kern's

- wild lily of valley bunchberry? (LR RL#413 note on meaning) (Bach
1989a:3)

HA fracas, pl. HA^- wild lily-of-the-valley plant
HA troC hsjuris - HA imC 'of the dry land' (i.e., a manner of referring to the
"short bush tr pC," M. dilatatum, in order to differentiate it from the "long
-

bush" types, i.e., Smilacina spp., etc.) (GR)
HA fairoC6 - to look for HA imC (GR)
HA trnsè - to get HA trpC
HA imCala - the noise HA iroC berries make when they are chewed (according to
GR the berries are named after this sound)
(RL#413) Vinns- "wild lily of the valley (Maianthemum) or bunchberry
(Cornus canadensis)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:490), possibly the same

as (RL#41 1) Vims- (1) "to play the snare drum" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:490)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Wild lily-of-the-valley is associated among the Hanaksiala and Haisla with other
similar members of the lily family. Mendel (n.d.a:6, n.d.a:46, n.d.d:4) recorded that the
Hanaksiala and Haisla name HA imC includes as its referents wild lily-of-the-valley and
twisted-stalks (Streptopus spp.) (cf. Bach 1989a:8). GR verified this and included
clasping-leaved twisted-stalk (Streptopus amplexifolius), rosy twisted-stalk (S.
roseus), false Solomon's seal (Smilacina racemosa), star-flowered false Solomon's seal

(S. stellata) and Hooker's fairy-bells (Disporum hookeri) as referable to the term HA
iniC. The place called HA Waakas.tiu near Kitlope Anchorage is said to be a place where
several of these types of HA irn6 grow (GR). Furthermore, according to GR, wild lilyof-the-valley is HA iniC hsjiuris (or HA irpC 'of the dry land') or "short bush" HA
irriC as opposed to the "long bush" types (e.g., Disporum hookeri, Smilacina spp. and
Streptopus spp.). 47 Trailing wild raspberries are still another type of HA imC, known

as HA (GI.) imsimzis ("small HA irriO on the ground out in the open"). GR also applied
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the terms HA irna or HA iism irn6 (literally, 'rock irriC') to this species and said that
there were several kinds of HA irnO, including some that grow under trees or on rocks.
The fruits of wild lily-of-the-valley are edible but were not eaten in large quantities or
prepared for storage (GR). The name is related to the word for snare drum because of
sound of chewing the berries or dropping them into an empty berry basket after picking
them (GR).
(66) Smilacina racemosa (L.) Desf. (False Solomon's-seal) and S. stellata (L.) Desf.
(Star-flowered False Solomon's Seal)
HA im6, HA irriC hs_liurls, "big-bush or long-bush HA isna" - false Solomon's
seals
(RL#413) Viriis - "wild lily of the valley (Maianthemum) or bunchberry
(Cornus canadensis)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:490), possibly the same
as (RL#41 1) Vims- (1) "to play the snare drum" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:490)
Primary Food: juice from fruits mixed with other fruits
False Solomon's seal and star-flowered false Solomon's seal are considered to be
types of "big-bush or long-bush HA irre by GR (see #66). These species were used as
food by the Hanaksiala who extracted and discarded the seeds but squeezed the sweet juice
from the fruits and mixed it with Pacific crabapples and high bush cranberries (GR).
(67) Streptopus amplexifolius (L.) D.C. (Clasping-leaved Twisted-stalk), S. roseus
Michaux (Rosy Twisted-stalk) and S. streptopoides (Ledebour) Frye & Rigg
(Small Twisted-stalk)
HA irriC, pl. HA^- wild lily-of-the-valley and other similar members of
Liliaceae
HA 'tarots - lily, generic name for twisted stalks etc. (Mendel n.d.a:6)
HA t'amts - lily (all twisted stalks) Streptopus etc. (Mendel n.d.a:46)
HA t'emc'i - twisted stalk (whole family) 5.11 (Bach 1989a:8)
(RL#41 3) Virns- "wild lily of the valley (Maianthemum) or bunchberry
(Cornus canadensis)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:490), possibly the same
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as (RL#41 1) Vfms- (1) "to play the snare drum" (Lincoln and Rath
1 986:490)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for similarity to other
plant
Twisted-stalks (Streptopus spp.), false Solomon's seals (Smilacina spp.),
fairy-bells (Disporum hookeri), trailing wild raspberry (R. pedatus) and wild lilyof-the-valley (Maianthemum dilatatum) are all referable to the term HA irnC. Twistedstalks were not traditionally used by the Hanaksiala or Haisla but some other types of HA
irria were used for food (GR).
(68) Veratrum viride Ait. ssp. eschscholtzii (A. Gray) Love & Love (Indian Hellebore,
or False Hellebore)
HA fiauxWsuli - Indian hellebore, "poison root"
HA (GI.) ti6awsiwali - Indian hellebore ("the right way to say it" according to
GR)
HA 'atnrsuli, HA 'aursiwaii - Indian hellebore (SR; EB)
HA ficrtua - having (pounded Indian hellebore root) ointment on one's chest
HA fierbud - to smear (pounded Indian hellebore root) on one's chest
HA 4a1z6yu - to rub ointment (GR; EB) (HA eilzèyu^EGR;
HA digidm - any substance (e.g., devil's-club, western hemlock, Indian
hellebore, etc.) used to rub one's body (e.g., during or following ritual
cleansing in preparation for hunting, initiation, etc.) (GR)
HA 7au"ga = HA tiugta - using devil's-club (or Indian hellebore) for bathing
(e.g., for ritual cleansing, etc.) (GR)
HA ti6htiLrsuliCa - to get Indian hellebore (GR)
HA fiatiaa'suliCa - to look for Indian hellebore (GR)
HA tiauqUa - to get Indian hellebore roots (GR)
HA ?auX:?uqu'a - taking Indian hellebore internally ("the new way of saying it"
according to GR)
HA 7aawsuli:7aawsulika - "the old Kitlope word" for taking Indian hellebore
internally (GR)
HA oksuli, HA Oksuali - poison root from Minette Bay flats (Veratrum viride)
(Mendel n.d.a:18)
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HA "oksoolee" (oksuli") - a plant [the root of which was used by Kitamaat
shamans in their practice of medicine] (Lopatin 1945:74)
HA o'xsulih - [unidentified] roots [used by a shaman] (Olson 1940:197)
HA oox-suali - Veratrum viride, Indian hellebore; slice main root, cut up after
cleaning, dry. boil 2-3 days, keep adding water, colour of brew like
strong tea. against rheumatism, powerful laxative, sleep inducing,
thirsty afterwards. (Mendel n.d.a:6)
HA p6)■rn - roots of Indian hellebore (AG) (?Vr5h X - to daydream, to think
.

vaguely [RL#127]), HA '6"Xern (EB)
HA 06?■fli - octopus ("hands"); roots of Indian hellebore (GR; NL) (from "flat"
[NL]), see RL#89 - (RL#89) Vpr(X- "flat" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:475)
(RL#2618)^wq'- "stinging, poisonous" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:454)

Medicine: CAUTION: HIGHLY TOXIC. respiratory aid; analgesic or antiinflammatory (treatment for arthritis and other pain); discutient
(applied for swelling); hypotension and blood disorder, unspecified
medicine; emetic, purgative, sedative, hemostat
Miscellaneous: used by timber wolf and black bear as ritual medicine
Mythology: natural/supernatural (?) role in myth or story
Ritual/Spiritual: ritual medicine (shamanistic preparation, purification,
emetic, repels ghosts, illness, evil and witchcraft, acquisition of luck);
used by bear and wolf as ritual medicine
This highly toxic plant has been widely used for medicinal and ritual applications
by Native groups of the Pacific Northwest. The Haisla used it in poultices, in infusions
to be taken internally with great caution, to produce a snuff used for colds and as an
emetic which, if taken in excess, can be extremely dangerous and even fatal. When
present, this plant is believed to repel ghosts, illness and evil (Olson 1940:199).
The Haisla cleaned, sliced, dried and then boiled the main root (or rhizome) for
days to produce a medicinal decoction used to treat rheumatism. This was also known to
be a powerful laxative and sedative. An unusual term was applied to the roots of Indian
hellebore by AG: HA lia'Xm, said also to mean "octopus."
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The Hanaksiala mixed Indian hellebore roots and rhizomes with Sitka spruce
pitch to use in a poultice applied to sore areas. They also made a paste to rub on the chest
in treating respiratory afflictions. An infusion of the roots has been used externally to
treat various types of swelling while a decoction of the roots was used by GR's uncle as an
internal medicine for unspecified purposes. This medicine, if used in excess, was known
to cause one to lose consciousness or die. This plant has also been used to treat high blood
pressure or any blood-related disorder.
It has also been used by the Hanaksiala, like other plants such as devil's-club and
western hemlock, for ceremonial purification and preparation for shamanistic
activities, dancing, hunting and fishing. When combined with devil's-club and western
hemlock it has been used to combat witchcraft. Indian hellebore leaves were used to wipe
one's body off after bathing in water. Devil's-club and Indian hellebore were combined
in a decoction used to wash areas occupied by a corpse in the belief that such a procedure
"kills poison and gives good luck" (GR).
Lopatin (1945:74) reported that Haisla shamans applied powder or a liquid
preparation of the root of Indian hellebore to stop the flow of blood from areas cut to
release disease-causing objects. A Haisla shaman predicted the arrival of four canoe
loads of "disease spirits" when smallpox was spreading towards the Hanaksiala and Haisla
territories This shaman put Indian hellebore roots on the ends of arrows that he shot
toward the spirits as they approached. As he did this the arrows stopped in mid-flight
and stayed in the air until the shaman said that the spirits would retreat. Afterwards the
arrows fell and this act was said to have prevented people from contracting smallpox
(Olson 1940:197).

(69) ?Zigadenus venenosus Wats. (Death Camas)
HA ia:ids, HA it:) idis - "(unidentified) poisonous dry land wild carrot" (GR)
s

(RL#2376) Via- "carrot (wild and domestic)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:504)

Food-related Use: CAUTION: HIGHLY TOXIC. considered toxic if consumed
In addition to the edible "wild carrot" known to the Hanaksiala and Haisla (i.e.,
hemlock-parsley, #81), the existence of a second type of poisonous "wild carrot" has
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been verified by GR. This plant, known by GR as HA^or HA r<t:ircdis, is said to grow
in tidal flats along with lupine, Pacific silverweed and other edible root food plants as
well as elsewhere, in meadows on "dry land." GR has never seen or collected this plant
because as a child he was told not to touch or eat it. According to GR's grandfather,
Joshua McDonald, "...it will kill you if you eat it."
Evidence exists to suggest the botanical identification of HA ^or HA irct:ir(dis
as death camas or, less likely, spring gold (#69). For example, Hunt (1922a) and
Newcombe (1922a) have associated KW x'Et-Em (an orthographic variant of KW km,
"hemlock-parsley") with the binomial "Lomatium utriculatum" i.e., spring gold) along
with the comment, "doubtful." 48 Additional Kwak'wala terms have been associated with
"Lomatium" with no apparent uncertainty: KW xutxEdis, KW xatxEdes "Lomatium"
(Newcombe 1922:b2); KW x'atxEdes, KW xEtxEP.6, KW kElx•a" "Lomatium" (Hunt
1922b).
Spring gold has not been proven to have been either used or avoided as a root food
by the Kwakwaka'wakw (cf. Turner and Bell 1973:277) but the evidence at hand is
suggestive that this species may represent the Kwakwaka'wakw "rock carrot" mentioned
by Boas, Hunt and Newcombe. It seems unlikely, however, that this plant also may be
the "poisonous dry land carrot" of the Hanaksiala since its known range does not extend
into Hanaksiala territory (cf. HuIten 1968, Hitchcock and Cronquist 1961:568, Turner
1975:108) nor is it toxic.
A more likely candidate for the Hanaksiala "poisonous dry land carrot" is death
camas, which reportedly has been collected from Hanaksiala territory (J. Kelson, pers.
comm. 1992). It is characterized by extreme toxicity and may occur in the meadow
habitat described by GR's for HA irct:).:iis or HA i(t:klis. It would not occur in tidal flats,
however, as indicated by GR raising the possibility that another toxic plant such as
water-hemlock (one or more species of Cicuta) may be implicated. In addition, death
camas produces an underground bulb that has a dark, papery covering, a description
consistent with GR's comment that HA k:Xis or HA 3-(t3idis has a dark, unbranched root.

It seems possible that this species may also be the actual referent of a number of
comparable Kwak'wala terms: KW xEtxEtIa, "many carrots" (Boas 1921:200), "an
umbelliferous plant, Cicuta" (Boas 1921:1431) and KW xEtxEt!Es, KW xEtxEt!a,
"Cicuta sp. (occidentalis Greene?, vagens [sic] Greene)" (Boas 1921:1455). The
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identifications by Boas of KW xEtxEt!a 49 and KW xEtxEt!Es as a type of water-hemlock
(Cicuta) would seem to suggest that Boas' Kwakwaka'wakw consultants regarded KW

xEtxEt!Es as highly toxic. Whereas water-hemlock has been identified elsewhere as KW
wexwexuli (Grubb 1977:148), a species of known toxicity and medicinal value among
the Kwakwaka'wakw, no previous reports have included discussion of Kwakwaka'wakw
recognition or use of death camas (cf. Turner and Bell 1973; also see water-parsley,
#81) . 50
Poaceae (syn. Gramineae, Grass Family)
(70) tAvena sativa L. (Oat)

oats - oats (English borrowing) (Raley n.d.a)

Primary Food: introduced food, grains eaten
Oat is among the plants listed by Raley (n.d.a) as plants known to the Haisla. It is
one of several plant foods introduced to the Hanaksiala and Haisla during the historic
period.
(71)

?Elymus mollis Trinius in Sprengel var. mollis (Dune Wild Rye Grass) (and other

species)
HA saran - "any grass (or grass-like plant)"

Food-related Use: used to line oolichan ripening pits; possibly used to tie up
Pacific silverweed roots for steaming
Although it is considered inferior to Pacific silver fir and western hemlock
boughs, a tall, unidentified grass approximately 3 feet (1 meter) tall was sometimes
used by the Hanaksiala to line oolichan bins. This "grass" may have been a species of
Carex, said to have been used for this purpose by the Kitlope people (Turner 1973:199)

or, more likely in light of GR's description, a tall grass such as dune wild rye (cf.
Turner and Bell 1973:275). The grass layer at the bottom of the bins would allow the
water and blood from the oolichans to drain to the bottom of the bin away from the fish.
Too much blood in the grease has an adverse effect on the colour and flavour of the grease
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(GR). This also may be the unidentified "grass" used in gathering and steaming Pacific
silverweed roots (see #150).
(72) "Grass" (i.e., true grasses and various grass-like plants including members of
Cyperaceae [Sedge Family], Juncaceae [Rush Family], Typhaceae [Cat-tail
Family] and Zosteraceae [Eel-grass Family])
HA saran - "any grass (or grass-like plant)"
HA sa-gwan - grass (Raley n.d.a:64)
HA s'a-kw an - grass (Tolmie and Dawson 1884:30, 31)
HA sar-kwan - grass (Robinson n.d.:39)
HA cusas sag°an - hay, dried grass (Bach 1989a:5)
HA pli<76 hs_sar6ri - flowers of any grass (GR)
HA tutcrtuai - grass flowers (GR)
HA sarânazis - grassy place, meadow
HA sgwis - any grassy place
HA sariyUkw - grass sown or planted on the beach
HA s6ifriukw - grass sown or planted in front of house (in yard, in field)
HA s6rsa - to sow (plant) grass in one's yard (field)
HA sasaranau+ - prairie, large grassy area (SYN: ? HA sayaranau+)
HA sayaranaulh - prairie, large grassy area LR (Bach 1989a:5)
HA sayawsila - to make hay
HA 'A663'ila, pl. HA^- grassy mountain slope resulting from a slide
becoming overgrown
HA tivazuis, HA tivaztlis - name of an open place where there are lots of grasses
and flowers (GR)
(RL#930) Vshqw- "grass" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:487)
Food-related Use: used to line oolichan ripening pits (see Elymus mollis var.
mollis, #71); used to tie up, and in steaming, Pacific silverweed roots

In Hanaksiala and Haisla botanical categorization, a number of species are
assigned membership in the 'grass' category. These include a number of unnamed species
plus several species with unique Hanaksiala and Haisla names: Chamisso's cotton-grass,
American bulrush, common rush, dune wild rye grass, sweet grass, common cat-tail,
eel-grass and, possibly, surf-grass. Some types of grass were used in food-related uses
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such as lining oolichan ripening pits (see Elvmus mollis var. mollis, dune wild rye
grass, #71). An unidentified type of grass, possibly dune wild rye or any type of locally
available grass, was used to tie up bunches of Pacific silverweed roots to be placed on top
of a base of sticks in a cooking pot for steaming silverweed roots (see #150).
(73) ?Hierochliie odorata (L.) Beauvois ssp. hirta Schrank (Common Sweet Grass) or
possibly H. alpina (Swartz) Roemer & Schultes ssp. alpina (Alpine Sweet Grass)
HA CaCatx6is - "sweet grass" (GR)
HA CaCataisCa - to get sweet grass (GR)
HA CaCatxâishue - ("sweet grass place"), a big slide below Kemano where lots
of sweet grass grows (GR)
(RL#851?) VC4- "mountain goat" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:431)

Miscellaneous: botanical term employed in geographic name
Primary Material: used in basketry
As with several other species discussed by GR, this plant has been identified only
tentatively on the basis of its description. HA CaCatx6is was called "sweet grass" by GR
because it still smells sweet even after being dry for years. It was gathered in May or
June when the plants were about a foot tall and used in making baskets by people such as
GR's mother. It was the only local basketry grass but other types were obtained by the
Hanaksiala through trade with neighbouring groups (GR). A slide area on the side of a
mountain near Kemano was known as HA CaCatx6isnue because of the abundance of
"sweet grass" there (GR). Mendel (n.d.c:5) has listed H. odorata as found on tidal flats in
the Kitimat River.
(74) t0ryza sativa L. (Rice)
HA xirkwm - riceroot, also rice
HA GO-kum - rice (Raley n.d.a:106)
HA hue cum - rice (Robinson n.d.:78)
(RL#1538) Vxwkw - (1) "Indian rice, rice root (Fritillaria, chocolate lily),"
(RL#1539) \Awe"- (2) "fat, tallow, suet" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:501)
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Primary Food: introduced food, grains eaten
Rice, an introduced food, is named in Hanaksiala and Haisla for its resemblance to
the small, white bulbs of the traditional food plant, HA xiJklum (riceroot, #64).

(75) tTriticum aestivum L. (Wheat)
HA Ameysmah humpseis chikens. Gwai-hands. - wheat (Raley n.d.a:142)
(literally, ^ ?)
Primary Food: introduced food, grains eaten (e.g., in bread, etc.)
Wheat is another grain that was introduced to the Hanaksiala and Haisla in the
historic period. It is known in Hanaksiala and Haisla as HA Ameysmah humpseis
chikens. Gwai-hands (meaning unknown) (Raley n.d.a:142).

Typhaceae (Cat-tail Family)
(76) Typha latifolia L. (Common Cat-tail)
HA siila hs_sarèn - cat-tail (literally, 'crawling of grass') (GR; NL)
HA sax-a-las-sa-guan - cat tail rushes Typha latifolia L. (Mendel n.d.b-1:
HA Dsellah - Ark; n. - of bulrushes (Raley n.d.a:8) (probably HA si<la)
HA saran hs_Wap - cat-tail (literally, 'grass of water')
HA le'etay`as - grass with sticky ball, has grey berries, also cattail (Bach
1989a:5, 8) (HA k wta66s; also refers to other "sticky" species)
(RL#930) Vshqw- "grass" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:487)
(RL#1713) N/Iwt- "to stick on, to be sticky" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:464)

Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for similarity to other
plant
Cat-tails are named HA s>ila hs_saNn (literally, 'crawling of grass') because
"the seeds crawl around," that is, the "fluff" blows around in a crawling manner (GR; cf.
Mendel n.d.b-1:3). Because this 'grass' also grows in water, it is appropriate to refer
to it as HA saran hs_Nkap - cat-tail (literally, 'grass of water'), the same name applied
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to eel-grass and, possibly, surf-grass (GR). Bach (1989a:5, 8) recorded the term HA
Vuta66s for cat-tail. This term was also said to refer to a "grass with sticky ball" that
"has grey berries." It is likely that the latter plant is either burdock (#89) or largeleaved avens (#147), two of several 'sticky plants.'
Zosteraceae (Eel-grass Family)
(77) Zostera marina L. (Eel-grass) and possibly Phyllospadix spp., Surf-grass)
HA saran hs_Wap - eel-grass (and, probably, surf-grass; also cat-tail) (GR)
HA saran^- eel-grass (and, probably, surf-grass) (GR)
HA sa-qans-wilnk - seaweed (eel-grass) (Curtis 1970:332)
(RL#930) Vshqw-- "grass" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:487)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for similarity to other
plant
The terms HA saNn hs_wnei (literally, 'grass of below [the sea]') and HA
sag' 6n hs_Wap (literally, 'grass of water') are said to be synonymous in reference to
"two or three different kinds" of HA saran ('grass'). HA sa6WO hs_wrA was identified
as eel-grass by Curtis (1970:332). GR said that there was a "thinner" and a "thicker"
type, probably indicating eel-grass and surf-grass. Further, the term HA saran
hs_Wap can also refer to cat-tail. Some coastal groups collected eel-grass after herring
had spawned on the blades but this has not been confirmed for either the Haisla or
Hanaksiala.
3.2.8 Angiosperms (Flowering Plants) - Dicotyledons

Aceraceae (Maple Family)
(78) Acer glabrum Torr. var. douglasii (Hook.) Dippel (Rocky Mountain Maple)
HA C6skikaias - Rocky Mountain maple tree (literally, 'snowshoe tree'; this is
the name which is used if the wood is used to make snowshoes) (GR)
HA Cawikara's - mapletree HV (who notes: snowshoes often made of maple)
(Bach 1989a:6)
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HA CaWik a+, HA 66Wikas - snowshoes
HA Ca6awikaiaca - to get HA 65Wik alas (Rocky Mountain maple) for making
snowshoes
HA zow-we-kil-lass - vine maple (Robinson n.d.:102)
HA zow we kil.as - vine maple (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA tse-wi-kya-Itis - maple (tree) (Curtis 1970:337)
HA kasal6s - Rocky Mountain maple tree (literally, 'wooden spoon tree')(GR)
HA kakasalaCa - to get HA kasalas (Rocky Mountain maple wood for making
wooden spoons) (GR)
HA kaCnaq, pl. HA kakOaq, HA kikabiaq - wooden spoon
HA kasila - to make a wooden spoon
HA kasilakw - a wooden spoon made
HA kasihnbr - good a making wooden spoons
HA kazah - spoon basket
HA sux"'? a - a kind of wooden spoon (resembles HA kaOri6o)
HA ax"'pigas, HA kuxweiiifOs - Rocky Mountain maple tree (literally, 'axe
[handle] tree'); this is the name which is used if the wood is used to make
axe handles; cf. HA kugw6yu - axe)
HA kaaxiii5i6ac6 - to get HA iaxwi!nifias (Rocky Mountain maple) for making axe
handles (GR)
HA ti6s:tiasayu - spoon for eating soapberries (made from Rocky Mountain maple
wood according to GR)
HA hyu'meelas - birchtree, wild cherrytree (vine maple) HV (E. Bach, pers.
comm. 1990)
(RL#809) S Ch Wyk- "?" (Possibly contains a root Cx" - , cr- , or Cw-; entered
in RL# under no. 809) (Lincoln and Rath 1986:431) (Salishan
borrowing)
(RL#1 368) Vkhs- "crooked, bent" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:457)
(RL#1465) Vkwkw- "to stand on edge, to stand sideways or on the side (said of a
thin, flat object), to use an edge (as in chopping)" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:457)
Primary Material: wood used for snowshoes, spoons, axe handles, masks
Ritual/Spiritual: wood used for shaman's rattles and costumes
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Rocky Mountain maple wood was used among the Hanaksiala and Haisla for a
variety of implements because of its durability and resistance to cracking. Various
Hanaksiala and Haisla names were applied to this species depending on the intended use
for the wood. For example, the name HA CaWikaias refers to the use of the wood for
making snowshoes (HA CaWika+ or HA askikas) with cross strips and bindings of
mountain goat or deer hide (GR). Those maple trees are very straight and tall and just
big enough so that the trunk, when split lengthwise, would provide enough wood for one
pair of snowshoes (GR). This term may represent a Salish borrowing, a fact that would
account for speculation regarding the root morpheme (cf. Lincoln and Rath 1986:431).
Other Hanaksiala and Haisla names for Rocky Mountain maple are Wakashan in origin. If
the wood is to be used for making spoons the tree is called HA kasal6s, after the name of
one type of wooden spoon, HA kaCei&I, said to be similar to another type of wooden spoon
called HA sawA6. This tree would be small, approximately two and one-half inches (ca.
six cm) in diameter. An additional type of spoon made of Rocky Mountain maple wood was
used specifically for eating soapberries. This spoon was called HA ii6s:Ilasayu (literally,
'soapberry implement'). Other Rocky Mountain maple trees intended for use as axe
handles would be called HA kUxwOiejas or HA ktiefii0s, after the term for an axe, HA
kur6yu. These trees, from six or seven inches in diameter (ca. 15 to 18 cm), were
also used to make frontispieces for chief's masks because the wood doesn't split like
other woods (GR). An additional term, HA hyu'meelas, has been associated with Rocky
Mountain maple, common paper birch and bitter cherry (E. Bach, pers. comm 1990).
Similar terms have been associated only with common paper birch (#97) or bitter
cherry (#151). Haisla shamans were said to use rattles of Rocky Mountain maple or
common juniper (Lopatin 1945:67) and the skulls that formed part of shamanistic
costumes among the Hanaksiala were carved from Rocky Mountain maple wood (GR).
Apiaceae (syn. Umbelliferae; Celery Family)
(79) Angelica genuflexa Nutt. in Torr. & Gray (Kneeling Angelica)
HA piCas - "Indian spinach," "wild spinach" or "Japanese spinach" (literally,
'whistle plant') (GR)
HA pisla - whistle made of HA picas; to whistle (GR)
HA 'pit-tas - cows parsnip, Heracleum lanatum =to make a whistling noise
(Mendel n.d.a:6)
HA eigw6yu - whistle made of HA piCas (GR)
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HA x"' ik "'a - to whistle with the lips (GR)
(RL#60/61/62) Vpys/p6s- "to whistle, to ring, resonant sound; to stagger, to
waver, to move back and forth" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:476)
Miscellaneous: used by timber wolf as ritual medicine
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
Primary Food: stems and leaves eaten (an idea introduced by the Japanese)
Ritual/Spiritual: leaves used with devil's-club to mask human smell
Secondary Material: stems used to make whistles; stems used to collect and store
Sitka spruce pitch
Kneeling angelica was identified as HA piCas (literally, 'whistle plant') by GR
although it seems likely that Japanese knotweed (Polygonum japonica Houttuyn;
Polygonaceae) might be the actual plant referred to. The hollow stems of HA piCas were
used to make whistles by the Hanaksiala. GR also referred to this plant as "Japanese
spinach" or "Indian spinach" and claimed that it was edible. The use of this plant as food
was learned from Japanese fishermen earlier in this century. It was not eaten
traditionally among the Hanaksiala (GR). Cow-parsnip stems can also be used to make
whistles (GR; cf. Mendel n.d.a:6). When GR was young, he used to collect liquid Sitka
spruce pitch in the hollow stems. The stems could then simply be broken open when he
wanted to chew some pitch. The leaves of this plant were also used with devil's-club to
wash the human smell from one's body. GR used to chew the leaves and rub the juice on
his body to mask the human smell (GR). One or more types of marine organisms known
as tubeworms (various serpulid and sabellid polychaete worms) are known as tHA
pispgis hs_wrA, literally, 'whistle of below (the sea)' in reference to the resemblance
-

of their calcareous of parchment-like tubes to the hollow stems of HA piCas (GR).

(80) ?Cicuta douglasii (D.C.) Coult. et Rose (Douglas' Water-hemlock) and/or ?C.
mackenzieana Raup (Mackenzie's Water-hemlock)

HA waxuali, HA waxThali - "water-hemlock" (said to be a deadly poisonous
plant) (GR)
HA wax-wi-a-lee - water hemlock, Cicuta, "no second choice" turnip like,
deadly, antidote: oolichan oil (Mendel n.d.a:6)
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HA wax-suali - water hemlock, Cicuta douglasii (D. & C.) C. & R. (Mendel
n.d.a:46)
? HA wax°iyala - plant (poison) (water hemlock?, cf. LR) 5.3 (Bach 1989a:8)
HA w o'x:woli - poisonous root, wild carrot or turnip (Vink 1978:4)
(RL#1880) N/whe- "water hemlock (Cicuta douglasii)" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:497)
Food-related Use: CAUTION: HIGHLY TOXIC. considered highly toxic if consumed
The plant known as HA w6xuali or HA w6euali is said to be a deadly poisonous
plant with roots that look like "little turnips." It has been responsible for the deaths of
children who ate the roots (GR). Mendel (n.d.a:46; pers. comm. 1989) identified it as
water-hemlock, C. douglasii and reported that oolichan oil was an antidote for the poison,
known as cicutoxin (Kingsbury 1964:377). It is possible that the Hanaksiala and Haisla
term or its North Wakashan cognates may refer to water-parsley
(81) Conioselinum pacificum (Wats.) Coult. & Rose (Hemlock-parsley)
HA xtm - "wild carrot," i.e., hemlock-parsley roots
HA Xiaas, pl. HA ia.:itas - "wild carrot" plants (GR)
HA - to eat "wild carrots" (GR)
HA ''cai 'cala - to go after (to get) "wild carrots" (GR)
.

HA Xt:ita - "rock carrot" (i.e., edible "wild carrot" if growing on top of rock)
(GR)
HA 3i1:16Ci - bag of (domesticated) carrots (GR)
HA )iti5ela - smell of carrots (wild or domesticated) (GR)
HA i<teia - taste of carrots (wild or domesticated) (GR)
HA idaasnule - name of slide in Glacier Bay (near msausa) with lots of "wild
carrots" growing on it (GR)
HA^- "wild carrots" (growing) in a bunch, with white skin (GR)
HA F16-ttlim - carrots (Curtis 1970:332)
HA kwan - carrot (Raley n.d.a:26)
(RL#2376) -\g(t.- "carrot (wild and domestic)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:504)

Miscellaneous: botanical term employed in geographic name
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
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Primary Food: roots eaten
This plant formerly supplied sweet edible carrot-like roots to the Hanaksiala,
Haisla and other coastal groups (Compton 1993c). They were dug beginning on the
"first fine day in February," prior to the appearance of the leaves. Women in two or
three canoes went to get these roots and those of Pacific silverweed which grows in
association with hemlock-parsley. The roots were then steamed and eaten with oolichan
grease. One location in the Gardner Canal area is known as HA i(faasnukw, lit. "wild
carrot place," for the hemlock-parsley that grows there. This plant was said to have
been brought to the Kitlope area from Nuxalkmc territory by some Kitlope women who
married Nuxalkmc men (GR). In mythical times, the roots of this plant and of Pacific
silverweed and lupine were shown to the humans by the goose to be good food (Bach
1992b:97)
(82) tDaucus carota L. (Domesticated Carrot)
HA xtm - "wild or domesticated carrot"
(RL#2376) ,/;it- "carrot (wild and domestic)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:504)

Primary Food: introduced food, roots eaten
Domesticated carrots were introduced to the Hanaksiala and Haisla by nonNatives. They are referred to by the name applied to "wild carrot," hemlock-parsley
(#81), and have been grown and eaten by the Hanaksiala and Haisla.
(83) Heracleum lanatum Michx. (syn. Heracleum sphondylium L. ssp. montanum
[Gaud.] Brig.) (Cow-parsnip)
HA oiscl m - cow-parsnip (petioles)
HA oiOsatuei - flower of cow-parsnip (literally, 'cow-parsnip-on-top') (GR)
HA 6rdsdroduai - flower of cow-parsnip (GR)
HA giagesdarriCandhi - roots of cow - parsnip (used for medicine) (AG; EB) (HA
6i6esdrn

uod - 'cow parsnip [petioles]
-

-

behind') (NL)

HA qaquIwcIr) - cow-parsnip (stems) (best kind; easier to peel than HA disdm;
s

they're good eating) (GR)
HA craq*at'aren - top part of HA 6isdm (JD; EB) ($I-IA eraeradad n )
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HA eiThil*adadên or HA cl*aeradeclên - cow-parsnip when it's too old to eat (JD;
EB)
HA leak'aqaad6n - the kind of cow-parsnip that is easy to peel (AG; EB)
HA cragwagwedi) - cow-parsnip when it's too old to eat (JD) (NL)
HA qaquiwd663Xnugwa - to get HA qaguredri (GR)
HA riatia'sdri i - cow-parsnip (kind that is hard to peel, too old) (GR)
-

HA 61s6sa - to eat cow-parsnip
HA 6isa - to get cow-parsnip; to trip up, to trip somebody
HA fafieCa, HA iaiieCudà - name of a game in which one tries to pitch as
many "HA g'isdm" (cow-parsnip) as possible into a pot
HA sgis - name of a game in which cow-parsnip flowers are thrown at posts in
the sand on the beach (GR)
HA^- name of game played using cow-parsnip as target (for, e.g., arrows)
(G R)
HA kais-tiim - parsley (Curtis 1970:332)
HA 'pit-tas - cows parsnip, Heracleum lanatum =to make a whistling noise
(Mendel n.d.a:6)
(RL#2156) VOys- "cow-parsnip (Heracleum lanatum)" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:442)
(RL#1993?) Vqwqw- "lump, knob; bulging" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:478)

Medicine: considered to be hazardous if contacted (above ground portions)
(Hanaksiala and Haisla); roots used as vulnerary (Haisla)
Miscellaneous: used in game
Primary Food: stems and petioles eaten
Secondary Material: stems used to make whistles
Cow-parsnip petioles were "the main food in spring" to the Hanaksiala (GR). It
must have also been an important spring food to the Haisla, who gathered "kistum" early
in the year, around April or May, at the same time they gathered Pacific silverweed
roots (Raley 1902). The Hanaksiala ate cow-parsnip by itself or with meat and fresh
fish. Many children used to burn their mouths from eating it incorrectly but GR's
grandparents told him how to eat it properly, by biting the stems or petiole with his
teeth and avoiding contact with his lips. The stems of cow-parsnip, like those of
kneeling angelica, also can be used to make whistles (GR; cf. Mendel n.d.a:6). Among the
Haisla, the roots of cow-parsnip have been combined with Indian hellebore and Sitka
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spruce pitch in a compress as a treatment for wounds (J. Starr, pers. comm. 1988).
The Haisla, and possibly the Hanaksiala, played a game in which cow-parsnip was
thrown into a pot (Lincoln and Rath 1986:338), probably as the petioles and stems
were being cleaned and prepared to eat.
Cow-parsnip roots, when combined with Indian hellebore roots and Sitka spruce
pitch in a compress, were used to treat wounds (J. Starr, pers. comm. 1988). Although
it was eaten as an important spring food, this plant had to be carefully peeled to remove
the outer portions. If handled carelessly, this plant can cause a painful type of
dermatitis if contacted, because of the presence of phototoxic furanocoumarins (see
Kuhnlein and Turner 1986:309, 320-321).
(84) ?Oenanthe sarmentosa Presl ex D.C. (Water-parsley)
(see Hanaksiala and Haisla terminology listed under Cicuta spp., #80)
Early reports of the referents of Upper North Wakashan words for either this
species or water-hemlock are confusing (cf. Lincoln and Rath 1986:336; Turner
1973:200; Turner and Bell 1973:276-7). This confusion has persisted, suggesting
that the North Wakashan names associated with these species are possibly synonymous
and may refer to one or both water-hemlock and water-parsley, depending on the
cultural context or speaker.
Evidence from the Heiltsuk language, however, suggests that HE w6uxwiOali must
refer to water-parsley, a plant reported as used medicinally as an emetic by a number
of coastal groups. A separate term, HE qpwiilku, was identified by Boas (1928:260) as
"water hemlock" and this term also has been attested among the Nuxalkmc (Smith
1920-1923c, 1:168; cf. Turner 1973:200) Additional evidence that HA wexuali and
HA weeuali refer to water-parsley comes from the Makah (South Wakashan) name,
wawaki'xbupt (said to mean "frog plant"), and the use of this plant by the Makah as a
cathartic (Gunther 1973:42). Still other South Wakashan names for water-parsley
such as the Ditidaht name waTi•V, and the Makah and Hesquiat name, wa7uu (Turner et
al. 1983:93), appear etymologically related to the terms reported for Hanaksiala and
Haisla, Heiltsuk and Kwak'wala.
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Hanaksiala and Haisla attitudes toward HA waxuali or HA w6euali, viz., that it is
highly toxic, are consistent with Kwakwaka'wakw reports that its toxicity is comparable
to that of Indian hellebore. Nevertheless, the Kwakwaka'wakw and Nuxalkmc are
reported to have used preparations of water-parsley for the emetic properties (Boas
1966:387; Turner 1973:200, pers. comm. 1988; cf. Turner and Bell 1973:276277).
The toxic compound oenanthotoxin, which is produced by water-parsley, is
isomeric with the compound responsible for the extreme toxicity of water-hemlock,
cicutoxin (Kingsbury 1964:377). The presence of oenanthotoxin is probably
responsible for the emetic activity of water-parsley and, therefore, the Hanaksiala and
Haisla opinion that the plant referred to by HA waxuali and HA w6euali is deadly.

Araliaceae (Ginseng Family)
(85) Oplopanax horridus (J.E. Smith) Miq. (Devil's-club)
HA tiuMas - devil's-club
HA tiuiqtu6i - devil's-club berries (a kind of "bear's berries") (GR)
HA tiuiqa - to get devil's-club
HA tiuMazi- - stung by devil's-club (cf. HA 6wi'6axlh - stingers of devil's club
[Mendel n.d.:10])
HA^- to eat devil's-club
HA CuCi.m66u - black paint used on the face (made from burnt and powdered
devil's-club)
HA Cirii<7 is - left-over ashes
HA ai-du - black colour, black in colour; any dark colour, coloured dark
HA hai, ti6cias 160a - "come this way!" (said by the devil's-club turned into a
human in a story according to GR)
HA ku:kwsria - devil's-club with the "nettles" (i.e., spines) removed in order to
prepare for use (GR)
HA Cawidm hs_fiuielas - shavings of devil's-club (GR)
HA digidm - any substance (e.g., devil's-club, western hemlock, Indian
hellebore, etc.) used to rub one's body (e.g., during or following ritual
cleansing in preparation for hunting, initiation, etc.) (GR)
HA galxita - to rub western hemlock branches or devil's-club on body (GR; EB)
HA naelagila - getting good luck by rubbing one's body with devil's-club (GR)
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HA ti6crelagile - eat only devil's-club for supernatural power, to get good luck
(GR; EB)
HA riaelagila - to purify oneself before hunting or fishing (to get oneself power)
(SYN: HA (Gm.) 'Xawasila); when one rubs with Indian hellebore or
devil's-club for good luck (GR)
HA (Gm.) 'X awasila - to purify oneself ritually (before hunting or fishing)
(SYN: HA [Gm.] ri6qwlagila - using devil's-club)
HA 7auerli+a = tiutrra - to clean a place using devil's-club (GR)
HA 7aueita = tiuga - using devil's-club (or Indian hellebore) for bathing (e.g.,
for ritual cleansing, etc.) (GR)
HA ?ui3i:7uiqa - drinking a decoction ("juice") of devil's-club (GR)
HA ow-we-cuss - devils club (Robinson n.d.:23)
HA ow.we-kas - devils club (Robinson n.d.:114)
HA s:sx.tin5i - thistle (literally, 'sharp on top') (GR) (also said of devil's-club
thorns) (GR)
(RL#1846) Vtiwyq- "devil's club (Oplopanax horridum)" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:454)
Medicine: laxative (Hanaksiala and Haisla); eyewash; inner bark applied
directly to wound; respiratory aid (for colds); berries pounded into paste and
juice used to treat sores or taken internally for gastrointestinal problems;
for hypotension or any blood disorder such as blood in one's stool (used with
red alder) (Hanaksiala)
Miscellaneous: used by black bear as ritual medicine
Mythology: supernatural role in myth or story
Ritual/Spiritual: ritual medicine (shamanistic preparation and purification,
repels enemy spirits, gambler's/hunter's/fisher's medicine) (Hanaksiala
and Haisla); ashes used as basis of face paint used in dancing and shamanistic
activities; wood retained to repel negativity and evil spirits and to bring good
luck; infusion of pounded leaves used to treat rheumatism; infusion or
decoction of inner bark used with Indian hellebore to purify house following
death of inhabitant; devil's-club bark and Indian hellebore leaves (used with
western hemlock boughs to combat witchcraft); used by menstruating women
(Hanaksiala); emetic (Haisla)
Secondary Material: pigment for black face paint (used in ritual/spiritual
applications)
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The powers of devil's-club were related to the ancestors of the Hanaksiala and
Haisla by a personified devil's-club plant (see Appendix 8). Since then, it has been
known as probably the most important medicinal and ritual plant to the Hanaksiala and
Haisla. The main uses of devil's-club bark are for ritual purification and the acquisition
of luck by hunters, fishers and shamanistic initiates. At one time, GR observed a black
bear bathing with devil's-club and other plants, an observation said to bring GR good
luck.
Either an infusion or decoction of the bark may be used, although a decoction is
more common, and the bark itself has been used to wipe one's body after bathing. As an
infusion or decoction, devil's-club acts internally as a laxative and, when taken with sea
water, as an emetic (Olson 1940:200). Such a treatment is believed to improve the
eyesight and luck of hunters. The charred bark has also been used mixed with pounded
salmon eggs as black face paint for dancing (GR). Lopatin (1945:68) reported that
black and red pigments (likely devil's-club bark paint and red ochre) were used as face
paint by shamans and to repel enemy spirits from a shaman's patient. Haisla warriors
also wore black face paint, possibly from this species (cf. Lopatin 1945:96).
Used in combination with Indian hellebore, devil's-club was used to cleanse areas
where people had died and to bring good luck. The purifying properties of devil's-club
were also used by menstruating women. Even the wood left after the bark had been
removed could be kept around ones boat or car for good luck (GR).
This plant also had several medicinal uses apart from its ritual applications. A
sliver of the inner bark can be placed in wounds followed by an application of Sitka
spruce pitch. An infusion or decoction was taken internally for colds during the winter
among the Hanaksiala (GR).
The berries were pounded into a paste and the juice used to treat sores or mixed
with water to be taken internally for sickness in the stomach. The leaves were pounded
and used to make an infusion applied to arthritic joints. A decoction can also be used as
an eyewash to reverse the effects of cataracts. The bark from the stems or, during the
winter the roots, can be used. The larger, straighter stems that are free of moss are said
to be the best for medicinal use (GR).
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Asteraceae (syn. Compositae, Aster or Composite Family)
(86) Achillea millefolium L. (Yarrow)
HA Vancay6s - yarrow (literally, 'steam plant;' used to steam in for medicine)
(SR; EB) (HA kwrica6as [?] from HA erica - to use steam, etc.)
(RL#1665) Venc- "steam, to use steam (to bake, poultice, steam the ribs of a
canoe take a steam bath" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:458)
Medicine: used in steam bath treatment
At least five recognized botanical varieties of yarrow potentially occur within the
Coastal Western Hemlock Biogeoclimatic Zone in the homelands of the Haisla and
Hanaksiala (Taylor and MacBryde 1977). The Haisla used one or more varieties of
yarrow in a medicinal steam bath treatment for unspecified illness. The patient laid on
top of yarrow plants that were placed upon heated rocks. The rising vapors were
considered to be healing to the patient (SR). This plant is also said to be eaten by bears
(GR).
(87) Anaphalis margaritacea (L.) Bent. & Hook. (Pearly Everlasting)
HA Mii 1g tutuà i, HA rhurnquituai hs plx.ha - pearly everlasting (literally,
-

'white-white-on-top [flowed') (GR)
HA ri arsdu - white
-

(RL#268) Vri iw+- "white" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:472)
-

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
Pearly everlasting inflorescences retain their fresh appearance long after they
have bloomed. The Hanaksiala and Haisla name for this plant refers to the noticeable,
long-lasting white flowers (GR).
(88) Antennaria neglecta Greene var. attenuata (Fernald) Cronquist and/or A. neglecta
Greene var. howellii (Greene) Cronquist (Field Pussy-toes)
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HA WiWsetu6i plx.fia - field pussy-toes (literally, 'hair-hair-on-top flowers')
(GR)
(RL#1894) VN.:vs- "hair, fur, wool" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:500)
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
Field pussy-toes, and possibly other species of Antennaria, were not used for any
purpose but GR said they were known to the Hanaksiala as HA WiWsatu6i plx.lia because
of their hairy or furry-looking inflorescences (GR). Cotton-grass was given a similar
name because of its fuzzy appearance.
(89) Arctium minus (J. Hill) Bernhardi (Lesser Burdock)

HA Vuta66s - lesser burdock (literally, 'sticky plant'; also refers to sundew,
bedstraw, large-leaved avens, thistle and cattail) (GR)
(RL#1713) -■,/kwt- "to stick on, to be sticky" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:464)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
Burdock and several other "sticky" plants are called HA kwta66s (GR). In the
case of burdock, the sticky burs were the focus of this name.
(90) Bellis perennis L. (English Daisy)

HA gizu6 hs_plX.ti6 - "sunflower" (literally, 'sun of flower') (GR)
HA gizues pelx'e - " (GR; EB)

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
GR applied the term HA gizu6 hs_plictia to "sunflowers," or English daisies. He
also indicated that some "sunflowers" were pink or yellow as well as white and that some
were bigger than others, suggesting the possibility that other species of Asteraceae may
be included as referents of the Hanaksiala and Haisla name.
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(91) Cirsium arvense (L.) Scopoli var. horridum Wimmer & Grabowski (Canada
Thistle), C. brevistvlum Cronquist (Short-styled Thistle) and/or C. edule
Nuttall (Edible Thistle)
HA kna6as - thistle (literally, 'sticky plant'; also refers to sundew, bedstraw,
burdock and large-leaved avens) (GR)
HA k'*ata6as - [unidentified plant] - has sharp things in that little ball same as
the leaves; kind of like a HA saran (but not a different kind of HA
saran); looks like HA saran and grows in with it; some four foot tall, at
the mouth of rivers; lots grow at HA gazaR (a place on this side of
Swanson's Bay) (EB) (?Cirsium sp., thistle)
HA sus - aih - in - nay - thistle (Raley n.d.a) (cf. HA s:sx.lin - thorn)
HA s:sx.linai - thistle (literally, 'sharp on top') (GR) (also said of devil's-club
thorns) (GR - 7 Dec., 1989) (called this because "it's got those little
'nettles' all over it") (GR)
(RL#1 71 3) Vktut- "to stick on, to be sticky" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:464)
(RL#882) Vsk- "to spear, to harpoon" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:487)

Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
Thistles, one or more of the species named above and known to occur within the
Coastal Western Hemlock Biogeoclimatic Zone, were called HA kwta0as because they have
sticky (i.e., "pokey") leaves. Other plants, viz., sundew, bedstraw and burdock, were
also referred to by this term because they all have stickiness of one sort or another
(GR).
(92) Prenanthes alata (Hook) Dietrich (Western Rattlesnake Root)
HA k w z56i hs_k w ik w riaq - western rattlesnake root (literally, 'dress of frog')
( G R)
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
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This plant was said to be named HA kwz60i hs_kwileuriaq (literally, 'dress of frog')
because the leaves are shaped like a woman's dress and it was considered to be worn as a
dress by frogs. It had no traditional use among the Hanaksiala or Haisla (GR). This plant
is common at the place called HA ilailauymid, near the island called HA

.-

18iXais which is

the setting of an important Hanaksiala story involving frogs and riceroot (see #64).
(93) ?Solidago sp. (Goldenrod) or, more likely, Epilobium angustifolium L. ssp.
circumvaqum Mosquin (Fireweed)
(no Hanaksiala and Haisla term recorded)
Smith (1920-1923c, 1:221) remarked that "the Kitimat Indians ate the inside
of the stalks" of "Golden rod, Solidago sp.?." Although some species of Solidago occur
within the Coastal Western Hemlock Biogeoclimatic Zone Smith's information seems
doubtful. The plant in question is probably fireweed, the juicy stems of which were
peeled and eaten by a number of coastal groups (Turner 1975:185).
Betulaceae (Birch Family)
(94) ?Alnus incana (L.) Moench ssp. tenuifolia (Nuttall) Breitung (syn. Alnus incana
L.; Thin-leaved Mountain Alder)
HA (GI.) daemdrhalas, HA (Gm.) deerArnafas - thin-leaved mountain alder
(literally, 'skewer plant')Cornus
HA c_16xwa - to pin something, to pin fish together for drying
HA 1:16e7aX1a - (to be) hung up (i.e., stuck/caught on something sticking out)
( G R)
(RL#339) Vdhe- "to pin, to peg, to skewer something; to hang on a pin, peg,
hook, or skewer" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:434)
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
The plant called HA (GI.) c16xwm6rnalas, HA (Gm.) daxwn6r nalas, and previously
-

erroneously identified as "red willow" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:72) was said by GR to
grow in clumps on slides and to have small, "pokey" branches which snag and catch the
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hair of passing bears. The Hanaksiala and Haisla names mean, literally, 'skewer plant'
(GR) because of this feature.
It is considered to be a "cousin" to red alder (A. rubra) and one of the first trees
to grow on recently formed mountain slides. According to Hanaksiala legend it was one of
the first trees sent down by HAI3kwdi ("God," the supreme deity) and planted after the
world flood. As this and the other "first trees" grew and died, they formed the first soil.
Other "first trees" considered to have big leaves that turn to soil when they fall off are
HA dirhalas ("willow"), HA "(wa6as (black cottonwood), HA (GI.) 013as (red
elderberry) and HA

'WI wiaias (red alder) (GR).

(95) Alnus rubra Bong. (Red Alder)
HA

'WI wialas - red alder tree (literally, 'red plant')

HA tla'icaas - alder (from: red) (Boas 1893:36)
HA t16-ori-to-las - alder (tree) (Curtis 1970:336)
HA tla"kwo-dalas - alder (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA tlaak-wo-dal-ass, pl. HA tlatlaak wo dal ass - alder (Robinson n.d.:1)
HA th'aq'et'alas - green alder 1.85 (Bach 1989a:2)
HA 'airiaias 3i1Zwrri - red alder tree bark (GR)
HA "airiaiaCa - to get red alder bark or wood (GR)
HA ririp - dry, powdery red alder wood (for use in smokehouse)
HA gw6gwirVa - to get HA gwirip (GR)
HA g°in'ep - dried alder wood (doesn't spark) (Bach 1989a:2)
(RL#1134) .\fliqw- "red" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:494)

Mythology: natural role in myth or story; supernatural role in myth or story
Primary Material: wood used as fuel in smoke house and for boiling oolichan
grease; used for household implements and in carving (e.g., masks)
Old red alder wood that has become dry and powdery was considered to be the best
for smoking fish and meat (GR; Raley 1901). The wood burns with little smoke if dry
and was used by the Haisla for boiling oolichan grease (Mendel n.d.b-2:8) as well as for
dishes used to serve oolichan grease and other types of household implements. Red alder
bark was scraped to remove the green part and then soaked with red-cedar bark to dye it
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red for ritual applications (see #44). In modern times nails or other iron items were
added to the water to darken the dye (GR). 51
Red alder is mentioned in Hanaksiala and Haisla stories. According to Hanaksiala
legend, the first salmon were created by the mythical creature known as
Beebakwalanusiwa from red alder wood, which is why coho salmon are red (Lincoln et
al. 1986:246, 253, 254). 52 In the Haisla story, Nanmakawi the Giant Killer, villages
where houses were seen to emit the "blue wood smoke of the alder" were considered to be
safe. On the other hand, a certain dangerous village consisted of four houses: that of the
black bear people where white smoke arose; that of the mountain goat people, with black
smoke; the house of the grizzly bear people where dark brown smoke could be seen; and
finally, the house of the cannibal giant where the smoke "ascends in a column of
intertwined blood red and white colour" (Raley n.d.g:2, 3). Like thin-leaved mountain
alder and some other trees (see A. incana ssp. tenuifolia, #94), red alder was considered
one of the "first trees" to populate the forests of the Hanaksiala homeland (GR).
(96) Alnus viridis (Chaix) Candolle in Lamarck & Candolle ssp. sinuata (Regel) Love &
Love (syn. Alnus sinuata [Regel] Rydb.; Sitka Mountain Alder)
HA kwiViCa6as - "mountain alder" (literally, 'frog plant') (GR) (cf. HA kwiknaq
- frog)
HA 6atas - not a HA term but said in response to the HE term; said by GR to be
another name for red-alder, so-called because the catkins look like
horsetail strobili (and rattles; see HE term for "alder" and HA term for
Equisetum arvense)
HA 6i6ibala - alder catkins (GR)
(RL#1668/9) Venq- "mink; frog" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:458)

Miscellaneous: catkins believed to give rise to mosquitos
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
Primary Material: wood used for spoons
Besides A. incana ssp. tenuifolia (#94), another type of alder has been identified
as "mountain alder" or HA kwr'ACa6as (literally, 'frog plant'). This tree is so-named
because it is said to grow near a lake in the Kitlope River area that has many frogs (HA
kwikriaq). It is a small tree that looks like a red alder with the same type of leaves that
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are only two or three inches long (ca. six to seven and a half cm) that turn black when
they fall off rather than changing to other colours such as gold or brown. It is considered
to be something like a Rocky Mountain maple (Acer cilabrum var. douglasii) and like
Rocky Mountain maple its wood also was used for making spoons. The catkins of this and
possibly other types of alder are referred to as HA 6i5ibala because when they fall into
standing water they are believed to turn into at least two different types of mosquitos.
These mosquitoes - HA eliatia ("big long-nosed mosquito"), HA tiUrnas hs gix.ha ("big
mosquito") (unidentified Diptera) and also possibly HA kaka6ma (black flies,
Simuliidae, Diptera) - bite humans and are eaten by salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.,
Salmonidae) and trout (0. clarki ssp. clarki, coastal cutthroat trout and 0. mykiss,
steelhead or rainbow trout, Salmonidae) (GR). The Hanaksiala term for alder catkins is
probably derived from the Coast Tsimshian name for mosquito larvae, CT gabalis or CT
(HB) gn?p>ilIh (Dunn 1978:17). Among the Gitksan, the pistillate catkins (called GK
MOgagiTst) of GK Giisht, "mountain alder" (identified as A. tenuifolia [syn. A. incana])
were crushed and eaten raw as a physic, used to make a decoction drunk as a treatment
for gonorrhea (Smith 1925-1927:95) or eaten when "throwing blood out" (i.e.,
vomiting, probably) (Guedon 1973:9).
(97) Betula papvrifera Marshall var. papyrifera (Common Paper Birch)

tHA
HA 10-16-a-(sus - birch (tree) (Curtis 1970:336)
HA kil-lIi.as - birch (Robinson n.d.:114)
HA kil.layss, pl. HA ge•kel layss - birch (Robinson n.d.:3)
HA (Gm.) kili - rat (root meaning unknown; perhaps '[white, albino] rat')
HA kbte - rat (Raley n.d.a:103)
HA ke-ly - rat (Robinson n.d.:78)
HA kifinue - 'rat place,' a place near the Nass River above Port Simpson (GR)
HA 1hi'aum6i'las - "birch" (SR; EB)
HA hyu'meelas - birchtree, wild cherrytree (vine maple) HV (E. Bach, pers.
comm. 1990)
HA hyu6rne'61as - birch or cherry tree or maple; it is very doubtful that three
different trees should have one name (Mendel n.d.:10)
HA hyu'ern5'elas - tree resembling a birch tree (Vink n.d.a:1 3)
HA xum'ail'as - birch (JL) (E. Bach, pers. comm. 1 Sept., 1992)
(no RL# number) Vky+- "?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:462)
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Primary Material: wood used for carving
Curtis (1970:336) recorded the term HA Ici-ie-a-fstis as the name for common
paper birch tree. The name may be related to the Hanaksiala and Haisla word for 'rat,'
HA (Gm.) kili, in which case the term for "common paper birch tree" would be tHA
kiligas, meaning, literally, 'rat tree.' SR said that the Haisla name for common paper
birch was HA lhi'aurneiles and that common paper birch was not found naturally in the
immediate area of Kitamaat Village but had been planted there. This term is similar to
those reported by Mendel (n.d.:10) for "birch or cherry tree or maple," HA
hyu6rne'61as, and Vink (n.d.a:13) for "tree resembling a birch tree," HA hyu'ern6'elas.
It is likely these terms represent alternate transcriptions of the name for trembling
aspen, HA lim+a0s, rather than a Haisla name for common paper birch. This tree is not
found in the Kitlope area (GR).
Common paper birch is today used by some Haisla and Hanaksiala carvers (D.
Wilson, pers. comm. 1993). It was infrequently used in the production of baskets and
canoes by the Nuxalkmc, who learned to do so from the Carrier, and in the production of
love charms consisting of octopus skin enclosed the bark of this tree (Mcllwraith 1948
in Turner 1973:202). The Nuxalk name for this tree (NU lk'lay-lhp or ak'lay-lhp) and
its bark (NU 11elay) seem to possibly be related to the Haisla word HA (Gm.) kili "rat"
,

but modified by metathesis.
Brassicaceae (syn. Cruciferae; Mustard or Crucifer Family)
(98) tBrassica oleracea L. (Cabbage)
kabbage - cabbage (English borrowing) (Raley n.d.a:24)

Primary Food: introduced food
Cabbage is one of several food plants introduced to the Hanaksiala and Haisla in
the historic period.
(99) tBrassica rapa L. (Turnip)
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HA Oariawu, HA 6anaw6 - turnip
Primary Food: introduced food
The name by which turnips were known to the Hanaksiala and Haisla, HA Onawu
or HA 6anawii, is shared by other groups such as the Oweekeno (00 Onahu), Heiltsuk
and Haihais (HE[BB] inahU, HE[KI.] 6 n aw6, HE[KI.] 6anawil and HE[KI.] oanahCI) and
others, including the Haida (Turner and Levine 1972:1 1), Kitasoo (WR), Coast
Tsimshian (C. Hill, pers. comm. 1993) and Nisgha (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1990).
After they were introduced to the indigenous peoples of the Northwest Coast in the
historic period, turnips became a commonly cultivated vegetable plant among various
Native groups (Turner 1975:229).
Cannabaceae (Hemp Family)
(100) tHumulus lupulus L. (European Hop)
HA hapsal is - people who pick hops in Victoria, "you're going there to pick hops"
(GR)
HA heps - hops (English borrowing) (GR)
HA tinlirAinii:Cw - hop pickers
(RL#2564) Viinq- (1) "to milk (cow, salmon of its eggs), to strip off with the
fingers (berries, leaves)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:452)
Recognition: introduced plant; organism not "used" specifically, but known for
some outstanding feature
Years ago many Hanaksiala and Haisla people would go to places such as Victoria
or Sardis, British Columbia or even across the border to Washington to pick hops for the
local brewing industry. GR recalled leaving on the first of September in 1920 and for
several years thereafter to go with friends to Sardis to pick hops for 35 cents an hour
for 10-hour days. These people were called HA tintirAiniiiw or HA *sails. The latter
term is derived from HA hèris, an English borrowing.

Caprifoliaceae (Honeysuckle Family)
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(101)

Lonicera involucrata (Rich.) Banks ex Spreng. (Black Twinberry, Twinberry
Honeysuckle)
HA t'sa-maas - black twin berry, lonicera involucratum Banks (=brest berry)
[sic] (Mendel n.d.a:68)
HA zarnes - black twinberry (GR; NL)
HA t'sa-mi, HA t'sa-Use-me - brest, brests [sic]; tsa'ma - to suck (Mendel
n.d.a:3) (Note: HA z6rni means "woman's breast," and HA zarna means "to
suck at the breast.")
HA t'sa-ma - to suck (Mendel n.d.a:64)
HA t'sa-t'se-mi - breasts (Mendel n.d.a:64)
(RL#636) Vzhrii- "to suck at the breast" or (RL#586) Vzme- "to suck"
(Lincoln and Rath 1986:509)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
Black twinberry is a bush that produces paired, black berries. The name HA

zarn6s means, literally, 'to suck (breast) plant,' a name given this plant "because it
grows like a woman's breast" (GR). This plant was not used for anything among the
Hanaksiala or Haisla although the Nuxalkmc used the leaves or bark to treat boils, itchy
areas, gonorrhea and coughs and the Gitksan used the juice of the fruits or an infusion of
the inner bark to treat sore eyes (Smith 1929:63).
(102) Sambucus racemosa L. ssp. pubens (A. Michaux) House var. arborescens (Torrey
& Gray) A. Gray (Coastal American Red Elder, Red Elderberry)
HA kibet - red elderberries
HA gea bass - elder tree (Robinson n.d.:27)
HA kipsclaCi - container for cooked red elderberries (GR)
HA (GI.) kipas, HA (Gm.) kir56s - red elderberry bush
HA k'ib - aas - elder berry leaves, Sambucus, boiled leaves as abortivum (Mendel
n.d.a:6)
HA k'ib - aat - elderberries, for dessert (Mendel n.d.a:6)
HA k"ip"as - elderberry bush ('alderberry') (Bach 1989a:4)

HA kiOeseni - bark of red elderberry (AG; EB) (HA ki06sni [NL])
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HA rcif5aaXi - roots of red elderberry (GR)
HA ki6asla - concentration of red elderberry bushes
HA kii5aCs - patch of red elderberry bushes
HA kibaCi - red elderberry basket
HA kipa, HA kikpa - to pick red elderberries
HA kip:kpa - to eat red elderberries
HA Ici-b6t - elderberries, red (Curtis 1970:332)
HA kirlaCidV - the red elderberry people (name of the people of a village just
outside Prince Rupert whose name means "bush of red elderberry") (or,
more correctly, 'red elderberry people place')
CT kispaTh5c - CT name for HA kirflaCidiiw, 'red elderberry people place,'
according to GR
HA q6X'ayu - oolichan spear with point made from red elderberry wood and shaft
of red-cedar or Sitka spruce (GR)
HA

61-ilgm - squirrel spear with point made from red elderberry wood and shaft of
red-cedar (GR) (or bone point; also used for ducks)

HA gebas - elder tree (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA ge-bat - berry (of the same) [elder] (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
.

(RL#1432) Vkyp- "elderberry" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:462)

Medicine: leaves used as aid to childbirth and as analgesic; berries taken
internally for stomach problems; wood with bark used to treat boils
Miscellaneous: botanical name employed in ethnic/geographic designation
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Primary Material: wood used for oolichan spear tip and squirrel spear tip
Secondary Food: fruits used to make wine (post-contact application)
Secondary Material: leaves used to whip soapberries
Red elderberries, sometimes referred to as "alderberries" in the Kitamaat
Village area, were formerly an important winter food for the Hanaksiala and Haislaspeaking peoples. Archaeological excavations at a former oolichan processing site near
present-day Kitamaat Village revealed the presence of large quantities of red elderberry
seeds representing, undoubtedly, dried berry cakes processed for storage or red
elderberries cooked in cooking pits (Tirrul-Jones 1985:20a, 23, 24). The Haisla used
this fruit extensively, especially to mix with and extend other berries (Mendel n.d.b2:9). The Hanaksiala mixed them with blueberries, Pacific crabapples or any other
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type of sour or tart food that was then eaten with oolichan grease (GR). GR's mother
used to gather large quantities of red elderberries and store them inside a wooden barrel
lined with skunk cabbage leaves for winter use (GR). The barrel, referred to as HA
Opsdah, was then buried in the ground about one meter (ca. 3 feet) deep, below the
frost line, and covered with boards and soil. Many other foods including stink currants
and cooked western dock were also stored in this way (GR). Today people eat red
elderberries with peeled apples, blueberries or any berries, sugar and oolichan grease.
They can also be eaten with boiled or dried fish (GR). According to GR, the seeds were
often removed from red elderberries when they were processed for storage and the juice
was added to other berries. Other times the berries were dried with the seeds, which
were spit out when eating them because sometimes they cause constipation if eaten (GR).
Red elderberries have also been used by the Hanaksiala and Haisla to make wine, an
application introduced by non-Natives (GR).
Cooked red elderberries can be taken internally for stomach problems (GR). The
leaves of red elderberry also were of medicinal value to the Hanaksiala and Haisla. The
Haisla boiled the leaves for use in aiding childbirth (Mendel n.d.a:6) or to shorten (i.e.,
abort) a pregnancy (G. Mendel, pers. comm. 1989). The Hanaksiala picked the young
spring growth of red elderberry bushes and boiled them for use in alleviating arthritic
and other types of pain. The cooked shoots can be applied directly to sore, arthritic areas
or put in one's bath water so that the patient can soak in the medicine. The leaves can be
picked in the spring and dried for use later in the year (GR). Boils were treated among
the Hanaksiala by inserting small slivers of red elderberry roots with the bark intact
inside the eruption to be removed the following day with its contents (GR). The wood of
red elderberry was used to make points to attach to red-cedar shafts as oolichan and
squirrel spears.
GR said that the Hanaksiala referred to a Coast Tsimshian village near Prince
Rupert as the 'red elderberry (people) place,' HA kiliaCidcw. The Coast Tsimshian name
was CT kispaid5c (GR). Boas (1912:276) gave the Coast Tsimshian name Gispax1rts
(people of place where one eats elderberries) (cf. Halpin and Seguin 1990:283).
(103) Symphoricarpos albus (L.) Blake var. laevigatus (Fernald) S.F. Blake (Common
Snowberry)
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HA ilea hs_m5m1kimas - common snowberry (literally, 'berry of black bear')
( G R)
HA kibet hsjaai - common snowberry (literally, 'red elderberry of crow')
(term also applied to Sitka mountain-ash)
tHA rhurniiwsm hs_kibat - common snowberry (literally, 'white of red
elderberry')
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal (also associated with
other plants)
According to GR, "...any berries that's white, it belongs to the bear."
Snowberries, like other white berries such as common red-osier dogwood berries, were
not eaten by the Hanaksiala or the Haisla (GR). The terms HA kitiat hs_kaaX and tHA
rhurnsm hs_kib6t were also applied to Sitka mountain-ash by GR. The berries were
eaten by crows and bears (GR).
(104) Viburnum edule (Michx.) Raf. (High Bush Cranberry)
HA ills - high bush cranberry
HA (Gm.) iló5s - high bush cranberry bush
HA (GI.) il6as - the "real name" for high bush cranberry bush (GR)
HA iicasu - place with high bush cranberries
HA fades - to look for high bush cranberries (GR)
HA flea - to get high bush cranberries
HA ilstica - to eat high bush cranberries
HA tdulse - cranberry (Raley n.d.a:35)
HA tills - haws, red (Curtis 1970:332)
HA Celcila - take Cels 6.179 (Bach 1989a:4)
HA t'els - huckleberry (Bach 1989a:4) [high bush cranberry]
HA Celst'eca(numa) - to (go to?) eat Calaus (??t'els) 6.179 (this no also for
ralaus) (Bach 1989a:4)
HA Cibasaa - (CT) name of the (CT) man who was part owner of wild high bush
cranberry grounds behind Kitlope Lake (GR)
HA wiuyis - a place where high bush cranberries were picked (GR)
HA tulz.zass - high bush do (cranberry tree) (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA tulz - berry (of the same) [high bush cranberry] (Robinson n.d.:114)
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(RL#428) Vilc/s- "high-bush cranberry (Viburnum edule)" (Lincoln and
Rath 1986:490)
Miscellaneous: botanical name employed in geographic designation
Primary Food: fruits eaten
High bush cranberries were used by the Hanaksiala and Haisla for food. A Coast
Tsimshian man named HA Cibas5a was part owner of an area rich in high bush
cranberries near Kitlope Lake (GR). Mcllwraith (1948, 11:505) wrote that this man,
Tcibisa (or an earlier possessor of the name), was "a Kitkatla chief and ancestor of the
chief with the same name." He was also said to own "a number of crabapple trees at
Kitlobe which he visited every autumn to collect and preserve the fruit" (op. cit.).
Other places where the Hanaksiala collected high bush cranberries were HA wiUyis and
HA iicasu (literally, 'high bush cranberry place') and an unnamed location near
Butedale (GR). They were stored in barrels with oolichan grease for the winter (like
Pacific crabapples) (GR) and were sometimes prepared with kinnikinnick berries and
Pacific crabapples or mixed with the juice of false Solomon's seal (GR). GR has also
collected high bush cranberries on Princess Royal Island.
Cornaceae (Dogwood Family)
(105) Cornus sericea L. ssp. sericea (Common Red-osier Dogwood)
HA w6a6alas - common red-osier dogwood (literally, 'riverside plant); kind of
giant willow (identified as Cornus sericea ssp. sericea by GR; said to have
white berries which are a type of "bear's berries;" grows by the
riverside; plant about the size of a long bush-cranberry; branches used
to string fish; have same kind of leaves as willow; a "kind of HA dirhafas"
[GR])
HA wawa6alaCa - to get (pick) HA wea6alas (GR)
HA wa'Oalas - cottonwood, Populus trichocarpa (Mendel n.d.:9)
HA ilea hs_m6m1kimas - common red-osier dogwood berries (literally, 'berry
of black bear') (GR)
(RL#1861) Vwh- "river, stream, flowing water" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:496)
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Mythology: natural role in myth or story; mythical or traditional association
with animal
Primary Material: branches used to string fish
Secondary Material: leaves used to wipe fish
Common red-osier dogwood is known as HA w6a6alas (literally, 'riverside
plant') because it grows along watercourses. The branches of common red-osier dogwood
were used by the Hanaksiala to string fish - a fact mentioned in a Hanasiala story (Bach
1 992b:29). They were used in the same manner as those of HA dirhalas (i.e., one or
more species of Salix, willow) and, furthermore, was considered to be "a kind of HA
dirhaias" (GR) Mendel (n.d.:9) identified HA wa'6alas (HA waa6alas) as black
cottonwood but this identification seems inaccurate. The white berries were not used as
food by the Hanaksiala or Haisla and were, therefore, considered to be a type of "bear's
berries," or HA flea hs_mamirdmas (literally, 'berry of black bear'), because "only
the bear can eat that...the human never eat that." On one occasion GR referred to them as
HA (GI.) kilAt hs_fixwa (literally, 'red elderberry of black bear') although this term
probably is more correct in reference to Sitka mountain-ash (#160). They are
common along the Kitlope and Kitimat rivers (GR).
(106) Cornus unalaschensis Ledebour (Western Cordilleran Bunchberry) and/or C.
canadensis L. (Canadian Bunchberry)
HA "Xrpkwèuli, pl. HA "Xi*Xmkw6uli - bunchberries
HA "Xmauli - bunchberries
HA k!16'mkoli, klamk oli - berries of the dwarf dogwood? (Olson 1940:196)
HA "Xrpkw6s - bunchberry plant
HA "Xriik wasu - place where one gets bunchberries (GR)
HA Xrhkwa - to get bunchberries
HA Xrrk"eulix Xmkwaulika - to eat bunchberries (GR)
-

-

(RL#976) -1Xmkw- "bunchberries (Cornus canadensis L.)" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:492) (Note: Root morpheme RL#41 3 does not refer to this plant.)
Miscellaneous: botanical name employed in geographic designation
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: fruits eaten
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Bunchberries were used as food by the Hanaksiala and Haisla. The Hanaksiala
used to mash and mix them with oolichan grease for a dessert. They were gathered from
a place near Kemano Village called HA "r -spkwasu (literally, 'bunchberry place') and dried
for the winter (GR).
In the story The Girl Who Married a Frog (Olson 1940:196), the frog people told
the people who lived nearby to gather fruits for them in preparation for war against a
band of Tsimshian raiders. The people collected all the wrong types of fruits, viz.,
cranberries, blueberries, huckleberries and Pacific crabapple, which the frogs refused.
Instead, the frogs wanted bunchberries, which they specified by the Hanaksiala and
Haisla name, HA 'Xrrikwàuli. Bunchberries are also considered to be "frogberries" among
the Nuxalkmc (Turner 1973:204) and Oweekeno (RH, LJ NJ). In an Oweekeno story, a
,

woman married a frog and had children who liked to eat bunchberries (Hilton et al.
1982:139).
Droseraceae (Sundew Family)
(107) Drosera anglica Hudson (Great Sundew) and D. rotundifolia L. (Round-leaved
Sundew)
HA liwta66s - sundew (literally, 'sticky plant'; also refers to bedstraw, burdock,
large-leaved avens, thistle and cattail) (GR)
(RL#1713) Vreut- "to stick on, to be sticky" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:464)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
Sundew is a small, insectivorous plant of bogs and muskegs. Its leaves are
covered with glandular hairs that secrete a sticky fluid that traps small insects and
other animals. Because of the sticky nature of sundew, it, like several other sticky
plants (i.e., thistles, burdock and bedstraw) is called HA kuita06s (GR). This "sticky"
characteristic was also noted by the Kwakwaka'wakw who called D. rotundifolia KW
kw'et6 (cf. KW kwiete16, "sticky") and used it combined with "toes of the toad and
lizard" as a love charm (Boas 1966: 153; Grubb 1972:134, 136).
Elaeagnaceae (Oleaster Family)
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(108) Shepherdia canadensis (L.) Nutt. (Soapberry, Soopolallie)
HA has - soapberries (prob. CT borrowing; cf. 102. AS. n. soapberries [Pas] k,
m, pr [Dunn 1978:6])
HA liaCès - soapberry bush
HA 6a'Cas - soapberry bush (Mendel n.d.:10)
HA Iiasa - to pick soapberries
HA tieslisa - to eat soapberries
HA ti6s:fiasayu - spoon for eating soapberries (made from Rocky Mountain maple
wood according to GR)
HA r<aa)'‹ hsji6s:tiasayu - soapberry spoon made from split shinbone of grizzly
bear (literally, 'bone-of-soapberry spoon') (GR)
HA m+a - to stir, whip up (e.g., soapberries) (GR)
HA rril6yu - what one used to stir, whip up (i.e., red-cedar bark used to whip
soapberries) (GR)
HA iicre0 - to throw anything soft or sticky at one another (e.g., soapberry foam
thrown in fun at a feast) (GR)
HA ficrmd - to have something soft or sticky on one's face (e.g., soapberry
foam), as a result of having someone throw it at you in fun at a feast (GR)
HA ibr7id - when one throws something soft or sticky (e.g., soapberry foam
thrown in fun at a feast) (GR)
HA tiraOud - to throw something soft or sticky (e.g., soapberry foam in fun at a
feast) on/in one's crotch (GR)
(RL#2633) Vtihs- "soapberries" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:450)

Medicine: oxytocic (birthing aid)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Soapberries are apparently not found in the territories of the Hanaksiala and
Haisla although some are said to grow near Terrace (Mendel n.d.b-2:10), at Ootsa Lake
and on the Skeena River, where GR used to pick them. Soapberries were gathered in
June by spreading a round piece of canvas on the ground at the base of the bushes and
then hitting the branches to shake the berries loose and then the berries were dried
(GR). The Hanaksiala and Haisla routinely obtained them from neighbouring groups such
as the Coast Tsimshian, Nuxalkmc Carrier and, probably, Gitksan (GR). The name used
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by the Hanaksiala and Haisla for soapberries is a Coast Tsimshian word 53 indicating that
the bulk of soapberries used by the Hanaksiala and Haisla were probably always obtained
from the Tsimshian, who traditionally smoke-dried them for trade with other groups
(Gorman 1896:79-80). The Gitksan and Nisga'a probably also traded soapberries to the
Hanaksiala and Haisla-speaking peoples in return for foods they couldn't collect
themselves (cf. Halpin and Seguin 1990:271). GR stated that the Hanaksiala formerly
obtained soapberries from the (Carrier) people at Ootsa Lake and White Sail Lake in
exchange for dried oolichans and oolichan grease. To do so, the Carrier came down a trail
belonging to the Hagwilget people close to New Hazelton, and down the Kemano River
(GR). The Carrier also were known to have frequent contact with the Haisla with whom
they frequently intermarried (Lopatin 1945:92).
Soapberries contain saponins, soap-like water-soluble glucosides (cf. Hill
1952:208) that cause them to become frothy when stirred or whipped vigorously. This
froth, known as "Indian ice-cream" or soopolallie (see Turner 1975:133-37), is used
as a dessert food by the Hanaksiala and Haisla. It was whipped using a handful of redcedar inner bark or salmonberry or western thimbleberry leaves and traditionally
eaten from special, flat spoons made from Rocky Mountain maple or split grizzly bear
shinbones designed especially for the purpose and used only for eating soapberries.
Soapberries were served at large gatherings and special occasions such as feasts. Near
the end of such occasions, participants occasionally threw whipped soapberries at each
other in fun (GR). GR recalled how on one occasion a woman threw an entire bowl of
whipped soapberries on one man's head so that it covered his face making it difficult for
him to breathe. He retaliated by lifting her dress and throwing some up between her legs
but "luckily she had bloomers on," which he had to replace by buying her a new pair.
GR's grandmother dried her soapberries and also said that they were given to
women in labour to help with the birth because "they make the baby come out easy and
the women won't suffer so much" (GR).
Empetraceae (Crowberry Family)
(109) Empetrum nigrum L. ssp. nigrum (Black Crowberry)
HA tsi-ag-wv-nas gaax - crow berry, Empetrum nigrum (Mendel n.d.a:6)
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HA siacrenac gax - juniperus scopulasum? [sic] 5.7 prob' bly: siale'enalhc
gaR: blueberry [?] of raven (Bach 1989a:6)
HA sialeanac gak" - 'crow's Alaskan blueberry' (GR; EB)
HA si6revriat 6 aX (kaai() - "crow's Alaskan blueberry [Vaccinium alaskaense]"
.

(EB) (HA siakwriac kaaX or HA siare'ria+ hsjaar( [NL])
(RL#893) Vsykw- "blueberry" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:488)
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal; associated with
blueberries (Vaccinium spp.)
Black crowberries are blue to black and produced on low, spreading bushes
commonly found in swamps and muskegs on the Central and North Coasts. The berries
are not known to have been widely used by Native groups of British Columbia although
the Coast and Southern Tsimshian groups may have occasionally used them for food (cf.
Turner 1975:137). Their Hanaksiala and Haisla name means, literally, 'Alaskan
blueberry of crow.' GR likened the bushes to small Pacific silver fir trees and said that
people don't eat the berries because they taste pitchy. He also described them in
association with another type of 'crow's berries,' viz., HA kaai hsAisina (Sitka
mountain-ash). At a later date he also mentioned that a specific plant with blue berries
growing in close association with the leaves and stem (probably black crowberry) and
"any kind of berries [that] the human can't eat (e.g., HA si6kwriat 'daii [prickly currant]
and HA kibet hs_kaai< [Sitka mountain-ash])" was called HA 6w6aXaksala
hs_rn6m1r<imas, literally, "weed of berry." Black crowberries are another type of HA
sier<wria+, or "blueberries" (GR). On still another occasion, GR identified HA si6kwriac
kaaX as Ribes lacustre (see #131).

Ericaceae (Heath Family)
(110) Arbutus menziesii Pursh (Arbutus, Madrona, Pacific Madrone)
HA Xènala - naked; arbutus tree
(RL#2427) V)Thei- "naked" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:503)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
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Arbutus occurs far south of the Hanaksiala and Haisla territories. It grows along
the southeast part of Vancouver Island, the Gulf Islands, and the immediate adjacent
mainland south of Bute Inlet (Krajina et al. 1982:116). The Hanaksiala and Haisla name
for arbutus, which sheds its bark annually, is similar to those in Kwak'wala and
Oowekyala which refer to the naked appearance of the trees (EW; cf. Turner and Bell
1973:282).
(111) Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (L.) Spreng. ssp. uva-ursi (Kinnikinnick, Bearberry)
HA wlmix, HA '6')'<"sm wlmix - kinnikinnick berries (GR)
HA wlmixas, HA wirnir<aas, HA wiriaas - kinnikinnick plant (GR)
HA wlx6su - place where wlmix grows (GR)
HA wIxe - to pick HA wlmix (GR)
HA "e"i"(''sm wlmix - kinnikinnick berries
HA wit-mij - bear berry, Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (bog cranberry [handwritten
notation]) (Mendel n.d.a:7)
HA w'ilmix - bearberry 5.13 (Bach 1989a:2)

Miscellaneous: botanical term employed in geographic name
Mythology: traditional association with Maianthemum dilatatum (wild lily-ofthe-valley)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
The names used by Hanaksiala and Haisla speakers to refer to kinnikinnick are
Salishan borrowings, probably back-formations from the Nuxalk term, NU milixw
(Mcllwraith 1948, 11:592) or NU milixw (Turner 1973:204). The Nuxalkmc and
Oweekeno used these berries as food and in trade (Olson 1935:3) and the Heiltsuk
smoked the leaves like tobacco (Boas 1923:261). GR also applied the term HA
HA {_ism

irriC or

irriC (literally, 'rock irriC') (see Maianthemum dilatatum). GR said that the

berries of kinnikinnick in the Gardner Canal area were very sweet and juicy and were
traditionally used for food by the Hanaksiala who mashed them and mixed them with
grease. Sometimes winter feasts featured these berries mixed with high bush
cranberries or Pacific crabapples. They were also prepared and stored in oil like
cranberries (GR). They were picked from mid-September through October and were
one of the last berries that could be picked when the snow arrived (GR). One location
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near Kemano where these berries were known to grow in abundance up in rocky areas
was called HA wlxasu, or 'kinnikinnick place' (GR).
(112) Gaultheria shallon Pursh (Salal)
HA nkw+ - salal berries
HA nkwas, HA nklas - salal plant
HA nklas - salal plant (GR)
HA neria1Zwasu - place where salal berries are picked (GR)
HA nkwa, pl. HA ni:nle6 - to pick salal (leaves?)
HA nkw+a - to pick salal berries
HA nanarasu - to eat salal berries
HA nu-g6Fil - salalberries (Curtis 1970:332)
HA ne"-gwilass - sahal [sic] (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA ne"-ggilt - berry (of the same) [salal] (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA dla-ga-si-yuu-kvs - salal berry bush place, site of present Kitimat River
Bridge in town, right bench (Mendel n.d.a:25) (possibly HA )agasyuk's
? [NL]) (said to be a plant and an old village name [G. Mendel, pers.
comm. 1989]; Dla-ga-si-yu-kus - "village site...where the present
Haisla Bridge crosses the Kitimat River in the Service Centre" [Mendel
n.d.d:10])
HA dla-gaj or HA dla-g'aj - wintergreen leaf of salal (uncertain) (Mendel
n.d.a:29)
HA nek'elh (nug'ilh) - salalberry 7.183 (Bach 1989a:7)
(RL#506) Vnkw- "salal" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:473)

Miscellaneous: botanical term employed in geographic name
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Salal berries were picked by the Hanaksiala at locations such as HA nanakwasu
(literally, 'salal place') and by the Haisla on rocky islands in Douglas Channel (Mendel
n.d.b-2:5) and used for food. The Haisla also were said to gather the berries at a place
(if re-transcribed, possibly THA 'Xagasyukws), the site of
called HA dla-ga-si- yju-kvs
t
the present Kitimat River Bridge in Kitimat. The name of this place apparently is
derived from dla-gaj or dla-g'aj, terms said to be Haisla words that refer to salal leaves
(Mendel n.d.a:25).
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(1 13) Kalmia microphylla (W.J. Hooker) A.A. Heller ssp. microphylla and/or K.
microphylla (W.J. Hooker) A.A. Heller ssp. occidentalis (Western Swamp

Laurel)
HA pu0s, pl. HA pupuYs - "Indian tea" (Labrador tea and western swamp
laurel) (GR)
HA pap4aCa - to get HA pus
(RL#76) Vpws- "to swell through soaking, to rot (said of fish after they have
finished spawning" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:475)
Secondary Food: leaves used as beverage
Both western swamp laurel and Labrador tea (#114) are referable to the term
HA pu0s. The leaves of these plants were used to make a beverage tea by the Hanaksiala
(GR). The Kwakwaka'wakw used a decoction of western swamp laurel leaves as a
medicine for vomiting and spitting blood (Boas 1 932b:1 85, 1966:380).
(114) Ledum Qroenlandicum Oeder (Labrador Tea, "Hudson Bay Tea," Indian Tea)
HA pu0s, pl. HA pupuOs - "Indian tea" (Labrador tea and western swamp
laurel) (GR)
HA papt4aCa - to get puOas
(RL#76) Vpws- "to swell through soaking, to rot (said of fish after they have
finished spawning" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:475)
Medicine: used for respiratory disease (colds, tuberculosis); appetite stimulant
Secondary Food: leaves used as beverage
Labrador tea leaves were used by many coastal groups, including the Hanaksiala
and Haisla, to make a beverage and medicinal tea for colds and tuberculosis (GR) When
young women got tuberculosis in the past and had weight loss, they were given Labrador
tea to help them regain their appetite (GR). The leaves and small branches should be
boiled for approximately a half hour (GR). Western swamp laurel is a related plant
whose leaves were also used for a beverage tea, hence both plants are referred to as HA
pu0s. Some people refer to this plant to be "sort of an appetizer" (Mendel n.d.:1), a
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reference consistent with GR's comment regarding the medicinal use of this species. The
Hanaksiala and Haisla name is superficially similar to the Hanaksiala and Haisla word
for 'hungry,' HA purls, or 'hunger,' HA pulii HA pui and HA pii6i (Lincoln and Rath
,

1986:285). However, the root morpheme for Hanaksiala and Haisla term relating to
hunger, (RL#73) \/pw- (1), is different from that involved in the name for Labrador
tea, (RL#76) Vpws- (Lincoln and Rath 1986:475). This latter term probably refers
to the manner in which the leaves of Labrador tea, or the "swelling plant" (GR), swell
when steeped to make tea.
(115) Menziesia ferruginea Smith (False Azalea, Fool's Huckleberry) (and
Exobasidium sp. affin. vaccinii)

HA "Xneiwas
HA 'Xnr<was - the place where HA "Xneas berries grow (GR)
(RL#986) V -Xnqw- "red or blue kind of huckleberry" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:492) 54
Food-related Use: galls of Exobasidium sp. affin. vaccinii on false azalea eaten
The entity known as HA Viiras consists of false azalea and a fungal parasite of
that species, Exobasidium sp. affin. vaccinii. 55 Although false azalea is known from the
Kitlope area, 56 the accompanying fungal parasite was encountered by GR only around
Butedale Lake. The fungal bodies, or mycocecidia, are regarded in the Hanaksiala
perspective as the "berries" of false azalea, HA 'XIVr as 57 (GR). They may be
encountered during the summer, especially during July, and are considered to be edible,
if not particularly desirable (GR). Furthermore, this plant and its "berries" are
involved in Tsimshianic and Hanaksiala mythological references. When he was young, GR
was told of the story of a monster with a basket known as HA Cigikla. According to GR,
the HA clgikla blew its nose and flung the mucus so that it landed on some false azalea
bushes which is the reason why HA "XrViwas has the "berries" today. This fungus also is
recognized among other coastal groups, viz., the Heiltsuk, Haihais, Kitasoo and Coast
Tsimshian.
(116) Phyllodoce empetriformis (Smith) D. Don (Red Mountain-heather)
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HA iism hs,plx.Yia - red mountain-heather (and possibly other species;
literally, 'flower of rocks'), "rock flowers," any flowers that grow up in
the rocks (GR)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
Red mountain-heather and "any flowers that grow up in the rocks" can be
referred to as HA iism^(GR).
(117) Vaccinium alaskaense Howell (Alaskan Blueberry)
HA sigeuna+ - Alaskan blueberry; blueberry (in general)
HA sea-ak-kwun-at1 - blue-berry (Raley n.d.a)
HA se-ak-kwun-atl - blackberry (Raley n.d.a)
HA^- blackberries (Curtis 1970:332)
HA sikwas, HA sireuès - bush of "HA si6kwna+ (Alaskan blueberry)"
HA sesikwasu - place where "HA si6kwna+ (Alaskan blueberries)" are picked
HA sireas plX.65, HA sieVna+ 0'0'15 - flowers of "HA siakwna+ (Alaskan
blueberry)" (GR)
HA sesikwa - to get "HA si6kwna+ (Alaskan blueberry)" (GR)
HA siaVanaln (?) eianeR - "real blueberry" (GR; EB) (HA sièkwnac eina)s."0"
[NL])
HA 15115eRsem (?) si6leanalh - the "other blueberry" (GR; EB) [V. ovalifolium]
(HA Oirtisrli siakwna+)
HA siak°'enalh - ? blackberry 1.15 (Bach 1989a:2)
HA sik°'as - berry bush 3.33 blueberry, blackberry bush 1.81 (Bach
1 9 89a:3)
HA crilasdu - blueberry colour
HA sea-ak-kwun-atl - blue-berry (Raley n.d.a:19)
HA t'hiReli; HA t'hit'hiReli - blueberry flowers or any kind of flowers when it
first opens (GR; EB) (HA lxll - unripe blueberry or salmonberry,
Pacific crabapple, cranberry) (GR: NL)
(RL#893) Vsykw- "blueberry" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:488)

Miscellaneous: botanical term employed in geographic name
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Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Ritual/Spiritual: flowers used in "flower dance" costume
A number of related species of Vaccinium were used as food by the Hanaksiala and
Haisla. One of these, Alaskan blueberry, is the prototypical blueberry, known as HA
siakwrria+. This term is also applied as a supergeneric label to mean "any blueberry,"
such as HA silesgwis (black mountain huckleberry, V. ?membranaceum), HA 150)(srli
-

and HA 15a15iisri i (oval-leaved blueberry, V. ovalifolium), another type of unidentified
-

blueberry known as HA (?) mimimiyus (#179) and "black bear's Alaskan
blueberries," HA ilea hs_si6ku)nai- (Clintonia uniflora) as well as "blackberries"
(probably V. membranaceum but possibly also Rubus leucodermis var. leucodermis)
(Curtis 1970:332; Raley n.d.a). The term HA siaktunac einait" ("real blueberry") can
be applied in order to differentiate Alaskan blueberries from other types of HA si6Vna+.
Oval-leaved blueberries, HA 15iPsrli and HA Oar5ii<sri i, were also traditionally important
-

and commonly used blueberries. They seem to be second most common referent of HA
siek`una+ (#117) which GR further referred to as HA 6iPsrli siekvina+, or the "other
blueberry." Alaskan blueberries were picked by the Hanaksiala at several locations,
including one named for the local abundance of these berries, HA s6sikwasu, and eaten
fresh or dried for winter use (GR). Blueberries and several other fruits were
mentioned in the Hanaksiala story The Girl Who Married a Frog (Olson 1940:196) as a
one of several fruits considered unsavory to frogs who instead preferred bunchberries.
Elsewhere in Hanaksiala mythology, blueberries are considered to be the source of the
"weapon," or ink, of the octopus (GR).
(118) Vaccinium ?caespitosum Michaux var. caespitosum and/or V ?caespitosum
Michaux var. paludicola (Camp) Huken (Dwarf Blueberry) or possibly V.
membranaceum D. Douglas ex W.J. Hooker (Black Mountain Huckleberry)

HA sik w :sg w is - mountain blueberry; likely V. membranaceum (Mendel n.d.:6)
HA sik:sgwiCas, HA sk:sgwiC6s - mountain blueberry plant
HA six-v-gwiis pepxsam - big blue berry from the mountain (Mendel n.d.a:7)
HA si-x-sv-gwiis - low blueberry, Vacc. ?uliginosum L. (Mendel n.d.a:44)
HA sik°seg°is - mountain blueberry (short bush) 5.13 (Bach 1989a:3)
(RL#893) Vsykw- "blueberry" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:488)
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Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: fruits eaten
The "blueberry" identified as HA sik w sg w is was described by GR as a "little HA

siakwna+ low to the ground." This is an accurate translation of the Hanaksiala and Haisla
name which, when analyzed, is interpreted to mean 'blueberry (reduplicated, to indicate
diminutive) on the ground." The botanical identification of HA sikwsqwis is unclear.
Mendel (n.d.:6) remarked that it was likely black mountain huckleberry but later
(n.d.a:7) recorded the term HA six-v-gwiis pepxsam (probably HA sik w :sg w is 6115)(srli)
-

for "big blue berry from the mountain." Because the literal meaning of HA OirAsrli is
'powdery-powdery-round thing,' the name recorded by Mendel implies reference to a
powdery-looking blueberry. Black mountain huckleberries are dark and shiny so
another type of blueberry that produces a whitish bloom on the berries, such as dwarf
blueberry (V. caespitosum var. caespitosum and/or V. caespitosum var. paludicola) or
bog blueberry (V. uliginosum ssp. occidentale), may be implicated (cf. Mendel n.d.a:44).
Haisla women gathered large quantities of HA sik w sqwis from mountain sides with
slide areas. They also removed the bark from western hemlock trees and used the curved
sections as vessels in which the crushed huckleberries were placed on racks and dried
over a fire. The resulting berry mass could then be stored in containers or dried
completely in the form of cakes approximately one foot square and one inch thick. These
berry cakes could be reconstituted during the winter and mixed with preserved Pacific
crabapples (Robinson 1973a:8, 9). The Hanaksiala sometimes collected huckleberries
by shaking the berries from the bushes onto round pieces of canvas placed on the ground,
in the same manner as soapberries were collected (GR).
Huckleberries are mentioned in a Haisla origin story. One day X8`ntlik wile x's,
the Oweekeno man who moved to the Kitimat River area, met a group of Tsimshian people
from Port Simpson. It was said that the Tsimshian chief customarily blackened his
huckleberry baskets to prevent them from being seen from the canoes of raiders (Olson
1940:188). "Huckleberries," (probably V. membranaceum but possibly red
huckleberries) and a number of other fruits were mentioned in Hanaksiala mythology.
Huckleberries were among several fruits mentioned in The Girl Who Married a Frog
(Olson 1940:196).
(119) Vaccinium ovalifolium J.E. Smith in Rees (Oval-leaved Blueberry)
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HA Oiasrn, HA PaOiX'srti - "oval-leaved blueberry" (literally, 'mouldy-mouldyround thing'); 58 likely V. alaskaense (Mendel n.d.:1)
HA pis, HA 1514as (GR), pl. HA 6046s - "oval-leaved blueberry bush" 59
HA 0a0ii<srtias - oval-leaved blueberry bush (GR)
HA pix.Yia pl. HA 1510.lia - "blossom of oval-leaved blueberry" 60
,

HA pek'-ass - Alaska blueberry bush, Vacc. alaskaense Howell (Mendel n.d.a:44)
HA siaVenalh (?) eianaR - "real blueberry" (GR; EB) (V. alaskaense)
HA OiPeRsam (?) si61Canalh - the "other blueberry" (GR; EB) (V. ovalifolium)
HA p"ip'eRsem - blueberry 1.15, 1) light blue 3.33 2) shiny black; same as
g'adem (Bach 1989a:2)

(RL#115) -\/Pyq- "mouldy" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:476)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Ritual/Spiritual: dance symbol
Oval-leaved blueberries are known as HA OiPsrli or HA OaPi3isr-ii - "mouldy
blueberries" - because they produce a whitish bloom that makes the fruits look mouldy.
GR referred to this as HA Oigsrn si6kwria+, or the "other blueberry," in contrast to the
"real blueberry," HA siAkwria+ (Alaskan blueberry). There are some indications that
some Hanaksiala and Haisla speakers may have applied the name HA Oigsrii to Alaskan
blueberry as well as oval-leaved blueberry (cf. Bach 1989a:2; Mendel n.d.1, n.d.a:44).
The berries of this plant were used as food by the Hanaksiala and Haisla.
G. Mendel went picking HA Oiasrn with Haisla children at Kitamaat near the
Alcan power lines and later noted that: "With the advent of logging roads 1965 and
clear-cuts the annual berry crop became legendary. Before that patches were limited.
Haisla people went picking (transport by boat) to Jesse falls and J. Lake and Gilttoyees
Inlet I was told berry-leather was not made anymore during my Kitimat years 195681. I was told they were dried on wooden racks on skunk cabbage leaves near a fire and
later hung up and more air-dried" (Mendel n.d.b-2:1,2). "Since K[itimat]. is very wet,
one picks a lot of leaves with Alaska blueberries. It takes almost as long to clean as to
pick!! The natives let the picked berries roll over wet cedar boards to which most of the
leaves adhered which was some help" (Mendel n.d.b-2:2). HA Oiasrli also grows in
Kitlope and around Butedale Lake (GR).
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Olson (1934:65) reported that 00 dzaka'ls was "a womans genitals exposed
which are the color of blueberries. This is (curiously) a womans name. It is never
mentioned in the light of being a base or obscure name." It was an inherited name used
only in the Tsaika ('Caiqa) dance as gifts were passed out, never in everyday life. Other
inherited, more obscure, names were used in derision by spectators of the Tsaika dance
(cf. Olson 1954:241). The term 00 dzaica'ts seems related to KW qz6sa, "blue," and
KW clz6stu, (something) blue" (Grubb 1977:46). According to GR, there is a
Hanaksiala dance that has to do with a woman who was transformed from the blueberry
bush known as HA 15i116s or HA 014as and who was the mother of all the berries. In that
dance all the dancers wore HA firiàs (wood fern leaves) wrapped around the lower part of
their bodies like skirts and fastened with red-cedar bark because this was the clothing of
the "Berry Mother." In the accompanying story, a young woman was angry at the bear
who ate all the blueberries she had collected and broke all the blueberry bushes. The
"mother of the berries" appeared to the young girl and produced berries from her vagina
to replenish the berries in the young girl's basket. In addition to blueberries, she
produced stink currants, Pacific crabapples, high bush cranberries and all the others
(GR).
(120) Vaccinium oxycoccus L. (Bog Cranberry)
HA *ArrisdaiC - bog cranberry
HA 'XrpsdèiCas - bog cranberry bush (with berries) (GR)
HA "XmC6s - bog cranberry bush (without berries) (GR)
HA 'Arps6su - place where bog cranberries grow
HA rnsa, pl. HA Arrrrisa - to go after bog cranberries
.

HA Aa ArnsdaiCe - to get/pick bog cranberries (GR)
.

.

HA Arbs.rod - to spark (single act), start sparkling, give off a spark
.

HA rnsla - sparkling, emitting sparks
HA tlim steds - cranberry (Robinson n.d.:19)
HA th'ernclaid - mountain cranberry 6.165 (Bach 1989a:4)
HA th'emsdaic' - ? mountain cranberry 4.13 (Bach 1989a:4)
HA ltim zass - cranberry tree [bog cranberry] (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA ltirrrstedy - berry (of the same) [bog cranberry] (Robinson n.d.:114)
(RL#1045) V Xrhs- "?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:495)
-

Miscellaneous: botanical term employed in geographic name
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Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Bog cranberries were used as food by the Hanaksiala and Haisla. One location in
Hanaksiala territory where bog cranberries were picked was called HA 'rnsasu,
literally, 'bog cranberry place' (GR). At one site in Hanaksiala territory, a bog filled
with bog cranberries was deliberately flooded. The Hanaksiala took canoes and collected
the fruits that were blown to one end of the bog by the wind (J. Kelson, pers. comm.
1992). These berries were common and grew large in swamps around Kitamaat, where
they were picked as late as November (Mendel n.d.b-2:7). They were boiled for
approximately a half hour. Then they were drained and stored in barrels of oolichan
grease (GR). Cranberries and several other fruits were mentioned in the Hanaksiala
story The Girl Who Married a Frog (Olson 1940:196).
(121) Vaccinium parvifolium J.E. Smith in Rees (Red Huckleberry)
HA g w adrn - red huckleberry
HA Nias - red huckleberry bush
HA 6- âta - to pick red huckleberries
HA (Gm.) radmxradmka - to eat huckleberries (SYN: HA [GI.] rât:rta)
HA rat:rtama - to give a red huckleberry feast
HA kw6.-ttim - huckleberries, red (Curtis 1970:332)
HA kwa'dass - (red berry) tree (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA kwa"tdum - berry (of the same) [red huckleberry] (Robinson n.d.:114)
HA rip'eRsem - blueberry 1.15, 1) light blue 3.33 2) shiny black; same as
g*adem (Bach 1989a:2)

HA gThdem - huckleberries (Bach 1989a:5)
HA g*at 'as - redberry, blueberry huckleberry bush 1.81 (Bach 1989a:5)
HA kia:krnule - place with huckleberries where there are deformations in the
rock from someone's footsteps long ago, has straight rock walls, called
Bowl Point (GR)
(RL#1957) Jrht- "red huckleberry" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:442)

Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: fruits eaten
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Red huckleberries were sometimes gathered in the same way as soapberries
(Shepherdia canadensis, #108) and eaten, sometimes at feasts that featured these

fruits. A place in Hanaksiala territory called HA a:kgwriukw, or Bowl Point, has many
red huckleberries (GR). These berries were said to be more common on ocean islands
than at Kitamaat (Mendel n.d.b-2:9). "Huckleberries" - either red huckleberries or
possibly black mountain huckleberries - were mentioned in the story The Girl Who
Married a Frog (Olson 1940:196).
(122) Vaccinium uliginosum L. ssp. occidentale (Gray) HuIten (Bog Blueberry)

HA sikw:sris - bog blueberry? (and/or mountain blueberry)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Bog blueberry is one of several species that have been tentatively associated with
the name HA sikw:sris (Mendel n.d.a:44) (see #118). It has also been identified by
GR from a living specimen at the U.B.C. Botanical Garden as HA sikw:sris.
Fabaceae (syn. Leguminosae; Bean or Legume Family)
(123) Lathyrus spp. (Peavine)

(no Hanaksiala/Haisla term recorded)
Recognition: organism recognized
Numerous species of peavine occur within the Coastal Western Hemlock
Biogeoclimatic Zone. GR recognized specimens of several species of Lathyrus but did not
know of any Hanaksiala name for them. He referred to them simply as "wild peas" (also
see Vicia spp., #126).
(124) Lupinus littoralis D. Douglas ex Lindley (Chinook Lupine), L. nootkatensis Donn
ex Sims var. fruticosus Sims and/or L. nootkatensis Donn ex Sims var.
nootkatensis (Nootka Lupine)

HA

6-^- lupine
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HA qwriCes - lupine plant (GR)
HA qu'ric6 - to get lupine roots (GR)
HA 4w6serrica - to eat lupine roots
HA q"anz6Ci - root basket for q'°an (GR; EB) (HA elwrizki) (NL)
HA (Gm.) erendadi - lupine (taste like carrots) (JD; EB) (HA 4wOdedi) (NL)
HA (Gm.) 4e6ngadi - lupine (AG; EB) (tHA erOrdaqi)
HA (Gm.) q'anqac'i - (tr. with z) root of lady slipper 6.615 (Bach 1989a:6)
HA q'enzas - leaves on stalk (of lady slipper?) (Bach 1989a:6)
Vq°'en- - lady slipper root? (LR no RL# cf. q°enc- [?]); Vern- (species of
root); Vernc- (?) (species of root) (RL#2022); (?) friend
(RL#2021)
HA kwan - carrot (Raley n.d.a:26)
HA irnirnsrlai, HA irrilms* hsAwari - the little lumps/nodules on the roots of
lupine
HA errias hs plx.lia - flowers of lupine (GR)
HA kwan - lupin-roots (Curtis 1970:332)
(no root number listed) \Arn- "(species of root)"; (RL#2022) Vernc- (1)
"(species of root)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:485)
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: roots eaten
Both Chinook and Nootka lupines have been identified as used aboriginally among
coastal peoples of the Pacific Northwest Coast (Turner 1975:161-63; cf. Swanton
1913 and Turner and Bell 1973:284). Probably both these lupines were also used as
food among the Hanaksiala and Haisla. The Hanaksiala gathered their lupine roots from
blue- and purple-flowered plants in the mountains (GR). The ones that grow in Kemano
are better than the ones that grow in Kitamaat and taste good peeled and eaten raw (GR).
Previously, HA Crap has been described as "a kind of root which is eaten raw or
cooked - grow at river mouth and have a sweet taste" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:321). It
has been identified incorrectly as "a kind of willow root" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:324),
and as "lady slipper" (Bach 1989a:6) and "carrot" (Raley n.d.a:26). Among the
Heiltsuk the cognate HE eiu* has been associated with HE iitrn, or "wild (or
domesticated) carrot" and some Haisla people consider lupine roots to taste like carrots
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(JD). The Hanaksiala knew lupines as HA q' an while Haisla consultants (JD, AG) used
the term tHA eiwer:Idedi to refer to lupine roots.
GR specified that HA el'an is also said to refer to lupines with flowers of blue,
purple and other colours. Lupines were gathered at the salmonberry camp known as HA
66Oulasu along with Pacific silverweed roots; the first place to get salmon in the t HA

xa wax (i.e., probably wi(a';;`"/waiaw) River (GR). The roots were gathered in special
baskets called HA eiwriz6Ci. Before cooking, the small root nodules (that enclose
nitrogen-fixing Rhizobium bacteria) were removed from the roots (GR). They were
then eaten raw or cooked and mixed with Pacific silverweed roots and oolichan grease
(GR). This plant and at least two others - Pacific silverweed and hemlock-parsley were revealed as good food for humans by goose in a Hanaksiala myth (Bach 1992b:97).
(125)

Trifolium wormskioldii Lehm. 61 (Springbank Clover)
HA fir sus - springbank clover "roots" (rhizomes)
HA ter aas - springbank clover plant (GR)
HA t6h-sus - clover-roots (Curtis 1970:332)
(RL#466) Vie- "clover" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:491)

Primary Food: rhizomes eaten
Springbank clover "roots" (actually rhizomes) were used by the Hanaksiala and
Haisla for food. GR claimed that this plant was originally brought to the Hanaksiala in
the Kemano River area by the Nuxalkmc, who also used its rhizomes for food. According
to GR the late Nuxalkmc elder Margaret Siwallace's parents brought it there for the
Kitlope people. 62 The Nuxalkmc knew springbank clover rhizomes by the name NU
t'xwsus (Turner 1973:205), which undoubtedly represents a Wakashan borrowing (cf.
Newman 1973). It is plausible that the springbank clover "roots" in Nuxalkmc
territory were more abundant or better-tasting than those from the Hanaksiala and
Oweekeno territories since the Oweekeno also were known to obtain them from the
Nuxalkmc (Olson 1954:217).
(126) Vicia americana Muhlenberg (American Vetch), V. qiciantea Hook. (Giant Vetch)
and possibly other Vicia spp.
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(no Hanaksiala/Haisla term recorded)
Recognition: organism recognized
Like species of Lathyrus, specimens of vetch were recognized by GR who
suggested that they may have had a Hanaksiala name which had been forgotten.
Kwakwaka'wakw consultants have associated V. cligantea with ferns and fireweed
(Epilobium angustifolium ssp. circumvagum) (Boas 1921 and Grubb 1972 in Turner
and Bell 1973:285).
Fagaceae (Beech Family)
(127) ?Quercus garryana Dougl. ex Hook. (Garry Oak)
HA Tlawgs kw6hgl6w - oak (Raley n.d.a:91) (literally, 'tree-red cedar')

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
Raley (n.d.a:91) recorded the Haisla name Tlawgs kw6hglew for "oak." This
term probably represent HA "NaWs ("tree") and HA Vaa5 or HA kwait X6u ("red-cedar
.

wood" or "big red-cedar tree used for making boards") (Lincoln and Rath 1980:292;
GR; cf. Curtis 1970:336 and Raley n.d.a:145). The only type of oak native to British
Columbia is garry oak, which is limited in distribution to southern Vancouver Island and
the adjacent mainland (Krajina et al. 1982:101, 102) and, therefore, not found within
the Hanaksiala or Haisla homelands.
Gentianaceae (Gentian Family)
(128) Gentiana douglasiana Bong. (Swamp Gentian)
HA 1i1x0a hs plx.lia - swamp gentian (and Sitka columbine) (literally, 'sweet of
flower') (GR)
Food-related Use: nectar sipped by children
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Swamp gentian and Sitka columbine were known to Hanaksiala children to have
sweet nectar that could be sucked from the flowers (GR).
Grossulariaceae (Gooseberry Family)
(129) Ribes bracteosum Dougl. ex Hook. (Stink Currant, Greyberry)
HA gisina - wild currant, greyberry, stink currant
HA 41Yas - wild currant (greyberry) bush
HA

picas - grey currant bush (GR)

HA elisa - to go after greyberries
HA eisa'XIa - to go off in a group to get greyberries
HA 4iseisa - to eat greyberries
HA 4i6asdrlia - stem of greyberries
HA eliaala - body odour; smell of wild currant
HA erisdaCi - container for cooked greyberries (GR)
HA 4iy6C'X'Xi - roots of greyberry (GR)
HA '1.1ro(w hs_cliYas - roots of greyberry (GR)
HA

..

i.)6x" hsAisina - roots of greyberry (GR)

HA 6isinastakw - "sort of HA elisina" (said to be a name used for HA xsbeuli,
Ribes ?laxiflorum, when the speaker does not know the real name for it)
(GR)
HA kais - a kind of berry (Curtis 1970:332)
HA kais-tu - gray (Curtis 1970:332)
HA ki-yass - Indian currant (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA ki-sena' - berry of the same [Indian currant] (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
(RL#2318)flys- "wild currant, greyberry" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:484)

Medicine: vulnerary (Haisla); oxytocic (birthing aid) (Haisla); unspecified
medicine (Hanaksiala)
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Stink currants were collected for food and, when cooked, placed in special
containers called HA 4isdaCt One site where they were commonly harvested by the
Hanaksiala is near Butedale (GR). The fruits were stored underground in barrels with
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red elderberries and cooked western dock for winter use (GR). The roots were used as
an unspecified type of medicine (GR), possibly as a birthing aid as used among the Haisla
(L. Barbetti, pers. comm. 1992). This plant is also considered among the Haisla to be
useful in treating impetigo, a contagious skin disease (A. Davis, pers. comm. 1993).
Stink currants have a strong odour that was associated with body odour and the
term for body odour also means the smell of stink currants. A related species of Ribes
HA xslAuli (R. laxiflorum) is sometimes referred to as HA ilisinasiakw ("sort of HA
Clisina") when the real name is unknown (GR). Stink currants also are mentioned in a
Hanaksiala story (see Lycopodium clavatum, #40).
(130) Ribes divaricatum Dougl. (Coastal Black Gooseberry)

HA^- coastal black gooseberry
HA

.

6"anuias - coastal black gooseberry bush

HA "a" anuia - to get coastal black gooseberries (GR)
-

HA t16-tla-nurd - gooseberries (Curtis 1970:332)
(RL#1070) V" x- (or^?) "?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:495)

Primary Food: fruits eaten
Coastal black gooseberries were used as food by the Hanaksiala and Haisla. They
were not very common at Kitlope but some grew around Kemano (GR).
(131) Ribes lacustre (Pers.) Poiret in Lamarck (Prickly Currant, Black Swamp

Gooseberry)
(*see Ribes laxiflorum, Empetrum nigrum ssp. nigrum, Juniperus communis)

tHA malaayas or tHA malaay6s or tHA malCaOas - prickly currant
HA mlcaPs - prickly currant (GR; NL)
HA siNwriat 'Or< (IZaa3i) - 'crow's Alaskan blueberry [Vaccinium alaskaense],'
"sometimes they call it [i.e., tHA malCa6as] HA siakwriat gax (GR) (EB)
HA m'elcay'as - plant with fine needles that stick to you, bears ??xisp'auli
7.169 (Bach 1989a:8)
(RL#1 60) Vmlc- "to aim (gun)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:469)
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Food-related Use: considered harmful with contact
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
The Hanaksiala and Haisla name for prickly currant, HA mIcqes, derives from
the root morpheme Vm1c- (RL#160) meaning "to aim (gun)" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:469). Related words based on this root include HA mica ("to aim at somebody or
something") and HA micla ("aiming at something") (Lincoln and Rath 1986:265). The
former term can also mean to "poke with hand, but don't hit" while the latter may also
mean "to threaten with hand" (AG). The name HA mIcaOas is related to the threatening
aspect of prickly currant, which is armed with numerous thorns considered to be poised
for poking anyone who gets too close to them (GR). Because this plant has "fine needles
that stick to you" it is considered among the Haisla to be the bear's HA xs136uli (Bach
1989a:8; see #132) or, among the Hanaksiala, the 'crow's Alaskan blueberry,' HA
sièkwpat 6a3:( (GR). This plant grows on the river and has branches somewhat like those
.

devil's-club that possess thorns that cause swelling and pain (GR). The berries are,
however, edible and GR recalled eating them in the past.
(132) Ribes ?laxiflorum Pursh (Trailing Black Currant)

HA xsb6uli - trailing black currant berries (GR)
HA xCaas - trailing black currant bush (GR)
HA Ciisinastale - "sort of HA 6isina (Ribes bracteosum)," i.e., trailing black
currant (GR)
HA xesrauli - black berries ribes locustre [sic] swamp gooseberry (Bach
1989a:8)
(RL#1508/1510) Vxs- "to disappear, get lost, dissolve" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:501)
(RL#857) Vsp- "?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:488)

Primary Food: fruits eaten
The plant identified as HA xCaas, probably trailing black currant, is said to be
relatively uncommon in the Kitlope area which is the reason the Hanaksiala and Haisla
names for the plant and berries are based on the root morpheme Vxs(RL#1508/1510), meaning "to disappear, get lost, dissolve" (Lincoln and Rath
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1986:501). This plant is associated with other species of Ribes. Trailing black currant
berries are sometimes referred to as HA tiisinasiale, a "sort of HA elisina," if the
speaker does not know or remember the real name for the berries, HA xsbauli (GR),
which occasionally eaten fresh. Another species, prickly currant, or HA mIca6as, is
considered among the Haisla to be the bear's HA xs136uti (Bach 1989a:8).
Some doubt surrounds the identification of HA xsP6u1i. When GR examined a
specimen of R. laxiflorum he stated that it was not HA xsbauli which was said to be a
shorter bush with berries that hang down and look like stink currants. Bach (1989a:8)
identified HA xs136u1i as prickly currant, R. lacustre. However, the terms HE sxsii6li
and KW kesp'uli - both apparently cognate with xsbauli - have been associated with R.
laxiflorum (Boas 1921 and Grubb 1972 in Turner and Bell 1973:287; Boas
1928:277).
Lamiaceae (syn. Labiatae; Mint Family)
(133) Stachys cooleyae Heller (Cooley's Hedge-nettle)
(no Hanaksiala/Haisla term recorded)
Primary Material: fibrous tissue used for nets
Hedge-nettle was said by GR to be used like stinging nettle (Urtica dioica ssp.
qracilis var. gracilis and/or U. dioica ssp. gracilis var. lvallii), occasionally for making
nets, but he knew of no Hanaksiala name for it.
Nymphaeaceae (Water-lily Family)
(134)

Nuphar lutea (L.) Sib. & Sm. ssp. polysepalum (Engelm.) Beal (syn. Nuphar

polysepalum Engelm.) (Yellow Pond-lily)
HA yx:yxwai - yellow pond-lily
HA yx:gxwèiDO - yellow pond-lily "roots" (rhizomes)
HA yeeeyeeegithi - leaf of pond lily (no name for flower) 6.167 (Bach
1989a:7)
HA yx:yxwai^- yellow pond-lily flowers (GR)
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HA yayxskaia - to pick HA yx:yeai (GR)
HA yayxwai6a - "(to be) on your way to get HA yx:yxwai" (GR)
(RL#1568) Vyx`y- "layer of something, flat layer-like thing (e.g. layer of fat)"
(Lincoln and Rath 1986:507)
Medicine: tuberculosis treatment
Pond-lilies are known as HA yx:yxwai because of the large, flat, spread-out
leaves. A decoction of the "roots" (rhizomes) can be taken alone, or prepared with an
equal measure of red alder bark, internally for medicine. This yellow pond-lily, red
alder medicine has been used to treat tuberculosis in the past (GR).
Onagraceae (Evening-primrose Family)
(135) Epilobium angustifolium L. ssp. circumvagum Mosquin (Fireweed)
HA cairn - fireweed
HA Cai:"(r n6s - fireweed plant (GR)
-

HA Ce0 - twine, string
HA CePia - to make twine (from nettles) (Lincoln and Rath 1986:61)
HA artila - to make twine (from nettles) [said to be older form of HA C6P'ila]
(Lincoln and Rath 1986:60)
HA Cerw+, pl. HA 666<u+

-

gunny sack

HA Ce0 hsi harnak6yu - slingshot
-

HA 66;6 - to pick HA cairn (GR)
HA CaCaXtila - to get HA cairn (GR)
HA qapià7q - 'smoky place' (i.e., a place where lots of fireweed, black
cottonwood, etc. grow) (GR)
HA c'aRem', HA c'aRem - fireweed (EB: zaR'em) (Bach 1989a:5)
HA k ° 'isbis 'aziq' - featherlike seeds from zax"em (lit: ghost snow) (Bach
1989a:5) (HA kwisbis hsjiziei - 'snowflakes of ghost;' It's the ghost's
winter time when that goes out; winter time for our ancestors). (GR)
(RL#853/854)^"?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:431); (RL#853) HE/00
VCrii<- and HA

Jai- "rope (made of nettles or fireweed (?)) (Lincoln

and Rath 1980:166); (RL#854)^"?" (Lincoln and Rath
1980:166)
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Miscellaneous: plant associated with geographic location; clan crest symbol
Mythology: associated with "ghosts' winter"; natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: young stems eaten
Primary Material: fibrous tissue used for cordage, nets, etc.
Secondary Material: leaves used to wipe fish slime from hands
Young fireweed shoots were split open so that the soft inner tissues could be
scraped out and eaten (GR). This plant was used in the past as a source of fibre for
twine, cordage and binding, for example, to bind red elderberry wood points to the
wooden shaft of oolichan spears (GR; Mendel n.d.b-2:6). GR's parents also used this for
oolichan nets (cf. Bach 1992b:65). The Haisla used fireweed leaves to wipe their hands,
especially after handling slimy fish (Mendel n.d.b-2:6). A place in Hanaksiala territory
is called HA qap167q, literally, 'smoky place,' because of the presence of "smoky" things
in the air like the tufted, fluffy air-borne seeds of black cottonwood and fireweed.
Furthermore, the seeds of fireweed were known among the Hanaksiala as HA Visbis
hsfizill, literally, 'snowflakes of ghost,' because it was considered "the ghost's winter
time when that goes out" and "winter time for our ancestors." Furthermore, according
to Olson (1940:182), "The [Haisla] dead stay on in this world, continue their old
pursuits. But when it is winter to the living it is summer for them; when day to the
living, night in the land of the dead."
The Haisla Blackfish or Killer Whale clan had as one of its crests, fireweed,
whose stalks were sometimes used as canes in ceremonial activities (Olson 1940:170).
Another plant, HA CaVès (E. latifolium spp. latifolium, #135) is considered to be a
kind of HA cairn that was not used in the same manner as fireweed (GR).
(136) Epilobium latifolium L. ssp. latifolium (Broad-leaved Willowherb)
HA Car7as - red willow-weed
(RL#853/854)^"?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:431); (RL#853) HE/00
,

/Chi‹ - and HA NICaX "rope (made of nettles or fireweed (?)) (Lincoln

\

.

-

and Rath 1980:166); (RL#854)^"?" (Lincoln and Rath
1980:166)
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Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for similarity to other
plant
Broad-leaved willowherb is considered by GR to be "a kind of HA cairn (i.e.,
fireweed) that you can't eat (as one does with HA Caicti) because it doesn't have juice in
it like HA Caiirli." This plant was also known among the Nuxalkmc as "a different kind of
[NU] ts'agx, growing along river beds and avalanche runs at higher elevations, which is
similar to E. angustifolium, but shorter and bushier," whose name could not be recalled
(Turner 1973:207). Among the Hanaksiala, broad-leaved willowherb was not used but
known simply for its resemblance to fireweed (GR).
Piperaceae (Pepper Family)
(1 37) tPiper nigrum L. (Black Pepper)
HA erpbis - pepper
HA dar-do-williyou - pepper (Robinson n.d.:70)
HA da"do willi you - pepper (Robinson n.d.:143)
-

HA tadul5yu - pepper (it stings in your mouth) (GR; EB) (tHA daduwiayu)
(RL#2011) Vero- "to disintegrate into particles; to spread sprinkle, scatter
(said of dust, powder, crumbs, sand)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:486)
Secondary Food: introduced seasoning
Black pepper, introduced to the Hanaksiala and Haisla by Euro-Canadians, is
known as HA eiwpbis, because of its powdery nature, or tHA daduwlayu, because it stings
the mouth (GR).
Polygonaceae (Buckwheat Family)
(138) tRheum rhabarbarum L. (Rhubarb)
HA (GI.) tinrsiwali - western dock and introduced rhubarb
HA (Gm.) tkrsiw ali - western dock and introduced rhubarb (JD) (NL)

Primary Food: introduced food, petioles eaten
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Rhubarb was introduced to the Hanaksiala and Haisla as a Euro-Canadian garden
plant. It was grown at sites such at the Haisla "Old Town" oolichan camp along with other
domesticated plants including potatoes and grapes (Tirrul-Jones 1985:21, 22, 24a). It
has been used by the Hanaksiala and Haisla for pies and jams (cf. Turner 1975:230).
(139)

Rumex acetosella L. (Sheep Sorrel)

HA cieui5a - sheep sorrel (literally, 'sour')
Food-related Use: plants occasionally nibbled by children
When GR was a child he and other Hanaksiala children used to eat the sour leaves
of sheep sorrel. The name applied to this species is a general term that refers to any
sour-tasting thing (see Malus fusca, #148).
(140)

Rumex occidentalis Wats. var. procerus (Greene) Howell (Western Dock)

HA (GL) tge"siwali - western dock, "Indian rhubarb"
HA (Gm.) tkwsiwali - western dock, "Indian rhubarb" (JD) (NL)
HA tuir6Cii Ai - roots of western dock, "Indian rhubarb" (GR)
-

HA "Xii?s - "overgrown (western dock, "Indian rhubarb"), hard, too old and tough
to eat" (GR)
HA thea - to get western dock, "Indian rhubarb"
HA tUi<wsdaCi - pot or container for western dock, "Indian rhubarb"
HA tox-si-walee - rhubarb and wild rhubarb? (Mendel n.d.a:3)
HA touts-a-wallie - sour-dock (Varley 1981:63)
HA iuteretu6i - flowers of western dock (AM; EB) (HA iutetu5i [NL])
HA tox-si-va-lee - ?like rhubarb, served with HA ju-kvm [Fritillaria
camschatcensis]; laxative, could not find out what it is in English or Latin

(Mendel n.d.a:6)
HA tuTesiwali - plant (used like rhubarb), wild rhubarb (skinnier, leaves not
poisonous) (Bach 1989a:8)
HA stuxwsuli - HA name for "Indian rhubarb" given by MS (Turner 1973:207)
(RL#389) Vtwcr- "to bunch up (?)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:489); cf.
(RL#390) Vtwie"- to bunch up (Lincoln and Rath 1986:489)
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Medicine: considered to have laxative properties (but apparently not used as
such); used as vulnerary (Hanaksiala)
Primary Food: leaves and stems eaten
Young western dock plants were gathered in May and June for use as a spring
vegetable (GR). Two to three weeks after the first harvest of the spring, the new growth
could be picked again (GR). Plants that became too old and tough to eat were referred to
as HA VC (GR). The term HA tawsiwali or HA tOcrsiwali refers to western dock and,
possibly, introduced rhubarb (Rheum rhabarbarum, #138) (Mendel n.d.a:3). Both the
Hanaksiala and Haisla served western dock leaves mixed with riceroot (GR; Mendel
n.d.a:6), which was gathered at the same time of year. Like many other vegetable foods,
this mixture was good served with oolichan grease and sugar (GR) but was considered by
the Haisla to have laxative properties (Mendel n.d.a:6). Some Hanaksiala people
formerly cooked and stored western dock in barrels underground with stink currants and
red elderberries. Long ago, some people used to make a type of home brew, or wine, out
of western dock (GR).
The roots of this plant were used by the Hanaksiala as medicine to treat open
wounds by cooking the roots and inserting them into the wound. A paste of the cooked
roots may also be used directly, or in a poultice, for cuts and boils (HA rtici). When
treating boils, the western dock medicine was followed with a poultice of Sitka spruce
pitch and periodic cleansing with a red alder bark decoction. The leaves and stems also
can be picked and, when washed and pounded, placed on sores or other painful areas
(GR).
Pyrolaceae (Wintergreen Family)
(141) Moneses uniflora (L.) Gray var. reticulata (Nutt.) Blake and/or M. uniflora (L.)
Gray var. uniflora (One-flowered Wintergreen)
(no Hanaksiala and Haisla term recorded)
Medicine: sore throat treatment
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One-flowered wintergreen was chewed by some of the old people up in Gardner
Canal for sore throats but GR did not know if it had a Hanaksiala and Haisla name. The
Kwakwaka'wakw chewed this plant to make a plaster used for swellings and to draw
blisters (Boas 1966:382).
Ranunculaceae (Buttercup Family)
(142) Aquilegia formosa F.E.I. Fischer in A.P. de Candolle ssp. formosa (Sitka
Columbine)
HA Iiix0a hs plx.ha - Sitka columbine (and swamp gentian) (literally, 'sweet
flower') (GR)
Food-related Use: nectar sipped by children
Sitka columbine and swamp gentian were known to Hanaksiala children to have
sweet nectar that could be sucked from the flowers. Sitka columbine used to grow near
the school in Kitamaat and children would fight over the flowers to see who would get to
suck the honey-like nectar from the flowers (GR). The uniquely shaped and coloured
flowers of Sitka columbine also have inspired interesting names for this plant among the
Nuxalkmc (NU nunanta, 'grizzly's den') and throughout the Tsimshianic language family:
ST 7ite•mts'6X, CT (HB) Tilemc76x, GK lk lb am chilk, NG ihleemjak - names that all
refer to "nose bleed" or "bloody nose" (VN; LH; Dunn 1978:44; Smith 19251927:111, 215; McNeary 1974c:116; M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992).
Rhamnaceae (Buckthorn Family)
(143) Rhamnus purshianus D.C. (Cascara)
(no Hanaksiala and Haisla term recorded)
Medicine: bark used as laxative
GR's grandfather used to get cascara bark in Vancouver because it does not grow
around the Kitlope area, being limited in its northward distribution to the Knight Inlet
and Klinaklini River area of the southern coast of British Columbia (Krajina et al.
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1982:106). He would bring it back and soak it in hot water for use as a laxative (GR).
Cascara bark has been used by many Northwest Coast peoples as a laxative prior to and
following the arrival of Europeans on the coast. Following the recognition of the gentler
action of the North American species over the European species, R. purshianus was
harvested commercially from the coast and marketed to Natives and non-Natives alike
(Edwards 1980:10).
Rosaceae (Rose Family)
(144) Amelanchier alnifolia (Nutt.) Nutt. var. alnifolia (Common Saskatoon)
HA ii+rn - saskatoon berries
HA iii6s - saskatoon plant (GR)
HA fill - to get saskatoon berries
HA^- to try to get saskatoon berries
(RL#444)

vi6+-

"saskatoon berries (Amelanchier alnifolia)" (Lincoln and

Rath 1986:492)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
The Hanaksiala used to pick and dry saskatoon berries (GR). Although saskatoon
berries are not particularly common in the Kitamaat area, the Haisla apparently picked
them and combined them with other types of fruits to be eaten together (Mendel n.d.b2:5).
(145) Crataegus douglasii Lindley var. douglasii (Black Hawthorn)
(no Hanaksiala and Haisla term recorded)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Black hawthorns do not grow in the Kitlope area but GR recalled picking them at a
Kitasoo site on Princess Royal Island with permission of the man whose family owned the
rights to the fruits there. They also grow around Waglisla, Klemtu and the Indian River
area west of Klemtu (GR). The fruits are good to eat (GR). The Hanaksiala did not have a
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name for this plant but GR said that the Klemtu people had a name for them which he did
not recall.
(146)

Fragaria spp. (probably including more than one of the following natives species:

F. chiloensis [L.] Duchesne ssp. lucida [E. Vilmorin] Staudt, F. chiloensis [L.]
Duchesne ssp. pacifica Staudt [Pacific Coast Strawberry]; F. vesca L. ssp.
bracteata [A.A. Heller] Staudt [Wood Strawberry]; F. virainiana Duchesne ssp.
platypetala [Rydberg] Staudt [Broad-petaled Wild Strawberry] and Domesticated

Strawberries [one or more species of Fragaria, including hybrid varieties)
HA gtaic"'gwls - strawberry
HA gur"'g-1cas

- strawberry plant

HA 0a duMn Up .iwrls - to get strawberries (GR)
.

s

HA Perls - strawberry (Vink 1978:1, 3)
HA 156h-kuls - strawberries (Curtis 1970:333)
HA guxreis - wild strawberry (Bach 1989a:8)
(RL#2174)^w+- "berry" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:441)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Wild strawberries and, later, domesticated strawberries were eaten by the
Hanaksiala and Haisla. The root morpheme employed in the Hanaksiala and Haisla terms
for strawberries means "berry" in general (Lincoln and Rath 1986:441) so the name
for strawberries means, literally, 'berries on the ground' (GR). The same root
morpheme also is found in the Heiltsuk and Oowekyala terms for "berries (in general)"
as well as "salmonberries." However, a separate root morpheme, probably meaning "to
pick berries," forms the basis for the Hanaksiala and Haisla term for "berries (any
kind)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:263, 469). One mountain at the head of the Kitlope
River is covered with strawberries that ripen in September (GR). They were also
picked in meadows near Kitlope Lake and at Butedale Cannery in June. GR's grandfather
used to make jam from them but they were more commonly eaten fresh.
(147)

Geum macrophyllum Willd. var. macrophyllum (Large-leaved Avens)

HA kwta 65 s - large-leaved avens (literally, 'sticky plant'; also refers to
bedstraw, burdock, sundew, thistle and cattail) (GR)
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(RL#1713) -\/kwt- "to stick on, to be sticky" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:464)

Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
There are many different plants to which the term HA Vuta66s may refer
including burdock, bedstraw, sundew and thistle. A fifth type of HA knaOes is said to
grow among HA dirhaias ("willows") by rivers and to have small yellow flowers. This
fifth sticky plant is large-leaved evens (Geum macrophyllum var. macrophyllum)
(SR).
(148) Malus fusca (Raf.) Schneider (syn. Pyrus fusca Raf., Pacific Crabapple)
HA eora, pl. HA cicie"a - sour; Pacific crabapple
HA cWas, pl. HA cicUas - Pacific crabapple tree
HA chi-hwa - crabapples (Curtis 1970:332)
HA chewah - crabapples (Raley n.d.a:7)
HA the-hw ass - crabapple [tree] (Raley n.d.a:35)
HA fsi-wlis - crab (tree) (Curtis 1970:337)
HA civVi6s - place where Pacific crabapples grow
HA cialaCs - grove of Pacific crabapple trees
HA ciXwEi6imas - sour food (such as Pacific crabapples)
HA ciwis - to collect Pacific crabapples
HA ciwiyàs - place where Pacific crabapples grow (SYN: HA ciXwasu)
HA ciXwasu - place with Pacific crabapples (SYN: HA ciwiy6s)
HA cieue'XIa - to go after Pacific crabapples
HA ci)rc)ra - to eat Pacific crabapples
HA ci)rsdaCi - box for cooked Pacific crabapples
HA ci)rOilakw - home brew (made of fruit) (SYN: HA kl6mriilakw)
HA h)r.Wt - fellow climber, climbing companion; afterbirth (said in reference
to the practice of tying the afterbirth to a young crabapple tree so that the
baby will become robust) (Lincoln and Rath 1986:139)
HA kmdle - Pacific crabapples from which stems have been removed
HA kr nclzu - mat on which one removes stems from Pacific crabapples
-

HA krilta - to remove stems from Pacific crabapples
HA kriita6awa - debris left over after removing stems from Pacific crabapples
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HA kmtid - to start to remove stems from Pacific crabapples
HA kwrndkw - ripe Pacific crabapple
HA Pia wrndalam6 - to give sb. ripe Pacific crabapples to suck
HA kwareurndgsu

-

to eat ripe Pacific crabapples

HA kwriita, pl. HA kweremta

-

to suck the juice out of a Pacific crabapple, to

smoke (a cigarette)
HA elaepqw6xsu - to eat Pacific crabapples noisily
HA Ciri ikwD^a - always chewing noisily at sth. (as when eating Pacific
-

crabapples)
HA timii - sealed box, watertight container, box for grease or for Pacific
crabapples mixed with grease
HA iiuC, pl. HA )iu:ii" '6 - sledgehammer (originally a flat rock with two handles
.

made of Pacific crabapple wood)
HA Owisas - a place to get Pacific crabapples ("an old name, I don't know what
it means;" place name, also called Chief Matthew Bay, near "Kowesus
River")
HA zea-hwar, HA zea-hwass - crabapple, crabapple tree (Robinson n.d.:15)
HA tye-hwass - crabapple (Robinson n.d.:1 14)

HA tze hwa - berry (of the same) [i.e., HA tye-hwass, crabapple] (Robinson
.

n.d.:114)
HA ChiRali; HA t'hit'hiRali - blueberry flowers or any kind of flowers when it
first opens (GR; EB) (HA ixli - unripe blueberry or salmonberry,
Pacific crabapple, cranberry [GR: NL])
HA eirrixwaiC - "sweet crabapple" (from a "different kind of crabapple tree")
(GR)
HA qamq°6ic - sweet crabapple (GR; EB)
HA 4mxwaiCas - "sweet crabapple" tree ("a different kind of crabapple tree")

(GR)
HA ? qemq'ec - kind of crabapple at Kildala with sweet fruit 7.39 (Bach
1989a:4)
HA kam-xwats - sweet variety of crab apple; HA kam-xua - crisp) (Mendel
n.d.a:44)
HA kam-xwats - sweet, crisp crab apples (Mendel n.d.a:47)
HA kam-xua - crisp (Mendel n.d.a:47)
(RL#687)Ow- "sour, wild crabapple" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:430)
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(RL#2201) Vqme- "crispy, brittle (like seaweed after curing)" (Lincoln and
Rath 1986:478)
Miscellaneous: botanical term employed in geographic name
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Primary Material: wood used in implements (e.g., sledgehammers, mallets,
bows, digging sticks, noisemakers and sticks used to retrieve seaweed
cooking stones)
Ritual/Spiritual: associated with use of afterbirth to make baby robust
The tart, sour fruits of Pacific crabapple were formerly considered an important
food among the Hanaksiala and Haisla. Their Hanaksiala and Haisla name refers to their
sour nature and Pacific crabapples or any sour-tasting thing is known as HA ciiiwria, a
word that is shortened to HA ciircwa to refer to Pacific crabapples specifically (GR).
Pacific crabapple trees in Hanaksiala territory belonged to a number of different
families from several different tribes (Mcllwraith 1948, 1:133). The ownership of
some of these trees was associated with chiefly authority (Olson 1940:182),
specifically with the Kitkatla chief's name, CT Cibas6a (GR), or TcLInsa (Mcllwraith
1948,11:505). This name belonged to a Kitkatla chief and his ancestor who owned
Pacific crabapple trees at "Kitlope" (i.e., HA CUOaCi, said to be the main Kitlope
village) that were harvested every autumn. This chief also owned high bush cranberry
grounds behind Kitlope Lake (GR). Additional sites of Pacific crabapple grounds known
to the Hanaksiala include HA ciskiès or HA ciwiy6s (syn. HA cli wasu) (where four or
.

five canoe loads of people, almost all women, traditionally went to collect fruit), HA
Owisas, also known as Chief Matthew Bay near the Kowesus River, and Kemano,
although the Kemano crabapples no longer exist (GR). The Haisla "cultivated" their
crabapple grounds (Robinson 1973a:8), such as those found at HA srriges ("Old Town")
(Mendel n.d.b-2:5; Tirrul-Jones 1985:21, 22, 26; also see Tirrul-Jones 1985:44,
45) by cutting weeds around them (G. Mendel, pers. comm. 1989). A number of trees
were known to exist at a deserted Haisla village called "Vlak-ak-siouks," the former
home of approximately 3000 people in the middle of the 19th century (Lopatin
1945:93).
An important site of planted "Crab Apple Gardens" belonging to Haisla family
groups was located in a small inlet near Kildala (Robinson 1973a:8). This area was
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apparently omitted from a reserve survey conducted by Reserve Commission Peter
O'Reilley. As a result, the Haisla petitioned the provincial "Chief Commissioner of Lands
and Woods" to add the crabapple grounds to their other reserves.
The traditional importance of Pacific crabapples as food is further attested by
their mention, along with several other floral and faunal staple foods, in a letter from
the Haisla to the leaders of the Methodist Church regarding the construction of a boys and
girls home. Pacific crabapples were listed with other foods promised by the Haisla if the
home was built.
After Pacific crabapples were picked and their stems were removed on special
mats, the fruits were boiled and stored in the cooking water or oil (Robinson 1973a:8),
such as oolichan grease, in boxes made of bent red-cedar wood (GR). They were used by
the Haisla during the winter with other berries or western hemlock cambium as a
dessert (Robinson 1973a:8). The Hanaksiala sometimes prepared them with
kinnikinnick berries and high bush cranberries in the winter, and sometimes mixed the
juice of false Solomon's seal fruits with Pacific crabapples and high bush cranberries
(GR) and the Haisla ate them with Pacific silverweed roots and grease (Raley 1902).
The soft, cooked or overripe Pacific crabapples were eaten by sucking the contents from
the skins... In the winter, the Haisla ate preserved western hemlock cambium with
oolichan grease and Pacific crabapples (Mendel n.d.a:7) or preserved black mountain
huckleberries (Robinson 1973a:9).
Pacific crabapple is not known to have been used for many medicinal applications
among the Hanaksiala and Haisla, but eating Pacific crabapples after a long day of hunting
"kills poison in muscles" according to GR's mother, who always had a bowl of these ready
for him after hunting trips. The Haisla, and possibly also the Hanaksiala, believed that
if the afterbirth of a child was tied to a young Pacific crabapple tree, the child would
grow up strong (Lincoln and Rath 1986:139).
Pacific crabapple wood was an important material for implements among the
Hanaksiala and Haisla. The traditional "sledgehammer" consisted of a large, flat rock
with opposing handles made of Pacific crabapple wood (cf. Tirrul-Jones 1985:34-41).
Pacific crabapple wood also was used for the head of the mallet used to drive oolichan net
anchor poles when the wood of HA zaWes (?Salix sp.) was unavailable (GR). Bows were
sometimes made from Pacific crabapple wood but it was considered to be the least
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desirable type for this use since it dries out and had to be soaked for three or four days
in order for the bow to work properly, i.e., it will not "pull right." The best bows were
made of yew and yellow-cedar, bows that "pull right" even when dry (GR) . On the other
hand, Pacific crabapple wood was considered to be preferable for root-digging sticks
used to dig wood fern rootstocks, probably because it is so hard. 63 Pacific crabapple
sticks were also used to retrieve special perforated, discoidal, basaltic cooking stones
used among the Hanaksiala for cooking edible seaweed. Sticks of Pacific crabapple or yew
were used to strike rods of red-cedar or yellow-cedar wood to make noise to drive
animals to be killed (GR). Pacific crabapples and other fruits were collected by the
members of a Hanaksiala village for a nearby frog village in a Hanaksiala story, The Girl
Who Married a Frog (Olson 1940:196).
Pacific crabapples generally are known to the Hanaksiala and Haisla as HA ci)ra.
A second type of "sweet crabapple" from "a different kind of crabapple tree" is called HA
eimxweiC. This "sweet crabapple" is said to grow, among other places, at Kildala, in
Haisla territory (Bach 1989a:4) and at the head of the Kitlope River (GR). The name
for this "crisp" fruit (Mendel n.d.a:47) is formed from the root morpheme Vqme(RL#2201), meaning "crispy, brittle (like seaweed after curing)" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:478). GR identified HA We' eiC as Indian plum (Oemleria cerasiformis [Hook. &
Arnott] Landon, syn. Osmaronia cerasiformis [T. & G.] Greene), 64 but this species has
not been recorded within Hanaksiala territory and its known distribution is from the
Vancouver area southward and on Vancouver Island south of Duncan (Taylor 1973:72).
It is said to be uncommon in Hanaksiala territory where there was perhaps only one
"sweet crabapple" tree for every 50 of the regular kind. Furthermore, the "sweet
crabapple" trees were located apart from the trees known as HA ciWas (GR).

The Haihais and Heiltsuk also knew of this "sweet kind of crabapple" and referred
to it by the Heiltsuk cognate HE

eimXweiC (MHo) or as tHE^WuafX or IHE v■ruafX

('Pacific crabapple of [the] inside [inlets]') (Compton 1992). The Kitasoo also
knew of this "real sweet crabapple" that is "smaller than crabapples" and which was
referred to in the Coast Tsimshian language as CT (HB) Go sasi• (VN).
Several types of reddish, tree-like articulated marine algae (e.g., Bosiella spp.
and Corallina spp.) are conceptually associated with crabapples. These algae are named
HA civ'vas hs_wrA, literally, 'Pacific crabapple tree-of-below (the sea)' (GR).
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(149)

tMalus sylvestris Mill. (syn. Pyrus malus L.; Domesticated Apple)
HA liablC6s - domesticated apple tree (GR)

Primary Food: introduced food, fruits eaten
Domesticated apple trees with fruit are referred to as HA tiab1C6s, from the
English word "apples" and the Hanaksiala and Haisla suffix meaning "plant" or "tree." No
Hanaksiala and Haisla term exists for the trees when they are without fruit (GR).
(150)

Potentilla anserina L. ssp. pacifica (Howell) Rousi (Pacific Silverweed)
HA 'Xksam - silverweed roots
HA dheksaem (HA dhiksaam) - (cinquefoil)? (Bach 1989a:3)
HA Vcaas - silverweed plant (GR)
siys:n - silverweed (CT name for the roots according to GR)
HA pli<Ii6 hs;Xksam - silverweed flower (GR)
HA "Xka - to dig for silverweed roots
HA dhex'idRe - digging HA dhiksaam (cinquefoil)? EBUKW-TH (Bach 1989a:3)
HA 1\ Oyu - digging stick for silverweed roots
HA tah-silm - silverweed roots (Curtis 1970:333)
HA g'lik-saam - silverweed, Potentilla anserina (Mendel n.d.a:7)
HA giika - to dig for HA gliksaam (Mendel n.d.a:7)
HA kila°x - stick for digging gliksaam, round and flattened at the top tapering to
a sharp end (Mendel n.d.a:7)
HA g'lik-saam - silver weed, Potentilla anserina L. (Mendel n.d.a:47)
HA glicksam - "...a species of cinquefoil..." (Varley 1981:36)
HA ty-lass - silverweed [plant] (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA tyclh lum - [silverweed] (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
(RL#944) -1Xk- "cinquefoil (Potentilla pacifica)" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:436)
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: roots eaten
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The Haisla used to gather Pacific silverweed roots during April and May along
with cow-parsnip (Raley 1902) and riceroot from HA srpg6s ("Old Town") following
oolichan season (G. Mendel, pers. comm. 1989; Mendel n.d.b-2:6, 7; cf. Raley 1902).
The Hanaksiala gathered them at, among other places, the salmonberry camp known as
known as HA Nulasu along with lupine roots during the early salmon season (GR).
Before the plants began to grow after winter dormancy, the silverweed roots were dug
using a western hemlock or yew digging stick called HA "Xabhu, which was also used for
digging clams and other foods (GR). Mendel (n.d.a:7) recorded the term HA kila°x as the
name of the stick used for digging Pacific silverweed roots. This term, HA klakw, refers
generally to a type of tool used for digging clams, Pacific silverweed roots and
springbank clover rhizomes (GR). This implement was said to be round with a sharp
end and flattened top. A comparable Heiltsuk term, HE klila ku, is said also to refer to a
—

digging stick (Boas 1928:8, 44, 243).
In the early part of the twentieth century the Haisla collected silverweed roots
from salt water meadows near Kitamaat. The roots, which are "Identical in flavor to our
sweet potato though having no resemblance in shape" (Raley 1902), were harvested
twice each year, once in the spring and again after the first snowfall (Varley 1981:36).
Haisla women would gather them from local tidal flats and bundle them up before taking
them home to steam, chop or mash and mix with berries (Robinson 1973a:7). They
were formerly steamed in pots with sticks and grass to keep them from touching the
water, then allowed to cool and eaten with oolichan grease and Pacific crabapples (Raley
1902). The Hanaksiala used to mix and cook "wild sweet potato" roots together with
"wild carrots" (#81) or lupine roots and oolichan grease (GR).
The missionary newsletter, Na-Na-Kwa (Raley 1902), published the following
account of the collection and preparation of Pacific silverweed roots in April 1902 "as
told in English by a bright little [Kitamaat Girl's] Home girl Annie Mckay
(Angweelumhks)":
They get it up the river, they find it under the sand. They get it in
the winter when it is snowing when it's lots and they didn't get cause it all
die now, it is fun to get it, we push the stick in the ground and put the
gliksam [Pacific silverweed] up to the top. It is not hard to get it, when
they get lots they take the grass and tie it and they dig some more again
and when its lots they put it all in the basket and they come home and they
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put some water in it and wash it and they take the pot and they put the
sticks in it and they put the grass on the sticks and they put the gliksam
on the grass then they put cold water on it and they cook it. And they
didn't eat it quickly they wait till it is cold then they cut it and put the
grease on it and sometimes the cheewah [Pacific crabapples] too and then
they squeeze it in their hands (like that) then they put some of it away
and some of it they eat.
In the Haisla story Abuuch-dla-lumgwachs (Mother of Dla-lumgwachs) (Mendel
n.d.d:12-19), a woman named Abuuch used her root digging stick to remove a bone from
between the teeth of a wolf. The digging stick was of the type used to dig riceroot bulbs
and silverweed roots. Another animal - goose - revealed to humans the value of Pacific
silverweed, hemlock-parsley and lupine roots as food (Bach 1992b:97).
(151) ?Prunus emarginata Douglas ex Hooker (Bitter Cherry) or Prunus sp.
(Domesticated Cherry)
HA tiiit nasdus tisrn - literally, 'large stone' (GR)
-

HA iikua - the inside of sth. (e.g., a container), stone of fruit
HA tiuCuei - 'stone inside' (GR), seed, stone, pit
HA tiauâiCua - "wild cherries" (GR)
HA tiauaiCas - "wild cherry" tree (GR)
HA iiiirhass tiau6i, HA tiirhass tiauèi hs_mamlkimas - "wild cherry" (GR)
HA xu'amaielas - "granny (i.e., Jessie Ross, SR's mother) said 'wild cherry"
(JD; EB)
+iarnaiiias - an unidentified plant whose leaves were used medicinally for
oral abscess (masticated/macerated leaves used as poultice) (AG)
(RL#1906) Vtiw- (2) "real, actual, true, genuine; straight away, undelayed"
(Lincoln and Rath 1986:453)
Primary Material: bark used in basketry; wood used in carving
GR applied several terms in reference to either domesticated or wild cherries.
The term HA tiOrhasdus tisrn, literally 'large stone,' was said to refer to large pits of
fruits such as cherries while HA tiOCua means any fruit pit or the inside of something
such as a container and HA tiaithi means any seed or pit. The related term, HA
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tiuCuaiCua, refers to "wild cherries," i.e., bitter cherry, a tree whose natural northern

distribution in British Columbia consists of the area from Prince Rupert on the coast to
slightly north of Terrace (Krajina et al. 1982:103, 104). The term HA tiuCu6iCas
refers to "wild cherry tree." The additional terms, HA iiiirhass tiuOuai and HA tiUrnass
tiuCuei hs_rn6mlkimas, also refer to this "wild cherry." The Hanaksiala never collected

bitter cherry themselves but they obtained bitter cherry bark for basketry from other
more southern Native groups (GR). Some Hanaksiala and Haisla artists use bitter
cherry wood for carving (D. Wilson, pers. comm. 1993). GR recalled eating the fruits
of some type of wild "cherries" (possibly P. virginiana var. demissa) as a boy. They
grow along with saskatoon berries in some rocky places in the Kitlope area. They are
generally only eaten by bears, not people (GR).
JD said that her grandmother referred to "wild cherry" by the Haisla name tHA
xu'amaialas. The leaves of a plant identified only as tHA +iarhaiiias were mashed and
applied as a poultice to oral abscesses (AG). These Hanaksiala and Haisla terms may
apply to trembling aspen (#165), identified as HA tim+a6es by GR.
(152) Rosa nutkana Presl var. nutkana (Nootka Rose)
HA (GI.) ba+bulai - Nootka rose hips
HA baitu le. - rosehip (Vink 1978:4)
HA bu16s - Nootka rose bush
HA babui6 - to pick Nootka rose hips (GR)
HA bulbs hs plx.fi6 - Nootka rose flowers (GR)
HA 01Xcl61a - (to have) an itchy bum (i.e., rectum, as the result of eating Nootka
rose hips without removing the seeds first) (GR)
HA boo-lass-sus-sih-in-nays - thorn (Raley n.d.a) (HA bulbs
'Nootka rose bush thorn'?)
HA s051i - "cherry-sized inedible red berries said to cause itchy anus when
eaten" (Lincoln and Rath 1980:167); HA sO5uli - "?" (type of small red
berries growing close to the ground) (Lincoln and Rath 1986:331)
(RL#20) Vbw+- (1) "to tumble, to stumble"; Vbw+- (2) "rose" (Lincoln and
Rath 1986:429)
(RL#857) Vsp- (2) "?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:488)

Food-related Use: seeds cause irritation if ingested
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Primary Food: hips eaten
Ritual/Spiritual: flowers used in "flower dance" costume
Secondary Food: leaves used for beverage
Nootka roses do not seem to have been used much by the Hanaksiala or Haisla. The
hips were considered to be food but anyone wishing to eat them must remove the "seeds"
first to avoid getting an "itchy bum." After the seeds were removed, the hips were mixed
with oolichan grease and, sometimes, sugar. The young leaves can be dried and mixed
with American red raspberry leaves to make a tea (GR). Some Hanaksiala and Haisla
speakers seem to shorten the name HA dai-duli to simply HA si551i (Lincoln and Rath
1980:1 67) or HA si5âuii (Lincoln and Rath 1986:331). According to GR this is not a
proper name for Nootka rose hips or any other plant. For this reason the dubious root
morpheme associated with the Haisla term HA si551i or HA si55uli possibly should be
rejected (cf. Lincoln and Rath 1986:488). 65
(153) Rubus idaeus L. ssp. melanolasius (Dieck) Focke (American Red Raspberry)
HA '0+6n - American red raspberry (HA g'a+0n and HA kwikwIt [R. leucodermis
var. leucodermis] "are the same"; said to be a HA, not a CT, term [GR])
HA galhgen - raspberries (Bach 1989a:7)
HA 66+Ones - American red raspberry bush (GR)
HA Varelia - to pick HA kwWit or HA 66.10 (GR)
HA k6R-ki:in - raspberries, red (Curtis 1970:332)
HA gaadh-gvn - raspberry, Rubus ideus L. s. lat. & others (Mendel n.d.a:44)
HA ka'th cum nass - rasp[berry tree] (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA ka'lt can - rasp[berry] (Robinson n.d.:114)
(RL#1732) VIV"lt- "black capberry, wild raspberry (Rubus leucodermis
Dougl.)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:463)
(RL#1732) -\/kwlt- "black capberry, wild raspberry (Rubus leucodermis
Dougl.)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:463)
(RL#2184) Ah'X- "to gaff, to hook, to crochet" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:440)
(RL#2174) Nidw+- "berry" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:441)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Secondary Food: leaves used for beverage
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American red raspberries were used as food by both the Hanaksiala and Haisla. In
addition, the Hanaksiala sometimes mixed American red raspberry leaves with young
Nootka rose leaves to make a tea (GR). The name for American red raspberries, HA
'06+6n, is considered by GR to be synonymous with HA kwikwit, the name for black
raspberries (R. leucodermis var. leucodermis), that is, both HA

oaln and HA kwireult

"are the same" (GR). Mendel (n.d.a:44) also implied that HA Pqn did not simply refer
to American red raspberries, but also to "others." The comments of GR and Mendel
indicate an association between red and black raspberries which may result, in part,
from the fact that black raspberries can range in colour from red to black as they
mature.
The Nuxalkmc refer to American red raspberry fruits and bushes as well as
domesticated raspberries as NU kalhka (Turner 1973:209), a term that may represent
a borrowing from Hanaksiala and Haisla. The Tsimshianic (Coast and Southern
Tsimshian, Gitksan and Nisgha) terms reported for red raspberry are unrelated to the
Hanaksiala and Haisla and Nuxalk terms (cf. Dunn 1978:76; People of Port Simpson
1983:110, 115; VN; WR; LH; Hindle and Rigsby 1973:38; The People of 'Ksan
1980:125; Smith 1925-1927:138, 139; Tarpent 1986:76, 77; McNeary 1974a:1,
1974c:115; M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1990). Dunn (1978:20), however, reported
CT g61k and CT galg for "creeping raspberry (Rubus pedatus)"; terms that seem related
to the Hanaksiala and Haisla and Nuxalk terms for American red raspberry.
(1 54) ?Rubus leucodermis Doug. ex Torr. & Gray var. leucodermis (Black Raspberry,
Blackcap)
HA kw^- black raspberry (black, blue and red; grow on small bushes; "the
real name" for it (i.e., HA

661n [GR])

HA kw ik wit - black raspberry (black, blue, and red; grow on small bushes)
(Lincoln and Rath 1986:239)
HA k wIta6as - black raspberry plant (GR)
HA k wIremli6s - black raspberry plant (GR)
HA kwiremit hs,:d6+On - black raspberry ("a different way of saying it;" fruits are
dark; "blackberries" [GR])
HA CUCI- sms

66-* - another way of saying "blackberries" if the speaker doesn't

know the correct name (GR) (HA Ck+sm hs:Pqn)

HA kwakwiia - to pick HA klkult or HA
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66+6n (GR)

HA g'wul-g'wult - black caps, Rubus leucodermis Dougl. ex. T. & G. (Mendel
n.d.a:44)
HA gwul gwuldsdass - bramble tree (Robinson n.d.:114)
HA gwul gwuldt - berry of the same [bramble] (Robinson n.d.:114)
HA se-ak-kwun-atl - blackberry (Raley n.d.a:17)
HA^- blackberries (Curtis 1970:332)
(RL#1732) VIZw1t- "black capberry, wild raspberry (Rubus leucodermis
Dougl.)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:463)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Like American red raspberries, black raspberries were a traditional food of the
Hanaksiala and Haisla. Black raspberries were not very common in the Hanaksiala
territory (GR). GR considers HA 66.1. gn (American red raspberries) and HA kwik Wit
s

(black raspberries) to be "the same." Furthermore, HA Vikult is "the real name" for
HA Pqn and can be otherwise referred to as HA kulkwit hs„,6610 or HA Ck+sms
Pqn; "a different way of saying...blackberries" (GR). HA kwikuult seems to be the
standard name for black raspberries (cf. Mendel n.d.a:44) although possibly they may
have been referred to in the past by the term for Alaskan blueberry or any blueberry,
HA siWt ja+ (cf. Curtis 1970:332; Raley n.d.a). It is additionally possible that the
-

"blackberries" referred to by Curtis (1970:332) and Raley (n.d.a) are actually black
mountain huckleberries (V. membranaceum). The Nuxalkmc knew black raspberries
and garden blackberries as NU usukwit(x) (Turner 1973:209), a term that appears
related to the Hanaksiala and Haisla name. No Tsimshianic terms have been reported for
R. leucodermis var. leucodermis.
(155) Rubus parviflorus Nutt. ssp. parviflorus (Western Thimbleberry)
HA lgax.tia - western thimbleberry
HA iciaidielas - western thimbleberry bush
HA iq6i7afaC6 - to pick thimbleberries (GR)
HA Tqa.ti6x:iqa.liaka - to eat thimbleberries
HA iqaalaCiaw - 'people of the thimbleberries' (i.e., the name of the people who
lived near a place where there were lots of thimbleberries; cf. HA
lakkatsugas ["western thimbleberry place"] [Olson 1940:189; GR] [a

village that belonged to Kitamaat [GR])
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HA iqàirca - to drop down (said of soft or moist materials, e.g., a berry dropping
from a branch)
HA kwah-a-sa-las-cakes - seed-cake (Raley n.d.a)
HA ? lhagac'ink°'es - PIN village at wax°as (named for lhaq'as salalberry)
(Bach 1989a:7) (actually western thimbleberry, Rubus parviflorus ssp.
parviflorus)
HA ? lhaq'as - salalberry leaves 6.25 (Bach 1989a:7) (actually western
thimbleberry, Rubus parviflorus ssp. parviflorus)
HA lafaelya's - [thimble]berry picking place near Alcan plant (Mendel n.d.b2:8)
(RL#1248) Vici- (1) "to be somewhere (said of moist materials), to handle
(said in relation to moist materials such as putty, berry cake, bread
dough, etc.)"; (RL#1249) Jfq- (2) "?" [Probably the same as the
preceding root] (Lincoln and Rath 1986:467)
Food-related Use: leaves used to whip soapberries
Miscellaneous: botanical name employed in ethnic/geographic designation
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Thimbleberries, when ripe, are the softest of the berries known to the
Hanaksiala and Haisla, a feature referred to in their name (cf. Lincoln and Rath
1986:467). In the past they were collected by the Haisla at a site near the modern Alcan
plant (Mendel n.d.b-2:8) and used to make dried berry cakes for winter use (cf. Raley
n.d.a). The leaves were sometimes used among the Hanaksiala to whip soapberries (GR).
Olson (1940:189) reported the term HA lakkatsugas, or "thimbleberry place."
GR said that the correct term was HA iclaialaCiclieu, literally, 'people of the
thimbleberries,' the name of the people who lived near a place where there were lots of
thimbleberries, although GR did not know the location of this place. Bach (1989a:7)
recorded the term HA ? lhagac'ink°"es as the name of a village at HA waeas that was
named for HA lhaq'as (i.e., HA iciaidia, western thimbleberry). 66 The location of HA
wax°as was not specified by Bach but the name is similar to the Hanaksiala place names
tHA wgasu (a place near Kitlope Anchorage) and HA^or HA waiiaXw, a creek and
place near Kemano (GR).
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(156)

Rubus pedatus J.E. Smith (Trailing Wild Raspberry, Five-leaved Creeping
Raspberry)
HA (GI.) imstmzis - trailing wild raspberry ("it's a HA

ima, but it's a different

kind, they grow on the damp ground; it's made for animals, not for
humans - porcupines and groundhogs go for it") (GR)
HA remt"emris - juniper (?) (EB)
(RL#413) Virhs- "wild lily of the valley (Maianthemum) or bunchberry
(Cornus canadensis)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:490), possibly the same
as (RL#41 1) Vims- (1) "to play the snare drum" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:490)
Food-related Use: eaten in small quantities, but regarded as harmful if too many
consumed (considered to be for animals only)
Trailing wild raspberries represent "a HA irpC, but...a different kind." They are
considered to be related to wild lily-of-the-valley and other plants in the HA

irriC group

(Smilacina spp., Streptopus spp., Disporum hookeri) but it is "made for animals, not
for humans...porcupines and groundhogs go for it" (GR). The name HA (GI.) imsimzis is
similar to one name recorded for common juniper, tHA imimr is, indicating a possible
classificatory connection between these plants and other types of HA irpC. When GR was
hunting with his grandfather they used to eat a few of these berries but GR's grandfather
said not to eat too many or one might get sick.
(157)

tRubus discolor Weihe & Nees (Himalayan Blackberry)

HA 66+5n or HA^- Himalayan blackberry

Primary Food: introduced food, fruits eaten
Like American red raspberries (R. idaeus ssp. melanolasius, #153), black
raspberries (R. leucodermis var. leucodermis, #154) and Pacific trailing blackberries
(R. ursinus, #159), Himalayan blackberry, an introduced species, is referred to as HA
66-1-6n or HA klkwIt (GR).
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(158) Rubus spectabilis Pursh (Salmonberry)
HA gulali - salmonberry; also the name of the shaman (i.e., Billy Hall of Kitlope)
who miraculously produced ripe salmonberries out of season in a winter
ceremonial dance (GR)
HA

..

6

.

)''('`"srri 6u161; - "red berry (in general)"

HA ka-la-li - salmonberries (Curtis 1970:332)
HA qa-Filiim - salmonberry sprouts (Curtis 1970:332)
HA gola'lih - "salmon berries" (Olson 1940:177)
HA co Mane - salmon berry (Robinson n.d.:92)
HA cowl ass - salmon berry tree (Robinson n.d.:92)
HA cow.lass - salmon berry tree (Robinson n.d.:1 14)
HA cow.laLle - berry (of the same) [salmonberry] (Robinson n.d.:114)
HA Obias - salmonberry bush
HA CaCufil6q - salmonberry (dark ruby fruit form)
HA rharnulàq, HA rhathuiileq - salmonberry (golden fruit form)
HA gaguia - to pick berries (Vink n.d.a:42)
HA 660uf a - to pick berries
HA bAufasu - place where salmonberries are picked; name used to refer to
several specific places where salmonberries are picked (GR)
HA 6aPiit - name of a salmonberry spot above Kemano Wharf (GR)
HA 6guiag'Xia - to go off in a group to get salmonberries
HA Nias^- salmonberry flowers (GR)
HA 6a6ab16i - to tickle somebody; the star-shaped structure (receptacle) which
often remains behind when a berry is picked
HA era+ri-i - salmonberry sprouts (but not sprouts of other species, as indicated
by Lincoln and Rath 1986:320, 321)
HA 4wa+6 - to pick sprouts
HA era+erf - to eat sprouts of salmonberry (GR) (but not Pacific Pacific
crabapple, as indicated by Lincoln and Rath 1986:320, 321)
HA era+dr+am6 - to give a sprout feast (of salmonberry sprouts)
HA^HA^- Swainson's thrush (said to be the bird that makes the
salmonberries ripen)
HA tiXwa - the whistle (sound) of the Swainson's thrush whose singing makes the
salmonberries ripen quickly (GR)
HA pa id - a place where salmonberries were picked
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HA eiMasivi- worm (Note: According to GR this is the name for "small worms"
found on the ground which, when found in ripe salmonberries, are called
HA elleileCuai or HA tizikuai.)
HA CilrlleCuai, HA tizi)"(Cai - small worms in salmonberries (Note: According to
.

GR these are the same "worms" as those referred to as HA 661aWi when
they are crawling on the ground.)
HA "k'A'Xais - an island in the Kitlope River where salmonberries were picked
(RL#268) Vrnw+- "white" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:472)
(RL#817/818) VCw+- "black" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:432)
(RL#2073)^"to pick sprouts (of salmonberry, etc.) (Lincoln and Rath
1986:485)
(RL#2174) ..J w+- "berry" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:441)

Food-related Use: leaves used to whip soapberries
Miscellaneous: environmental indicator for picking of edible seaweed (Porphyra
abbottae); botanical name employed in geographic designation; used as
weapon in children's "sham battles"
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
Primary Food: fruits and sprouts eaten
Ritual/Spiritual: flowers used in "flower dance" costume and used in
shamanistic performance
Both the berries and young sprouts of salmonberry were used as food by the
Hanaksiala and Haisla. The tender spouts (HA era+rii) that come up from the ground each
year were collected in the early spring and peeled to be served as a featured item at
salmonberry sprout feasts. The berries, which ripen before all other types, were
collected in the early summer and eaten fresh or dried for winter use. A place called tHA

6aFilit located above Kemano Wharf was known for the salmonberries that ripened very
early there. Salmonberry leaves sometimes were used to whip soapberries, and
salmonberries were sometimes used to make homemade wine (GR).
A genetic condition known as fruit-colour polymorphism is exhibited by
salmonberry. Because of this condition, salmonberry fruits may be either red, ruby,
purplish (probably the dominant allele for pigmentation), or golden (probably
controlled by the recessive allele for pigmentation) (Griffiths and Ganders 1983:13738). Hanaksiala and Haisla salmonberry terminology reflects these genetic fruit
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variants. The term HA 6u161; refers, on one level, to red salmonberries and, at a higher
level, to any salmonberry fruit regardless of colour. Interestingly, the Heiltsuk and
Oowekyala cognates (HE '66161i and 00 NIali or 00 Vilali) refer not only to
salmonberries but also to 'berry (in general),' but in Hanaksiala and Haisla 'berry (in
general)' is labeled with the term HA memlkimas In Hanaksiala and Haisla, red
salmonberries or red berries of any type may be further specified by the term HA

6u151i, meaning "red berry (in general)," however a separate term, HA
marnIkimas, is used exclusively (with the exception of the aforementioned example) in

reference to 'berry (in general).' Purplish salmonberries are named HA CaCuiiik,
from the root morpheme meaning 'black,' and golden salmonberries are known as HA
Mari 11_116q or HA rnarnuii16q, from the root morpheme meaning 'white.' These
-

salmonberry taxa represent the only examples of "specific" folk ethnobiological taxa in
Hanaksiala and Haisla botanical categorization (cf. Berlin et al. 1973:216).
Salmonberries are said to be made to ripen by the call of the Swainson's thrush
(Catharus ustulatus; Turdidae), known in Haisla and Hanaksiala as HA fiX"):Iii:iwrti or HA

(GR). Mrs. Raley (the wife of minister George Raley at Kitamaat) wrote the
following in the "Stray Thoughts" section of the Na-Na-Kwa (Raley 1899): "Flora (my
assistant in the printing office) says, the bird called the aghaghwunnee tells the berries
to cook (ripen) in the summer."
All colour forms of salmonberry were picked and used for food by the Haisla and
Hanaksiala and a number of salmonberry locations were known within Hanaksiala
territory. The name HA onufasu refers to several specific places where salmonberries
were picked, such as HA (laid (near the Brim River), HA 6a0biit (near Kemano Wharf),
HA 'Xk'kAais (an island in the Kitlope River) and essentially any of the many islands in
the Kitlope River that had many salmonberries on them. Some salmonberries contain
small "worms" (probably some type of insect larvae) called HA 6161e6u6i or HA
tizii<CLAi if found in the salmonberries, or HA WaVvi if found on the ground. The
receptacle that remains on the bush when salmonberries are picked is called HA 6a0ablei
(GR).
Possibly because of its extremely common occurrence, unusual fruit colouration
or role as a source of an early spring vegetable and early summer fruits, salmonberry
had traditional ceremonial or ritual roles among the Hanaksiala and, possibly, Haisla.
For example, Drucker (1940:216) reported that during the performance of the
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Cannibal Dance, the cannibal was captured by healers and attendants and presented with
miraculous gifts to display. Among these gifts was "an armload of salmonberry branches
with leaves and berries on them" produced during winter. The man who produced these
ripe salmonberries out of season was a Hanaksiala man (i.e., Billy Hall of Kitlope) who
was also known by the ceremonial name, HA 'juthli, also the name for 'salmonberry' in
Hanaksiala and Haisla (GR). Olson (1940:177) reported that men who had danced the
Cannibal Dance would become frenzied upon hearing the word HA addzi'k (i.e., HA fiziei),
or "corpse." For this reason people refrain from using that word in their presence,
instead substituting the word HA gola'lih (HA

sduielo, or 'salmonberries.' The cannibal

dancer would realize that the people actually meant "corpse" by this term but
nevertheless would not fly into a frenzy at its mention. (cf. Turner 1973:209; Turner
and Bell 1973:291)
At Kitamaat Village an imaginary line was said to be recognized down the centre of
the community, thereby separating the boys of both sides. The boys sometimes conducted
"sham battles" where spears of salmonberry stalks were thrown at each other (Lopatin
1945:1 70).
(159) Rubus ursinus Chamisso & Schlechtendal ssp. macropetalus (Douglas ex Hooker)
Taylor & MacBryde (Pacific Trailing Blackberry)
HA 66+On or HA kikwit - Pacific trailing blackberry

Primary Food: fruits eaten
Like black raspberries (R. leucodermis var. leucodermis, #1 54) and Himalayan
blackberries (#157), Pacific trailing blackberries are referred to as HA Pqn or HA

kwirlt and were eaten when encountered.
(160)

Sorbus sitchensis Roemer ssp. grayi (Wenzig) Calder & Taylor (Sitka Mountainash)
HA kawsi hsAisina - mountain-ash berries (literally, 'crow's stink currant
[Ribes bracteosum]')
HA ki-bats-gaax - ash berries, Sorbus sitchensis Roemer (Mendel n.d.a:44)
(HA ki136t hs_aai<); term also applied to common snowberry]
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HA kipas gaR - mountain-ash ('crow's red elderberry [Sambucus racemosa ssp.
pubensr) (SR; EB); term also acknowledged by GR (HA kiP6s hs_kaaX,
HA kibat hs_kaar< or HA kaar< zus kibat) (GR; NL)

Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
Sitka mountain-ash produces another of many types of 'animal's berries.' The
Hanaksiala called them as HA kaaX hsAisina (literally, 'crow's stink currant [Ribes
bracteosum]') (GR) while both the Hanaksiala and Haisla knew them as HA kibk
hs_kaar< (literally, 'crow's red elderberry [Sambucus racemosa ssp. pubens1') (GR; SR;
Mendel n.d.a:44). GR also mentioned another type of "HA kanclas berries," or 'crow's 67
berries,' viz., HA si6kwriac kaa (Empetrum nigrum ssp. nigrum). Common snowberry
was also referred to as HA kibk hs_kaar< by GR.

Rubiaceae (Madder Family)
(161) Galium sp. (Bedstraw, Cleavers)
HA qathasaRs 4°ORala - bedstraw ("plant with six leaves"), a kind of k wta66s
(one of several different kinds of HA kuita05s) (GR; EB) (HA OaCr<
hs_eraXla, literally, 'six [long things] of leaves/plant' [NL])
HA kwtaOs - bedstraw (literally, 'sticky plant'; also refers to burdock, largeleaved avens, sundew, thistle and cattail) (GR)
HA k"ata6as - [unidentified plant] - has sharp things on that little ball same as
the leaves; kind of like a grass; some four foot tall, at the mouth of
rivers; lots grow at HA gazaR (EB) (?Arctium minus, burdock;
?Cirsium sp., thistle)
(RL#1713) Vre't- "to stick on, to be sticky" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:464)

Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
Bedstraw is one of the several types of HA kwtaOs (literally, 'sticky plant')
known to the Hanaksiala and Haisla. This kind of HA Puta06s (one or, possibly, more
species of Galium) is also referred to as HA ClAaa hs_Awai:ila (literally, 'six (long
things) of leaves') because of its leaf arrangement (GR).
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Rutaceae (Rue Family)
(162)

tCitrus limon Burman (Lemon)
lemons - lemon (English borrowing) (Raley n.d.a:79)

Primary Food: introduced food, fruits eaten
Lemons were introduced in the historic period by Euro-Canadians.
(163)

tCitrus sinensis Osbeck (Orange)
HA papircsriik - orange (the fruit)
(RL#94) Vphq- "flat, to be flat, to lay down flat, to use something flat" (Lincoln
and Rath 1986:475)
Primary Food: introduced food, fruits eaten
Oranges were introduced in the historic period by Euro-Canadians. The

Hanaksiala and Haisla name refers to the easily peeled skin of the fruit rather than being
an English borrowing, as is commonly the case with introduced food items.
Salicaceae (Willow Family)
(164) Populus balsamifera L. ssp. trichocarpa (T. & G. ex Hook.) Brayshaw (Black
Cottonwood)
HA kwiOnprias - black cottonwood tree (named after the buds) (GR)
HA^- black bud of black cottonwood (used for hair oil; cooked with
mountain goat fat and rubbed on face for sunburn)
HA kwakulanma - to get black cottonwood buds (obtained in April) (GR)
HA kwitsinriXdala, HA kwfimriiriala hsAula)r - the black cottonwood bud/mountain
goat fat preparation used for sunburn; HA 6u1a)<" - mountain goat fat (GR)
HA 4iseilcroi - to smear the mountain goat fat/black cottonwood bud preparation
on one's face (GR)
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HA 46miCias - black cottonwood (name for large trees out of which plywood is
made) (GR)
HA^- aspen (tree) (Curtis 1970:336) (actually black cottonwood)
HA eiallamielaCa - to get HA 46mielas (GR)
HA r66as - black cottonwood (named after the edible cambium) (GR)
HA hwi-yass - cottonwood tree (Robinson n.d.:15)
HA hwi-yas - cotton wood (Robinson n.d.:114)
HA r ayau - soft inner bark ("sap," cambium) of black cottonwood
HA r aray6i<su - to scrape the bark off black cottonwood to get at the soft
sapwood
HA rasa - to get black cottonwood cambium
HA iway61a - to go upriver for black cottonwood
HA

(Aim - "cotton, wool, wooly substance" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:287); the
name of the "cottony" material produced by black cottonwood (GR)

HA gwirip hs_r6Oas - dried black cottonwood wood used for smoking fish (GR)
HA 6Cm - knife (made from the shell of giant mussels or from grizzly bear bone)
used for scraping bark; also "sharp thing" (GR)
HA wa'6alas - cottonwood, Populus trichocarpa (Mendel n.d.:9) (see Cornus
sericea ssp. sericea)

(RL#1729)^"?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:463)
(RL#2351) Velh- (2) (or ei hrn-)

"?"

(Lincoln and Rath 1986:480)

(RL#2111/2112) Vrhs- (1) "to scrape off sap from a tree" (Lincoln and
Rath 1986:504)
Medicine: sap from buds combined with mountain goat fat and used for sunburn
treatment and as skin softener
Miscellaneous: plant associated with geographic location
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Material: wood used for smoking fish; "wool" from seeds used (often
with mountain goat wool) to make blankets and toques
Secondary Food: cambium, secondary phloem (inner bark) eaten
Secondary Material: sap from buds used as hair oil
Black cottonwood has several different names in Hanaksiala and Haisla whose
application depends on the size, use and portion of the tree that is to be emphasized. The
tree is referred to as HA kwiirnOas when it is mentioned with reference to the sweet-
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scented, sticky buds, or HA kwikri. The buds were obtained in April and used to make a
hair dressing. They were also cooked with mountain goat fat and rubbed on the face as a
sunburn treatment or the face and other parts of the body to soften the skin (GR). Large
black cottonwood trees from which wood is obtained are called HA 4amillas. The bark of
smaller black cottonwood trees from four to six inches in diameter (ca. 10 to 15 cm)
(GR) called HA iiw66as was peeled off in May or June to obtain the edible cambium, HA
Xway6u (GR). To collect this sweet food, the Haisla felled trees along the Kitimat River

on "cottonwood islands," where they were common. Small trees with relatively few
lower branches were selected and the bark was cut off all the way around in order to get
the "skinstick" 68 (Varley 1981:63). Sometimes several large trees were felled at once
to obtain the cambium (Raley 1899). The Hanaksiala cut down trees that were from five
to six inches in diameter (ca. 12 to 15 cm). Then a special knife like that used for
scraping western hemlock cambium (Tsuqa heterophylla, #50) was used. Black
cottonwood trees of the size from which cambium was collected were also used as a
source of wood that was dried and used for smoking salmon because it doesn't add much
flavour. The Hanaksiala "old people" used to spin the "wool" from black cottonwood
seeds, sometimes mixing it with mountain goat wool, to make blankets and toques. It was
not used often because it blows away easily and is difficult to collect. This "wool" and the
fluffy seeds of fireweed (#135) have been regarded as the "snow" of the "ghost's winter
time" among the Hanaksiala (GR).
In the Haisla story The Origin of the Nutlam Dance (Olson 1940:194), a Haisla
chief who danced the Nutlam Dance became possessed by a spirit and ran away from his
village so that no one knew where he was. In the fall he showed himself to a woman who
was drying pink salmon, then hid inside a large, hollow black cottonwood tree whose
opening he covered with moss. After he had learned the proper songs from this woman he
returned to the village and again performed the Nutlam Dance.
(165) Populus tremuloides Michx. var. tremuloides (Trembling Aspen)
(*see Acer, Betula, Prunus)
HA Iim+a6às - trembling aspen (term refers to the movement of its leaves; cf.
HA tiriisiala - dancing on the canoe)
HA hyu6me'61as - birch or cherry tree or maple; it is very doubtful that three
different trees should have one name (Mendel n.d.:10)
HA hy u'em5'el as - tree resembling a birch tree (Vink n.d.a:1 3)
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HA hyu'me<las - birchtree, wild cherrytree (vine maple) HV (E. Bach, pers.
comm. 1990)
HA^- aspen (tree) (Curtis 1970:336) (Note: Refers to "large black
cottonwood tree," see Populus trichocarpa.)
HA am-Ola-yas - trembling aspen (amdla = to play, to dance); bark boiled as
laxative, hard to take. (Mendel n.d.a:7)
HA am-Ohl-gaas - trembling aspen (play-tree, amdhla = play, dance) (Mendel
n.d.a:47)
(RL#2537) Vrim+- (1) "to play (including sex play)" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:451)
Medicine: bark used as laxative; leaves used to treat abscesses in the mouth
Trembling aspen was noted by the Hanaksiala and Haisla because of its leaves
which "play" or "dance" in the wind. Its name means, literally, 'play tree' (cf. Mendel
n.d.a:7, 47). The bark was boiled and taken as a laxative by the Haisla (Mendel n.d.a:7).
It is considered to be "a cottonwood too" by GR, even though it is known by a different
name. This may be the same tree referred to by the term HA hyuirne'Alas, HA
hyu'em6'elas or HA hyu'meelas said to refer to common paper birch, bitter cherry or
possibly Rocky Mountain maple (Mendel n.d.:10; Vink n.d.a:13; cf. E. Bach, pers. comm.
1990).
(166) Salix ?lasiandra Bentham (Pacific Willow)
HA zaNas - Pacific willow (?), literally, 'oolichan tree' (GR)
HA zaWi6s - another name for HA zaWas (SR; EB)
HA za'Was - willow tree branches that were used to hang up male eulachons for
drying. (Mendel n.d.:5)
(RL#640) Vzhe- "oolichan" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:509)

Mythology: traditional association with animal
Primary Material: wood used for mallet heads
Secondary Material: oolichans hung on branches to dry
The botanical identity of the tree known as HA zaW6s (GR) or HA zaWias (SR) is
not known with certainty but the description of this tree matches the characteristics of
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Pacific willow more than any other species. According to GR, HA zaW as is a relatively
large tree with leaves that when blown by the wind resemble oolichans in the river.
Pacific willow is one of the largest willows in British Columbia, having lanceolate leaves
and toothed margins. Its Hanaksiala and Haisla name means, literally, 'oolichan tree' (cf.
HA z6xwn, 'oolichan'), because people used to hang oolichans on the limbs to dry (GR;
Mendel n.d.:5). This was a convenient tree for this purpose because it had no leaves in
early April when the oolichans were obtained (GR). Only the males were said to be dried
or smoked in this way because the females were too fat for the smoke to penetrate
(Mendel n.d.:5). It occurs at the Haisla oolichan camp at HA smg6s, or "Old Town"
(Kitamaat I.R.1) and along rivers. 69 Pacific willow is commonly found along river
banks and floodplains, possibly somewhat less common in the Kitimat River area than
other species such as Sitka willow (S. sitchensis, #167) (Mendel n.d.c:9; cf. Turner
1973:210). GR's grandfather used the wood of HA zaWAs for the head of a mallet that he
used to drive anchor poles for his oolichan net. When this wood was not available,
Pacific crabapple wood could be used (GR).
(167) Salix scouleriana Barratt in Hooker (Scouler's Willow) and other common bushy
willows such as S. ?sitchensis Sanson in Bongard (Sitka Willow)
HA dirnaias - willow tree
HA dadirhalaCa - to get dirhaias (GR)
HA te-mel-lass - willow (Robinson n.d.:104)
HA dia - to wipe (e.g., slime off a fish using willow leaves)
HA dim - what one uses for wiping (e.g., slime from a fish) (GR)
HA di-ma-ladh - willow; used for fish cleaning, to rub fish slime off when not
much water was available or cleaning with water would affect the taste
(Mendel n.d.a:7)
HA dizO6u; pl. HA didzO6u - table cloth, dish rag, cloth made of willow leaves
(used for wiping blood off salmon)
HA tawriai, pl. HA fuiPin6i - the inflorescences of willows (when "fuzzy") (GR)
HA qaleyu - walking aid (originally always made of willow), baby-walker
HA sika6m - willow cane (GR)
HA se-ger-cum - walking stick (Robinson n.d.:106)
HA wawa6asduèi - red-cedar log with fish tied to it using HA dirhaias stringers,
used to transport fish downstream (GR)
HA riia - to string up salmon using stringers made of HA dirhaias (GR)
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HA Wgia, HA saiOanue hs_dirhaias - "down feathers;" the "fur" of willow
inflorescences (GR)
HA prippsn6i - buds of dithalas (GR)
(RL#307/308) Jdy- "to wipe" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:435)
Food-related Use: branches used as barbecue racks and to store seaweed cooking
stones
Miscellaneous: willow whip used in game; used by black bear as ritual medicine
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Material: wood used for walking sticks
Secondary Material: leaves used to wipe slime from fish; withes used to string
fish; salmon placed on branches to drain
The term HA dirhalas represents a suprageneric taxon that includes several
different types of "willows," including common red-osier dogwood, Pacific willow and
pussy-willow. The primary referents of this term probably include Scouler's willow
(S. scouleriana) (cf. Turner 1973:210), the most common willow species in the Coastal
Western Hemlock biogeoclimatic zone, and Sitka willow, a common species along the
Kitimat River (Mendel n.d.c:9) also found at the "Old Town" Haisla oolichan camp
(Tirrul-Jones 1985:18). According to GR, HA dithafas "grows up around Kitlope,
everywhere by the water," "on the river side, in the swamp." The Hanaksiala and Haisla
name means, literally, 'wiping tree,' a descriptive name that refers to the use of willow
leaves to wipe slime from fish (GR). Leaves, rather than water, are used to clean fish
because the use of water has an adverse affect on the flavour of the fish (GR; cf. Mendel
n.d.a:7). After the salmon were gutted and prepared for smoking, they were stacked in
piles two or three feet high (ca. one meter) interspersed with willow leaves (in contact
with the salmon) and western hemlock boughs, to allow them to drain for two days. Then
they were smoked using black cottonwood or red alder for fuel (GR).
In the Haisla story The Origin of the Nutlam Dance (Olson 1940:194), a Haisla
chief instructed a woman to get willow leaves for wiping salmon. This chief had revealed
himself to the woman after secluding himself following his performance of the Nutlam
Dance. Once the woman had filled her canoe with willow leaves, the chief hid under them
until they arrived at their village. Then he arose, sang, and again danced the Nutlam
Dance.
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Willow withes were used as fish stringers. Fish strung on willow withes could
be attached to red-cedar logs to be floated downstream when it was too difficult or
inconvenient to move them any other way. Willow branches were sometimes used for
barbecue racks for salmon (GR). Willow sticks were used to string discoidal basaltic
seaweed cooking-stones when they were not being used. Wood from HA dirnaias was used
to make walking sticks or canes called HA sirca6m or HA qa16yu (GR), a term related to
the name for pussy-willow (#168). In the Haisla "hoop-and-pole game," players
attempted to spear a rolling hoop. If a player succeeded in spearing the hoop, he was
lashed by his opponent with a willow whip. If, however, the spearman retrieved his
spear, the hoop, and the whip, his team would get the next throw of the hoop (Olson
1940:199).
Xa'ntlikwilax's was an Oweekeno man who moved to the Kitimat River and began
the Kitamaat or Haisla people. When he came to the Kitimat River he observed a willow
stick floating down the river Upon examining it more closely, he noticed that it had been
cut and peeled by humans rather than by a beaver (Olson 1940:188).

(168) Salix ?discolor Muhlenberg (Northern Pussy Willow)
HA q'alalika - "pussy willow," (name used when buds wide open) said to come
from HA eialike -"wide open" (GR; EB) (HA 6alalika [NL])
HA^- pussywillow (L.Rob.? in small notebook sheet) (Bach 1989a:7)
(tHA 4alali)

HA qalayu - walking aid (originally always made of willow), baby-walker
(RL#2253) Vqh+-- "to walk" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:477)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
"Pussy-willow," possibly S. discolor or other small species of willow, is known
as HA 4alalika (GR) or 1HA qalali (cf. Bach 1989a:7), a name used when the buds are
wide open and which is said to be derived from $f-IA galika, meaning "wide open" (GR).
The names for pussy-willow may be related to one name for canes or walking sticks
made of willow, HA qa16yu.
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Scrophulariaceae (Figwort Family)
(169) Castilleja spp. (Indian paintbrushes, probably C. miniata D. Douglas ex W.J.

Hooker [Common Red Indian Paintbrush] and C. unalaschensis [Chamisso &
Schlechtendal] Malte X miniata [Hybrid Indian Paintbrush])
HA e1elttu6i - Indian paintbrush ("fire on top," literally, 'flaming/burning on
top') (GR)
HA

eitla

- flames, fire (GR)

(RL#1639) Veit- "to burn" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:502)

Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
Red and yellow varieties of Indian paintbrushes were named HA elelttu6i
because of the resemblance of the flowers to a flame (GR). A similar name, KW
gwa"gwEltaEm (from KW gwElt-, fire) has been applied to fireweed by the
Kwakwaka'wakw (Boas 1947b:314). When discussing pearly everlasting, GR
commented that "The other kind is red," in reference to Indian paintbrush, indicating a
type of perceptual linkage between these two members of the "flower" category.
Solanaceae (Potato or Nightshade Family)
(170) tLvcopersicon esculentum Mill. (Tomato)

tomah-too - tomato (English borrowing) (Raley n.d.a:1 36)

Primary Food: introduced food, fruits eaten
Tomatoes were introduced to the Hanaksiala and Haisla in recent times by EuroCanadians.
(171) tNicotiana tabacum L. (Tobacco)
HA tili<akw - chewing tobacco (cf. HA I lxla - chewing)
HA livakw - chewing tobacco
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HA tiu6kw'Xla - to chew tobacco, to keep sth. in the mouth (e.g., candy)
HA +a+r0a6lis - to inhale tobacco smoke for ritual purposes like the Interior
Indians
HA iltir(a, pl. HA +11-ri a - to inhale smoke
-s

HA^- to inhale smoke (single act)
HA q6pla, pl. HA qici6spla, HA *pia - smoke; tobacco or anything that produces
smoke
HA kap-pella - tobacco (Raley n.d.a:135)
HA ka-pilla - tobacco (Tolmie and Dawson 1884:28, 29)
HA car-pel-lar - tobacco (Robinson n.d.:94)
HA q6qbaCi - pipe (for smoking tobacco)
HA qeqpa - to smoke a pipe, etc.
HA qaqparnè - to make sb. smoke tobacco (as when a chief dies); to smoke tobacco
following a cry song
HA qap157q - 'smoky place,' a place where fireweed and black cottonwood trees
grow and a village belonging to the Salmon Tribe (name also refers to the
entire Kapella River and valley) (GR)
(RL#2584) Vti^(2) "to chew" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:451) (HA VOW', HA
(RL#2608) Viiw- (4) "?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:453) (HA Iivakw, HA
huèkw'XIa)

(RL#1151) V+mX- "to inhale smoke" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:468) (HA
+a+rOa dlis, HA +rniia, HA +11-rNa, HA
s

(RL#2250) Vqhp- (2) "to smoke, to use smoke" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:477)
(HA qepla, HA qiq6spla, HA q6qpla, HA *bah, HA qkpa, HA qaqparn5)
Food-related Use: introduced item, leaves chewed and smoked
Medicine: juice used to treat rheumatism
A native tobacco (N. quadrivalvis) was cultivated traditionally and used by the
Haida of the Queen Charlotte Islands and the Tlingit of Alaska (Turner 1975:231; Turner
& Taylor 1972:249). A summary of references to the use of "tobacco" among the Haida
appears in Turner and Levine (1972:107-116). Meilleur (1979) speculated on the
origin and diffusion of this tobacco to the Queen Charlotte Islands and the adjacent
mainland of Alaska. It is unclear whether any of the terms shown above refer to the use
of this native species among the Hanaksiala or Haisla. Lopatin (1945:59) denied the
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aboriginal knowledge or use of tobacco among the Haisla. The terms shown above have,
however, been applied to commercial tobacco (N. tabacum L) introduced to the North
Coast area by the Russians and English in the historic period and used for chewing and
smoking by the Hanaksiala and Haisla. Tobacco was not used for ceremonial smoking
purposes among the Hanaksiala and Haisla-speaking peoples as it was among some other
indigenous peoples of North America (Lopatin 1945:59). An area in Hanaksiala
territory, HA qap16?q (literally, 'smoky place'), was known for the seasonal illusion of
smokiness produced by the presence of the fluffy, air-borne seeds of fireweed and black
cottonwood. The name referred to the entire Kapella River and valley and a village there
that belonged to the Salmon Tribe (GR). GR's grandmother used to rub tobacco juice on
his grandfathers hands and feet as a rheumatism remedy.
(172) tSolanum tuberosum L. (Irish White Potato)
HA (GI.) gusi, HA (Gm.) gusit - potatoes (from English "good seed"?)
HA guzki - bag of potatoes (GR)
HA cues-eat - potatoe [sic] (Robinson n.d.:70)
HA XwIesd6iyukw, HA 3iwkwsdèyukw - small potatoes fried whole
(no root number listed) Vi(wkw- "to pick up round rocks (?)" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:505)
Primary Food: introduced food, tubers eaten
Potatoes were introduced at an early date to the peoples of the Pacific Northwest
Coast by sailors. Subsequently they became a major food source and item of commerce
for nearly all coastal peoples of British Columbia and by the mid-1800s potatoes were
used by many coastal and interior groups. They were found to be present at the Haisla
"Old Town" oolichan camp along with other domesticated plants in a garden area (TirrulJones 1985:21, 22, 24a). The Hanaksiala and Haisla names, HA (GI.) gusi and HA
(Gm.) gusit, may represent English borrowings, from "good seed," used to refer to the
use of "seed" potatoes used as vegetative propagules in gardens. Most coastal languages
have terms for potatoes that are similar to those shown above. The terms HA
3:iwesdaiyukw and HA "i'l<wsdayukt" refer to the small, rock-like appearance of small

fried potatoes.
Sterculiaceae (Cola Family)
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(173) tTheobroma cacao L (Cocoa)
ko-ko - cocoa (Raley n.d.a:31)

Secondary Food: introduced beverage item
Cocoa is a non-native food and beverage product introduced to the Hanaksiala and
Haisla in the historic period by Euro-Canadians.
Theaceae (Tea Family)
(174)

tThea sinensis L. (Tea)
teats - tea (English borrowing) (Raley n.d.a:1 33)

Secondary Food: introduced beverage item
Tea is a non-native beverage product introduced to the Hanaksiala and Haisla in
the historic period by Euro-Canadians.
Urticaceae (Nettle Family)
(175) Urtica dioica L. ssp. qracilis (W. Aiton) Selander var. qracilis (W. Aiton) Taylor
& MacBryde (Slim American Stinging Nettle) and/or U. dioica L. ssp. qracilis
(W. Aiton) Selander var. lyallii (S. Watson) C.L. Hitchcock in Hitchcock et al.
(LyaII's American Stinging Nettle)
HA clUea, pl. HA clUdea - stinging nettles (used for making oolichan nets)
HA cloo-Owe' - nettle (Robinson n.d.:64)
HA cliJckr.00 - stinging nettle roots (GR)
HA clUxwa+clana - affected by the stinging of stinging nettles
HA duecliai+ - numb (said of the entire body)
HA C6Xila - to make twine (from stinging nettles or fireweed?) (said to be older
form of HA C6Pila)
HA C5Oila - to make twine (from stinging nettles or fireweed?)
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HA 663'<u+, pl. HA CeUm+ - gunny sack
HA C60 - twine, string
HA CV hs_rharnalayu - slingshot
HA dudx6r5ei, HA s:sxnai hs_dixwa - the "stingers" (i.e., trichomes) of stinging
nettle (GR)
HA dux-watsys - big patch of nettles (Mendel n.d.a:45) (HA dixwks [GR;
(RL#328) Vdwe- "nettles" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:435)
(RL#853/854)^"?" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:431)
(RL#853) HE/00 N/Chi<-, HA VCaX "rope (made of nettles or fireweed (?))";
-

HA VCait- "? (in Ha Ca Xu+ "sack") (Lincoln and Rath 1980:1 66)

Food-related Use: harmful with contact
Medicine: roots used in poultice to treat aches and swollen joints
Miscellaneous: used by timber wolf as ritual medicine
Primary Food: young shoots steamed and eaten or made into jam
Primary Material: fibrous tissue for cordage, bow strings, nets, binding
Ritual/Spiritual:^ritual medicine (ritual purification)
Cordage, binding (used, for example, to hold the heads of oolichan spears on their
shafts) and nets were made from stinging nettles and fireweed, although stinging nettle
fibre is considered to be superior to that of fireweed because stinging nettle twine never
rots and never wears out (GR). Nets made from stinging nettle were used to obtain
oolichans which were smoked or rendered into edible oil. Stinging nettle roots were used
in a poultice applied daily to treat aches and swollen joints (GR). They are always found
at Haisla villages, such as HA srpgès ("Old Town") (G. Mendel, pers. comm. 1989;
Mendel n.d.b-2:5; cf. Tirrul-Jones 1985:16) where they were said to have been planted
by the Haisla people (L. Robinson to L. Wilson, pers. comm. 1989) and Hanaksiala so
they would always be available for making twine (GR) Even other people from
Kimsquit, Bella Coola and Metlakatla, when they came to trade for food items with the
Hanaksiala, took stinging nettles back with them (GR). In modern times, some people
have boiled the young 2 to 3 inch-tall plants with sugar to make a sauce, or jam, that is
reminiscent in flavour to green gage plum jam (GR). The young steamed shoots are also
good to eat with bear meat (GR).
Stinging nettles were among the four plants that GR observed a wolf using for
ritual cleansing. This plant is also mentioned in a Haisla story as being used for ritual
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purification in combination with devil's-club and hemlock branches (Bach 1992a:101,
102).
Vitaceae (Grape Family)
(176)

tVitis vinifera L. (Domesticated Grape)

HA nanaqam6la or HA ninaqamela - grapes - "that's what they call it after they
come, looks like it's been stringed together; that's why they call it __"
(GR; EB) (HA ninaqm6la - grapes [from HA riia, pl. HA riinia - to string
up fish] [GR; NL])
HA n'en'eqemala (?) - grapes, in a bunch 1.17 (Bach 1989a:5)
(RL#553) Viiy - "to string up (fish, beads, etc.)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:474)

Primary Food: introduced food, fruits eaten
Grapes were introduced as a food by Euro-Canadians during the historic period.
Their Hanaksiala and Haisla name refers to their appearance of being strung together
(GR). Grape vines, identified as V. riparia, were discovered at "Old Town" in a garden
area with other domesticated plants such as potatoes and rhubarb (Tirrul-Jones
1985:21, 22, 24a).
3.2.9 Botanical Species Identified Only by Hanaksiala or Haisla Names
(177) Unidentified Plant ('Crow's Seaweed')
HA lhallasg gaR (HA +aelsg hs,,r<aaX) - 'crow's seaweed'
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
One or more species of Porphyra or,perhaps, some botanically unrelated species
found growing in close association with but different from edible seaweed (C. Hill, pers.
comm. 1993), 70 is referred to by the Haisla as HA +agsg hs_kaaX ('crow's seaweed')
and the Coast Tsimshian as "seal's seaweed" (SR; C. Hill, pers. comm. 1993). This
seaweed is said to be harder than the edible, or human's, seaweed, and was not eaten by
the Haisla or Coast Tsimshian (SR; C. Hill, pers. comm. 1993). Further, it is a smooth,
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black, shiny marine alga that is frequently found growing on rocks where seals rest (C.
Hill, pers. comm. 1993). This, or a similar type of "inedible seaweed" is referred to by
Coast Tsimshian, Haihais, Heiltsuk and Kitasoo people as "seal's seaweed." At least one
type of "inedible seaweed" known among the Oweekeno has been identified as P.
schizophylla Hollenberg but other similar species, such as P. fallax Lindstrom et Cole

and P. torta Krishnamurthy, likely also are representative of this Oweekeno "inedible
seaweed." One or more of these taxa, or possibly Rhodymenia palmata forma mollis
(Setchell and Gardner) (Rhodyphyta, Rhodymeniaceae) or possibly Costaria costata (C.
Ag.) Saunders (Phaeophyta, Laminariaceae), may be the "seal's seaweed" and "crow's
seaweed.". When asked if the Hanaksiala referred to any type of alga as "seal's seaweed,"
GR stated that the only "seal's seaweed" was sac alga, which he referred to as HA wlicr
hs_zrnw6s or HA serm hs,:faeisg (see #6).

(178) Unidentified Plant
HA qaulhcani - an unidentified plant from the swamp and used as a love charm
(tentatively identified as a species of Habenaria from photo); a tall plant
with white flowers (SR; EB)
HA Rulhcani, HA RuRcani, HA RuRceniges - an unidentified plant (GR; EB)
HA 'Xu+cni, HA 'Xu+cniOas - (from HA i<t).1-a) an unidentified plant said to grow in
or around hot springs in the Kitlope area; sweet-smelling roots used by
young people to scent the crotch in order to attract members of the
opposite sex (roots pounded up and applied to insides of thighs, said to
appear whitish when dry) and by hunters when, e.g., beaver hunting; cf.
term for "maggots" (GR; NL) (Note: This is said by GR to be a Tsimshian
and Kitamaat term and that a different Kitlope term exists, which GR
could not recall.)
(RL#2418) .\gw+- "to come out (said of maggots)" (Lincoln and Rath
1986:504)
Ritual/Spiritual: love medicine or charm, hunter's medicine
The plant known as HA: Xu+Cni has been identified only tentatively, possibly as
Platanthera dilatata (Pursh) Lind. ex Beck (syn. Habenaria dilatata [Pursh] Hook.,

fragrant white rein orchid), P. hyperborea (L.) Lind. (syn. H. hyperborea [L.] R. Br.,
green-flowered rein orchid) or P. stricta Lind. (syn. H. saccata Greene, slender rein
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orchid). 71 This plant (tentatively identified by SR as a species of Platanthera from
photographs) was described as a tall plant with white flowers that grows in swamps. It
was known as a love charm among Haisla people such as SR's mother, who grew this
plant near her house.
GR described HA iu+cr-ji in slightly different terms, as a plant with sweetsmelling roots that grows in or around hot springs in the Kitlope area. The Hanaksiala
crushed the roots of this plant into a paste for use as a "perfume" applied to the armpits
and crotch of individuals seeking to make themselves attractive to members of the
opposite sex. It was said to "kill the smell of the sweat" and was also used by hunters to
bathe in to remove or mask their human scent. The roots could be saved for future use
by enclosing them in a clam shell containing moss from trees (e.g., Antitrichia
curtipendula [Hedw.] Brid., lsothecium stoloniferum Brid., and Neckera douglasii Hook.

[W.B. Schofield, pers. comm. 1990]). When dry, the pounded roots were said to appear
whitish, a fact that may account for the formation of the name for this plant from the
root morpheme ,Ng w+-, said to mean "to come out (said of maggots)" (cf. HA^"to
come out [said of maggots in fish, meat, cheese]; maggots [GR]) (Lincoln and Rath
1986:504).
An additional possibility exists that HA i'<u+cni may refer to some type of valerian
although GR has rejected dried specimens of Valerian spp. as representing HA 3iu+cni.
Smith (1925-1927:224), for example, reported that the Gitksan considered Valeriana
septentrionalis Rydb. (syn. V. dioica L., marsh valerian) to be "the best perfume." It

was put in bear grease and the grease was applied to the face and hair.
(179) Unidentified Plant (an unidentified type of blueberry, possibly V. caespitosum
Michaux var. caespitosum and/or V ?caespitosum Michaux var. paludicola
[Camp] HuIten, Dwarf Blueberry)
HA mimimiyus - an unidentified type of "blueberry" (SR, GR, AG; NL) or,
possibly, a small type of raspberry (GR)
HA mimi'yus (HA mimiyus) - mountain blueberries (Vink n.d.b:10)
mimi'myus - HV: blueberry up the mountains (Bach 1989b:2)

Primary Food: fruits eaten
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The botanical identity of the "blueberry" or "small raspberry" known only as
mimimiyus or mimi'yus is unknown. The term has no cognates in any of the other North
Wakashan isolects or Nuxalkmc. It may be Tsimshianic in origin. Several Tsimshianic
terms for Vaccinium spp. incorporate a root morpheme, possibly meaning 'berry' (M.L.
Tarpent, pers. comm. 1990) that suggest at least a superficial similarity to the name
mimimiyus, e.g., CT (HB) mihe.1 (Dunn 1978:73), ST miha-+ (WR), GK rhiyahl
(Hindle and Rigsby 1973:12), NG rhiyahl (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1990; cf.
McNeary 1974a:1) (probably V. caespitosum var. caespitosum and/or V. caespitosum
var. paludicola in all cases). This "blueberry" looks like a little pear, grows in the
mountains, is very sweet and is white or "aluminum-covered" on the outside (SR). It
was obtained by the Haisla through trade with other peoples from more northern areas
whom the Hanaksiala and Haisla met at Butedale Cannery during canning season (GR,
SR). It is said to be much larger than a "blueberry" (i.e., probably Alaskan blueberry),
is really sweet and is found up north by the Skeena River (AG). The berry referred to as
mimimiyus may represent a variety of dwarf blueberry, possibly V. caespitosum A.
Michaux var. paludicola (Camp) Huken whereas V. caespitosum A. Michaux var.
caespitosum may represent HA siesgwis (cf. Taylor and MacBryde 1977:219-220).
Most recently, GR referred to HA mimimiyus as a type of small "raspberry" that grows
in the Kitlope area.
(180) Unidentified Plant? (a type of "sea plant")
HA birsbera, HA birrbrra and HA busbris - sea anemones
(RL#23) Vbwcr- (2) "bud, knob" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:429)

Miscellaneous: association between sea anemones and unidentified "sea plant"
One or more species of sea anemone were known to the Hanaksiala and Haisla
(i.e., any locally common species of Phylum Cnidaria, Class Anthozoa). The term HA
busbris refers to sea anemones that grow under water on sandy beaches while those

referred to as HA birsbra (or HA bNwbera) grow under water on solid rock (GR). Olson
(1940:170) referred to bu'sbakah [HA bUsbera] as a "sea plant" suggesting the

possibility that one or more types of algae may also be referred to as HA birsbtra. GR
considers sea anemones to look like flowers and to be a kind of HA er6ida even though

they are not true plants and seem to be the only non-botanical entities that are members
of this category (GR).
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(181) Mythical Plant (Raven's "Penis-bush")
HA N'ik'n'ik'a's - "Penis-Bush" (Bach 1992a:81)

Mythology: supernatural role in myth or story
The "bush" referred to in a Haisla story (Bach 1992a:71-91) as N'ik'n'ik'a's
apparently has no actual botanical counterpart. Rather, this bush represents the
mythological figure Raven in another manifestation. Raven, in the form of this bush,
compelled his sister to sit on him as a "cure" for the burns on her genitals inflicted
when Raven put yellow-cedar wood in her fire. A similar entity is identified in an
Oweekeno Raven legend as 00 Le'Hlakis, or "Penis in the Forest," where it is said to be a
"medicine" (Boas 1891-1895:211). This Oowekyala term may actually be $00
"Xi+akis, meaning "thing sticking up in the forest."
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3.3 Plant and Fungal Species Named and/or Used by the Kitasoo
3.3.1 Algae (Seaweeds and Their Relatives)
(1) ?Bioluminescent marine algae (Division Pyrrhophycophyta)
CT (HB, K, PR) big6.t h e, CT (K) bi 6-t h e - phosphorescent algae (Dunn
1978:10)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature
The terms CT (HB, K, PR) big6..t h k h and CT (K) biyut h k h probably refer to
bioluminescence produced by various marine phytoplankton 72 such as dinoflagellates
(Division Pyrrhophycophyta) including Noctiluca spp. (Noctilucales) as well as
Gonyaulax spp., Pyrocystis spp., and Pyrodinium spp. (cf. Bold and Wynne 1978:430).
(2) Corallinaceae (Articulated Coralline Algae, e.g., Bosiella spp. & Corallina spp.)
(Rhodophyta)
CT (HB) sganm5 lk sgmc?m76ks - precious coral; sponges, esp. dead man's
fingers (lit. crabapple in the water) (Dunn 1978:87)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature or similarity to other plant
Neither VN nor WR were aware of any name for coralline algae although they
were aware of the existence of these marine plants. It is probable that several such
species and, possibly, coral, are referable to the Hartley Bay term given by Dunn which
also seems to refer to some sponges. A comparable Hanaksiala term, HA (GL) civVas
hs_wri6 (literally, 'crabapple tree of below [the sea]') which may have been derived
from the Tsimshian form, 73 has been documented as referring to all articulated
coralline algae (GR). The term CT (HB) sganm5-lksgmc7m?Oks, lit. "crabapple tree in
the water," indicates a metaphorical association between two biologically different yet,
in Southern Tsimshian conceptual terms, perceptually similar taxa (see also Malus
fusca. #77).
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(3) Egregia menziesii (Turn.) Aresch. (Boa Kelp; Phaeophyta, Alariaceae)

ST le'kyi - boa kelp
CT (HB) lsgi - algae (chordaria) (Dunn 1978:59)
Food-related/Primary Food: used to collect, and eaten with, herring roe
During spring this alga is used, like giant kelp (Macrocystis integrifolia, #6),
to collect herring roe along with which it can be consumed. Dunn's mention of
"chordaria" (i.e., the algal genus Chordaria) may be the result of mistaken
identification.
(4)

Fucus oardneri Silva (Bladderwrack Kelp, Rockweed, Sea Wrack) and perhaps also
Pelvetiopsis limitata (Setchell) Gardner (Little Rockweed) (Phaeophyta,

Fucaceae)
ST rie?ats, ST Omhw'ts - rockweed
CT (HB) p76Ac h ah - fucus algae (Dunn 1978:82)
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
The term ST 15 67ats or ST Omhm'ts was said to refer to the same alga as CT (HB)
Gadzakiy6.w, CT (HB) Gadzak•w (see Gigartina sp., #5) and HE "Xlet6 (VN; cf. Dunn
1978:18). This may represent a case of synonymy, a point requiring clarification.
Among other coastal groups rockweed had technological, medicinal and culinary
applications (e.g., Turner 1973:195; Turner and Bell 1973:260-261). Although no
Kitasoo uses are now known for rockweed it is likely that it was used in ways similar to
those of other coastal peoples.
(5) "Gigartina"
CT (HB) ga3ak h e.y - gigartina algae (Dunn 1978:18) (cf. CT [HB] Gadzakiy6.w,
CT [HB] GadzakyIw - rockweed [Fucus ciardneri])
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Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
VN stated that the terms given above refer to the same alga as ST 06?ats or ST
whm'ts (Fucus gardneri, #4). No Southern Tsimshian uses are known for Gigartina
spp. (Rhodophyta) and the terms given above may simply represent synonyms for
rockweed.
(6) Macrocystis integrifolia Bory (Giant Kelp) (Phaeophyta, Lessoniaceae)
ST gy5as - giant kelp

CT (HB) gvo.s - algae; grinnella (Dunn 1978:35)
Food-related/Primary Food: used to collect, and eaten with, herring roe
This alga is used during spring, like boa kelp (Egreaia menziesii, #3), to collect
herring roe and is consumed along with the herring roe. Today kelp is collected from
Whidby Point and Kitasoo Bay and suspended in herring enclosures so that the fish can
deposit their eggs on the kelp. "Grinnella," mentioned by Dunn (1978:35), probably
refers to Grinnellia, an eastern genus of Rhodophyta with no representatives in British
Columbia (S. Lindstrom, pers. comm. 1990).
(7) Nereocystis luetkeana (Mert.) Post. & Rupr. (Bull Kelp, or Bottle Kelp)

(Phaeophyta, Lessoniaceae)
ST mo.q, ST m5•X - bull kelp
CT (HB)^M3•- kelp (Dunn 1978:74)

Primary Material: stipes used to make fishing lines
Like many indigenous peoples of coastal British Columbia, the Tsimshian (and,
presumably, the Kitasoo) used fishing lines made from the stipes of bull kelp for cod and
halibut fishing (cf. Beynon 1953, Vol. 5:25 in Simonsen 1973:23-24).
(8) Porphyra spp. ("Edible and Inedible Seaweeds") (Rhodophyta, Bangiaceae)
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ST 1th7aXsk 74 - edible seaweed (P. abbottae)
CT (HB, K, M) 167ask h , CT (K) 16.7ask h - seaweed; algae (Enteromorpha) (Dunn
1978:65)
CT (HB) laxia'ack - seaweed (Drucker 1950:271)
STI:16'alan and ST taPain - inedible seaweed (?P. torta)
CT (HB) ?ad6.in - phosphorescent algae (Dunn 1978:2)
ST kdth.tgrp ?ti•e (and variants) 75 - inedible seaweed, "seal's seaweed" or
"seal's mattress" (?P. fallax)
CT (K, M, PR) p717116sk h , CT (K) p7ikp?i7116sk h - a square of dried seaweed
(Dunn 1978:83)
ST lulth?ansk, ST lulthn?ask - edible seaweed and salmon roe or butter clams (to
be eaten)
ST lukii6rha 76 - "same thing (as ST lulth?ansk, ST lulthrgask), but a different
way of saying it; it is made in layers" (said to mean "put in layers")
ST kwiI6?Xsk - "seaweed (pressed) in a box"
CT (?) kill - a seaweed camp shared by Hartley Bay and Hanaksiala people (GR)

Primary food: entire plant eaten
Previous research in Waglisla and that reported here have revealed an otherwise
unrecognized level of complexity in the manner of naming and categorizing "seaweed"
(Porphyra spp.) by Central Coast peoples that was previously only speculated upon

(Simonsen 1973:21). Native speakers of Heiltsuk and Southern Tsimshian have attested
to the fact that among these cultures there is not simply one type of "seaweed" but
actually two or even three recognized types. The term HE -Feist is used by Heiltsuk
speakers of Klemtu and Waglisla and ST 12aXsk by Kitasoo people to refer to "edible
seaweed" or the "human's seaweed" (P. abbottae Krishnamurthy). Furthermore, the
"seaweed" growing immediately above it at the same sites, called HE cl6a+, ST d6'alan and
ST ta7alri 77 and the "seaweed" immediately below it, called HE -1-ilst yis_sagwrii
(literally, 'seaweed of fur seal'), ST kdffl.tgrn 76.18 78 ("seal's seaweed") are denied
this status. Neither of these latter "seaweeds" is used by humans since they are

considered to be inferior to R abbottae. Specimens obtained in and around Waglisla 79
and descriptions provided by Coast Tsimshian, Haihais, Haisla, Hanaksiala, Heiltsuk and
Kitasoo elders as well as Gabrielson et al. (1987:98-9) support the contention that the
former type may be P. torta Krishnamurthy while the latter type may represent P.
fallax Lindstrom et Cole (S. Lindstrom, pers. comm. 1990).
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Edible seaweed continues to be a major food item for the Kitasoo and their coastal
neighbours today as it was in the past. The Kitasoo gathered this food during May 80
(Halpin and Seguin 1990:269) and again in the fall (Simonsen 1973:21) from several
locations including ST ts'aG6•s (Kitasoo Mountain, out from Kitasoo village [cf. Boas
1932a:45]), ST (?) gux'1 (a former settlement on Higgins Passage [see Miller
1981:24 and Olson 1955:344]), "Nawees" (possibly a Heiltsuk word), at the south end
of Klemtu Passage (Storie and Gould 1973:53) and additional sites along the west coast
of Price Island (Simonsen 1973:21). The seaweed camp known in Tsimshian (probably
Coast Tsimshian) as CT kis] was used by the Hartley Bay and Hanaksiala people (GR; cf.
Seguin 1985:15). The significance of seaweed picking is indicated by the fact that the
period of harvest (which coincides with the month of May) is known among at least some
Tsimshian groups as CT (M) h671i2x16?ask h (Dunn 1978:39), a designation which
refers directly to edible seaweed.
Some seaweed was traded by the Southern Tsimshian to neighbouring groups such
as the Gitksan and Nisga'a in return for items such as soapberries (Shepherdia
canadensis, #53) (Halpin and Seguin 1990:271). The people of Kitkatla brought
seaweed, herring roe, dried halibut and dried clams and Hartley Bay people brought
clothing to trade with the Haisla (Lopatin 1945:91) probably in return for oolichan
grease (cf. Lopatin 1945:91; Seguin 1985:15-16). A traditional method for
preserving seaweed involved pressing it into boxes to form compressed cakes (known as
ST kwil67>tsk, CT [K, M, PR] p717ifOsk h or CT [K] p7ikp212i}Osk h ) which, when dry,
could be stored for long periods prior to consumption. Seaweed is also frequently eaten
prepared with salmon roe or butter clams, in which case it is referred to as ST
lulth7ansk, ST lulthn?ask or ST lukiiiirna.
A traditional method for cooking seaweed involved the use of special cooking
stones made of vesicular basalt. 81 The use of basalt cooking stones is said to confer an
especially desirable flavour to seaweed cooked in this manner. Stones of this type were
once gathered at Kitasoo Mountain although these are no longer in use today.
(9) Unidentified Fresh Water Alga (possibly one or more types of Green Algae,
Chlorophyta)
(no Southern Tsimshian term recorded)
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Medicine: eye medicine
WR stated that "some green stuff like (Enteromorpha intestinalis [L.] Link and
Ulva lactuca L. but) from up the lake" was placed directly on one's eye as a medicine,
possibly to treat inflammation or infection. Bank (1953:427; also see 1973:328)
mentioned that an unidentified type of "pond scum" is said to be "believed by modern
Aleuts to be especially good in the treatment of eye troubles. It is gathered and used for
bathing the sore or inflamed parts. The oils are more often used than the actual algae."
(10) Various unidentified species of Brown Algae, Phaeophyta (as well as, possibly,
other macroalgae such as members of the green algal genera Enteromorpha,
Monostroma, and Ulva)

ST da•itc - "seaweeds," "broad-leaved marine algae"
CT (HB) dayc h - alaria (i.e., probably Alaria sp.) algae (Dunn 1978:12)
CT dadzit* 82 - green seaweed (Boas 1916:972)
CT gus-dadzit - Green seaweed garment (Boas 1916:505)

Miscellaneous: plant name employed in personal name/crest designation
The term ST da.itc was said to refer to "all those (unidentified seaweeds) on the
rocks" (LH, VN). Dunn's (1978:12) Hartley Bay consultants associated the Coast
Tsimshian cognate for this term with Alaria sp. but based on the Kitasoo data and Boas'
comments (1916:505, 972) it seems likely that many other algae could be included as
referents of CT dayc h .
In the Myth of Niaslaws (Cove and MacDonald 1987a:317-321), an important
story belonging to the Blackfish Clan according to VN, mention is made of a type of
unidentified seaweed used as adornment by a monster woman from Fidomnax who dressed
in a blanket made of seaweeds (cf. Stolle and Gould 1973a:14-21 and Boas 1895b:215).
VN referred to this seaweed as ST da•itc, a general term for any type of large, mat-like
seaweed. The personal name, ST risdayts (cf. Boas 1916:505), means "garment
of/for seaweed (i.e., ST da•itc)," or "(wearing) a coat of seaweed" (VN). This name
currently belongs to VN's son, Leslie Neasloss and is said to be a masculine juvenile
name "which always precedes the later bestowal of (the name) Nislo73s (i.e.,
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Neasloss)" (Miller 1981:28). This story is similar to The Feast of the Watermonsters
(Boas 1932a:124-26; cf. Cove and MacDonald 1987a:317-321) although in the latter
story two Kitasoo men protect themselves with Indian hellebore (see additional
discussion under Veratrum viride ssp. eschscholtzii, #39) and return to the surface of
the sea with their hair "full of seaweed growing in deep water" (Boas 1932a:125-26;
cf. Storie and Gould 1973:18).
The Coast Tsimshian term dadzit, possibly a cognate of ST da-itc, reportedly
refers to "green seaweed" (Boas 1916:505, 972), possibly species of Enteromorpha,
Monostroma, and Ulva and other marine algae. Further, the term CT gus-dadzit ("Green

seaweed garment") was listed by Boas (1916:505) among the crests of the
GispawadwE'da Tsimshian. According to Boas (1916:411) the GispawadwE'da are one
of four exogamic social groups of maternal descent. Crests, such as "Green seaweed
garment," are considered forms of inheritable property (as are songs, names, hunting
grounds, bathing places and sea lion rocks) that are transmitted along with Clan
relationship and position (op. cit.).
(11) Unidentified "red, stringy seaweed that grows on rocks"
CT Wi-dimas - "a red, stringy seaweed that grows on rocks" (Miller 1981:30)

Mythology: name of mythological figure (Coast Tsimshian and possibly Southern
Tsimshian)
The identity of this "red, stringy seaweed" is unknown although the description
given by Miller (1981:30) suggests that it might be either a solieriaceous (e.g.,
Sarcodiotheca sp.) or gracilariaceous (e.g., Gracilaria sp. or Gracilariopsis sp.)

member of Rhodophyta (S. Lindstrom, pers. comm. 1990; see Abbott and Hollenberg
1976:487-489, 494-495). More recently, Miller (pers. comm. 1993) described
this seaweed as "hair-like" and found growing on rocks in the lower intertidal or
subtidal zones of beaches at Klemtu and Metlakatla, B.C., suggesting the possibility that
this seaweed may be one or more species of Polysiphonia, e.g., P. pacifica Hollenberg..
The Coast Tsimshian word, Wi-dimas, is said to be the name of one of the four men in a
canoe mentioned in the Coast Tsimshian version of the Killer Whale myth (Miller
1981:30). Boas (1932a:126) reported WOngawa't as the name of the steersman in
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this story which was said to come from the Kitasoo but which makes no mention of a
Southern Tsimshian seaweed name (Boas 1932a:126).
3.3.2 Fungi (Mushrooms and Their Relatives)
(12) Bovista pila Berk. & Curt. and probably B. plumbea Pers. (Puffballs)

(Gasteromycetes; Lycoperdaceae, Puffball Family)
(no Southern Tsimshian term recorded)
Bovista spp. are known to have been used as herbal talismans among the Haihais

and Heiltsuk (Compton 1991b) and were also recognized and featured in folklore among
the Hanaksiala people (GR). No Southern Tsimshian uses, beliefs or terms for these
fungi have been recorded. In the Nisga'a language, puffballs are called ruk w'a luulak'
(literally, 'ghost's bellybutton') (S. Adams, pers. comm. 1990) or, phonetically iiikwa
16.1a6 (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992). Given the fact that puffballs were widely
recognized by coastal peoples and in light of the linguistic affinities between Nisga'a and
Southern Tsimshian, it is possible that a Southern Tsimshian cognate was once used to
refer to puffballs.
(13) Exobasidium sp. affin. vaccinii ("Ghost Ear Fungus"), a basidiomycetous parasite

of False Azalea (Menziesia ferruginea)
ST ts'im(•kiri5-A ST ts'imu-xino•r& and ST ts'im mU•ki riénaei (literally, 'inear-of-ghost;' ST mu.k - 'ear')
Secondary Food: mycocecidia (fungal galls) occasionally eaten
The fungal genus Exobasidium is one of several obligate parasites of members of
Ericaceae (Frankland et al. 1982:11). The species that attacks false azalea (Menziesia
ferruginea Smith, Ericaceae) has not been described (N. Nickerson, pers. comm. 1990)

and, therefore, is best referred to as E. sp. affin. vaccinii (D.B.O. Savile, pers. comm.
1990). Such infection results in the production of berry-like globular fungal galls, or
mycocecidia, that range in size from 1 to 2 cm in diameter. These galls appear
relatively infrequently, mostly during the summer months. They were occasionally
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eaten by the Kitasoo (LH, VN) as well as by the Coast Tsimshian, Hanaksiala, Heiltsuk
(Compton 1991a) but their role in subsistence was apparently negligible. 83
(14) Fomes spp. (and other species of Shelf Fungi, e.g., Fomitopsis sp., Ganoderma spp.,
Polyporus spp.; Basidiomycetes; Polyporaceae, Polypore Family)
ST 7mn6iin5•nq - shelf fungi (literally, 'bread of ghost')
CT (HB) 7ada^- ghost bread (sulpher polyporus, red polypore, fir polypore,
multizoned polystictus, artist's fungus, oyster pleurotus, sapid
pleurotus, Ienzites) (Dunn 1978:2)
Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
No uses for shelf fungi among the Kitasoo have been recorded but it seems likely
that they were treated in much the same manner as did some neighbouring peoples.
Among the Tlingit, to the north, for example, shelf fungi were carved into shamanic
grave markers (Jonaitis 1986:105). Various shelf fungi were also associated with
shamanic practices among the Hanaksiala of Gardner Canal (GR). Dunn (1978:2)
reported that among the Coast Tsimshian various shelf fungi were known also as "ghost
bread" although Boas indicated that the term CT adaga'n meant "fungus on tree" (ada +
gan) 84 (Boas 1912:256).

(15) "Mould(y)" (i.e., the condition produced by growth of downy mildews (Oomycetes,
Peronosporales), powdery mildews (Ascomycetes, Erysiphales) and various food
or water moulds (e.g., Chytridiomycetes, Oomycetes, Zygomycetes)
ST ym nk - mouldy
CT (HB) ys.nk h , ysnk h - mouldy (Dunn 1978:116)

Recognition: organism recognized but not used or considered exceptional in any
way
The term, ST ym•nk, can be used to refer to anything that has become mouldy
(LH, VN) and, therefore, represents a condition rather than any specific causative
fungal organism.
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(16) Mushrooms (various undifferentiated species of Ascomycetes and Basidiomycetes)
ST Gaidm ts'ubth•t. Pei n5•nq - mushroom (literally, "ghost's umbrella")
ST G6i di n5.nq - mushroom (literally, 'hat of ghost')
CT (HB) ga.ydi136-71x - mushroom (Dunn 1978:17) ('hat of corpse/ghost'? cf.
CT [HB] ga.yt h - billed hat [Dunn 1978:17]; CT [HB, K, M, PR] be•lx corpse, ghost [Dunn 1978:8])
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature (as indicated by name)
No traditional Kitasoo uses for mushrooms have been recorded and it is unlikely,
in light of the dearth of traditional uses of mushrooms among coastal groups in British
Columbia, that they had any major former uses. The Southern Tsimshian terms for
mushrooms are similar to the Coast Tsimshian (Dunn 1978:17), Hanaksiala and Haisla
(Lincoln and Rath 1986:53; GR) and Heiltsuk (Rath 1981:532) mushroom terms, all
of which incorporate the words for 'umbrella,' 'hat' or 'ghost.' Mushrooms may perhaps
have been named, even though they were not used, either in appreciation of their distinct
appearance or potential toxicity.
3.3.3 Lichens (Lichenized Fungi)
(17) Peltigera spp. (Veined Lichens), e.g., P. canina (L.) Willd. (Dog-tooth Lichen), P.
aphthosa (L.) Willd., P. membranacea (Ach.) Nyl., P. neopolydactyla (Gyelnik)

Gyelnik and P. polydactyla Neck. (Hoff.) (Peltigeraceae) and, possibly, Lobaria
spp. (Lung Lichens), e.g., L. linita (Ach.) Rabenh., L. oregana (Tuck.) Muell.
Arg. and L. pulmonaria (L.) Hoffm. (Stictaceae)
ST naGa Gana.w (and variants) 85 - dogtooth lichen, 'frog's dress' (lit. 'dressof-frog')
CT (HB, K) nagagan6w - (foliose dog) lichen (lit: frog's dress) (Dunn
1978:77)
Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
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Members of the genus Peltigera were called 'frog's dress' by the Kitasoo (LH, VN)
and Coast Tsimshian (cf. Dunn 1978:77). No Kitasoo uses are known for these lichens
but one or more Peltigera spp. are known to have been used among the Heiltsuk as a
vulnerary and a gynecological aid (Compton 1993a). It also is possible that the above
terms were applied to similar corticolous lichens, such as one or more Lobaria spp.
(lung lichens).
(18) ?Xanthoria elegans (Link) Th. Fr. (no common name, an orange saxicolous lichen,

Teloschistaceae)
(no Southern Tsimshian term recorded)
Secondary Material: pigment
A site in the Kitlope River area was once used as the source of an unidentified
pigment said to be "yellow," possibly this orange lichen or some species of Candelariella,
a genus that includes yellow rock-dwelling lichens, for use as paint not only by the
Hanaksiala people but also by the Hartley Bay people (GR).
3.3.4 Bryophytes (Mosses and Their Relatives)
(19) "Moss" (various unidentified species of Bryophyta)
ST bi16X•,^- "moss"
CT (HB, K, M, PR) bi.16x, CT (HB) b16x, CT (HB, K, M, PR) bil6x - moss (Dunn
1978:10)
Miscellaneous: burned as insect repellent
The term given above may be applied to various species of mosses as well as to
some types of algae and lichens. Some true mosses can be burned to produce smoke that,
when rubbed on the body, helps to repel mosquitoes and flies (WR).
3.3.5 Pteridophytes (Ferns and Their Relatives)
Lycopodiaceae (Club-moss Family)
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(20) Lycopodium clavatum L. (Running Club-moss)
ST bi16•nm e'en, ST Iml•nm xw6n - running club-moss (literally, 'deer's belt;'
cf. CT bilaan - belt, CT wan - deer)

Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
In Southern Tsimshian, as in Haida (Turner and Levine 1971:27, 1972:4),
Tlingit (Boas 1891:179), Hesquiat (Turner and Efrat 1982:29) and Heiltsuk, the long
rope-like plants of running club-moss are referred to as 'deer's belt' (VN). Possibly
this indicates a mythological role of this plant.
Polypodiaceae (Polypody or Common Fern Family)
(21) Dryopteris spp. (Wood Ferns)
ST ?a? - wood fern
CT (HB) ?a• - an edible root; a root medicine (Dunn 1978:1)

Primary Food: rhizomes and stipe bases eaten
Gorman (1896:78) stated that "the rootstock or caudex (of "ahh," "Aspidium
spinulosum var. dilatatum [wood-fern]," syn. Dryopteris spinulosa (O.F. Muller) Watt)
is highly relished by the natives, who cook and eat it in large quantities, it being the
first vegetable food which they obtain in early spring." The name "ahh" (cf. ST ?a?) is
considered, in lieu of a voucher, to refer to at least two species within the "Dryopteris
austriaca complex" (i.e., D. expansa [K.B. Presl] Fraser-Jenkins & Jermy and D.
carthusiana [VIliars] H.P Fuchs syn. Dryopteris spinulosa [O.F. Muller] Watt) (N.
Turner, pers. comm. 1990). The rhizomes and stipe bases of wood fern were likely
cooked in pits for use as food by the Kitasoo. The "root" (rhizome) is said by Hartley
Bay people to be useful as an antidote for food poisoning (Dunn 1978:1) and by the
Nuxalkmc as an antidote for poisonous plants and shellfish poisoning (see Turner
1973:197).
(22) Polypodium glycyrrhiza D.C. Eat. (Licorice Fern)
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ST ts'igaP6•m (and variants) 86 - licorice fern
CT (HB) c'Tiga26.m - liquorice root [sic]; polypody fern (Polypodium
glycyrrhiza) (Dunn 1978:103)

Medicine: rhizome used to treat sore throats and coughs
Licorice fern "roots" (rhizomes) are well known among indigenous peoples of
coastal British Columbia for their sweet taste and ability to soothe sore throats and ease
coughs. The rhizomes were used for this purpose by many of the neighbours of the
Kitasoo, including the Nuxalkmc (Turner 1973:196), Kwakwaka'wakw (Turner and
Bell 1973:265), Hanaksiala (GR), Coast Salish (Turner and Bell 1971:69) and
Tsimshian (People of Port Simpson 1983:92), as well as by the Haihais (LH). Variants
of the term, CT (HB) c7iga26•m (Dunn 1978:103), or Southern Tsimshian terms are
known from Hanaksiala, Heiltsuk and Nuxalk indicating that the terms in these last three
languages possibly were borrowed from Tsimshian.
3.3.6 Gymnosperms (Conifers and the Taxad, Western Yew)
Cupressaceae (Cypress Family)
(23) Chamaecyparis nootkatensis (D. Don) Spach (Yellow-Cedar, Yellow-Cypress)
ST w61. - yellow-cedar
CT (HB, K) w AI, CT (HB, K) w ai - yellow cedar (Dunn 1978:108)
Primary Material: wood for implements, containers, construction; fibrous
tissue for cordage, weaving mats, clothing
The wood and bark of yellow-cedar were used by probably all coastal peoples,
including the Southern Tsimshian, for at least some technological or clothing items (cf.
Turner 1979:70-71). The tough, straight-grained wood has been used by coastal
peoples for a variety of implements such as bows, adze handles, paddles and storage
containers. In addition, the inner bark has been used for mats, hats and baskets and,
when pounded into a fibrous condition, for blankets and clothing of fine quality (op cit.).
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Many of these same applications were undoubtedly a feature of aboriginal Southern
Tsimshian life.
(24) Juniperus communis L. (Creeping Juniper, or Common Juniper)
HE disidrhalas - juniper
ST halaXsi naXn5X - juniper? (literally, 'bathing instrument of a riaMi5X 1 ) 87
(M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992)
CT (HB) ha lax sa?nax?flifix - beach knotwood (Dunn 1978:38)

Mythology: supernatural role in myth as magical object (?)
Ritual/Spiritual: charm for luck
According to WR, this plant, known in Klemtu today only by its Heiltsuk name,
was used medicinally by the late Klemtu woman named ST AEbe Gews. Haihais elder LH
recalled that during her lifetime juniper was rubbed on the back of one's body to obtain
good luck and that anyone could use it. The Heiltsuk name for this species, literally,
'wiping-plant,' is associated with its traditional Haihais and Heiltsuk uses as a ritual
"medicine" by shamanistic novitiates. Boas (1923:262) indicated that juniper was used
to rub the bodies of prospective shamans following internal and external treatment with
decoctions of devil's-club (Oplopanax horridus, #46) and Indian hellebore (Veratrum
viride ssp. eschscholtzii, #39) (cf. Drucker 1938:30). Many medicinal applications

as well as ritual or supernatural associations have been documented for juniper among
the Gitksan (Gottesfield and Anderson 1988:26).
No Coast or Southern Tsimshian terms, uses or beliefs associated with this plant
have been reported (cf. Boas 1912, 1916; People of Port Simpson 1983). 88 Further
research may indicate that cognates of the Nisga'a name reported for juniper, i.e., NG
ts'ex (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1990; cf. Rigsby 1986:25), were also used among the
Coast and Southern Tsimshian.
Smith (1925-1927:55) recorded the term SkannäknOk as the Gitksan name for
Juniperus sp., said to be "prized as a great internal medicine" used to treat a variety of

ailments including "hemorrhage at the mouth and kidney trouble," and also used as a
purgative, diuretic and to make one strong. Smith defined GK näknOk as "any good
medicine that cures a cut at once" (despite the fact that he recorded no such use for
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juniper) (op. cit.). Elsewhere, this term and its Coast Tsimshian cognate have been
associated with supernatural entities or phenomena (Boas 1912:272; Dunn 1978:79;
Harris 1974:134; The People of 'Ksan 1980:125, 132).
The term ST hal6Xsi riaXri5X was given by WR in response to the Hartley Bay
term reported by Dunn (1978:38) for "beach knotwood." The actual referent of this
term is unclear but its identity as juniper is suggested by the similarity of the Gitksan
term, Skannknifik. The nature of ST hal6Xsi naXn5X as a supernatural or possibly taboo
plant is implied by the terms ST riaXei5X and CT (HB) naxn6x, meaning "(to have)
supernatural power" or "a supernatural being" (Dunn 1978:79; WR) and suggested by
the comparable Heiltsuk uses mentioned above. In the Tsimshian story of CT Am'ala'
(Very Dirty) (Boas 1916:116-121) mention is made of an unspecified type of
supernatural tree whose leaves were used by a supernatural being to wash Very Dirty
until he became clean (Boas 1916:118). The terms given above possibly refer to such a
plant although no Southern Tsimshian version of this story is known.
(25) Thuja plicata Donn (Western Red-cedar)
ST sm Geri - red-cedar (literally, 'real tree')
CT (HB) smOn - cedar (Dunn 1978:90)
ST 'amGen- - red-cedar (small tree) (literally, 'good-for-tree')
CT (HB) ?anng6.n - red cedar (Dunn 1978:5)
CT (HB) r•sgan cedar bark; mat coat; raincoat (Dunn 1978:29); (literally,
'garment of tree, wood, log, etc.' (in reference to red-cedar) (M.L.
Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992)
ST G6n- - big red-cedar tree (used for wood) (literally, 'tree')
ST hat'61- inner red-cedar bark
CT (K, M) ha t761 - cedar bark strips used for making baskets (Dunn 1978:41)
CT (HB) y 9 i-ms - diapers; shredded cedar bark (Dunn 1978:32)
ST ts'a167m - basket (cedar bark basket)
ST hthtim 6th.n - toilet stick (of red-cedar wood) (literally, 'excrementremover') (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992)
Primary Material: wood for implements, containers, construction, carving;
fibrous tissue for weaving mats, basketry, clothing
Secondary Material: diapers
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The paramount importance of western red-cedar in Tsimshian (Coast and
Southern) culture as well as the perceptual relationship to other native trees is attested
by the terms ST smG6n and CT (HB) smg6n which mean, literally, 'real tree' and the
terms ST 'a mG6n. and CT (HB) 7amgCm, meaning 'good-for-tree.' 89 Western redcedar is well recognized as the arboreal foundation of Tsimshian culture, both literally
as well as figuratively (cf. Hebda and Mathewes 1984; Stewart 1984). Houses among
the Tsimshian groups, as well as all other indigenous groups of coastal British Columbia,
were constructed of cedar posts and planks (cf. Boas 1896:580-583, 1916:46-48;
Drucker 1950:178-179). At least one culturally modified red-cedar tree showing
undated evidence of plank-stripping is known from the Kitasoo area (Brown 1989:10).
Other items constructed from red-cedar wood include totem poles and many types of
utilitarian objects such canoes, storage boxes and chests, woodworking tools, fishing and
hunting tools (Halpin and Seguin 1990:273-274), horns used for ritual purposes
(Carter 1966:67) and toilet sticks fashioned from kindling-sized pieces of red-cedar
wood. The inner bark of red-cedar was likely used in starting fires (cf. Boas
1912:277) and in the construction of mats and a variety of containers for collecting,
storing and cooking foods and for storage and transportation of a variety of non-food
items (Halpin and Seguin 1990:273; cf. Laforet 1984). It was also used to make
diapers for infants and rain-proof capes (Dunn 1978:29, 32) and undoubtedly many
other useful items (cf. Turner 1979:74-90).
Pinaceae (Pine Family)
(26) Abies amabilis (Dougl. ex Loud.) Forbes (Pacific Silver Fir, "Balsam Fir")
ST h57aks - "balsam fir"
CT (HB) ha.ks - balsam (Dunn 1978:42)
ST ksi7u, ST ksi7w - "balsam fir" (or hemlock) cambium

Medicine: bark used for medicinal decoction
Primary Food: inner bark (cambium) eaten
The bark of "balsam fir" 90 was used to make a medicinal decoction (LH). The
inner bark (cambium) of fir, like that of hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla, #30) was
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scraped off and processed into a food called ST ksi7u (WR), a name probably derived
from a word root meaning 'to scrape' (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992).
(27) Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr. (Sitka Spruce)
ST sm'mn, ST fm'mn - spruce
CT (HB) se?mn - spruce (Dunn 1978:86)
ST KsaxAsamn - (Southern) Tsimshian word meaning "place of spruce trees"
(Miller 1981:28)
Miscellaneous: species name basis for geographical name
Primary Food: cambium eaten
Like hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla, #30), Sitka spruce was sought by the Kitasoo
in early spring for the inner bark (cambium), which was removed by scraping off the
wood then cooked and dried for later use (W. Freeman, pers. comm. 1969 in Simonsen
1973:20).
Branches of Sitka spruce and jack pine (Pinus contorta var. contorta, #28)
were used by WR's father as shelter when he went hunting. The prickly leaves of these
plants were said to discourage and repel animals (WR). Spruce boughs were used during
preparatory and purification rituals by Tsimshian shamans, hunters, fishers and the
like for whipping the body following bathing in cold water. This practice comprised the
first of several procedures followed by those seeking supernatural power (Guedon
1984:146).
Miller (1981:28) noted that at least eight places in Kitasoo territory referred
to as ST KsaxAsamn (said to mean "place of spruce trees") in recognition of abundant
spruce growth at these sites of former human occupation. It is also possible that these
were places where the Kitasoo formerly gathered spruce pitch. One of these sites was
near Aristazabal Island (WR) and it, like all such sites which are also considered to be
located within Haihais territory, could also be referred to as HE tiniWasla (literally,
"spruce-full of") (Miller 1981:28; WR; cf. Storie and Gould 1973:20). According to
Miller (1981:28) such sites had additional descriptive names that indicate the natural
resources associated with those sites (see Rumex occidentalis, #72).
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(28) Pinus contorta Dougl. ex Loud. var. contorta (Shore Pine or "Jack Pine")
ST sgini.s 91 - pine
Miscellaneous Useful Material: boughs used as shelter by hunters
Branches of jack pine and Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis, #27) were used by
WR's father as shelter to discourage and repel animals during hunting trips (WR).
(29) Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco (Douglas-fir)
(no Southern Tsimshian term recorded)
No data pertaining to this species were obtained in this study nor are there any
known comparable Coast Tsimshian or Nisga'a data (cf. Dunn 1978; McNeary 1974a,
1974b, 1974c). This species had many traditional uses among Interior groups of
British Columbia but was considered primarily to be an excellent fuel source among
coastal groups (Turner 1979:110-113) such as the Kitasoo.
(30) Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg. (Western Hemlock, or Lowland Hemlock)
ST giak - hemlock
CT (HB) g 9 Ik h - hemlock (Dunn 1978:35)
ST ksi7u, ST ksi7u.1 - hemlock (or Pacific silver fir) cambium
CT (HB, M, PR) ksiw - inner bark of the hemlock (Dunn 1978:51)
ST IZ 9 i1573Xsk - "(hemlock) branches (on which herring spawn)"
Miscellaneous Useful Material: branches used to collect herring roe
Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Primary Food: inner bark (cambium) eaten
The inner bark (cambium) of hemlock was used like that of Pacific silver fir
(Abies amabilis #26) and Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis, #27) as a food; hemlock
cambium was the most intensively used cambium source of the three species. In early
spring the bark of hemlock trees was stripped off and the cambium layer scraped from
the inside surface. The cambium was then boiled and dried for storage (W. Freeman,
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pers. comm. 1969 in Simonsen 1973:20). Among the Hartley Bay people hemlock
cambium was scraped, soaked in oolichan grease, drained, cooked and eaten sweetened
with sugar (Dunn 1978:51).
Herring roe is collected by the Kitasoo during the early spring in several
locations including Kitasu Bay (W. Freeman, pers. comm. 1969 in Simonsen 1973:20).
In addition to some types of kelp, hemlock boughs are cut and submerged in herring
spawning areas in order to collect the roe (WR). After cooking but prior to eating, the
hemlock needles are removed from herring roe collected in this manner.
WR mentioned a Kitasoo story about Grouse whose food consisted of hemlock
needles. Raven, a trickster figure, desired to taste all the foods of the different animals
but had the preconceived notion that hemlock needles would taste very bad. To Raven's
surprise, when he tried them he found that they actually tasted very good.
(31) Tsuga mertensiana (Bong.) Carr. (Mountain Hemlock) (syn. Tsuga pattoniana var.
hookeriana Lemmon.)

(no Southern Tsimshian term recorded)
Gorman (1896:68-69) reported the allegedly Tsimshian term "loo-yoh" for
"Tsuga pattoniana (alpine hemlock) 92 ." but aboriginal knowledge and use of this species

among the Coast or Southern Tsimshian is unknown.
Taxaceae (Yew Family)
(32) Taxus brevifolia Nutt. (Western Yew)

ST sX6r-ihued;Nk - yew tree (literally, "tree for bow") (M.L. Tarpent, pers.
comm. 1992)
ST sa haleudgk - yew tree (literally, 'making bow') (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm.
1992)
CT (HB) sahae h dak h - yew (Dunn 1978:85)

Medicine: medicine for stomach and/or digestive tract
Primary Material: wood for implements
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Yew wood is very dense and close-grained and, therefore, suitable for a variety of
technological applications requiring strength and durability. Because of these attributes
it was widely used by coastal peoples for a number of implements that could not be
fashioned satisfactorily from other natural materials (cf. Turner 1979:116-120),
e.g., bows. Seasoned yew wood was used for arrow heads and halibut hooks by the Kitasoo
and Haihais (Carter 1966:25). Yew wood and bark, when boiled together, produce a
decoction good for treating internal ailments and pain in the stomach (WR).
3.3.7 Angiosperms (Flowering Plants) - Monocotyledons
Araceae (Arum Family)
(33) Lysichiton americanum Hult. & St. John (Skunk cabbage)

ST Xn6X, ST xin-xt - skunk cabbage
CT (HB) win6X - skunk cabbage
CT (HB) w7n6q h , CT (HB) w?n6x - skunk cabbage (Dunn 1978:110)
Food Related use: food preparation, cooking pits, food covering, wrapping
Miscellaneous: recreation (game)
Skunk cabbage leaves were probably used by the Southern Tsimshian as by
nearly all coastal groups within British Columbia for a variety of food-related uses
including: lining cooking-pits; covering and wrapping foods during collection, transit,
storage or cooking; and as an underlay for drying berries (Turner 1979:121-122). VN
recalled that when she was young, Kitasoo children competed with one another by placing
skunk cabbage spadices (the flowering structure) on sticks and throwing them in
distance contests.
Liliaceae (Lily Family)
(34) Fritillaria camschatcensis (L.) Ker-Gawl. ssp. camschatcensis (Riceroot, Indian

Rice)
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ST miy(J-p (and variants) 93 - "wild rice," Indian rice, riceroot; also Chinese or
cultivated rice (Oryza sativa)
ST sXerimiyii.p - "wild rice plant" ("just the stem") (prompted)
CT (HB) miyil•brpg'igt h , CT (HB) miy(1-7rpg 9 gt h - Northern rice root; chocolate
lily; Chinese rice; Indian rice; Kamchatka fritillary (Fritillaria
camschatcensis and F. lanceolata) (Dunn 1978:74); literally, 'rice-ofpeople' (i.e., of the real people), as opposed to introduced rice (M.L.
Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992)
Miscellaneous: semantic expansion of name (to include cultivated rice)
Primary Food: bulbs eaten
"Wild rice" refers to the edible bulbs of this plant, one of several traditional
"root" foods of the Kitasoo and other coastal groups. In post-contact times the Southern
Tsimshian term for this plant has undergone semantic expansion to refer also to Chinese
or cultivated rice, Oryza sativa (#41), related to the perceived similarity between
these two foods. A wild riceroot that comes from the sky is part of a Tsimshian story
(Cove and MacDonald 1987b:29) but a Kitasoo version of this story has not been
recorded.
(35) Maianthemum dilatatum (Wood) Nels. & Macbr. (Wild Lily-of-the-Valley)
(no Southern Tsimshian term recorded)
Primary Food: fruits eaten (but not of high significance)
This plant was said to have a Southern Tsimshian name but it could not be
recalled. The berries, when ripe, were said to be sweet and were eaten fresh at
temporary food-gathering camps. They were not processed or stored (VN, WR).
(36) Smilacina racemosa (L.) Desf. (False Solomon's-seal)
ST rhai7ya 731- (and variants) 94 - false Soloman's seal (literally, 'berry of
black bear;' ST rha'i, ST rha7i - '(any) berry;' ST 731 - 'bear']
CT (HB) m6-yc751 - bear berry (Arctostaphylos media) (Dunn 1978:71)
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Medicine: unspecified medicine
The referent of ST rhai?ye ?ol- was identified by LH and WR from a photograph of
false Solomon's-seal. This plant was said to be found by the river and to be tall with red
berries at the top. It was also said to be abundant at Talamasu (ST tale rn6:sp or ST
talarri6•su) (WR). The berries were not eaten traditionally by the Kitasoo (WR) or
Haihais. The plant reportedly was used as a medicine although the details of its
preparation and use are unknown (LH).
Dunn (1978:71) reported the referent of CT migc?51as "Arctostaphylos media"
(possibly in reference either to A. X media Greene [media manzanita], a natural hybrid
of A. uva-ursi [L.] Spreng. [kinnikinnick, bearberry] and A. columbiana Piper [bristly
manzanita] [Hitchcock and Cronquist 1973:342] or to kinnikinnick) although this plant
is not found within or anywhere near Kitasoo territory. Both VN and WR also gave the
term 'berry of black bear' for Sitka mountain-ash (Sorbus sitchensis, #87; also see A.
uva-ursi spp. uva-ursi, #55). Additional research is necessary to establish with

certainty the referent or range of referents of the Coast Tsimshian cognate.
(37)

Streptopus amplexifolius (L.) D.C. (Clasping-leaved Twisted-stalk)

ST rhai7ya Gari6.w, ST rhai7ya Gan6w - twisted-stalk (literally, 'berry of frog;'
ST rha'i, ST rha7i - '(any) berry;' ST Gan6.w - 'frog')
ST rhaiiya Galapli.p - (another name for twisted-stalk; "thunder berry;" ST
rha'i, ST rha7i - '(any) berry;' ST Galipli•p - 'thunder')

Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
Streptopus amplexifolius was identified as the 'frog berries' or 'thunder berries'

of the Kitasoo although these terms also may have referred at one time to other species of
Streptopus (cf. Dunn 1978:71) or even other plants such as Disporum spp. (fairy-

bells) which are similar in appearance to Streptopus. It is not known why the term for
'thunder' appears in the name 'thunder berries' (LH, VN, WR) but a traditional belief
may have associated the touching of this plant or the picking of the berries with causing
thunder.
(38)

Tofieldia glutinosa (Michx.) Pers. (Sticky Tofieldia, False Asphodel)
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ST ky5.Xt - any grass-like plant (e.g., T. glutinosa)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for similarity to other
plant
False asphodel has no traditional Kitasoo cultural roles but because of its
superficial similarity to "grasses" (i.e., true grasses and grass-like plants such as
sedges and rushes; see "grass," #40) it may be referred to as ST ky5.Xt (cf. ST k 9 5-Xs or
ST 105•X - "grass") (LH, VN).
(39) Veratrum viride Ait. ssp. eschscholtzii (A. Gray) Love & Love (Indian Hellebore,
or False Hellebore)
ST hi.] iris (and variants) 95 - Indian hellebore
CT (HB)•irist, CT (HB) 1-16-lanst - Indian hellebore

Mythology: natural role in myth or story
Ritual/Spiritual: protection against supernatural entities
In one version of the story The Feast of the Watermonsters (Boas 1932a:12426; cf. Cove and MacDonald 1987a:317-321), a Kitasoo man named ST Dzagamse'kls"
("dragging along [shore]") and his brother, ST TxEg•a't ("man-eater") were taken,
canoe and all, under water to the house of a water creature named ST Qrci'mogwa. 96 The
men survived the ordeal by using "blue hellebore" 97 to protect themselves from
animated posts and paintings in the house and returned to the surface of the sea with
their hair full of seaweed (see "various unidentified species of Phaeophyta," #10).
The foregoing story indicates the great supernatural power associated with Indian
hellebore and its effectiveness in repelling negativity of all sorts, including ghosts and
"demons" (VN, WR). The roots and rhizome of Indian hellebore comprise the portions
useful in both medicinal and spiritual applications. To remove negativity or ghosts from
a location, such as a house, the underground portions are burned and the resulting smoke
distributed throughout the affected premises. For medicinal purposes the same portion
is boiled, the resulting decoction being applied externally for afflictions such as
arthritis. Because of the extreme toxicity of Indian hellebore resulting from the
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presence of a host of powerful alkaloids (Taylor 1956:155), it was rarely used
internally (cf. Beynon ca. 1930:83), and if so, only with extremely careful preparation
and administration in very limited doses. Indian hellebore apparently is not used
medicinally among the Kitasoo in Klemtu today but was almost certainly used in the past.
Poaceae (syn. Gramineae, Grass Family)
(40) "Grass" (i.e., true grasses and various grass-like plants including members of
Cyperaceae [sedge family] and Juncaceae [rush family])
ST k 9 5•Xs or ST k 9 5 X - "grass"
ST ky5 Xt - any grass-like plant

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
No individual "grass" species are known to have been recognized or uniquely
named by the Kitasoo; however there is a "grass" identified as CT ye —at 98 in the
Tsimshian story The Young Chief Who Married His Cousin (Boas 1916:238-243). The
term CT ye"6-1. apparently refers to some type of "knife grass" (Boas 1916:240, 978).
Another Tsimshian story mentions "hoetilbe," 99 an unidentified wide grass with very
sharp edges (Cove and MacDonald 1987a:100, 101) which may represent a species of
Elymus (J.R. Maze, pers. comm. 1991) or perhaps Carex sp. or, most likely, Scirpus
microcarpus ("cut-grass") (N. Turner, pers. comm. 1991). The Southern Tsimshian
"grass" term shown above also refers to various grass-like plants (e.g., Tofieldia
glutinosa, #38).
(41) tOryza sativa L. (Rice)
ST miyó-p (and variants) 100 - "wild rice," Indian rice, riceroot; also Chinese
or cultivated rice (Oryza sativa)
CT (HB, K) miy5-ph, CT (HB, K) miyir-p h - rice (Dunn 1978:74)

Primary Food: introduced food, grains eaten
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Following its introduction to Kitasoo culture by Europeans and Asians, cultivated
rice was given the same name as riceroot, because of its superficial resemblance to the
small bulbs of riceroot (Fritillaria camschatcensis var. camschatcensis, #34).
3.3.8 Angiosperms (Flowering Plants) - Dicotyledons
Apiaceae (syn. Umbelliferae; Celery Family)
(42) Conioselinum pacificum (Wats.) Coult. & Rose (Hemlock-Parsley)
HE kr II - "wild carrot"
-

(no Southern Tsimshian term recorded)
Among North Wakashan speakers both domesticated carrots and a previously
ambiguously identified "wild carrot," now positively identified as C. pacificum, were
known as a traditional root food, KW/HA/00 X trri, HE "(t.r1 1 (Boas 1921:200, 555, 1431,
-

1455; 1928:275; 1932a:277; 1947:383; Grubb 1977:222; Turner and Bell
1973:277; Hunt 1922a, 1922b, 1922c; Lincoln and Rath 1980:374, 1986:399; GR).
The Heiltsuk term for this species, i<trii, was applied to the domesticated carrot (Daucus
carota, #43) by LH, VN and WR. No Southern Tsimshian equivalent was reported.
However, a "wild carrot" is mentioned in a Coast Tsimshian story (Boas 1916:281). It
is possible that this "wild carrot" is hemlock-parsley and that its roots were once used
as a food among the Coast and Southern Tsimshian.
(43) tDaucus carota L. (Domesticated Carrot)
HE xtrn - carrot
ST la ka13- - carrot

Primary Food: introduced food, roots eaten
Carrot is another non-traditional Kitasoo food item introduced following EuroCanadian contact. Kitasoo consultants applied the names HE )<trii and ST la kalo- to
domesticated carrots but denied any knowledge of a wild counterpart in the Kitasoo area
(see Conioselinum pacificum, #42). This latter term is derived from Chinook Jargon
lakalot which, in turn, is derived from French la carotte.
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(44) Heracleum lanatum Michx. (syn. Heracleum sphondylium L. ssp. montanum

[Gaud.] Brig.) (Cow-Parsnip)
ST 151-nj or ST pins - cow-parsnip (petiole)
CT (HB, M) p7i.ns - Indian celery (male plant); cow parsnips (Heracleum
lanatum) (Dunn 1978:83)

CT (HB) xiip7i.ns - cow parsnip leaves (Dunn 1978:113)
ST lay5.n - cow parsnip (stem)
CT lay5-n - cow-parsnip (stem); CT (HB) - Indian celery, spec. the female plant
(Heracleum lanatum); cow parsnips (Dunn 1978:59)

Primary Food: peeled stems and petioles eaten
The young stems and petioles of cow-parsnip, which are linguistically
differentiated from one another in Southern Tsimshian, are both considered edible and
were once commonly eaten as a spring vegetable . However, the outer layer of tissue
must first be removed since it contains phototoxic furanocoumarins (see Kuhnlein and
Turner 1986:309, 320-321). The "stems" (peduncles or bud stalks) are considered to
be easier to peel than the petioles (LH, VN, WR). Among Coast Tsimshian peoples the
stems and petioles were regarded as "female" and "male" plants, respectively. However,
among many indigenous groups of British Columbia, such as the Lillooet, the stems are
referred to as the "male" portion while the petioles are regarded as "female" (N. Turner,
pers. comm. 1991). Some Coast Tsimshian people rubbed cow-parsnip petioles on
fishing gear to insure success in fishing (Dunn 1978:113).
(45) ?Oenanthe sarmentosa Presl. ex D.C. (Water-parsley)

HE w6uxwi6a1a - water-parsley?
Medicine: purgative
The identity of the plant referred to by WR as HE weuxwiOala is uncertain. This
term used by WR represents a borrowing from North Wakashan (cf. HA waxuali, HA
w6xwuali; HE w6uxwi6ali, HE w6uxwi6a1a). No comparable Coast Tsimshian (cf. Dunn
1978) or Southern Tsimshian forms for this plant are known (LH, VN, WR). WR
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described this unidentified plant as having an onion-like root which he implied could be
used as an emetic or purgative. The description and terminology associated with this
plant indicate that it is probably water-parsley, a plant which was reportedly used
among the Nuxalkmc (Turner 1973:200; N. Turner, pers. comm. 1988) 101 and
Kwakwaka'wakw as an emetic (Hunt 1922) and the Ditidaht (Turner et al. 1983:93) to
facilitate childbirth. Tsimshian individuals seeking supernatural power were known to
purify themselves in part by consuming emetics (Boas 1889:846), possibly waterparsley or the highly toxic Indian hellebore (Veratrum viride ssp. eschscholtzii, #39).
Araliaceae (Ginseng Family)
(46) Oplopanax horridus (J.E. Smith) Miq. (Devil's-Club)
ST w5.'ms, ST w5.?ms - devil's-club
CT (HB, K) we ms - devil's-club (Oplopanax horridum) (Dunn 1978:110)
ST sX6nwO'ms - "devil's-club plant"

Mythology: natural role in myth or story (as protective agent)
Ritual/Spiritual: protection against supernatural entities; probably used in
hunting and fishing rituals
Among coastal peoples, devil's-club is one of the most important plants known,
having numerous recognized medicinal, ceremonial and supernatural attributes (Turner
1982). It is mentioned in conjunction with Indian hellebore (Veratrum viride ssp.
eschscholtzii, #39) in a Kitasoo narrative, The Blackfish Story (Storie and Gould
1973:14-21). According to this story, devil's-club and Indian hellebore were
routinely kept and used by hunters (Storie and Gould 1973:16), apparently for their
protective powers against entities such as supernatural sea beings (see Veratrum viride
ssp. eschscholtzii, #39 and "various unidentified species of Phaeophyta," #10) or for
ritual applications undoubtedly involving the acquisition or manipulation of ST eiaXei5X,
"power" (cf. Dunn 1978:79, Guedon 1984:140, Miller 1984:29) during ritual
purification (ST suwilskiiktk). Kitasoo hunters bathed in devil's-club to remove the
human smell and chewed devil's-club bark so that animals wouldn't smell their breath
(WR). The traditional use of devil's-club among Tsimshianic groups was found also
among those involved in power-seeking such as shamans and their novices as well as
warriors (Cove 1987:94-95). In order to ritually purify and prepare themselves,
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seekers of power engaged in bathing in cold water, sometimes followed by whipping with
spruce boughs (Picea sitchensis, #27) or similar materials (possibly stinging nettle,
Urtica dioica L. ssp. gracilis var. gracilis and/or U. dioica L. ssp. gracilis var. lyallii,

#91), continence and solitude. An intermediate step of this protocol involved fasting
accompanied by the use of purgatives, especially devil's-club (Guedon 1984:146), and
some type of vomitive (Boas 1889:846), possibly Indian hellebore (Veratrum viride
ssp. eschscholtzii, #39) or water-parsley (Oenanthe sarmentosa, see #45). Chinese
fishermen around Klemtu also were known to use the roots of devil's-club as a medicine
( WR).
Betulaceae (Birch Family)
(47) Alnus rubra Bong. (Red Alder)

ST luwi - red alder
CT (HB) 16w i - alder tree (Dunn 1978:65)

Fuel/Other Food-related Use: used for drying (and flavouring) salmon
Red alder wood is the preferred wood for drying and smoking salmon (WR) both
for its properties as a fuel and as a flavouring agent. Red alder also has been used
extensively by many coastal peoples as a source of dye, medicine and wood for carving
(Turner 1979:190-94). It was probably used traditionally by the Southern Tsimshian
for these same purposes although no direct knowledge of those practices exists among
contemporary Kitasoo people in Klemtu.
Brassicaceae (syn. Cruciferae; Mustard or Crucifer Family)
(48) tBrassica oleracea L. (Cabbage)

ST kabi is - "cabbage"

Primary Food: introduced food, leaves eaten
Cabbage, which, like many other domesticated plants, was introduced to the
Kitasoo by Euro-Canadians and is known by its English name.
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(49) tBrassica rapa L. (Turnip)
ST

0

na fill-, ST yule hu- - turnip

Primary Food: introduced food, roots eaten
Turnips, like cabbage, carrots, potatoes and other non-native plants, were
introduced to the Kitasoo by Euro-Canadian immigrants. However, the name used by
Kitasoo people for this plant is of apparent Tsimshian construction. WR speculated that
the Southern Tsimshian name possibly may mean "droppings (excrement) of root,"
because of the shape and appearance of turnips. The Southern Tsimshian name for
turnips is similar to the Skidegate Haida name, Onahu, suggesting the additional
possibility of a Haida or Chinook jargon origin for the Southern Tsimshian name (cf.
Turner and Levine 1972:11). The Chinook Jargon origin is probably the most likely
since 'root' in Southern Tsimshian is ST hu.s or ST xu-s rather than simply ST ^or ST
hu (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992).

Caprifoliaceae (Honeysuckle Family)
(50) Sambucus racemosa L. (Red Elderberry)
ST 1573ts - red elderberry
CT (K) 16?oc h , CT (K) 16Poc h - elderberry (Dunn 1978:61)
CT (K) 167uc h , CT (K) 167uc h - elderberry (Dunn 1978:61)

Primary Food: fruits eaten
Many coastal groups collected red elderberries then cooked and dried them in
cakes. The cakes were then reconstituted and eaten, sometimes with oolichan grease
(Turner 1975:125, 126). Cove and MacDonald (1987a:292) reported that the
Tsimshian believed in a ghost named Hollow-Elderberry-Bush but it is not known if
such an entity was recognized among the Southern Tsimshian.
(51) Viburnum edule (Michx.) Raf. (High bush cranberry)
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ST 16iy a, ST 16.iya - high bush cranberry
ST sX6n16iya - high bush cranberry bush
Primary Food: fruits eaten
High bush cranberries, before fully ripe, were picked by coastal peoples and
either steamed a short time or placed uncooked in cedar boxes of water to ripen for
several months then eaten with oolichan grease and other types of berries (Turner
1975:127, 129). WR has collected high bush cranberries in recent times in the
Kitamaat area. He also has collected these at Talamasu where they were said to be
plentiful but no longer produce abundant fruit as a result of the elimination of bears
whose passing through the high bush cranberry bushes there was said to prune the trees
thereby increasing their yield.
The Kitasoo chief's name ST LAgaxni?itsk ("looking from side to side") is one of
only two such names known to have been in use a decade ago (Miller 1981:27). Its
possessor apparently had proprietary rights to patches of "red berries" near a summer
camp called HE(?) ku-wih 102 near Butedale whose Tsimshian name is CT ksid ks, or
"diarrhea," because of the digestive effects of the red berries eaten there (Miller
1981:26, 27). These unidentified "red berries" may have been high bush cranberries.
Patches of this species were also owned by the Haida and other indigenous groups of
British Columbia (N. Turner, pers. comm. 1991). The Haida names for high bush
cranberry, lhay and variants (Turner and Levine 1971:75, 1972:12), are similar to
the Southern Tsimshian name. High bush cranberries were said to have been a common
trade item among the Haida (Turner and Levine 1971:75) whose trade relations with
Tsimshian peoples undoubtedly involved these fruits.
The term ST }5iya or ST 16-iya has cognates in Gitksan (GK hlaya) and Nisga'a
(NG hlagx) that refer to fruit mixed with oolichan grease (Gitksan) or oolichan grease
and snow with high bush cranberries as a major ingredient (Nisga'a) (The People of
'Ksan 1980:125; M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992; cf. Boas 1902:62). In Southern
Tsimshian, a preparation of berries, oolichan grease and snow is known instead as ST
de.yks.

Cornaceae (Dogwood Family)
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(52) Cornus unalaschensis Ledebour (Western Cordilleran Bunchberry) and/or C.
canadensis L. (Canadian Bunchberry)

ST CiapC15-p - bunchberry
CT (HB) q?apq?5 p h - bunch berries; dwarf dogwood; pigeon berries; Cornus
canadensis (Dunn 1978:46)

Primary Food: fruits eaten
Bunchberries, which are bright red and sweet, were used as a food among the
Kitasoo although few people collect them today. Some older Kitasoo people claimed that
the hard seeds in the "berries" (drupes) would grow into a frog in the stomachs of
children who ate them (WR). The Southern Tsimshian terms are etymologically related
to CT q?apq?5.p h k h meaning "red hot; lava" (Dunn 1978:46).
Elaeagnaceae (Oleaster Family)
(53) Shepherdia canadensis (L.) Nutt. (Soapberry)

ST 'es• - soapberry
CT (K, M, PR) ?as - soapberries (Dunn 1978:6)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Although soapberries do not grow in Kitasoo territory they are still used by
Kitasoo people who obtain them from neighbouring indigenous groups, such as the
Nuxalkmc and people of the Skeena River, in whose territories they do grow (VN, WR).
They were smoke-dried among the Tsimshian who traded them with other groups
(Gorman 1896:79-80) including, presumably, the Kitasoo and other Southern
Tsimshian groups. Other groups such as the Gitksan and Nisga'a provided soapberries in
return for foods not found in their territories, such as seaweed (Porphyra abbottae,
#8) (Halpin and Seguin 1990:271) collected by coastal groups, including the Southern
Tsimshian. Today soapberries are canned rather than dried but they are still whipped to
make the widely used traditional preparation known as "Indian ice-cream" or soopolallie
(see Turner 1975:133-37).
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Empetraceae (Crowberry Family)
(54) Empetrum nigrum L. (Crowberry)
ST rh6i6a gO•x, ST rna.ya ga-X - crowberry (literally, 'berry of raven')
Primary Food: fruits eaten
The blue to black berries of crowberry were used by the Tsimshian as a minor
food item (Turner 1975:137) and were probably similarly used by the Southern
Tsimshian.
Ericaceae (Heath Family)
(55) Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (L.) Spreng. ssp. uva-ursi (Kinnikinnick, Bearberry)
CT (HB) ma yc?61 - bear berry (Arctostaphylos media) (Dunn 1978:71)

No Tsimshian terms have been irrefutably associated with kinnikinnick (cf.
Dunn 1978:71) although Cove and MacDonald (1987b:124) reported the Coast
Tsimshian geographical name, Nasgandamit, "Where-the-Kenikenik-Grows," or more
properly, 'location-bush-damit' (with CT damit here probably incorrectly
transcribed) (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992). McNeary (1974c:115) reported that
among the Nisga'a kinnikinnick was known as t'imi6t 103 (see also Smilacina racemosa,
#36 and Sorbus sitchensis, #87). A Southern Tsimshian cognate may have been known
at one time but no such word was documented in the present study. As indicated in the
discussion of false Solomon's-seal (#36), the Coast Tsimshian term given by Dunn
(1978:71) for "bear berry" could not refer to Arctostaphylos media but possibly may
have been used in reference to kinnikinnick.
(56) Cladothamnus pyroliflorus Bong. (Copperbush)
CT (HB, M) w•l&xs - copper bush, grouse berry (HB: Cladothamnus
pyrolaeflorus) [sic] (M: huckleberry) (Dunn 1978:110)

Medicine: decoction used as appetite stimulant
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According to Kitasoo consultants red huckleberry (Vaccinium parvifolium,
#64), not copperbush, is known as ST wite•Xs or ST wil•Xs (cf. Dunn 1978:110). No
Southern Tsimshian term for copperbush was reported by Kitasoo consultants although
WR reported that a decoction prepared from this plant was used by his grandfather as an
appetite stimulant.
(57) Gaultheria shallon Pursh (Salal)
ST tsawgs•, ST tsa'w6s. 104 salal berry
CT (HB) c7a wgs - smiling berries; salal (Gaultheria shallon) (Dunn
1978:101)
ST sK6tritsaw6s., ST sX6.ntsa'w6s. - salal berry bush
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Salal is an extremely common and widely distributed bush of coastal British
Columbia. The berry-like fruits and associated fleshy tissues of salal were used
extensively by many coastal groups, including the Tsimshian (Turner 1975:141).
Tsimshian terms for this species reported elsewhere are said to mean "laughing berries"
or "smiling berries" (Dunn 1978:14, 101; People of Port Simpson 1983:166, 168),
although these translations were not verified by Kitasoo consultants. Among at least one
Tsimshian group, the Gilutsa, a specific period of the year (possibly September) was
known as CT kiamgam lax tsa'wast, or, "moon when some kind of late berries (i.e.,
salal berries) ripen" (Drucker 1950:271). Among the Tsimshian at Hartley Bay the
major time of picking berries (June) was known as CT kiamgam laxmai, "moon when
they pick berries" (Drucker 1950:271).
(58) Ledum aroenlandicum Oeder (Labrador Tea, "Hudson Bay Tea," Indian Tea)
ST k wa la rneXs - Indian tea (name said to mean "it grows all the time, never dies
off")
CT (HB) k uilla7m6xs - Indian tea; CT - pink rhododendron Rhododendron
macrophyllum (Dunn 1978:54)
Medicine: medicine for colds
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Secondary Food: leaves used to make beverage
This scraggly bog plant is easily recognized by the dense rust-coloured
pubescence on the undersides of the leaves. The aromatic leaves, which could be gathered
during any time of year, were dried and used by the Kitasoo to make a decoction for colds
and other respiratory ailments although among the Heiltsuk this tea was said to be
commonly used as a non-medicinal beverage (LH, VN, WR).
A related plant, Rhododendron macrophyllum G. Don (western rhododendron), has
been identified as an additional referent of the Hartley Bay term (Dunn 1978:54).
Almost certainly, Kalmia microphylla (Hook.) Heller ssp. microphylla and/or K.
microphylla (Hook.) Heller ssp. occidentalis (western swamp laurel), rather than

western rhododendron, would be the actual species intended because western swamp
laurel was known to have been used to produce a medicinal preparation among the
Kwakwaka'wakw (Boas 1966:380) and western rhododendron (R. macrophyllum) does
not occur anywhere in the region. It is possible that the Southern Tsimshian peoples
once used swamp laurel in a similar way although the genus Kalmia is known to produce
toxins.
(59) Vaccinium alaskaense Howell (Alaskan blueberry)
ST kiks-Amksr rhe'i; ST gu ksam si rna?i - Alaskan blueberry (literally, 'grey
berry'?)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Alaskan blueberry is one of the most common of several types of blueberries
found in Kitasoo territory. They were consumed fresh or after being dried in cakes by
nearly all coastal groups (Turner 1975:146) including the Kitasoo. Although Alaskan
blueberries are often differentiated by indigenous peoples on the basis of time of
ripening, colour and flavour from the oval-leaved blueberries (V. ovalifolium, #62)
with which they frequently grow (op. cit.) they are regarded by Kitasoo people as "being
the same as that grey one (i.e., V. ovalifolium)" (VN). This belief is probably related to
the concept among Upper North Wakashan speaking groups that Alaskan blueberry is the
prototypical "blueberry."
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(60) ?Vaccinium caespitosum Michaux var. caespitosum and/or ?V caespitosum
Michaux var. paludicola (Camp) HuIten (Dwarf Blueberry) or ?Vaccinium
uliginosum L. ssp. occidentale (Gray) Hulten (Bog Blueberry)
ST mil 164 - dwarf blueberry
-

CT (HB)^- dwarf blueberry (Dunn 1978:73)

Primary Food: fruits eaten
The tentative identification of ST mil 16•+ as dwarf blueberry is based on
-

comparable Tsimshian data (Dunn 1978:73, Gorman 1896:73; cf. People of Port
Simpson 1983:110, 117). According to WR the berries known as ST mil 164 are small,
-

black, ripen beginning in late July and are common at Talamasu. Like other types of
blueberries they were probably traditionally eaten fresh or dried in cakes.
(61) Vaccinium membranaceum D. Douglas ex W.J. Hooker (Black Mountain
Huckleberry)
ST it'Rutsgm rn6'i, ST ii".17u'tsgm^- huckleberry, "blackberry" (WR)
(literally, "black berry')
Primary Food: fruits eaten
The large, sweet, dark purple to black fruits of thin-leaved blueberry or
huckleberry were referred to by WR as "blackberries," the literal translation of the
Southern Tsimshian name. As with other species of blueberries, these huckleberries
were widely used for food either fresh or dried by many coastal peoples (Turner
1975:149) including the Kitasoo. Huckleberries are mentioned in a Haisla origin story,
The Origin of the Kitimat or Xa"ntlikwilax's Discovery (Olson 1940:187-188). In this
story, Xa'rttlikwilax's, the Oweekeno man who moved north to begin the Haisla or
Hanaksiala people, met some Tsimshian people from Port Simpson. The custom of the
Tsimshian chief was to blacken his huckleberry baskets to prevent their discovery from
the canoes of raiders (Olson 1940:1988).
(62) Vaccinium ovalifolium J.E. Smith in Rees (Oval-leaved Blueberry)
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ST sinswnGa^ST cncth.ngm^- "mouldy blueberries" (literally,
'mouldy berries')
CT (HB) smrn6y - (oval leaf) blueberry (Vaccinium ovalifolium) (Dunn
1978:91)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Like Alaskan blueberries (V. alaskaense, #59), oval-leaved blueberries were
widely used as food by coastal peoples who ate the berries either fresh or dried in cakes
(Turner 1975:151). The name ST sinsmnGa rh6'i or ST cnaa.ngm rne7i is said to refer
to the greyish or mouldy appearance of the berries (LH, VN; M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm.
1992). VN gave the term ST sirha'i (literally, 'to pick berries') in response to the
Hartley Bay term (CT [HB] smrn6y) reported by Dunn (1978) for oval-leaved
blueberry. 105 McNeary reported the Nisga'a cognate sim maa6, said to mean
"blueberries," "real berries" (1974c:38), or "Vaccinium ?ovalifolium" (1974a:1).
Further, the Nisga'a term maa6 is said to mean 'berry' or oval-leaved blueberry
(McNeary 1974c:115) and Gorman (1896:73) translated his transcription of the Coast
Tsimshian term for 'berry,' CT mye, as Vaccinium ovalifolium var. chamissonis. These
data support speculation that the Hartley Bay term reported by Dunn may indicate the
central conceptual nature of oval-leaved blueberries among other "berries" in Southern
Tsimshian botanical categorization. According to VN, oval-leaved blueberries are
considered to be similar to Alaskan blueberries.
(63) Vaccinium oxycoccus L (Bog Cranberry)
(no Southern Tsimshian term recorded)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
A Coast Tsimshian term, CT 'rniraits (People of Port Simpson 1983:166, 168;
also see footnote 103) has been reported for bog cranberry but no specific Southern
Tsimshian terms have been documented for this species. WR referred to bog cranberries
simply as ST rha'i or ST^'(any) berry.' Bog cranberries were gathered in large
quantities from bogs and muskegs and used as food by all coastal groups of British
Columbia (Turner 1975:155).
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Vaccinium parvifolium J.E. Smith (Red Huckleberry)

(64)

ST wili-s (and variants) 106 - red huckleberry
CT (HB) w06-Xs or CT (HB) wi1g.Xs - red huckleberry (VN)

Primary Food: fruits eaten
These mid to late summer ripening berries are abundant on the coast and continue
to be used as food by many coastal peoples including the Kitasoo (cf. Turner 1975:157158).
Fabaceae (syn. Leguminosae; Bean or Legume Family)
(65)

Lupinus sp. (lupine)
ST 45.n - lupine

Primary Food: roots eaten
Turner (1975:161-63) has noted the aboriginal use of Lupinus nootkatensis
Donn ex Sims (Nootka lupine) among the Haida, Nuxalkmc and Lower Chinook and L.
littoralis Dougl. ex Lindl. among the Haida (cf. Swanton 1913) and Tlingit although there
are no known records of the use of lupines among any Tsimshian group (cf. Boas 1891,
1912, 1916; Dunn 1978; People of Port Simpson 1983; M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm.
1992). Without providing information regarding the use of lupine, LH stated that the
Southern Tsimshian word for this plant was 45.n, apparently a borrowing from North
Wakashan (cf. HE ir an). The available data suggest that even farther northward lupine
may have been used infrequently and known by terms derived from North Wakashan,
e.g., the Tlingit name, ka"ritak' (Boas 1891:179).

(66) Trifolium wormskioldii Lehm. (Springbank Clover)
HE^- springbank clover

Primary Food: rhizomes eaten
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The rhizomes of this plant were gathered and eaten by many coastal groups
including the Kitasoo (WR).
Grossulariaceae (Gooseberry Family)
(67)

Ribes bracteosum Dougl. ex Hook. (Stink Currant, Greyberry)

ST w6 Oil, ST wth•leirl - stink currant, greyberry

Primary Food: fruits eaten
Only one grossulariaceous species, R. bracteosum, is known to have been named
by Kitasoo people who used its fruits as food. Several other species of currants or
gooseberries are common in the Kitasoo area and are named among other Central Coast
cultural groups such as the Haihais, Haisla, Hanaksiala, Heiltsuk and Nuxalkmc where
they were used as food or known for some other outstanding feature. Among those species
are R. divaricatum (coast black gooseberry), R. lacustre (swamp black gooseberry or
prickly currant) and R. laxiflorum Pursh (western or trailing black currant).
Members of this family are generally underrepresented in previous Tsimshianic studies
and only R. bracteosum has been identified among another group categorized in the
Tsimshianic group, the Nisga'a (McNeary 1974a:1; cf. Boas 1902:170). Additional
Tsimshianic terms are known for botanically unidentified "gooseberries," i.e., CT dales
(People of Port Simpson 1983:110, 116) and the Nisga'a cognate dilus (McNeary
1974a:2, 1974c:115). Although no Southern Tsimshian cognate for this term has been
documented it is likely that this and other currants or gooseberries were aboriginally
named and used by the Kitasoo and other Southern Tsimshian groups.
Lamiaceae (syn. Labiatae; Mint Family)
(68) Stachys cooleyae Heller (Cooley's Hedge-nettle, or Purple Hedge-nettle)

CT (HB) txa75.gast h at h i - stinging nettle (Urtica dioica); hedge nettle (Stachys
cooleyae) (Dunn 1978:99)

Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature or similarity to other plant
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Dunn reported the term CT (HB) txa75•gast h et h i for Cooley's hedge-nettle and
stinging nettle (Urtica dioica L. ssp. qracilis var. qracilis and/or U. dioica L. ssp.
qracilis var. lyallii, #91). No additional data regarding Kitasoo recognition or use of
hedge-nettle are known but it seems likely that this species is associated with stinging
nettle because of its morphological similarity) 07
Nymphaeaceae (Water-lily Family)
(69) Nuphar lutea (L.) Sib. & Sm. ssp. polysepalum (Engelm.) Beal (syn. Nuphar
polysepalum Engelm.) (Yellow Pond-lily)
ST 3•riX1 (and variants) 108 - water lily

Recognition: organism recognized but not (known to have been) used or
considered exceptional in any way
The large rhizomes of yellow pond-lily have been used by various coastal peoples
for a number of medicinal applications (Turner 1975:245) but no uses by Tsimshian
groups have been recorded. The Kitasoo may have used water-lily in the same way as
their Heiltsuk neighbours, who regarded it as a panacea (Heiltsuk Cultural Education
Centre 1978:1) and used it, among other things, as a remedy for coughing and
respiratory ailments (Compton 1993a). It is mentioned in a Coast Tsimshian as a
component of a medicinal decoction that also contained devil's-club to be used for a
woman with an unspecified illness (Cove 1987:95).
Onagraceae (Evening-primrose Family)
(70) Epilobium angustifolium L. (Fireweed)
ST hth.s (and variants) 109 - fireweed
CT (HB, K, PR) has - fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium) (Dunn 1978:35)

Beynon (1948, Vol. U.U.:1 in Simonsen 1973:24) noted the Tsimshian use of
fishing nets made from stinging nettle (Urtica dioica L. ssp. qracilis var. qracilis and/or
U. dioica L. ssp. dracilis var. lyallii, #91) and fireweed fibres. The linguistic
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relationship between the Haisla, Hanaksiala and Heiltsuk terms for this species and
"string, rope" implies the use of this species for fibre among those groups as well.
From this, and in light of the Haida use of fireweed fibre for nets (Turner and Levine
1971:94), it seems likely that the Kitasoo also used fireweed for nets. They, like many
of their close neighbours, including the Heiltsuk and probably the Haihais, may also have
once eaten the juicy tissue inside young fireweed stems.
Polygonaceae (Buckwheat Family)
(71) tRheum rhabarbarum L. (Rhubarb)
ST '6vveiais (and variants) 110 - garden rhubarb (also western dock)

Primary Food: introduced food, petioles eaten
Garden rhubarb, a Euro-Canadian introduction, has been raised and used by
Kitasoo people in standard rhubarb-based recipes such as rhubarb pie or jam (cf.
Turner 1975:230). The term used to refer to garden rhubarb was originally applied to
western dock (Rumex occidentalis, #72) and may, like other Tsimshianic terms for
these species, represent borrowings from another language (MI. Tarpent, pers. comm.
1992) such as Heiltsuk.
(72) Rumex occidentalis Wats. (Western Dock)
ST 36koeciais (and variants)1 11 - western dock (also garden rhubarb)
(Coast?) Tsimshian kt.nbi•nts -"there/where they get wild rhubarb" (Miller
1981:28)
Primary Food: leaves eaten
Western dock has been used cooked as food by many coastal groups (Turner
1975:189) including the Heiltsuk who refer to it as HE . 6ireitu. The term given above
seems to bear a similarity to the Heiltsuk form as do the terms for "wild rhubarb" or
"rhubarb" reported for Coast Tsimshian (inq?5-c h, Dunn 1978:66), Nisga'a (4Eq'6"ts,
Boas 1912:283), Tlingit (tag watg, Oberg 1973:135; tl'aak'wech', Jacobs and Jacobs
1982:127), Skidegate Haida (tVankw'ils, Turner and Levine 1971:17) and Kaigani
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Haida (tY6ak'uts, Norton 1981:441). The origin of these terms, if they do indeed share
a common origin, is currently unclear. The term reported by Miller (1981:28), CT
(?) ki_nbi•nts, bears no linguistic resemblance to the "wild rhubarb" or garden rhubarb
term that has been attested for Tsimshian or Southern Tsimshian so the translation,
"there/where they get wild rhubarb" (op. cit.) must not be a literal one. In postcontact times the term HE(?) "6s. 4ais has been applied to domesticated rhubarb
,

(Rheum rhabarbarum, see #71) which was introduced to the Kitasoo by EuroCanadians.
Ranunculaceae (Buttercup Family)
(73) Aquilegia formosa Fischer (Western Columbine)
ST 7116•mts'6X (ST ?ile- - blood, ST ts'6X - nose) - western columbine
CT (HB) 7ilemc76.x - bleeding hearts; western columbine (Aquilegia formosa)
(Dunn 1978:44)
Recognition: organism not "used" specifically, but known for some outstanding
feature (as indicated by name)
The name of western columbine is said to mean "nose bleed," possibly because of
the appearance of the red flowers (LH, VN). The Nisga'a name is similar: NG ihlee'emts'ak 'nosebleed, blood from the nose' (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992). No Kitasoo
uses for this plant are known although it is found in some areas in Kitasoo territory.
The information reported by Dunn (1978:44) suggests that the term, CT (HB)
7ilemc76x, may also refer to Pacific bleedingheart, Dicentra formosa (Andr.) Walp., a
wild flower species which may have been recognized among Tsimshian peoples.
Rosaceae (Rose Family)
(74) Amelanchier alnifolia (Nutt.) Nutt. (Saskatoon, Serviceberry)
ST Ga rna'i - saskatoon berry
CT (HB, M, PR) g'ism - saskatoon berries; serviceberry (Amelanchier alnifolia)
(Dunn 1978:31)
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Primary Food: fruits eaten
Dunn (1978:31) reported the term CT Om for saskatoon berries. The
Southern Tsimshian cognate apparently consists of the 'berry' term, ST rho'i; ST rim?i,
plus the linguistic element ST Go, which could be the collective plural prefix (M.L.
Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992). Saskatoon fruits are regarded as a very sweet and
favourite fruit. They are known among the Kitasoo to be present at Talamasu (WR).
(75) Aruncus dioicus (Walt.) Fern. (syn. A. sylvester Kostel., or A. acuminatus
[DougI.] Rydb.) (Sylvan Goat's-beard)
HE '6161<n - Sylvan goat's-beard

Medicine: unspecified medicine
The roots of this plant were said to be a medicine, possibly among the Haihais and
the Kitasoo, but the specific use is unknown (LH). The Kwakwaka'wakw collected the
roots of this plant and preserved them by drying for future medicinal use. When needed,
they were soaked, scraped and held in the mouth to treat coughs (Boas 1966:381).
(76) Fragaria spp. (Strawberries, Wild and Domesticated)
ST mag6.1 - strawberry

Primary Food: fruits eaten
Wild strawberries, F. chiloensis (L.) Duchesne (Pacific coast strawberry) and
probably also F. virginiana Duchesne (blue-leaved wild strawberry), were once used as
food by the Kitasoo and referred to by the term ST mag6.1. In post-contact times
domesticated strawberries (F. vesca and other species) have also been called ST magi., 1.

(77) Malus fusca (Raf.) Schneider (syn. Pyrus fusca Raf., Western Crabapple)
ST m5.Iks, ST rno•lks - crabapple
ST sX6.nm5-lks - crabapple tree
ST m5.1ksaX - sour
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Primary Food: fruits eaten
Crabapples were of great importance to many coastal groups as a food item
frequently associated with ceremonial situations. The fruits were gathered in the fall
while still unripe and stored in containers of water, topped with mammal or fish grease
or oil to prevent spoilage. In the Coast Tsimshian language the word for crabapple was
employed in the geographical name CT k-+gu-sgan-rnâ'lks ("place of little crabapple
trees") (Boas 1916:365, 389; cf. Boas 1916:965 and Boas 1912:273), perhaps
reflecting its abundance at that location. It was also used in the Coast Tsimshian personal
name, Kusganmelks ("Little Crab Apple Tree") (Cove and MacDonald 1987a:51; cf. Boas
1902:97), a fact that may indicate the ceremonial significance of crabapples in
Tsimshian culture. No such names are known from Southern Tsimshian culture.
In Southern Tsimshian the term ST m5•lks or ST ma•lks refers to crabapple
fruits while ST sX6nm5•1ks, which incorporates the prefix ST sX6n- may be used to
emphasize the fruiting aspect of crabapple or to refer to the crabapple plant itself. The
word 'sour' (i.e., ST rn5.1ksaX and the cognates CT [M, PR] molksx [Dunn 1978:74])
derives from the name for crabapples.
Among several coastal cultures, including the Kitasoo, crabapples are
conceptually associated with Indian plum or bird-cherry (Oemleria cerasiformis, see
#78 ) .
(78) ?Oemleria cerasiformis (H. & A.) Land. (Indian plum, or Bird-cherry) (syn.
Osmaronia cerasiformis [T. & G.] Greene)

CT (HB) Ga sasi- - Indian plum? (or possibly a sweet-fruited form of
crabapple)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
The plant referred to by the term CT (HB) Ga sasi• (said by VN to be the Hartley
Bay pronunciation of this word) is said to be "that real sweet crabapple (that is)
smaller than crabapples (ST m5•1ks or ST rralks, Malus fusca #77)...(and) it's sweet"
(VN). The botanical identity of the plant referred to by VN is somewhat uncertain.
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Although the best candidate for CT (HB) Ga sasi• is Indian plum, the distribution of this
species appears to be limited to the extreme southwest part of British Columbia from the
Vancouver area southward and on Vancouver Island south of Duncan (Taylor 1973:72).
The proposal that CT (HB) Ga sasi• is Indian plum is based on the testimony of Southern
Tsimshian and Upper North Wakashan-speaking consultants.1 1 2
The entity tentatively identified as Indian plum is also conceptually associated
with crabapples among several other coastal groups. For example, to the Haihais (L.
Hall and M. Hopkins, pers. comm. 1989), Haisla (E. Bach, pers. comm. 1989; Mendel
n.d.:44), Hanaksiala (GR) and Heiltsuk (Compton 1992) this plant is regarded as a
"sweet crabapple" which originates not from crabapple, but from a different type of
tree. Among the Kitasoo, CT (HB) Ga sasi• is not considered to be truly different from
crabapples despite the recognition that they come from different types of trees (VN).
The name given by VN, literally, 'feet' (cf. CT ?asi., 'foot' [Dunn 1976:73]),
possibly combined with the collective plural prefix (cf. #74), was associated by both
VN and LH with a photograph of 0. cerasiformis. Many Salish and Kwakwaka'wakw
peoples used the fruits of Indian plum for food in basically the same ways that
crabapples were used (Turner 1975:199).
(79) Potentilla anserina L. ssp. Pacifica (Howell) Rousi (Pacific Silverweed)
ST siy-n - silverweed (J. Dunn, pers. comm. 1990)

Primary Food: roots eaten
The roots of this plant were gathered and eaten by many coastal groups including
the Kitasoo. This species was associated with another "root" food plant, springbank
clover (Trifolium wormskioldii, known only by its Heiltsuk name, i3iwsUs), in which
the rhizomes were said to be smaller than silverweed roots (WR). The roots of
silverweed and the rhizomes of springbank clover were mixed and eaten with sugar and
oolichan grease (VN).
There is evidence of the unspecified medicinal use of silverweed roots among the
Tsimshian (Dunn 1978:89) 113 although no Kitasoo medicinal applications are known.
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(80) ?Prunus emarginata (Dougl.) Walp. (Bitter Cherry)

(ST?, CT?) g 'Era'rnst - cherry (Boas 1891:196)

The term given above is the only evidence of either a Coast or Southern Tsimshian
term for cherry (cf. Dunn 1978). However, it is so similar to the terms recorded for
Rosa nutkana var. nutkana (#81) that its association by Boas with "cherry" seems in

error. Bitter cherries are distributed throughout Southern Tsimshian territory
(Krajina et al. 1982:103-104) so at one time the Southern Tsimshian may have had a
name for them.
(81) Rosa nutkana Presl var. nutkana (Nootka Rose)

ST i!ial2thms - rose
CT (HB) Vala•ms - clustered wild rose (Rosa pisocarpa); dwarf woodland rose
(Rosa gvmnocarpa) (Dunn 1978:46)

CT (?) la X gurle17thms - Rose Island (a name for Port Simpson)

Miscellaneous: plant name basis for geographical name
No Kitasoo uses for Nootka rose are known but the Southern Tsimshian name for
this plant is incorporated in the geographical name for Rose Island, which refers to the
Tsimshian community at Port Simpson (VN, WR; cf. Boas 1916:966, Cove and
MacDonald 1987a:71). Dunn (1978:46) reported the term CT (HB) g7a1a.ms for two
other rose species (see above). The first of these, R. pisocarpa, is improbable in
Southern Tsimshian territory as its distribution is restricted to the southwestern
corner of British Columbia, Vancouver Island, the Gulf Islands and the Lower Mainland
(Turner 1975:206, Taylor 1973:151). The latter species mentioned by Dunn extends
northward only to about 52° latitude (Turner 1975:206; cf. Taylor 1973:147, 149),
the southern limit of Kitasoo territory. It is likely that the Southern Tsimshian terms
reported above originally applied especially to Nootka rose, but perhaps to any other
rose species encountered. Boas (1891:196) recorded the term CE1a rnst (probably a
—

Coast Tsimshian form) for "cherry" (see ?Prunus emarginata, #80) although the term
probably actually refers to Nootka rose.
(82) Rubus idaeus L. ssp. melanolasius (Dieck) Focke (American Red Raspberry)
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ST nth.sW - raspberries (including domesticated raspberries)
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Red raspberries are said not to occur naturally in the Klemtu area. However, the
Southern Tsimshian term given by VN and WR has a Tsimshian cognate, CT (M, PR)
r16-su (Dunn 1978:76), which undoubtedly refers to wild red raspberries (cf. McNeary
1974a:1, 1974c:115). All of the red raspberries known from Klemtu today are of the
cultivated variety, some of which were grown by LH. It is probable that the Southern
Tsimshian term was formerly applied to wild red raspberries either collected by the
Kitasoo within their territory or obtained from neighbouring cultural groups through
trade (cf. Turner 1975:212).
(83) Rubus parviflorus Nutt. (Thimbleberry)
ST k573 - thimbleberry
Primary Food: fruits eaten
Secondary Material: leaves used to wipe slime from salmon
Thimbleberries and young thimbleberry sprouts were eaten by essentially all
coastal peoples in British Columbia (Turner 1975:215-217) but only the berries
were known to have been used as food by the Southern Tsimshian.
(84) Rubus pedatus J.E. Smith (Trailing Wild Raspberry, Five-leaved Creeping
Raspberry)
(no Southern Tsimshian term recorded)
Primary Food: fruits eaten casually
Trailing wild raspberries are common in the Klemtu area but neither VN nor WR
knew of a Southern Tsimshian name for them. Dunn (1978:20) reported CT galk and
gOlg for trailing wild raspberry, terms that seem to be related to the Haisla and
Hanaksiala word for red raspberries (R. idaeus ssp. melanolasius), HA Pqn (GR)
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suggesting a possible Tsimshian origin for that term. While no Kitasoo individuals knew
of information regarding trailing wild raspberries, LH recognized the fruits, referring
to them as HE 66X1wIs and the plant as HE Weir

16s or HE Pielw1C6s, terms also

confirmed by VN and WR. The fruits were eaten fresh and because of their small size
probably were not traditionally collected in mass or dried for later use.
(85) Rubus spectabilis Pursh (Salmonberry)
ST mikO.st, ST mi75.st - salmonberry (fruit)
CT (HB, PR) mag6-xs - salmon berries (Rubus spectabilis) (Dunn 1978:71)
CT (K) maq75xs, CT (K) maq?5xs - salmon berries (Rubus spectabilis) (Dunn
1978:71)
ST rhaiPym^- salmonberry (dark ruby fruit form) (literally, 'berry of
night/dark')
ST thai7ym dzi•wst - salmonberry (golden fruit form) (literally, 'berry of
dawn/day')
ST o•y 1 (and variants) 114 - salmonberry sprouts

Primary Food: fruits and young stems eaten
Salmonberries exhibit a genetic condition referred to as fruit-colour
polymorphism in which the fruits are either red (or ruby), probably the dominant
allele for pigmentation, or golden, probably controlled by the recessive. The red form
may in some cases be quite dark, almost purplish (Griffiths and Ganders 1983:13738). To the Kitasoo, salmonberries in general are known as ST mi0.st or ST mi75•st
while the golden form may be referred to as 'berry of dawn/day' and the dark form as
'berry of night/dark' (see above). These different recognized types of salmonberry
represent the only instances of "specific" folk ethnobiological taxa in Kitasoo botanical
categorization (cf. Berlin et al. 1973:216).
Salmonberries, which ripen quite early compared to other types of berries, were
generally eaten fresh in large quantities by coastal peoples, being too watery to dry in
cakes (Turner 1975:220-21). Among Central Coast peoples the young sprouts were
picked in spring, peeled and eaten fresh or steamed, usually with oolichan grease,
salmon or salmon roe (op. cit.).
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Although no Southern Tsimshian name for 'maple' has been recalled (LH, VN,
WR) 115 or recorded, the Coast Tsimshian and Nisga'a names for salmonberry contain
the name for 'maple,' as does the Gitksan name for trembling aspen. For example, the
salmonberry terms CT (HB, PR) mag5-xs, CT (PR) mag5xst h , and CT (K) maq75xs all
contain 'maple,' e.g., CT (M) Vo•xs (Dunn 1978:49, 71; cf. Boas 1912:264, 280;
People of Port Simpson 1983:88, 89). The Nisga'a cognate for 'salmonberry,' NG
miik'ookst, likewise contains the name for 'maple,' NG k'ookst (M.L. Tarpent, pers.
comm. 1992; cf. Boas 1902:49, 50; McNeary 1974c:1 15, 1974d:1 15). The Southern
Tsimshian name for salmonberry is cognate with the preceding terms and, therefore, is
etymologically related to Tsimshianic 'maple.' The reason for this association is unclear
but may be related to a perceived morphological similarity between maple and
salmonberry leaves. Furthermore, the 'maple' term in also incorporated in the
Southern Tsimshian and Coast Tsimshian terms for "bushes": ST Ga15-Xs; CT (M, PR)
q?a.s (Dunn 1978:49; M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992). 116 In Gitksan, terms for
trembling aspen, or "white poplar," also contain the term for 'maple': GK am Wooxst,
white poplar tree (Guêdon 1973:40, Hindle and Rigsby 1973:37); Am Gast, Am Gast or
Am Gawst, trembling aspen, Populus tremuloides Michx. (Smith 1925-1927:87, 88).
Smith (1925-1927:87) stated that this name meant "good for maple, very fine maple,
or better than maple." In addition, one or more Southern Tsimshian terms applied to
salmonberries may contain a linguistic element meaning 'berry,' though this is not
certain.
(86) Rubus spp. (R. discolor Weihe & Nees, Himalayan Blackberry and possibly R.
leucodermis Doug. ex Torr. & Gray var. leucodermis (Black Raspberry,

Blackcap)
ST Marge hart1htl., ST rheyhmrolhii• - blackberry (literally, 'rope berry')
CT (HB, M, PR) m6-whagw1lh6- - rope berry; Himalayan blackberry (Rubus
procerus); trailling [sic] blackberry (R. ursinus) (Dunn 1978:71)

Primary Food: fruits eaten
In pre-contact times the term ST thai'ga harilhU. or ST rhayhme31h6- may have
been used in reference to R. leucodermis var. leucodermis (black raspberry or
blackcap), known by the Kitasoo from their southern neighbours such as the Nuxalkmc
or Kwakwaka'wakw (cf. Turner 1975:213, 215). In more recent times the term has
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been applied to other types of introduced blackberries such as R. discolor (syn. R.
procerus; cf. Dunn 1978:71). Trailing blackberry (R. ursinus Chamisso &
Schlechtendal ssp. macropetalus [Douglas ex Hooker] Taylor & MacBryde) has been used
as food by many coastal groups who ate the berries fresh or dried them in cakes (Turner
1975:223); however their range also falls short of Southern Tsimshian territory.
(87) Sorbus sitchensis Roemer (Sitka Mountain-ash)
ST rhai7ya 231. (and variants) 117 - Sitka mountain-ash (literally, 'berry of
black bear;' ST rtia'i, ST rha?i - '(any) berry;' ST 231. - 'bear')
CT (HB) ma-yc251 - bear berry (Arctostaphylos media) (Dunn 1978:71)

Mythology: mythical or traditional association with animal
Both VN and WR identified Sitka mountain-ash, like Smilacina racemosa (#36;
see also Arctostaphylos uva-ursi ssp. uva-ursi, #55), as 'berry of black bear.' They
knew of no traditional use for Sitka mountain-ash.
Salicaceae (Willow Family)
(88) Populus balsamifera L. ssp. trichocarpa (T. & G. ex Hook.) Brayshaw (Black
Cottonwood)
ST mm06•1 - cottonwood (literally, 'good-for-canoe')
CT (HB, PR) 2Arnp76.1 - cottonwood (Dunn 1978:6)

No uses for cottonwood were known to the Kitasoo individuals consulted in this
study although those consultants recognized the tree and knew its Southern Tsimshian
name. It is possible that cottonwood was once used by the Kitasoo as a material for
making canoes, as it apparently was among the Nisga'a (cf. McNeary 1974a:2;
1974c:114). The literal meaning of the Southern Tsimshian term eamOth.1 further
suggests this use. The cambium of cottonwood trees may have also been collected by the
Kitasoo for food or the sticky buds for cosmetic or medicinal purposes as among the
Heiltsuk (M. Windsor, pers. comm. 1989), Hanaksiala (GR), Nuxalkmc (Turner
1973:210) and Oweekeno (L. Johnson, pers. comm. 1989).
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Solanaceae (Potato or Nightshade Family)
(89) tNicotiana spp. (Tobacco, Native and Commercial)

ST wind5, ST wind5 grnksiwa - chewing tobacco (white man's)
ST [5i yth.n - tobacco for smoking (literally, 'smoke')

Other Food-related Use: introduced item, leaves chewed and smoked
The Tsimshian used a native species of tobacco (N. quadrivalvis Pursh) which
they called CT wind5. This term was later applied to introduced tobacco (N. tabacum L.)
used for chewing (Boas 1891; 1902:88-9, 90; 1912:260; Dunn 1978:111; Turner
and Taylor 1972:252). The Southern Tsimshian cognate, ST wind5, also refers to
chewing tobacco while ST (IiA-ri applies to tobacco used for smoking purposes.
In a Tsimshian myth (Cove and MacDonald 1987:175-6), "windaw" (i.e., CT
wind5) is given to a man named CT Sadzan, the ally of CT Gulaxnisem whose wife was
kidnapped by whales. When Sadzan took the "windaw" he became enlarged and prevented
the whale people from following Gulaxnisem and his wife as they escaped. No comparable
Southern Tsimshian version of this myth is known.
(90) tSolanum tuberosum L. (Irish White Potato)

CT sgusi - potato (from English "good seed"?)
Primary Food: introduced food, tubers eaten
Although not a native plant, potato was a major food source and item of commerce
for nearly all coastal peoples of British Columbia. It was introduced by early sailors
who encouraged its use by indigenous peoples to the point that by the mid-1800s it was a
staple food for many groups. The term, sgusi, was said to be a Tsimshian word based on
the English "good seed," used by non-Natives to emphasize the propagative value of
potatoes supplied to the indigenous peoples (VN, WR). A similar derivation is suggested
for the terms used for potatoes in many other coastal languages including Heiltsuk and
Haida.
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Urticaceae (Nettle Family)
(91) Urtica dioica L. ssp. qracilis (W. Aiton) Selander var. qracilis (W. Aiton) Taylor
& MacBryde (Slim American Stingig Nettle) and/or U. dioica L. ssp. qracilis (W.
Aiton) Selander var. lyallii (S. Watson) C.L. Hitchcock in Hitchcock et al.
(Lyall's American Stinging Nettle)
ST stetc - stinging nettle
CT (HB) txa75 gasthgthi - stinging nettle (Urtica dioica); hedge nettle (Stachys
cooleyae) (Dunn 1978:99)

Primary Material: fibrous tissue used for nets
Stinging nettle was a very important source of stem fibre for a variety of
applications including fishing nets to most coastal groups including the Coast Tsimshian
(Turner 1979:265, 267) and, probably, the Southern Tsimshian. This species was
associated with Cooley's hedge-nettle by Hartley Bay consultants (Dunn 1978:99),
probably based on the morphological similarities between the two plants. Cove and
MacDonald (1987a:31) noted a mythological figure known to the Tsimshian as Nettle
Woman.
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3.3.9 Chapter 3 Notes

1 Root morphemes (as presented by Lincoln and Rath 1980, 1986) are provided for the
primary terms applied to the species listed in this report where the root has direct
reference to some characteristic feature of the referent. Some botanical terms employ
words that refer to an animal or other entity with which the botanical referent is
associated. In those cases the root morphemes involved generally do not refer directly to
some salient aspect of the referent and are, therefore, omitted. Where possible, literal
translations of analyzable Upper North Wakashan and Southern Tsimshian botanical
terms are indicated by single quotation marks. English glosses of unanalyzable terms
are indicated by double quotation marks.

2This term is undoubtedly 00 mka, elsewhere reported to mean "to pluck seaweed off
the rocks" (Johnson et al. n.d.:6).

3This term was not recognized by contemporary Oowekyala speakers but cf. KW
sanalia+, "lowest, stem-like part of kelp (lit. 'can be grasped below')" (Lincoln and
Rath 1980:175).

4 This is an incorrect identification of 00 +cist.
5These sites may have included 00 Ynis, a beach on the western shore of Calvert Island
(Stevenson 1977:134) that has also been identified as 00 Yni?s (Hilton et al.
1982:132).

6The "moss" category is ambiguous. In addition to true mosses, other common organisms
growing in association with mosses, such as lichens (Alectoria sp., Cladonia sp. and
Usnea sp.), were either referred to as 00 Alms or denied this status (LJ, NJ).

7This name and related forms (00 Yaxtsi [see Olson 1954:232-233], 00 Yaakas [see
Olson 1954:229 and Hilton et al. 1982:172-180]) refer to a single character in a
number of different versions of essentially the same story.

8 This dance, referred to as the Skull dance, 00 K!o'rninuahslax, by Olson (1954:242),
is said to involve the wearing of a human skull or a headdress of skulls. However,
another dance, 00 Akila'klem ("taken into the woods" or "far away gone"), sounds more
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similar to the dance described by RH. In this dance the dancer spends several days in the
woods before performing the dance. Furthermore, the dance involves some type of trick
or "miracle," e.g., transforming a stick into a frog or causing a stone to float. A Haisla
term reported by Olson (1940:194), HA gia'lgamgiexdowa'h, was said to refer to a
"spirit in form of large mask with body dressed with ferns" but additional details of this
term or spirit are unknown.
9This species previously was identified erroneously as skw'alm, Drvopteris filix-mas
(L.) Schott (male fern) (Turner 1973:197).
10This term was recorded by Emmon Bach from Kitamaat elder Jeffrey Legaik.
Converted to the orthography used by Lincoln and Rath, this term would appear as HA
siakwnac
11 The term 00 Pa`lakKU (t-00 pèlekw) has not been attested by contemporary Oowekyala
speakers but it bears a superficial resemblance to the term, 00 paak w u, said to refer to a
coiled Salish basket and to be derived from the root Vpkw-, said to refer to cedar roots
(Lincoln and Rath 1980:62).
12 0Ison referred to "red-dyed cedar bark" (1954:230) and, later, "shredded yellow
cedar bark" (1954:231). Red-cedar bark was dyed using red alder bark by many
coastal groups whereas yellow-cedar bark was not generally dyed (Turner 1979:7071, 89).
13The details of the complete version of this story as recorded by Raley may not be
known since only one page of what was apparently a multi-page document resides in the
Raley Collection. The reason that Yakdzi (otherwise known as Yaxtsi or Yakas) used
spruce boughs presumably was to cleanse, purify and, perhaps, beautify himself (cf.
Hilton et al. 1982:172-180, Olson 1954:229).
14The common name "jack pine" usually is used by botanists to refer to Pinus banksiana
Lamb., a species found in the extreme northeastern part of British Columbia. Others in
coastal and interior areas commonly use "jack pine" to refer to P. contorta.
15 "Hamatsa" is synonymous with "tanis" (00 tanis), both indigenous terms for the
Oweekeno "cannibal dancer." The hamatsa dance forms part of the tsaika group.
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16According to David Stevenson, Peter Chamberlain was one of the last of the "real"
hamatsas on the coast of British Columbia (i.e., one of the last to go through the authentic
training procedures).

17 1- his place has been identified as 00 Ai"kadjuis (Olson 1954:229) or 00 aikcuis, a
place on the Sheemahant (Stevenson 1977:131; Hilton et al. 1982:181). This village is
said to have been inhabited by both good shamans and bad shamans. The good shamans or
spirits, on the upstream side of the house, spoke slowly but the evil, ugly ones spoke
hurriedly (Hilton et al. 1982:170-171; Olson 1954:229).

18 Boas (1932:176) defined the comparable term KW Icletet as "grass body."
19 The other two contemporary Oweekeno reserves are 00 Odala, at the mouth of the
Kilbella River, and 00 'Qvkivamr-ni (Cock-me), a fish camp on Walbran Island
(Stevenson 1980:2).

20The comparable Hanaksiala and Haisla term, HA kasaths (literally, 'wooden spoon
tree'), is said to refer to Rocky Mountain maple if the wood is used to make wooden
spoons. Other Hanaksiala names are used for this species depending on what it will be
used for, e.g., HA C6Wikaias (literally, 'snowshoe tree') and HA axtur5iCias or HA
kux ''''MAs (literally, 'axe handle tree') (GR).

21 Among the Hanaksiala, a spring "flower dance" involved the use of flowers of
salmonberries, roses, blueberries and riceroot (GR).

22 A Hanaksiala version names the wood from which the first salmon were created as red
alder rather than yellow-cedar or red-cedar (Lincoln et al. 1986:246, 247).

23 A number of additional Salish terms identified as various types of blueberries are
slightly similar to the Oowekyala form, 00 mi'mulx", yet no Salish form seems to clearly
represent the origin for the Oowekyala term reported by Olson for "swamp cranberry"
(D. Kinkade, pers. comm. 1992).

24 Members of the genus Kalmia produce toxins dangerous to humans (Turner and
Szczawinski 1991:81, 82).
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25 Recent work with Hanaksiala elder Gordon Robertson has indicated that the Upper
North Wakashan root, RL#985 (i.e., root list #985), -1Xrikw- (Lincoln and Rath
1980:184, 1986:492), and its derivates should be rejected (J. Rath, pers. comm.
1988) in favor of RL#986, \fXnqw- (Lincoln and Rath 1980:184, 1986:492).
Therefore, the transcription 00 'X Was has been rejected in favor of 00 'Xrieras. The
seemingly contradictory definitions for 00 AO was ("unidentified plant without
berries") and 00 'X galas ("unidentified plant with edible red berries") (Lincoln and
Rath 1980:184) are valid in light of the fact that this plant was apparently named in
recognition of its fungal parasite, Exobasidium sp. affin. vaccinii, which may, at times,
resemble red berries.

26 In Hanaksiala, Haisla, and apparently in Oowekyala, directly before /s/ there is no
opposition between several of the aspirated plosives, including /WV, and their
respective homorganic fricatives, in this case, Aw/, so that the obstruent that is heard
is neither clearly an affricate nor a fricative, and that clusters phonetically with /s/.
In the case of /qw/ and AW/, the neutralization produce is usually transcribed as ge"/
because with uvulars the friction, rather than the plosive element, is (usually)
dominant (Lincoln and Rath 1986:11).

27 This spelling, rather than T. wormskjoldii, is regarded as the most properly
Latinized version of the botanical Latin name for springbank clover (Gillett
1980:1439; cf. Turner and Kuhnlein 1982:413). The aforementioned alternate
spelling appears in many publications, including the sources of binomials cited in this
paper (i.e. Hitchcock et al. 1961, Taylor and MacBryde 1977).

28 This root morpheme actually refers to prickly currant rather than devil's-club.
29 Thimbleberry leaves are more widely reported for this use, raising the possibility
that RH may have mistakenly reported salmonberry leaves, rather than thimbleberry
leaves, here.

30The name Yai-daklyalats6waks was identified as a woman's name by EW.
31 Emmon Bach has recorded this story in its entirety as told by GR in Hanaksiala and
translated it into English.
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32 GR pronounced this name as kiEI.
33 This story seems to combine Wakashan and Tsimshianic aspects so that its origin is
not entirely clear. It may represent an originally Tsimshianic story that has been retold
as a Haisla story. It probably also has been modified to some degree by Raley since his
version seems to praise some aspects of traditional life while simultaneously criticizing
others.

34 This type of cooking stone was also used in the final stages of the rendering of oolichan
grease to make it clearer, improve the flavour and to make it last longer (GR).

35 This organism in the photograph was referred to by the name "Xanthoria trentophilia"
although this does not represent a valid binomial. The entity featured in the photograph
probably represents either the alga Trentepohlia aurea (L.) Martius (Chlorophyta,
Trentepohliaceae) or the lichen Xanthoria elegans (I. Brodo, pers. comm. 1988).

36 This term is polysemous, meaning "ghost," or "worm, caterpillar or any creature
that moves by squirming" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:211).

37 Larch (Larix spp.) does not occur within the territories of the Hanaksiala or Haisla
but the fungus, F. officinalis, grows on several other coniferous species throughout the
Pacific Northwest Coast. The common name, "larch polypore," has been reported by
Lincoff (1981:458). Boas (1928:257) reported the Heiltsuk cognate, HE gwa"yax, for
"flower."

38 GR collected a specimen of this fungus several years ago and donated it to the Kitimat
Centennial Museum in Kitimat, B.C. This specimen (Accession #77-57) was
subsequently identified as F. officinalis by Dr. Robert J. Bandoni of the Department of
Botany at The University of British Columbia.

39 An Oweekeno myth offers a similar origin from salmon (Boas 1932:5, 6).
40 Tirrul-Jones (1985:5) also reported several other names for this seasonal camp,
viz., Mya-na-xaas, Old Village, and Oolichan Ground.
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41 0ne such pole, the Kitlope Pole, is among the collections of the Folkens Etnografiska
Museum in Stockholm, Sweden (see Barbeau 1950-51 and Lindblom 1936).
42 In the version of this story recorded by Olson (1940:196) these people were an
enemy village of Tsimshian raiders. GR specified that the village under threat of attack
was that of the Beaver tribe people.
430Ison recorded the term krtãrn for this sharp bladed grass. This term would seem to
represent one or more of the terms, HE kiim, 00 latm, 00 kidm or KW kiim, meaning
'grass,' rather than the Hanaksiala and Haisla term for 'grass,' HA saran.
44Among the Oweekeno, this time of year was identified as 00 qotsum, "blossom moon"
(Drucker 1950:270) or 00 4v6i<sem, "the month when everything starts to grow
(May)" (Oowekyala Language Project 1983).
45This name was last known to have been used by a Haisla woman otherwise known as
"Old Alice." The name has previously been transcribed as Pelhanixs (Anonymous n.d.a)
or Pelhanlootilahks (Anonymous n.d.b). It has more recently been given to GR's niece,
Florence, and is said to be an Eagle Tribe name (GR).
46This name also belonged to the Chief of the Kitlope Eagle Tribe and GR's mother's
father.
47The term HA imO does not refer to bunchberry (Cornus unalaschensis [western
Cordilleran bunchberry] and/or C. canadensis [Canadian bunchberry]) as suggested by
Lincoln and Rath (1986:490).
48 Elsewhere KW X tm has been correctly identified as hemlock-parsley (Boas 1934:78,
1947a:383; Hunt 1922b, c; Newcombe 1922b:1, 2; E. Willie, pers. comm. 1989)
despite earlier ambiguous references by Boas (1921:1431, 1455) and subsequent
erroneous identifications (e.g., Turner and Bell 1973:276, 277).
49The name KW xEtxEt!a has been associated with Cicuta sp. (Boas 1921:1455). Later,
Boas (1947:383) identified KW xEtxEt!a' as "rock carrot." These terms correspond to
HA^said to refer to "dry land wild carrots" found growing on rocky areas (GR).
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50 See Compton (1993c) for a complete discussion regarding hemlock-parsley and other
"wild carrots."

51 0ther coastal groups used human urine as a mordant.
52 Comparable Wakashan legends specify that the first salmon was created from red
alder (Boas 1932:5), red-cedar (Boas 1932:6) or, simply, wood (Hilton et al.
1982:36-42).

53 GR stated that the name the Hanaksiala used for soapberries came from the Hagwilget
(Carrier) people.

54Comments made by GR indicate that the Upper North Wakashan root, RL#985 (i.e.,
root list #985), \fXnleu- (Lincoln and Rath 1980:184, 1986:492), and its derivates
should be rejected (J. Rath, pers. comm. 1988) in favor of RL#986, NfXricr- (Lincoln
and Rath 1980:184, 1986:492). For a complete discussion of this topic see Compton
1991a.
55 Exobasidium vaccinii (Fuck.) Woron. has been described as a parasite of false azalea
(R. Bandoni, pers. comm. 1988; D.B.O. Savile, pers. comm. 1990; Ginns 1986:135; cf.
Nannfeldt 1981:63-64) although recently the fungus on false azalea has been considered
to represent a species apart from E. vaccinii (J.A. Parmelee, pers. comm. 1990) whose
host range is restricted to false azalea. It has been suggested that this fungus be referred
to as Exobasidium sp. affin. vaccinii (D.B.O. Savile, pers. comm. 1990) pending study
sufficient to describe and name the organism properly (N. Nickerson, pers. comm.
1990).

56 1 collected this species, sans its fungal "berries," during July 1992 from the vicinity
of HA 'W■Aais.
57 Based on transcriptional revisions this term (and the root morpheme upon which it is
based, i.e., RL#986, -1Xricr- [Lincoln and Rath 1980:184, 1986:492]) has been
verified while RL#985, -\/*Xnkw- (Lincoln and Rath 1980:184, 1986:492) and its
derivates have been rejected (J. Rath, pers. comm. 1988).
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58 Lincoln and Rath (1986:288) erroneously identified HA Oil5iisrn, HA 15aPi3Csrn as
"stink currant (greyberries)," i.e., Ribes bracteosum.

59 Lincoln and Rath (1986:288) erroneously identified HA E5146s, pl. HA 6046s as
"stink currant bush" (R. bracteosum) (also see footnote 58).

60 Lincoln and Rath (1986:288) erroneously identified HA pix.fia, pl. HA 0i0ii.ria as
"blossom of stink currant" (R. bracteosum) (also see footnote 58).

61 This spelling is considered to be the most correct form (Gillett 1980:1439; cf.
Turner and Kuhnlein 1982:413) while the spelling T. wormskjoldii appears in a
number of sources (e.g., Hitchcock et al. 1961 and Taylor and MacBryde 1977).

62 Margaret Siwallace's mother was from Kitlope. Her grandfathers were Kitlope chiefs
and Joshua McDonald, GR's grandfather, was one of her uncles.

63 For example, the largest Pacific crabapple tree at the "Old Town" site was too hard to
core in order to determine its age (Tirrull-Jones 1985:44, 45).

64 GR identified a living specimen of Indian plum in the Native Plant component of the
Botanical Garden at The University of British Columbia as HA eirrieèiC.
65 Some Heiltsuk speakers have applied the cognate HE si5Crli to Nootka rose hips as well
as to western black currant, also known as HE sxsiVili. Similar Kwak'wala terms exist:
KW kesp'uli for R. laxiflorum and Mahonia spp. (Oregon-grapes) (Turner and Bell
1973:279, 286). The Kwak'wala name for rose hips, KW gegeli, is not related
etymologically (cf. Turner and Bell 1973:290; Grubb 1977:119, 171). Based on the
term for R. laxiflorum provided by GR (and based on the root morpheme
(RL#1508/1510) \/xs-, it seems possible that the dubious Kwak'wala word root
(RL#1334) Vks- should be rejected.

66 Bach (1989a:7) erroneously translated the term HA lhaq"as (i.e., HA ^Ii5) as
"salalberry" or "salalberry leaves" when it actually refers to western thimbleberry or,
possibly, western thimbleberry bush.
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67 The word HA kaai< ('crow') is said to be an older term for HA k6nqas but since no
derivates of the latter term could be elicited it may only mean the "croak of a crow"
(Lincoln and Rath 1986:220).

68 "Stick skin" is the Chinook jargon name for the bark of a tree (Gibbs 1863:23;
Hibben 1899:20). Varley (1981:63) and others (Na-Na-Kwa 1899) have applied the
term "skinstick" in reference to the edible cambium of black cottonwood.

69 GR may have confused HA zaW6s with one or more other trees in the Kitlope area, or
it is possible that this term refers to more than one species. For example, in addition to
the description of HA zaW6s as a large "willow," GR said on various occasions that it had
real round leaves like trembling aspen but grows near rivers and has leaves that are
stiffer than those of trembling aspen and that do not flutter in the wind; has hard wood
like Pacific crabapple; grows to the size of Rocky Mountain maple trees (ca. 12 to 15
feet tall); grows up in the rock; has hard wood and is "a kind of birch tree" with a lot of
limbs.

70 Cameron Hill, a Coast Tsimshian man from Hartley Bay, described "seal's seaweed" as
distinct in form and habit from P. abbottae. It is darker, glossier and thicker than P.
abbottae and grows below P. abbottae. This description suggests the possibility that
"seal's seaweed may be something other than a species of Porphyra.

71 The tentative identification of HA Zu+crii as a type of orchid is supported by the
association of various species of Orchidaceae as love or good luck charms among other
Indigenous Peoples of the Pacific Northwest. For example, the roots of Platanthera
hyperborea were used as love or good luck charms among the Kwakwaka'wakw (Boas
1932:225). Still other orchid species were used by the Kwakwaka'wakw in love
charms, during gambling and in amulets believed to be beneficial to warriors
(1932:224-5, 240; 1947a:437; 1966:153). A plant known to the Nuxalkmc as NU
Slow lowhyps, and identified as either P. dilatata or Spiranthes romanzoffiana Cham.
(ladies-tresses), was used by Nuxalkmc lehal players to wash their hands before play
(Smith 1920-1923, Vol. 1:283, 285), probably in order to obtain luck. Still other,
more distant Salish groups such as the Nlaka'pamux (Thompson), an Interior Salish
group, believed orchids to be useful as good luck and love charms. They considered P.
dilatata to bring good luck in activities such as hunting and to help Nlaka'pamux women
attract members of the opposite sex (Turner, et al. 1990:138).
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72 This comment is based on the existence of comparable North Wakashan terms said to
refer to phosphorescence (i.e., HA bixla, HE bix16, 00 bixI6, KW bixia [Lincoln and Rath
1980:53)), especially in the sea (GR).

73 GR learned this term in Hanaksiala from his Tsimshian grandfather, Joshua
MacDonald.

74 This term may represent a borrowing from Wakashan. Tsimshianization of HE +list
would involve adding vowels and the ending -sk in Southern Tsimshian (M.L. Tarpent,
pers. comm. 1992). The actual origin of this term and related forms is unclear.

75 Variants of this term include: ST kdth tgm 71.1.r.la and ST kdthtgm 761a.
76 This term may represent a borrowing as it does not seem to be Tsimshianic in origin
(M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992).

77 The terms for ?P. torn are cognate with a Nrsga'a term used to describe the whitehot leading edge of a lava flow (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1990). Dunn (1978:2)
reported CT Pade.in and defined it as "phosphorescent algae." The application of the
Southern Tsimshian cognate to this species of alga is said to be based on the fact that this
alga turns white as it dries, and so can be distinguished readily from the more desirable
species, P. abbottae.

78 The literal translation of this Southern Tsimshian term is problematic although the
term was said by Kitasoo consultants to mean "seal's seaweed." The terms HE sarrn and
ST ?Li•ia apparently refer to the harbour seal (Phoca vitulina, Phocidae). The kdthportion of this term may be the same as NG xdaa, meaning 'mattress, featherbed' and the
following tg is a possessive suffix. If so, this expression would mean 'seal's mattress,'
rather than "seal's seaweed" (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992). This term is unrelated
to those reported for Porphyra sp. in Haida (Norton 1981:438; Turner 1972:2; Turner
and Levine 1971:13) but it is superficially similar to the secondary component of the
Haida terms for "chopping black for dulse cakes": sihiu skadidwa i and t - sus kididu
(Newcombe 1898 in Turner and Levine 1971:13). "Seal's seaweed" is said to be
different from d6'aian (or ia7a3ri) and was reportedly picked by the Haida around
February but was not used in Klemtu (VN, WR). Still other algae have been reported as
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collected and eaten by the Haida, including those identified as HD sinkshauwai or HD
k'insahauwai (possibly Iridaea sp.) (gathered in March) and HD tlikil kats (gathered
in May) (Newcombe 1898 in Turner and Levine 1971:9, 16).

79 Specimens of Porphyra were collected near Waglisla in 1987 at the direction of
Evelyn Windsor. Additional material was provided by Mary Hunt of Waglisla in 1989.
All of these materials seem to represent P. abbottae (S. Lindstrom, pers. comm. 1992).

80 Drucker (1950:271) reported the term CT (HB) kiamgam laxia'ack, "moon when
they pick seaweed," for May.

81 Details regarding the nature and use of these vesicular basalt cooking stones will be
discussed further elsewhere.

82 Boas (1916:959) noted that "Words marked with an asterisk are the most plausible
phonetic rendering of Mr. Tate's spelling, but of uncertain phonetic character." (see also
Boas 1916:505, 967, 972).

83 A separate manuscript to appear elsewhere has been prepared on the topic of the use
of this species among Wakashan and Tsimshian peoples.
"This analysis seems improbably as it suggests that CT ada or CT at means 'fungus,'
while no term for this concept is known in the Tsimshianic languages (M.L. Tarpent,
pers. comm. 1992).

85 Variants of this term include: ST n6'qa Gan6vv and ST ri6Ga Gan6w.
86 Variants of this term include: ST ts'rga'th.m, ST ts'tga ?fflm-.
871- his term (with the instrumental prefix ha-, and laX, 'to bathe') has the same
meaning as the Coast Tsimshian cognate reported by Dunn (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm.
1992).

88 This statement may be subject to revision when the Beynon/Barbeau materials are
examined more fully.
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89 In these cases ST Gen or ST Gen. and CT (HB) g6n mean "tree, wood, log, etc." in
which case the aforementioned terms may refer to the "straight" aspect of trees,
especially red-cedar, useful for totem poles or construction purposes (M.L. Tarpent,
pers. comm. 1992). The Coast Tsimshian form, CT gan, is said to mean "tree, wood,
stick" in reference to "long, hard, wooden" aspects and forms the basis for lexical
suffixes used in association with words that refer to entities or the counting of entities
with long, hard and wooden attributes (see Dunn 1979:37). This "tree, wood, stick"
word, in all its forms (cf. Boas 1889:878, 1891:204, 1902:42, 55, 79, 80, 137,
1912:279, 1916:505, 506; DaII and Gibbs 1877:148; Dunn 1978:21; Hindle and
Rigsby 1973:5, 48; McNeary 1974a:2; Rigsby 1967a:41, 1967b:34;) is distinct from
ST sX6n- and its cognates, despite some semantic overlap (cf. footnotes 118 and 119).
For the purposes of this paper ST Gen or ST Gen., when it appears in forms such as ST
'amGen., will be interpreted literally as meaning 'tree' (with single quotation marks to
indicate a literal translation) although depending on context, ST 'amGen• could probably
be seen to mean 'real/best tree/wood.' Furthermore, ST 'amGen• could likewise be
interpreted to mean 'good-for-wood.' On the other hand, ST sX6.n-, when it appears in
combination with botanical referents, will be interpreted broadly as "tree/bush/plant"
(with double quotation marks to indicate a less literal English gloss) although its literal
meaning is closer to 'support-for....' It seems that Boas may not have distinguished
clearly these two forms in Coast Tsimshian. For example, Boas (1912:279) reported
CT gan (pl. CT ganga'n) to mean "tree," CT sgan to mean "stick, tree, wood (only for
designating a particular kind see gan)" (1912:270) and CT sgan to mean "a particular
tree" (1916:506).

90 The true balsam fir is Abies balsamea (L.) Mill., an eastern species not found in
British Columbia. However, all three Abies species native to British Columbia are
commonly referred to as "balsam."

91 The Nisga'a cognate, NG sginist, is derived from NG sgan, 'resin, gum.' Likewise, the
Southern Tsimshian term is derived from ST sgmn. or ST sg 9 6n, 'pitch' (M.L. Tarpent,
pers. comm. 1992).

92 Gorman (1896:68) also reported the Tsimshian term "kyee-uk" for "Tsuga
mertensiana (hemlock)," although it seems from his description of the use of cambium
as food that he actually meant T. heterophylla. Further, the allegedly Tsimshian term,
"lo o-y oh," likely represents HA lirao or HE lueq, "hemlock cambium."
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93 Variants of this term include: ST miyu-p and ST miVi-pt.
94 Variants of this term include: ST rhai'ya 751- and ST ri-1517ya 751,
95 Variants of this term include: ST 1 -16-ins and ST hCr•a7ans.
96 Stevenson (1980:41, 73) reported that the term 00 kvUrnukva or 00 'QvUmugva was
the name of a sea monster or sea spirit known to the Oweekeno.

97 Boas (1923:262) used the term "blue hellebore" in apparent reference to V. viride
ssp. eschscholtzii although this species is generally not known by that common name.

98 Boas (1916:240) stated that this word was unfamiliar to him and that the
translation, "knife grass," was provided by Tate.

99 According to M.L. Tarpent (pers. comm. 1992), this is an inaccurate transcription
"of Barbeau's rendition of what is probably (CT) hw+ilba which most likely means
'shaving instrument' (or shaving wood), 'drawknife.'

100 See footnote 93.
101 The name originally attributed to Cicuta douglasii (D.C.) Coult. et Rose (waterhemlock) (Turner 1973:200) was later identified as Oenanthe sarmentosa (N. Turner,
pers. comm. 1988).

102 This Heiltsuk word, also spelled "Kwee," refers to a former winter village of the
Haihais that was located at the mouth of Klekane Inlet (Stone and Gould 1973:39).
Another location named Koeye (probably phonetically the same as "Kwee") was located
in Heiltsuk territory south of of Namu (Rath 1981:34).

103 M.L. Tarpent (pers. comm. 1992) indicated that she knows of no Nisga'a word for
kinnikinnick but that NG t'imi'yt refers to 'low-bush cranberries' (indicating,
possibly, Vaccinium oxycoccus). Elsewhere the referent of this term or its cognates
have been reported variously in Nisga'a: NG 'Lim* (low-bush cranberries) (M.L.
Tarpent, pers. comm. 1990), NG t'imi6t (V. vitis-idaea or Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
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(McNeary 1974a:1), NG t'im* (kinnikinik [Arctostaphylos uva-ursip (McNeary
1974d:1 15), NG t'ern'O'et (a red berry) (Boas 1902:192) and Gitksan: GK t'imi6t
(lowbush cranberry) (Hindle and Rigsby 1973:17). Still other Tsimshianic terms also
have been reported for "cranberries" in Nisga'a: NG siviipdalks, NG wiiptaliks (V.
oxycoccus) (McNeary 1974a:1, 1974c:1 15, 1974d:1 15) and Gitksan: GK 'mii oot (V.
vitis-idaea) (The People of 'Ksan 1980:125), GK GK Miat or GK Meought (V. Oxycoccus
var. intermedium Gray) (Smith 1925-1927:193, 250). It is clear that additional
work is needed to clarify the existing nomenclatural confusion surrounding
"cranberries" and kinnikinnick.
104Tarpent (pers. comm. 1992) considers this word and its Nisga'a cognate, NG
jax'was, to have an unusual shape. It may represent a borrowing from a nonTsimshianic language where it meant 'laughing/smiling.' This term apparently is used
in reference to the "smiling" or "laughing" appearance of the fruits when viewed from
the distal end.
1 ° 5The term ST srrna'i is very similar in sound to CT (HB) smr* but the prefix ST
sr- means 'make, pick, process,' all in reference to the events leading to a usable
product. The term CT (HB) sr-rimh means 'real/best berry,' or "oval-leaved
blueberry," the archtypical berry among the Coast Tsimshian (M.L. Tarpent, pers.
comm. 1992).
106 Variants of this term include: ST witi•xs, ST will-es, ST witi-st, ST wiie.Xs and ST
wiia-Xs.
1071-he term CT (HB) txo.75 gast h at h i is a compound word that might mean '(younger)
cousin' or 'brother-in-law' of the nettle' (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992).
108 Variants of this term include: ST 5nXi and ST 5ruXi.
109 Variants of this term include: ST ha? j, ST ha=s and ST he2s..

1 1 °Variants of this term include: ST 'A5• flats, ST .X6welais, ST 'X6• w4a'ts, ST .X5•gas,
ST 'Xew4as and ST 'X5 ep'ts.

1 1 1 See footnote 110.
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112 From distribution information presented by Taylor (1973:29, 72) it would seem
that black hawthorn (Crataegus douglasii Lindl.) would represent a more plausible
candidate for CT (HB) Ga sesi. However, both VN and LH recognized Indian plum from a
photograph and identified it as CT (HB) Ga sasi• (VN) and HE eirOw5iC (LH). This
association was verified by MHo. Freshly collected material from a specimen of
Crataegus douglasii Lindl. (black hawthorn) growing in Waglisla was presented to MHu

and AW who denied that it had any Heiltsuk name. Furthermore, Gordon Robertson
identified without hesitation a living specimen of Indian plum in the Native Plant
component of the Botanical Garden at The University of British Columbia as HA eime6iC.
The plant referred to by that term has been said to be from a "different kind of crabapple
tree" (GR), a "kind of crabapple at Kildala (in Haisla territory) with sweet fruit (Bach
1989:4), and a "sweet variety of crab apple" (Mendel n.d.:44) or "sweet, crisp crab
apples" (Mendel n.d.:47).

113 A plant referred to by Smith (1925-1927:72, 73) as "alien" in the Gitksan
language was said to have been used as a Gitksan herbal medicine "for cleaning the eyes of
the blind, for hemorrhage of the lungs and from the mouth, for short breath and for flue
[sic] which was unknown until recently" (op. cit.; cf. Gottesfeld and Anderson
1988:26). This plant has been identified as Calla palustris L. (wild calla) although
elsewhere the plant referred to as CT ayin (Dunn 1978:89), CT siys:n (GR) and si
(VN, WR) (cf. Boas 1912:269) has been identified as Pacific silverweed (VN, WR; GR)
which was used by the Kwakwaka'wakw to prepare an eyewash (Boas 1966:385) and to
treat painful places (Boas 1966:382). A number of ethnobotanical vouchers collected
by Smith are housed at the Botany Division of the Canadian Museum of Nature (M.J.
Shchepanek, pers. comm. 1991) but they do not include a specimen of "Shièn" necessary
to verify the botanical identity of this medicinal herb.

114 Variants of this term include: ST oy•, ST 5.0, ST 75.• and ST 75-yti.
115The only maples in the immediate vicinity of Klemtu were said by these individuals
to be introduced specimens planted as ornamentals.
1 16 Boas (1902:170) reported the term NG la x-qaq'alcist, "on little bushes," while
Tarpent (pers. comm., 1990) translated the term (retranscribed as NG lax galeookst)
to mean "on-plural-maple." The association between 'maple'; and "bushes" here seems
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consistent with the Southern Tsimshian and Coast Tsimshian data. Dunn's (1978:26)
translation of CT (PR) go xs as "willow tree" is probably erroneous (cf. Barbeau n.d.;
Hindle and Rigsby 1973:51; McNeary 1974c:1 14, 1974d:1 14, 1976:229; Smith
1925-1927:60, 85).

117 See footnote 94.
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4.0 Discussion and Synthesis of Data
In the following sections (Sections 4.1-4.3), the cultural roles of plants and
fungi are discussed and a synthesis of data on folk botanical nomenclature and
categorization is presented (Sections 4.4-4.6).
4.1 Plants and Fungi in Traditional Oweekeno Culture
As the previous enumeration of botanical species indicates, plants and fungi
representing approximately 45 plant families (including vascular plant, nonvascular
plant and fungal families) have had relevance to essentially all major aspects of
traditional Oweekeno life. Not surprisingly, angiosperms and gymnosperms were of
major significance with the Pinaceae (seven species), Liliaceae (six native species),
Ericaceae (13 species) and Rosaceae (11 native species) having the greatest numbers of
species with cultural roles. A survey of the cultural roles of plants and fungi indicates
that the greatest number of species were used as primary food items (including species
which may be categorized as having food related and primary food uses) while the
relative significance (in terms of numbers of species) of the remaining cultural roles is
as follows: mythology; primary materials, medicines or recognition only; ritual or
spiritual; other food-related or secondary materials; miscellaneous; and foodrelated/primary food or secondary food. The following several sections will focus on the
ways in which plants and fungi have been named, perceived, discussed and used by the
Oweekeno as foods, medicines, materials and in other applications.
4.1.1 Plants Through the Seasons

The Oweekeno people appear to have recognized the passage of seasons by the
sequence of events that affected the behavior of animals and the maturation of plants to a
condition important to the survival and activities of the people. Little has been written
regarding the traditional seasonal round of the Oweekeno. For example, Drucker
(1950:270) reported that the Oweekeno calender begins with a period identified
tentatively in Gregorian terms as January, but the entire calendrical sequence presented
is uncertain. Hilton et al. (1982:5) stated that the Oweekeno annual round began in
early March and ended in late fall, the winter months being spent in occupancy at
various permanent and semi-permanent villages where ceremonial activities were
stressed. The only known mention of an Oweekeno "New Year" is in relation to the the
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arrival of herring (Oowekyala Language Project 1983). No complete account of the
seasons and their associated Oweekeno activities has ever been produced but the
Oweekeno reportedly based their recognition of the passage of time on recurring cycles
based on natural events such as the appearance and development of various plants or
seasonal movements of animals, as well as the recurring cycles of the moon. Based on
data presented by Drucker (1950), Olson (1954), Stevenson (n.d., 1977, 1980) and
the Oweekeno individuals consulted in this study and by comparison with a contemporary
Oweekeno calendar (Oowekyala Language Project 1983), it is possible to reconstruct the
basic pattern of the traditional Oweekeno seasonal recognition. 1 Because the data
presented below were derived from a variety of sources over the course of several
decades, some contradictions may be apparent in the sequence or naming of seasons.
Some of this variation may be attributed to the fact that the biological events associated
with Oweekeno calendrical recognition may vary from one year to another and often
overlap with each other.
Sprouting plants, and the arrival of oolichans and herring were associated with
the first major period of the year, or 00 'Qv6ieanii (Oowekyala Language Project 1983),
said to refer to spring (Stevenson n.d., 1989). The first plant food to be gathered by the
Oweekeno each year, and one of the most important in the past, as today, was edible
seaweed (Porphyra abbottae). It was collected during the early salmon season (cf. Olson
1954:213) from sites on Calvert Island (including, possibly, 00 Ynis) while the
Oweekeno were at fishing camps such as 00 Vilus, on southern Calvert Island
(Stevenson 1977:133); 00 GAbilis and 00 Ninaca on Penrose Island (Stevenson
1977:131, 132); 00 Haha6bis or 00 Hah6bis at Wilson Bay, Ripon Island (Stevenson
1977:132); and 00 HaiOuga, t-00 H5pOra or 00 Hayucra, on the island at the mouth of
Illahie Inlet (Stevenson 1977:132). Olson (1954:214) identified "Kwa' kumi" (00
Quatramrhit or 00 Cracrami) as a camp on Walbran Island (cf. Stevenson 1977:133,
1980:2) where people went to gather edible seaweed, herring roe and other marine
foods.
According to Drucker (1950:270), February was referred to as 00 maqewa, a
term said to refer to "pulling" (i.e., pulling seaweed with herring roe on it). The term
00 maqa, "to pluck seaweed off the rocks" (Johnson et al. n.d.:6), refers to the act of
picking edible seaweed; it is the basis of the term reported by Drucker but may refer to
picking or pulling any kind of macroalgae. The term 00 ihicialaxsb'em also has been
associated with February and refers to the time "when the water turns milky with
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herring spawn" (Oowekyala Language Project 1983). Olson commented that Oweekeno
economic activities began in March with the harvest and preparation of oolichans.
According to Drucker (1950:270), March was referred to as wotsum from the
term (from 00 was ila, "to place boughs for herring spawn") and Olson (1954:213)
stated that a few people collected herring eggs at the mouth of River Inlet during the time
of the oolichan harvest. Olson (op. cit.) reported that the herring were believed to meet
the oolichan at the mouth of the inlet, at which time the herring told the oolichan, "You
may give your grease to them now. We have given them our eggs." April was identified
as 00 tcaHsAm, "olachon (oolichan) moon" (from 00 tcaHan, 'oolichan') (op. cit.) but
this same Oowekyala term, transcribed differently, 00 z5xvsern, has been associated
with March, "the month when the oolichans come" (Oowekyala Language Project 1983).
Drucker (1950:270) identified 00 qotsum, as "blossom moon," said to occur during
May. This may refer to the time identified by the term 00 eivasern, said to mean "the
month when everything starts to grow (May)" (Oowekyala Language Project 1983). 2
According to RH, edible seaweed was gathered during this time (cf. Olson 1954:213).
During this period the young growth of several plants was used for food.
Annual runs of all five species of salmon (spring, sockeye, coho, pink and chum
or dog salmon) occur in Rivers Inlet and the waterways found throughout Oweekeno
territory (Hilton et al. 1982:5). To the Oweekeno, tO0 h5y6nrc, or summer, was
recognized by the coming of the salmon (Oowekyala Language Project 1983; Stevenson
n.d.). Olson (1954:213) reported that the first salmon were taken in May, but the first
month of summer, June, has been called 00 mia'sjam, "fish moon," in reference to the
time when the first sockeye arrive (Oowekyala Language Project 1983), or 00
sastsAm, "spring salmon moon" (Drucker 1950:270). It is said also to be the time
when hemlock cambium was gathered and dried (Olson 1954:213).
The summer also brought the ripening of many fruits that were collected into the
fall and utilized as a major element of the traditional Oweekeno diet. Olson (1954:213)
identified the months of July and August as the time for mountain goat hunting and
berrying. July is termed 'salmonberry time,' or 00 661anX, the time for picking
salmonberries (Oowekyala Language Project 1983). Elsewhere the time corresponding
to August is called 00 zusnsjam in reference to the arrival of coho salmon (Oowekyala
Language Project 1983), but Drucker (1950:270) gave the term 00 mAltsum,
"sockeye moon" (from 00 maiik, "sockeye") as the time between June and September.
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Sockeye provided the bulk of the fish dried by the Oweekeno and could be taken late in the
season from streams around the lake (Olson 1954:213). Berry picking was generally
done by women and girls (Olson 1954:229, 240) at locations including Kildalla (Olson
1954:219), 00 NOxyans (Stevenson 1980:28) and 00 HaUxv-hauxstha (a berry
picking spot in Ka-tit Reserve No. 1) (Stevenson 1980:15).
In the past, berry-picking must have been a relatively important traditional
subsistence activity. It was demonstrated in a dance (Olson 1954:240) and the first
real prerogative given to an Oweekeno girl was the hereditary right to use specific,
owned berry patches (Olson 1954:220, 229, 234), a right that passed from mother to
daughter (Olson 1954:229). Berrying parties were organized by the female owner of
the grounds to be visited (op. cit.) and berries were prepared for use during the season
known as 00 61:10, the period from December to February when the winter ceremonial
dances took place (Oowekyala Language Project 1983; Stevenson n.d.). The period
immediately following the berry season, probably September, was known as 00
tsakulstsAm, or "moon when there are no more berries" (Drucker 1950:270). This
general time of year has also been referred to as 00 6vulanX, and characterized as the
time when people work at preserving salmon (Oowekyala Language Project 1983;
Stevenson n.d.). A similar term, 00 6vgsam, refers to the time when the dog salmon
arrive in September (Oowekyala Language Project 1983).
The last portions of the year are associated with the completion of fish spawning
(00 6v6iis, October) and the flushing of dead salmon from the creeks (00 Cavaiialisa,
November) (Oowekyala Language Project 1983) by storm activity. At least in modern
times, the remaining months have been given Oowekyala names: 00 661a6ami, "the eldest
month" (January); 00 ri61a6amixsta, "this month, with its storms and weather changes,
wants to be the eldest (April);" and 00 kicam, "the month of Christmas (December)"
(Oowekyala Language Project 1983). Drucker (1950:270) reported 00 na'nelasnka,
"wanting to be elder," in a position corresponding to November. Its name is said to be
derived from 00 nula, "elder sibling," and it is the moon that "wanted to be older than the
following one." Drucker's (op. cit.) final Oweekeno calendar entry is 00 la'ts'Osas,
"solstice moon."
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4.1.2 Plants as Food and Their Preparation

At least 50 species of plants were used traditionally by the Oweekeno as food or in
food-related applications. Important species were obtained from all accessible habitats
within Oweekeno territory. Olson (1954:213) regarded the Oweekeno as less maritime
in their cultural orientation than many other peoples of the Northwest Coast and
suggested that they were "almost 'interior' in their outlook," and made relatively few
trips to salt water.
However, several species of marine algae were used by the Oweekeno. As
discussed in the previous section, edible seaweed was gathered in the spring and dried for
later use. Several marine macroalgae, or kelps (boa kelp, giant kelp and bull kelp), and
eel-grass (with roe deposited on them by spawning herring) were gathered in February
and eaten. Boughs from western hemlock and red-cedar also were used in this manner
but red-cedar was said to be inferior for this purpose because its boughs impart an
unpleasant flavour to the roe. Hemlock needles do not share this characteristic and are
often eaten together with the roe.
Sprouts and other edible greens were utilized following the period of seaweed and
kelp gathering. Sprouts of salmonberry and thimbleberry were peeled and eaten. Young
fireweed shoots were eaten raw and young stinging nettle and western dock plants were
cooked for food. Some Oweekeno ate the cooked young buds of devil's-club. The petioles
and stems of cow-parsnip were enjoyed as a spring vegetable, but only after being peeled
to remove the irritating skin. The cambium of the western hemlock tree was collected
from bark-stripped trees using mussel-shell scrapers (Drucker 1950:176) and eaten
cooked with oolichan grease (and sugar in post-contact times) or dried for winter use.
Recently, hemlock cambium has been used as an emergency or famine food, especially
during economically depressed periods during this century. Cottonwood cambium was
also eaten, but it spoiled too quickly to be stored for future use.

Various root foods also must once have been collected during the spring months
although few contemporary Oweekeno recall this practice. Wood fern rhizomes,
probably prepared in cooking pits, such as that described in the following paragraph, or
steamed under the sand surrounding fires, provided a tasty, fleshy, starchy "root"
(rhizome) food with many edible and, according to some sources, "peanut-flavoured"
leaf bases that resemble small bunches of bananas in appearance. Bracken fern was
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probably used by the Oweekeno as a root food in much the same manner as wood fern. An
Oweekeno story involves the cooking by a fire of some type of "fern-root" on a broken
hemlock branch and covered with red ochre (see #22). Other "root" foods that could be
prepared by steaming as described above included plants with edible rhizomes
(springbank clover), bulb-producing plants (nodding onions, riceroot and, possibly,
camas) and plants with edible roots (hemlock-parsley, lupines, silverweed). These
"roots" were dug by women using ball-handled digging sticks (Drucker 1950:176).
There is evidence that root foods were of secondary importance to fish or meat or may
have been eaten when the latter was unavailable or unobtainable. In one Oweekeno story,
a mountain goat hunter and his family survived on roots when he became blind and could
no longer hunt (Boas 1895:228).

Although the Oweekeno used cooking pits to prepare many types of plant and
animal foods, only one recorded description of pit-cooking foods is associated with the
Oweekeno. This practice was described in the Oweekeno story of the origin of the Haisla
(Olson 1954:256-257), who are said to have originally come from the Oweekeno. After
such a pit was dug in the sand beside a creek, a fire was built at the bottom over which
smooth, rounded beach stones were heated. When the fire had been reduced to embers,
the food was placed on top of the stones and then covered with various types of brush and
leaves (including, probably, skunk-cabbage leaves). The pit was then covered with a
mat, probably of inner red-cedar bark, and sand, and the food was allowed to cook.

Several important plant foods, especially edible cambium and various fruits, also
were collected throughout the summer months. During June, hemlock cambium was
gathered and eaten fresh or preserved for later use (Olson 1954:213). Some fruits,
such as bunchberries, red huckleberries, stink currants, coast black gooseberries,
strawberries, trailing wild raspberries and salmonberries, probably were generally
eaten fresh as they ripened. Others were undoubtedly cooked during the summer or fall
months in bent-wood boxes of red-cedar using stones heated in a fire and transferred to
the cooking boxes using tongs made of red-cedar wood in the same manner described by
Boas (1921) for the Kwakwaka'wakw. The cooked berry sauce was then dried into cakes
to be reconstituted and eaten during the winter. Red elderberries, salal berries, Alaskan
blueberries, dwarf blueberries, black mountain huckleberries, oval-leaved
blueberries, bog blueberries, saskatoon berries, red raspberries, thimbleberries and,
possibly, blackberries were probably all prepared in this manner. Still other fruits,
particularly the tart, crisp types, were probably cooked, or allowed to ripen to softness
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in boxes of water, and eaten with various types of animal oils. These included high bush
cranberries, bog cranberries, lingonberries and crabapples. Soapberries, the most
unusual of the fruits known to the Oweekeno, were obtained through trade with Salish
groups such as the Nuxalkmc. These berries were whipped using salal branches into a
foamy dessert. Kinnikinnick berries, also obtained through trade with the Nuxalkmc,
may have been eaten fresh or cooked with one or more types of edible oil.

Some plant species provided materials for food-related applications. For
example, thimbleberry leaves are known to have been used to prepare a beverage tea but
Labrador tea was more commonly used for this purpose. Crabapple bark, and perhaps
licorice fern rhizomes, were chewed, especially by hunters, to suppress thirst. Spruce
pitch was sometimes used as a chewing gum. Sword fern leaves were used as an
undermat for cleaning fish and for lining oolichan bins.

A number of other plant food items came into common use among the Oweekeno
following their introduction by non-Natives, particularly Europeans and EuroCanadians. Early introductions included, among other things, onions, rice, carrots,
turnips, apples, cherries, Irish potatoes and tea.
4.1.3 Plants Involved in Trade Relations

In general, the plants obtained in trade by any cultural group are those that could
not be found, or found in abundance, in its own territory and which were considered
desirable for one reason or another. Some Kwakwaka'wakw groups traveled up to 160
kilometers (100 miles) in order to obtain springbank clover rhizomes, silverweed
roots, high bush cranberries, crabapples, soapberries, camas bulbs, oolichan products
and other items (Turner and Bell 1973:300). Many of these items were undoubtedly
used as trade items between the Oweekeno of the upper portion of Owikeno Lake and the
Nuxalkmc, especially those of the South Bentinck Arm area. These two groups traveled
and traded between the Tzeo River at the head of Owikeno Lake and the head of South
Bentinck Arm. The major items of trade along this route were dried sockeye salmon
from the Oweekeno in return for springbank clover rhizomes and "bog cranberries" 3
from the Nuxalkmc (Olson 1954:217) although at least six different botanical species
were probably involved in past trade relations.
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Linguistic information provides additional evidence of trade relations between the
Nuxalkmc and the Oweekeno and other North Wakashan groups. For example,
soapberries were undoubtedly obtained by the Oweekeno from their Nuxalkmc
neighbours. This conclusion is supported by the fact that the Oweekeno call soapberries
by names derived from Salishan, not Wakashan (cf. Grubb 1977:130; Turner
1973:204). The Oowekyala names for kinnikinnick also may be derived from Nuxalk.
The fruits themselves were obtained by the Oweekeno from the Nuxalkmc. Although
strawberries probably were not involved as trade items, the names the Oweekeno used
for strawberries, 00 qiUiu and 00 OLIO', are likewise possibly derived from Nuxalk
since they are unrelated to any other Wakashan forms. Because the Nuxalk names for
strawberries and and kinnikinnick are unlike other Salishan forms, it is possible that
the Nuxalk names were borrowed from elsewhere (D. Kinkade, pers. comm. 1992),
possibly from 0owelvala.
On the other hand, a large proportion of Nuxalk botanical terms are obvious
borrowings from one or more of the North Wakashan tongues. In fact, Nuxalk has more
botanical terms in common with the North Wakashan tongues than with other Salishan
languages (cf. Turner 1973:215). At least two species - edible seaweed and giant kelp are not found in Nuxalkmc territory so the use of Wakashan names 4 for these species by
the Nuxalkmc strongly suggests their involvement in trade relations with the Oweekeno
or other Upper North Wakashan groups. Edible seaweed was very important in trade
along the entire coast and inland. Although the Nuxalkmc were said to obtain this food
primarily from the Heiltsuk, seaweed was probably an item of trade between the
Oweekeno and the South Bentinck Arm people.
Still other botanical taxa or parts of plants also were known to the Nuxalkmc by
Wakashan names: shelf fungi, bracken fern, red-cedar, skunk-cabbage, red elderberry,
high bush cranberry, Labrador tea, bog cranberry, springbank clover, stink currant,
coast black gooseberry and tobacco. The borrowing of Oowekyala names for at least some
of these species into Nuxalk may be attributed to their role in trade or some other type
of cultural relations. The actual route of transmission of those terms from Wakashan to
Nuxalk may never be known since the Nuxalkmc were involved in both economic and
social relations with all of the adjacent Upper North Wakashan groups.
Camas bulbs were the most important vegetal food among the Coast Salish peoples
of Vancouver Island. Huge quantities of this abundant and easily gathered food were
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obtained and prepared in large cooking pits by the Coast Salish (Turner and Bell
1971:74-75). The Kwakwaka'wakw apparently obtained camas bulbs through trade
with Coast Salish peoples of the Comox-Courtenay area (Turner and Bell 1973:272). In
turn, the Oweekeno may have obtained camas from the Kwakwaka'wakw. Curtis
(1970:332) reported the term m6-tah-sti as the Oowekyala name for camas. This
term is unrelated to the recorded Coast Salish forms (cf. Turner and Bell 1971:74) but
cognate with the Kwak'wala name, KW ma'exsdi (Grubb 1977:50).
4.1.4 Plants in Technology

Twenty-four botanical species have been used by the Oweekeno as materials for a
variety of technological applications. Nearly half of those species are trees that supply
wood for fuel, carved items, canoes, implements, basketry and containers or for
construction purposes. Red-cedar was the single most important plant species to the
Oweekeno, primarily for its technological uses. Yellow-cedar, red alder and Rocky
Mountain maple also were of high importance in the production of carved utilitarian and
ceremonial items. Yew and spruce figured prominently in the construction of
implements and basketry. Maple, cottonwood, crabapple, hemlock, red-willow (common
red-osier dogwood) and salal had various less important applications. Douglas-fir was
considered to be the best fuel wood except for smoking fish, when red alder was
preferred. Fibrous materials for cordage and nets was obtained from bull kelp, fireweed
and, probably most importantly, stinging nettle. Other non-woody species were used in
food preparation, as punk and as sources of pigments.
4.1.5 Plants as Medicine

The Oweekeno were familiar with many elements of their environment that could
be used for healing purposes. For example, the waters from some sources, such as a
spring near the Tzeo River (00 Cu) or 00 Ciu), were said to have healing properties. At
least 14 botanical species, and possibly some animal materials, were also employed as
healing agents. 5
4.1.6 Plants in Folklore and Mythology

Probably since the earliest establishment of Oweekeno culture, the Oweekeno
people have practiced an oral heritage characterized by reference to important
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individuals, events and concepts. Whether they originated as a means to record
significant milestones in the natural and human history of the region, as pedagogic
mechanisms for expressing relationships between the Oweekeno and their natural
environment, or simply for entertainment, these stories reflect diverse, unique and
fascinating human perceptions of the botanical world and its relationship to the
Oweekeno.

Nearly a quarter of the botanical species known to the Oweekeno (i.e., 27 of 105
or 106) are mentioned in Oweekeno oral traditions. Like animals, which figure
prominently in coastal origin stories and crest systems, plants were considered as
animate entities during the beginning of the world as related in Oweekeno cosmology. One
tale, Na'Idwax•daExu, includes an Oweekeno story of "a house in which spiritual beings
reside who are representatives ('souls') of plants and animals" (Boas 1932a:vi). In
another story, a plant product, pitch, is personified and acts as an aide to Raven, a
primary figure in Oweekeno mythology (Boas 1932a:16; cf. Boas 1895:212). In
addition, many stories refer to plants that exhibit magical or supernatural
characteristics, viz., "moss" that turned into fog, fern "roots" and springbank clover
rhizomes that were magical "medicines" and red-cedar or red alder as the material from
which the first salmon was created. In other Oweekeno stories, Raven was transformed
into a pine needle, hemlock boughs were used in preparation for shamanistic healing, red
elderberry wood was used as a magical cane and an unidentified "woodland flower" sprang
forth from the cut-up pieces of the Cannibal Woman. 6 The supernatural power of this
Cannibal Woman was counteracted in another story through the use of an unidentified
medicine, possibly a plant (see #107).
The origins of many plants are revealed in Oweekeno mythology. According to an
Oweekeno creation account, Raven liberated the sun, and an entity named Masmasalano
descended from heaven to create various elements of the world including people, berries
on top of mountains, roots, items of red-cedar wood, and tools for working with wood and
inner red-cedar and yellow-cedar bark. When the people were given life, the women
gathered berries on top of the mountains and the men brought them down from the
mountains (Boas 1932a:2-3). In another account, Nbak aua and Masmasala'niq (Boas
-

1895:213-215), humans were carved from red-cedar by Masmasala'niq.
Masmasala'niq also created edible roots and mountains with berries (Boas 1895:214).
In the beginning, water flowed only out of the reach of people below the roots of trees,
but one man owned a bucket of water. Raven used a piece of shredded inner red-cedar
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bark to dry his tongue in order to convince the man to allow Raven to drink from the
man's bucket. Raven then consumed the entire bucket of water, flew away and let drops
fall to create the lakes and rivers (Boas 1895:210, 1932a:5).
Berries and other fruits were once significant foods among the Oweekeno. Their
prominent role in traditional Oweekeno diet is indicated by their frequent mention in
mythological accounts. In one Oweekeno story, Deer told Raven that he was fattest in the
summer when there are berries (Boas 1932a:18). Another legend about Raven makes
mention of "shiny berries" and berry picking (Boas 1895:209, 211, 212). One story
mentions the use of berries as a gift to right a wrong (Storie 1973b:68). In another
story, a figure named KiAkuaqa'oe smeared himself with the red juice of berries to
make himself look wounded (Boas 1895:211), and berries are mentioned in a general
sense in other Oweekeno stories (Boas 1895:220, 226, 229; Olson 1954:217;
Stevenson 1980:28; Storie 1973b:25).
Other plant concepts or products figure less prominently in Oweekeno myth.
Flowers are mentioned in a general way in the story of La1gemit1 (Boas 1895:229).
Cottonwood cambium and goat fat, in addition to berries, are requested by Yaidak!yalatsbwaks in another story (Olson 1954:217). Roots were used as food when a
mountain goat hunter became blind and could no longer hunt (Boas 1895:228). Some
Oweekeno mythical figures are characteristically rooted to the ground (Hilton et al.
1982:73, 132; Olson 1954:258; cf. boas 1895:224). In a story featuring Raven and
Deer, Raven compared the number of blankets his father had given away with the
number of stumps in the world, and Deer responded in a similar fashion with reference
to leaves on the trees and shells on the beach (Boas 1895:212, 1932a:19). Wood was
used to simulate the feet of NuUwaqawa's children to fool the Bexvbakvalanusiwa when
he tried to eat the children (Hilton et al. 1982:54).
Plants or plant materials also play roles in accounts of the genesis of the
Oweekeno people, their names or various animals. In the Oweekeno origin story The
Story About the Flood (Storie 1973b:59-60), the Oweekeno people learned that a big

flood was coming. The women were instructed by their chief to make ropes of yellowcedar inner bark to secure their canoes by anchoring them to 00 Kwarnua, the highest
mountain in the area and the only one that stood above the rising waters. The people in
canoes with good ropes were able to withstand the force of the water but those in canoes
with poor ropes broke loose and drifted away to become the Kitamaat people.
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An Oweekeno myth tells the origin of the name 00 Pa"lakKU (Olson 1954:230231). The girl who was named 00 Pa"lakKU lived with foster parents because her real
mother, a sockeye salmon, and real father, a coho salmon, were separated from her.
When she discovered the truth about her real parents she journeyed to the villages of the
fish people in order to bring her parents back home to her own village. A fish told the
girl that she must prepare "magical things" for her journey: clover roots, a trout, a
bullhead and an edible root identified only as 00 k!asa'm or 00 klsam (probably Pacific
silverweed) As she made her way to the villages of the fish people, she used these
"medicines" as bribes for the sentries; clover roots to bribe Mallard and the root called
00 kIasa'm or 00 klsam to bribe Goose.
In the story of Deer Obtains the Fire (Boas 1932a:25-26) or How the Deer Got
the Fire (Storie 1973b:58; cf. Boas 1895:214), Deer had pitch or pitchwood on his

tail. When he got close to the fire of an unidentified group of people, his tail caught fire.
He brought the fire back to the Oweekeno and ever since his tail has been short with a
black spot. On his way, he hid from his pursuers in the woods. This is why trees burn
and red hot stones heat water. In another account Masmasala'niq stuck fir wood on deer's
tail in order that deer might obtain the fire (Boas 1895:214).
4.1.7 Plants in Spiritual, Religious and Ceremonial Life
The Oweekeno winter ceremonial period traditionally involved extensive dancing
and potlatching designed to display the prerogatives of the participants. The ceremonial
season was characterized by approximately one month of shaman's, or tsaika, dances and
a second period of equal duration in which the glualaxa series of dances was performed.
One function of those dances was to display the suyaema, or prerogatives, of those
participating in the dances prior to their public validation through subsequent
potlatching (Barnett 1938 in Olson 1954:239).
The second series of graded dances is considered to be unrelated to the tsaika
series, or "earthly dances," so-named because the majority of entities represented are
of earthly, rather than heavenly, origin (Olson 1954:242, 246). Glu alax a, or
Glu.ala'xa is said to mean "descended again," or "come down again," because most of the
spirits represented in this series are those of birds. The dancers are believed to ascend
to the upper world by these spirits and then descend to perform. They are, therefore,
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sometimes referred to as the "Heavenly Dances," are performed in a different location
and are announced by means of a red-cedar trumpet, rather than the red-cedar whistle
used in the tsaika dances (Olson 1954:246). At one point during this minor series, the
"fool dancer on the floor" calls on a series of approximately one dozen masked male
dancers. The last of these dancers was called "pregnant woman," and he "gives birth" to
four "children." These "children" were actually children costumed as "children" with
masks representing salmonberry, "wild parsnip" (probably cow-parsnip), "gla"glanut
(?)" (probably coast black gooseberry) and rose hips. The sequence of their appearance
represented the relative order of the ripening, or season of harvest, of these plants. A
similar theme may be found in the Nuxalkmc dance of Winwina, in which these and
several other plants were represented in the approximate order of their ripening
(Mcllwraith 1948, 11:194). Among the Hanaksiala, a special ceremonial "flower dance"
was performed traditionally during the "Indian New Year." The last time this dance was
known to have been performed (in ca. 1907 or 1908), the featured child dancer was
outfitted with a costume of various flowers in blossom during late April or early May
(GR). It is conceivable that this Hanaksiala ritual is in some way derivative of the
Oweekeno "plant children" dance.

Several other dances in both series refer to botanical entities. For example, an
additional dance of the second series is the 00 qwo'qwo'xa'mealaka, or "Spirit-ofbudding-plants" dance (Drucker 1940:202). The tsaika series includes one dance
referred to as 00 ata'qim (Drucker 1940:202), 00 Akila"k!em (Olson 1954:242) or 00
'aqhgiam (Stevenson 1980:72). The name of this dance is said to refer to the fact that

the performer spends a period in the woods prior to the performance of the dance, which
has also been referred to as the "Dance of the Forest Spirit" (op. cit.). It is said to
feature a magic trick, or "miracle," such as the transformation of a stick into a frog or
causing a stone to float (Olson 1954:242). A word referring to "a womans genitals
exposed which are the color of blueberries" was an inherited woman's name used during
the tsaika dance, when gifts were distributed (Olson 1934:65).

Ritual purification was accomplished by prospective dancers through the use of
Indian hellebore and, undoubtedly, devil's-club - plants considered to possess great
supernatural power among neighbouring groups (Turner and Bell 1973:273, 274,
278; Turner 1973:199, 201). The perceived supernatural or purifying powers of
these and other plants also has led to their use in other ritual activities unrelated to
shamanistic and other dancing. Indian hellebore was burned in funerary rituals.
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Juniper likely was used for shamanistic preparation among the Oweekeno as among the
Heiltsuk. Hemlock boughs have been employed in tsaika headdresses, bereavement
rituals and for purification, and hemlock cambium was used in association with corpses
prepared to simulate ritual cannibalism. Although there is no evidence that wood fern
was considered to possess any special properties, it was employed in a shamanistic
performance to produce a seemingly supernatural effect, and sword fern was used for a
shamanistic costume. Red-cedar was used in a variety of ways related to shamanistic and
dancing activities (see #25 for a full discussion).
4.1.8 Plants in Miscellaneous Applications

Most traditional Oweekeno cultural roles for botanical species involve foods,
materials, medicines or mythological, ritual or spiritual items. The remaining residual
applications may be grouped here. Running club-moss was utilized as part of a festive
costume. Hemlock boughs were used in the construction of children's play houses. The
0owel<■,tala "grass" and red alder terms have been used as bases for names for Oweekeno
geographic locations and the words referring to 'salmonberry blossom' and the colour of
blueberries have been used as personal names.
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4.2 Plants and Fungi in Traditional Hanaksiala and Haisla Culture

This report contains reference to approximately 180 listed taxa of fungi and
plants that had, or possibly had, Hanaksiala or Haisla cultural roles. Of these, native
botanical species representative of as many as 44 vascular plant families and nearly 25
non-vascular plant families have received attention or been used by the Hanaksiala and
Haisla. Eight additional vascular plant families are represented by 19 introduced
species that were named or used by the Hanaksiala and Haisla.
Of the vascular plant families named in this report, several are notable in terms
of the number of important species they contain or the degree to which a small number
of included species were utilized. Several families among the algae, fungi, lichens,
bryophytes and pteridophytes are essentially equally represented. Among the
gymnosperms the pine family (Pinaceae) is most well used by the Hanaksiala and Haisla.
As many as 34 families of native flowering plants are represented in this report,
including seven monocotyledonous and 27 dicotyledonous. Of the former, the lilies
(Liliaceae) are particularly well represented, with as many as 13 species having been
recognized or used. The following families represent the most highly represented
dicotyledonous groups: Apiaceae (6 native species), Asteraceae (8 or more native
species), Rosaceae (18 native species), Ericaceae (13 native species) and Salicaceae (5
native species). Further discussion of the traditional Hanaksiala and Haisla recognition,
perception and cultural roles of plants and fungi is provided in the following sections.
4.2.1 Plants Through the Seasons

As with other cultures of the Pacific Northwest Coast, the traditional subsistence
activities of the Hanaksiala and Haisla were strongly associated with the seasonal and
geographic presence, behavior or maturation of plants and animals within their
homelands. Therefore, recognition and linguistic encoding of key natural events was
critical to the planning and execution of subsistence and other activities focusing on the
collection and preparation of important resource materials or on associated social
events. Although plants and fungi are the primary topics of interest in this report, a
variety of fauna comprised focal resource species throughout the Hanaksiala and Haisla
seasonal rounds. Therefore, the most important zoological species involved in seasonal
recognition and gathering activities have been incorporated into the following discussion.
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One very important time of year to the Hanaksiala and, possibly, also to the
Haisla was the "Indian New Year" (HA tiisMrn hsjis0) one of the most important
events of the spring season, or HA wi6giwa, so-named because the "[oolichans] don't
reach the top end [of the river when spawning]" (GR). The New Year was signaled among
the Hanaksiala by the flowering of riceroot (Fritillaria camschatcensis ssp.
camschatcensis, #64), a formerly important root food said to sprout in the Kitlope

River area during May (Olson 1940:194) and harvested once during April and May and,
at least among the Haisla, again during the fall. According to GR the New Year commenced
"when all the blossoms come out...they [the Hanaksiala people] know then the New Year's
coming." For this reason, this time was alternately known as HA erailaqus (literally,
"growing month"). The Hanaksiala celebrated and performed specific social functions
during this time. It was during this period that GR received the ritual name "body
covered with flowers" (see Fritillaria camschatcensis (L.) Ker-Gawl. ssp.
camschatcensis, #64). The celebratory and ritual significance of this time was

undoubtedly linked to the time of the oolichan harvest, HA z5eilaqus (literally,
"oolichan month"), that concluded prior to the gathering of riceroot bulbs and western
dock greens and the anticipation of the procurement and associated ritual treatment of
the first salmon to be caught following winter. The early and distinctive flowers of
salmonberries also contributed to the recognition of this season by acting as a natural
signal that edible seaweed was ready to be gathered.
Among the Haisla, the part of the oolichan season when the fish were rendered
into oil apparently was alternately known as HA "qa'qa'alakOs [tHA aellaqus]," the
"moon for ripening of olachon" (Drucker 1950:271). This time also was known among
the Haisla as HA "ta'tihwak Os [tHA faileaqus] or "bear-hunting moon" (op. cit.)
probably because the killing of black bears was avoided during the summer or fall
months because this was known to be a time when black bears were infested with
parasites and had poor-tasting meat. According to Drucker (1950:271), the Haisla
called the first season following winter HA k'imillakifis (tHA kirnAriiiaqus), said to refer
to HA k'emani (HA kg 166i and HA kirn6ni), "some kind of small fish they ate at this
-

time." Elsewhere HA krp6rii and HA kirn6ni have been defined as "young herring (2-3
inches long)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:230). It is possible that these terms refer,
indeed, to juvenile Pacific herring or, perhaps, some other similar local fish such as
"needlefish" (E. Bach, pers. comm. 1992), another name for Pacific sand lance
(Ammodytes hexapterus Pallas, Ammodytidae). For the Haisla, next came HA
wo'nigilakos (tHA w6riilaqus), the "moon when [Pacific] herring arrive" (Drucker
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1950:271). It was during this time that the Hanaksiala and Haisla gathered herring roe
on a variety of seaweed species, notably giant kelp, boa kelp, bladderwrack kelp, and
western hemlock boughs.
The next important period among the Hanaksiala and probably also the Haisla was
HA Opilaqus (literally, "spring salmon month"), the time when the first salmon of the
year - a spring salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha, Salmonidae) - was celebrated
among the pre- and early-contact Hanaksiala at the foot of HA Nmnule" (literally, 'horse
clam shell knife place') near the village of HA yarri6Cisa (i.e., Kemano Village, I.R.3).
The ritual consisted of the offering of the first salmon's heart, divided into quarters by
means of a knife made of horse clam shell (Tresus capax and/or T. nuttalli), to HA
BV"Xdi (the primary deity), HA E36x wbak walanusiwa (a mythological being), HA
Hai+ilai(s (the "peace maker," a good spirit) and HA Mi6urana (the salmon spirit)
(GR). This ritual also involved an invocatory prayer and the ritual roasting and
consumption of the spring salmon. Although this ritual is no longer practiced, the
modern Hanaksiala and Haisla continue to rely heavily on the dietary and economic
contributions of a variety of animals the most important of which are the various
anadromous salmon and steelhead (Oncorhynchus spp.) which spawn in the watersheds of
the Kitlope River and its tributaries. From late spring until early summer a number of
food, medicinal and technological plants were gathered. These included salmonberries,
lupine roots, silverweed roots, hemlock-parsley roots for food; red-cedar and yellowcedar bark for a variety of applications and common sweet grass for basketry.
Continuing throughout the summer (HA hia) various additional species of
salmon became focal resource species among the Hanaksiala and Haisla. Sockeye salmon
were the next important food fish obtained by the Hanaksiala and Haisla during the period
corresponding roughly to June or July and known as HA hisilaqus, literally, "sockeye
month." Next came the times of spawning of the humpback salmon (approximately July
or August or HA apilaqus) and dog salmon (HA 6w6;iilaqus, roughly August to
September) followed by "coho salmon month" (HA zeilaqus, roughly October to
November). Among the Haisla, these periods apparently were known as the "moon when
the year is half-gone" (likely the summer solstice, occurring during late June), the
"moon when they cut fish" (probably July through September?) and "moon when there
are only few fish to cut" (October to November?). At the conclusion of the salmon
fishing season the Hanaksiala turned to the harvest of Pacific crabapples, high bush
cranberries and bog cranberries, fruits that once preserved in oil served as an
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important winter source of carbohydrates and vitamins. Once all subsistence activities
had concluded, it was considered to be HA r6lis, the time "when everything's finished"
(GR) said among the Haisla to be the "moon when coho [salmon] are far up the streams"
(Drucker 1950:271).
Following HA reiis was the fall season, or HA galmgls, which included the
seasons recognized by the Hanaksiala as HA arlisa (when rotten fish wash away on
beaches) (GR) and by the Haisla as tHA qalcialqiiskaus ("moon for traveling") and tHA
6alcuwlaqus ("moon for copulating") (Drucker 1950:271). This latter "month" may
refer to the time of mountain goat mating in November. As among many human
communities of temperate regions throughout the world, the Haisla, and perhaps
Hanaksiala, recognized the impending approach of winter by the change in colour of
deciduous tree leaves - a fact noted in this Na-Na-Kwa entry (Raley 1903): "In the
Kitamaat language, the word which denotes the turning of the leaves in autumn, is the
same as that applied to the turning gray of the hair or beard 'Giewha' is the word." The
word "giewha" is, as suggested, a general term that refers to colour change: HA qi .Xa, "to
fade (said of a colour)" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:294). The end of fall was referred to
among the Hanaksiala as HA curix.liid (literally, "to become winter," roughly December).
Drucker (1950:271) reported the undefined term "mimaxawA" which may represent a
Haisla equivalent to HA CUN.tiid.

Although the Hanaksiala ancestor's or ghost's winter time was said to occur
during the late spring or early summer when the sky was filled with fireweed or black
cottonwood "snow" (the tufted air-borne seeds), the living Hanaksiala considered their
winter season, HA Ckli<, to span the period immediately preceding the time when "the
sun's turning back, going back to the summer" until the nice weather returned in early
spring. The most important cultural pursuits of this season consisted of traditional
ceremonial activities, viz. potlatches and secret society rituals which were concentrated
during December and January. The major economic activity of this period was the
trapping of various fur-bearing animals during February although the minor activity of
collecting kinnikinnick berries could be pursued after the first snows of the winter.
The first winter period known as HA leisclis represents the winter solstice, the
time when the horizonal position of the sun reached its southward extension to again
proceed toward the north. 7 The next period of winter was the time when "the [mythical]
North Wind blows with the powdered snow and it goes through any cracks in the house"
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the house" (GR). This time - when people scraped the powdered snow from the house was known as HA^w"li+a (GR). During GR's grandfather's lifetime, this "month"
occurred during the Gregorian month of February although now the "last heavy north
wind with powdered snow" comes earlier (GR). The end of winter - roughly the time
corresponding to March - was known to the Hanaksiala as HA

6'661_1 0 1a, said to mean "a

bit of north wind comes every morning" (GR). From the Hanaksiala mythical
perspective, this season came into being after the animals destroyed the North Wind in a
Hanaksiala legend (GR). With this return to warmth, growth and the reappearance of
oolichans and flowers the Hanaksiala again celebrated the "Indian New Year" and the
seasonal cycle began again.
4.2.2 Plants and Fungi as Food and Their Preparation

Scores of plants were used to varying degrees as food or in food-related
applications. The leaves, shoots, fruits, roots, bulbs and in some cases, stems or parts
of stems (such as the cambial layers of some trees) were eaten.
Some of these plant resources - like other animal resources - were found in
abundance in areas where collection activities were regulated according to family or
chiefly prerogatives. Some berry and root grounds in particular were among the plant
resource sites accorded such treatment (Lopatin 1945:31, 32). According to Olson
(1940:180), "... hunting and berrying rights are regarded as prerogatives rather than
as things of utilitarian or tangible value. The attitude toward them is more like that
shown regarding crests or legends - things to be claimed because of a certain prestige
value attaching to the claim." Berries, probably the most important of all plant
resources, were sometimes under strict chiefly control as indicated by Lopatin
(1945:26): "The people submitted without question to their chief's commands and
consulted him before taking action in important matters. For instance, berrypicking
was never begun without the chief's permission After procuring information on the
matter and sampling of the berries, the chief declared a day to commence picking." Olson
(1940:182) later reported that "It is customary however at crabapple time for the
ranking chief to test the berries and to give the word when they are ripe enough. No one
may gather them before this " Elsewhere, specific areas such as Foch Lagoon may have
been controlled for animal (black bear) resources but open to all for berrying.
Further, controlled berry grounds never were "owned" by women (Olson 1940:180).
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Some edible plants were the focus of considerable collection efforts beginning in
the earliest part of spring, even in the historic period when a number of introduced food
plants had become popular among the Hanaksiala and Haisla. For example, E.E. Long
wrote in the "Kitamaat Home Letter" of the missionary newsletter Na-Na-Kwa (Raley
1899) that:
From spring until late in the fall there is always something to get
out of doors, now they [Haisla] get chcksam [i.e., HA Xksam, Potentilla
anserina L. ssp. pacifical, a root they are very fond of, when cooked it
tastes something like sweet potato, to get it we have to go along the beach
until we come to a place where there is earth, some times under large
stones or beside logs that have floated in with the tide, they have strong
sticks and dig it up. In a little while they get skinstick [i.e., the edible
cambium of Populus balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa], for this we go into the
forest, the boys go first and chopped down three large trees then the girls
peel off the bark and scrape it, they only get enough for one meal from the
three trees. After this until the berry season they get all sorts of roots.
On another occasion a similar trip involving the collection of native foods was
described (Raley 1902):
This afternoon we are out on the tide flats the girls are all around
us digging gliksam [i.e., HA 'XI< sa m, Potentilla anserina L. ssp. pacifical
and I [Mrs. Raley] am writing a few notes for NANAKWA. As soon as we
can go out in the spring there is something to gather, first glicksam then
fish eggs [roe of Pacific herring, Clupea harengus pallasi], skinstick
[cambium of Populus balsamifera ssp. trichocarpa], seakwunaht [Alaskan
blueberries, Vaccinium alaskaense, and possibly other blueberries],
dulse 8 [edible seaweed, Porphyra abbottae], berries and cheewah [i.e.,
HA ci)r a, Pyrus fuscal, these last remaining until late in the fall.

Edible seaweed was, and continues to be, of major dietary significance to the
Hanaksiala and Haisla. A variety of methods may be used for its preparation (see details
under #9). A number of other seaweeds - all of them kelps - were gathered during the
spring Pacific herring spawning season after the female herrings had deposited their
eggs on them. Foremost among these is giant kelp, but boa kelp also is gathered and eaten
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with herring roe as is bladderwrack kelp, though much less frequently and intensively.
Western hemlock boughs also are used, though the needles become detached from the
branches during drying and are usually removed before the roe is eaten.
The sprouts or leaves of a number of other plants were used as food. The first of
these plants to be gathered each season in the past was western dock (Rumex occidentalis
var. procerus) whose leaves were cooked and eaten with oolichan grease and riceroot
bulbs (Fritillaria camschatcensis ssp. camschatcensis) during the Hanaksiala "Indian
New Year." Probably the most important spring green, however, was cow-parsnip
(Heracleum lanatum) whose petioles and stems reached the edible stage during April or
May and were peeled and eaten fresh. Some people ate the fiddleheads (i.e., the young
curled fronds) of wood fern (Dryopteris spp.). The young stems of fireweed (Epilobium
angustifolium ssp. circumvagum) were split and the contents eaten fresh. The young
shoots of thimbleberry (Rubus parviflorus) and salmonberry (R. spectabilis) were
gathered before they became woody and peeled as another early vegetable food. Young
stinging nettle shoots (Urtica dioica ssp. gracilis) were eaten after being boiled to
eliminate the stinging qualities. An additional plant - kneeling angelica (Angelica
genuflexa) - has supplied edible stems and leaves but the use of this plant food is said to
have been learned from Japanese visitors. The leaves of several other plants - Labrador
tea (Ledum groenlandicum), western swamp laurel (Kalmia microphylla ssp.
microphylla and/or K. microphylla ssp. occidentalis), Nootka rose (Rosa nutkana var.
nutkana) and American red raspberry (Rubus idaeus ssp. melanolasius) were steeped in
water for use as beverage teas. Sheep sorrel leaves (Rumex acetosella) were
occasionally nibbled by children.
Various fruits, including several species of berries, were collected during the
summer or fall and formed a staple in the diet of the Hanaksiala and Haisla. Of this
subject Lopatin (1945:14, 15) wrote that:
Varieties of berries furnish much of the native diet. Picked in
great quantities, they are preserved for the year by means of drying. The
Kitimat prepare ground for growing berries by setting fire to large areas
of forest. After four years berries grow in profusion on this land.
During the berrypicking season many berry-drying camps are formed.
For drying, a very large, rough frame, perhaps a hundred feet long, is
erected. This is roofed with slabs and bark, but is left open on the sides.
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Light racks or trays of split cedar lined with leaves are placed on the
frame, and the berries are spread sparsely on the leaves. Great rows of
such racks extend the length of a house, three or four feet above the
earthen floor. The berries are dried into cakes, which are placed in
storehouse. In preparing a meal, the natives break a cake into small
pieces and pour water over it, kneading the berries with the hands until
all the juice is extracted. They then pour oolachan grease into the juice
and the meal is ready.
Berries and other fruits were gathered en masse for winter preservation. As
recently as the early part of the twentieth century Hanaksiala women would assemble to
fill three or four canoes at once (each having six women) for the purpose of picking
American red raspberries, saskatoon berries, red huckleberries, Alaskan blueberries
and oval-leaved blueberries (GR). These berries and others such as salmonberries,
thimbleberries, red elderberries, and dwarf and bog blueberries were then cooked in
bentwood red-cedar boxes using fire-heated rocks and then dried on racks lined with
skunk-cabbage leaves in the manner described by Lopatin. Stink currants and red
elderberries were cooked and stored underground by the Hanaksiala for winter use.
Although all of the edible fruits sometimes were eaten fresh, others such as
American red raspberries, black raspberries, bunchberries, red huckleberries, black
hawthorn fruits, strawberries, rose hips, coastal black gooseberries, trailing black
currants, trailing raspberries, Pacific trailing blackberries, kinnikinnick berries,
wild lily-of-the-valley berries typically were eaten fresh since they were not abundant
enough or well-suited to preservation by drying. Still other fruits such as salal berries
may have been preserved in the past as they were among other coastal groups. Pacific
crabapples, high bush cranberries and bog cranberries generally were cooked or allowed
to ripen until soft and then preserved in bentwood boxes or, later, wooden barrels topped
off with oolichan grease. These fruits then were eaten during the winter months since
they stayed fresh and flavorful for extended periods when preserved in this manner. Any
type of dried food, especially berries (with the exception of soapberries) could be mixed
with oolichan grease and snow in a mixture called HA twigs. Soapberries, which do not
occur commonly, if at all, within the Gardner Canal or Douglas Channel areas, were
picked elsewhere or obtained in dried (or later, canned) form from neighbouring
cultural groups. The juice of fruits from false Solomon's-seals (Smilacina spp.) was
added to some tart fruits such as high bush cranberries and Pacific crabapples to
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sweeten them. A final type of "berry," at least from the Hanaksiala perspective - the
mycocecidia (fungal galls) of Exobasidium sp. affin. vaccinii ("ghost ear fungus") on
false azalea (Menziesia ferruginea) - was eaten occasionally but never collected in
quantity or preserved.
Various roots, rhizomes and bulbs were dug during the spring before the berry
season or in the fall and steamed in the ground next to a fire and eaten with oolichan
grease (and sometimes sugar in post-contact times), various greens, and fish or meat.
The earliest of the "root" food plants - possibly in historical as well as seasonal terms was riceroot whose tiny bulbs were ready for harvest during the "Indian New Year."
Other early root foods include the roots of Pacific silverweed and the rhizomes of
springbank clover. Evidently, these latter two species continued to be used by the people
at Kitamaat Village well into the 1900s although other root foods - though once
commonly used - seem to have fallen into disuse long enough ago to be all but forgotten
today. Among these less well known and used root foods are "wild carrots" (hemlockparsley roots), lupine roots and nodding onion bulbs. Wood fern rhizomes and the
attached fleshy leaf bases were dug in the fall, steamed (as described under #32) and
eaten.
At least two species of trees - western hemlock and black cottonwood - furnished
edible cambium and secondary phloem tissues to the Hanaksiala and Haisla during late
May or early June. Western hemlock cambium was scraped using special tools of shell
or bone, cooked, pounded and dried for winter use. Black cottonwood cambium does not
preserve well and so was always eaten immediately after being collected during the early
spring at which time the buds also were collected for medicinal use.
A number of the aforementioned plants were traditionally regarded as important
and valuable foods among the Hanaksiala and Haisla. Some indication of the most
significant staple foods is present in a letter from the Haisla to the "chiefs" of the
Methodist Church in the form of a list of items to be supplied to a proposed boys and girls
"Home" requested by the Haisla from the Methodist Church. 9
The first plant food on the list is edible seaweed (#9), followed by "skin stick"
(i.e., western hemlock cambium, see #50), dried berries and "chi-was" (i.e., HA
ci Was, the Hanaksiala and Haisla term for Pacific crabapple tree, apparently used in
reference here to Pacific crabapple fruits). From Chief Jes-sea's letter it is further
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apparent that oolichan grease, salmon, mountain sheep, deer, bear and an unidentified
type of "salt small fish" (possibly oolichans preserved in salt) were regarded as
important faunal foods.
Probably the most complex type of cooking technique used by the Hanaksiala and
Haisla was the cooking pit in which underground steam cooking (THA qwriCa) was
conducted. Evidence suggestive of Haisla cooking pits has been identified at the Haisla
"Old Town" oolichan camp (Tirrul-Jones 1985:20a). Two types of pits were used,
shallow pits in which edible root foods were cooked, and deeper pits in which western
hemlock cambium, bear meat and porcupines were cooked.
The shallow type of pit has been described under the discussion of wood ferns

(Dryopteris spp., #32). A similar description is described in an Oweekeno story
regarding the origin of the Haisla (Olson 1954:256-257). According to that account a
creek side pit was constructed with a fire at the bottom in which rocks were heated. The
(unidentified) foods to be cooked were then placed on top of the rocks and covered with
(unidentified) vegetation. A mat, probably of inner red-cedar bark, was used to cover
the vegetation while the food cooked.
The deeper pit, documented only for the Hanaksiala, differs in some details from
the shallow pit. The Hanaksiala deep cooking pit is characterized by the use of three
specific plants or parts of those plants: western hemlock boughs, hanging moss and
skunk-cabbage leaves.
This cooking pit consisted of a hole made large enough to accommodate the quantity
of food to be prepared (e.g., a relatively small pit for a porcupine and a relatively large
hole for an entire bear or a large quantity of western hemlock cambium). A fire was
built in the bottom of the pit and a number of rounded, smooth river or beach rocks
placed on the fire. When the fire was reduced to embers and the rocks were very hot, a
layer of dampened hanging moss was placed over the rocks followed by a layer of western
hemlock boughs. Then the food - meat or western hemlock cambium - was placed on the
boughs and covered with a second layer of boughs. The entire contents of the pit then
were covered with a layer of skunk-cabbage leaves and a final layer of soil and/or sand.
After the pit was complete, a second fire was built on top and left to continue burning
overnight. The pit was opened in the morning and the food eaten or, in the case of
western hemlock cambium, processed for storage. Red elderberries may have been
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similarly prepared by the Haisla (cf. Tirrul-Jones 1985:20a, 23, 24; see Sambucus

racemosa ssp. pubens).
Through continued contact with missionary and other European forces the
Hanaksiala and Haisla were encouraged to engage in the cultivation of various
domesticated plants, gardens and small orchards became commonplace. By the turn of
the century the Na-Na-Kwa contained numerous references to gardening by the people
from Kitamaat Village. For example, in 1902 Raley wrote in the Na-Na-Kwa that: "On
the reserve [Kitamaat Village] the people never took more interest than at present in
their gardens and there is a good prospect for an extra crop of potatoes and turnips. At
the mission the garden is in prime condition. The country is being proved is [sic]
turning out most satisfactoryily [sic] from the standpoint of the horticulturist as well
as other branches of industry." It was clear, however, that at this early date gardening
was only supplementing the traditional diet of local foods gathered during seasonal
departures from Kitamaat Village. The Na-Na-Kwa (Raley 1902) confirms this fact:
"Several families planted very fair gardens before going away, good potatoes and turnips
will reward them on their return." The introduced food plants planted at the mission
included introduced fruits as well, including apples, black currants, Himalayan
blackberries, raspberries and strawberries (cf. Raley 1903, 1906). Other introduced
garden plants included cabbage, carrots, grapes, onions, rhubarb and tomatoes (cf.
Tirrul-Jones 1985:21). Imported citrus fruits such as lemons and oranges also became
common dietary items as did rice, oats (for oat meal), wheat (ground and made into
bread and related products), and, in later times, essentially all the common commercial
plant foods available as common market items in the Kitimat and surrounding area.
It is additionally possible that some types of edible wild plants may have been
transplanted to, or encouraged to grow around, habitation sites. Tirrul-Jones
(1985:21) reported that many edible plants were found growing in abundance in an area
at the Haisla "Old Town" oolichan camp where there was evidence of tending or
cultivation. These plants included red elderberry, Nootka rose, thimbleberry,
salmonberry, fireweed, Pacific silverweed, coastal black gooseberry, Pacific crabapple
and cow-parsnip. Tirrul-Jones (op. cit.) further remarked that "Although these plants
were found in other parts of the reserve, there was no other single area of this size
containing such a quantity and variety of choice wild plants."
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4.2.3 Plants Involved in Trade Relations
The Hanaksiala and Haisla were geographically more central than any other
Wakashan group in the coastal terminus of the extensive grease trail system. This,
combined with their own reputations as producers of high quality oolichan grease and
their familial and social ties to the Tsimshianic community, allowed for significant
participation in the regional goods exchange process. The high renown for Hanaksiala or
Haisla grease and other items of commerce attracted Heiltsuk, Southern Tsimshian, Coast
Tsimshian, Carrier and other interested parties from as far away as Alaska. The Haisla
were among several groups said to have the best tasting fruits sought for this reason by
outer coast peoples (Drucker 1950:247) and, together with oolichan grease, sometimes
hidden in caves to protect them from parties of Haida who often raided rather than traded
for many goods (GR). The majority of trading between the Hanaksiala, Haisla and other
groups traditionally occurred during April and May when winter trapping had concluded,
before summer fishing had commenced and when the new oolichan grease, edible seaweed
and herring roe of the season were at their freshest.
In addition to oolichan grease, dried oolichans and a number of other fish or fish
products such as smoked spring salmon and powdered or dried salmon eggs, the Haisla
and Hanaksiala were said to offer foods in trade such as western hemlock bark, dried
berries and Pacific crabapples cooked - and other fruits preserved - in oolichan grease.
In return, the Hanaksiala and Haisla were able to obtain a variety of items from the
people at Hartley Bay, Kitkatla, Bella Bella, Klemtu, Kimsquit and the Skeena River
(Lopatin 1945:90, 91; GR). Some trading also took place with various Carrier groups,
probably including the Cheslatta Carrier who had travelled to visit the people at Kemano
(Duff 1951:29 in Hudson 1972:149).
The Hanaksiala did not always have to obtain edible seaweed by trade since they
had long-standing ties with the Southern and Coast Tsimshian people at Hartley Bay with
whom they shared the use of the edible seaweed and halibut camp at Kiel on Princess
Royal Island and who made oolichan grease with the Hanaksiala or Haisla at Kemano. The
Hanaksiala and Haisla also collected edible seaweed from other locations. Some Hartley
Bay individuals did, however, make their way to Kitamaat Village during May to trade
their edible seaweed to Haisla grease suppliers (Raley 1902). Unspecified items of
clothing were reportedly also brought by the Hartley Bay people to exchange in trade at
Kitamaat Village (Lopatin 1945:91).
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The Hanaksiala sometimes obtained herring roe on giant kelp from the Kitkatla
and Heiltsuk and edible seaweed, salmon roe and dried halibut from the Heiltsuk in
exchange for oolichan grease and smoked oolichans. They obtained edible seaweed and
herring roe from the Haihais and Kitasoo at Klemtu; edible seaweed, herring roe, dried
halibut and clams from Kitkatla; dried berries, moose hides and robes, caribou hides,
moccasins, snowshoes and "weasel" 10 fur blankets from the Kitselas of the Skeena River
(Lopatin 1945:90, 91). The Heiltsuk and Tsimshian from Kitkatla also brought dried
abalone, cockles and clams to Kitamaat for oolichan products (GR). Soapberries were
purchased or obtained through trade from many neighbouring groups in whose
territories they grew including the Coast Tsimshian, Nuxalkmc, Carrier and, perhaps,
Gitksan. The Coast Tsimshian and/or the Gitksan may have been primarily responsible
for bringing soapberries to the Haisla and Hanaksiala since these Wakashan speakers use
the Tsimshianic name for these fruits. Camas bulbs - if they were eaten by the Haisla undoubtedly were obtained through trade with more southerly groups since they do not
occur naturally in the Hanaksiala and Haisla territories. In more recent times, some
groups such as the Nuxalkmc brought carrots, turnips and other introduced cultivated
vegetables and dried salmon to Kitlope and Kemano in exchange for dried oolichans and
oolichan grease
Two plants that were not involved in trade relations between the Hanaksiala and
Haisla and other groups - springbank clover and hemlock-parsley - reportedly were
obtained from the Nuxalkmc who were said to have brought this plant to Hanaksiala
territory. In return, the Nuxalkmc from Kimsquit and Bella Coola, as well as some Coast
Tsimshian people from Metlakatla, were known to have returned home with stinging
nettle plants from Hanaksiala territory following trading visits. One additional plant
food - a type of berry known only as HA (?) mimimiyus - was obtained by the
Hanaksiala and Haisla through trade with northerly, probably Tsimshian, peoples.
Bitter cherry bark and various unidentified grasses used in basketry were sometimes
obtained by the Haisla and Hanaksiala from groups from the southern coast of British
Columbia.
The names applied to plants by Hanaksiala and Haisla individuals may in some
cases serve as reliable indicators of the ultimate origin of those plants as trade items
introduced by neighbouring groups. Soapberry, known by Upper North Wakashan
groups only by Tsimshianic or Salishan terms, is a prime example. Edible seaweed may
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be another although linguistic opinion regarding the ultimate origin of terms applied to
this species varies based on inconclusive evidence. Kinnikinnick berries, known by the
Hanaksiala and Haisla by a clearly Salishan name may have been obtained through trade
with the Nuxalkmc despite the presence of this species within the Hanaksiala and Haisla
territories. A more likely explanation is that the use of a Salishan term is an artifact of
Hanaksiala and Haisla cultural origins among the Oweekeno who were known to obtain
kinnikinnick through trade with the Nuxalkmc and who used a Nuxalk name in
application to this plant (cf. Olson 1935:3). The exogenous origin of a number of other
plants or plant products is obvious from historical evidence and the use by Hanaksiala
and Haisla people of English or English-based terms (e.g., for apples, cabbage, lemons
and potatoes) or possibly Chinook jargon terms (turnip) for these items. Other
introduced items - notably tobacco, black pepper and oranges - have been given names
based on indigenous linguistic constructions.
4.2.4 Plants in Technology

Several trees and bushes - twenty species in all - furnished wood, fibrous
material or foliage used in technological applications in the Hanaksiala and Haisla
cultures. Eight additional vascular vascular plant species were used in technology,
primarily for their value as sources of fiber. Seven more species of algae, lichens or
moss were used as sources of pigment, for their absorbant properties or as bedding
materials.
The primary technological applications of plants involved the use of trees as
sources of wood for construction, canoes, carved items such as ritual and ceremonial
items, household and woodworking implements, hunting and fishing gear and fuel. The
gymnosperms, particularly the Cupressaceae, are well represented with culturally
important tree species. They cypress family's most important members are western
red-cedar and yellow-cedar, trees whose wood and bark were the major resources used
in Hanaksiala and Haisla material culture. A third member of the cypress family common juniper - was of relatively limited significance, being used for labrets, rattles
and as a treatment for wounds. Members of Pinaceae had more limited, though specific,
technological uses including subalpine fir wood for chairs and insect-proof storage
boxes; Sitka spruce wood for basketry, construction and a variety of implements; shore
pine for maul heads; Douglas-fir for herring and oolichan rakes; western hemlock for
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oolichan net components. The lone taxad, western yew, was used for root digging sticks,
paddles, weapons, and hunting and fishing gear.

When compared with gymnosperms, angiosperm trees and bushes were of
secondary, though still considerable, importance as sources of technological materials.
Pacific crabapple and Rocky Mountain maple were the species most frequently used for
implement handles or other applications requiring hard, strong wood as well as other
utilitarian or ceremonial items.. Red and Sitka mountain alder were important woods
for spoons, dishes and masks while common paper birch probably had limited traditional
significance as a carving material. The wood from one or more species of willow was
used to fashion mallet heads and walking sticks and their branches and/or leaves were
used in processing salmon and oolichans. The limber withes and leaves of another
"willow," red willow or common red-osier dogwood were used to wipe and string fish.
The wood of a willow relative - black cottonwood - was commonly used as a fuel for
smoking fish as was rotten red alder wood. Black cottonwood also furnished "wool"
occasionally used in weaving. Red elderberry wood was used for tips used on some types
of spears. Bitter cherry wood has been used for carving and the bark for decorative
elements in basketry.

Several herbaceous plants - stinging nettles, fireweed and Cooley's hedge-nettle
- supplied fibers for cordage, netting or bow strings. One species of grass - common
sweet grass - was used in basketry. Cow-parsnip and kneeling angelica stems were
sometimes used for whistles, the latter species also being used to store pitch. Some
lichens were apparently used as sources of pigments.
4.2.5 Plants and Fungi as Medicine

Some zoological materials such as oolichan grease, mountain goat fat and "frogs"
have been used as healing materials and an additional class of magical "medicines" or
"charms" of strictly zoological origin is designated as tHA iiiku or 4A I -116 11 (GR).
However, the majority of known Hanaksiala and Haisla medicines derive from botanical
sources. At least 38 species of plants and fungi provided the basis for Hanaksiala and
Haisla materia medica with several other taxa being recognized for their toxic or related
properties. 12
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4.2.6 Plants and Fund in Folklore and Mythology
Altogether, 45 species of plants and fungi have mythical or folkloric associations
among the Hanaksiala and Haisla. Like other peoples of the Pacific Northwest Coast, the
Hanaksiala and Haisla have for generations produced and recounted oral accounts of
significant personal, historical and cosmological occurrences and concepts. These
accounts, though intangible, traditionally have been regarded as forms of personal,
family or clan intellectual property. Many such accounts include reference to
Hanaksiala or Haisla relationships with entities that typically represent or were
inspired by elements of the zoological realm - entities that have been incorporated as
symbols representative of hereditary social groupings, clans or crests (including Eagle,
Black Fish [Killer Whale], Beaver, Raven and Salmon and the single plant crest symbol,
fireweed) (Lopatin 1945:21; Olson 1940:170). These and other expressions of oral
heritage often feature botanical entities, though generally in a manner apart from the
ways in which animal species are linked to the origin and social structure of Hanaksiala
and Haisla society.
Some creation accounts feature botanical species in important roles. The
barometer earthstar (Astraeus hygrometricus), for example, is featured in the
Hanaksiala account of the great flood mentioned above. In this story barometer
earthstars, or 'sea stars of [the] dry land' were transformed from sea stars left behind
as the ocean receded from the Kitlope River valley. The first salmon and other fish and
sea creatures originally were created from various kinds of wood (Lincoln et al.
1986:247). The Haisla considered grass, trees and humans created from wood and clay
to be among the first things put in place by Raven, a central figure in creation and
transformation stories (Lopatin 1945:61). Raven, himself, was born to a human by
transforming himself into a pine needle that was ingested by a woman who became his
mother. In a Hanaksiala account -the "First Trees" story - other botanical species are
mentioned. This story captures the essence of human perception of the importance of
botanical life and invokes the concept of ecological and ethnobotanical relationships
between trees and other plants, the earth and humans. GR, in paraphrasing this story as
told to him by his grandfather, stated that:
Those little cottonwood leaves and the alder tree leaves, all those
leaves like that and all those leaves made more dirt in the ground. But
after the world flood there was nothing but gravel so the creator [HA
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BIZn'<di] put that up, those cottonwoods and alder trees and all that small
grass. He made that. And that red-cedar, it's made to use [by] those
people that would live that time after the world flood. There's a person
who told them how to use it. That tree turned to a person. They want a
real human being to know what it is made for so that...the red-cedar told
the person that that's made for. [During] a certain time of the year you
take the bark off. You can make a blanket out of it. You can make a coat
out of it. You can use it for anything and can make a cover for your head HA Wri i+ they call that. [A hat] made out of that red-cedar.
-

Many plants or their products appear in stories with natural or supernatural
roles, including edible seaweed, puffballs, "ghost's ear fungus," moss, running clubmoss, yellow-cedar, red-cedar, Sitka spruce, western hemlock, arctic rush (?),
riceroot, Indian hellebore, thin-leaved mountain alder, red alder, bunchberries,
Alaskan blueberry, dwarf blueberry or black mountain huckleberry, bog cranberries,
red huckleberries, stink currants, Pacific crabapples, Pacific silverweed, black
cottonwood and one or more types of willow. In the time immediately following the
creation of the world, plants, animals and humans were considered to be capable of
communicating with one another. In this mythical period devil's-club and edible
seaweed in personified form were capable of revealing to humans their useful properties
as food, medicine and in the acquisition of luck.

Other less benevolent plants also had legendary status. One special red-cedar
tree known to GR was located at Verny Pass. This tree was known as HA kw6nalasatu,
literally 'yellow-cedar tree (at) top,' because it had the appearance of a red-cedar at the
bottom and a yellow-cedar at the top. Verny Pass was also known by this name because
of the tree that grew there. Another special red-cedar tree located on the Kitlope River
was called HA 4iCaqatu because "it has many tops." This magical tree was also called HA

ysi5i0kw, literally, 'it's been whipped on the back.' When struck with a stick, it could
cause the death of a despised enemy. However, if the person doing the striking didn't
have the right "power," the stick used to hit the tree could break backward and cause the
person doing the striking to die. Where this tree stands, there is nothing living, only
sand, at its foot 20 to 30 feet from the river (GR). A second "killer tree" also was
known to exist, located above the Kemano River in HA wiie

w

(or HA waZar'", i.e., a

creek or place near Kemano Bay) near a cave where supernatural "power" could be
obtained. The cave had many bones outside because the power killed nearly anything that
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came near by decapitation (GR). Elsewhere (Shaw n.d.:1), this second "Dead Tree of
Kemano" has been described as

...a great dead tree, bare of foliage, and almost bare of bark. It is said that
it is certain death to come too close to this tree, and close about it are
piled bones, - the bones of wild animals which have inadvertaintly [sic]
come too close. Legend has it that if a man stands just without the fatal
range, and names his enemy so that the tree can hear, his enemy will die.

At least one plant - wood fern - was the topic of a lullaby sung by Hanaksiala
women to their children and a "flower song" was sung during the Hanaksiala "Indian New
Year.". Another plant - subalpine fir - was featured as an artistic element applied to
wooden drums used by the Hanaksiala. Several other plants and fungi were involved in
beliefs about ghosts (puffballs), the causes of rain (bull kelp) and other concepts or
entities. Some plants were associated in folklore with animals: northwestern crow
(Corvus caurinus, Corvidae) - black crowberry and an unidentified alga; frog (various
species of Ascaphidae, Hylidae and Bufonidae - western rattlesnake root and Sitka
mountain alder; harbour seal (Phoca vitulina, Phocidae) - sac alga; various serpulid
and sabellid polychaete worms - kneeling angelica; river otter (Lutra canadensis,
Mustelidae) - running club-moss; mosquito (probably Aedes aboriqinis, Culicidae) Sitka mountain alder; mountain goat (Oreamnos americanus, Bovidae) - old man's beard
and common witch's hair lichens; black bear (Ursus americanus, Ursidae) - queenscup,
snowberry, common red-osier dogwood, prickly currant and Sitka mountain-ash; and
Swainson's thrush (Catharus ustulatus; Muscicapidae) - salmonberry.

4.2.7 Plants and Fungi in Spiritual, Religious and Ceremonial Life

Traditional Hanaksiala and Haisla thought holds that nature is filled with various
spiritual entities (Lopatin 1945:60; GR). This concept is manifested in the belief that
animals were considered to be capable of hearing and comprehending human speech, even
at a distance (Olson 1940:200). Raley (n.d.d:10) wrote that "Animals and trees had
dual personality and could think mens [sic] thoughts and perform human actions." This
belief was evident in routine activities such as gathering western red-cedar for
basketry, when women were said to speak kindly to the tree, or for making canoes, when
men would speak to the tree as if it were a chief, telling the tree he had prepared bear
skins on which it would fall (op. cit.). Although spirits are more commonly associated
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with zoological organisms, the spirit of western red-cedar was acknowledged and named
(see #44). Other spirits were associated with unidentified ferns or implicated in the
squeaking of tree branches (Olson 1940:190, 191).
The focus of Hanaksiala and Haisla ritual life traditionally centered on winter
ceremonial activities associated with potlatches, the winter solstice and secret society or
shamanistic events (Olson 1940:175, 200). Ritual cleansing or purification preceding
shamanistic and spirit acquisition activities, hunting, fishing and warfare typically
involved the use of devil's-club and Indian hellebore for their purgative and emetic
properties and western hemlock for its power to counteract negative influences. Rocky
Mountain maple and common juniper wood were used for shaman's rattles and western
red-cedar bark dyed with red alder bark was a primary material for shamanistic dance
regalia. Various species of shelf fungi were used for protection against malevolent
spirits inside secret society houses. These and other plants were used to acquire luck by
humans and, in some cases, by animals for this purpose.
The Hanaksiala "Indian New Year" is one example of a ritual strongly associated
with plants, especially riceroot and other early flowering plants. Other types of first
foods ceremonies focused on edible plant species. The first berries picked during berry
season were given to the Tanish of the secret society (Olson 1940:177) and sometimes
to honored chiefs (Lopatin 1945:27). These berries were never picked by menstruating
women, who instead were secluded and washed with devil's-club (GR). One berry plant
- salmonberry - was featured in a shamanistic ceremony as a miraculous gift.
4.2.8 Plants in Miscellaneous Applications
Some cultural roles of plants and fungi can not be easily classed in the previously
discussed categories of food, materials, medicines and so on. If the remaining cultural
roles are grouped here they may be seen to include plant names bases for personal, house
or geographic names; crest symbols; seasonal indicators; games or other types of
children's amusement; a variety of beliefs associated with weather, insects, insanity and
harmful results from physical contact. A few plants are associated with specific animals
as their foods or ritual medicines.
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4.3 Plants and Fungi in Traditional Kitasoo Culture

Thirty-six families (including seven algal and fungal families) are represented
among the botanical taxa known to have been recognized or used by the Kitasoo. As with
other coastal groups, the gymnosperms and angiosperms were of primary significance to
the Kitasoo. The Pinaceae (four species) and Cupressaceae (three species) are the most
important conifer groups. Among the angiosperms, the Liliaceae (six species),
Ericaceae (10 species) and Rosaceae (approximately 12 species) are the best
represented groups of flowering plants with Kitasoo cultural roles.
Eight additional botanical taxa - unidentified fresh water alga, Xanthoria elegans,
wild lily-of-the-valley (Maianthemum dilatatum), water-parsley (Oenanthe
sarmentosa), copperbush (Cladothamnus pyroliflorus), bog cranberry (Vaccinium
oxycoccus), Sylvan goat's-beard (Aruncus dioicus) and trailing wild raspberry (Rubus
pedatus), were either recognized by contemporary Kitasoo consultants or otherwise

indicated as having possibly been used among Southern Tsimshian people. As many as 10
additional taxa - bioluminescent algae (Pyrrhophycophyta), coralline algae
(Corallinaceae), "Gigartina," an unidentified "red, stringy seaweed that grows on
rocks," mountain hemlock (Tsuga mertensiana), red alder (Alnus rubra), kinnikinnick
(Arctostaphylos uva-ursi ssp. uva-ursi), dwarf or bog blueberry (Vaccinium
caespitosum var. caespitosum and/or V. caespitosum var. paludicola or V. uliginosum

ssp. occidentale) and Cooley's hedge-nettle (Stachys cooleyae) - have Coast Tsimshian
names or uses, but their possible roles in Southern Tsimshian culture have not been
verified.
4.3.1 Plants Through the Seasons

The great importance of plants as food items among Tsimshianic peoples is
reflected in part by their association with various seasons, or "moons," such as the
"moon when they pick seaweed" (i.e., Porphyra abbottae, #8), the "moon when they
pick berries" (June) and the "moon when some kind of late berries ripen" (i.e.,
Gaultheria shallon, #57) (Drucker 1950:271; cf. Dunn 1978:39, 58). Like their

coastal neighbours, the Kitasoo based many of their movements and activities on the
times when various botanical and zoological resources were ready for harvest or most
abundant. Perhaps a more detailed account of the Kitasoo seasonal cycle may be produced
with additional research.
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4.3.2 Plants as Food and Their Preparation
The majority of plants and fungi recognized by the Kitasoo were used as foods or
in food-related applications. Like other coastal cultures, the Kitasoo placed a premium
on the food item consisting of herring roe collected on various kelps - boa kelp and giant
kelp in the case of the Kitasoo - and on the boughs of western hemlock. One or more
species of "edible seaweed" also continue to be collected and used as food. Only one fungal
organism is known to have been eaten by the Kitasoo - Exobasidium sp. affin. vaccinii and this was and is eaten rarely, and only in small quantities.
Among the vascular plants at least one type of fern (wood fern) was used as food
as were roots and other underground structures of lupines, Pacific silverweed and
springbank clover. Cambial materials derived from three coniferous trees (western
hemlock, Sitka spruce and Pacific silver fir) - more species than are known to have
been similarly used for other Central and North Coast groups - also were gathered and
eaten. It is almost a certainty that several members of the lily family once comprised
food items for the Kitasoo and other Southern Tsimshian groups but of these only
riceroot is represented in the current study. Likewise, several plants were probably
once used for the edible shoots, stems and leaves they produced, but only cow-parsnip,
western dock and salmonberry seem to be known today as traditional Kitasoo vegetables.
The leaves of Labrador tea were used to make a beverage and medicinal tea.
One of the most important group of food plants consists of various fruit-bearing
bushes. At least twenty-two different plants are known to have been known to and used
by the Kitasoo. These include wild lily-of-the-valley, red elderberry, high bush
cranberry, Western Cordilleran and/or Canadian bunchberry, soapberry, black
crowberry, salal, Alaskan blueberry, black mountain huckleberry, oval-leaved
blueberry, bog cranberry, red huckleberry, stink currant, saskatoon, strawberries,
Pacific crabapple, American red raspberry, thimbleberry, trailing wild raspberry,
salmonberry, black raspberry and possibly also Indian plum.
4.3.3 Plants Involved in Trade Relations

Like all Central and North Coast groups, the Kitasoo have been involved in trade
relations with neighbouring groups for centuries. However, only a few plants have been
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documented in this study as having had roles in these trading activities. Edible seaweed
is probably the most important and commonly traded items but soapberries, high bush
cranberries and possibly American red raspberries have also been involved in trade
among the Kitasoo.
4.3.4 Plants in Technology

Only eight botanical species have been documented with Kitasoo technological uses
although many more species were surely used in the past. The most prominent
technological species among the Kitasoo is western red-cedar which was used for
numerous applications. Other gymnosperms such as yellow-cedar and western yew also
have been used in a variety of technological uses. Shore pine boughs were used by hunter
as shelter. Other plant groups are only minimally represented as sources of
technological materials (an unidentified lichen for pigment, bull kelp stipes for fishing
lines, thimbleberry leaves to wipe the slime from salmon and stinging nettle for nets).
4.3.5 Plants as Medicine

Nine plants are known as Kitasoo medicines: a green alga (eye medicine),
licorice fern (for coughs and sore throats), Pacific silver fir (unspecified), western
yew (medicine for internal disorders), false Solomon's seal (unspecified), waterparsley (purgative), copperbush (appetite stimulant), Labrador tea (respiratory
ailments) and Sylvan goat's-beard (unspecified).
4.3.6 Plants in Folklore and Mythology

Several plants are known for their associations with myths and mythical figures,
animals and natural phenomena among the Kitasoo. The name of at least one Kitasoo
mythical figure seems to derive from the name for an unidentified type of seaweed.
Other species, such as western hemlock, Indian hellebore and devil's-club, are noted in
Kitasoo myths for their natural or supernatural attributes. A number of plants are
associated with various animals for reasons that are not always clear. For example, like
the Oweekeno, Hanaksiala and Haisla, the Kitasoo associate various plants with "frogs":
veined and lung lichens (which are known as 'frog's dress,' a name applied to western
rattlesnake root by the Hanaksiala); bunchberries (whose seeds were thought by the
Kitasoo to grow into a frog if swallowed); and clasping-leaved twisted-stalk (considered
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to be 'frog berries' and which are also associated with thunder). Running club-moss is
referred to as 'deer's belt,' and the inedible fruits of Sitka mountain-ash as berries for
black bears.
4.3.7 Plants in Spiritual, Religious and Ceremonial Life

As with all coastal cultures in the Pacific Northwest, the Kitasoo have had a
lengthy history involving deep sense of intimacy with their natural environment, a fact
that has led to their association of various animals and plants with important, and often
sacred, aspects of Kitasoo life. Among these special social aspects were various
shamanistic activities that in surrounding coastal cultures involved the extensive use of
a number of ritual medicinal and purification plants, notably devil's-club, Indian
hellebore and common juniper. The record of similar uses of these plants among the
Kitasoo is scarce but it is known that common juniper is considered to have talismanic
or supernatural properties that inspired its use to gain luck and probably for shamanic
initiation activities.
4.3.8 Plants in Miscellaneous Applications

Only a few remaining miscellaneous applications for plants are known for the
Kitasoo. Three plants are involved in the naming of persons or places: the term for
"broad-leaved marine algae" is the basis for the personal name and crest designation ST
gw3sdayts; the names for Sitka spruce and Nootka rose form the bases for Southern
Tsimshian place names. One or more types of mosses have been burned to produce an
insect-repelling smudge, and skunk cabbage was used in a game played by children.
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4.4 Botanical Nomenclature and Categorization
What we think is chaos is an order we don't like, don't
understand, or find inappropriate.
--Amos Rapaport
It is generally accepted that plants and animals constitute separate semantic
domains or lexical fields despite the seemingly contradictory situation that
comprehensive labels denoting "plant" and "animal" are often lacking from many
languages (Berlin 1992:17; Turner 1974:29). It also seems common for the members
(taxa) of these conceptual matrices to comprise from three to six groupings (frequently
referred to as ranks or categories) that are defined on the basis of nomenclatural,
biological, taxonomic (hierarchic) and psychological features. These taxa are: Kingdom
(formerly referred to by Berlin and his colleagues as the unique beginner), life-form,
intermediate, generic, specific and varietal. Moreover, these taxa may arise from
historical and developmental factors related to various cultural patterns of subsistence,
for example foraging societies are said to lack folk varietal taxa that are associated with
subspecific forms of domesticated plants cultivated by tropical horticulturists. Finally,
generic level taxa have been considered to be the most salient of all taxa in folk
categorization systems (Berlin 1992:17, 18). Formally stated, the recently restated
general features of ethnobiological categorization and nomenclature as presented by
Berlin (1992:31-35) are:
I. Categorization

1. In ethnobiological systems of classification, conceptual recognition will be given to a
subset of the existing flora and fauna. This subset will be comprised of the
biologically most distinctive (hence, salient) species of the local habitat.
2. Ethnobiological systems of classification are based primarily on the affinities that
humans observe among the taxa themselves, quite independent of the actual or
potential cultural significance of these taxa.
3. Ethnobiological systems of classification are organized conceptually into a shallow
hierarchic structure.
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4. Recognized taxa will be distributed among from four to six mutually exclusive
ethnobiological ranks, with taxa of each rank sharing similar degrees of internal
variation and separated from each other by comparably sized perceptual gaps. The
six universal ranks are the kingdom, life form [sic], intermediate, generic,
specific, and varietal. There is some evidence that foraging societies have poorly
developed, or lack entirely, taxa of specific rank. No foraging society will exhibit
taxa of varietal rank.
S. Across systems of ethnobiological classification, taxa of each rank show marked
similarities as to their relative numbers and biological ranges.
a. Taxa of generic rank are the most numerous in every system, with rare exceptions
number no more than five hundred classes in each kingdom, are largely
monotypic (roughly 80 percent in typical systems), and, with notable
exceptions, are included in taxa of life-form rank.
b. Taxa of life-form rank are few in number, probably no more than ten or fifteen,
are broadly polytypic, and include among them the majority of taxa of lesser
rank. Substantively, life-form taxa designate a small number of morphotypes of
plants and animals that share obvious gross patterns of stem habit and bodily
form.
c. Taxa of intermediate rank generally group a small number of generic taxa on the
basis of their perceived affinities in overall morphology (and behavior).
Intermediate taxa are included in taxa of life-form rank.
d. Specific taxa subdivide generic taxa but are fewer in absolute number. Folk
varietals are rare; when they occur, they subdivide folk species. Unlike taxa of
superordinate rank, a major portion of subgeneric taxa in ethnobotanical
systems of classification is recognized primarily as a result of cultural
considerations, in that such taxa represent domesticated or otherwise
economically important species.
e. The taxon marking the rank of kingdom in ethnobotanical as well as ethnozoological
systems of classification is comprised of a single member.
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6. Ethnobiological taxa of generic and specific rank exhibit an internal structure in
which some members are thought of as prototypical of the taxon while others are
seen as less typical of the category.
7. A substantial majority of ethnobiological taxa will correspond closely in content with
taxa recognized independently by Western botany and zoology, with the highest degree
of correspondence occurring with taxa of generic rank. Taxa of intermediate rank
often correspond to portions of recognized biological families. Taxa of life-form and
subgeneric rank exhibit the lowest correspondence with recognized biological taxa.
II. Nomenclature
1. Taxa of the ranks of kingdom and intermediate are generally not named. There is
growing evidence that some covert life-form taxa may also be found. When such taxa
are labeled, they often show polysemous relations with taxa of subordinate rank.
2. Names for plants and animals exhibit a lexical structure of one of two universal
lexical types that can be called primary and secondary plant and animal names.
These types can be recognized by recourse to linguistic, semantic, and taxonomic
criteria. Primary names are of three subtypes: simple (e.g., fish), productive
(e.g., catfish), and unproductive (e.g., silverfish). Secondary names (e.g., red
maple, silver maple), with generally specifiable exceptions, occur only in contrast
sets whose members share a constituent that refers to the taxon that immediately
includes them (e.g., maple).
3. A specifiable relationship can be observed between the names of taxa and their rank.
Life-form and generic taxa are labeled by primary names; subgeneric taxa are
labeled, in general, with secondary names.
4. There are two well-understood conditions under which subgeneric taxa may be labeled
by primary names, although these two conditions do not account for all of the
empirically observed data. The first condition (4a) occur when the name of the
prototypical subgeneric is polysemous with its superordinate generic.
Disambiguation of polysemy is accomplished by the optional occurrence of a modifier
glossed as 'genuine' or 'ideal type'. The second condition (4b) occurs when
nonprototypical subgenerics refer to subgeneric taxa of great cultural importance.
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5. Ethnobiological nomenclature is semantically active in that the linguistic constituents
of plant and animal names often metaphorically allude to morphological, behavioral,
or ecological features that are nonarbitrarily associated with their biological
referents.
The distinction made by Berlin (1992:20) between the "psychological
conceptualization of plants and animals and the linguistic reflections of this underlying
conceptual structure" should be emphasized. At least one analysis of North Wakashan
(Kwak'wala) nomenclature and categorization (Croes 1978) lacked this distinction. In
that analysis Croes focused on the linguistic and semantic considerations of Kwak'wala
botanical word stems and suffixes, essentially as reported by Boas (1892, 1921, 1931,
1947), and the morphological, distributional and functional characteristics of the
organisms they marked. The classes identified by Croes consisted of those plants and
fungi used among the Kwakwaka'wakw for: 1) artifacts (houses, canoes, weapons,
implements, clothing, containers and hunting and fishing gear); 2) medicines
(medicinal teas, poisons, laxatives, soaps and strengtheners); 3) foods (berries, fruits,
sprouts, stems, barks, roots, bulbs and rhizomes); and 4) charms (plants "used to
effect religious and supernatural cures and hexes"). Croes (1978:178-180) concluded
that the basic elements of Kwakwaka'wakw botanical categorization focused on functional
considerations in contrast to morphological homologies in an evolutionary context
characteristic of the Linnaean paradigm. While Croes' work comprises the most
comprehensive effort to date to identify classificatory dimensions of botanical categories
in a North Wakashan isolect, it is based solely on linguistic, rather than conceptual,
criteria.
Earlier, Turner and Bell (1973:298, 299) gave minimal consideration to the
topic of Kwak'wala botanical nomenclature and reported some general aspects of
botanical categorization as reflected by Kwakwaka'wakw consultants. For example, they
reported general terms for ferns, mosses and lichens, as well as other plant
nomenclatural and conceptual associations. To date, no detailed study of North Wakashan
botanical categorization has been made with reference to established folk biological
categorization paradigms such as the model of General Principles proposed by Berlin et
al. (1973, 1974) and later revised by Berlin (1992). The works of Turner and Bell
(1973) and Croes (1978) are relevant to the present study because of the close
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connection between Kwak'wala and the Upper North Wakashan languages treated here:
Oowekyala, Haisla and Hanaksiala.
Of additional significance is Turner's (1974) analysis of the "plant taxonomies"
of three cultures of the Pacific Northwest (Haida, Nuxalkmc and Lillooet). In that study
Turner analyzed "ethnophytotaxonomic" systems in light of an earlier formulation of
Berlinian general classificatory principles (e.g., Berlin 1971; Raven et al. 1971) and
determined that some British Columbian data were evidence of exceptions or extensions
to the general principles.
For example, Turner found no "plant kingdom" label in any of the languages she
studied, but she indicated that "plantness" as a concept (including at least many
culturally significant vascular plants) did exist among the Haida, Nuxalkmc and Lillooet
by virtue of the presence of "plant" suffixes in the Nuxalk and Lillooet languages and the
presence of various Haida suffixes that function in the naming of many plants (including
some lichens). In contrast to Berlin's general principles, Turner determined that Haida,
Nuxalkmc and Lillooet life-form categories were not mutually exclusive or simply
morphologically based, rather they were sometimes overlapping and included
economically-inspired categories such as "berries" and "roots."
In the following pages, additional aspects of Turner's findings will be discussed
with reference to Berlin's findings and the current study. Because the botanical
nomenclature and associated conceptual features of the Oweekeno, Hanaksiala and Haisla
are so closely related, they will be discussed together in Section 4.5 with special
reference being made to the unique features of each system. The Kitasoo data gathered in
this study allow only a partial analysis of Southern Tsimshian botanical categorization
but even so, indicate several fundamental and unique differences from Upper North
Wakashan. Therefore, the Kitasoo data will be treated separately in Section 4.6 where
through comparisons with other Tsimshianic, Wakashan, Nuxalk and Haida data, it will
be possible to make some brief general statements regarding Kitasoo botanical
nomenclature and categorization and to speculate on the most general features of
Tsimshianic botanical categorization.
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4.5 Oweekeno, Hanaksiala and Haisla Botanical Nomenclature and Categorization
As in Kwak'wala, the importance of plants and fungi in the traditional cultures of
the Haisla, Hanaksiala and Oweekeno is reflected in the extent and complexity of their
botanical lexicons (cf. Croes 1978:178; Turner and Bell 1973:298, 299; see Sections
3.1-3.3 and Appendices 3-5). Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla botanical taxa vary in
levels of specificity from those that apply to folk taxa below the level of botanical
species (as is the case of terms applied to colour variants of salmonberries) to others
that are applied at varying levels of generality. These more general taxa correspond to
several of the six "universal [ethnobiological] ranks" defined on the basis of crosscultural studies (Berlin 1992:31-35).
The Oweekeno, Hanaksiala and Haisla general botanical categories may be
represented diagrammatically based on specific linguistic and conceptual features as
depicted in Figures 2 and 3 to give an overall picture of the botanical world as perceived
among these cultures. All of the general categories represented are considered to be
types of 'plants,' while there are two major divisions corresponding to generally
terrestrial, vascular 'plants' (primarily gymnosperms, angiosperms and vascular
cryptogams) and generally non-vascular, terrestrial and aquatic 'plants' (including the
non-vascular cryptogams, i.e., algae, fungi, lichens and bryophytes). In this sense
Oweekeno, Hanaksiala and Haisla botanical categorizations broadly parallel aspects of
Western scientific botanical classification.
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I Oweekeno General Botanical Categories I
00q "ezla
'plants' or "(vegetative) growth"

00 'Nalis

00 Plali

'trees' (ca. 20 generically labelled species)
(see 'little trees' moss - metaphorical
association with 'tree')

'berries'
(ca. 28 generically labelled species)

"needle-leaved
conifere? (no Oowekyala
term recorded)
"animal's berries"

00 c apax
"scaleleaved
conifers"

unaffiliated generics
(not referable to more inclusive
category)

co Cirri or kidm
'grasses'
(and grass-like plants,
i.e., Poaceae, Cyperaceae,
Juncaceae & Zosteraceae)

00 saiidana
00 't:"A'''f-n

"ferns" (?)

"roots (and rhizomes)"
(i.e., edible &
medicinal/poisonous)

00 el'aiiaxsala
"weeds"

(generally terrestrial, vascular 'plants')

(generally non-vascular, terrestrial and aquatic 'plants')
lung/ .
('puffballs & their
allies,"mushrooms,
& 'shelf fungi')

'little trees'
moss

00 Orps

"lichens"

"algae"
(6 generically
labelled species)

'mosses'

Figure 2. Oweekeno general botanical categories. Note: The relative position of the
categories shown here is insignificant unless there is overlapping with the following
exception: "generally terrestrial, vascular 'plants" are located at the top of the diagram
and "generally non-vascular terrestrial and aquatic 'plants' are near the bottom. The
relative sizes of the ovoids are indicative of the relative number and/or cultural
importance of the taxa they enclose. Shading indicates unlabelled categories or residual
taxa.)
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I

Hanaksiala & Haisla General Botanical Categories!
HA 6`"gla
'plants' or "(vegetative) growth"

HA 'Xav:is

HA ma. mikimas ('berries')

'trees' (24 generically labelled species)

HA mamlas (any berry bush')
(31 generically labelled species)

HA eiriCialas
"needle leaved
conifers"

HA sisek'imas hs_rnamikimas,

HA CAtiaq

HA ilea hs_rnAmlkimas
'animals's/black bear's berries'

or HA CatiaZ
"scale-leaved
conifers"

HA etaOs
'sticky plants'

unaffiliated generics
(not referable to more inclusive
category)

HA saran

HA u01<`"

'grasses'
(and grass-like plants,
i.e., Poaceae, Cyperaceae,
Juncaceae & Zosteraceae)

HA
"ferns"

"roots (and rhizomes)"
(i.e., edible &
medicinal/poisonous)
HA plisillês
'flowers'
HA ism hs_plictia
'rock flowers'

HA ràgaksale
"weeds"

(generally terrestrial, vascular 'plants')
"ghost's plants
and fungi"
(generally non-vascular, terrestrial and aquatic 'plants')
'fungi' •
('puffballs & their
allies', 'mushrooms'
& 'shelf fungi')

articulated corall ne
algae (metaphorical
association with ' ree')

"algae
(ca. 8 generically
labelled species)

HA kalani,
'shelf fungi

Figure 3. Hanaksiala and Haisla general botanical categories. Note: The relative position
of the categories shown here is insignificant unless there is overlapping with the
following exception: "generally terrestrial, vascular 'plants" are located at the top of
the diagram and "generally non-vascular terrestrial and aquatic 'plants' are near the
bottom. The relative sizes of the ovoids are indicative of the relative number and/or
cultural importance of the taxa they enclose. Shading indicates unlabelled categories or
residual taxa.)
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4.5.1 The Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla Plant Kingdoms

According to Berlin (1992), the kingdom is the single most inclusive member of
a folk categorization system, e.g., English "plant." In Turner's study of Pacific
Northwest Native phytotaxonomic systems no monolexemic (i.e., single-word
expression), all-inclusive "plant" term was noted for Haida, Nuxalk, or Lillooet
although the concept of "plant," as characteristic of English folk and scientific
classification, was familiar to her consultants (1974:29). For Nuxalk, Turner noted
the Nuxalk verb, 'to grow,' which can be used to refer to plants as well as humans and
animals and which when nominalized means 'leaf' (1974:31).
There are several parallels between Nuxalk and Upper North Wakashan, with the
exception that a botanical kingdom label apparently is in evidence in Hanaksiala, Haisla
and Oowekyala. In Upper North Wakashan the single, free-standing cognate terms
equivalent to English "plant" are HA 4w6X1a, and 00 erà>"(1a. The basic element of these
terms, the bound morpheme -\/erhi- (HE/00), Verai(- (HA/KW) (RL#2083, Lincoln
and Rath 1980:335), is interpreted as "to grow, to grow up" (also "the growing,
growth") (Rath, pers. comm. 1987).
Like NU s-pus ('leaf,' from the verb, NU pus, 'to grow), these Upper North
Wakashan forms can also be applied outside the realm of plant life to metaphorically
relate botanical growth with human growth. For example, the Heiltsuk form has been
used in stories regarding the primal ancestors of the Heiltsuk who were considered to
have been "planted" in their traditional territory as "seeds" after a great flood after
which time they "grew" to become the Heiltsuk people. Notwithstanding these
metaphorical expressions, Upper North Wakashan "plant" terms were, in the course of
this study, applied and understood by Upper North Wakashan speakers as meaning
"plant" in the general English folk or Western botanical sense. GR stated that HA 6w6;ila
meant "anything that grows on land or in water," with the added comment that HA
ire3is?u refers to "any plant (in general)." Additional evidence of the limits of
application of Haisla "plant" terms may be found in Robinson's and Raley's early Haisla
dictionary materials where glosses such as "herbage" (Robinson n.d.:42), "herb" (Raley
n.d.a:70), "flora" (Raley n.d.a:56), "vegetable" (Raley n.d.a:139) and "leaf" (Tolmie
and Dawson 1884:30, 31) may be found - all terms limited to application within the
botanical semantic domain. Additional evidence of the semantic limits of Upper North
Wakashan botanical "growth" or "plant" terms is demonstrated by the following
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derivates: HA

6waXilaqus - April (literally, "growing month"); HA Cr6aXaksala -

"weeds" (i.e., useless plants that grow randomly all over the place). On at least one
occasion GR translated HA

erala as "anything that grows on land or in water," in which

case some zoological entities may seem to be implicated. However, the terms HA erVia,
and 00

6w6Xla do not function to denote animals in a collective or specific sense apart

from plants. 13 Similar Kwak'wala terms - KW kW6kw'ex7uma, KW kw'akw'ex7urhas
or KW k w'6kw'ax els ('plant,' or "anything growing") are etymologically related to the
Upper North Wakashan forms and present additional evidence of North Wakashan
botanical kingdom labels (Grubb 1972:112; Turner and Bell 1973:309; Lincoln and
Rath 1980:335).
Like many other indigenous languages of British Columbia (cf. Turner 1974),
the Upper North Wakashan tongues can serve to further validate the conceptual reality of
the "plant" concept through either the mandatory or optional application of a "plant"
suffix to linguistic forms designating parts of plants, such as their berries, edible
cambium or bark, or actions involving the gathering of plants or their parts. A similar
case exists in Kwak'wala where Boas (1931:164) wrote that in Kwak'wala, "Names of
plants are derived from [lexical] stems expressing the gathering of the particular plant"
in contrast to, for example, nouns applied to other biological entities, such as animals,
where the terms do not derive from the obtaining of the organism but may be based on
descriptive stems that characterize physical aspects. Kwak'wala botanical nouns are,
therefore, based upon fundamental concepts associated with botanical organisms
important to the Kwakwaka'wakw. These functional concepts are evident in the linguistic
stems most commonly incorporated in Kwak'wala botanical nouns. One such stem type
consists of different verb forms related to gathering of a plant or its product such as 'to
gather...,' 'to dig...,' 'to pick...,' and 'to eat...' or to verb qualities like 'to stick like...,' 'to
fold...,' 'to blow...,' 'to wipe...' (Croes 1978:181; cf. Boas 1931:164). As with many
Kwak'wala zoological terms, some botanical terms are based on a second stem type
indicative of associated botanical qualities including the plant part of significance,
colour, use and animal associations. A third stem type includes stems that were
undefined or unrecorded by Boas (Croes 1978:181). 14
In Upper North Wakashan, the concept of "plantness" in entirety or as an
abstract concept is often (if at all) indicated by the presence of the suffix /-as/ {-±tis}
(HE/00), {-hs} (HA) in terms applied to botanical referents (see Table 6). 15 The
presence of this suffix seems to depend upon the particular entity which is being labeled;
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it is not mandatory for some plant names to employ a "plant" suffix in order to refer to
the plant in it's entirety. In fact, in some cases the suffix may not be applied at all - the
terms for Indian hellebore in Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla (00 ti6Nwsuli and HA

tia uz"'suli) and the Hanaksiala/Haisla term for yellow pond-lily (HA yx:yxwai) can not,
according to various consultants, have this suffix added to them In other cases the suffix
is indivisible from the plant term and the word stem lacks application apart from the
plant it labels. Not all names have recorded derivates utilizing this suffix but, when
deliberately elicited, this suffix can be applied in many cases but then only with
terrestrial vascular plants; trees, bushes and a number of herbs. This, therefore, is a
very productive suffix, at least in Heiltsuk where the suffix meaning
"plant/tree/bush" 16 also can be applied to English plant names which have been
borrowed into Heiltsuk (e.g., to the word "apple" to mean "apple tree" or "plum" to mean
"plum tree"). One similar example is known from Haisla and Hanaksiala: HA liabla6s
(literally, "[introduced domestic] apple tree." In the case of some Upper North
Wakashan botanical names (e.g., for 'moss,' various algae, and some other entities) this
suffix may never be properly applied - a distributional characteristic seemingly related
to a broad conceptual differentiation between vascular terrestrial herbs, bushes and
trees and all other species regarded as "plants" (as indicated in Figures 2 and 3).
Nevertheless, these other species (various algae, fungi, lichens and bryophytes) are
regarded as valid members of the "plant" category, despite the lack of any linguistic
marker designating them as such. Again, a parallel may be seen in Kwak'wala botanical
terminology where the suffix - "-rues" or "-7ems" - that means "plant" or "bush" and
may be attached to specific plant part names in order to refer to the whole plant.
Examples given include: KW tsekus (edible rhizome of sword fern, Polystichum

munitum) and KW tsekusrhes (sword fern plant); KW k'emdzukw (fruits of
salmonberry, Rubus spectabilis) and KW k'emdzuxwthes (salmonberry bush); and KW
pqas (leaves of Labrador-tea, Ledum ciroenlandicum) and KW pU6asrhes (Labrador-tea
plant) (Turner and Bell 1973:299).
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Table 6.^Instances of the application of the "plant/bush/tree" suffix in Oowekyala,
Hanaksiala and Haisla (Note: "(M)" is used to denote cases where the suffix seems to
be mandatory, i.e., the word stem is indivisible from the suffix or the stem has no
botanical application if lacking the suffix.)
Oowekyala

Botanical Latin Taxa

I^Hanaksiala and/or Haisla

Corallinaceae

HA clWas hs_wr16

Dryopteris spp.

HA fiei6s

Blechnum spicant

HA saiii6s

Equisetum arvense

HA yatales

Polypodium alycyrrhiza

HA kC6arro6s

Chamaecyparis nootkatensis 00 dilWas or 00 diiwas

HA kwarialas (M)

(M)
Thuia plicata

00 clNas or 00 drips

HA cltAas

00 Viakas

HA kwakas
HA k`unaxwai6s
HA C6X.Iin6malas

Abies amabilis

00 rnUfas or 00 raiclas (M)

HA mnxi5a0as (M)

Abies lasiocarpa
Picea sitchensis

HA muclUias (M)

00 tiMWas
HA s:skas or HA skaas

Pinus contorta var.

00 'Aieiwas (M)

HA *Alkwas (M)

contorta
Pseudotsuga menziesii

00 was or 00 was (M)
HA rri6Was (M)
HA zizias (M)

Tsuga heterophylla

HA lairas

00 Was

HA (GI.) tiiis drhi hs_liiwas

Tsuga mertensiana

.

Taxus brevifolia

00 'rlieps

HA Amilas

Fritillaria camschatcensis

00 xleas

HA xukwas

.

ssp. camschatcensis
?Juncus arcticus

HA Nri mas

Lysichiton americanum

HA kakwas

Maianthemum dilatatum

HA fracas

-
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(Table 6 continued)
HA Xu+cn*s

unidentified plant
(Orchidaceae?)

HA kwta06s

?Typha latifolia (and other
species)
Acer alabrum var. douglasii

t00 raias (M)
-

HA CaWikaias
HA kasalAs

$00 laCas (M)

HA laxweiicias or HA
kuximiii4as
Angelica cienuflexa

HA piCas

1-00 picas

HA i'daas

Conioselinum pacificum
Oplopanax horridus

00 wic)as (M)

HA tiuicjas (M)

Achillea millefolium

tHA knica6as

Cirsium sp. (and other

HA kwta66s

species)
Taraxacum officinale

00 crèqu'a6aias (M)

Alnus rubra

00 "karias or t 00
-

HA 'Wrfaias (M)

'ac)wiaias (M)
?Alnus incana ssp.

HA (GI.) 1:16erriOrhalas or

tenuifolia

HA (Gm.) daxwn6rhalas

Alnus viridis ssp. sinuata

HA kwrACa6as

Lonicera involucrata

HA zari i6s

Sambucus racemosa ssp.

-

HA (GI.) kiOas or HA (Gm.)

00 laelas

ki155s

pubens var. arborescens
Viburnum edule

00 il6as,or 00 ilCas, or 00

HA i.166s or HA ilOs

ilyas or 00 fins
HA waaOlas

Cornus sericea
Cornus unalaschensis

00 3CaVras (M)

and/or C. canadensis
HA "Xml'eu6s
HA tiaCes

Shepherdia canadensis

00 nerAs

Arbutus menziesii

$00 X6Xanalas (M)
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(Table 6 continued)
HA wlmixas, HA wimikaas

Arctostaphvlos uva-ursi

or HA winaas
Gaultheria shallon

HA rkmas, HA nkwias or HA

00 reès

nklas
Ledum groenlandicum

00 pas (M)

HA pu6as (M)

Menziesia ferruginea

00 'XrAwas (M)

HA 'Xrieras (M)

Vaccinium alaskaense (and

00 sigwas

HA sikwas or HA seas

other species)
HA sik:sgwiCes or HA

Vaccinium ?caespitosum

sk:sriCes
HA Oicies, HA 614as or HA

Vaccinium ovalifolium

15a0iXsrii6s
HA^ryas or HA

Vaccinium oxycoccus

"msci6iC6s
Vaccinium parvifolium

00 rgas

HA 6w6las

Lupinus sp.

HA 4-066s

Trifolium wormskioldii

HA terns

Ribes bracteosum

HA 416as or HA 4166s

00 ilisrhas

Ribes divaricatum

HA 'A6'Xantlias

Ribes lacustre

HA mIcaOs

Ribes ?laxiflorum

HA )(Cads

Epilobium anqustifolium

HA 6aXrsn6s

Epilobium ?latifolium

HA 6aX76s

Amelanchier alnifolia

t-00 ti+es

HA tiles

Fragaria spp.

HA 6tnrrlas

Malus fusca

HA clWas

Malus sylvestris

HA tiablaas

?Oemleria cerasiformis

HA

Potentilla anserina ssp.

HA 'Xkaas

eimeàiCès

pacifica
Prunus sp.

HA tiu6uaiCas

Rosa nutkana var. nutkana

HA bul6s
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(Table 6 continued)
Rubus idaeus ssp.

00 bAula6rhas or 00

melanolasius

666u1a6"as

HA 6616es
HA kwlta6as or HA le ilk116s

?Rubus leucodermis var.

-

leucodermis
Rubus parviflorus ssp.

00 iqgcrhas or 00 icAmas

HA iqaX.tiaias

00 alias

HA alias

parviflorus
Rubus spectabilis

HA kii56s hs_kaaii

Sorbus sitchensis ssp.
grayi

HA reuta66s

Galium sp.
Populus balsamifera ssp.

$00 kv51rna's (M)

trichocarpa
HA kwitsirinrias
00 66micias (M)

HA 66mielas or HA elerniqas
(

M

)

00 gwrrizas (M)
HA rgas
Populus tremuloides var.

00 geOkaias (M)

HA eim+a66s

tremuloides
HA zaiiàs

Salix ?lasiandra
unidentified "woodland

00 K•ak•atsumala's

flower" (mentioned in
myth)
HA Nrik'n'ik'a's

Raven's "penis-bush"

From the examples listed in Table 6 it is clear that only names for terrestrial
vascular plants may receive the 0owelvala, Hanaksiala and Haisla "plant" suffixes. The
only exceptions to this situation are various types of articulated coralline algae, which
are metaphorically associated with Pacific crabapple (HA ciWas), and two "plants" - an
unidentified "woodland flower" and Raven's "penis-bush" - that appear only in myths
and apparently lack reference to any species of actual botanical affiliation. In Hanaksiala
and Haisla flower-like sea anemones (Phylum Cnidaria, Class Anthozoa), some of which
are green as are plants, also are considered to be types of HA 4waida but they are the only
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non-botanical members of this category. No comparable linguistic element serves to
distinguish the names applied to aquatic plants including marine algae, or to fungi,
bryophytes or lichens.
4.5.2 Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla Life-form Taxa
In the system as described by Berlin (1992), "life-form" taxa are the next most
inclusive categories after the kingdom taxon, are typically few in number within any
given system and designate biological "morphotypes," i.e., entities that are
morphologically very similar with names that are defined as primary. Primary plant
names may be simple (Berlin gives the examples of louse, frog and oak) or complex
(e.g., skunk-cabbage, forget-me-not, catfish) and either productive or unproductive.
The former type contains a constituent labelling a superordinate taxon, the latter does
not. Life-form taxa also include the majority of less inclusive (generic) taxa (Berlin
1992:25, 28). Examples of botanical life-forms are taxa whose labels could be glossed
as 'tree,"vine,"herbaceous plant' (Berlin 1992:161). This latter life-form taxon has
been referred to elsewhere as "grerb" (i.e., small, chiefly herbaceous plant), with
which may be listed the additional life-form taxa "grass" and "bush," which are
unlabeled in most languages. Together, these taxa comprise the five life-form taxa that
represent the "largest pan-environmental biological discontinuities" that are most
significant to the greatest number of human communities (Brown 1984:13, 14).
Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla life-form taxa, as defined by Berlin and Brown
- essentially as morphological and general purpose, rather than economic and special
purpose, categories - include 'tree' (00 BUS/HA "Xavti ^) and 'grass' (00 Cirri, 00 kidm;
,

HA saran). These terms, with the exception of HA saran, have semantically similar
cognates in Kwak'wala and Heiltsuk; the Hanaksiala/Haisla term is unique, having no
similarity to any other known 'grass' term in Wakashan or any Tsimshianic language,
Nuxalk or Carrier.
The 'tree' life-form categories in Oowekyala and Hanaksiala/Haisla contain
numerous named members, a situation one might expect in a region dominated by
magnificent coniferous forests bearing many species of technological, medicinal and
culinary utility. The 'tree' term for Oowekyala is the same as for Hanaksiala and Haisla
- 00 Mils/HA 'XaWs - but it is not limited specifically to trees in its application. It
may also refer to any relatively tall or distinct thing standing upright outside, even
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humans. As such, it is less specific than a comparable Nuxalk term - NU stn - that
includes as its referents logs, poles and standing snags (Turner 1 974:35). Even so,
Oweekeno, Hanaksiala and Haisla consultants showed no hesitation in responding to
questions such as "Could you name all the different types of 00 "XAbs/HA 'Xa■ks?" by
generating lists of terms for essentially all the coniferous and deciduous trees within
their traditional homelands. Members of the Oowekyala 'tree' category include 00
diiwas (yellow-cedar); 00 cln6as (western red-cedar); 00 maas or 00 mUdas
(Pacific silver fir); 00 finiWas (Sitka spruce); 00 'Aleras (shore pine); 00 wrikas or

00 was (Douglas-fir); 00 1i4eras (western hemlock); 00 l^rnelas (western yew); 00
willas (devil's-club); 100 raias and t-00 keCas (Rocky Mountain maple); 00 'Aaeltutas
and $00 A6ertaias (red alder); 00 iaiiarialas (arbutus); 00 +rircrielas (Pacific
.

crabapple); 00 rmzas (black cottonwood); 00 yhavVaias (trembling aspen); 00
OlisaXi ("willow"); the introduced species, domesticated apple (00 fi6131Cas) and
domesticated cherry (00 cilis); and possibly common paper birch (see Section 3.1.8,
#52). Members of the 'tree' life-form taxon in Hanaksiala and Haisla include HA
kwerialas (yellow-cedar); HA Pri6as (western red-cedar); HA mudlias (Pacific silver
fir); HA mnxiiaPs (subalpine fir); HA s:skas (Sitka spruce); HA 'Aire'as (shore pine);
HA rnav'vas (Douglas-fir); HA iinlwas (western hemlock); HA (GI.) Iiils6rhis lberas
(mountain hemlock); HA 'Arnelas (western yew); HA C6vVikaias (Rocky Mountain
maple); HA fiuMas (devil's-club); HA (GI.) dexwm6rnalas and HA (Gm.) claxuArnalas
(thin-leaved mountain alder); HA A6erialas (red alder); HA lerielCa6as (Sitka
.

mountain alder); HA a nala (arbutus); HA ciWas (Pacific crabapple); HA fidueiCas
(bitter cherry and/or domesticated cherry); HA kaa'X hsAisina (Sitka mountain-ash);
HA kwiimnrias (black cottonwood); HA firn+a6es (trembling aspen); HA zawas (Pacific
willow); HA dirhaias (Sitka willow and other willows); the introduced species,
domesticated apple (HA tiablCes); and possibly common paper birch (see Section 3.2.8,
#97).
A subcategory of "needle-leaved conifers" labeled by the term HA e)Cialas
(meaning the needles of any conifer) is present in the Hanaksiala/Haisla 'tree' life-form
rank. This subcategory is further subdivided by the application of HA Cai5aX or HA COaq
to refer to the scale-leaved boughs of western red-cedar. Although no comparable
"needle-leaved conifer" term is attested in Oowekyala, an Oowekyala western red-cedar
boughs term has been recorded: 00 CaPairc. A Nuxalk term (borrowed from North
Wakashan) - NU tsapax - is said to refer to the boughs of both western red-cedar and
yellow-cedar (Turner 1 974:37), as does the Heiltsuk cognate (Boas 1 928:232). No
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Oowekyala, Hanaksiala or Haisla term marks the remaining deciduous members of the
'tree' category but several terms may be applied to deciduous leaves as they turn colour
in the autumn (see Appendix 4).
The biological discontinuity labeled by Brown (1984:13) as "bush" and defined
as intermediately sized, branching plants that lack a single main plant axis, is not found
in Oowekyala, Hanaksiala or Haisla botanical categorization. The most similar grouping
to that discussed by Brown is HA marnlas ("[any] berry bush"), a term derived from
HA mamlkimas ("[any] berries") and incorporating the Hanaksiala/Haisla "plant"
suffix. All of the referents of this term fulfill Brown's criteria for the life-form
"bush" with the added characteristic that they produce berries or berry-like fruits.
Primary examples of this category are HA ills (high bush cranberry); HA (GI.) kirias
and HA (Gm.) kii36s (red elderberry); HA nkwas, HA rkulas and HA nkwias (salal plant);
HA siak'na+ (Alaskan blueberry and others); HA sie:sgwis (bog blueberry and/or
"mountain blueberry"); HA enOs and HA 6ieias (oval-leaved blueberry); HA

"Xmsd6iCas and HA 'rriOas (bog cranberry); HA 'gas (red huckleberry); HA Nas
and HA picas (stink currant); HA fifas (saskatoon); HA ciWas (Pacific crabapple); HA
66+6rias (American red raspberry and others); HA kwItaOs (black raspberry and
others); HA iciaittiMas (western thimbleberry); HA mimimiyus or HA mimiyus (an
unidentified type of "blueberry"); HA Nias (salmonberry); and HA liaC6s (soapberry).
Several other fruit-bearing species have less traditional importance as sources of food
but are nevertheless valid members of the 'berry bush' life-form category (i.e., HA

imC, wild lily of the valley and other conceptually related species; HA "X rreès,
bunchberry; and HA wlmixas, HA wlmikaas and HA wiriaas, kinnikinnick; HA
.

Xanuias, coastal black gooseberry; HAawrICes, strawberry; HA bul6s, Nootka

rose). A final subset of this life-form grouping consists of a category of economically
insignificant 'animal's berries' (HA sisakwimas hs_m6mlkimas), including 'black
bear's berries' (HA fixwa hs_m6mtkimas) and "berries" associated with crows - bushes
and their fruits that are "made for animals, not for humans" (GR). These include
several species such as queenscup, common snowberry, black crowberry and Sitka
mountain-ash. With each of these taxa, the botanical species that is denoted is labeled
with a term referring to an economically significant taxon (e.g., blueberries, red
elderberry, stink currant) and an animal species. At least a few other plants, though
unlabeled with a name as just described (and therefore not metaphorically linked with
other fruits), produce inedible fruits that are true berries or are berry-like. This
feature is sufficient to qualify the following species for inclusion in the conceptual
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category 'animal's berries': a number of species that are otherwise conceptually and
linguistically related to wild lily-of-the-valley (e.g., trailing wild raspberry); black
twinberry; common red-osier dogwood; prickly currant; trailing black currant;
devil's-club and western yew, a gymnosperm that produces berry-like red fleshy arils
around its seeds. Three other gymnosperms - western red-cedar, yellow-cedar and
common juniper - produce inedible berry-like reproductive structures (strobili) that
allow them to be included as peripheral members of the 'berry' life-form category.
The most biologically unusual "berry" in Upper North Wakashan (and Coast and
Southern Tsimshian) botanical categorization systems involves the referent of the
Hanaksiala and Haisla term HA r'ievas. This term labels a folk taxon involving a
vascular plant host-fungal parasite relationship that is considered to produce "berries"
in the Hanaksiala sense, even though they actually are fungal galls (see Sections 3.2.2,
#14 and 3.2.8, #115). The Oowekyala cognate 00 "Xneras may refer only to false
azalea, as no Oweekeno knowledge regarding the fungal "berries" has been recorded.
The Oowekyala 'berry' life-form grouping is labeled with the polysemous term
00 661ali ('[any] berry'; 'salmonberry [fruit]'). Interestingly, the cognate form HA
oui61; ('salmonberry [fruit]') refers only to salmonberry, a situation that suggests
either semantic contraction of the term in Hanaksiala and Haisla or semantic expansion
of the term in Oowekyala (and, incidentally Heiltsuk, where a cognate form functions as
in Oowekyala). Again in Hanaksiala and Haisla, as is the case with the Hanaksiala/Haisla
life-form 'grass,' a term unique within North Wakashan is applied to a major botanical
category. The Oowekyala berry life-form category includes several named members
(listed here by the terms for the entire plant, if such a term has been documented, or

1 00 k al (black twinberry); 00
kiOas (red elderberry); 00 flOas and 00 ilCas (high bush cranberry); 00 . 6Viwas

the fruits): 00 imC (wild lily-of-the-valley);

(bunchberry); 00 n6r6s (soapberry); 00 nkw6s (salal); 00 sikwas (Alaskan
blueberry); 00 )rsius and 00 Cscrs (dwarf blueberry?);

100 sikw:sris (black

mountain huckleberry?); 00 eriqwesm, 00 erixsm (oval-leaved blueberry); 00

. rnsi:16ie (bog cranberry); 00 dw6ias (red huckleberry); 00 +0+0is (lingonberry);
00 6isthas (stink currant); 00 tme.rhas (coastal black gooseberry); 00 crAas and 00
cnyas (prickly currant);

1 00 ti+6s (saskatoon); 00 qpIlu or 00 qiulaw (strawberry);

00 +0.rhas (Pacific crabapple); 00 basbuliOas (Nootka rose); 00 Muladrnas, 00
pjula6as (American red raspberry); 00 iciMirhas and 00 igaiirflazis (western
thimbleberry); 00 dirVrls (trailing wild raspberry); and 00 6Ufas (salmonberry).
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"Frogberries" (i.e., clasping-leaved twisted stalk and rosy twisted-stalk), though
unnamed in Oowekyala, are another member of this life-form, as are probably still
other species whose Oowekyala names are no longer recalled or documented in tentative
terms (e.g., kinnikinnick and "blackberries"). No named 'animal's berries' category has
been documented for Oowekyala but at least one species, common red-osier dogwood, is
regarded as an animal's berry because of the unpalatable fruits.
The conceptual relationship between 'salmonberry' and '(any) berry' in Upper
North Wakashan indicates that salmonberry is the prototypical berry. Linguistic
evidence is also supportive of this relationship: Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla terms
for both these denotata are based on a single root morpheme (VOw+-) meaning 'berry.'
The early flowering and ripening, and the distinctive colouration of the flowers, may be
responsible in part for the elevation of this somewhat mediocre fruit to a berry
prototype. In Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla, names for several other fruits (00
Onula6m, American red raspberry; 00

'd^ls, trailing wild raspberry; HA Piwrls,

strawberry; and possibly in HA 66 qn, American red raspberry) 1 7 also are based on
the same root morpheme, a fact suggestive of the idea that perhaps these taxa constitute
yet another intermediate category ("berry-like berries"?) like others discussed more
fully below.
In Nuxalk, a 'grass' term labels a category of "grasses and grass-like plants"
with few or no named members; it is an "empty" category (Turner 1974:35), in which
case this life-form is considered to be incipient (Brown 1984:134). A similar
situation exists for Oowekyala where 00 kitm or 00 kidm labels any true grass
(Poaceae) or grass-like plant, including species of sedges (Cyperaceae), rushes
(Juncaceae) and eel-grass (Zosteraceae). Perhaps with earlier documentation of the
Oowekyala botanical lexicon, additional named 'grasses' would be known, as is the case
for Hanaksiala and Haisla where named types of 'grass' include several monocotyledonous
unnamed members as well as additional taxa labeled with derivates of the 'grass' lifeform label: HA sa:scrtuei (slough sedge), HA WiWsatuai (Chamisso's cotton-grass),
HA ciri5yu hs_sarkl (American bulrush), HA Vrilaas or HA CaCksduqu hs_kwikwriaq
(arctic rush or possibly small-flowered bulrush), HA CaCatx6is (common sweet grass
and/or alpine sweet grass), HA sarcsris (common rush), HA sila hs_sar6n (common
cat-tail), HA saran hs_Wap (eel-grass and possibly surf-grass). An additional grass,
dune wild rye grass, is the focal referent of HA saran, while the previously named taxa
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are considered to be types of HA saran. One additional type of 'grass' has a unique
generic label: HA CaCatxais (common sweet grass and/or alpine sweet grass).

Turner (1974:34-41) identified for Haida, Nuxalk and Lillooet additional
"nebulous" life-form categories whose existence is implied through "conversational
associations and differential application of terminology" and which includes one grouping
that includes "roots" that are noted for their edibility or other usefulness. In Berlin's
(1992:167) treatment of life-form taxa, these groups do not necessarily correspond to
natural biological groupings and, therefore, may cut across genetic or evolutionary
boundaries (e.g., 'tree' includes many species in completely unrelated botanical
families) and are based largely, if not entirely, on features such as stem habit, size, and
so on. Berlin also distinguishes life-form taxa, i.e., taxa that represent a
"morphologically based general purpose classification of plants and animals," from "food
classes" such as 'edible fruits' and 'edible roots' that he considers to be part of a second,
special purpose categorization system.
If the classificatory extension proposed by Turner, i.e., the inclusion of some
taxa as life-form categories based in part on their special purpose, economic features,
is accepted, then similar "root" life-form categories may be outlined for Oowekyala,
Hanaksiala and Haisla. The Oowekyala "root" grouping is implied through the application
of the term 00

.

i.Jk`up or 00 "Ailem and the conversational and perceptual association of

various species that produce edible, medicinal or toxic true roots or underground parts
such as rhizomes and bulbs. The same is true for the Hanaksiala and Haisla "root"
category which is implied through the use of HA 'ulik"). These taxa are plants whose
utility or other cultural significance derives entirely or primarily from their
underground portions (e.g., they are notable as being potentially fatal if consumed
accidentally). Although the roots of any plant may be referred to as 00 'ulZu '13 or 00
-

kwm, specific plants known for their edible underground portions include 00 00
iibam (wood fern), 00 riciwCii (nodding onion), 00 xwOrevas (riceroot), 00 Xtrii
(domestic carrot and, probably prior to European contact, hemlock-parsley), 00 Iran
(lupine), 00 13iwsils (springbank clover), 00 Axs6ri-i (Pacific silverweed) and,
.

presumably, 00 sari 0 (bracken fern). An additional plant with notable "roots" is the
-

toxic medicinal plant 00 riaNwsuli (Indian hellebore). Licorice fern, a plant whose
fragrant and flavourful "roots" (rhizomes) are used medicinally, is known simply as 00

"Ukuirri, "root." Members of the Hanaksiala and Haisla "root" category include HA iii5as
(wood fern), HA kC6arp76s (licorice fern), HA mr CI (nodding onion), HA xukwes
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(riceroot), HA tieuirOusuli (Indian hellebore), HA X ^and HA^(death camas?),
HA wàxuali and HA w6xwuali (water hemlock or, possibly, water-parsley), HA ijaas
(hemlock-parsley), HA eiwras (lupine), HA teraas (springbank clover), HA yx:yx "Jai
(yellow pond-lily), HA Xkaas (Pacific silverweed). Some other taxa produce roots that
may be used for medicinal or talismanic purposes, e.g., HA kkilkwas (skunk-cabbage),
HA (GI.) tiriiwsiwali and HA (Gm.) tUesiwali (western dock) and HA Xu+crii6as (an
unidentified plant). In at least some such cases, terms with a "root" suffix may be
applied to the underground portions, e.g., HA kaktuabs'00 ('skunk-cabbage roots') and
HA tuiràaXi ('western dock roots'), but this suffix is only occasionally applied, and
never to the majority of "root" plants. Still other plants whose roots are used in
technological applications, such as basketry (e.g., western red-cedar and Sitka spruce),
show no evidence of being conceptually grouped in a "root" category; a fact that would
seem to support the argument that this grouping is primarily a special purpose food
category rather than a natural biological discontinuity (cf. Berlin 1992:167; Brown
1984:10).
Even more nebulous, less culturally significant, and less widely recognized or
labeled general plant groups representative of the life-form rank may be identified
among various cultures. Brown (1984:14) includes fungi and lichen in his discussion
of such taxa because they are widely distributed and, therefore, likely to be recognized
by many human groups. Turner (1974:34-41) included eseaweeds,"fungi,'
'mushrooms,' 'mosses' (including lichens), 'tree-mosses' (including lichens) and
'flowers' among the life-form taxa identified in Haida, Nuxalk and/or Lillooet. Similar
categories are present in the Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla botanical categorization
systems as well as some others not identified by Turner. Continuing on with taxa
comprised primarily of terrestrial, vascular organisms at least two and possibly as
many as four additional life-form groups may be identified.
The Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla plant groupings represented by the terms
00 salidana and HA^are basically equivalent to a category that could best be
glossed as "ferns." The Hanaksiala/Haisla category includes several ferns that may be
referred to directly as HA saiiies: deer fern (the primary referent of the term, or
"real saiii6s" [see Section 3.2.5, #35]), sword fern (a fern whose appearance is
basically that of a large deer fern - the probable reason for the association) and common
lady fern. It also was used by GR to refer to other fern species, even those with their
own unique Hanaksiala/Haisla names and regardless of their particular cultural roles,
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indicating its more general range of application. The presence of such a "fern" life-form
should not be regarded as particularly unexpected by anyone familiar with the forest
structure of coastal British Columbia; ferns are both common and distinctive,
representing a logical addition to the list of prominent, large, natural biological
discontinuities discussed by Brown. Additional evidence of the existence of a "fern"
category outside of Upper North Wakashan and similar or related fern nomenclature
among a number of Pacific Northwest groups is discussed in detail in Section 3.2.5
(#35). In Haida and Nuxalk, various "fern" categories have been described by Turner
(1974:42, 43, 45) as representing intermediate groupings, i.e., categories of plants
that are "more general than generic taxa, and more specific than life-form taxa." The
decision to identify any category as either life-form or intermediate can be problematic,
the solution proposed by Turner relating to the "apparent high taxonomic level" of some
categories being used to define them as life-forms (e.g., "edible roots" and "seaweeds").
However, for Hanaksiala and Haisla sufficient evidence seems to exist to validate the
definition of "ferns" as a life-form, rather than an intermediate category.
An additional category of "weeds" (i.e., herbaceous and small woody plants of no
cultural utility) may be considered to represent an additional life-form in Upper North
Wakashan. This grouping is referred to as 100 4wèi:iaxsala in 0owelvala and HA
eiw6ai<aksala in Hanaksiala and Haisla, being based on the root morpheme meaning
"growth."
Within Hanaksiala and Haisla a category of 'flowers' is labeled HA plis.li6. 18 This
category contains a number of unnamed representatives as well as the relatively
unimportant named 'flowers,' HA fii^hs_plii.tie (swamp gentian and Sitka columbine),
HA rhurhqwtu5i or HA rhurnetu6i hs_plX.lia (pearly everlasting) and HA gizu6
(English daisy, an introduced plant). In the context of discussing the Hanaksiala "Indian
New Year" ritual in which flowers played an important role, GR added the following
species to his list of 'flowers': riceroot (the focal 'flower' whose blossoming signaled the
beginning of the "Indian New Year"), salmonberry, Nootka rose and blueberries
(Vaccinium spp.). As with Lillooet (Turner 1974:41), this category overlaps with the

"weed" category which, in Hanaksiala and Haisla, also overlaps with the 'grass' lifeform category.
A final Hanaksiala and Haisla category of 'sticky plants' contains a number of
species having sticky or "pokey" aspects, each of which may be referred to individually
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as HA kwta66s (literally, 'sticky plant'). These plants include cat-tail, lesser burdock,
sundew, bedstraw, large-leaved avens and two species of thistles. Some of these species
are known by unique names (i.e., HA Oabi hs_er5ila - bedstraw; HA sxla hs_saNn common cat-tail), indicating that 'sticky plants' is a "filled," rather than "empty,"
category. Its status as a life-form grouping is somewhat questionable, given the fact that
the primary criterion for inclusion in the category may be considered to be a special
purpose criterion even though the ultimate basis for stickiness is morphological.
Turner identified a somewhat similar category of "thorny or spiny plants" for Haida that
contains devil's-club, Sitka spruce, Nootka rose and other plants with thorns or spines
used for protection against witchcraft. This category, however, is unlabeled in Haida - a
contrast from the Hanaksiala/Haisla case. Further differences include the actual species
involved (none are shared between the Haisla category and the Hanaksiala and Haisla
category) and the culture roles of the included species.
The remaining Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla general botanical categories that
may be considered as life-form groupings all consist of non-vascular cryptogams algae, fungi, lichens and bryophytes (primarily mosses). Various algae, or "seaweeds,"
are named at the generic level in Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla: 00 oâka (boa kelp),
00 le la (bladderwrack kelp), 00 tiiia (sea lettuce and sea hair), 00 4aCi iis (giant
kelp), 00 wawadi (bull kelp), 00 -Feist ("edible seaweed"), 00 da+ ("inedible
seaweed"), HA siati6ro (boa kelp), HA^(bladderwrack kelp), HA (Gm.) tbitais
s

and HA (GI.) tbiais (sea lettuce and sea hair), HA wlicr hs_zmwâs (sac seaweed), HA
ei6eillis and HA gaqllis (giant kelp), HA waudi (bull kelp), HA +a eisg ("edible seaweed")
and HA +aeisg hs_kaaX ("crow's seaweed"). In some cases these generic level names are
applied at the botanical species level, but other times they refer to collections of closely
related and macroscopically relatively similar species (e.g., sea lettuce, Ulva spp., and
sea hair, Enteromorpha spp.). No general Oowekyala term for marine macroalgae, or
"seaweeds," has been recorded in this study but a collective "seaweed" term is known in
Hanaksiala and Haisla. This term, HA +iix+iia, may be applied at the species level to
giant kelp that does not possess a coating of herring spawn, which this kelp is used to
collect for use as food. In a more general sense, HA +iix+ba refers to any kelp or alga
that has broad leaves (e.g., Agarum cribrosum, Costaria costata and Laminaria
saccharina). Therefore, at least for the Hanaksiala and Haisla, there exists a labeled
"seaweed" life-form that contains the majority of kelps and similar algae. Even though
other algae species may not be considered to be primary examples of this category they
are recognized as being similar types of organisms and are, at least tenuously,
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perceptually associated with members of HA 1-1ix+iia. One exception is that of the
articulated coralline algae that are metaphorically associated with Pacific crabapple and
"tree." Other terms that refer to bioluminescence produced by certain marine algae
(members of the algal division, Pyrrhophycophyta) - 00 bixla and HA bixla - do not
represent plant names and the organisms in question are not actually recognized or
categorized along with other algal taxa in Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla botanical
categorization.
Lichens and mosses are commonly conceptually linked among many cultures,
probably because they are small, frequently similar morphologically and ecologically,
and generally regarded as relatively economically insignificant and, therefore, not
worthy of the type of attention required to note their particular characteristics and
differentiate them from one another. In general, lichens and mosses are regarded as
similar among the Oweekeno. Among the Hanaksiala and Haisla, basic distinctions are
made between mosses and/or lichens on the ground, and those that grow on and among the
branches of trees. The linguistic and conceptual relationships between true mosses and
lichens on the one hand, and folk taxa that may be glossed as "mosses" or "lichens" on the
other are not entirely clear. The Oowekyala term Cl() kwilqu'ii"Xawa labels a "tree
moss" tentatively identified as one or more species of arboreal, pendent fruticose
lichens. Through the reference of this entity and some other lichens as types of 'moss'
(00 151ms) it is clear that in Oowekyala botanical categorization some mosses and lichens
are perceptually linked (see Section 3.1.4, #14). One member of the Oowekyala 'moss'
life-form category is named 00 7a?mairiiniV yis_Mils (literally, "tiny-tiny-littletrees"). This moss (badge mnium) is, like certain coralline algae and Pacific crabapple
in Hanaksiala and Kitasoo botanical categorization, associated metaphorically with the
life-form category 'tree,' apparently because of its tree-like appearance. The
taxonomic status of a moss relative, cone-headed liverwort, is unclear in Oowekyala, but
one may logically expect it to represent another type of 'moss.'
In Hanaksiala and Haisla, the situation regarding mosses and lichens also is
somewhat unclear but a 'moss' life-form that overlaps with an unlabeled "lichen"
category is in evidence. Various types of fruticose lichens were referred to by GR as HA
Cii+du hs_15615a1ms (black tree lichens), HA rniiiitusdu hsj560alms (one descriptive
phrase applied to old man's beard lichen and common witch's hair, more properly
referred to as HA CaCcP■aw6i). Through the nomenclature applied to these taxa and the
conceptual information provided by GR it is clear that they represent members in good
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standing in the 'moss' life-form category: HA(10a1rns. On other occasions these taxa
were said said not to be "kinds of HA 4615a1ms." This apparent contradiction is based on
the fact that GR was specifying that they were simply not true examples of the "real HA
HA 0615alms," a term that refers on one level to the prototypical or "type" moss (hanging
moss, Antitrichia curtipendula), and in a more general sense to any 'moss' (including
various true mosses, at least one liverwort and several lichens). Some Hanaksiala
terms that seem to refer to various crustose lichens do not clearly represent members
of the 'moss' category but others that refer to cone-headed liverwort, lung lichens and
veined lichens do represent types of 'mosses.' The root morpheme from which the
Hanaksiala/Haisla 'moss' is formed (/plc-) is also incorporated in a number of other
'moss' terms applied to various true moss species (see Section 3.2.4, #28 and #30).
Several different types of fungi are recognized and named at various levels of
inclusiveness among the Oweekeno, Hanaksiala and Haisla. No 'mushroom' term has been
documented for Oowekyala but a term for this broad group of fungi similar to those
known for Hanaksiala, Haisla and Heiltsuk (all of which are translated as meaning
"umbrella" or "hat" of "worm," "ghost" or some other creature) possibly was once
known although the lack of any recorded Kwak'wala 'mushroom' term and the
corresponding evidence of the use of mushrooms as food only recently suggest that
perhaps an Oowekyala 'mushroom' term has never existed (cf. Turner and Bell
1973:262, 263). At least two Hanaksiala/Haisla 'mushroom' terms are known - one
that appears to refer to any (gilled) mushroom and another that refers to one or more
species of mushrooms used for medicinal purposes among the Hanaksiala (see Section
3.2.2, #18 and #19). 'Mushroom' may be considered to represent an additional lifeform category, as Turner (1974:39-41) has identified life-form categories
corresponding to mushrooms and fungi for Nuxalk and Lillooet with an additional
intermediate Nuxalk category of "tree fungi" (including various species of shelf fungi in
the Polyporaceae). The Nuxalk "tree fungi" category is named with a Wakashan - likely
Oowekyala - borrowing (i.e., NU kanani). In Oowekyala the term 00 kanani refers to
any type of shelf fungus with no particular "type" species in evidence (cf. Turner
1974:45 where Fomes officinalis is regarded as the "type" NU kanani) and may be
considered to represent an additional Oowekyala life-form grouping. In Hanaksiala and
Haisla a 'shelf fungus' life-form category is labeled with the general term HA kak6ni or
HA kakani and the apparent Kitamaat synonym HA qlgligai. One species of shelf fungus
- larch polypore - is known by a unique name (HA [GI.] Nya3i) although it is
considered to be a member of the 'shelf fungus' life-form category.
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Other fungal species (barometer earthstar, puffballs and "ghost ear fungus") are
not strongly associated conceptually with mushrooms and shelf fungi among the
Hanaksiala and Haisla. Because they do not reside within the 'mushroom' or 'shelf
fungus' categories they may be regarded as unaffiliated generics, although some
individuals, such as GR, seem to recognize some fungal attributes (e.g., lack of
chlorophyllous tissue, unique growth form, etc.) that distinguish them from other types
of 'plants.' For this reason they may be regarded as representing peripheral members of
an unlabeled category of "fungi."

An additional feature or small set of features also seems to unite various fungi in
Hanaksiala and Haisla cognition. At least a few fungi (particularly puffballs and shelf
fungi) are associated to a degree with ghosts; puffballs are injurious or deadly
instruments of ghosts and shelf fungi reflect the echoes of ghosts and are used as
protection against ghosts. Mushrooms may, for some individuals, be 'umbrellas of
ghosts' although the polysemous term HA liz4 ('ghost' or 'worm') within the context of
the mushroom name HA baxwbaxwe hs_liziel is said be GR to refer to 'worms' instead.
Lastly, although "ghost ear fungus" (Exobasidium sp. affin. vaccinii) is associated with
ghosts elsewhere, among the Hanaksiala it is associated with a different monstrous entity
known to steal corpses. This group of ghostly fungi may be considered to be a subset of a
larger category of "ghost's plants" that includes fireweed and black cottonwood - plants
that produce fluffy "snow" associated with ghosts. This category is not based on uniform
morphological or ecological attributes of its members, precluding its definition as a
life-form grouping. Nor does it seem to represent an intermediate group as defined by
Berlin so for the present it may simply be referred to as a unique suprageneric taxon
(cf. Compton 1991b).
No 'vine' or 'herbaceous plant,' or grerb categories are found in the Oowekyala,
Hanaksiala and Haisla botanical categorization systems although they are considered to be
among the most commonly identified life-forms throughout human societies (Brown
1984:13, 14). The lack of a 'vine' category is likely due to the presence within the
Central and North Coast regions of only generally small, mostly herbaceous vines of no
economic or other cultural importance. No clear explanation for the lack of a grerb
category seems apparent, although many of the plants that would be expected to share
membership in such a category are, in Upper North Wakashan, partitioned into separate
categories such as the 'fern' life-form.
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4.5.3 Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla Intermediate Taxa

As already mentioned, Turner has commented on the nature and extent of
intermediate botanical categorization for the Haida and Nuxalk, suggesting that the
definition of these categories as distinct from life-forms may be somewhat subjective,
temporary and likely to evolve rapidly. Furthermore, there are "potentially limitless"
categories that may be regarded as intermediate based on casual associations (Turner
1974:43). Berlin (1992:24) offers some specific criteria by which these categories
may be separated from one another: "Taxa of intermediate rank are found most
commonly as members of life-form taxa, and are comprised of small numbers of folk
generics that show marked perceptual similarities with one another." Further, "[t]axa
of intermediate rank correspond rather closely with portions of taxa recognized by
Western science at the rank of family" (op. cit.). Lastly, intermediate taxa are
generally not named, but if they are, they are labeled with primary names rather than
the secondary names generally applied to subgeneric taxa (Berlin 1992:25, 29).

Turner (1974:42-47) identified 18 intermediate categories among the Haida
and 20 for Nuxalk, including several already discussed (e.g., "ferns" and "tree fungi" for
Nuxalk and "thorny or spiny plants" for Haida). From the research reported here it
seems evident that comparable Upper North Wakashan botanical groupings should, on the
basis of Berlin's definitions, be assigned to the life-form rank. Clearly, at least in the
case of Hanaksiala/Haisla 'sticky plants,' no scientific botanical family relationship is
represented by the category, as should be the case for an intermediate taxon, nor are the
'sticky plants' included in any other life-form taxon, an additional criterion for
intermediateness.

Additional mid-level botanical groupings may be identified for Oowekyala,
Hanaksiala and Haisla, many of which differ from the definitional characteristics
established by Berlin, in that many such groupings are labeled. It is interesting to note
that there are comparable groupings of the same or similar species in Nuxalk where no
such label is applied. Take, for example, the term HA

siakwria+ which labels Alaska

blueberry (the "type" blueberry) at the generic level and is formed from a root
morpheme (Vsykw-) interpreted as meaning simply 'blueberry.' In a broader context
HA

si6ena+ refers to "blueberries" collectively, including those that have their own

unique, generic level names: HA sikw:sris ("mountain blueberry"), and HA OiP(srnand
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HA riaWcsiti (oval-leaved blueberry). Two other blue berries are also regarded as types
of blueberries despite a lack of genetic relatedness: HA sigwria+ hs_kaai ('Alaskan
blueberry of crow,' crowberry) and HA fIxwa hs_si6k`una+ ('black bear's blueberry,'
queenscup). A comparable Nuxalk "blueberries" category exists but is unlabeled
(Turner 1974:45). The association of "se a"k5unat" (i.e., a transcriptional variant of
00 siekwria+ or 00 siWunat) with "juniper" (i.e., common juniper) by Boas
(1928:225) implies either a mistake of identification or the inclusion of this blue
"berry (galbalus)"-producing gymnosperm in an Oowekyala 'blueberry' category.
Other Oowekyala 'blueberries' include 003 -<'"sX's or 00 crse's (probably dwarf
blueberry), t00 sikw:sgwis (probably black mountain huckleberry) and 00 iriqwesm,
00 eiwixsm (oval-leaved blueberry and possibly also bog blueberry).

Many more botanical groupings may be identified on the basis of common
nomenclatural properties (e.g., names that are derived from single root morphemes and
which differ in that one form is a reduplicated version of another) 19 and associations
made in conversational contexts, such as when discussing seasonal aspects of food
gathering, plants in ritual applications, or plants that share other features perceived as
particularly distinctive.

Intermediate botanical categories in Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla are
summarized in Tables 7 (Oowekyala) and 8 (Hanaksiala and Haisla). As expected, many
of the groupings are shared among these cultures. In some cases, data sufficient to
establish the presence of an intermediate category in Hanaksiala and Haisla are
represented only minimally in Oowekyala. This situation is undoubtedly related to the
overall erosion of botanical knowledge in Oweekeno culture, rather than to any major
differences in the overall categorization systems of these groups.
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Table 7. Intermediate botanical categories in Oowekyala
English Designation

Oowekyala Label

Representative

Approximate
Western Botanical

Members

Class
"marine green

Enteromorpha spp.,

algae"

Ulva spp. (U.

00 ti) a
s

Enteromorpha spp.
and Ulva spp.

californica, U.
finestrata, etc.)
"edible and inedible

00 +6st (includes

Porphyra spp.,

seaweeds"

00 da+)

especially the
"type," P. abbottae
(00 +151st), but also
P. schizophylla and
possibly also P.
fallax and P. torta
(00 da+)

"kelps used to

Egreqia menziesii,

gather herring roe"

Macrocystis

(other than the

integrifolia

phrase shown in the

no collective label

no equivalent term

first column)
"edible cambium-

Tsuga heterophylla,

bearing trees"

Populus balsamifera

(other than the

L. ssp. trichocarpa

phrase shown in the

no collective label

no equivalent term

first column)
"willows"

Cornus sericea ssp.

no collective label

sericea and Salix
spp.
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"willows"

(Table 7 continued)
"inedible fruits"

Maianthemum

no collective label

no equivalent term

(or fruits regarded

dilatatum,

in Oowekyala (but

(other than the

as frog's food or

Streptopus

referred to in

phrase shown in the

similar to berries

amplexifolius, S.

English as "berries

first column)

that are frog's food)

roseus, Cornus

for animals" or

sericea ssp. sericea,

"frogberries"

Cornus
unalaschensis
"animal's medicinal

Peltigera spp.

no collective label

no equivalent term
(other than the

plants"

phrase shown in the
first column)
"animal's plants"

Lycopodium

no collective label

no equivalent term

clavatum (and

(other than the

possibly other

phrase shown in the

Lycopodium spp.)

first column)

"medicinal plants"

Veratrum viride

no collective label

(known primarily

ssp. eschscholtzii,

(i.e., that excludes

or only as

Abies amabilis,

other, non-

medicines, or

Picea sitchensis,

botanical

considered to have

Oplopanax horridus,

medicines)

exceptional

Alnus rubra

"herbal medicines"

medicinal
properties)
"(tart, red) fruits

Viburnum edule, V.

preserved in water

oxycoccus,

(other than the

and oil"

Vaccinium vitis-

phrase shown in the

ida ssp. minus and

first column)

no collective label

no equivalent term

Malus fusca
"spiny or thorny

Ribes lacustre

plants"

Oplopanax horridus

,

no collective label

no equivalent term
(other than the
phrase shown in the
first column)
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(Table 7 continued)
"stem-fibre plants"

Epilobium

no collective label

angustifolium ssp.

"herbaceous fibreproducing plants"

circumvagurn,
Urtica dioica ssp.
qracilis var.
qracilis and/or U.
dioica ssp. qracilis
var.^IvaIlii
"plants with edible

Heracleum lanatum,

leaves and/or

Epilobium

stems"

angustifolium L.

no collective label

"greens" or
"vegetables"

ssp. circumvagum
and Rumex
occidentalis var.
procerus, Rubus
parviflorus ssp.
parviflorus and R.
spectabilis
"swamp teas"

Ledum

no collective label

no equivalent term

qroenlandicum and

(other than the

Kalmia microphylla

phrase shown in the

ssp. microphylla

first column)

and/or K.
microphylla ssp.
occidentalis
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Table 8. Intermediate botanical categories in Hanaksiala and Haisl a
English Designation

Representative

Hanaksiala and

Approximate

Members

Haisla Label

Western Botanical
Class

"marine green

Enteromorpha spp.,

HA (Gm.) tiX6(a.is,

Enteromorpha spp.

algae"

Ulva spp. (U.

HA (GI.) tikids

and Ulva spp.

HA +a6sg

Porphyra spp.,

californica, U.
finestrata, etc.)
"edible and inedible

especially the

seaweeds"

"type," P. abbottae
(HA +aeisg), but
also one or more
unidentified species
(HA +atisg hsjaar()
"kelps used to

Egregia menziesii,

gather herring roe"

Fucus qardneri,

(other than the

Macrocystis

phrase shown in the

integrifolia,

first column)

no collective label

no equivalent term

"foliose lichens and

Lobaria spp.,

liverwort"

Peltigera spp.,

(other than the

Conocephalum

phrase shown in the

conicum

first column)

no collective label

no equivalent term

"horsetails"

Equisetum spp.

no collective label

Equisetum spp.

"hemlock trees"

Tsuga heterophylla

no collective label

Tsuga spp.

no collective label

no equivalent term

and T. mertensiana
"edible cambium-

Tsuga heterophylla,

bearing trees"

Populus balsamifera

(other than the

L. ssp. trichocarpa

phrase shown in the
first column)
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(Table 8 continued)
"first trees (and

Alnus incana ssp.

(no Hanaksiala term

no equivalent term

bushes)"

tenuifolia, A. rubra,

recorded but

(other than the

"willow"^(various

referred to as "first

phrase shown in the

species), Populus

trees" in English)

first column)

no collective label

Alnus spp.

HA dirhalas

"willows"

balsamifera L. ssp.
trichocarpa and
Sambucus racemosa
ssp. pubens var.
arborescens
"alders"

Alnus incana ssp.
tenuifolia, A. rubra
(and presumably
also Alnus viridis
ssp. sinuata)

"willows"

Cornus sericea ssp.
sericea Salix
?lasiandra, S.

scouleriana
("type"), S.
sitchensis and other
Salix spp.
"inedible fruits"

Clintonia uniflora,

HA sisal imas

no equivalent term

("animal's

Symphoricarpos

hs_mèmlkimas

(other than the

berries")

albus, Cornus

phrase shown in the

sericea ssp. sericea,

first column)

Empetrum nigrum
ssp. nigrum, Ribes
lacustre, Sorbus
sitchensis ssp. qrayi
and unidentified
'crow's seaweed'
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(Table 8 continued)
"animal's^(ritual)

Lysichiton

medicinal plants"

americanum, Tsuga

(other than the

heterophylla,

phrase shown in the

Veratrum viride

first column)

no collective label

no equivalent term

ssp. eschscholtzii,
Angelica qenuflexa,
Oplopanax horridus,
Salix scouleriana
and other Salix spp.,
and Urtica dioica
ssp. gracilis var.
gracilis and/or U.
dioica ssp. gracilis
var.^lyallii
"animal's plants"

"frog's plants"

Halosaccion

no collective label

no equivalent term

qlandiforme,

(other than the

Lycopodium

phrase shown in the

clavatum,

first column)

Prenanthes alata,

no collective label

no equivalent term

Alnus viridis ssp.

(other than the

sinuata

phrase shown in the
first column)
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(Table 8 continued)
"medicinal plants"

Veratrum viride

no collective label

(known^primarily

ssp. eschscholtzii,

(i.e., that excludes

or only as

Abies amabilis,

other, non-

medicines, or

Picea sitchensis,

botanical

considered to have

Pseudotsuga

medicines)

exceptional

menziesii.

medicinal

Oplopanax horridus,

properties)

Alnus rubra

"herbal medicines"

Lysichiton
americanum,
Nuphar lutea ssp.
polysepalum
"(tart,^red)^fruits

Viburnum edule, V.

preserved in water

oxycoccus and Malus

(other than the

and oil"

fusca

phrase shown in the

no collective label

no equivalent term

first column)
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(Table 8 continued)
"fruits preserved

Sambucus racemosa

by drying"

ssp. pubens var.

(other than the

arborescens,

phrase shown in the

Vaccinium

first column)

no collective label

no equivalent term

alaskaense, V.
?caespitosum var.
caespitosum and/or
V caespitosum var.

paludicola, V.
ovalifolium, V.

parvifolium, V.
uliginosum ssp.
occidentale,
Amelanchier
alnifolia^(Nutt.)
Nutt. var. alnifolia,
Rubus idaeus L. ssp.
melanolasius, R.
parviflorus Nutt.
ssp. parviflorus, R.
spectabilis
"raspberries"

Rubus idaeus ssp.

HA 66-1-P and HA

melanolasius, R.

kwirelt

no equivalent term
(other than the

leucodermis var.

phrase shown in the

leucodermis, and

first column)

tli. discolor and R.
ursinus
"currants"

Ribes bracteosum,

no collective label

R. ?laxiflorum

no equivalent term
(other than the
phrase shown in the
first column)
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(Table 8 continued)
"stem-fibre plants

Stachys cooleyae,

(and those that

Epilobium

resemble them)"

angustifolium ssp.

no collective label

"herbaceous fibreproducing plants"

circumvagum, E.
latifolium L. ssp.
latifolium, Urtica
dioica ssp. qracilis
Selander var.
qracilis and/or U.
dioica ssp. qracilis
var.^lyallii_
"plants with edible

Heracleum lanatum,

leaves and/or

Epilobium

stems"

angustifolium L.

no collective label

"greens" or
"vegetables"

ssp. circumvagum
and Rumex
occidentalis var.
procerus, Rubus
parviflorus ssp.
parviflorus and R.
spectabilis (also
Urtica dioica ssp.
qracilis var.
qracilis and/or U.
dioica ssp. qracilis
var.^lyallii)
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(Table 8 continued)
"tea plants"

Ledum

no collective label

"herbal teas"

no collective label

no equivalent term

qroenlandicum,
Kalmia microphylla
ssp. microphylla
and/or K.
microphylla ssp.
occidentalis, Rosa
nutkana var.
nutkana and Rubus
idaeus ssp.
melanolasius
"swamp teas"

Ledum
qroenlandicum and

(other than the

Kalmia microphylla

phrase shown in the

ssp. microphylla

first column)

and/or K.
microphylla ssp.
occidentalis
"muskeg plants"

Pteridium

HA kenalacis (or HA

no equivalent term

aquilinum,

kenalaCs) or HA

(other than the

Juniperus

lanalazis

phrase shown in the

communis,

first column)

Empetrum nigrum
ssp. nigrum and
possibly Loiseleuria
procumbens
"carrots"

Conioselinum

no equivalent term

pacificum,

(other than the

Zigadenus venenosus

phrase shown in the

and tDaucus carota

first column)
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(Table 8 continued)
"poisonous roots"

Zigadenus

no equivalent term

venenosus, Cicuta

(other than the

douglasii and/or C.

phrase shown in the

mackenzieana and

first column)

Oenanthe
sarmentosa
"water grasses"

Juncus effusus,

'grass of water'

"swamp grass"

Typha latifolia,
Zostera marina and
possibly
Phyllospadix spp.,
As noted by Turner (1974:42-43) for other cultures, several of the Oowekyala,
Hanaksiala and Haisla intermediate categories are essentially broad generic categories
(e.g., the category of "muskeg teas" which consists of two similar species designated by
the same generic label in Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla: 00 pirOas and HA pu0s).
There is also overlapping among the categories, and categories of varying degrees of
inclusiveness are present - intermediate categories containing other less-inclusive
intermediate categories. For example, a broad general category of "animal's plants" is
recognized in Hanaksiala and Haisla and this category is partitioned into categories
representing the berries eaten by animals, the medicinal plants used by animals, and a
number of plants associated with a specific folk zoological generic category labeled
"frog."

And as described by Turner (1974:47), some intermediate categories in
Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla possess exemplary representatives that may be
regarded as the focal member at the centre of a sphere of related taxa. Cow-parsnip, for
example, would be the focal member of the "plants with edible leaves and/or stems"
category in Hanaksiala and Haisla; western hemlock is the focus of "edible cambiumbearing trees"; red alder is the focus of "alders."
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4.5.4 Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla Generic Taxa
Among the Upper North Wakashan groups, the Oweekeno are among the least well
represented in ethnographic, including ethnobotanical, terms, and when compared with
other Upper North Wakashan tongues, the documented Oowekyala botanical lexicon is
limited. Even so, Oowekyala is known to include terms for approximately 100 botanical
species, some of which - particularly species of high cultural significance such as
western red-cedar - may have several different names depending on the part, growth
stage or context of use to be emphasized. Similar situations exist for Hanaksiala, Haisla
(see Section 3.2) and Heiltsuk (Compton 1992) where the documented botanical
lexicons exceed that of Oowekyala.
Most of these botanical names and their Hanaksiala and Haisla counterparts apply
to taxa of generic rank as defined by Berlin (1992:31-35): Generic taxa are the most
numerous in any given system; they show the highest degree of correspondence to species
as recognized by Western botany and are typically monotypic; they are immediately
included in taxa of the kingdom, life-form or intermediate rank; they may be subdivided
into specific level taxa; and they may exhibit prototypicality (i.e., one referent of the
generic level label may be regarded as more or most typical of the category); and
generics are labeled with primary lexemes.
Most of the Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla generic names label organisms at
the specific level (or, in some cases, the subspecies or varietal level). 20 In other
cases, two plants may be labelled with a single generic name (e.g., Labrador tea and
western swamp laurel, which are referred to as 00 pas and HA pu0s). Other generic
level names label taxa that may include a number of botanical species that even most
botanists would not bother to distinguish from one another (e.g., HA CaCciX'Aaw6i, which
refers to any whitish species of arboreal, fruticose lichen). Many generic, and some
specific, labels are of a form which is indicative of genitive case (i.e., 'X of Y') (see
Table 9). This nomenclatural pattern seems much more common in Upper North
Wakashan biological terms than in those in Kwak'wala, Nuxalk, and Coast or Southern
Tsimshian and it serves to link the plants that are named in this fashion with other
botanical or zoological taxa, either metaphorically or literally, or to modify a generic or
life-form term in one way or another by referring to colour, habitat or some other
salient attribute of the referent. In Berlin's scheme most of these fall in the category of
primary names since no element in the name labels a superordinate category, e.g., skunk
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cabbage is neither a type of skunk nor of cabbage, although it is like a type of cabbage. In
the case of salmonberry names, this naming convention labels folk specific taxa, and the
labels would be considered to be secondary (see Section 4.5.4 below). In still other
cases, names of the genitive type are used to label some intermediate taxa (see Tables 7
and 8). In one case the genitive naming pattern was applied by GR to further indicate the
relatedness of "red and black raspberries" (Rubus idaeus L. ssp. melanolasius and R.
leucodermis var. leucodermis) in a way that does not indicate the presence of any folk
specific taxa. In many cases this naming convention is applied to nontaxonomic, general
botanical terms (see Table 10).
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Table 9. Instances of the 'X of Y' nomenclatural formation in 0owelvala, Hanaksiala and
Haisla terms applied to botanical organisms
Botanical Latin Taxa

Oowekyala

Hanaksiala and/or Haisla

Corallinaceae

HA ci ,kas hs_wriel

Halosaccion glandiforme

HA wile hs_zmwas or HA
*turn hs„,+aifisg

Porphyra sp.

HA +aeisg hsjaait

Astraeus hygrometricus

HA oazq hs_Iiurls

Bovista spp.

00 mnak gis_futim

HA (GI.) kwakwesduqu
hsjiziel
HA baxwbaxw6 hsjizieh HA

mushroom

tivales baxwbaxwè hsfiziel
?Alectoria sarmentosa and

HA rhinsiwsclu

?Usnea spp.

hsjaCciiiAawi, HA
rhtY5iwsdu hsja0alms or HA
sia hs_AavVs

?Bryoria sp.

HA Cii+du hsj5615alms

?Isothecium stoloniferum

HA th'csdu hs„,15615alms

Plagiomnium insigne

00 7a7mairnraw yis_:Xas
HA .6).'('''sdu hsj5lalzis

Sphagnum sp.
Lycopodium clavatum

00 Wilsigm yis_qarnila
HA Wsigm hs_kwIselaii<cla

Eriophorum chamissonis

HA WiWsatu6i hs_sag'weri

Scirpus americanus

HA grieyu hs_sag. w6n

?Juncus arcticus

HA CaCksdu66u
hs_kwikwriag

?Juncus effusus

HA sa)-csris hs_waa

Clintonia uniflora

HA flea hs_si6kwria+
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(Table 9 continued)
Maianthemum dilatatum

HA trn hsjuris

Smilacina racemosa

HA imC hsjiugls

Typha latifolia

HA siila hs_saran or HA
sa5wan hs_Wap

Zostera marina and

HA saran hs_wn6 or HA

?Phyllospadix spp.

saran hsjvap

Juniperus communis

HA CixCas hsAriCialas,
tHA CixCas CraXla, HA
(5warcla hs_CixCas or HA
siakwria+ hs_kaaX

Thuja plicata

HA k'aX"Xau hs,:AaNks

Anaphalis marciaretacea

HA rhurncrtuei hs_pli'Llia

Bellis perennis

HA gizua hs_pliclia

Prenanthes alata

HA kwza0i hs_kwikwriaq

Symphoricarpos albus

HA ilea hs_rnamlkimas

Cornus sericea

HA flea hs_mamlkimas

Sorbus sitchensis

HA kaai( hsAisina, HA
kibet hs_kaaX, HA kibet
hs_kaaX or HA kaai< zus
kitiat

Galium sp.

HA ei AaCX hsAuugla

Empetrum nigrum and

HA siakwna+ hs,,kaaX

.

Ribes lacustre
Phyllodoce empetriformis

HA {ism hs_plX.1 16

Prunus sp.

HA tiUrhass tiuCuai

-

hs_rnamlkimas
HA Pririt hsCdaqn or HA

Rubus leucodermis

666.1 sm hs,:d6.1.6n
-
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Table 10. Instances of the "X of Y" nomenclatural
formation in Hanaksiala and Haisla general botanical
terms
General Botanical Concept

Hanaksiala and/or Haisla

'head of bottle kelp'

HA hiiiii hs_wâudi

shelf fungi on black

HA efemillas hs_kakeni, HA

cottonwood, Sitka spruce,

s:skas hs_kakani and HA

western hemlock

lUeras hs_kakani

dry-topped western red-

HA Iii<atu hs_kwaaau

cedar
needles of Sitka spruce

HA ifinCialas hs_s:skas

dry-topped Sitka spruce

HA liXatu hs_skas

bulbs of riceroot (lit.,

HA 6inri hs_xulem

louse of riceroot')
bulb scale of riceroot (lit.,

HA gagait hs_xillem

'hat of riceroot')
flower of riceroot

HA xue'6s hs_0.66

flowers of any "grass"

HA plictiè hs_sarfri

nodules (that enclose

HA imimsn6i hsAwan

nitrogen-fixing Rhizobium
bacteria) on lupine roots
(lit.,^'lump of lupine')
flower of lupine

HA 6wriCes hs_plX.1 16

feather-like seeds of

HA kwisbis hs_lizi6

-

fireweed (lit., 'snowflakes
of ghost')
dried/rotten wood of black

HA gwirip hsjcw66as

cottonwood
"fur" of willow

HA W6Xianue hs_dirnalas

inflorescences
flower of salmonberry

HA pias hsjA.1-16

(Table 10 continued)
'black bear's berries'

HA ilea hs_rnâmIkimas

(including several species)
underwater plants

HA ira;ila hs,...wrA

Almost all Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla generic taxa are included in one or
more life-form taxa or intermediate categories although a number of remaining generics
"pepper" the cognitive field, and are unaffiliated with any more inclusive category
outside of the kingdom. One Oowekyala example is t 00 im5, which refers to American
-

glasswort, a rather morphologically unusual and salty plant with no obvious
counterparts in Oowekyala, Hanaksiala or Haisla botanical categorization. It has not been
included in Table 7 along with an intermediate category of medicine plants on the basis of
its rather peripheral importance as a medicine as indicated by the minimal evidence of
its Oweekeno medicinal use. Many such plants that are known as medicines among the
Oweekeno, Hanaksiala and Haisla have not been included in Tables 7 and 8 for similar
reasons: while they are medicines, various consultants did not mention them as often, as
emphatically or as repeatedly as they mentioned the most central of the medicinal plants
categories. Another unusual Oowekyala name, 00 wAdayu, seems to represent a generic
level term, at least as it was applied by RH to common butterwort. When it and its
Heiltsuk cognate are examined from a wider perspective, however, these terms serve to
denote a broader range of referents, all of which have the features of being botanical
organisms with talismanic properties, and which represent an unusual mid-level
category that is not an intermediate taxon or a life-form taxon as defined by Berlin
(Compton 1991b).
In Hanaksiala and Haisla, articulated coralline algae are labeled by the generic
label HA ci■A/ as hs_w pei, which is not included in any life-form category except insofar
as it is related metaphorically to 'tree' or 'Pacific crabapple.' A number of
Hanaksiala/Haisla generic terms that apparently, though not conclusively, apply to
different types of lichens or algae used as sources of pigment do not seem to be affiliated
with any life-form category or intermediate category, with the possible exception of a
"(lichen or alga) pigment" category, whose existence is somewhat dubious. Therefore,
these taxa (including those referring to ?Trentepohlia aurea ?Candelariella vitellina
?Pseudephebe pubescens and ?Xanthoria elegans) should probably be regarded as
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unaffiliated generics, if they actually refer to true botanical organisms, rather than
mineral substances, at all.

The introduction of various plant and plant food items by Europeans and EuroCanadians to indigenous cultures in the Pacific Northwest during the last few centuries
has inspired some cases of semantic expansion of indigenous generic level plant names so
that these names include one native referent and one introduced referent. For example,
00 mtruCji and HA mrCi once applied to the native nodding onion (Allium cernuum) but
now also refer to domesticated onion (A. cepa); 00 kri:i and HA km once referred only to
hemlock-parsley, or "wild carrots," but now also refer to domesticated carrots; HA
"riceroot," now also applies to rice, which resembles the small bulbs of
riceroot. In other cases, English borrowings reshaped to correspond to Upper North
Wakashan phonetic systems have been applied (e.g., 00 lais. from "rice") or Chinook
jargon terms of sometimes uncertain origin have been used (e.g., 00 Onahu, HA Onawu
and HA 6anaw6). Occasionally, unique Wakashan coined terms have been used (e.g., HA
nineqmâla, "grapes," because they appear to have been strung together). Other generic
terms clearly or apparently represent borrowings from neighbouring native languages
that have been adopted for use in reference to items generally or traditionally obtained
through trade (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2 for a discussion of plants and plant names and
their roles in intertribal trade relations). Some plants, however, that do not represent
traditional trade items have Upper North Wakashan names that derive from nonWakashan sources. The Hanaksiala and Haisla name for licorice fern (HA U6am) is of
Tsimshian origin (cf. Dunn 1978:103), but licorice fern rhizomes are not known to be,
or to have been, items of trade among the Central Coast peoples. Likewise, yellow-cedar
does not represent a traditional trade item, but it is known to Hanaksiala and Haisla
people by a Coast Tsimshian borrowing, i.e., HA w+ is based on CT (HB) wa• (cf. Dunn
1978:108), even though this plant is also known by the Hanaksiala and Haisla name, HA
kwerialas. Rocky Mountain maple is known as HA CeW ikai as, possibly from a Salish
form.
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4.5.5 Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla Specific Taxa
Folk specific taxa, when they occur, partition generic taxa into at least two
elements. These subgeneric taxa and folk varietal taxa are more likely to occur within
societies of horticulturists, where domesticated species receive the subgeneric labels.
Societies described as foraging (which, at least in folk biological categorization terms,
would include the hunting/fishing/gathering societies of the Pacific Northwest Coast)
are thought to exhibit specific level categorization rarely, and never to exhibit varietal
categorization. Folk specific and varietal taxa receive secondary names, i.e., complex
names that label members of a contrast set with terms that indicate a superordinate
taxon that includes the taxa in question (Berlin 1992:24, 28, 29).
True to the claims of Berlin, subgeneric folk botanical taxa are extremely
uncommon in Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla botanical categorization. The only
specific level labels in these Upper North Wakashan languages are the names applied in
reference to the variously coloured fruits (i.e., golden, red or dark ruby) of
salmonberry (Rubus spectabilis) that result from a genetic condition known as fruit
colour polymorphism. Although any salmonberry fruit, regardless of colour, may be
referred to with the terms 00 gulali or 00 661ali and HA gulali, additional terms may be
used to refer to colour variants. The darkest fruits are called 00 CaCulaq or 00
66611 itam yis:Nlali and HA CaCuTilk, terms derived from a root morpheme (VCw+-)
-

meaning 'black.' Golden salmonberries are called 00 rharnulaq and HA rharhulèq or HA
rharhulilaq, terms derived from a root morpheme (Vriiwi--) meaning 'white.' Even
though speakers of Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla typically do not include the
superordinate label ("salmonberry") in the phrases used to denote the lightest and
darkest types of salmonberries, the term 00 6661htern yisAinali, and the statement by
GR that the Hanaksiala and Haisla forms may be stated in the expanded form (i.e., HA
CaCulilk hsAuleli and HA rharhul6q hsAuthli or HA rnarnuii16q hs:01610, indicates
that these names fulfil the nomenclatural criteria for specific labels as stated by Berlin.
4.5.6 Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla Varietal Taxa

No examples of folk varietal taxa are known in Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla
botanical categorization. This finding is in accord with Berlin's (1992:24) claim that
no such taxon will occur in foraging societies.
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4.6 Kitasoo Botanical Nomenclature and Categorization
A complete discussion of Southern Tsimshian botanical nomenclature and
categorization as extensive as that presented in the preceding section is not possible at
this time. However, through comparisons with Tsimshianic, Wakashan, Nuxalk and
Haida data, it is possible to make some brief general statements regarding Kitasoo
botanical nomenclature and categorization and to speculate on the basic features of the
broader system of Tsimshianic botanical nomenclature and categorization.
4.6.1 The Kitasoo Plant Kingdom
In general, the characteristics of Southern Tsimshian botanical categorization
are consistent with widespread features of botanical categorization described by Berlin
(1992) and Turner and her colleagues (Turner 1974; Turner et al. 1983, 1990). A
culturally valid Southern Tsimshian concept of "plant' is evident through context and
association in conversation (cf. Turner et al. 1990:60), although this cognitive class is,
as with many other languages of the Pacific Northwest and elsewhere, unlabeled by a
single, all-inclusive term equivalent to English "plant."
In many indigenous languages of the Northwest, such as those in the Salishan
(Turner 1974:30-31; Turner et al. 1990:60) and Wakashan language families, the
conceptual reality of the "plant" concept is further demonstrated by the application of a
"plant" suffix incorporated as either a mandatory or optional feature of plant names,
especially those used for trees, bushes and a number of herbs (cf. Turner 1974; Turner
and Bell 1971, 1973). In the Haida language isolate a slightly different situation
occurs, in which a variety of "life-form" markers are employed to denote members of
the "plant" domain (Turner 1974:32-350). Unlike the situations described for
Salishan, Wakashan and Haida, there are no linguistic elements denoting "plant" in
Southern Tsimshian but the concept is recognized by Kitasoo individuals, possibly as a
result of English language and Euro-Canadian cultural influences.
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4.6.2 Kitasoo Life-form Taxa
The botanical realm as recognized and discussed by Kitasoo consultants contains a
number of general botanical categories of varying degrees of inclusiveness (see Figure
4). The most inclusive labeled Kitasoo botanical category is the major "life-form,"
essentially as it has been defined in general terms by Berlin. However, in contrast to
Berlin's general model, Kitasoo general plant categories are neither always mutually
exclusive, nor are they based solely on morphological attributes (cf. Berlin 1973:261;
Brown 1977:320), both common features of Pacific Northwest botanical categorization
systems (cf. Turner 1974:31; Turner et al. 1990:60-62). A labeled category
containing several important named utilitarian taxa is "berries." Still other categories
are of low economic (though not necessarily low cultural) importance and are defined by
essentially morphological criteria. Some of these taxa, "mosses," "mushrooms," "shelf
fungi" and "grasses," are themselves labeled but include many unnamed but perceptually
differentiated members and, therefore, may be referred to as "empty" or incipient lifeform categories (Brown 1984:134; Hunn 1982:834; Turner 1974:40; Turner et al.
1990:62). An additional "empty" general plant category contains mainly herbaceous
plants of little or no economic importance, or "weeds." The "flowers" life-form
category contains at least one named member, ST 7ile•mts'6X (western columbine), and
is, therefore, not an entirely empty category even though its membership consists
primarily of unnamed plants. These last three categories undoubtedly contain several
members which, depending on the individual consulted and conversational context, could
be referable to more than one of the categories.
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I

Kitasoo General Botanical Categories I
"plants (unlabeled)"

ST sXiin
'trees/bushes (including
evergreen species)
(ca. 35 generically labeled species)

ST GakO.Xs

ST sXan Ma7i or
ST sXan magi
'berry/fruit-bearing
bushes/plants'

"articulated
coralline algae"
(metaphorical
association
with 'tree')

"berry bushes/
plants and bushes
(lacking edible
fruits)"

unaffiliated generics
(taxa not referable to
more inclusive category)
ST 105•Xs or ST 105•X;
ST ky5Xt
'grasses' (and grass-like
plants, i.e., Poaceae,
Cyperaceae, Juncaceae
and Tofieldia qlutinosa)

ST hu•s or ST xu.s
"roots (and rhizomes)" (i.e.,
edit* &
medicinal/poisonous)

"marine algae"
(7 generically
labeled taxa)

ST Gaidm ts'ube.t
lei n5.nq, ST Géidi n5.nq
"mushrooms"

ST 7wnin5.riq
"shelf fungi"

ST brIaX., ST brIth.X
"mosses (and mosslike plants)"

Figure 4. Kitasoo general botanical categories. (Note: The relative position of the
categories shown here is insignificant unless there is overlapping. The relative sizes of
the ovoids are indicative of the relative number and/or cultural importance of the taxa
they enclose. Shading indicates unlabelled categories or residual taxa.)
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As with other Pacific Northwest languages, such as those of the Haida, Nuxalkmc,
Stl'atl'imx (Lillooet) and Nlaka'pamux (Thompson) peoples, there are terms in
Southern Tsimshian that imply the existence of the general plant categories (similar to
the life-form category as defined by Berlin of "trees," 'bushes,' and "berry bushes") but
the Southern Tsimshian categories differ in their scope and application. No term or
prefix equivalent to "tree" exists in Southern Tsimshian although ST GOn or ST G6n•
"(straight) tree, wood, log, etc." is incorporated in the names of some tree species and
ST sX6n- (literally, 'support-for...') is commonly used with reference to woody trees
and bushes. One somewhat unusual Southern Tsimshian botanical category may be
referred to as a "life-form complex;" the category indicated by the linguistic and
conceptual overlap associated with the prefix ST sX6n- and the terms ST sXanrha2i
("berry bush"), and ST Ga5.Xs ("berry bush or any bush"). 21 The categories labeled
ST sXanrha?i and ST Ga5.Xs may overlap in part because berry bushes do not have fruit
all year and in part because a basic aspect of both categories has to do with the fact that
their members are bushy. Fruit-bearing bushes would not be referred to as ST
sXanri-ia7i at times of the year when they do not have fruit (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm.
1992). The conceptual linkage of these categories in Southern Tsimshian differs
slightly from the situations described for other Northwest groups in that an additional
level of linguistic and conceptual differentiation within 'trees and bushes' is made:
"berry bushes" as opposed to "berry bushes together with bushes that do not produce
edible fruits." Examples of species that produce fruits considered inedible are false
Solomon's-seal and Sitka mountain-ash, both referred to as 'berries of black bears.'
Similar intermediate categories described as "bear's berries" or "animal's berries" also
are known from the Oweekeno, Hanaksiala and Haisla cultures. An unusual member of
the Kitasoo berry category is the berry-like fungus, Exobasidium sp. affin. vaccinii.
In Southern Tsimshian the linguistic element ST sX6n- appears in association
with a number of plant names. It is a prefix that is "always used with a noun referring
to the important or relevant part of the plant or object" (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm.
1992). The basic meaning of this prefix in Southern Tsimshian and Nisga'a (and
probably the other Tsimshianic languages) is "support-for...(e.g., fishing pole, handle,
mast, post [and including] bush, tree, plant)' (M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1990,
1992). Throughout these languages the various cognates of ST sXan- have been applied
most frequently to trees and bushes (and occasionally herbs) that, in general, bear
items of economic, utilitarian or some other cultural interest (e.g., fruits). This may
be to emphasize their recognition as sources of, or "supports" for, e.g., culinary,
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medicinal or technological materials or, when questioned, to emphasize the plant in its
entirety (cf. McNeary 1974c:114). Examples include ST sX6.nm5•1ks ('support-forcrabapple,' or "crabapple tree"), ST sX6nhuednk ("yew tree"), ST sXen•aiya ("high
bush cranberry bush"), ST sX6nw5•'ms ("devil's-club plant") and ST sX6ntsawes• or
ST sX6ntsa'w6s- ("salal berry bush").
This prefix, ST sX6n-, seems to differ fundamentally in its basic meaning and
application from other linguistic elements such as that found in the Upper North
Wakashan languages - a "plant/tree/bush" suffix found only in conjunction with
botanical terms. Although ST sX6n- is not strictly limited to use with botanical nouns,
the individuals consulted in this study specified that it could be applied appropriately
within the botanical realm only to woody species, especially berry bushes and trees. 22
The prompted term ST sX6rimiyi,-p ("riceroot plant") was acknowledged with hesitation
in response to additional inquiry designed to establish the limits of application of ST
sX6n- with plant names. The form is similar to the other aforementioned examples but
LH, VN and WR allowed the formation (which was said to refer to "just the stem" of
riceroot) probably more as an act of courtesy to the uninformed inquisitor rather than
to their belief in the appropriateness of the formation. 23 An unusual application of the
'support-for...' or, broadly interpreted, "tree" linguistic element is in CT (HB)
sganm5-1ksgmc7m26ks, lit. "crabapple tree in the water." As discussed earlier (see
Corallinaceae, #2), this formation probably indicates metaphorical association by
analogy rather than an exceptional type of class inclusion.
The additional terms ST 6Ens-, ST 6sns ("leaf") and ST fags ("needle of
coniferous tree") indicate the presence of major general plant subcategories of deciduous
and "evergreen" trees (cf. Turner 1974:33-37, 39-42). One of those "evergreen"
species, western red-cedar, may be regarded as the prototypical or ideal "tree" of the
Kitasoo by virtue of its name, ST smG6n, meaning 'real/best tree' and a preferred tree
or source of wood, undoubtedly for its technological applications, as attested by the
alternate name, ST 'amG6n., literally, 'good-for-tree.' This designation is quite
appropriate considering the high cultural significance of red-cedar not only as a natural
resource but also for traditional ritual applications similar to those of many coastal
groups. At least one additional species is included in this additional conceptual category
based solely on utilitarian characteristics and containing plants that are "good for" one
or another application, i.e., black cottonwood, ST mrriei.1 (literally, 'good-for-canoe').
The Coast Tsimshian term for black cottonwood is cognate with the Southern Tsimshian
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term (Barbeau n.d.:3) and there are other examples of the application of the 'good-for...'
linguistic element in the Coast Tsimshian names for hemlock and red alder (op. cit.).
The perception of some plants as ideal, authentic or otherwise exceptional
representatives of plant groupings is also evident among "berries," judging by
Tsimshianic linguistic evidence. The cognate terms for oval-leaved blueberry (V.
ovalifolium), CT (HB) smm6y, GK sim rhaa6, and NG sim maa6 mean, literally,
'real/best berry' (Dunn 1978:91; Hindle and Rigsby 1973:27; The People of 'Ksan
1980:66, 126; ; M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1990). The Southern Tsimshian term used
by VN and LH differs from the other Tsimshianic forms, and is said to refer to the
morphological characteristics of oval-leaved blueberry. 24 In addition, the Southern
Tsimshian word for 'berry' is incorporated into the names of a number of fruit-bearing
plants (saskatoon berry, crowberry, strawberry, salmonberry, blackberry, false
Solomon's seal, Sitka mountain-ash, clasping-leaved twisted-stalk, Alaskan blueberry,
black mountain huckleberry, and oval-leaved blueberry).
Berlin (1992:29) has discussed the application of modifying linguistic elements
meaning 'genuine', 'real', 'original', or 'ideal-type,' with reference to subgeneric taxa
that are perceived as representing prototypes of their superordinate generic level taxa.
In the Kitasoo example, prototypicality of this type occurs at a rank above that described
by Berlin. Specific trees and berries are regarded as the 'best' examples of their
particular life-form categories.
4.6.3 Kitasoo Intermediate Taxa

Mid-level, or intermediate, categories which may be components of more
inclusive general plant categories (cf. Turner 1974:33) are also represented in Kitasoo
botanical categorization. One such category has the label ST da•itc, glossed as "seaweeds"
or more specifically, "broad-leaved marine algae." According to Berlin et al.
(1968:291), named mid-level categories such as ST da.itc are uncommon, yet
comparable Upper North Wakashan taxa are also known, viz., HA +iiidaa, HE +x+65.
Like the Southern Tsimshian example described, these terms refer to one or more types
of broad-leaved marine algae and are components of the Upper North Wakashan "marine
algae" general plant category. Such complexity in the naming and categorization of sea
plants is not surprising considering the maritime nature of Kitasoo culture. In fact, a
second Southern Tsimshian mid-level category of "marine algae" also exists, that of the
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"edible/inedible seaweed" taxon that includes three Porphyra taxa, possibly species (see
#8).
Although the term 'root' is a descriptive term applicable regardless of possible
or actual usefulness, several types of "roots" (including rhizomes) are conceptually
affiliated because of their utilitarian qualities as edible and medicinal (or toxic) items
(cf. Turner 1974:31). A 'root' category, therefore, may be considered as one of the
Kitasoo intermediate taxa. An additional intermediate category, best glossed as "marine
algae," is unnamed in Southern Tsimshian but has a membership of several generic level
taxa and a less inclusive intermediate taxon, ST da-itc, implied indirectly through
conversational association.

In Kitasoo botanical categorization there is no labeled category of plants that
produce edible shoots, stems or leaves. Nevertheless, plants that have been used for
their edible stems or leaves, such as cow-parsnip (Heracleum lanatum), fireweed

(Epilobium angustifolium) and western dock (Rumex occidentalis), are often discussed
in association with each other by Kitasoo and other peoples of the Central Coast, thereby
implying a perceived closeness of these plants based on economic and morphological
features and the existence of a life-form category containing these plants.

Some Kitasoo nomenclatural data are indicative, or at least suggestive, of the
existence of several additional intermediate categories similar to those described for the
Oweekeno, Hanaksiala and Haisla. Several plants are associated with 'frogs' (i.e., veined
lichens, bunchberry and clasping-leaved twisted-stalk), indicating an intermediate
"frog's plants" grouping. There is also at least one Kitasoo "animal's berry" plant (Sitka
mountain-ash), although a larger category was not indicated exclusive of the
aforementioned "frog's plants." If it were not for the effects of language and culture loss
among the Kitasoo, undoubtedly a number of additional intermediate categories, similar
to those described in earlier sections of this work, could have been identified more
conclusively.
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4.6.4 Kitasoo Generic Taxa
The characteristics of Kitasoo generic taxa correspond to the basic features
described by Berlin since they represent the fundamental level of plant recognition and
naming, are more abundant than other categories, and are commonly, but not always,
related to general plant categories by taxonomic inclusion. Those which are not related
to more inclusive taxa may be referred to as unaffiliated generic taxa, or residual taxa
(Nunn 1982:834) (e.g., skunk cabbage and possibly others). In addition, the majority
of the 59 native and six introduced named Kitasoo generic taxa (see Appendix 3) exhibit
a one-to-one correspondence to botanical species. There are no clear cases of overdifferentiation (i.e., when a folk generic refers to only a portion of a botanical species)
among Kitasoo generics, but it is possible that the "real sweet crabapple" referred to by
VN as CT (HB) Ga sasi• may actually be a botanical variety of western crabapple (Malus
fusca) rather than the separate species, Oemleria cerasiformis. At least two Kitasoo

generics may be regarded as under-differentiated (i.e., they refer to more than a single
botanical species). Kitasoo generic taxa which refer to more than one native species
include ST naGa Gari6•w (Peltigera spp.) and possibly ST magil-1 (Fragaria spp.) and ST
?a? (Dryopteris spp.). Dunn's report (1978:44) further suggests that among the Coast
Tsimshian CT (HB) 7ilemc76x may refer to both Aquilegia formosa and Dicentra
formosa.

A genitive naming convention (i.e., one that following the general form of 'X of
Y'), common in Upper North Wakashan botanical lexicons, is also exhibited in Southern
and Coast Tsimshian. For example, some lichens (Peltigera spp. and possibly Lobaria
spp.) are called 'dress-of-frog' and rice root (#34) is called 'rice-of-people.' An
additional manner of expressing the perceived relatedness of plant taxa in Southern or
Coast Tsimshian is the application of an element possibly meaning '(younger) cousin' or
'brother-in-law' (see Stachys cooleyae, #67).
As a result of semantic extension, two Southern Tsimshian plant names have been
assigned to introduced plants whose characteristics are perceived as similar to the
native plants after which they are named. Rice is referred to by the name originally
used for riceroot, and rhubarb is referred to by the name for western dock. Commercial
strawberries, raspberries and blackberries are often referred to by the Southern
Tsimshian names for their native relatives. Other introduced species have been assigned
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unique Southern Tsimshian names (turnip and tobacco) or are simply referred to by
English borrowings (cabbage and, possibly, potato).
4.6.5 Kitasoo Specific Taxa
The Kitasoo folk taxa ST rhaiTym 7•tk (literally, 'berry night/dark') and ST
rhai7ym dzi•wst (literally, 'berry dawn/day') refer to the dark ruby and golden fruit
forms, respectively, of salmonberry (#84) and are used to differentiate these fruit
types from the typical red colour form of salmonberry, or salmonberries in general,
referred to as ST mik5-st or ST mi75•st. These salmonberry taxa represent specific folk
ethnobiological taxa, the only examples in Kitasoo botanical categorization. Specific
level taxa are known from other studies of Pacific Northwest groups but are not common
and are often not labeled linguistically (Turner et al. 1990:67).
4.6.6 Kitasoo Varietal Taxa

No Southern Tsimshian "varietal" taxa were identified in the present study, nor
would they be expected since these taxa are apparently limited to cultures where
agricultural and plant breeding practices are common.
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4.7 Chapter 4 Notes

1 Although the basic theme of this report is botanical, zoological species were of major
significance to the Oweekeno in their recognition of seasonal patterns and in their
associated seasonal subsistence activities. Because of this, the following discussion will
not be limited to botanical species, and will include reference to a number of zoological
species.

2 Among the Hanaksiala, the blooming of flowers during this period, specifically those of
riceroot, was associated with the "Indian New Year" (GR).

3 As previously discussed, the "swamp cranberries" mentioned by Olson (1954:217)
may actually be bog cranberries or kinnikinnick berries.

4The names used for edible seaweed in many Salishan, Wakashan and Tsimshian
languages are all similar. The ultimate source of the original term is unknown but it
seems likely that, at least in the case of the Nuxalkmc, it was derived from a Wakashan
source.

5 A complete discussion of Oweekeno herbal medicines has been presented elsewhere
(Compton 1993a).

6 In one account of the Oweekeno Cannibal Woman (Boas 1895:222) she was referred to
by the name t-00 Kêlcsumhskgna, while in others she was called adjrh, Adzi or adgee
(i.e., t-00 rizi, which is cognate with HE tizi, 'frog' and HA tiziq "worm, caterpillar, or
,

any creature that moves by squirming; ghost"). In a reportedly Oweekeno tale (Boas
1932:96; cf. Boas 1932:171), this creature was also referred to as Ts!Clidgila (cf.
the Haisla name for this creature, HA Cigik la).

7The Hanaksiala and Haisla took very seriously the observation of the sun's seasonal
position on the horizon. Lopatin (1945:15), for example, stated that "The natives
determine the time for oolachan fishing from the movement of the sun. They observe
that in the spring the sun sets farther and farther to the north; and, when it reaches a
certain point on the horizon marked by two tall summits, they start their fishing."
According to Olson (1940:200) the winter solstice was noted from special locations in
each Haisla village. The position of the sun was noted to remain stable for two days
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before returning southward. GR confirmed a similar practice among the Hanaksiala who
used a four-sided red-cedar "weather stick" to record the sun's position on the horizon
and predict the occurrence and relative seasonal abundance of food resources,
particularly berries and salmon. Among the Hanaksiala, specific people called HA
n6riaquliniXw used this stick called HA rianaqw166u to record and compare with previous

seasons the sun's setting position beyond the mountain called HA +auk w (literally,
'strong'). If the sun stopped on the horizon for four days before turning back it was
considered to indicate an upcoming season of abundance (GR). Based on local and varying
atmospheric and climatic conditions, the apparent position of the sun at the horizon can
vary by four degrees (i.e., a distance equivalent to eight diameters of the sun) (D. Vogt,
pers. comm. 1992). This phenomenon may account for the comments given by GR
regarding the use of the Hanaksiala "weather stick."

8 Dulse, a term frequently erroneously applied to Porphyra abbottae refers instead to
Rhodymenia palmata forma mollis (Setchell and Gardner) (Rhodyphyta,

Rhodymeniaceae).

9 Chief "Jes-sea" (i.e., Jesse Morrison) was a prominent chief among the Haisla at
Kitamaat Village (cf. Lopatin 1945:27).

10 This "weasel" was identified by Lopatin (1945:91) by the apparently Haisla name
"kva'kvuy-gult" while Olson (1940:170) reported "k!lak!lubaria— L" as a name for
"shag." This term possibly refers to HA k w ik w xd (woodchuck [Marmota monax

,

Sciuridae]) or HA (GI.) LIZ wi<?■ala (muskrat [Ondatra zibethicus, Cricetidae]). No
comparable mammal term is known for Coast Tsimshian (cf. Dunn 1978).
1 1 This term seems to based on the root morpheme RL2597 Vtiyk- "good, nice, well,
fine, causing satisfaction" (Lincoln and Rath 1986:455).

12 A complete discussion of Hanaksiala and Haisla herbal medicines has been presented
elsewhere (Compton 1993b).

13 When asked if various zoological species were types of HA ^GR indicated that
they were not, rather they were types of HA sisakwimas or HA Cie, or HA mia, and so
on; only true botanical species that are named in Hanaksiala, Haisla and Oowekyala are in
the category of "plants.". Moreover, GR specified that HA sisakwimas, a term glossed by
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Lincoln and Rath (1986:329) as "animal(s), is actually more equivalent to English
"mammal," with exceptions; it includes all quadrupeds (including mammals, frogs, toads
and salamanders) and sea mammals but excludes other Hanaksiala zoological categories
such as HA

Cikui

('birds'), HA mia (salmonid fishes), HA maglis ("deep-sea fishes,"

including octopods) and others. Although I have not investigated Oweekeno, Heiltsuk and
Haihais folk zoological categorization to the same degree as among the Hanaksiala and
Haisla, Oowekyala and Heiltsuk share numerous zoological cognate linguistic forms with
Hanaksiala and Haisla, suggesting comparable systems of zoological nomenclature and
categorization.

14 1t should be noted that Croes seems to have failed to distinguish between classificatory
concepts as hypothesized based on a strictly linguistic approach and similar concepts as
may be represented by commentary offered by Kwakwaka'wakw consultants. However,
Croes (1978:183) did emphasize that the validity of Kwak'wala botanical suffix classes
should be regarded as hypothetical in lieu of confirmation from Kwak'wala speakers.
Croes' statement that Kwak'wala botanical categorization concepts (as reflected in
language) primarily indicate functional qualities as opposed to Linnaean classification
(as reflected in botanical Latin nomenclature) which emphasizes morphological qualities
of included taxa seems to indicate a lack of distinct differentiation between nomenclature
and categorization. For example, while botanical Latin nomenclature reflects Linnaean
classification, those labels may be interpreted on strictly semantic and etymological
grounds as being descriptive, honorific, or derived from non-Latin languages simply
because of historical or other reasons.

15 While the ultimate origin of this suffix, in its North Wakashan forms, is not entirely
clear, it probably has not derived from any free-form word referring to botanical
entities. Judging from linguistic evidence from Kwak'wala and Heiltsuk it seems that the
suffix {-±fis} may be an expanded form of {-+s} which has a wide range of potential or
actual semantic associations and is found in may Heiltsuk words (J. Rath, pers. comm.
1987). However, the expanded Heiltsuk/Oowekyala form (and the comparable
Hanaksiala/Haisla form) is presumed to represent a plant suffix because today it
survives solely in plant names, a situation which excludes investigation of its original,
or past, range (at least in Heiltsuk) based on a more extensive contemporary range of
application. Additional research in other Wakashan languages may reveal a larger
"semantic package" as well as suggesting former uses in Heiltsuk.
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16 1n this case "plant" is interpreted in the same manner as in English, i.e., with the
meaning of "small herbaceous plants opposed to trees" and as a kingdom label meaning
"botanical organisms in general (including trees)" (Brown 1984:270).
17The origin of this term is unclear. A Coast Tsimshian term, CT galk or CT galg,
glossed as "creeping raspberry (Rubus pedatus)" (Dunn 1978:20), seems similar or
possibly related in some manner to an Upper North Wakashan form.
18This term is polysemous, meaning both 'flower' and '(northern) abalone (Haliotis
kamtschatkana Jonas; Haliotidae)' in Hanaksiala and Haisla. The Coast Tsimshian cognate

of this term (CT bilhaa) means simply 'abalone' (Dunn 1978:10), indicating that the
Hanaksiala/Haisla form probably represents a borrowing.
19Reduplication is a common linguistic phenomenon in languages of the Pacific
Northwest in which a root morpheme is repeated, appearing twice in sequence, within a
given word. An example is 00 +ni:i+Ois (lingonberry, literally, 'Pacific crabapple
[reduplicated] on the ground out in the open'), which is a reduplicated version of 00
+r-10 ('Pacific crabapple'). One semantic function of this process in Upper North
Wakashan botanical lexicons is to indicate relatedness between two referents in which
one (i.e., that is referred to by the reduplicated form) is considered a diminutive form
of another entity whose label does not exhibit reduplication.
20Traditionally, many of these plants have been treated as species but are now regarded
as having subspecies and lower level taxa. For example, crowberry in British Columbia
has been regarded as a single species Empetrum nicirum L. by some authors (Hitchcock
and Cronquist 1973) and, most recently, as a species with two subspecies by others
(Taylor and MacBryde 1977).
21 As discussed previously, the meaning of the prefix ST sX6n- likely is 'support-for...',
rather than anything strictly botanical, i.e., a "life form" category. This may, however,
be the most common use of the prefix, especially with reference to woody species (M.L.
Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992). Based on strictly linguistic grounds the existence of a
labelled "tree/bush" linguistic category is dubious but, judging from linguistic evidence
and consultant comments, the existence of a "tree/bush" perceptual category seems
apparent. Furthermore, if ST sXanrha?i meant, literally 'berry-bush,' the term would
likely be ST sXana'ma?i or ST sXani'ma?i, with an intervening vowel. While the literal
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meaning of ST sXanrha7i is 'support-for-berry,' the individuals consulted in this study
translated it as "berry bushes."
22The Coast Tsimshian form, CT sgan-, is regarded as a lexical proclitic derived from
CT sgan, both of which mean "woven mat" (Dunn 1978:87, 1979:53). This lexical
proclitic appears in CT (HB) sganm5.1ksgmc7m75ks (articularted coralline algae), CT
(M) sgansixs6•s•x ("thorn bush" [probably Crataegus douglasii Lindley var. douglasii,
Rosaceae, black hawthorn]) and words meaning "harpoon shaft," "spear shaft" or "spear
handle" (Dunn 1978:87, 1979:53). Elsewhere, anomalous forms of this linguistic
element in the other Tsimshianic languages have been reported as: NG sgan (or, more
properly transcribed, NG sk'an [M.L. Tarpent, pers. comm. 1990]), "shrub, small
tree" (McNeary 1974a:2); NG skan, "branch or bush" (McNeary 1974c:114); and GK
skan, "plant" (Smith 1920-1923,11:428). Based on a review of data representative of
the Tsimshianic language, Southern Tsimshian, Coast Tsimshian, Nisga'a and Gitksan
(e.g., Boas 1889, 1891, 1902, 1912, 1916; Dunn 1978; Gorman 1896; Gottesfeld
and Anderson 1988; Hindle and Rigsby 1973; The People of 'Ksan 1980; McNeary
1976; People of Port Simpson 1983; Rigsby 1967a, 1967b, 1986; Smith 19201923, 1925-1927) it seems that the Tsimshianic prefixes may only be applied to
Angiosperm and Gymnosperm species. In Gitksan, GK skan was said to mean "a berrybearing plant" (Smith 1925-1927:222) or "any tree that has berries" (Smith 19251927:143) or simply "plant" or "tree," especially when associated with plants that
produce berries or obvious berry-like fruits (e.g., Smith 1925-1927:19, 31).
Tarpent (pers. comm., 1992) has verified that the application of ST sX6n - seems
limited to shrubs or small trees that bear fruit and the one gymnosperm exception,
juniper, which is also small and, among some Tsimshianic groups, the source of an
economic product: wood for bows.
23 Guedon (1973:15) reported the Gitksan name GK sk'an - hagimgyasxw for "yellow
pea" (Lathyrus ochroleucus), a species that, although it is a twining herbaceous plant,
had some utilitarian value among the Gitksan who used it "to clean slime off fish or guts,
or dust and dirt off hemlock bark." However, the Gitksan term for ?Parnassia palustris
L. (northern grass-of-Parnassus), GK skan mi3erlay, said to mean "plant-flowers," is
another uncommon example of the application of a Tsimshianic 'support-for...' prefix to
a species of no apparent economic interest and which does not produce berries (Smith
1920-1923,11:428; Smith 1925-1927:128). Note that skan mi3er lay is more
properly transcribed as sk'anmajagalee, where majagalee means 'flower' in Nisga'a and
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Gitksan and the entire term probably refers to "flowering plant" (M.L. Tarpent, pers.
comm. 1990).

24The reason why Southern Tsimshian should diverge from the otherwise uniform
method of naming oval-leaved blueberry in Tsimshianic is unclear. Perhaps it may be
related to this species being less abundant within Kitasoo territory than elsewhere
where Tsimshianic languages are spoken.
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5.0 Summary and Conclusions
Documentation and analysis of ethnobotanical and folk botanical categorization
aspects of the Wakashan and Tsimshianic groups of the Pacific Northwest prior to the
initiation of the current project was minimal or non-existent despite extensive
attention to other linguistic and cultural attributes of these groups. This lack of a
written record of the roles of plants and fungi has been compounded by a continuing
reduction in the collection, use and cultural transmission of botanical knowledge among
coastal Native peoples since the time of European contact. This lack of even the most
basic ethnobotanical information for these two human groups has to date precluded
substantive discussion and comparison of their relationships to the botanical
environment with those of other cultures in the Pacific Northwest and elsewhere.
Judging from the results of this research, it is apparent that there are some
ethnobotanical nomenclatural and conceptual affinities between the Upper North
Wakashan groups, the Southern Tsimshian and their Nuxalkmc and Haida neighbours.
These affinities may be explained in part by contact resulting from the sharing of
oolichan fishing rights by the Kitkatla and Nuxalkmc on the Kitlope River (Mcllwraith
1948:359), contact between the Southern Tsimshian and others including the Heiltsuk
at Fort McLoughlin (Simonsen 1973:18) and Haihais through settlement at Klemtu
during the 1870s (Drucker 1950:159), and trade and other types of cultural relations
involving the diffusion of societal attributes (cf. Seguin 1985:5, 14, 15). Similarities
between the Upper North Wakashan findings presented here are reflective of extensive
linguistic and other cultural similarities within North Wakashan. Similarities between
Southern Tsimshian and other Tsimshianic botanical nomenclature may be attributed to
more ancient cultural and linguistic connections between the Tsimshianic groups and
their languages.
The most fundamental differences between Oowekyala, Hanaksiala and Haisla
botanical categorization on the one hand, and Kitasoo botanical categorization on the
other, are indicated by the application of a "plant/tree/bush" suffix in Upper North
Wakashan and the lack of a corresponding term in Southern Tsimshian. In Upper North
Wakashan this suffix serves to subdivide the botanical conceptual realm into two major
subcategories of generally terrestrial, vascular plants and generally non-vascular,
terrestrial and aquatic plants; no comparable distinction is linguistically indicated in
Southern Tsimshian.
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Each of the linguistic groups treated here exhibits a number of life-form and
intermediate categories that further subdivide the domain of plants. In Upper North
Wakashan an apparently unique "fern" category is present which may, to some degree,
replace a "small herbaceous plants" category present in other languages of the world. A
unique Southern Tsimshian "life-form complex" has been identified through recognition
of the conceptual overlap of a labeled "berry bush" grouping and a labeled "berry bush
or any bush" grouping. This feature, combined with the high retention of numerous
berry names in Southern Tsimshian, despite substantial botanical lexical loss, serves to
further emphasize the significance of recognizing "berry" as a valid life-form category,
at least in some cases such as within the Pacific Northwest.
This research has also demonstrated Wakashan and Tsimshian instances of
prototypicality effects at a level not previously associated with Berlin's general features
of biological categorization. In Upper North Wakashan, polysemous terms are applied to
refer at the folk generic level to salmonberry (Rubus spectabilis), and at the folk lifeform level to "(any) berry." In Southern Tsimshian, a linguistic element meaning
'real/best' is applied at the generic level to western red-cedar (Thuja plicata),
considered to be a prototypical representative of the life-form category 'tree,' and to
oval-leaved blueberry (Vaccinium ovalifolium), the prototypical generic
representative of the life-form category 'berry.'
The results of this work also highlight the somewhat surprising number of
Hanaksiala and Haisla life-form and generic level botanical names that seem to lack
comparable forms in other Wakashan languages and in Tsimshian. These include the
terms for several common basic or distinctive taxa such as "grass," black twinberry,
prickly currant, yellow pond-lily, Pacific crabapple and "willows." Other botanical
terms or associated concepts (i.e., those for running club-moss, licorice fern, coralline
algae, yellow-cedar, Rocky Mountain maple, kinnikinnick, western dock, raspberries
and others) indicate evidence of lengthy and extensive economic and cultural associations
with Tsimshianic and Nuxalkmc groups with whom they share environmental and
lifestyle characteristics.

Upper North Wakashan and Southern Tsimshian folk specific labels are applied in
reference to various fruit colour variants of a single species, Rubus spectabilis, rather
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than to horticultural subspecific taxa brought about by human manipulation, as is the
case with the majority of societies where folk specifics are present.
In conclusion, this work has served to document traditional botanical knowledge
and utilization among several previously unstudied cultures of the Central Coast and
North Coast of British Columbia, to further test generally accepted folk biological
classificatory axioms, and to extend the knowledge of Pacific Northwest Coast folk
biological categorization systems in general. It has also served to highlight areas that
require further exploration, both in an internal sense (e.g., the Southern Tsimshian
seasonal round and ritual and spiritual plant applications are only minimally
documented) and in comparative terms (especially with reference to other North
Wakashan and Tsimshianic groups). Finally, it has demonstrated through investigation
of elaborate, unique and interesting cognitive matrices or "para-scientific" botanical
principles, some significant aspects of the cultural distinctiveness among coastal peoples
of British Columbia. This distinctiveness includes the charm and sophistication that is
reflected in the names, folk legends and aesthetic appreciation associated with plants and
fungi. It is my wish that this work will contribute to a fuller understanding and
appreciation of the perspectives and interactions of the Oweekeno, Hanaksiala, Haisla and
Kitasoo with the natural world and, ultimately, to the falsification of pessimistic
predictions such as Dorsey's (1897:282) that the obliteration of Tsimshianic cultural
uniqueness is imminent.
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7.0 Appendices
7.1 Appendix 1: List of Voucher Specimens Collected During this Study (Note: The
specimens are identified according to the following format: species name and
authority name [as presented on the specimen label], collector's name and
collection number, and date of collection. They are listed in alphabetical order by
species name within the large categories of algae, fungi, lichens, bryophytes,
pteridophytes, gymnosperms and angiosperms. Specimens denoted by the use of
two superscript daggers, [tt], represent partial or processed specimens
provided by Native consultants.)
ALGAE
Alaria marginata Postels et Ruprecht (Compton 40, 7 June 1987)
Egregia menziesii (Turn.) Aresch. (Compton 57, 26 June 1987)
Enteromorpha sp. (Compton 172, 22 July 1989)
Fucus oardneri Silva (Compton 5, 1 June 1987; Compton 39, 7 June 1987)
Halosaccion olandiforme (Gmel.) Ruprecht (Compton 38, 7 June 1 987; Compton 55, 26
June 1987)
cf. Iridaea heterocarpa Postels et Ruprecht (Compton 37, 7 June 1987)
lridaea splendens (Setchell et Gardner) Papenfuss (Compton 41, 7 June 1987)
Macrocystis integrifolia Bory (Compton 56, 26 June 1 987)
Nereocystis luetkeana (Mert.) Post. & Rupr. (Compton 168, 22 July 1989)
Porphyra abbottae Krishnamurthy (Compton 44, 7 June 1987)
ttporphyra ?abbottae Krishnamurthy (Compton 190, 23 August 1991)
ttporphyra abbottae Krishnamurthy (Compton 150, 7 June 1 989)
cf. ttPorphyra abbottae Krishnamurthy (Compton 117, 10 May 1989)
ttporphyra sp. (Compton 246, August 1991)
Porphyra schizophylla Hollenberg (Compton 45, 7 June 1987)
Ulva californica Wiele (Compton 43a, 7 June 1 987)
Ulva finestrata Postels et Ruprecht (Compton 43b, 7 June 1987)
Ulva sp. (Compton 171, 22 July 1989)
FUNGI
?Astraeus hygrometricus (Pers.) Morg. (Compton 183, 22 July 1 989)
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Bovista plumbea Pers. (and/or B. pila Berk. & Curt.) (Compton 116, Summer 1987)
Bovista plumbea Pers. (Compton 115, Summer 1987)
Exobasidium sp. affin. vaccinii (collected on Menziesia ferruginea Smith) (Compton

187, 6 June 1989)
?Fomes sp. (Compton 321, 15 July 1992)

LICHENS
Alectoria sarmentosa (Ach.) Ach. and Usnea filipendula S. Lat. (Compton 184, 29

November 1989)
Alectoria sarmentosa (Ach.) Ach. (Compton 145, 11 May 1989)
Bryoria capillaris (Ach.) Brodo & D. Hawksw. and B. glabra (Mot.) Brodo & D. Hawksw.

(Compton 185, 29 November 1989)
Cladina arbuscula (Wallr.) Hale & Culb. (Compton 179, 22 July 1989)
Lobaria oregana (Tuck.) Muell. Arg. (Compton 180, 22 July 1989; Compton 355, 15

July 1992)
Peltigera membranacea (Ach.) Nyl. (Compton 178, 22 July 1989; Compton 181, 22

July 1989)
Peltigera membranacea (Ach.) Nyl. and P. neopolydactyla (Gyelnik) Gyelnik (Compton

178, 22 July 1989)
Usnea filipendula (see Alectoria sarmentosa)
Usnea longissima Ach. (Compton 154, 8 July 1989; Compton 176, 22 July 1989)

BRYOPHYTES
Antitrichia curtipendula (Hedw.) Brid. (Compton 356, 15 July 1992)
Conocephalum conicum (L.) Lindb. (Compton 173, 22 July 1989)
Hylocomium splendens (Hedw.) B.S.G. (Compton 324, 15 July 1992)
Plagiomnium insigne (Mitt.) Kop. (Compton 144, 11 May 1989; Compton 152, 8 July

1989; Compton 175, 22 July 1989)
Polytrichum iuniperinum Hedw. (Compton 153, 8 July 1989)

PTERIDOPHYTES
Blechnum spicant (L.) Roth (Compton 21, 3 June 1987; Compton 134, 11 May 1989)
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Dryopteris sp. (Compton 124, 11 May 1989; Compton 186, 29 November 1989;

Compton 331, 15 July 1992)
?Dryopteris sp. (Compton 133, 11 May 1989)
Equisetum arvense L. (Compton 131, 11 May 1989; Compton 330, 15 July 1992)
Equisetum hyemale L. ssp. affine (Engelmann) Calder & Taylor (Compton 135, 11 May

1989)
Lycopodium clavatum L. (Compton 82, 13 July 1987)
Polypodium glycyrrhiza D.C. Eat. (Compton 127, 11 May 1989; Compton 337, 15 July

1992)
GYMNOSPERMS
ttAbies amabilis (Dougl. ex Loud.) Forbes (Compton 149, 7 June 1989)
Chamaecyparis nootkatensis (D. Don) Spach (Compton 66, 30 June 1987)
Juniperus communis L. (Compton 92, 17 July 1987)
ttPicea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr. (Compton 158, 22 July 1989)
Pinus contorta Dougl. ex Loud. var. contorta (Compton 65, 30 June 1987)
Thuja plicata Donn ex D. Don in Lambert (Compton 75, 30 June 1987; Compton 136,

11 May 1989)
Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg. (Compton 50, 15 June 1987; Compton 132, 11 May

1989)
ANGIOSPERMS (MONOCOTYLEDONS)
Elymus mollis var. mollis (Compton 10, 1 June 1987)
Fritillaria camschatcensis (L.) Ker-Gawl. ssp. camschatcensis (Compton 1, 31 May

1987; Compton 327, 15 July 1992; Compton 354, 15 July 1992)
Lysichiton americanum Hult. & St. John (Compton 122, 11 May 1989)
Maianthemum dilatatum (Wood) Nels. & Macbr. (Compton 3, 31 May 1987; Compton

93, 2 August 1987; Compton 138, 11 May 1989; Compton 335, 15 July 1992)
Streptopus amplexifolius (L.) D.C. (Compton 123, 11 May 1989; Compton 332, 15

July 1992)
Tofieldia glutinosa (Michx.) Pers. (Compton 80, 13 July 1987)
ttVeratrum viride Ait. ssp. eschscholtzii (A. Gray) Love & Love (Compton 146, 7 June

1989; Compton 157, 22 July 1989)
Zostera marina L. (Compton 49, 15 June 1987)
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ANGIOSPERMS (DICOTYLEDONS)
Achillea millefolium L. (Compton 54, 15 June 1987; Compton 108, 7 August 1987)
ttAlnus rubra Bong. (Compton 148, 7 June 1989)
Alnus viridis (Chaix) Candolle in Lamarck & Candolle ssp. sinuata (Regel) Love & Love

(Compton 64, 30 June 1987)
Amelanchier alnifolia (Nutt.) Nutt. var. alnifolia (Compton 98, 2 August 1987)
Anaphalis margaritacea (L.) Bent. & Hook. (Compton 113, 7 August 1987)
Aruncus dioicus (Walter) Fernald (Compton 344, 15 July 1992)
ttBoschniakia hookeri Walpers (Compton 155, 8 July 1989)
Calystegia sepium (L.) R. Brown (Compton 103, 6 August 1987)

Castille'a sp. (Compton 53, 15 June 1987)
Cladothamnus pyroliflorus Bong. (Compton 79, 13 July 1987; Compton 159, 22 July

1989)
Clintonia uniflora (J.A. Schultes) Kunth (Compton 333, 15 July 1992)
Cornus unalaschensis Ledebour (Compton 4, 31 May 1987; Compton 106, 7 August

1987; Compton 142, 11 May 1989; Compton 350, 15 July 1992)
Crataegus douglasii Lindley var. douglasii (Compton 102, 6 August 1987; Compton 140,

11 May 1989)
Cytisus scoparius (L.) Link (Compton 100, 2 August 1987)
Drosera anglica Hudson (Compton 27, 3 June 1987)
Drosera rotundifolia L. (Compton 73, 30 June 1987; Compton 88, 13 July 1987)
Empetrum nigrum L. ssp. nigrum (Compton 104, 6 August 1987)
Fauria crista-galli (Menzies ex W.J. Hooker) Makina ssp. crista-galli (Compton 29, 3

June 1987)
ttFauria crista-galli (Menzies ex W.J. Hooker) Makina ssp. crista-galli (Compton

156, 22 July 1989)
Galium ?triflorum Michx. (Compton 129, 11 May 1989)
Gaultheria shallon Pursh (Compton 19, 3 June 1987; Compton 95, 2 August 1987;

Compton 125, 11 May 1989)
Geum macrophyllum Willd. var. macrophyllum (Compton 86, 13 July 1987; Compton

339, 15 July 1992)
Habenaria hyperborea (L.) R. Br. (Compton 2, 31 May 1987)
Ledum ciroenlandicum Oeder (Compton 24, 3 June 1987)
Lonicera involucrata (Rich.) Banks ex Spreng. (Compton 99, 2 August 1987)
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Lupinus sp. (Compton 162, 22 July 1989; Compton 322, 15 July 1992; Compton 323,

15 July 1992)
Malus fusca (Raf.) Schneider (Compton 121, 11 May 1989)
Menziesia ferruginea Smith (Compton 15, 1 June 1987; Compton 341, 15 July 1992;

Compton 343, 15 July 1992)
Nuphar lutea (L.) Sib. & Sm. ssp. polysepalum (Engelm.) Beal (Compton 76, 13 July

1987)
ttoplopanax horridus (J.E. Smith) Miq. (Compton 147, 7 June 1989)
Pinguicula vulgaris L. (Compton 28, 3 June 1987; Compton 72, 30 June 1987)
Potentilla anserina L ssp. pacifica (Howell) Rousi (Compton 11, 1 June 1987; Compton

141, 11 May 1989; Compton 164, 22 July 1989; Compton 348, 15 July 1992)
Prenanthes alata (Hook) Dietrich (Compton 347, 15 July 1992)
Ribes bracteosum Dougl. ex Hook. (Compton 89, 13 July 1987)
Ribes divaricatum Dougl. (Compton 109, 7 August 1987)
Rosa nutkana Presl var. nutkana (Compton 60, 30 June 1987; Compton 97, 2 August

1987; Compton 130, 11 May 1989)
Rubus discolor Weihe & Nees (Compton 68, 30 June 1987; Compton 96, 2 August

1987; Compton 137, 11 May 1989)
Rubus parviflorus Nutt. ssp. parviflorus (Compton 61, 30 June 1987; Compton 329,

15 July 1992; Compton 340, 15 July 1992)
Rubus pedatus J.E. Smith (Compton 139, 11 May 1989)
Rubus spectabilis Pursh (Compton 59, 30 June 1987)
Salicornia virginica L. (Compton 52, 15 June 1987)
Salix ?scouleriana Barratt in Hooker (Compton 126, 11 May 1989)
Sambucus racemosa L. ssp. pubens (A. Michaux) House var. arborescens (Torrey &

Gray) A. Gray (Compton 85, 13 July 1987)
Sambucus racemosa L. var. leucocarpa (TAG.) Cronq. hoc loc. (Compton 101, 6 August

1987)
Taraxacum officinale G.H. Weber in Wiggers (Compton 143, 11 May 1989)
Trifolium wormskioldii Lehm. (Compton 107, 7 August 1987)
Vaccinium alaskaense Howell (Compton 160, 22 July 1989; Compton 349, 15 July

1992)
Vaccinium ovalifolium Smith in Rees (Compton 94, 2 August 1987; Compton 161, 22

July 1989)
Vaccinium oxycoccus L. (Compton 70, 30 June 1987)
Vaccinium parvifolium J.E. Smith in Rees (Compton 90, 17 July 1987)
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Vaccinium uliginosum L ssp. occidentale (Gray) HuIten (Compton 105, 6 August 1987)
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7.2 Appendix 2: List of UBC Herbarium Specimens Used in this Study (Note: These
specimens were used primarily in elicitation sessions with Gordon Robertson and
Roy Hanuse, Sr.. The specimens are identified according to the following format:
species name and authority name [as presented on the specimen label],
collector's name and collection number, and date of collection.. They are listed in
alphabetical order by species name within the large categories of algae, fungi,
lichens, bryophytes, pteridophytes, gymnosperms and angiosperms. These
species were selected in order to represent the most locally prominent and
potentially culturally significant plants and fungi based on their presence within
the various study areas and/or the documentation of their cultural significance
by other cultural groups in close proximity to the Haisla, Hanaksiala, Oweekeno
and Kitasoo.)
ALGAE
Agarum cribrosum (Foreman et al. s.n., 27 April 1975)
Bosiella spp. (numerous specimens)
Corallina spp. (numerous specimens)
Costaria costata (Turner) Saunders (Lindstrom 167, 22 April 1982), C. costata

(Chamut et al. 16622, 8 June 1967)
Egregia menziesii (Turn.) Aresch. (T.W. 2919, 24 June 1959)
Enteromorpha intestinalis (L.) Link (Baillie et al. 25269, 6 March 1969)
Fucus distichus L. (Baillie et al. 19453, 26 June 1968)
Halosaccion qlandiforme (Gmelin) (LD et al. 6342, 7 February 1962); H. glandiforme

(Gmelin) Ruprecht (Stein 33045, 8 July 1982)
Laminaria saccharina (Pace 28407, 9 October 1970)
Macrocystis integrifolia Bory (Foreman s.n., 28 August 1977)
Porphyra sp. (Hill 56, 16 May 1973)

Ulva sp. (T.W. 3436, 23 July 1959)
FUNGI
Bovista pila B. & C. (Bandoni BC-745, 10 October 1959; Bandoni and Magasi, s.n., 15

June 1959; Christ s.n., 21 September 1980)
Bovista plumbea Pers. (Calder and MacKay s.n., 18 May 1961)
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Exobasidium sp. affin. vaccinii [on Menziezia ferruginea] (Wells et al. 1762, 28 July

1990); E. vaccinii (Fld.) Wor. [on Menziezia ferruginea] (Perrin s.n., 7 June
1970)
Fomes applanatus (Pers. ex Wallr.) Gill. (Hills s.n., August 1962; Bandoni BC1956, 12

May 1961)
Fomes fomentarius (L. ex Fr.) Kickx. (Bell et al. s.n., May 1959)
Fomes pinicola (Sw.) Cke. (McCallum F1169, 27 November 1929)
Fomitopsis officinalis (Accession No. 77-57, Kitimat Centennial Museum, Kitimat,

B.C.)
Ganoderma applanatum (Pers. Wallr.) Gill. (Charlton s.n., July 1968; Riley 1661, 17

July 1928)
Geaster triplex Jungh. (Waugh et al. 1865, 14 October 1949)
Lycoperdon perlatum Pers. (numerous specimens)
Lycoperdon pyriforme Per. (numerous specimens)
Polyporus schweinitzii Fr. (Redhead s.n., 1 September 1973)
Polyporus squamosus Micheli ex Fr. (S.A.R. et al. 23, 6 July 1970); P. squamosus

(Redhead et al. s.n., 2 August 1971)
Polyporus sulphureus Bull ex Fr. (Readhead s.n., 2 August 1973)

LICHENS
Alectoria sarmentosa (Ach.) Ach. (Kojima s.n., 7 August 1969; Krajina 310, 13 August

1953)
Bryoria fremontii (Tuck.) Brodo & D. Hawksw. (Otto 6303, 3 August 1977)
Cladonia cristatella Tuck. (Grimm s.n., 8 October 1972)
Letharia vulpina (L.) Hue. (Sharpe 5.0, July 1980; Goward 78-1206b, 8 October

1978)
Lobaria pulmonaria (L.) Hoffm. (Manville s.n., November 1973)
Peltigera canina (L.) Hoffm. (Warner J801825, 7 July 1981)
Usnea longissima Ash. (Boaz et al. 8351, 21 April 1971)
Xanthoria elegans (Link) Th. Fr. (Otto 5438, 15 August 1975)

BRYOPHYTES
Conocephalum conicum (L.) Dumort. (Godfrey et al. 2381, 23 March 1975); C.
conicum (L.) Lindb. (Turner 306, 5 August 1970)
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PTERIDOPHYTES
Adiantum pedatum L. (Peterson s.n., 11 August 1959)
Asplenium trichomanes L. (Schofield 43615, 8 November 1970)
Athyrium filix-femina (L) Roth (Taylor et al. 609, 5 July 1963)
Blechnum spicant (L.) With (Pinder-Moss 1203, 14 August 1975)
Cryptogramma crispa (L.) R. Br. (Taylor 3190, 29 August 1962)
Dryopteris austriaca (Jacq.) Woymar (Kojima s.n., s.d.)
Dryopteris filix-mas (L.) Schott. (Taylor et al. 444, 19 June 1962)
Equisetum arvense L. (Goward 81-772, 3 September 1980; Beamish 630083, 5 April

1972)
Equisetum hyemale L. (Taylor 6241, 8 May 1973)
Equisetum scirpoides Michx. (Krajina et al. s.n., 8 August 1974)
Equisetum telmateia Ehrh. (Krajina s.n., 19 June 1975; Krajina s.n., 30 April 1950;

Turner 679, 20 May 1972)
Gymnocarpium dryopteris (L.) Newm. (Beamish et al. 750143, 12 July 1975)
Lycopodium clavatum L. (Pillsbury s.n., May-June 1936)
Lycopodium complanatum (Schofield et al. s.n., 13 August 1965; Vrugtman s.n., 12-13

August 1957)
Lycopodium selago (Taylor et al. 5726, 15-25 August 1972)
Matteuccia struthiopteris (L.) Todaro (Taylor 6988, 15 June 1966)
Polypodium glycyrrhiza D.C. Eaton (Taylor et al. 606, 26 June 1952; Lang 53, 28 June

1962)
Polystichum munitum (Krajina 100, 23 July 1949)
Pteridium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn (Hebda s.n., 26 August 1975)
Selaginella oregana D.C. Eat. (Schofield 43359, 29 October 1970)
Thelypteris pheqopteris Slosson. (Krajina s.n., 15 July 1953)

GYMNOSPERMS
Abies amabilis Forbes (Ashlee s.n., 4 July 1926; Maze et al. s.n., 20 July 1979)
Abies qrandis (van der Born s.n., 19 January 1915; Somerville s.n., 5 February 1920)
Abies lasiocarpa (Sanderson s.n., 21 August 1949)
Chamaecyparis nootkatensis (D. Don.) Spach (Pinder-Moss 493, 7 July 1973; Pojar

s.n., 6 May 1973)
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Juniperus communis L. (Beamish et al. 1961, 28 July 1961; Krajina 1641, 20 August

1949)
Juniperus scopulorum Sarg. (Eastham s.n., 23 July 1959)
Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr. (Beamish et al. 730017, 30 June 1973; Krajina s.n.,

10 June 1954)
Pinus contorta London var. latifolia Eugelm. ex Wats. ([no collector cited] 10322, 29

June 1943); P. contorta Loud. (Calder et al. 22446, 13 July 1957)
Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco (Krajina 787, 10 August 1949; Krajina 1413,

19 August 1949)
Taxus brevifolia Nutt. (Calder et al. 34917, 11 June 1964; Holm 26, 5 April 1959)
Thuja plicata Donn. (Buckland s.n., 18 March 1939; Ringdahl s.n., 9 November 1979)
Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg. (Biggs et al. 20, 13 April 1972; Crins et al. 7381, 23

May 1987)
Tsuga mertensiana (Kenny 2-4-2, 30 April 1976; Taylor 46035, 5 June 1946;

Calder et al. 23382, 9 August 1957)
ANGIOSPERMS (MONOCOTS)
Agropyron repens (Forbes 328, 1971)
Allium cernuum Roth. (Kruckeberg 114, 13 July 1981; Krause s.n. 10 July 1974)
Anthoxanthum odoratum L. (Barr PB14, 3 June 1951; Guppy s.n., 29 June 1975)
Bromus marginatus Nees. (syn. B. carinatus) (Brink 49-457, 25 August 1949; Crins

7348, 17 August 1986)
Camassia leichtlinii (Franco s.n., 22-24 May 1976; Turner 666, 20 May 1972)
Camassia quamash Green (Szczawinski s.n., 20 May 1965; Calder et al., s.n., 20 June

1953)
Carex lyngbyei (Ashlee 24, 29 May 1955)
Carex obnupta L.H. Bailey (Pojar 9, 10 May 1971; Taylor s.n., September 1972)
Carex sitchensis Prescott (Krajina s.n., 1 September 1949; Kojima s.n., 12 July

1970)
Clintonia uniflora (Schult.) Kunth (Calder et al. 8687, 4 June 1953; McCalla 9327,

31 August 1946)
Corallorhiza mertensiana Bong. (Stevenson 572, 20-21 June 1975)
Disporum oreganum (B. & H. (Eastham s.n., 5 September 1937; Schmidt 36[1 19-52],

10 August 1952)
Elymus mollis Trin. (Fodor 1343, 11 August 1978; Szczawinski 5726, 9 June 1957)
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Eriophorum chamissonis C.A. Mey (Barnard 104, 6 August 1973; Hill s.n., 7 May

1946)
Erythronium revolutum (Smith) (Byrne 22, 24 April 1971; Pojar 328, 3 June

1972)
Habenaria saccata Greene (McCalla 8187, 10 June 1944)
Hierochloe odorata (L.) Beauv. (Eastham 73, 9 June 1956; Mertens 22, 6 June 1958)
Juncus effusus L. (Bell s.n., 15 August 1955; Bednar et al. s.n., 23 September 1967)
Lilium columbianum Hans. (Beamish et al. 7634, 1 July 1957; Lindsay et al. s.n., 29

June 1955)
Lysichitum americanum Hult. & St. John (Calder et al. 21696, 21 June 1957; Beamish

680096b, 28 May 1968)
Maianthemum dilatatum (Wood) Nels. & MacBr. (Turner 14, 21 July 1970; Barr

PB18, 4 June 1951; Glassock s.n., 10 May 1970)
Phyllospadix scouleri Hook. (Turney et al. 34131, 28 June 1972; PC et al. 19673, 10

July 1968)
Scirpus acutus Muh. (Forbes 12, July 1975; Brink s.n., 16 August 1975)
Scirpus americanus Pers. (Calder et al. 9809, 29 June 1953; Beamish 610425, 7

July 1961)
Scirpus maritimus L. (syn. S. peludosus) (Krajina s.n., 23 August 1970; Nordin s.n.,

July 1973)
Smilacina racemosa (L) Desf. (Krajina et al. s.n., 13 August 1974; Wikeem et al. s.n.,

16 May 1979)
Smilacina stellata (L.) Desf. (Brink s.n., 7 September 1950; Gilmore 13, 6 June

1980)
Streptopus amplexifolius (Calder et al. 10990, 26 July 1953; Taylor et al. 1440, 17

July 1956)
Triglochin maritima L. (Eastham s.n., 8 July 1940; Eastham 231, 25 June 1958)
Trillium ovatum Pursh (Kojima s.n., 13 April 1968)
Tvpha latifolia L. (Krajina et al. s.n., 30 June 1974; Cottle 13, 18 July 1949)
Veratrum viride Ait. (Eastham s.n., 12 August 1938; Martin 11, 21 October 1974;

Jones 55, 12 September 1971)
Xerophyllum tenax (Pursh.) Nutt. (Krause 681994, 5 August 1968; Bell et al. 655,

28 July 1957)
Zostera marina (Harrison s.n., 10 June 1976; Harrison s.n., 29 June 1976)
Zygadenus venenosus (Krause et al. s.n., 9 May 1963)
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ANGIOSPERMS (DICOTS)
Acer glabrum Torr. (Eastham 756, 3 August 1957; Briank 50-44, 4 September

1950)
Actea rubra (Ait.) Willd. (Roche s.n., Summer 1966; Bell and Davidson 506, 22 July

1957)
Alnus rubra Bong. (Krajina 621, 7 August 1949)
Alnus sinuata (Regel) Rydb. (McMinn 80, 8 August 1948)
Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt. (Krajina et al. s.n., 8 July 1973; McCalla 8116, 1 May

1944)
Anaphalis margaritacea (Eastham G123, Summer 1967)
Angelica genuflexa Nutt. (Beamish et al. 8542, 25 July 1958)
Angelica lucida L. (Beamish et al. 681886, 15 July 1968; Taylor and Szczawinski

163A, 28 June 1958)
Antennaria neglecta (Krajina s.n., 19 June 1965)
Apocynum androsaemifolium (Krajina s.n., 23 August 1949)
Aquilegia formosa (Biel 699, 5 July 1974; Rose 75118, 25 April 1975)
Aralia nudicaulus (Pillsbury 237, 27 June 1949; Krajina s.n., 13 July 1954)
Arbutus menziesii Prsh. (Campbell s.n., 24 February 1971)
Arceuthobium americanum Nutt. (Foster s.n., 3 August 1919)
Arctium minus (Krajina 152, 27 July 1949)
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (Parker 134, 21 April 1974; Krajina et al. s.n., 31 August

1968)
Asarum caudatum (Eastham s.n., 14 July 1937)
Bellis perennis L. (Ashlee s.n., 22 May 1955)
Berberis aquifolium (Roche s.n., Summer 1966)
Berberis nervosa (Holm 577, 14 July 1959)
Betula papyrifera (Vrugtman 633, 7 August 1957)
Boschniakia hookeri (Calder and MacKay 29051, 13 May 1961)
Castilleja miniata Dougl. (McCalla 7019, 20 June 1942; Eady s.n., 2 September 1968)
Castilleja unalaschensis (C. & S.) Malte (Calder et al. 22224, 7 July 1957; Taylor et

al. 1303, 12 July 1956)
Chenopodium album (Martin et al. s.n., 30 July 1974; Cottle 58, 29 June 1966)
Cicuta douglasii (Eastham s.n., 29 June 1937; Whiting 26, 16 September 1987)
Cicuta mackenzieana Raup (syn. C. virosa L.) (Annas s.n., 17 July 1971)
Cirsium brevistylum Cronq. (Faris 236, 12 August 1954)
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Comandra livida Richards (Kruckeberg 196, 27 July 1981)
Comandra umbellata (L.) Nutt. (Calder and Gillett 780, 11 June 1947; Turner 717, 1

July 1972)
Conioselinum chinense (L.) B.S.P. (Pilsbury 261, 7 June 1951)
Conioselinum pacificum (S. Wats.) Coult. & Rose (Veale s.n., 18 October 1978; Calder

et al. 36518, 4 August 1964)
Cornus canadensis L. (Beamish et al. 7410, June 1957; Straley 3731, 26 July 1986)
Cornus stolonifera Michx. (Calder et al. 29826, 30 May 1961; Cody 71, 1 August

1950)
Crataegus douglasii (McCalla 11614, 10 May 1952); C. douglasii Lindley var. douglasii

(Crins 7416, 10 August 1987)
Daucus carota L. (Eastham s.n., 15 August 1939; Eastham s.n., 7 July 1937)
Daucus pusillus Michx. (Davidson s.n., 2 July 1911; Taylor 003145, 15 July 1954)
Elaeagnus argentea Nutt. (syn. E. commutata Bernh.) (Fodor 192, 24 September 1946;

Cottle 73, 2 June 1949)
Empetrum nigrum (Beamish et al. 610771, 3 August 1961)
Epilobium angustifolium (Briank et al. s.n., 9 August 1973; McComb et al. s.n., 25

August 1977; Scagel 77-0-113, 6 July 1977)
Epilobium latifolium (Selby 769, 2 August 1977; Cottle s.n., August 1951; Calder et al.

25558, 17 June 1960)
Fradaria chiloensis (L.) Duchn. (Pillsbury s.n., 6 May 1964)
Galium triflorum Michx. (Beamish 7784, 21 July 1957)
Geum macrophyllum Willd. (Van. Nat. Hist. Soc. 14, 13 May 1965; Glassock s.n., 7 May

1970; Selby s.n., 11 August 1977)
Glaux maritima (Lee s.n., 12 June 1983)
Heracleum lanatum Michx. (Beamish 7560, 30 June 1957)
Heuchera micrantha Dougl. var. diversifolia (Rydb.) R.B. & L. (Calder et al. 13012, 15

July 1953

)

Holodiscus discolor (Pursh.) Maxim. (McCalla 8395, 7 July 1944; Pinder-Moss et al.

823, 30 June 1974)
Hypopites monotropa (Watson 80-32, 11 May 1980)
Kalmia polifolia Wang. (Griffith s.n., 17 June 1968; McMinn 62, 14 July 1948)
Ledum droenlandicum Oeder. (Beamish et al. 9179, 8 July 1959)
Ligusticum scothium (syn. L. hultenii Fernald) (Taylor and Lewis 706, 29 June 1952)
Linnaea borealis (Kellman G203, 16 July 1968)
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Lomatium utriculatum (Nutt.) Coult. & Rose(Turner 618, 4 May 1972; Krajina et al.

68050914, 9 May 1968)
Lonicera involucrata (Rich.) Banks (Krajina et al. s.n., 7 August 1974; Krajina s.n.,

21 July 1952)
Lupinus littoralis (Calder et al. 22772, 21 July 1957; Calder et al. 35075, 14 June

1964)
Lupinus nootkatensis (Calder et al. 21400, 11 June 1957; Schofield 2033, 6 July

1952)
Mentha arvensis (Johns 653, 13 August 1978)
Menyanthes trifoliata L. (Krajina et al. s.n., 10 August 1974)
Menziesia ferruginea Hook. (Smith) (Taylor et al. 497, 26 May 1952; Krajina s.n., 15

July 1954)
Moneses uniflora (L.) Gray (Calder et al. 21044, 30 May 1957)
Montia perfoliata (Briank s.n., 24 May 1955)
Montia siberica (K.I.B. et al. 7590, 30 June 1957)
Myrica gale (Davidson s.n., 20 March 1926; Krajina et al. 5335, 2 June 1958)
Nuphar polysepalum Engelm. (Pojar et al. 23, 3 September 1972; Pinder-Moss et al.

753, 9 June 1974)
Oemlaria cerasiformis (Eastham s.n., 17 June 1943; Holm 10a, 26 March 1959)
Oenanthe sarmentosa (Jones s.n., 24 June 1979; Davidson s.n., 9 May 1929)
Oplopanax horridum (J.E. Smith) Miq. (Pojar and Pinder-Moss 32, 3 September

1972)
Osmorhiza chilensis (Jones s.n., August 1979)
Pachystima myrsinites (Krajina et al. s.n., s.d.; Krajina s.n., 17 April 1957)
Perideridia qairdneri (syn. Carum qairdneri) (Eastham s.n., 13 August 1940; Eastham

s.n., 6 August 1940)
Philadelphus lewisii (Krajina s.n., 20 August 1950; Krajina et al. s.n., 30 June 1974;

Krajina s.n., 19 August 1950)
Phyllodoce empetriformis (Sm.) D. Don. (Williams s.n., 13 July 1965)
Physocarpus capitatus (McCalla 11459, 30 June 1951)
Pinguicula vulgaris L. (Pinder-Moss 36, 27 June 1972)
Plantago major (Florian 124, 10 August 1953)
Polygonum cuspidatum Sieb. & Zucc. (Straley 3794, 23 August 1986)
Populus tremuloides (Holm 55, 9 May 1959; Pojar s.n., 15 July 1975)
Populus trichocarpa (Jones 389, 21 August 1972; Krajina s.n., 20 July 1953)
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Potentilla anserina L. (Wright s.n., 6 September 1977); P. anserina L. ssp. anserina

(Rose s.n., 1 July 1978)
Potentilla pacifica Howell (Calder et al. 35471, 26 June 1964)
Prenanthes alata (Pojar s.n., 13 August 1974)
Prunus emarginata (Davidson s.n., 12 August 1943; McCalla 9414, 10 May 1947)
Pvrus fusca (Hart s.n., 10 August 1939; Beamish et al. 750058, 28 May 1975)
Quercus darryana Dougl. (Szy s.n., 20 August 1957)
Rhamnus purshiana D.C. (Taylor et al. 4918, 13 June 1963)
Ribes bracteosum Dougl. (Calder et al. 23617, 18 August 1957; Calder et al. 35124,

15-16 January 1964; Turner 797, 6 July 1972)
Ribes divaricatum Dougl. (Eastham s.n., 12 May 1937; Eastham s.n. 12 May 1937;

Davidson s.n., 12 June 1914)
Ribes hudsonianum Rich. (Cody et al. 7601, 27 July 1953; Loan 39, 30 July 1950)
Ribes lacustre Poir. (Beamish et al. 7147, 6 June 1957; Johns 616, 30 July 1978)
Ribes laxiflorum Pursh. (Calder et al. 21846, 27 June 1957; Newcombe 372, 8 August

1917; Turner 417, 14 July 1971)
Ribes lobbii A. Gray (Krajina et al. 4225, 30 May 1950; Eastham s.n., 24 April 1939)
Rubus arcticus L. (Brink s.n., 9 August 1943)
Rubus chamaemorus (Calder et al. 34715, 6 June 1964; Calder et al. 13202, 18 July

1954)
Rubus idaeus L. (Albright 37, 3 August 1980; Smith 65, 15 June 1972)
Rubus laciniatus Willd. (Calder et al. 36953, 15 August 1964; Harrington s.n., 28

September 1950)
Rubus leucodermis Dougl. (Charter s.n., 19 May 1949; Fodor 585, s.d.; Krajina s.n.,

17 August 1954)
Rubus procerus Muell (Holm 526, 13 July 1959; Calder et al. 36946, 14 April

1964)
Rumex acetosella (Krajina s.n., 18 August 1950)
Rumex occidentalis (Pojar s.n., 23 June 1974; Pojar s.n., 8 July 1974; Krajina et al.

s.n., 1 August 1974)
Salicornia virginica L. (Crins et al. 7405, 8 August 1987)

Salix exigua Nutt. (Rose 77-458, 1 July 1977; Rose 75-936, 1 November 1975)
Salix hookeriana Barr. (Davidson s.n., 22 March 1912)
Salix lasiandra Benth. (Eastham s.n., 1943; Krajina et al. s.n., 19 July 1967)
Salix scouleriana Barr. (numerous specimens)
Salix sitchensis Sanson (syn. S. Coulteri Anders.) (Eastham s.n., 27 June 1940)
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Sambucus racemosa (Harrison 761, 1 August 1967)
Sium suave Walt. (Rose AAR80475, 13 September 1980; Garton 12221, 28 July

1969

)

Sorbus sitchensis (Grant s.n., 21 July 1954; Eastham s.n., 31 July 1944)
Spiraea douglasii Hook. (Rogers 348, 20 July 1948)
Stachys cooleyae (Dickens 161, 1 July 1952)
Stellaria media (Tompka s.n., 7 May 1963; Brink s.n., 17 June 1975)
Svmphoricarpos albus (Beamish et al. 750213, 12 July 1975)
Tillaea aquatica L. (Thomas 18463, 8 May 1970)
Tofieldia qlutinosa (Michx.) Pers. (Marchant 71-236, 29 July 1971; Fodor 993, 13

July 1976)
Urtica dioica L. ssp. qracilis (Ait.) Selander (McCalla 9243, 1 August 1946; Calder et

al. 27566, 28 July 1960)
Vaccinium alaskaense Howell (Bednar et al. s.n., 11 September 1967; Straley 3674, 22

June 1986)
Vaccinium caespitosum Michx. (Krajina et al. s.n., 8 July 1974; Krajina et al. s.n., 17

July 1974)
Vaccinium membranaceum Dougl. (McCalla 9422, 11 May 1947; Cottle 390, 22 July

1951)
Vaccinium ovalifolium Smith (Hebda et al. s.n., 9 June 1975; Straley 3565, 19 May

1986)
Vaccinium ovatum (Ashlee s.n., 26 August 1957)
Vaccinium oxycoccus L. (Pinder-Moss 1361, 1 August 1976; Taylor 6956, 13 June

1966)
Vaccinium uliginosum L. (Straley 3724, 26 July 1986; Stevenson 685, 3 August

1975)
Viburnum edule (Fodor 122, 6 June 1943)
Vicia qigantea Hook. (Ashlee s.n., 28 May 1955)
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7.3 Appendix 3: General Oowekyala Botanical Terminology
Bark
00 i'<rern - bark of any kind
00 +riga - to peel bark from a tree (e.g., red-cedar)
Berry (and berry-like fruits)
00 '5ixt5a'5imas - fruit (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 ciieua - sour (esp. crabapples)
00 cicitvii6imas - sour fruit (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 clawri6im5s - 'sour berries'
00 661a - berry (in general; salmonberry)
00 elikut - to clean berries
00 kiqsawa - fruit (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 6ana6m - berry basket
00 na'anga - to pick berries (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 n6nga - to pick berries
00 elaile", elayuqu'a - overripe berry
00 gamsali - unripe berries (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 eirhsli - any unripe berries or fruit
00 qwilis - juice of berries, home brew
00 er uta - to eat berry cake or berries boiled until a jam-like consistency is
obtained
00 zuUs - "juice" (English loan) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
Blossom
00 qotsum - "blossom moon," May (Drucker 1950:270)
00 qvuikv - apple and cherry trees in blossom (D. Stevenson, pers. comm.
1989)
Branch, Knot
00 iànxa - to get hard knots of wood (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 ierinx - hard knot of wood (Hilton et al. 1982:19)

00 ihiths6a - to get a tree with knots (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 ihsna - branch of tree (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 ihsnACua - tree with knots (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)

00 fnsa - to go get hard knots of wood
00 innx - hard knot of wood
00^- to chop off branches
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00 's.na - branch, knot
00 Wla - to use hemlock branches (to gather herring roe)
Bud
00 qvoqvoxamealaka - spirit-of-budding-plants, an Oweekeno dance; term
taken from Drucker (Drucker 1940) (i.e., qwo'qwo'xa'mealaka Spirit-of-budding-plants, one of the lower dances of the Shaman's
series) (Drucker 1940:202) and translated into Oowekyala by EW
(Stevenson 1977:149)
Cone
00 Niels - cone (of coniferous tree)
00 b61i4vs - cone (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
Flower
00 pala'was - "flowers" (English loan) (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
Garden

00 oa'5ia's - garden (Smith n.d.)
Knot (see branch, knot)
Leaf

00 4vgalla - leaf (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989); leaf (Hilton et al.
1982:38, 160)
Log
00 liable - log(s) tied up on beach (to be towed for firewood, etc.) (D. Stevenson,
pers. comm. 1989) (from 00 depa, 'to tow')
00 d6xtbis - drift logs (on beach) (EW)
00 dha6emkv - a log or tree that's been felled (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 Ldis - any kind of log, lying down (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 loth06m - windfallen tree (with roots still on it) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm.
1989)
00 lix7en - log, pole (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 lova - firewood (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
Pitch

00 owiik - (spruce) gum; chewing gum
00 b'v6ifix - (spruce) pitch, used as medicine (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 triitms15iga - pitch blisters on balsam fir
Plant, Growth, etc.

00 eiwai6 - to grow, to grow up
00 q!wa"x 8 aid - (R) to grow (14.12) (Boas 1928:269)
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00 q!wa'eaik - (R) to grow in house (106.27) (Boas 1928:269)
00 qvgala - plant (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 era)-(axsala - growing all around, all over the place (i.e., the set of things
growing randomly in an area) (LJ) (NL)
00 eiva4va'C.e5imas - vegetables (store-bought) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm.
1989)
00 eivaiianx - spring (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 gwaax - ritual name for hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla)
Root
00 'i_irclup - root (incorrect according to RH)
00 thUvam - root (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 'Ailkwrri - root (NL)
00 thiikvpa - to get spruce roots (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
Tree
00 C6lia - heart of tree (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989) (postulated,
unconfirmed [DS]; not verified by RH)
00 Ckvamrhit - stump (of a tree) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989) (not
verified by RH)
00 qha'a'ils - tree (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 dha'xdhisis - trees (pl.) (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 driab'ama - to chop down a tree (Smith n.d.)
00 qhMamkv - a log or tree that's been felled (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 Icoä'as - tree (Boas 1893:79)
00 kythOama'qami - uprooted tree (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)

00 k'unm - uprooted tree
00 kythd6m - windfallen tree (with roots still on it) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm.
1989)
00 rhèkvals - windfallen tree (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989) (verified by
RH)
00 irumaqmi - stump (of tree) (said to be a HE term by RH)
00 ihsaCua - tree with knots (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 thiihsria - to get a tree with knots (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00

'A iCs - thicket(?) (Lincoln and Rath 1980:197) (not recognized by RH)

00 zilxvem - young tree, sapling (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989; RH)

Weed
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too erai'<axsaia (too eiwaar<axsala) - growing all around, all over the place (i.e.,
the set of things growing randomly in an area) (U, RH) ("weeds" -

too

ei vaaxsala [too 4waaxsala] - they grow all over the place. That's any
plant that don't have their own uses." [U])
00 '5anidani.iv - firewood (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 '5amriliqa - to gather and cut firewood (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 6rhastuYu - kindling (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 Gya'p'as - name meaning "Dry wood," from the Oweekeno version of the legend
entitled La'lqemitl, i.e., the story of the girl who met the bear while
picking berries; this was the name of one of her children fathered by the
bear (Boas 1895:229) (cf. 00 kya"p'as)

00 gvUdiUkv - cordwood on beach (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 tiarhastuOu - kindling (of any kind) (EW)
00 hua's - shakes that have been split off a tree (D. Stevenson, pers. comm.
1989)
00 ki;"(kv - "sawed thing" (any sawn wood) (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 kya"p'as - dried wood (Boas 1893:82) (cf. 00 Gya'p'as)

00 kv6n6wanXv - slab of wood (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 kvenaxva - to split wood (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 kvikvuaisiakv - old style kindling, carved (shaved) off pieces of wood (D.
Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)

00 kvuaci5 - to split wood (Smith n.d.)
00 Nye - firewood (Stevenson and Rath 1984)
00 liiv-Iqvis - "place of driftwood," a place on the beach north of Sawmill Island
(kitit) where driftwood from Owikeno Lake collects on the shore, a place
to gather driftwood for firewood (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
(term attributed to PC)

00 paa - lumber cut and ready to go (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989)
00 6iXat - driftwood (Stevenson and Rath 1984; D. Stevenson, pers. comm.

1989)
00 ifivar<tha'5u - stick (D. Stevenson, pers. comm. 1989) (cf. term for "redcedar wood"]
00 Ts'e'mas - name meaning "Wet wood," from the Oweekeno version of the
legend entitled La'igemitl, i.e., the story of the girl who met the bear
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while picking berries; this was the name of one of her children fathered
by the bear (Boas 1895:229) (cf. 00 Ts'e'mas)
00 ts'e"mos - damp wood (Boas 1893:82) (cf. Ts'e'mas)
00 xian'qvilha - wood shavings used for kindling (D. Stevenson, pers. comm.
1989)
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7.4 Appendix 4: General Hanaksiala and Haisla Botanical Terminology
Bark
HA Uwm - bark of tree
HA huh-kum - bark (Tolmie and Dawson 1884:30, 31)
HA Rixa - shave bark off tree, etc. (Bach 1989a:1)
HA xw6kwa - to come loose (bark)
HA xtu6e.liid - to come loose (bark)
HA iikwar<ud- to take bark off
HA"(1<wa - to get bark to burn
HA ‘Xxw.lin - drifting bark
HA ''(>("'nala - driftlog with bark on it
HA skra - to tear off (bark, wallpaper)
HA six.lind - to peel bark or solid dirt off a log, to peel skin off oolichans before
eating them
HA ska - to peel off red-cedar bark
HA^- log or tree without bark, to be barkless
Berry (and berry-like fruits)
HA cUsdrna - pole or rack for keeping dried herring eggs (clothes, etc.);
berrycake
HA casud - to take outside for drying (clothing, blankets, lumber, berries, etc.)
HA cUsud - to spread berries to dry, to dry anything out (Vink n.d.:12)
HA ciceR°p"a"ima's - any kind of sour fruit HV (Bach 1989a:1)
HA cow-lal-le pl. HA cow.co.la!le - berry (Robinson n.d.:5)
HA cow.lass pl. HA cow co lass - berry tree (Robinson n.d.:5)
HA gil+a - to gather food (not meat, but berries and roots) for the winter
HA gii-Cua - always gathering berries for the winter
HA gulakw - things (esp. berries) gathered and preserved for the winter
HA griz6d - owner (e.g., of berrying rights, etc.)
HA tiixriairn6s - candy, sweets, fruit
HA tiriqa - to strip berries off the branches with the fingers
HA tinciaZud - to strip a handful of berries off the bush
HA ko-la-lie - berry (Raley n.d.a:15)
HA kwe.lass - juice (Robinson n.d.:50)
HA klerrii5a, pl. HA kiklàrni5a - sour (said of fermented fruit)
HA klarni5ax.iiid - to turn sour (said of fermented fruit)
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HA kl6rririilakw - home-brew (made of fruit) (SYN: HA ciXwOilekw)
HA kl6r0i+a - to make home brew (SYN: HA CiXwiii+a)
HA iaiaelya's - berry picking place near Alcan Plant (Mendel n.d.:8) (HA iaiakas
- place to make berry cake [NL])
HA iqa, pl. HA NO - to dry berries
HA i'Jle - berry cake, mashed and dried berries
HA marnlkilaqus - time to pick the fruit (season for...) (GR)
HA rri6m1kimas - berries (any kind)
HA mèrnlkla - to go after any kind of berries (GR)
HA mamlkes - berry bush (any kind)
HA mar-mal qes - fruit tree (Robinson n.d.:3 7)
HA neg'Xla - to go off to pick berries (with canoe)
HA na - to pick berries (to take them home) (Vink and Kuipers 1 9 7 4:E1 3)
HA naa, pl. HA nin6a - to pick berries
HA naid - place where people always pick berries (also the name of a Kitlope
mountain)
HA nanallbua - berry basket made of cedar bark
HA eleyuqu'a - ripe (berries), ripe enough to pick
HA 66ta, pl. HA qirerta - to eat berries with a spoon
HA eludeCi, pl. HA eluerd6c; - bowl from which one eats berries or chopped fruit
HA elude - berries in a container and ready to eat
HA gmsli pl. HA elielmslei - unripe berry or fruit
,

HA criXa - to smash sth. up (fruit)
HA qwil6s - juice of berries, orange juice, home brew
HA qlwakw - berries dried by boiling (Note: the result is "HA iqa")
HA qlxwa - to thicken berry cake
HA s'ixa - to pick dirt or stems off berries before cooking
HA twigs - oolichan grease and snow (which can be mixed with any kind of dried
food - salmon or berries, etc. - and eaten) (GR)
HA tèigsila - to make HA twigs (GR)
HA iiteeirnakula - to settle (said of berries in a container)
HA 6'60uia - to pick berries
HA 6a6ufasu - place where salmonberries are picked
HA PX" .nid - to scoop up a handful of berries (etc.) and throw it or pass it on to
-1

sb.
HA 6ab'uMn - to go berrying (in general) (GR)
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HA 0'4'165 - to get berries (of any kind) (GR)
HA .A6 .AP'sm - bulky thing that is red
HA 'issmi - skin of fruit
HA "isJOid - to get ripe (berries)
HA 'Cup, pl. HA "i'l)13 - cooked, ripe; pus
HA tAUpgna - too ripe
HA "A'Ainfila - to make ripe (said of the summer weather in connection with the
berries)
HA )-(wseia - to come off (said of flowers, leaves, berries); to wear off (the new
appearance of clothes)
Berry: Animals/Bear's Berries/Plants
HA sisakwimas hs_rnamlkimas - animals' berries
HA ilea hs_memlkimas - 'black bear's berries'
Blossom
HA Tai-koom-mah-h6lle - blossom (Raley n.d.a:18)
Botany
HA Noaki-kwihlands pelha - "botany" (Raley n.d.a:20)
HA nuagi gilusu palx'6 - "botany" ("looking at flowers and thinking") (GR; EB)
Branch, Knot
HA kwriknaXawls - wet branches, wet forest
HA kwricP■awa - wet branches
HA tlis-sin-nar, pl. HA tletlis sin nar - branch (Robinson n.d.:3)
HA sila - to cut off branches
HA 'Asna, pl. HA "i .Asrie - branch of tree
Bud (see Populus trichocarpa)
Burl (see Fomes spp., etc.)
Bush
HA dsuk-kwns glouse - bush (Raley n.d.a:24)
HA fimssek's - thick underbrush, dense forest
HA kwrikna'Xawls - wet branches, wet forest
HA snk's - thick brush on the ground
HA sesixineCua - (any) thorny bush (GR; EB) (HA ts:sx.iineiCua)
Cone
HA habiieraawa - cone (of a tree)
HA habeliq'edhawa - seed of balsam fir (Bach 1989a:2) [cone]
Flower (also see Blossom)
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HA 6fjsurOdu6; - flower of cow-parsnip (Heracleum lanatum)
HA ge6iis - when flowers fall (time of seeing first snow in mountains, etc.) (GR;
EB) (HA rAtis - "when everything's complete" [late Autumn] [NL])
HA plx.tia pl. HA plplX.66 - flower, blossom; abalone
,

HA pIX.Ii6s, pl. HA plp1X.Ii6s - bush with blossom
HA pelha - flower (Raley n.d.a:56)
HA pal-66 - flowers (Robinson n.d.:31)
HA 01Xitla - name (for a male) said to mean "body covered with flowers" (one of
GR's names)
HA pliianiiis - name of girl from Eagle tribe (i.e., the feminine equivalent to GR's
name meaning "embodiment of flowers;" both names given during the
Kitlope Indian New Year as indicated by the blossoming of the riceroot
plant, Fritillaria camschatcensis) (GR); "Pelhanixs," (Old) Alice
(Anonymous n.d.a); "Pelhanlootilahks," (Old Alice) (Anonymous n.d.b)
HA ra.lia, pl. HA [51Plia - blossom of "stink currant" (?Vaccinium ovalifolium)
HA qUsa - to bloom
HA qUslikl, pl. HA qUqws.fiid - to start to bloom (plant, tree)
HA quyakw - in bloom
HA qUsilakw - in full bloom, "everything is in full bloom, fully open and
growing" (cf. HE [KI.] term said to mean "blueberry bloom" [Rigsby
1967a:141])
HA eluyare - blossom coming out (GR)
HA tai-koam-mah-hállá - blossom (Raley n.d.a:)
HA ChiRali; HA^- blueberry flowers or any kind of flowers when it
first opens (GR; EB)
HA ? th'ixeli - flower of any kind of berry 6.143 (Bach 1989a:1)
HA ZwseXa - to come off (said of flowers, leaves, berries); to wear off (the new
appearance of clothes)
Forest
HA timssak's - thick underbrush, dense forest
HA liuXw'X61s - base of sth. outside (e.g., a tree), pl. tiuliie'Xels "bases" and HA

fiuwaxAls "forest"
HA

kwrir<naXawls - wet branches, wet forest

HA eivasla - forest (Vink and Kuipers 1974:E34)
HA eiwaslà - forest, grove of trees
HA snkws - thick brush on the ground
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HA 7\gra'X'Xais - forest (pl. of HA ?a -M . 1s - bottom of tree, anything standing
upright) (Vink 1978:9)
Gall
HA ti as-mus - gall (Robinson n.d.:39)
Garden
HA kwa'i-yass - garden (Robinson n.d.:39)
HA kwah-e-yass - garden (Raley n.d.a:62)
Knot (see Branch)
Leaf
HA 660ai, HA COaq - leaves/boughs of red-cedar
HA Giewha - "In the Kitamaat language, the word which denotes the turning of the
leaves in autumn, is the same as that applied to the turning gray of the
hair or beard "Giewha" is the word. (Na-Na-Kwa 1903)
HA kwah-ulla - leaf (Tolmie and Dawson 1884:30, 31)
HA lin-hasdu - leaves turn brown (in autumn) (GR)
HA lighaznakwla - leaves turn different colours (in autumn) (GR)
HA 15i0c s'aawa - leaves starting to get yellow or black spots in the fall
HA qa— k'um - leaf (Boas 1893:60)
HA er5X1a, pl. HA er5efq1a - vegetation, leaves, vegetables
HA 4w6X1a, pl. HA 4w6Cr<la - vegetation, leaves, vegetables; leaves (GR)
HA eiwrA;:'(a - to fall (said of the leaves of a tree)
HA eiwpga - to fall (said of the leaves of a tree)
HA^pia - falling (said of leaves)
HA eiwp5i<la - falling (said of leaves)
HA 4wlaqiia - to bring to life (e.g., by means of certain herbs)
HA rlaale, pl. HA eiNw16kw - life
HA einCialas - needles of an evergreen tree
HA einCialas - needles of any conifer
HA tqwile - to make soil from leaves (e.g., those of black cottonwood, alder, etc.)
as in the "first trees" story (GR)
HA iik°aRa - anything drops off (GR: EB) (HA iikwaxa [NL])
HA fileamaRela - everything drops off the branches of trees, bushes (GR; EB)
(HA fikwmaxla [NL])
HA Zwsga - to come off (said of flowers, leaves, berries); to wear off (the new
appearance of clothes)
Log (see Tree, Wood)
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HA CimeuCa - group of logs (nickname for Kitamaat Village)
HA Cirrikis, pl. HA CiErneus - old driftlog (also chief's name)
HA Cimauzis, pl. HA CiCrneuzis - old driftlog on beach
HA Cimaussisd6 - to turn into a log
HA tiNwhis - sandbar, log on the beach
HA Fizigis - a kind of sea serpent said to turn into a big log when people go after it
HA kakairia - to try to find a log or tree to put one's initials on (thus claiming
it?)
HA kiOn - twisted log
HA LOG-ila - logging, work on logs (from English "log")
HA Manahks do logs - timber (Raley n.d.a:1 35)
HA qw'XmieXala - driftlog with roots still on it
HA 'Xs.rh - slippery log
HA "1:6iw.lin - log or tree without bark, to be barkless
HA xioeunala - driftlog with bark on it
HA ze-mohs - log (Raley n.d.a:81) [HA Cirriâus]
Pitch (see Wood)
HA Celgikila - name of old woman who is always eating pitch; mentioned in a
story known to GR (GR; EB) (Clgikla [NL]) (said to be a different person
than the "Basketwoman" according to GR)
HA Calkimala, HA c'elkemala - "Basketwoman," name of old lady who is always
chewing pitch; mentioned in a story told by JL (on Tape V, Side A;
recorded by EB summer 1972) (cf. HA Clkila - to make a basket) (HA
Cikmala [NL])
HA 6-66wIria - to go after pitch
HA 6wariika - to get pitch (SYN: HA 6w6rina)
HA rlsrlxme - to put pitch on the face (esp. that of the Pacific silver fir)
(Abies amabilis)

HA owlraxiikw - glued together with pitch
HA riksdud - to put pitch on a wound (hole, opening)
HA 6wiksmala - raincoat (originally made of grizzly bear skin with pitch on it)
HA 6"Ixa - to put pitch on
HA rixr3iga - pitch (from trees)
HA rij1Xenga - pitch from tree (GR)
HA g'a1ix0a - tastes like pitch (GR; EB) (HA 6 "Ixi5a [NL])
.

HA gwiik, pl. HA^- pitch (from tree), gum (SYN: HA rirlx0iga)
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HA kwul-lee'h - gum (Robinson n.d.:39)
HA eiskale" - Sitka spruce pitch used as chewing gum; any chewing gum (Picea
sitchensis)
Plant, Growth, etc.
HA cOssisda - all dried up (like dead tree)
HA iiiks ei-e;'(ou - any plant (in general) that grows well (GR)
HA kw6-ah nok.kwillar - grow (Robinson n.d.:39)
HA kw6-ah-lar - herbage (Robinson n.d.:42)
HA kwa-ha-la - plant (v.) (Raley n.d.a:97)
HA kwah-alla - flora (Raley n.d.a:56)
HA kwahalla - herb (Raley n.d.a:70)
HA kwat-al-la - vegetable (Raley n.d.a:139)
HA kwrifXa, pl. HA kwrill'<wm"Xa/HA kwikwrifXa - to grow up (child, plant) (SYN:
HA 6-5iia)
HA 16kwaiialas Crai(s7u - assorted plants; "all the plants" (GR)
HA q'aRela - wild bush (" HA q°axexsalas wild bush) (-ksalas?) carelessly??
(Bach 1989a:1)
HA craiiixsala - (no good) trees 1.81, everything but useful trees (Bach
1989a:1)
HA erg.tisa - to plant sth.
HA 4'Na, pl. HA
1

6-6enia

- to grow (plant)

HA ergila - to grow sth., to make grow
HA eiweiaaqus - April (literally, "growing month")
HA 4-5r<s7u - plant (in general) (GR)
HA ergla, pl. HA iraeri<la - vegetation, leaves, vegetables; "anything that grows
on land or in water" (GR)
HA^- garden
HA Ciwer6X.tila - to cause sth. to grow (said of people or the Spring rainshowers);
April shower
HA^- fertilizer
HA q"aRalas wanq' (HA Cra;:ila hs_wnq [NL]- anything [plants and animals] that
grows underwater [or rocks or swimming, including fish] [EB])
HA q'°eRala - "any kind of leaves growing out (GR; EB)
HA "aiR6s - "hard plant" (JD; EB)
HA ax.tias - "hard plant" (NL)
Root
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HA Mpa, pl. HA 'Xi"XOa, HA "X6:1pa - to dig for clams or roots
HA 'Xab6yu, pl. HA 'XiMagu - digging stick (for clams, for digging in general,
for pulling off bark)
HA dhapa - to dig roots (Vink and Kuipers 1974:E24)
HA klu-pux - root (even of ancestors) (Mendel n.d.a:45)
HA kloo-bough - root (Raley n.d.a:)
HA k'luu-pux - root (even of ancestors, etc.) (Mendel n.d.a:3)
HA ke6xgustud - to dig up what you plant outside (roots) (GR; EB) (era<gustud
[NL])
HA s6itha - to roast shellfish, crabs or fern roots by laying them at the side of
the fire
HA tloobp-poo'k - root (Robinson n.d.:78)
HA tbrba - soft end/tip of anything (e.g., of edible fern root, HA tib6m; not HA
thrbi, as appears in Lincoln and Rath 1986) (GR)
HA xwiqa, pl. HA ei:xwqa - to string a line (clothes line, power lines), to pull up
the roots of plants
HA Vii5kwa - to get roots
HA 'AuOgwed - to have roots
HA 'uriku - root
)

HA th'ek6 - to dig wild roots (GR; EB) (HA aka)
Sap
HA

eitria - to stop running (sap of tree); to stitch, to sew

Seed
HA 66Cua - the inside of sth. (e.g., a container), stone of fruit
HA VILA6i - 'stone inside' (GR), seed, stone, pit
HA kuah-a-sa-las-cakes - seed cake (Raley n.d.a:1 14)
HA kuah-a-sa-lass - seed (Raley n.d.a:1 14)
HA kwa'ahsalass - seed (Robinson n.d.:84)
HA q'aResales - seed (Bach 1989a:1)
HA eiwa.lisal6s - seed
HA q'°aRasal6s - seed of any kind (EB)
Sprout
HA^- sprouts (of salmonberry, etc.) (Note: This term applies to
salmonberries only according to GR.)
HA

era+6 - to pick sprouts

HA

erair+5 - to eat sprouts of salmonberry
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HA

erailiw+arn6

- to give a sprout feast (of salmonberry sprouts)

Stem
HA eras^pl. HA

4-6er').'(s.riu - main stem of tree or plant

HA^- stem of tree or plant (Vink and Kuipers 1974:E35)
Stick
HA nbagu, pl. HA ni:nbayu - stick for snapping traps
Stump
HA Ckwimut, pl. HA CiCeimut - stump of a tree
HA Cekvimut - stump of a tree (Vink and Kuipers 1974:E29)
HA Tsakwik6s - "the stumps are left inside his house" [Kemano] (Olson
1940:171) (a Hanaksiala clan man's title or name)
Thorn
HA skla - thorny
HA s:sx.Iin - thorn
Tree
HA c'imauc'a (Che-mot cha) - (#13) "place of snags" Kitamaat Village (upper
end) (Bach 1989b:2)
HA 'Xex'Xus, pl. (GW) HA 'XfXex?■us - trees together (Note: probably the HA
[Gm.] pronunciation of HA 'AaxXWs, pl. of HA "XaWs)
HA "Xasks - tree; standing upright on the ground outside (humans, etc.), pl. HA
Xi)■esks - "men," HA "Xax?on s - "trees"
,

HA 7\a'Ws, pl. HA "Xa'xXaivs - tree (Vink 1978:4)
HA glo-osh - tree (Tolmie and Dawson 1884:30, 31)
HA glouse - all trees; kwass, pl. (Raley n.d.a:137)
HA glowse - tree (Robinson n.d.:94)
HA Iiixkutmi - clear side of the tree (i.e., the side with no branches of the HA
kwaiO■eu)
HA tiUi5iga; pl. ei6iga shin (not the bone, which is kOs6iga); surface of
treetrunk
HA 666ua - middle, in the middle, middle-ages
HA rawdua, pl. HA liUawclua - top of a tree, mast, mountain, or any vertical
object
HA hasuka'h - Jesse Lake, "the trees are like stakes there" (Olson 1940:180)
HA tiurmi, pl. HA tiutiVmi - front exterior of one's face (or of anything), butt
end of a tree
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HA riuii"'"Xai, pl. HA liutiX"'"X5 - butt (of rifle), stern (of canoe), bottom (of box),
base (of tree)
HA liureuMls - base of sth. outside (e.g., a tree), pl. HA tiutiXwMls "bases" and HA

tii,Waials "forest"
HA kats, pl. HA kat:kis - long thing (e.g., a tree) lying on the ground
HA ka'tkis - group of trees lying on the ground (Vink 1 978:5)
HA kwass - all trees (pl.) (Raley n.d.a:)
HA kwelt - rotten tree (Raley n.d.a:107)
HA r<wai - tree with lots of branches at the top; seat which has been designated as
a chief's to sit on the water
HA kwavWci:1- hollow, HA kwavWccl.s "XaNnts - "hollow tree"
HA elkw6r.(Xls - to lie among trees (under shrubbery, on a bed of plants or
branches) (said of animate beings)
HA^- to lie (sleep) under the tree (said of animate beings)
HA klaèlsa - to place baby on tree (e.g., because one has work to do)
HA leuliaaw6 - to lie (sleep) on a platform on a big tree branch
HA rixatu, pl. HA11:1X'atu - any kind of dry-topped tree (e.g., red-cedar or
yellow-cedar and, less commonly, Sitka spruce) (GR)
HA lixatu , pl. HA li:biatu - any kind of dry-topped tree (GR)
HA luad - hollow tree
HA macra - to be uprooted (tree, etc.)
HA macris - uprooted tree outside
HA macria - (tree) uprooted on rocky shore
HA ow6uwa - middle of a tree or a canoe (Vink and Kuipers 1974:E11)
HA eliCeis - many long things standing on the ground outside (e.g., trees)
HA was pl. HA eraxeras - group of standing trees
HA eras, pl. HA erèxeras - group of standing trees
HA 6wasle - forest, grove of trees
HA er as161s - grove of trees outside
HA el'as - timber, group of trees within a larger group (Vink 1978:9)
HA q°'aRixsala - (no good) trees 1.81, everything but useful trees (Bach
1989a:1)
HA enxq°rIka - fallen tree that is crushed to pieces (Vink 1978:5)

HA q wlOs - to turn to dust (said of rotten tree)
HA erieDNa - old and rotten (tree)
HA criOiukw - tree that has been left to turn to dust
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HA qu'rXri- dmi - uprooted tree, snag
HA ownxelnka - fallen tree that is crushed to pieces (JR transcription)
HA

.

1)X 6O.tin - log or tree without bark, to be barkless

HA '"i'sr56Cua - tree with branches all over it
HA tlaowsh - pine (Tolmie and Dawson 1884:30, 31) (HA 'Xasks)
HA Cala (Dala) - "clear of fallen trees" LR reserve site below mouth of Dala R.
(Bach 1989b:2)
HA Cala (Tah-la) - "clear of fallen trees" LR Dala R. (Bach 1989b:2)
HA xoaqlia61sla and HA q6q1ialsla - walking among the trees
HA zilem - crosspiece between two horizontal parallel beams in house (Note: HE
equivalent means "young tree, sapling" but according to GR the HA term
does not have this meaning.)
HA zilem hs,..:XaWs - crosspiece (sapling?) of tree (GR)
Twig
HA kwah-dunneh - twig (Raley n.d.a:138)
Underbrush
HA erxriaws - underbrush, undergrowth; "growth under trees" (GR 1989)
HA CrxriUkwabuis - underbrush under the trees
HA rxrilakwabuis - underbrush under the trees
HA er xriaws - underbrush, undergrowth
HA 4°4°0' ers - underbrush (Vink 1978:3)
Weed
HA 4'6ai<aksala, pl. HA irlr6aXeksala - weeds, growing all over the place,
growing wild ("that's the ones that's got no name, they grow any place;"
HA 6wear<aksala hs,:XaWs- "trees with no name" [but most, if not all, of
the trees around Kitlope have names] [GR])
HA q'°6Reksala - weeds, etc. (EB)
HA q'°aRasalOs - any kind of weed (GR; EB)
Umths kwahal16, kwa-uks-salla - weed (Raley n.d.a:142)
Wood
HA ?Mqa - to gather firewood
HA ?nx.it - (Sitka spruce) pitch used to start fire
HA ae kwoh - wood, fire (Raley n.d.a:)
HA ciq - narrow board (?)
HA g niwa - the "bear's firewood" (i.e., the "real name" for the waterlogged
western hemlock wood mentioned in the bear/berry picking story)
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HA h6was - split lumber (Indian style or white man's style)
HA tiarhasqua - ("wood you put on first"), "bear's kindling, any "kindles" (used
to start a fire, e.g., dried Sitka spruce or western hemlock branches, or,
if these are unavailable, red-cedar); mentioned in the bear/berry
picking story
HA iinfdarbr - firewood gathered
HArinxit - pitchwood used to get fire next door
HA il.kwa• - (Robinson n.d.:31)
HA kkuài'"<sclukw - kindling which has been made
HA kkuaXsdu6 - to make kindling
HA ku5Zsiakw - wood which has been split apart
HA kvaqoqawa - driftwood (Vink and Kuipers 1974:E19)
HA kwah-glaw - wood (Raley n.d.a:27)
HA kwakglaw - wood (Raley n.d.a:145)
HA kwaktqsiala - splinters, crushed wood
HA kweqa - to split sticks (e.g., when making oolichan pegs)
HA kwNsind - to split wood
HA kware"waw6 - debris left over after splitting cedar (JR)
HA kwakwi<sdua - to make kindling
HA kwaqèi - inside (core) of anything (e.g., wood)
HA Le-kwah - firewood (Raley n.d.a:55)
HA kra, pl. HA^- firewood
HA iqwii6 - "to make a fire, set fire to something"
HA 16wiyi)kw - fire built on the beach or field; cordwood cut
HA^- fire built on the beach or field; cordwood cut
HA lqwla - "to camp, campsite, to stop over"
HA luk-wa - wood (Tolmie and Dawson 1884:30, 31)
HA nirm - firewood used during the night
HA saiks - shakes (split from log or green tree) (from English "shakes")
HA xua - to split wood evenly (especially for making oolichan sticks)
HA i''<uukw

-

wood split evenly (e.g., to make oolichan sticks)
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7.5 Appendix 5: General Southern Tsimshian Botanical Terminology
Bark
ST (HB) ma•s - bark (Dunn 1976:72)
ST mm•s - bark
ST m•sa G6n, ST mw•si Gan - bark of tree
Berry (and berry-like fruits)
ST rha'i, ST ri-ia7i - (any) berry
ST sXanrria?i, ST sXanrha7i - (any) berry bushes
ST sirha'i - 'to pick berries'
ST Gak5•Xs - berry bush or any bush (cf. CT [PR] ga•xs - willow tree [Dunn
1978:26])
ST cla-yks - edible mixture of berries, oolichan grease and snow
Bloom (see "flower")
ST GaXs.aX - "(to) bloom"
Bush
ST Gak5•Xs - berry bush or any bush (cf. CT [PR] ga•xs - willow tree [Dunn
1978:26])
ST sXenrhaPi, ST sXanr -ha7i - (any) berry bush
Branch
ST Pani•s - branch
Cone
ST rns•q - cone (of tree)
Flower (see "bloom")
ST mfdzaGalg• - flower
Leaf (see "weed")
ST, CT (HB, K, M, PR) ?ysns - leaf (Dunn 1976:73)
ST 6Ens-, ST 6Ens - leaf
ST l►kqns - 'strange leaves' ("weeds")
ST fags- needle (of coniferous tree)
Log (see 'tree')
ST GanGen - logs; "all the trees that are growing"
Pitch
ST sgffin-, ST sg 9 gn - pitch (of any tree)
Root
ST xu.s - root (Dunn 1976:74)
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ST hu•s, ST xu•s - root (and root-like structures)
Seed
ST ?LnwAPnA - seed (Dunn 1976:74)
ST niwa7na - seed
Stump
ST ha'ts, ST h6ts - tree stump (or rather, "an uprooted tree with all its roots
showing [regardless of how much of the trunk still exists]" [M.L.
Tarpent, pers. comm. 1992])
Thorn
ST saXs6-saX - sharp or pokey, "thorn"; 'sharp' (plural) (M.L. Tarpent, pers.
comm. 1992)
Tree (see "log")
ST sX5n- - tree (bush)
ST kandt - tree (Kitasoo) (Rigsby 1967a:41)
ST kandt - tree (DaII and Gibbs 1877:148)
ST GanG6n - logs; "all the trees that are growing"
Weed (see "leaf")
ST lab6Gait &lb( - wild plants, weeds, lit., 'grow anywhere' or "grows all
around"
ST Rs6gns - 'strange leaves' ("weeds")
Wood
ST Gan, ST G6n or ST Gan• - wood (i.e., "[straight] tree, wood, log, etc.")
ST lak - firewood
ST i f 5k f - driftwood
ST 75-11( - driftwood collected for firewood
ST miPins - wood for carving
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7.6 Appendix 6: Zoological Species Mentioned in this Report (Identifications are based
on known species distributions within the Central Coast and North Coast regions and
comparative Hanaksiala ethnozoological data and species identifications provided by
Gordon S. Robertson.)
abalone, northern (Haliotis kamtschatkana Jonas, Haliotidae)
bear, black (Ursus americanus Pallas, Ursidae)
bear, grizzly (Ursus arctos Linnaeus, Ursidae)
beaver (Castor canadensis Kuhl, Castoridae)
bee (one or more unidentified species of Hymenoptera)
beetles, dermestid (e.g., Dermestes spp. and Trogoderma spp., Dermestidae)
bullhead (one or more unidentified species of Cottidae)
clam, butter (common Pacific littleneck clam, Protothaca staminea [Conrad],
Veneridae)
clam, horse (Tresus capax [Gould] and T. nuttalli [Conrad], horse clam or gaper clam,
Mactridae)
clam: butter clam (Saxidomus gicianteus [Deshayes], Veneridae) and common Pacific
littleneck clam (Protothaca staminea [Conrad], Veneridae)
cockle, Nuttall's (Clinocardium nuttallii [Conrad], Cardiidae)
cod (unspecified Gadidae)
cod, black (Anoplopoma fimbria [Pallas], Anoplopomatidae)
crabs (e.g., edible or dungeness crab [Cancer magister Dana, Cancridae] and other
species)
crow, northwestern (Corvus caurinus Baird, Corvidae)
deer, mule (Odocoileus hemionus [Rafinesque], Cervidae)
dentalia (Dentalium pretiosum Sowerby, Dentaliidae)
ducks (unspecified Anatidae)
ermine; short-tailed weasel (Mustela erminea Linnaeus, Mustelidae)
flies (unspecified Diptera)
"frog": various species of true frogs, i.e., Pacific treefrog (Hyla regilla Baird and
Girard, Hylidae), tailed frog or torrent toad (Ascaphus truei Stejneger, Ascaphidae)
and western toad (Bufo boreas [Baird and Girard], Bufonidae)
geese: Canada goose (Branta canadensis [Linnaeus]), snow goose (Chen caerulescens
[Linnaeus]) and/or brant (Branta bernicla [Linnaeus]), Anatidae
groundhog (Marmota monax [Linnaeus], Sciuridae)
grouse (unspecified Tetraonidae)
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halibut, Pacific (Hippoglossus stenolepis Schmidt, Pleuronectidae)
herring, Pacific (Clupea harengus Linnaeus, Clupeidae)
hummingbird, rufous (Selasphorus rufus [Gmelin], Trochilidae)
jellyfish (various species of Phylum Cnidaria, Class Hydrozoa and Class Scyphozoa)
macoma, inconspicuous (Macoma balthica [Linnaeus], Tellinidae)
mallard (Anas platyrhynchos [Linnaeus], Anatidae)
marten (Martes americana [Turton], Mustelidae)
mink (Mustela vison Schreber, Mustelidae)
mosquito (Aedes sp. and probably other unspecified Diptera, Culicidae)
mountain goat (Oreamnos americanus [Blainville], Bovidae)
mussel (probably California mussel, Mvtilus californianus Conrad, Mytilidae)
"needlefish," or Pacific sand lance (?Ammodytes hexapterus Pallas, Ammodytidae)
octopus (Pacific giant octopus, Octopus dofleini [Walker] and other smaller octopods
and/or squids)
oolichan (Thaleichthys pacificus [Richardson], Osmeridae)
otter, river (Lontra canadensis [Schreber], Mustelidae)
porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum [Linnaeus], Erethizontidae)
"rat" (including introduced Norway rat, Rattus norvegicus [Berkenhout], Muridae,
bushy-tailed woodrat, Neotoma cinerea [Ord], Cricetidae, and Pacific jumping
mouse, Zapus trinotatus Rhoads, Zapodidae)
raven (Corvus corax Linnaeus, Corvidae)
salmon (Oncorhynchus spp., Salmonidae)
salmon, chum or dog (Oncorhynchus keta [Walbaum], Salmonidae)
salmon, coho (Oncorhynchus kisutch [Walbaum], Salmonidae)
salmon, pink or humpback (Oncorhynchus aorbuscha [Walbaum], Salmonidae)
salmon, sockeye (Oncorhynchus nerka [Walbaum], Salmonidae)
salmon, spring (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha [Walbaum], Salmonidae)
sea lion, northern (Eumetopias *ubatus [Schreber], Otariidae)
sea star, "starfish" (any species of sea star [Class Asteroidea] or brittle star [Class
Ophiuroidea], Phylum Echinodermata, including the largest and most common
intertidal sea star, Pisaster ochraceus [Brandt], purple or ochre sea star,
Asteriidae)
seal, harbour (Phoca vitulina Linnaeus, Phocidae)
shellfish (various species)
squirrel: Douglas' squirrel (Tamiasciurus douglasii [Bachman], Sciuridae) and red
squirrel (T. hudsonicus [Erxleben], Sciuridae)
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thrush, Swainson's (Catharus ustulatus [Nuttall], Muscicapidae)
trout, rainbow/steelhead (Salmo ciairdneri [Richardson], Salmonidae) and coastal
cutthroat trout (Salmo clarki [Richardson], Salmonidae)
tubeworms, i.e., various serpulid and sabellid polychaete worms such as parchment
tubeworm (Eudistylia vancouveri [Kinberg] and probably various other common
tubeworm species)
whales: gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus [Lilljeborg], Eschrichtidae) and humpback
whale (Megaptera novaengliae [Borowski], Balaenopteridae) (and possibly others)
wolf, timber (Canis lupis Linnaeus, Canidae)
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7.7 Appendix 7: Accounts of Ritual Bathing by Black Bear and Timber Wolf (as told by
Gordon Robertson to Brian D. Compton)
We [GR, Billy Hall and Billy Hall's son] go bear hunting...in June... Seen
the big bear walking down and he's got a big, big handful of green stuff. And the
old man say, "Don't shoot him, we'll watch him." So he's got four, four bundles of
green stuff. We don't know what it is so he went down in the...after he chewed
that...and he went up backing out on the river and he dove. When he comes up he
was facing where the sun comes out in the morning and he's backing up again. Oh,
the old man says, "Now he's doing it for you." He pointed to me 'cause I was in the
bow of the canoe. "Don't forget everything and what he does, you copy that." So I
did. So when he left all that stuff in there when he went up in the woods, that big
bear there. There was a bundle of western hemlock trees branch, and a bundle of
the willow tree leaves, and the leaves of that what you call HA ti6awsuli [Indian
hellebore] - poison roots - and the leaves of that devil's-club; they're all tied
up. So he left it on the beach. And the old man..."Now, don't touch it. You just
look at it, what it is." So that big bear chewed some off of that. All those for
bunches of leaves has got...that old man Billy told me, "You do the same thing.
Don't spit it out, swallow it." That was the first time I seen that bear when they
left that...what they use for bear.
Second time I was going up in the...going beaver hunting. There's a big
slide. We walk, we walk about six miles up the river. Half ways of that six
miles we go through that big slide and there's a big pool on the bottom of that
slide; real deep. So I was ahead of my partner: Uncle Sam. I see the wolf coming
down on the side of that pool. So I stood there, watched him, and that Sam
came...says, "What are you looking at?" I says, "The wolf...is gonna take a bath."
So he done the same thing [as the bear did]. But he had the nettles in his...his
nettles and that HA tieawsuli [Indian hellebore] leaves, and that hemlock branch,
and that wild, wild spinach, call it HA piCas [kneeling angelica]; got four
different kinds. He went down, dive and he come up, he went to shore and got,
grabbed another one and went down again. And he never took it out. He just left it
in the water, what he used for bath. He gave us his luck, that's why he do that,
that's what my father said when I tell him the story about it. "You got to do the
same thing, when you go out hunting you do the same thing." We got sixteen
beavers that time. Two white ones, pure white. We were up there for two nights
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and we shoot them. So that tells us that devil's-club is the main thing to use [for
luck in hunting].

I think the bear, some of the bear, use that skunk cabbage, too, for bath
'cause I seen them floating around in that pool. That old man told me, he says,
"You're gonna live longer than your uncle." He said, "That bear gave you luck and
the wolf." So we often talk about that skunk cabbage when I used to go trapping.
Everywhere where there's a skunk cabbage you see the roots sticking out, that's
the bear work. And they eat that. That's in spring, spring time.
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7.8 Appendix 8: Story of the Gambler (as told by Gordon Robertson to Brian D.
Compton)
Before they know that the devil's-club is good medicine for
anything...nobody knows it till that devil's-club turned alive itself. The gambler
lose all his things. And he lost his wife, lost his childrens, lost one of his fingers.
Oh, he walked up in a little creek and he heard somebody holler, "Aaahhh, come
this way." He had a little dog [Canis familiaris. Canidae] with him. Keep on, that
[devil's-club] man keep on calling him, "Come this way." So he went past the
big, big devil's-club. That was the one that was calling for him. He went past and
he's standing around till that man standing behind him, "Come over here. You
passed me." So he went back. He asked him, "What's the trouble? What
happened to you?" So he tell him a story. He lost all his belongings gambling.
Lost his daughter, his wife. He's got a young daughter, almost like my
granddaughter. But when his daughter's got her period he never looked away
from her. He just passed him [her]. Make him turn blind, can't see what he's
doing when he's gambling. That's this man was telling him, "You never turn away
from your daughter when she's got a period. You're supposed to." And he didn't
know so he told him, "See this big...call it HA Iiuielas? You clean it from the top.
Clean all the 'nettles' [thorns] off and you start from the bottom...chew it. Don't
cut them down. You just take the barks off, swallow it. When you finish you go
down the little creek and drink some water." And that man disappeared. So he did
and his little dog was there watching him. When he cleaned that bark off to the
top, from the bottom to the top, he went down that little stream and start
drinking water. That man told him, "You take your time when you drink, but
drink lots of water." So he did. So he passed out while he was drinking the water
and his face right in the water. So that little dog went and bit the back of
his...dragged him out of the water. So he starts to throw up. Everything's out
when he come alive again. Somebody whispered to him, says, "Drink some more
water. Drink some more water." So he did till his bowels start to move, too.
Everything cleared up. This man come back again, "Now you can see now." He
said, "Yeah, I can see a little." So he's got that gambling stick, gambling bones in
his hand. "I'm not gonna let you go till you see through my hand." So he didn't.
So he missed, but he can see, he can see that bone through the hand but he was
pretending not to see. But that man knows, says, "You're lying now. You can see
it. It's no good when you tell lie." That's what he told him. "If you lie you're
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going to lose again." So they tell him what to do and so he went back. That's how
they know that medicine, good medicine. That devil's-club. He went back and
started gambling again and got everything back after he take that devil's-club.
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